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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY j--

!

1.1 BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES |
-!

In late 1987, Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO),~ in cooperation with other Entergy Operations, Inc. I
nuclear plants, began planmng for a probabilistic risk assessment project, having recognized the !

potential benefits of such a tool for analysis and decision makmg on a wide range of regulatory
and operational topics. ANO was also well aware of the NRC's Severe Accident Policy [Ref.1.1-
1] and the then pending Generic Letter on Individual Plant Examination (IPE).

In March 1988, a detailed project specification was developed to express the project plans, 1
technical objectives / requirements, and to solicit contractor support. De scope of the project !
focused on a Level-1 and limited scope 12 vel-2 Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) for ANO !
Units 1 and 2. The 12 vel-2 scope was characterized as limited in that maximum use of e.dsting ~!

containment response analyses was planned, rather than-performing detailed plant specific l
analyses. |

!

He primary objectives for the project were: '

develop a means to help optimize, on a risk basis, planning and operational
~

.

decisions that may impact the safe and reliable operation of ANO. i

;
ensure the transfer of PRA technology to ANO personnel through training and

'

.

significant direct participation in the development of the PRA model.

develop a tool that could be used by ANO personnel to address specific safety, I-

operational, and regulatory issues. j
respond to the pending Generic Letter requirement to perform an IPE..

Science Applications Intemational Corporation (SAIC) was selected as the contractor and |
detailed pmject efforts began in September 1988. 1

In November 1988, Generic Letter 88-20 [Ref.1.1-2] was issued with objectives and guidelines j
similar to what ANO had anticipated. In August 1989, NUREG-1335 [Ref.1.1-3] was issued !

which provides submittal guidance for Generic Letter 88-20. The originally planned project ,

proved to address the IPE issues and guidance provided by NUREG-1335 without major . !
refinements in scope or emphasis. (Refinements were primarily related to the requirement for a |
Ievel-1 Internal Flooding Analysis and the technical details concerning the level-2 containment j
response analysis.) The goals and objectives of the project as originally defined were thus a
determined to directly coincide with or support the purpose of the IPE as stated in the Generic i

Letter: :

(1) to develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior. I

(2) to understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur.

(3) to gain a more quantitative understanding of the overall pmbability of core damage
and fission product releases. t

(4) if necessary, to reduce the overall probability of core damage and fission product j
releases by modifying, where appropriate, hardware and/or procedures that could i,

help prevent or mitigate severe accidents. ;

i
!
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I

As the ANO-1 & 2 PRA projects progressed, the validity of these goals and objectives was & I
confirrned through several plant suppon applications utilizing the project methods / technology and W ,

to some extent the preliminary project results. '

i

The initial ANO-1 PRA model has now been developed and the objectives of the ANO-1 project- |
have been met. (Note, due to the dynamic nature of the plant design and procedures, periodic
updates are expected to be performed to ensure that tie PRA model accurately reflects a
reasonably current plant configuration). He results of the joint effon between ANO and SAIC
personnel are summarued in the remainder of this report. t
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Existing Plants," 50 FR 32138, August 8,1985.
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(] 1.2 PLANT FAMILIARIZATION
U

Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 (ANO-1) is located adjacent to Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2 on
a peninsula in Dardanelle Reservoir on the Arkansas River in Pope County, Arkansas. He plant
is situated approximately six miles west-northwest of Russellville, Arkansas and about two miles
southeast of London, Arkansas (Figures 1.2-1,1.2-2 and 1.2-3). ANO-1 is designed to operate

contribution from the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs)quates to 883 MWe when the 16 MWt
at core power levels up to 2568 MWt which e

is included. Unit 1 is a pressurized water
reactor possessing a nuclear steam supply system supplied by Babcock and Wilcox Company and
began commemial operation in December 1974.

The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) consists of the reactor vessel, two vertical once-through
steam generators (OTSGs), four RCPs, one electrically heated pressurizer and interconnecting
piping. The system is arranged in two heat transfer loops, each with two RCPs and one OTSG.
He reactor coolant is transponed through piping connecting the reactor vessel to the steam
generators and flows downward through the OTSG tubes transfening heat to the steam and water
on the shell side of the generator. Reactor coolant is returned to the vessel fmm the OTSG
through two lines each containing a RCP (Figure 1.2-4).

He containment system consists of a reactor building that is a reinforced concrete structure in
the shape of a cylinder on a flat foundation slab with a shallow domed roof (Figure 1.2-5.) The
reactor building completely encloses the reactor and the RCS, and ensures that an acceptable,
upper limit for leakage of radioactive materials to the envimnment will not be exceeded. His
limit is maintained when gross failure of the RCS is assumed. He building is designed for a
pressure of 59 psig and a temperature of 286 'F.

/ Engineered safeguards (ES) are those systems and components designed to function under
accident conditions to prevent or mimmize the severity of an accident or to mitigate the
consequences of an accident. He ANO-1 Engineered Safeguards System consists of a High
Pressure Injection System, a Core Flooding System, a Low Pressure Injection System, a Reactor
Building Spray System, an Emergency Feedwater System, a Reactor Building Cooling System,
and a Reactor Building Isolation System. These systems ensure that under the conditions of the
worst postulated loss of coolant accident (LOCA) the integrity of the reactor building is
maintained and the exposure to the public is below the limits of 10CFRIO0.

Unit I generates electrical power at 22 kV and is connected to the 500 kV station switchyard
through its unit step-up transformer and a single dead-end span of 500 kV overhead transmission
line. A bus-tic autotransformer bank interconnects the 500 kV and 161 kV systems in the station
switchyard. Startup Transformer 1 is energized from the 22 kV tertiary windmg of the 500 to
161 kV autotransformer while Startup Transformer 2, which is common to Units 1 and 2, is
supplied fmm the 161 kV ring bus. Thus, either of these two startup transformers, which can be
fed from different sources, can pmvide the necessary startup and emergency load requirements of
Unit 1. The normal power supply for ANO-1 is the Unit I auxiliary transformer (Figure 1.2-6.)

In the event of the loss of normal or preferred auxiliary power sources, the ES loads can be
supplied from emergency power sources. The emergency onsite power sources consist of
independent and completely segregated emergency diesel generators, each of which has an
adequate capacity to meet the loads required for safe shutdown of the reactor.

He Service Water (SW) System consists of two independent and redundant loops capable of
supplying water to the required cooling components under normal and ES modes. Normal
cooling is supplied from Lake Dardanelle, however, an emergency pond is available in case of a

( loss of the lake. During nonnal operations, the SW pumps will supply cooling water to the

1.2-1
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auxiliary cooling loop. In the event of an ES actuation, auxiliary cooling is isolated from the
Service Water System.

Separate systems and equipment are provided for Unit I with few exceptions. He safety of either
unit, however, will not be impaired by the failure of a shared facility or system. Shared facilities
or equipment include Startup Transformer 2, the Control Room, the Emergency Cooling Pond
and a variety of non-safety related structures and facilities. Startup Transformer 2 is available as a
standby transformer for the respective unit auxiliary or startup transfonners. Its availability as an
additional, independent source of power allows operational flexibility without loss of redundancy
required for the Engineered Safeguani power supply. The Control Rooms for each unit are
located in adjacent areas of the respective auxiliary buildings. The control panels and equipment
are physically separated by glass doors that are open at the top to allow the ventilation systems to
be shared. The Emergency Cooling Pond can be use4 by either unit as a source of emergency
cooling water or as a heat sink if desired during normal operations. The non-safety related shared
components include systems such as waste disposal, communications, f'ue water supply, ,

bromination, and many others. As noted earlier, however, a failure of a shared component,
'

facility or system will not effect the safety of either unit.

.
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Figure 1.2-1 General Location

'

See Figures 1.2-2 and 1.2-3 for plant site details.
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1.3 OVERALL METHODOLOGYq
D The technical approach for the ANO PRA project, which in tum provided the methodology for

performance of the systematic examination called for by the IPE Generic Letter, involved a level-
1 PRA and limited scope 1xvel-2 PRA for both ANO units (ANO-1 & 2). This approach,
illustrated in Figure 1.3-1, is often referred to as the "small event tree, large fault tree" approach
and relies on the well-established PRA technique called fault tree hnk.ng. His technical approach !

and the contingent scope of efforts were felt to be the most effective means to accomphsh the i

project goals and objecuves. When the NRC guidelines for IPE were completed, it continued to |
prove to be an optimal technical plan.

'

To begin the Level-1 portion of the study, potential accident initiators were identified and
grouped according to similar plant response. Functional event trees were then developed to
characterize accident sequences for each group of initiators. These sequences define the plant ,

responses and the resulting core damage bins. For each plant response function node in the event
'

tree, " top logic" fault trees were developed to convert the functional response to plant specific
system responses and human interactions. For each system response, component level fault trees ;

'

were developed, including front-line and support system relationships plus related human
!

interactions. System related failures that could yield additional accident initators were fed back
into the accident sequences. The system fault trees also included test and maintenance activities
that would contribute to system unavailability. Component failure and unavailability data, as well
as initiating event frequencies, were constructed from generic and/or available plant specific
failure information. Human failure events were generally not incorporated directly into the ,

models. Notable exceptions were " fails to restore following maintenance / calibration" type failures ,

and high level human failure events like " failure to actuate required manually actuated system".
Conservative screening values were utilized for human reliability data in the initial model runs and
changed to plant specific data as necessary during recovery analysis.

t( '

To develop the level-1 core damage frequencies, the fault tree linking approach was used to
combine the system level fault trees and top logic for the specific accident sequences. His :

,

process led to the quantification and identification of accident sequence cut sets -- the
combinations of component failures, maintenance unavailability, and human failure events that
could yield the accident sequence and related core damage end states. At this point in the
analysis, each significant cut set was analyzed for potential means of recovering from the
combination of events. Considering the specific conditions and timing involved, recovery
scenarios were identified and non-recovery probabilities were estimated. Additional systems
and/or human reliability modeling followed by re-quantification was performed as appropriate.
By appending the non-recovery events to the sequence cut sets, the final core damage frequency
results were estimated.

To address the potential progression of the accident sequence considering containment
performance and severe accic ent phenomena, a limited scope Level-2 PRA was performed. The
Level-2 scope of the analysis included all the accident sequences from the 12 vel-1 study, relevant
combinations of plant damage states, containment systems states, and containment failure modes.
Detailed plant specific phenomena analyses and structural analyses were not performed, but ANO- '

1 design features were directly considered in the quantification of containment performance sia
limited engineering calculations or as a basis for scaling reference plant analyses. In this manner, ,

specific ANO-1 design aspects were included in the assessment.

To assure proper interface with the level-1 analysis, as well as to add plant specific detail to the
containment performance analysis (Level-2), fault tree models of containment systems were

'( developed and run to obtain the various combinations of containment system failures (sprays, ;

fan / coolers, isolation). From the accident sequence perspective, the 12 vel-1/ Level 2 interface

L3-1
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was addressed by combining the 12 vel-1 cut sets with the Level-2 cut sets for each accident
,

sequence.

His combination of level-1 and 12 vel-2 cut sets provided the linking of each core damage end
state to a plant damage end state. The results, of the level-1/12 vel-2 cut set combining process,
were incorporated into the Containment Event Tree (GT). The GT logically models the
containment response, severe accident phenomena, containment failure modes, and fission
product release information in an event tree format. Quantification of the GT by integrating the
containment system failure cut sets, core damage cut sets, and related source terms leads to
determination of the magnitude, frequency, and contributing failures that characterize a release.
The GT structure also provides a convenient method of investigating the sensitivity of
containment performance to a number of severe accident progression factors.

With the steps of the technical approach as described above, plus the significant involvement of
the ANO staff, the methodology was designed to achieve an appreciation for severe accident
behavior from both a core damage and containment response perspective. Qualitative and
quantitative understandings have been improved consistent with the objectives of IPE and the
intent of the ANO PRA project. With this accumulated knowledge, the project results were
evaluated to seek major strengths and weaknesses as summarized below.

O

O
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1.4 SUMMARY AND MAJOR FINDINGS ,

In response to Generic Letter (GL) 88-20, " Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident
Vulnerabilities," Entergy has undertaken the performance of a Level-1 PRA and limited scope
Level-2 PRA to evaluate ANO-1. In establishing a program to address the generic letter, Entergy
established internal objectives for the ANO-1 individual plant examination (IPE) project that were
consistent with NRC GL 88-20:

Develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior.-

Gain an understanding of the most likely severe accident sequences that could
"

.

occur at ANO-1 by ensuring that a thorough transfer of PRA technology occurs to
ANO personnel through training and significant direct participation in the PRA
model development.

Gain a more quantitative understanding of the overall pmbabilities of core damage.

and fission product releases and therefore develop a means to help optimize, on a
risk basis, planning and operational decisions that may impact the safe and reliable
operation of ANO-1.

.

Develop a tool that can be used by ANO personnel to address specific safety,.

operational, and regulatory issues such that, where necessary, changes can be
made to plant hardware or procedures to prevent or mitigate any severe accident -

vulnerabilities identified by the IPE models.

In keeping with the spirit of the IPE pmcess, Entergy personnel were involved in all aspects of the
development, quantification and documentation of the PRA models used in the ANO-1 IPE. Over
50% of the total engineering effort applied to the project was contributed by Entergy personnel:
(approximately nine person-years). Upon completion of the ANO-1 IPE, ANO now has six
engineering personnel with detailed knowledge of the PRA models and numerous additional
personnel that are familiar with the PRA modeling techniques and results (see Figure 5-1). The
ANO-1 IPE approach used walkdowns, interviews, procedure and drawing reviews, as well as
independent peer reviews by plant personnel and PRA contractors to ensure that the PRA models
accurately reflect the plant design and operation and are consistent with accepted PRA practices.

As a result the IPE provides a comprehensive, detailed analysis of the severe accident behavior of
ANO-1 and quantifies the overall likelihood of core damage and fission product release consistent
with the guidance provided in GL 88-20 and the submittal guidelines pmvided in NUREG-1335.
A summary of the results and major findings is presented below for both the " front-end" or Level-
1 analysis and the "back-end" or I.evel-2 analysis. Figure 1.4-1 pmvides a pictorial display of the
ANO-1 IPE numerical results. It should be noted that, due to the iterative nature of PRA
development, additional areas of model refinement exist that in general would remove over-
conservatisms in the results, but have not been removed at this time pnmarily due to schedule
limitations. Many of these areas will likely be pursued during subsequent model revisions
associated with incorporation of on-going plant changes.

1.4.1 Front-End Summary

As a result of the ANO-1 IPE cfforts, the following front-end or I.evel-1 findings have been
made:

The overall core damage frequency of 4.7 x 10-5/yr is below the staff's proposed-

subsidiary safety goal of I x 10-4/yr. This indicates that, in conjunction with the
back-end results. ANO-1 does not present an undue core damage risk.

;
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c
The overall ANO-1 core damage frequency is within the range of past published(' -

PRAs performed on PWRs. This indicates that the core damage susceptibility of
ANO-1 is not significantly unlike other PWRs.

Operator actions play a key role in the core melt risk at ANO-1 (see importance+

rankmg Table 3.5.4-3 or 4). Most notable of these actions are requirements for
the operators to trip the RCPs in the event of a loss of RCP seal cooling, to
manually open RB sump suction valves for ECCS recirculation, to transfer service
water to the ECP upon service water suction failures, to trip HEW pumps in the
event of a steam generator overfill, and to manually transfer offsite power fmm
the aux 1hary transformer to the start-up transformer. These actions are|

pmceduralized and understood by the plant operators.

ANO-1 has several diversified means of decay heat removal following a plant*

transient or small LOCA. Consequently, no vulnerability was identified related to
USI A-45, Decay Heat Removal.

"Ihe ANO-1 IPE has pmvided informa1 ion necessary for assessments which should.

be adequate for closure of two additianal USIs/GSIs; GSI-23 " Reactor Coolant
Pump Seal Failures" and GSI-105, " Interfacing System LOCA at LWRs." In
addition, information provided in section 3.6 is considered to be favorably relevant
to USI A-47, " Systems Interaction Due To Intemal Flooding" and information in
section 4.8.3 is considered to be favorably relevant to GSI-121, " Hydrogen
Control For Large Dry PWR Containments".

The IPE front-end analysis provided a number of insights into potential ANO-1 accidcat
sequences, v,ith related potential plant improvements identified for future consideration. Thesev

impmvements include both procedural and hardware enhancements to the ANO-1 accident
response capability.

1.4.2 Brk-End Summary s

As a result of the ANO-1 IPE efforts, the following back-end Ixvel-2 findings have been made:

No back-end vulnerabilities were identified for ANO-1;-

'

The ANO-1 reactor building is expected to remain intact for the majority (81.1%)-

of severe accidents;

'

Late reactor building failures were assessed to occur in about 12.2% of ANO-1.

severe accidents- :

,

Early reactor building failure, i.e., severe accidents involving reactor building.
,

failure prior to or approximately coincident with vessel failure (CET endstates A,
D, and E) were expected in only 6.3% of severe accidents;

Only 0.4% of severe accidents were assessed to bypass the ANO-1 reactor.

building (CET endstate BP);

A large release (early reactor building failure without source term mitigation) is.

(] expected to occur in about 2.8% of all severe accidents; ,

LJ
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The ANO-1 reactor building was detennined able m remain intact for most-

postulated severe accidents, principally due to the operation of the reactor building
sprays, fan cooling, and reactor building isolation. Large release events generally
involved failure of these systems.

The IPE back-end analysis provided a number of insights into ANO-1 severe accident behavior, -

including the identification of potential plant improvements. 'Ihese improvements include both
pmcedural and hardware enhancements to the containment response capability.

1.4.3 ANO-1 IPE Potential Future Use Summary

As stated in the originai ANO-1 PRA project objectives, the expected benefits from this effort go
well beyond providing a one time plant risk assessment in response to NRC Generic Letter 88-20.
Preliminary applications of the risk assessment technology gained through this project have
already begun to occur in the areas of regulatory related safety significance evaluations,
modification prioritization, and component unavailability impact assessment. Future applications >

of both the PRA modeling techniques and the PRA modelitself appear to be v,ide rangmg. Areas
of potential future application include:

Pmviding pmbabilistic risk input for potential plant design change development.

and/or prioritization.

Pmviding pmbabilistic risk input for LER safety significance evaluations..

Supporting implementation of the NRC Maintenance Rule, especially in the areas.

of stmetures, systems, and components (SSCs) risk significance determination and
SSC performance criteria development and evaluation. g
Supporting SSC risk significance evaluations associated with ANO Plant Life.

Extension License Renewal Application efforts.

Supponing model development, application, and maintenance of EPRI Outage.

Risk Assessment and Management (ORAM) software for ANO, Units 1 and 2.

Supporting IPEEE risk evaluations, especially for internal fire analysis and seismic.

safe shutdown path determination. >

Supponing plant-specific implementation of Generic Owner's Group Severe-

Accident Management Guidelines.

Providing probabilistic risk input for operator simulator training scenario.

development and/or prioritization.
Supponing other risk based regulation effons, such as Technical Specification.

allowed outage time assessments similar to those in NUREG/CR-5200, plant-
specific NRC generic letter applicability evaluations, and judication for contmued
operation safety assessments.

Based upon the limited experience to date, it is expected that as risk based applications are
pursued, additional areas of plant suppon will be idenufied for consideration.

1.4-3
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1.4.4 ANO-1 IPE Conclusions

In summary, the IPE of ANO-1 was performed in a manner consistent with the objectives stated
in GL 88-20 and the results show no indication that any plant unique severe accident
vulnerabilities exist at ANO-1. Insights have been gained regarding areas of sensitive plant
features (i.e., areas where changes can have the greatest effect on the plant risk) and regarding
areas of potential plant improvement (both procedural and hardware). Final disposition of these
insights will be pursued along with other future efforts to incorporate and apply the ANO-1 Pld
as a tool for severe accident risk management.
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Figure 1.4-1 g
Summary of ANO-1 PRA Numerical Results
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gT Figure 1.4-1 (Continued)
Q Sununary of ANO-1 PRA Numerical Results
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Figure 1.4-1 (Continued) gSummary of ANO-1 PRA Numerical Results
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^s 1.5 REPORT ORGANIZATION -

)
The organization of this repon is presented in the Table of Contents, and it departs slightly from
the format and contents gmdance of NUREG-1335. The organization of the repon for the ANO-

1

2 PRA project was established well before the guidance of NUREG-1335 was issued. As the ~

project drew near completion, original plans were compared against the IPE submittal guidance
and a compromise outline was developed that is felt to largely meet the standardization intent of
the NUREG-1335 guidance while retaining emphasis on some project tasks that would have
otherwise been combined with other sections. The resulting outline is felt to be clear and should

,

allow a straightforward review. To maintain consistency between the two units, this fomiat has
also been utilized for the ANO-1 repon. To assure the desired clarity, Table 1.5-1 provides a
cross-reference between the NUREG-1335 sections and the related sections of this repon.
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2.0 EXAMINATION DESCRIPTION

2.1 INTRODUCTION

For ANO-1, the plant specific examination requested by the IPE Generic Letter has been carried
out through the performance of the ANO-1 PRA project which included a Level-1 PRA and a
limited scope I.evel-2 PRA (containment performance analysis). A description of the examination
process thus amounts to a description of the PRA project as implemented by the ANO/SAIC
team.

The following sections provide a description of the ANO-1 PRA, presented first from the i

perspective of how the examination conforms with the IPE Generic Letter, next from the
perspective of technical organization and methodology, and then from the perspective of the
mformation assembled to carry out the examination.
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2.2 CONFORMANCE WITH GENERIC LETTER

OThe guidance provided in NRC Generic Letter 88-20 and in NUREG-1335 was considered in
developing the ANO-1 PRA. Guidance pmvided in NUREG/CR-2300, NUREG/CR-2815, and
NUREG/CR-4550 was also applied. The examination process as planned and implemented not
only met the ANO and IPE objectives for severe accident assessinent, but also pmvided the
framework for effective participation of the ANO staff.

The NRC encouraged utility staff participation in specific areas of the IPE preparation. To get
full benefit, the ANO-1 PRA project provided for dedicated staff to be involved in all aspects of
the IPE preparation. This was done to ensure that knowledge and skills gained during the
development phases can be retained in-house and lessons and insights leamed can be incorporated
into plant procedures and pmgrams more expeditiously. Examples of specific areas of ANO-1 .

staff mvolvement and/or training include:

(1) development of system fault trees including all aspects related to design, operating
procedures, maintenance, surveillance, and equipment reliability data.

(2) quantification of accident sequence and system fault tree models for the purpose of
estimating potential accident sequence frequencies.

(3) evaluation of Level-1, ATWS, ISLOCA and 1.evel-1 results to determine potential
contributors to core damage and unusually poor containment performance.

(4) evaluation of risk assessment results to identify means of recovery, mitigation, or
other impmvements to reduce the potential risk of severe accidents.

(5) examination of possible improvements, including the effect of changes in design,
procedures, and reliability data using model manipulation and/or sensitivity
analysis.

(6) use of the PRA results, models, and related manipulation tools to assist in
decision-making, including means to evaluate the risk significance of alternative
improvements.

Establishing a dedicated staff to develop the ANO-1 PRA meant that the transfer of technology
fmm contracted vendor service and support was more thorough. This will be important in the
future when the PRA program is called on to provide support and complement various ANO-1
activities where PRA techniques can be of benefit.

,

O
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2.3 GENERAL METHODOLOGY

I The methodology for the ANO-1 PRA takes advantage of the accumulated industry experience
'

- for performing such studies [Refs. 2.3-1, -2, -3) including SAIC's experience in applying and
extending these techniques to utility-specific studies with emphasis on technology transfer. As a !
project, the ANO-1 PRA was organized around six key techmcal tasks,

Accident Sequence Analysis,
,

.

t

Systems Analysis, j
.

Data Analysis, ;.

Human Reliability Analysis,.

,

Containment Performance Analysis, |.
'

(Limited Scope Level-2 or"Back-End" Analysis),
;

Integration & Quantification. .:].

This organization addresses not only the division of project efforts into distinct technical activities, ;

but also addresses division and integration of documentation, modeling, and training activities. ;
This aids performance of the project for IPE ptuposes as well as providing the basis for continued i
use of the models and documentation by the ANO staff. As part of the project planning and

'

training process, individual task plans were developed to provide detai;ed instructions and
training, including interfaces with other tasks.

The ANO-1 PRA project and most of its individual tasks go through different phases:

Plant familiarization, -;.

i

Model development, |
.

Model evaluation,.

Results integration and interpretation' !.

.j

~ These phases represent the natural evolution of_ activities as time prognsses, and each task i

includes steps recognizing the different character of each phase. That is, the plant familiarization ' i

phase involves collection and review of design and operational data, the model development phase i
mvolves initial development and review of models, the model . evaluation phase. involves

~

engineering and risk evaluations with feedback to development activity if necessary, and the.
results integration and interpretation phase accumulates the results and provides overall' risk
interpretations.

Figure 2.3-1 illustrates the tasks and their principal interfaces as the study progresses. A brief
description of the methodology for each task is discussed below. (Sections 3.0 and 4.0 contain
material that further describes each task, and Figure 1.3-1'also provides an illustration of.the .
project technical approach.)

o 1
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2.3.1 Accident Secuence Analysis

ne objective of the Accident Sequence Analysis task is to define a set of accident sequence
scenarios using event tree and fault tree models that charactedze the plant response to potential
accident initiators. Accident initiators, or init'ating events, are identified from a review of ANO-1
history, other pressurized water reactor historic events, those postulated in other plant specific
and general industry studies, plus others that result from system level review of the plant design.
@c latter is an interface with the Systems Analysis task.) Upon identification of a complete list
of initiating events, the events were classified and grouped according to similar plant response
(e.g., transients, LOCAs). EPRI efforts on initiating event identification and classification
reported in NP-2230 [Ref. 2.3-4] provided a sourte of guidance in this area.

Plant response to initiator groups was described using functional event trees. This method
describes plant response in terms of the safety functions that must be met to prevent core damage.
General safety functions such as primary system integrity are thus identified in the event trees
rather than system oriented events. With this approach, sequences that can lead to core damage
are identified and characterized in terms of the functional success / failure paths through the event
tree.

Translation of the functional failures into plant specific, system level response models is
accomplished by " top logic" fault trees. These fault trees are used to model how the combination
of initiating events, human errors, and hardware failures can cause each function to fail. His
approach provides the capability to directly model all details of systems interactions in a compact
manner while enhancing completeness and ease of quantification.

De combination of the functional event tree and top logic fault tree modeling provides an
efficient top-down approach for training, modeling, and review. The purpose of the functional
event trees from a risk perspective is to provide sufficient structure to assure that all accident
scenarios have been identified and to allow review for such. The top logic fault tree facilitates
understanding of the overall plant response to initiating events and enhances the review process
for that. The approach also clearly identifies and helps specify the context for success enteria in
terms of the minimum requirements for the safety function involved. High level dependencies can ,

also be modeled explicitly. |
l

The products of the task, especially via the top logic fault trees, not only identify the accident
sequences to be analyzed in the PRA, but also provide key specifications for other project tasks.
This includes: identification of initiating events and other key events for which data will be
required, specification of the front-line systems and related success criteria for which system fault
tree models will be required, identification of key operator actions required for safety function
success, and general plant damage state definition affecting the containment response
environment. To assure efficiency of the containment response interface, plant damage state
binning criteria are provided from the containment analysis task.

2.3.2 Systems Analysis

The Systems Analysis task is intended primarily to develop system fault tree models. This process
provides the most concentrated opportunity for detailed reviews of system design and related
operation, maintenance, testing, and surveillance activides. The systems to be modeled and the
definition of their success criteria in each accident sequence are specified via the top logic fault
trees. The top logic generally identifies only front-line systems, i.e., the systems which directly
satisfy the safety function. Support systems required by the front.line systems, such as the service
water and electrical power systems, are modeled separately and are linked into the front-line
system fault trees rather than into the event trees or top logic fault trees.

2.3-2
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(] System fault trees are developed to the component level consistent with the extent that failure
V data can be resolved. Interface with the Data Analysis task is necessary for this purpose. 'Ihe

systems models specify the components and their failure modes requiring failure data. A modular
fault tree approach is used for systems modeling. In this approach, the system fault trees are
organized along a train basis to allow independent groups of hardware failures to be grouped into
modules. System dependencies associated with initiating events, mamtenance, common cause
failure, and support systems are explicitly modeled in the fault trees. During this process, if
system level failures are identified that may initiate a transient that is not otherwise ic entified in
the Accident Sequence Analysis task, the system-level initiator is fed back for incorporation.

Each required system was modeled and documented separately. A systems analysis work
package, or system notebook, was developed for each system. The interfaces between systems
were explicitly modeled by gate-to-gate transfers in the systems fault trees. This allows complete
quantification of each system individually or in an integrated fashion. This building block
approach aided the project organization, training, and review. It also highlighted the system
boundary definitions and interface / dependency issues.

Upon completion of the initial system fault trees, the system notebooks provided a vehicle for
communication and review of the system-level information and related models. In this process,
the component failure events were pmvided to the Data Analysis task, potential human failure
events were provided to the Human Reliability Analysis task, and containment system models
were provided to the Level-2 task. The Integration and Quantification task began after the initial
system fault trees were completed. The top event / system fault tree modeling and quantification
tasks were iterative processes: the initial quantification results identified the need for new or
revised models in order to assure fidelity with the expected plant accident response. These <

changes were fed back to the Accident Sequence and System Analysis tasks for incorporation and

*O the revised models were requantified.
,

2.3.3 Data Analveis

'

The Data Analysis task provides most of the quantitadve information needed for estimating core-
damage frequencies. Specifically, this task includes estimation of initiating event frequencies, !

component reliability parameters (i.e., failure rates and failure-on-demand probabilities),
component unavailability due to test and maintenance, and common cause failure probabilities.

The first step of the ANO-1 Data Analysis task was to develop the generic data set which
represents an aggregation of the data from a number of industry studies and plant specific PRAs.
This data set provided the initial inputs for the events and failures represented in the fault tree
logic. It also provided the necessary data to support the first round of cut set generation.

t

Plant-Specific component reliability values were determined primarily from maintenance work
orders over a time period from January 1980 through March 1989. This time period was chosen
to allow the use of job order information obtained from the Station Information Management
System (SIMS) data base. The use of SIMS not only simplifies the data collection, it allows for ,

easier review and future u ates. The Generation Availability Records Data System (GADRS),
NPRDS, LERs, Monthly rating Repons, and Tmnsient report data were also utilized in the '

Plant-Specific data analysts process.
,

Initiating event frequencies were estimated from actual history of plant transients (e.g., LERs and
reactor / turbine trip records). Other frequencies were taken from generic sources based on
reported frequencies, raw counts, or expert opinion (e.g., large LOCA). The direct applicability
of industry data to the ANO-1 plant design features was considered and accounted for,

A appropriately.

'
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Maintenance unavailability calculations required both component reliability data (failure rate) and
Mean Time To Restore (MITR) data. Plant specific MTTRs could only be accurately obtained
for a few components, which were recorded in the operators logs, and the remainder were
estimated from generic sources.

2.3.4 Human Reliability Analysis

The Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) task of the ANO-1 PRA served two principal purposes:
(1) as an integral advisor to other project tasks, it sought to assure that relevant human
interactions were identified and properly incorporated into the logic models; (2) as distinct
activities, it modeled and quantified probability estimates for human failure events and recoveries.

De types of human failure events (HFEs) and recoveries modeled and quantified were identified
accordmg to standard industry classification schemes [Refs. 2.3-5,-6]. The event types included:

pre-initiator slips, i.e., unintended actions made during test and maintenance or.

normal operation,

untimely responses that occur post initiator, including failure of in-control and ex--

control room actions,

post-initiator, ex-control room slips.+

The quantification of HFEs followed an SAIC approach that is nearly identical to what has been
recently described as SHARP 1 [Ref. 2.3-7]. ne primary quantification technique, the human
cognitive reliability (HCR) model [Ref. 2.3-6] is a nme-reliability correlation system that is
functionally identical to the SAIC system.

During initial sequence and system modeling efforts, the HRA task is more intimately involved
than suggested by the PRA Procedures Guide [Ref. 2.3-1], which indicates that the systems
analyst identifies HFEs and then the HRA analyst quantifies them. By more integrated
involvement, the human element is more realistically considered at the modeling level and
potentially risk significant factors affecting HFE and recovery quantification are more readily
recognized. During this period the HRA task also has the opponunity to review plant and system
design information and become familiar with the control room and related operating procedures.

s

Screening data is used for HFE pmbabilities initially to allow the risk model itself to identify
important human actions. This allows detailed quantification effons to focus on risk significant
HFEs. Recovery events are " screened" by application to risk significant cut sets. For HFEs and
recoveries that survive the screening process, different techniques are used to appropriately
quantify time-independent and time-dependent HFEs and recovery events.

The HRA task plays a critical role in review of initial sequence results, not only to assure proper
incorporation of human events, but also to help identify human actions that may allow recovery
from the undesirable consequences of the scenario. As appropriate, the human mcovery actions
are modeled and non-recovery probabilities are pmvided for final sequence quantification.

2.3.5 Containment Performance Analysis

The objectives of the Containment Performance Analysis task were to develop an appreciation for '
containment response to severe accidents and to help identify any potential poor containment
performance. To address these objectives, analyses were performed to assess the containment &
response and estimate the source term releases associated with postulated severe accidents at W
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O ANO-1. Rese objectives and the supporting analyses address the Genenc Letter "back-end" |

request.
'

Consistent with its objectives, the ANO-1 containment performance analysis is characterized as a
limited scope Level-2 PRA. It is " limited" in that existing reference plant analyses and scoping i

calculations were used to assess the plant response during the severe accidents. Very few plant- ;'

specific accident simulation code calculations were performed. However, plant-specific features i

were considered in the analyses of potential challenges to containment integrity and fission
product source terms. ANO-1 plant-specific components, systems, and structures, including
applicable emergency operating procedures were considered in these analyses. Both intemal and ,

extemal technical reviews were perfonned to assure that methods were appropriate and results :
were reasonable.

He ANO-1 containment perfonnance analysis used two types of event tree models: the bridge
tree and the containment event tree. Dese trees provide a framework for relating the type of core |
damage scenario, containment perfonnance features, and severe accident phenomena to accident 1

sequence progression and fission product release.

De bridge tree sorts the core damage sequences into plant damage states (PDSs). Each PDS is a ;

unique combination of core damage / containment safeguards sta:e. The RCS pressure at core I

damage, the existence of a containment bypass, the success / failure of containment isolation, and
the operability and timing of containment fan cooling and containment spray systems were used to
characterize each PDS. Each PDS has a similar implication on the containment performance and
fission product transpon and release.

,

Two CETs were developed; one for non-containment bypass scenarios and one for bypassO scenarios. These CETs provide a systematic logic structure for displaying the spectrum of severe
accident progression leading to containment failure or recovered core damage event. These trees
account for the RCS at vessel failure, the recovery of in-vessel and ex-vessel cooling, the timing
of containment failure relative to the time of vessel failure, fission product removal mechanisms,'

and the mode of containment failure. The physical processes which challenge containment
integrity and fission product release characteristics are addressed as phenomenological and
systems-related questions in the CET top event fault tree logic. This logic is based on reference

,

plant severe accident considerations. Basic event probabilities in the models reflect the harsh ;

environment associated with severe accidents. Their values are based on both reference plant
assessments and on plant-specific considerations.

Quantification of the bridge tree was accomplished via Boolean methods similar to those used in i

the Level-1 quantification. CETs were accomplished via a Boolean tmth table method. The truth
table method was applied, because many high probability basic events appear in the CET and the !

min-cut upper bound method used in the Level-1 quantification is less accurate for fault trees !
'

containing many high probability events. !

| The results of the CETs identify key contributors to the potential release of fission products.
Insights into the potential effect of highly uncenain phenomena were obtained by varying the<

probabilities of selected basic events.
~

2.3.6 Intectadon and Ouantification

The Integration and Quantification task, as a set of project activities, represents the range of effons

necessary to combine the models and data from the other tasks into a single ANO-1 PRA model.

O Although primarily dedicated to level-l sequence quantification, strong interface with the Level- 1

I2 task is maintained since the same modeling approaches and software are utilized and the final
level-2 scoping model is linked to Level-1 results.

I
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This task has two very different perspectives: One emphasizes computer model integration and
st'ution, hence it deals with computer software, hardware, and data /model files. The other
enmhasizes engineering integration and interpretation, hence it deals with the reality of the risk
analysis results as a proper representation of the ANO-1 response to an accident sequence. Rese
two perspectives often become intertwined as one pmvides an insight to the other. The SAIC-
developed CAFTA micro-computer based PRA software / workstation was used to develop, solve,
and manipulate the risk models.

| Integration effons first occur for the purpose of combining the front-line and support system
; models with the top logic fault tree models to develop a single linked fault tree model for an
| individual accident sequence. During the initial part of this integration effort, proper treatment of

support system dependencies is assured. Completeness of the data set is also checked. Initial cut
set results are then generated, reviewed for correctness, and any necessary model revisions are
accomplished. Upon verification of the models to this point, the sequence results are reviewed to
identify possible recovery scenarios. The hardware and human aspects of the recovery actions are
provided to the respective tasks for modeling and/or quantification, and the results are
mcorporated into the integrated model (quite often by cut set editing). The cut sets for the
various combinations of Containment System failures are generated and combined (Boolean) with
each of the Level-1 sequence cut sets to yield the first cut at the plant damage state (PDS)
bmning. The finalintegration takes place when the risk measures for each plant damage state are
pmvided from the Level-2 analysis. With the model completed, including recovery /non-recovery
considerations, the results are further inspected for risk management insights. A " scoping model",
using SAIC's RMQS (Risk Management Query System) software and other auxiliary codes, is
used as a tool to generate and analyze the results and provide:

list of dominant contributors,.

Orisk importance measures for systems and components,=

sensitivity of results to key assumptions, and-

uncertainty analysis.-

He I.evel-1 model is stored in terms of accident sequence cut sets made t:p of initiating events,
hardware modules, components, human failure events, non-recovery events, and plant damage
states. RMQS is then used to calculate and store the risk associated with each accident sequence
cut set. It can then be used to select and rank accident sequence cut sets; calculate system,
module, human error, and component importance; and update any model parameter and re-
calculate core damage frequency and plant risk.

With the resources, knowledge, models, and related tools gained from the preceding project tasks,
j the capability to assess plant response to severe accidents is clearly provided. In pamilel, the

capability to identify significant safety features and/or potential vulnerabilides is also available.
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TECHNICAL TASKS

PRINCIPAL INTERFACES ^ CADENT SYSTEM DATA HUMAN CONTAINMENT INTEGRATION
SEOUENCE ANALYSIS ANALYSIS REUA81UTY PERFORMANCE AND
ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS QUANTIFICATION

1. iN(Te4t f-ENER;C DATA SET C- O rO

2. PLANT OA44^GE STATE BINNING CRITERIA O= 0

3. INITIATING EVENTS AND INITIAL SEQUENCE MODELS 9 rO -O 0 O= r

4. HUMAN ERROR SCREENING DATA O- O rO

5. SYSTEM-LEVEL INmATORS S= 0

6. LEVEL-1 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE MODELS O =0 =0 =0 -O

.N 7. SYSTEM FAULT TREE MODELS O -O =0 -- O ~OY
8. PROJECT-SPECIFIC DATA SET C -O

9. PRE-INITIATOR HUMAN ERROR ESTIMATES O -0

10. CORE-MELT RECOVERY SCENARIOS O- O- 0

11. HARDWARE RECOVERY MODELS S -0

12. RECOVERY HUMAN ERROR ESTIMATES O =0

13. LEVEL-1 INTEGRATED MODEL O= 0

14. LEVEL-2 MODEL g -- e

Figure 2.3-1
ANO PRA Technical Tasks and Principal Interfaces
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2.4 INFORMATION ASSEMBLY '

2.4.1 General Assembly ofInformation Used in the ANO-1 PRA 1

i

A list of ANO-1 PRA information requirements was constructed at the beginning of the PRA
project. This list was based on the experience of the contractor (SAIC) in previous PRA projects ,

and addressed the unique features of ANO-1. This list provided insights from previous PRAs. It e

included PRA guidance by the nuclear industry and the NRC, previous PRA and PRA-related |
studies done on ANO-1 and on other plants, and reviews of these studies. A panial list of these '!
general reference documents is presented in Section 2.4.2.- The list also included plant-specific ;
information required for the ANO-1 modeling effort. A panial list of these documents is >

presented in Section 2.4.3. These plant-specific documents describe the plant design, its i
operation, safety analyses, its operating history, and licensing constraints. Both the general '

reference and plant-specific infonnation helped to ensure that a comprehensive list of accident
sequences was evaluated and that lessons teamed from previous PRAs were incorporated into the :

ANO-1 PRA. This infonnation was assembled by a few members of the ANO-1 PRA team and it !
was disseminated to the remaining members for their use. Additional information requirements, !
as they developed, were obtained by the responsible PRA analyst. Note that plant-specific !
information was current as of August 31,1988. Thus, the ANO-1 PRA model represents the '

plant as of this " cutoff date". This topic is discussed funher in Section 2.4.4. Interviews with ;

plant personnel were conducted to assure accurate modeling of plant operation. Also, plant .

walkdowns were conducted to address special concerns. These interviews and plant walkdowns |
are discussed in Section 2.4.5. Additional PRA model accuracy-related information is presented ;

in Section 2.4.6.

2.4.2 Insichts From Other PR As !

Past PRA studies reviewed as pan of the development effon for the ANO-1 PRA are listed
below. This list is not complete; other references used in the ANO-1 PRA are presented in the !
sections of the ANO-1 repon pertaining to their specific application. |

(r

I. ''PRA Procedures Guide: A Guide to the Performance of Probabilistic Risk Assessments !

for Nuclear Power Plants", NUREG/CR-2300, January 1983. i
!

2. " Reactor Safety Study, An Assessment of Accident Risks in U. S. Commercial Nuclear i

Power Plants", WASH-1400, October 1975. |

6
3. Bums, E.T., et. al., "ISLOCA Evaluation Guidelines", NSAC-154, September 1991.,

.

4. Bozoli, B. et. al., " Interfacing Systems LOCA: Pressurized Water Reactors", 1
NUREG/CR-5102, February 1989.

5. " Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 Pmbabilistic Risk Assessment". Entergy Operations.
Inc/SAIC/ Erin, August 1992. |

6. GJ. Kolb, " Interim Reliability Evaluation Pmgram: Analysis of the Arkansas Nuclear One
,

- Unit 1 Nuclear Power Plant" NUREG/CR-2787, June 1982. i
i

7. " Crystal River-3 Safety Study", NUREG/CR-2515.
1

8. " Crystal River Unit 3 Probabilistic Risk Assessment", Florida Power Corporation /SAIC, |July 1987. ;O |
|

'

!

|
!
A
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9. "A Review of the Crystal River-3 Probabilistic Risk Assessment - Intemal Events, Core
!

Damage Frequency", NUREG/CR-5245.

10. "Oconee PRA, A Probabilistic Risk Assessment o Oconee Unit 3", NSAC-60, June 1984.

11. Hanan, N.A., et. al., "A Review of the Oconee-3 Probabilistic Risk Assessment - Intemal
Events, Core Damage Frequency", NUREG/CR-4374, March 1986.

12.W.R. Crammond, et. al., " Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Analysis of a Babcock and
Wilcox Pressurized Water Reactor", NUREG/CR-4713, March 1987.

13. Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment of Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants", NUREG- :
1150, January 1991.

14. Bertucio, R.C., et. al., " Analysis of Core Damage Frequency From Internal Events: Surry
Unit 1", NUREG/CR-4550, Vol. 3, April 1990.

15. Bertucio, R.C., et. al., " Analysis of Core Damage Frequency: Sequoyah, Unit 1 Intemal
Events", NUREG/CR-4550, Vol. 5, April 1990.

16. Sattison, M.B., et. al., " Analysis of Core Damage Frequency: Zion, Unit 1 Intemal
Events", NUREG/CR-4550, Vol. 7, May 1990.

17. Breeding, R.J., et. al., " Evaluation of Severe Accident Risks: Surry Unit 1", NUREG/CR-
4551, Vol. 3, October 1990.

18. Gregory, J.J., et. al., " Evaluation of Severe Accident Risks: Sequoyah, Unit 1 ",
NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 5, December 1990.

19. Akhtar, M.W., et. al., " Perspectives on NRC Reviews of Nuclear Power Plant Safety
Studies,Intemal Events", NSAC-151, September 1991.

20. Akhtar, M.W., et. al., "EPRI PRA Repository", NSAC-152, Vols.1-5, October 1991.

21. O'Neill, J.J., " Turkey Point Plant Units 3 & 4 Probabilistic Risk Assessment Individual
Plant Examination Final Report", Florida Power and Light, June 1991.

The review of previous NRC and industry PRAs helped provided insights on the issues, modeling ;

techniques, and results obtained in these studies. Of all of the level-1 tasks in the ANO-1 PRA,
the Initiating Events and Accident Sequence Analysis probably benefited most from these insights.
This is primarily due to the generic nature of the functional event trees: the functions in these trees
are largely similar for most PWRs. Other aspects of the ANO-1 PRA, such as system modeling
and human reliability analysis, are much more plant-specific in nature. The limited-scope Ixvel-2 -

analysis task in the ANO-1 PRA also greatly benefited from information pmvided in these
documents: the modeling of ANO-1 reactor building response was primarily based on ,

phenomenological information presented in the NUREG/CR-4551 reports. The Surry plant :
served as the primary reference plant for the Level-2 analysis. '

!
:

!
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2.4.3 ANO-1 Plant-Specific Information

Given that the methods applied in the ANO-1 PRA are appropriate, in order to assum realistic' ,

results, it was important to assure that the ANO-1 PRA model and results represented the as-
built, as-operated plant configuration. In order to assure this consistency, the plant design basis
documentation was used as the pnmary source of plant-specific data. Rese documents are
maintained up-to-date as pan of the ANO-1 configuration control system. Non-configured
documents, such as system training manuals, were also consulted. However, the latter were used
only to aid the analysts' understanding of the systems and their operation, not as primary sources ,

of information. Additional efforts, such as operator interviews and plant walkdowns, served to ,

confinn design basis information contained in these documents and thus helped assure fidelity of
the plant PRA models with the actual plant. These effons are discussed in Section 2.4.3 below.

A partial list of plant-specific documents and their application in the development of the ANO-1
PRA is below. Other references used in the ANO-1 PRA are presented in the sections of the
ANO-1 repon pertaining to their specific application.

SAR System Description - system design and operation.

L

Piping and Instrumentation Drawings (P& ids)- system design and interfaces.

Electrical One-line Drawings - electric power requirements and interfaces.

General Arrangement Drawings - plant familiarity.

System Design Basis Documents - system design and operation.

System Training Manuals - plant system design and operation familiarity.

Licensee Event Reports (LERs) - initiating events and unique failure mechanisms.

Monthly Operating Reports - initiating events and operating history.

Technical Specifications - operating limits and surveillance frequencies.

Normal Operating Procedures (ops) - plant system configuration during normal .
.

'
operation

Emergency and Abnormal Operating Procedures (EOPs and AOPs) - operator :.

response to accident conditions

Special Studies and Analyses - system response during accident conditions to establish.

success entena

It should be noted that several efforts are underway at ANO that have served and will continue to '

serve as means of assuring that the design and licensing basis documentation are accurate
reflecdons of the actual plant configuration. Rese effons include: ,

Design configuration documentation (DCD) program.
,

Isometric drawing update pmgram.

O Electrical drawing update program.

V

;
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System training manual upgrade pmgram.

OThese effons and others serve to maintain the actual plant configuration and the design and
licensing basis documentation in agreement. Both the initial PRA development effort and
subsequent updates to keep the ANO-1 PRA model "living" benefit from these plant configuration
documentation activities.

2.4.4 PRA " Cutoff Date"
,

In regards to the plant-specific information, the ANO-1 PRA model was based on the ANO-1
plant as it existed on August 31, 1988. All plant models, including system hardware and
operating procedures, were initially based on this date, the "PRA cutoff date". However, when
known and deemed important to the calculated PRA results, plant modifications implemented
after the cutoff date were incorporated into the ANO-1 PRA analysis. These modifications was
incorporated on a case-by-case basis.

2.4.5 Interviews and Plant Walkdowns

As mentioned above, interviews with plant operations and maintenance personnel and plant walk
downs served to vedfy the information gathered from the plant design and licensing basis
documentation. Several types ofinterviews and walkdowns were conducted during the course of
the ANO-2 PRA development. For the most part, these were utilized in the systems analysis,
human recovery analysis, intemal flooding analysis, and 12 vel-2 analyses. These applications are
discussed below.

Systems Analysis - Fidelity of the system models with the plant was assured by assigning ANO
safety engineers and SAIC PRA experts to develop these models, requiring their use of existing
configured plant information, and involving plant contacts to address specific modeling concems.
The general types of configured plant information are presented in Section 2.4.3. His
information, especially the P&ID and electdcal drawings, was the primary basis for the system
fault tree models. System models were developed by both ANO and SAIC engineers. Those
developed by ANO engineers were reviewed by SAIC, and vice versa. The in-house engineers,
experienced as design, performance, and safety analysis engineers, assured that the models were
consistent with the plant; the SAIC engineers, experienced as PRA analysts, assured adherence
with good PRA practices. When system questions arose, the system analysts were able to discuss
them with plant contacts. These plant contacts included Operations personnel who were formally
identified at the beginning of the PRA project (see organization chart Figure 5-1). There contacts
were consulted frequently during the plant model development. Plant walkdowns were not
petformed specifically for the purpose of developing the system models. They were conducted
primarily to address special concems, which are important in the intemal flooding analysis.

Human Recovery Actions - Human recovery actions were identified and ir:orporated into the
PRA analysis. These actions can be categorized into two categories: humaafailure events and
human recovery actions. Human failure events include maintenance restoration events and
highly-proceduralized post-initiator operator actions. These events were incorporated into the
plant model. As failure events, these " mis-actions" tend to increase the frequency of core
damage. The human recovery actions are also post-initiator operator actions. These actions were
not included in the model; they were identified via interviews with plant operators. As recovery
actions, these events tend to reduce the frequency of core damage. Credit was taken for these
recovery actions only if they were proceduralized or when they are fundamental to operator
training. The primary goal of these interviews was to develop a good understanding of the
operator actions (post-initiator human failures and post-initiator human recoveries) in response to
dominant accident scenarios and to determine the amount of time required by the operators to
complete these actions. The interviews were conducted by describrng each of the dominant
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accident cutsets and requesting an operator to describe the control room indications (including f
'

alarms) which would inform him of the accident as it progresses, his response to each indication,
the time required to complete the action, and the procedure which instructs the action. To
quantify maintenance restoration failures identified to be important contributors to core damage,
maintenance personnel were also interviewed to gain an understanding of the components
involved in these failures and their restoration, testing, and maintenance timing. These interviews

iprovided the fundamental inputs to the identification and quantificadon of the probability of
failure for these human actions.

i

Internal Flooding Analysis - Specific walkdowns for the intemal flood analysis were performed,
primarily to gain an understanding of the spatial relationships of components and equipment to the
flood hazard. Analysts assigned to this task were the primary panicipants in these walkdowns. A I

secondary purpose of these walkdowns was to again confirm the accuracy of the PRA plant ;

system modeling. -

Level-2 Analysis - The primary sources of plant-specific information for the ANO-1 level-2
analysis were plant drawings and discussions with plant personnel familiar with the reactor

,

building. A walkdown of the ANO-1 auxiliary building was performed; none was done of the t

ANO-1 reactor building. Since the ANO-l reactor building is similar in many respects to that of
'

ANO-2, where applicable, information gathered in the ANO-2 containment walkdown was
utilized. This walkdowns were performed during the 1989 ANO-2 2R7 refueling outage. He ;

ANO and SAIC Level 2 PRA analysts spent a day inspecting components and structures in the
ANO-2 containment and auxiliary buildings and in the ANO-1 auxiliary building. The primary
objective of this walkdown was to verify and/or detemsne the fission product retention
effectiveness of the containment and auxiliary building and to identify areas of potential hydmgen ;

accumulation (which could produce localized hydrogen explosions) within the containment.

O Where the design similarities existed, these findings were also incorporated into the ANO-1
12 vel-2 analysis.

2.4.6 Other PR A Model Accuraev-Related Infonmtion

In discussing information or activities related to assuring PRA model accuracy, two additional
items warrant consideration. First, the iterative nature of PRA model development required a ,

review of results at several stages, from several different perspectives. These reviews included (1)
individual system work package technical reviews, (2) Level-1 quantification cutset review (with ;

model revision as necessary to obtain accurate results), (3) Level-1 human recovery action cutset
review (again with model revision as necessary to obtain accurate results), and (4) Level-2 ;

input /quantification review (still again with model revision as necessary to obtain accurate :

results). The second item is the incorporation of input from third party reviews by plant
personnel. This came in two forms: (1) the formal independent review process, as described in i

Section 5 and (2) informal Ixvel-1 cutset reviews on multiple occasions by interested Operations .

Iard System Engineering experts. These sources of information contributed significantly both to
the technical accuracy of the PRA model and to the level of confidence that the plant staff has in
the PRA model results. ;

4
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3.0 CORE DAMAGE RISK ASSESSMENT: " FRONT-END" ANALYSIS^

-

This section documents the Level-1 portion of the ANO PRA and provides the descriptive
information requested for the " front-end" analysis for the IPE/PRA. As noted in the previous
section's discussion on general methodology, the ANO PRA project takes advantage of the
accumulated industry experience for performing PRAs. In the Ixvel-1 PRA area, this experience
includes a number of utility-sponsored plant specific level-1 studies plus more generic EPRI and
NRC-sponsored studies aimed at methods and data. Because of this expenence and the evolution ,

of fast and efficient PRA software, a comprehensive plant specific 12 vel-1 PRA with component
level detail has been performed for ANO.

The discussion in this section includes the following topics:

Accident Sequence Delineation j.

Systems Analysis-

Reliability Data Analysis.

Human Reliability Analysis.

Core Damage Sequence Quantification-

Internal Flooding Analysis-

Front-End Results-

Figure 1.3-1 provides a pictorial summary of how these topics combine to form the ANO-1 PRAA

methodology. In the discussion of each topic, the systematic nature of the ANO specific
investigations and the related understanding and appreciation of core damage risk assessment
issues are described. ,

.
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3.1 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE DELINEATION

This repon section describes the initiating event selection and accident sequence development for
the Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 (ANO-1) PRA. Section 3.1.1 summarizes the initiating event
selection effons while section 3.1.2 addresses the accident sequence analysis. An initiating event
is an event or class of events that can simultaneously cause the plant to trip (either manual or
automatic) and potentially present a challenge to the integrity of the plant. Accident sequence
analysis is a characterization of the plant response to initiating events in terms of failure of specific i
systems to perform adequately. More specifically, this characterization requires plant safety ;
functions to be developed and displayed in event trees that are linked to specific systems through
top logic. The top logic identifies the specific top events to be modeled by the system analysts (as
documented in the ANO-1 PRA System Work Packages and summarized in Appendix A).

For the initiating event and accident sequence analysis, the plant safety functions required
subsequent to a reactor trip have one fundamental goal in common. This goal is to provide i

adequate core cooling to avoid damaging the core fuel rods. To provide a fundamental basis of
understanding, the required plant safety functions that have been identified are briefly reviewed
below. Section 3.1.2, functional event tree development, describes these required functions in

| greater detail, identifying the system level success criteria required to accomplish these functions.
Containment related safety functions are imponant to the 12 vel-2 portion of this study and
correspondingly, are documented in the Limited Scope level-2 Analysis Work Packages and |
summarized in section 4 of this report. These Level-2 documents describe the modeling of the I

potential for containment failure and the subsequent failure to minirmze off-site radioactive
releases.

The ANO-2 EOP immediate actions section of Reference 3.1-37 and the safety function section of
Reference 3.1-26 provided the initial basis for the required safety functions that have been
identified. These functions have been confirmed to be applicable to ANO-1 and it should be
noted that these safety functions are generally common to all Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs)
such as ANO-l&2:

| Safety Function Purpose Comment |-

Reactor Trip Shut reactor down to Modeled as
reduce heat production top event

Electrical Power Maintain operability of Modeled
(vital auxiliaries) systems needed to suppon as suppon i

safety systems systems i

Reactor Coolant System Maintain coolant in the Modeled as
Integrity proper state top event

Adequate Reactor Coolant Maintain a coolant Modeled as {
System Inventory medium around core top event

Primary-to-Secondary Transfer heat fmm the Modeled as
Heat Removal core coolant top event

Core Heat Removal Transfer heat from core Modeled
to coolant with Pri.-to-Sec.

heat removal

Reactor Building Integrity Minimize off site radioactive Modeledin
releases Level-2

3.1-1
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A general description of the nature of these safety functions and how they are related is pmvidedN
/d below.

Adequate core cooling can be accomplished two ways; by reducing the core heat generation to
match the removal rate or by increasing the heat removal rate to match the core heat generation -
rate. Both of these cooling methods are required in this study. He first required plant function,
Reactor Trip, reduces the heat generation rate by inserung negative reactivity to terminate the
nuclear chain reaction. The negative reactivity addition is accomplished pnmarily by gravity
insertion of the control rods, although boron addition to the RCS provides an altemate means in
the highly unlikely event that the control rods do not enter the core. The unique response of a
large break LOCA inherently inserts negative reactivity due to the coolant and moderator voiding.
This insertion is sufficient to shutdown the nuclear chain reaction and therefore the Reactor trip

i
plant function is assured for large break LOCAs.

If the RCS pressure boundary is intact, the only means of increasing the heat removal rate to
match the heat generation rate is by heat transfer from the core to the primary coolant and then
from the primary coolant to the steam generators. He energy input into the steam generators is
removed by the resulting phase chan;;e of the secondary water as it passes through the steam ,

generators. As modeled by the Pnmary-to-Secondary Heat Removal function, secondary
system water can be supplied by the Main Feedwater (MFW) or the Emergency Feedwater (EFW)
systems. Steam removal can occur via the atmospheric dump and turbine bypass valves (ADVs
and TBVs) or the steam generator main steam safety valves (MSSVs). If the secondary water
flow is interrupted, either by loss of steam or feedwater flow, then the heat removal process will
also be interrupted. This interruption in primary to secondary heat removal will cause the energy
generated in the core to be stored in the primary system, heating it until a second means of heat
removal is established to match the heat generation rate. If another means of removing the energyc

( generated in the core is not established, core heat up to the point of core damage will occur.

A second means of removing energy from the primary coolant is pmvided by a phase change in
the primary coolant itself, in a feed and steam process similar to that which occurs in the steam
generators. Subsequent to a loss of steam generator cooling, the RCS heatup will increase the .

'

primary system pressure to the primary safety relief valve (SRV) set point, establishing a steam
(and energy) removal path. Primary system inventory makeup must also be provided to replace
the inventory loss, since a highly liquid mixture (by volume) must be maintained around the core
to ensure adequate heat removal from the fuel rods. He high pressure injection (HPI) pumps are
available to provide the required primary inventory makeup. Since their the pump shutoff head is
greater than the SRV set point they can provide adequate core cooling injection without a
requirement to depressurize the RCS. The Electromagnetic Relief Valve (ERV, more commonly
called a PORV) is also available and can be used to provide desired, though not required, RCS
depressurization. Opening of either of these sets of valves initiates a cooling mode called HPI-
Cooling (more typically referred to as " feed and bleed" cooling), with the HPI pumps providing
primary coolant addition and the SRVs or ERVs providing primary coolant removal.

A LOCA presents a unique condition to be addressed by these cooling methods in that it is a
depressurization and primary coolant loss event by definition. Therefore, a mode of cooling
sinular to that described for HPI-cooling will occur if primary coolant addition is provided (i.e., |

Adequate Primary System Inventory). The amount and timing of coolant addition necessary is :

related to the size of the primary system break; the larger the break, the more likely it is that larger |
coolant addition requirements will exist. (i.e. Iow pressure injection (LPI) pumps and core flood i

tanks (CFFs) versus just high pressure injection pumps for small breaks). |

(V3
Although both means of providing core cooling discussed above are acceptable, they do trquire
different systems to satisfy their respective success criteria. Therefore, an additional function has
been identified for transients, which normally do not involve a loss of primary coolant. He RCS

:
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Integrity function is included to allow for the possibility of relief valves sticking open for those g
initiators that could require them to lift. Lifting of relief valves introduces the potential for a
LOCA should a relief valve fail to reclose. Due to the different success criteria that are involved
for a LOCA, a failure of the RCS Pressure Boundary Integrity function results in a transfer to the
LOCA modeling.

Because the coolant addition source is not infinite, an altemate means of providing coolant
makeup to the RCS must be eventually established if the break or relief path is sustained. his
alternate makeup capability is provided by aligning the HPI pump suction to the reactor building
sump via the LPI pump where the primary coolant exiting the RCS break has collected (i.e. HPI
" piggy-back" operation), his realignment initiates a stable form oflong term RCS heat removal;
injection of reactor building sump water into the RCS, which is heated by the core energy that is
generated, and then returns to the reactor building sump via the break (High Pressure
Recirculation). The water in the reactor building sump is cocled by the LPI system which draws
water from the sump through a heat exchanger to the RCS or HPI system and then to the RCS.
Cooling of primary coolant is also available from the reactor building fan coolers (RBFCs), since
the atmosphere is in good communication with the coolant via the break spillage (and potentially
via the reactor building spray system). For the smaller range of small breaks, the HPI system is
able to keep the RCS water inventory sufficient to maintain pnmary to secondary heat transfer.
Herefore, during reactor building (RB) sump recirculation for small break LOCAs, the steam
generator is also available to remove heat from the recirculating primary coolant. This steam
generator heat removal has been conservatively neglected in the ANO-1 PRA modeling for small
LOCAs.

3.L1 Initiating Event Selection

An initiating event can be defined as an event or class of events that can simultaneously cause the
plant to trip (either manual or automatic) and potentially present a challenge to the integrity of the
plant. Initiating events are most commonly classes of events that include any number of events
which have similar effects on the plant's ability to achieve safe shutdown (i.e. adequate core
cooling, as discussed above). Classes of events are generally identified and modeled by the
specific event within the class that has the most severe challenge to the plant. However, the
frequency of a class is estimated based upon the sum of all events in the class (see the Initiating
Event Frequency Work Package or section 3.3.6 of this repon for information regarding the
frequency used for the initiating events identified in this repon).

De initiating event selection required two basic steps. The first step was to identify, in as
practical a manner as possible, a complete list of initiating events. This process involved
collecting lists from similar plant PRAs, fmm the generic PWR list in EPRI NP-2230 and NP-801
[Ref. 3.1-1 and 3.1-6], and from plant-specific trip repons. Plant-specific trip reports were used
to verify the completeness of the list developed from the generic listing and previous studies.
Other PRAs that were of value in this effon include the ANO-1 IREP [Ref. 3.1-2], the ANO-2
PRA (developed somewhat in parallel with this study), the Crystal River-3 IREP [Ref. 3.1-3), the
Crystal River-3 PRA [Ref. 3.1-4], and the Oconee PRA [Ref. 3.1-11]. The second step was to
group the list of initiators into classes of initiators which have an equivalent plant impact.
Equivalent plant impact implies that the plant response is the same in all imponant aspects (i.e.,
plant mitigating systems response and potential for additional degrading of plant conditions or
systems). Previous PRAs were also of value during this effort. Subsequent to the completion of
these two steps, additional initiators resulting from the system fault tree analysis (called system
initiators) were identified and included based upon their potential risk impact.

'
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3.1.1.1 Identification and Grouping of Initiating Events

- As discussed above, the identification of initiating events was initially based upon reviews of EPRI
NP-2230 [Ref. 3.1-1] and on initiators defined in previous PRA-related studies. The events
appearing in the EPRI document represent a wide spectrum of potential plant upsets that are
typically used as a starting point for hght water reactor PRAs. Following this initial identification
effort, reviews were made (as a part of the system snalysis, documented in the system work
packages) of ANO-1 plant specific features to determine applicability of the initiators identified
from other studies and to identify potential initiators resulting from failures of plant systems (both
front-line and support). A review of the ANO-1 plant trip history was also performed as a part of
the data analysis task to ensure completeness of the identified initiators (see Appendix A of the
Initiating Event Frequencies Work Package for more information - however, it should be noted
that this review did not identify any new initiators). Table 3.1-1 pmvides a complete listing of the
initiating events identified for consideration in the ANO-1 PRA. Table 3.1-1 also provides the
comparison results from previous PRA-related studies.

From these reviews, fo. 2 sic groups of initiators were identified for this analysis, based upon
their similarity in required plant mitigating systems and impact of system degradation. 'Ihe
additional transient initiators resulting from the system fault tree analysis are identified here as a
separate group, but are actually combined with the generic transient initiators to make up a single
transient initiator group. Table 3.1-2 provides a summary of the grouping of the initiators
identified in Table 3.1-1. These groups are:

1. Gener c or Typical Transient Initiators
2. Front-Line System / Support System Transient Initiators
3. loss of Coolan' Accident (LOCA) Initiators
4. OtherInitiators

A brief discussion of these four basic groups ofinitiators is provided below.

3.1.1.2 Generic or Typical Transient Initiators

As previously described, transient initiating events were identified and categorized into classes of
initiators which have an equivalent risk impact; i.e., according to their effects on other plant
systems s.nd the changes in system performance requirements (success criteria) caused by the
initiators. The plant safety functions required subsequent to a transient initiating event were '

defined by the success criteria as outlined in Section 3.1.2.1. The assumptions that were adopted
relating to the transient initiators include:

Other studies may pmvide rationale for initiator categories and system success criteria sufficient
for the ANO-1 study.

The requirements of safety functions (i.e., reactor trip, RCS integrity, and primary-.

to-secondary heat removal) are similar for all tmnsient initiators.

Long-tenn depressurization of the RCS is necessary only as a recovery action (i.e..

hot shutdown is a safe endstate).

As a 2esult of the initial investigation of previous PRA-related studies, the following typical or
** generic" transient initiators were identified:

,

T1 -Turbine / Reactor Trip.

n) T2 - less of Power Conversion System (PCS)
.

t .

T3 - Loss of Off-site Power
~

.
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T4 - Excessive Feedwater &.

T5 - Steamline/Feedline Break W-

Since they are largely based upon EPRI NP-2230 and previous PRAs, these classes of initiators
are compared to the EPRI NP-2230 industry standard initiator list and to the initiating events used
in other studies in Table 3.1-1. Initiating events that require an automatic reactor shutdown while
not significantly impacting any of the safety functions described in section 3.1.2.2 were
categorized in the T1 imtiator class. Other initiator classes were identified based upon their effect
on plant safety functions. The response of the plant to each of the transient initiating events
selected for analysis is briefly described below. Normal transient response is outlined for the
reactor /turoine trip event, and variations are described for other trandents. Table 3.1-2
summarizes the results of the initiator groupings based upon these expected plant responses.
Although brief descriptions of potential types of failures that could occur followmg the initiating
event are given in this section, it should be noted that Section 3.1.2, functional event tree
development, describes potential failures, failure progression and success criteria in greater detail.

T1: Turbine / Reactor Trio

The reactor / turbine trip initiating event represents several events that lead to a reactor or turbine
trip, but are judged to not have important, direct, or unique effects on the need for plant safety.

systems. A turbine trip has been considered separately from a reactor trip due to the potential for
additional challenges to primary and secondary relief valves associated with a turbine trip.
Following the trip, the plant usually stabilizes at hot-shutdown conditions, with the steam
generators removing decay heat by a combination of train feedwater (MFW), emergency
feedwater (EFW) and turbine bypass system operation. Station power is provided by Stanup
Transformer No.1, which supplies power from the off-site grid. Subsequent failures can occur
which will challenge the ability to provide core cooling. Therefore, even though the plant systems
are usually considered not to be degraded by a reactor / turbine trip, the event class is significant
since subsequent failures can occur which will challenge RCS integrity, the RCS heat removal, ,

and the ability to provide core cooling.

T2: Loss of Power Convercion Svstem (PCS)

loss of PCS initiators involve events that require a reactor shutdown with the primary-to-
secondary heat removal function initially degraded by the unavailability of the MFW system as a
source of make up to the steam generators. There are several control system and hardware faults
in the PCS that can lead to a loss of MFW to both steam generators. For example, a closure of
the MSIVs will also result in loss of PCS due to a loss of steam supply to the MFW ptmps 't
loss of MFW results in both a reactor and a turbine trip with an automatic demand for 4FW to
provide backup cooling flow to the steam generators. If the EFW system responds as des %ned,
the subsequent plant response is very similar to that of the turbine trip event.

Depending on the nature of the MFW failure, RCS pressure and temperature may increase
somev. hat before the delivery of EFW flow as it stores the energy that would ordinarily be ,

transferred to the steam generators. If there is a delay in delivering EFW flow, then the reactor
coolant system may increase in pressure to the safety relief valve (SRV) set points. The relief
valves will then cycle to remove decay heat until flow to the steam generators is restored. Since
RCS inventory is lost as the relief valves cycle, eventually sufficient reactor coolant may be lost
such that the recovery of feedwater alone is inadequate to reestablish RCS heat removal unless
make up flow to the RCS is made available. Should this occur, an altemative mode of core-heat
removal can be pmvided by minually opening the ECCS vent valves and initiating flow from the
HPI pumps to the core (HPI cooling).

i

|
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T3: Irss of Off-site Power (LOOP) !

O !

!. The plant switchyard distributes the Main Generator output power to the grid and provides off-
site power to the plant when the Main Generator is off-line. He switchyard consists of a 500kV
yard and a 161kV yard connected by a bus tie auto-transformer (BTAT). In addition to linking i

the 500kV and 161kV switchyards, the BTAT also transforms 500kV off-site power into 22kV |
feed to Startup Transformer No.1 (ANO-1 supply) and Stanup Transformer No. 3. ANO-1 i
plant loads are supplied via one of three available transformers: Unit Auxiliary Transformer j
(UAT), Stanup Transformer No.1 (STI) or Startup Transformer No. 2 (ST2). During nonnal -

operation, all piant AC buses are energized and, these busses receive power from the Main i
Generator via the UAT. The preferred power source during shutdown conditions is ST1. ST2 |

serves as a backup to ST1, alttough prior to its use coordination with ANO-2 is required, since !

ST2 also serves as a backup to ST3.
,

less of both the 161kV and 500kV grids have been investigated. less of only the 161kV grid is
not expected to cause a plant trip, nor is it considered a significant risk contributor since only !

ST2, not ST1, is de-energized. The loss of only the local 500kV grid is conservatively assumed j

to cause a plant trip, but its loss will not de-energize ST2. Dus, the loss of the local 500kV grid ,

responds like a reactor / turbine trip initiator (and can be considered to be grouped accordmgly, i

although its frequency is negligibly small compared to the total tractor / turbine trip initiator }
frequency). Herefore, only the loss of all off-site power has been considered in the LOOP class. !

This event places a demand on the emergency power source (diesel generators) to start and to
supply the loads necessary for establishing stable shutdown conditions until power is restored. A

'

loss of off-site power results in loss of MFW (due to loss of condensate pumps, EHC, condenser i

vacuum, etc.) and RCPs. This creates a demand for EFW to provide sufficient flow to establish !

O natural circulation cooling. If emergency power and EFW are successful, the plant may be ,

maintained in hot shutdown or cooled down to await the recovery of off-site power. If - ;

emergency power is unavailable, the turbine-driven EFW pump can maintain primary-to- I

secondary heat removal, with the station batteries providing vital instrumentation and control
power until AC power is restored. However, the time available for the restoration of power is ;

limited by the capacity of the batteries (two hours, as described in section 8.3.2 of Ref. 3.1-10). It a
is recognized that a loss of emergency power also results in the loss of RCP seal cooling and the ,

potential for postulated loss of RCP seal cooling induced seal LOCAs. Reference 3.1-5 reports
the results of a 50 hour full pressure and temperature test to establish the ability of Byron Jackson >

RCPs with a founh vapor seal to withstand station blackout conditions. Based upon this and !

similar test results [Ref. 3.1-27], it has been assumed that subsequent to a loss of off-site power '

the loss of RCP seal cooling would not result in seal leakage substantial enough to interrupt
natural circulation cooling prior to the depletion of the station batteries (i.e. station batteries are :

the limiting component following a LOOP). This position is in large pan due to the use of N-
9000 three-stage hydrodynamic RCP seals specifically designed to withstand loss of cooling ;

events (see section 3.1.2 for more details).

A loss of off-site power creates special conditions on the availability of the systems required to
maintain primary-to. secondary beat removal and RCS integrity, and is therefore truted as a i

separaic initiating event. !
:

T4: Excessive Feedwater
,

1

An excessive feedwater initiating event can result from control failures in the Integrated Control i

System UCS) or from MFW system hardware failures and will lead to over-cooling of the RCS. i

A reactor trip will result from the corresponding high steam generator level The reactor trip will ;p) increase the over-cooling trend induced by the overfeed, since the reactor power will decrease :(
rapidly, with a significant lag in the rate at which heat removal is reduced. The resultant decrease j

!
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in RCS pressure could cause an automatic actuation of the HPI system; with the potential for
repressurization of the RCS to the primary safety relief valves set point due to the high shutoff -

head of the HPI pumps (operator action is call for procedurally to throttle HPI dudng this
condition). In order to avoid overfilling the steam generators, with the possibility of water carry-
over into the turbine or spilling over in the steam lines, the operator is directed to trip any
operating MFW pumps if control of the MFW pumps can not be regained. Therefore, the
excessive feedwater event can rather quickly turn from an over-cooling transient to a loss-of-
MFW (overheating) sequence.

If prompt manual action is not taken to terminate the MFW flow, a potential exists for flooding
the main steam lines. Main steam line flooding could fail the MFW and EFW turbine drivers and
possibly induce a main steam line break (MSLB) that could induce steam generator tube ruptures
(SGTRs). This unique sequence of events has been addressed for the ANO-1 plant in Reference
3.1-9.

T5: Steamline/Feedline Break

Steamline/feedline break events generally affect the Primary-to-secondary heat removal function
by rendering one of the two steam generators unavailable and by causing the MFW system to be
unavailable. MFW unavailability is due to the Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS) that occurs on
low steam generator pressure.

Because the faulted steam generator is isolated by the emergency feedwater initiation and control
(EFIC) system on high steam generator differential pressure, there is an increaseo possibility of
loosing primary-to-secondary heat removal subsequent to a steamline break. In addition, a
concern exists associated with the potential to induce a stuck open pressurizer SRV. A steamline
break results in over-cooling of the RCS, with the severity of the over-cooling directly related to
the size of the break. The over-cooling will lead to shrmkage of the reactor coolant, which may
depressurize to saturated conditions. (Note, upon a loss of sub-cooling, the operators are
instructed to trip the RCPs, terminating forced circulation in the RCS.) If the over-cooling is
severe enough, sufficient voiding in the RCS hot legs may form to interrupt natural circulation.
This interruption would tend to reverse the over-cooling trend and the RCS would begin to heat'
up. Sustained RCS heatup and pressurization could result in RCS conditions reaching the SRV set
point, introducing the potential for a stuck open SRV. A stuck open SRV introduces different
required safety functions than those typical for a steamline break (i.e. small break LOCA).

For a feedline break the RCS response is similar, though not as severe, as a steamline break. It is
less severe due to significant liquid carry out via the feedline break, and less corresponding RCS
over-cooling. Therefore, feedline break has been grouped together with the steamline break to
create a single initiating event class.

In general, the effects of steam and feed line breaks that are important in evaluating the initiator
grouping and subsequent modeling of the likelihood of core damage include the following: (1) -
potential for a stuck open pressurizer safety relief valve; (2) HPI system actuated and permitted to
remain on until the RCS becomes water-solid; and, (3) the increased chance of losing RCS heat
removal via the steam generators. However, for ANO-1, item (1) has been considered and
eliminated for separate consideration in large pan due to the low likelihood of occurrence
(compared to other small break LOCAs). A typical small break LOCA initiating frequency is
around 5E-03/yr, while the sequence frequency for item (1) is around IE-05/yr, as shown below:

[ steam /feedline break frequency (approximately lE-03/yr)] x [ probability the break is of a
magnitude to void RCS and decouple RCS fmm SGs with subsequent pressurization to the SRV
set point (estimated as 0.1)] x [ probability a SRV sticks open (estimated as 0.1)] = approximately
IE-05/yr.
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(m Item (2) is a potential concern for ANO-1 due to the HPI shutoff head being in excess of the

(') pressurizer safety relief valve set point and has been modeled specifically in the fault tree ,

modeling. Item (3) is also addressed specifically by the fault tree modeling, and is the pdmary
concem for this initiating event class.

3.1.1.3 Front-Line System and Support System Initiators

In addition to the previous initiators that lead to reactor trip, there are other types ofinitiators that
can impact the plant's ability to safely shutdown. One such set of initiators ongmates in front-line
or support systems and degrades these systems causing a plant trip. Consequently, each front-line
and support system was examined to determine if a failure could occur in that system that would
cause or require a reactor trip, coincident with the degraded state of the system. 'Ihe systems
modeled and evaluated were:

1. Main Feedwater and Condensate Systems (PCS)
2. Turbine and Contml Systems (PCS)
3. Pressudzer Pressure Control System
4. High Pressure Injection (HPI) System
5. Iow Pressure injection (LPI) and Decay Heat Removal (DHR) Systems ;

6. Core Flood Tanks (CE-Ts)
7. Reactor Building Spray (RBS) System
8. Reactor Building Isolation System (RBIS)
9. Reactor Building Cooling (RBC) System
10. Service Water (SW) and Intermediate Cooling Water (ICW) Systems
11. Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ES AS)
12. Instrument Air (IA) System
13. Electric Power System (AC & DC)

L 14. Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
15. Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System
16. Combustible Gas Control System

A summary of the system review for initiating events is provided below. The corresponding'
ANO-1 PRA System Work Packages provide the basis for this summary.

Main Feedwater and Condensate Systems - The feedwater and condensate systems were 1

examined to determine if failures other than the numerous feedwater and condensate system
initiators included in initiating events T1 and T2 could cause or require a reactor tnp. No
additional failures were identified that would have a significantly different effect on the event
frequency orresponse.

Turbine and Control System - The turbine and control systems were examined to determine if
failures other than the system initiators included in initiating events Tl could cause or require a
reactor trip. No additional failures were identified that would have a significantly different effect
on the event frequency or response.

Pressurizer Pressure Control System - The pressurizer pressure control system was reviewed to
determine potential initiators and as a result, two events were identified; Spurious High and
Spurious low-RCS-Pressure Signal. These events represent a failure of the auxiliary control
system for the control of pressurizer pressure. The high pressure signal event results in activation
of pressurizer spray and the potential for rapid RCS depressurization to the low RCS pressure
reactor trip set point with the potential for ESAS initiation. Since no other tequired safety

N functions are affected, this event has been grouped with event T7 (spurious engineered safeguards

(C actuation system (ESAS) actuation).

,
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The low pressure signal event results in the activation of the pressurizer heaters and closure of the i

pressurizer-spray valve. The potential therefore exists for raising RCS pressure to the set point of
,

the SRVs, with the possibility of a small-break LOCA if the SRVs fail to rescat. His failure
,

potential has been modeled specifically in the fault tree analysis; however, it should be noted that !

this event requires considerable time to develop, allowing significant time for the operator to
respond to the increasing RCS pressure prior to a reactor trip. Therefore, the probability that this
event will not be recovered prior to causing a reactor trip has also been included for this initiator
event. When combined with the pmbability of the control system failme and SRV sticking o n,
this initiating event becomes small compared to the frequency of other small break s.

Conservatively this has been considered as initiating event T6.
|

High Pressure Injection (HPI) System - De HPI system was examined to determine if a failure
mode of this system could cause or require a reactor trip. It was concluded that inadvertent
actuation of HPI alone could not cause a reactor trip, since the operator has the ability to detect
and terminate the increase in RCS pressure prior to reactor trip on high RCS pressure. However,
since the pump shut-off head is greater than the high RCS pressure reactor trip set point and SRV
set point, failure of the operator to respond to the increasing RCS pressure prior to a reactor trip
could occur and has been included with the probability of the actuation system failure. Therefore,
failures of HPI actuation resulting in reactor trip have been modeled as initiating event T7.

Low Pressure Injection (LPI) and Decay Heat Removal (DHR) Systems - The LPI and DHR ,
sysem was examined to detemnne if a failure mode of this system could cause or require a
reactor trip. It was emcluded that inadvertent actuation of LPI/DHR alone could not cause a

,

reactor trip since the pump shut-off head is well below the high RCS pressure reactor trip set
point. Therefore, no failure modes of LPI/DHR resulting in reactor trip were identified.

Core Flood Tanks (CFTs) - The CFTs were examined to determine if a failure mode of these
'

tanks could cause or require a reactor trip. No failure modes of the CFTs resulting in reactor trip
were identified.

Reactor Building Spray (RBS) System - The R.BS system was examined to determine if a.
failure mode of this system could cause or require a reactor trip. No failure modes of the RBS
system resulting in reactor trip were identified.

Reactor Building Isolation System (RBIS)- De RBIS was examined to determine if a failure
mode of this system could cause or require a reactor trip. No failure modes of the RBIS resulting
in reactor trip were identified.

Reactor Building Cooling (RBC) System - The reactor bmldmg cooling system was examined
to determine if a failure mode of this system could cause or require a reactor trip. No failure
modes of the reactor building cooling system resulting in reactor trip were identified.

Senice Water (SW) and Intermediate Cooling Water (ICW) Systems - ne SW system was
examined and found to contain two types of failures which could result in a reactor trip: total loss
of SW flow (i.e., loss of flow in Loops 1 and 2) or loss of either operating SW train (such as loss
of pump P4A or P4B). Total less of Service Water Flow has been modeled as event T8, while
less of Service Water Pump trains P4A or P4B have been modeled as events 79 and T10,
respectively.

A total loss of SW flow can occur due to either water source or water discharge related flow ,

blockage failures and the subsequent failure of the operator to restore service water by aligning to !

the emergency cooling pond. SW source related failures can occur due to traveling screen and/or '

pump discharge strainer plugging events. SW discharge related failures can occur if the discharge :

valve to the circulating water discharge fiume (CV-3824) transfers closed (note that power is
|
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eD removed from this valve and it is administratively locked open). Given either of these two events,

(d the SW pump flow would be stopped; reactor tnp will result either from operator action or failure
of the ICW system (which provides cooling to the reactor coolant pumps) and the ACW system
(which provides cooling for various turbine plant loads).

Loss of either operating SW pump train will eventually cause a reactor trip due to inadequate flow
to either ICW loads or ACW loads. Recovery can be accomplished by starting the standby SW

'

pump (P4C) from the control room. See the Human Reliability Analysis work package or section
3.4 of this report for information about the times available to accomplish these recovery actions.

Losses of ICW or ACW alone lead only to a Loss of PCS following reactor trip and are therefore
included in the T2 initiating event.

Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) - ESAS was reviewed to determine if a
failure mode of this system could cause or require a reactor trip. Spurious ESAS will isolate ICW
and ACW and shed non-vital electrical loads, leading to loss of HEW, condensate pumps and
instmment air. Therefore spurious ESAS has been included in the Loss of PCS (T2) imtiating
event. It is recognized that in the event a spudous ESAS signal occurs, operating procedures
direct the operator to take actions to try to avoid a reactor trip (such as over-dde spuriously
actuated components) that may need to be reversed should a reactor trip and subsequent
additional failures occur. However, it is also recognized that considerable time is available to
restore over-ridden components prior to core damage. Therefore, initial attempts to over-ride
spuriously actuated components have not been modeled specifically (i.e., considered and '
eliminated frrm funher consideration).

Instrument Air (IA) System - ne IA system was considered to determine if failures could lead
/- to a reactor trip. The 1A system provides process air to plant components most of which are air
( operated control valves. System analysis and discussions with plant operators identified failures in

main feedwater components which could lead to a feedwater transient and potential plant tdp as a
result of a failure of the IA system. Therefore it has been conservatively assumed that a loss of
instrument air should be included in the Loss of PCS (T2) initiating event. It should be noted that
the IA system does not play a more significant role as an initiator due to the practice of designing
safety system components to fail-safe on loss of IA.

Electric Power System - The electric power system was reviewed to determine if failures other
than the Loss of Off-site Power initiators included in initiating event T3 could cause of require a
reactor trip. Six electdc power system initiators were identified within the vital AC and DC
power supplies.

The vital DC power provides electric power to components in systems which have been identified
as vital to mitigate the consequences of potential transients or LOCAs. These vital systems
include control, instrumentation, reactor p otection and engineered safeguards actuation systems.
Four DC buses were identified which could cause a reactor trip and degrade systems if lost.

.

These buses are D01, D02, Dll and D21. Buses D11 and D21 are fed from D01 and D02,
respectively. Investigation of these buses resulted in the following conclusions (in addition to the :

conclusion that they will likely result in a reactor trip):

Loss of Dll or D21 will result in a loss of power to breakers for Al or A2 with a corresponding
loss of off-site power to the red or green buses, and will result in a loss of the red or green
emergency diesel generator (due to loss of field flash), respectively.

Loss of D01 or D02 is mitigated by the presence of manual-transfer switches which can cross- -

(m) connect power to feed buses D11 or D21 from D02 or D01, respectively (note, credit for this
cross-connect feature has beer. conservatively excluded for loss of D01 or D02 initiators).

t

!
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These various failure combinations have been conservatively combined and represented as two
separate failures / initiators. These initiators are loss of buses D01 and D02, modeled as events
Tl1 and T12, respectively.

The vital AC power (also known as Class 1E Power) provides electrical power to components in
systems which have been identified as vital to mitigate the consequences of potential transients or
LOCAs. Rese vital systems include those which trip the reactor, provide primary-to-secondary
heat removal, provide reactor building heat removal, and limit radioactive material release from
the reactor building. Four AC buses were identified which could lead to a reactor trip and
degrade systems iflost. These are AC buses A3 (4160 VAC), A4 (4160 VAC), B5 (480 VAC)
and B6 (480 VAC). Since busses A3 and A4 feed busses B5 and B6, respectively,it would seem
that the effects of failures of B5 and B6 would be included in any A3 and A4 failures. However,
these bus failures differ both in severity and potential recovery available. The failure of bus A3 or
A4 is worse than failure of B5 or B6 since A3 and A4 supply power to the HPI, LPI, service
water and reactor building spray pumps. The recovery potential is worse for failures of bus B5 or
B6 due to the crosc-tie between B5 and B6. The cross-tie between B5 and B6 allows ready
recovery in the event bus A3 or A4 fails (i.e. shorts to ground). This recovery potential is lost if
bus B5 or B6 fails. These events, less of AC bus A3, A4, B5 or B6, have been modeled as
events T13, T14, TIS and T16, respectively.

i Failures of breakers feeding both AC and DC buses have been examined and eliminated from
'

explicit modeling due to either (1) the requirement to fail multiple breakers to have an equivalent '
I impact as a bus failure or (2) the likelihood that the breaker would be reclosed or jumpered,

avoiding a sustained loss of pow er supply.

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) - These systems were exammed to
i

detemiine if failures could result in a reactor trip. HVAC related failures could potentially lead to
| over heating failures of components necessary to avoid a reactor trip. However, these types of

failures require a considerable time to develop which, when combined with the presence of trouble
i

alarms and annunciators on most of the components of potential concern, makes pre-initiator
|operator recovery very likely. Therefore, any potential HVAC failure induced initiators are :

assumed to be included and bounded by the other component failure initiators identified in Table ' |
3.1-1. l

! |'

iEmergency Feedwater System - The emergency feedwater system was reviewed to determine if i

failures within the system could cause a reactor trip. Spurious actuation of the emergency
feedwater initiation and control (EFIC) system was identified as an initiator which could
potentially lead to a reactor trip (a reactor trip is unlikely since the MFW control system will
normally adjust MFW to compensate for the additional EFW) In any event, this EFIC related
failure is not expected without additional failures and therefore this failure has been conservatively
included in initiating event T1.

|
Combustible Gas Control System - The Combustible Gas Control system was examined to '

determine if a failure mode of this system could cause or require a reactor trip. No failure modes
of the Combustible Gas Control system resulting in reactor trip were identified.

3.1.1.4 Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs)

The response of the RCS after a LOCA can vary quite widely, depending primarily on the size and
to some extent on the location of the break. The characteristics of the RCS pressure and
temperature response to a LOCA can be grouped into five categories [Ref 3.1-8 and 3.1-111
For the smallest breaks, included in the first category, (typically, less than approximately 3/8
inch in equivalent diameter) the make-up system can compensate for the flow out the break and
maintain the reactor coolant loops full of liquid. This condition allows reactor decay heat to be
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(] removed by na+ ural circulation and primary to secondary heat transfer. With the RCS stabilized
-U in this conditien, the reactor operator can conduct an orderly cooldown. A very similar

condition exists for breaks up to approximately 1 inch in equivalent diameter. For these break i
sizes, the HPI system can be manually actuated and maintain the RCS essentially full of liquid
similar to the situation described above with use of the makeup system.

between approximately 1 inch to 1.9 inch
For the slightly larger breaks of the second category (ly compensate for the mventory loss. Thein equivalent diameter), the HPI system cannot ininal
RCS continues to depressurize until saturated condidons are reached (resulting in ESAS
initiation [Ref. 3.1-8]) and voiding occurs in the system high points. Eventually, voiding will
become sufficient to interrupt the natural circulation flow of primary coolant and will thus stop
primary to secondary heat transfer. The interruption of natural circulation flow will allow steam
and liquid to separate and form a level in the RCS piping. The excess decay heat energy may
cause the primary system to heat up and repressurize which reduces the HPI injection flow. As
additional RCS inventory is lost, the RCS level will decrease until the primary side of the steam
generator tubes become exposed, establishing a condensing surface for the primary system
steam. "Ihis boiler-condenser heat transfer will continue to increase with decreasing RCS
inventory until the RCS pressure falls, and HPI flow matches the flow out the break. With mass
and energy contmls established, the event is considered tc be stabilized. The availability of
secondary cooling significantly effects the amount of HPI ' .ow necessary for core decay heat
removal. Should secondary cooling be unavailable, the prin. y system is expected to heat up
and repressurize, potentially to the primary safety relief valve set point. Although HPI flow is
sufficient to provide adequate core cooling under these condinons, the time available for
potential HPI flow interruption and restoration (i.e. operator recovery) is significantly reduced
compared to that with primary to secondary heat transfer available.

/

( The third category of breaks (between approximately 1.9 inch to 4.3 inch in equivalent diameter)
k result in the rapid depressurization and voiding of the RCS until the primary system stabilizes at

secondary system temperatures and pressures. Primary to secondary heat transfer is lost due to
RCS void induced decoupling and, as the RCS continues to slowly depressurize, the secondary
becomes a heat source to the primary. In this condition, all energy from core decay heat, the
primary system metal, and the secondary can only be removed by HPI flow through the break.
The rate of depressurization will be controlled by the balance between energy and mass flow
added to the system, and energy and mass flow out the break. When the RCS level becomes
sufficiently low, steam produced by core decay heat will form a two phase reactor coolant
mixture producing a froth in the reactor core. This froth is sufficient to prevent any significant
cladding temperature transients provided the froth level remains above the top of the core. The
minimum core level will be reached when the HPI flow matches the core boiloff rate and flow
out the break. After this time, RCS pressure will continue to decrease and RCS inventory will
increase. The event is considered to be stabilized when the core coolant inventory is recovered
or when cladding temperatures begin to fall.

.

Breaks of the fourth catego y (betweea approximately 4.3 inch and 10 inch in equivalent
diameter) will result in the rapid depressurization and voiding of the RCS, with only temporary
stabilization when the primary pressures and temperatures reach secondary conditions. Like the
third category of breaks, primary to secondary heat transfer is ineffective and all energy,
including that from the secondary, must be passed through the break. The fourth category of
breaks are sufficiently large to ensure contmued depressurization below the core flood tank
pressure and ultimately below LPI shutoff head. Equilibrium between injection flow and decay
heat energy added to the system, and mass and energy lost out the break, will be reached more
quickly with this category of breaks. Although HPI, LPI and CFT injection are expected to

q occur for this category of breaks, adequate core cooling is provided by only the HPI and LPI
y systems or by the LPI and CFT systems. The event is considered to be stabilized when the core

coolant inventory is recovered or when cladding temperatures begin to fall.
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Breaks in the fifth category (from approximately 10 inches equivalent diameter up to a complete i

severance of a 36 inch hot leg pipe) will result in a very rapid depressurization and voiding of
the RCS through the break. During this rapid depressurization and voiding water and steam are
expelled from the RCS until the primary system pressure at the break equals that of the
containment. The initial break flow velocity can be high enough to sweep away any available '

ECCS injection flow out the break along with the expelled primary coolant. At the conclusion
of this violent transient, the RCS, including the reactor vessel, may be almost completely voided
of coolant. A relatively calm period of refills follows as ECCS injection flow fills the bottom of
the reactor vessel and downcomer region up to the bottom of the core. During this shon refill |

period core cooling is minimal and the core can experience a very rapid heatup. As the injected|

i coolant reaches the bottom of the core a period of oscillatory quenching and rapid steam
production begins as the hot core is reflooded with injected coolant. At the conclusion of the
core reflooding period the core is completely covered by a mixture of steam and water to
establish good core cooling conditions. Due to the rapid nature of the initial RCS core voiding,
CFT injection flow is considered necessary to ensure prompt refill and reflood of the core to
avoid temporary core temperature excursions. Although HPI, LPI and CFT injection are
expected to occur for this category of breaks, adequate core cooling is provided by the LPI and
CFT systems due to the rapid initial depressurization of the RCS. The event is considered to be
stabilized when the core coolant inventory is recovered or when cladding temperatures begin to
fall.

!

A more detailed description of the RCS response characteristics and physical phenomena
associated with these break categories may be found in Reference 3.1-8. In summary, the
injection system requirements for the various break sizes are summarized as follows:

| RCS Break Size | Injection Systems Required * |

< 3/8" Normal Make-up

3/8"< break < l.9" HPI

1.9"< break < 4.3" HPI J
!

1

4.3"< break < 10" HPI & LPI or LPI & CFTs '

10"< break < 36" LPI & CFTs+

* HPI and LPI also require recirculation from the reactor building sump.

+ Consistent with reference 3.1-10 analysis.

Consideration of previous PRA studies indicates the ANO-1 and CR-3 IREP studies [Ref. 3.1-2
| and 3.1-3] divided the potential LOCAs into many subgroups, while the Oconee and CR-3 PRAs

[Ref. 3.1-11 and 3.1-4] included just two break sizes. A review of the RCS response and the
required injection systems after the various LOCA break sizes indicates that a detailed division of
the LOCA initiator is not necessary for ANO-1. The first break size can be characterized as an
RCS leak and included with the transient initiators previously discusred. The second and third!

I break categories can be conservatively combined using the larger frequency of the smaller
category (see Initiating Event Frequency Work package or section 3.3) and the shoner available
recovery time of the larger category. Likewise, the founh and fifth category can be combined -
using the required systems as the LPI and CET systems. It should be noted that a concem
identified in the ANO-1 IREP regarding the second break category (and associated separation as a
unique LOCA subgroup) has been resolved by modification of the ESAS initiation set point. A

1

!
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concern was identified for category two breaks that might stabilize at an RCS pressure above the |O ESAS initiation pressure, necessitating manual initiation of ESAS. Reference 3.1-8 documents t

!the change in this set point such that ESAS initiation is assured for this category of breaks.

'

It should also be noted that in the NRC review of the Oconee PRA, Brookhaven questioned the
adequacy of just two LOCA sizes and therefore constructed two identical functional event trees
for small and very small LOCAs. However, in the quantification of the sequences this difference .

was found to have no effect on core damage frequency, and because of this only the event tree for !
small LOCAs was determined to be necessary. In addition, as documented in NUREG/CR-4374 !

[Ref. 3.1-13], for large-LOCAs it was concluded that "BNL and the OPRA are in complete
agreement on the large-LOCA event tree." Therefore,in the detailed review of the Oconee PRA :
Brookhaven National Labs has concluded that the two LOCA sizes described below are adequate
to accurately model the LOCA contribution to core damage frequency. -i

:

Therefore, two events were selected to represent LOCAs as initiating events. Dey are
.

designated event S, small break LOCA (3/8 inch up to and including 4.3 inch diameter breaks), !
;

and event A,large break LOCA (4.3 inch diameter break to double-ended rupture of the 36 inch
RCS piping). Table 6 of the ANO-1 Initiating Event Frequency Work Package [Ref. 3.1-38] !

'

contains a comparison of LOCA break sizes and frequencies used in previous PRAs. |
I

3.1.1.5 Other Initiators ;
.

Other initiators that can impact plant-safety functions have been evaluated as part of several PRA |
studies. These events can have complex effects on plant operation, or can be assumed to lead j
directly to a core-damage condition. This section briefly discusses other events considered to

'

have the potential to lead to core damage.

O Steam Generator Tube Ruptures. A steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) differs fmm other |
initiating events in several important respects. Accordingly, a separate event tree evaluation has t

been developed. Credible tube failures range in severity from leak rates of a few galions per |
,

minute for tube cracks to several hundred gallons per minute for the guillotine rupture of a tube. '

The event chosen as representative of this range is the complete severance of a single tube, which 3

results in an initial leakage rate of about 450 gpm at normal RCS and secondary-system |
conditions (ANO-1 SAR, [Ref. 3.1-10]). His choice is made on the basis that a less than '

.

complete failure will result in much smaller leak rates, generally within the capacity of the normal iJ

i makeup system, and a fairly normal shutdown can take place. On the other hand, multi-tube ,

*

failures are not explicitly addressed because they are much less likely to occur and because the
| success criteria for systems called upon to respond are essentially the same as those for the failure .

of a single tube. In fact, multiple-tube failures will aid in depressurizing the RCS, a necessary ?

action in recovering from a tube failure. ;

i

The SGTR is a special case of a very small break LOCA (a category two LOCA as described in :

section 3.1.1.4) and as such, the initial RCS response is very similar. One difference is that the |
break is potentially isolable by depressurization of the RCS below the effected steam generator !

MSSV set point. A related difference is that long term cooling may not be able to be established ,

by high pressure recirculation (HPR) if steam generator isolation does not occur (i.e. stuck open
MSSV), since water may not accumulate in the reactor building sump with continuous mventory
loss via the steam generators. ;

i

Section 3.1.2.5 contains a detailed discussion of the potential sequences involved in responding to :
aSGTR. |

Reactor Vessel Failure. A rt; view of previous PRA studies [Ref. 3.1-2 through 3.1-4, 3.1-11 |

and 3.1-12] identified reactor vessel failure as a possible initiating event. Three failure modes of

:
i
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the reactor vessel were postulated: (1) failure due to overpressure, (2) failure due to random &
causes, and (3) failure due to pressurized thermal shock. A scoping analysis reached the W
following conclusions about each of these failure modes:

1. Overpressure failures were considered in other PRAs [Ref. 3.1-1I and 3.1-4] and
in the ATWS Work Package of the PRA (see Appendix B of this report), and were
shown to be of a low likelihood.

2. Random failures were dismissed due to low likelihood based upon results fmm
leak-before-break studies. A detailed evaluation of the reactor vessel using
fracture mechanics has not been performed; however, the methods used and
conclusions reached in studies of B&W primary piping [Ref. 3.1-14 and 3.1-15]
were judged to apply to the reactor vessel. Dus, catastrophic vessel failure is
assumed to be preceded by a lengthy period ofleakage. As such, ample time exists
to detect the leak, shutdown, and take corrective action to prevent core damage.

3. Pressurized thermal shock (P'I'S) failures have been studied by B&W [Ref. 3.1-16]
and the NRC [Ref. 3.1-17]. B&W has estimated the frequency of through-wall
crack formation due to PTS for B&W plants as approximately 8.5E-7/yr [Ref.
3.1-16]. He probability of either a 360 degree circumferential failure below the
active fuel region or an axial failure with a break area greater than 100 square
inches (0.94 feet, equivalent diameter) was estimated as about 0.59 for the
Oconee-1 vessel [Ref. 3.1-17). These values imply a core-melt frequency due to
PTS-induced vessel failure of 5.0E-07/yr. However, the B&W study is based on a
" generic" B&W plant; its data (initiating event frequencies and mitigating systems
failure probabilices)is more conservative than the data used in this PRA. Hence,
the contribution of PTS-induced reactor vessel failures is not included in the h'overall core-melt frequency.

Therefore, although considered, reactor vessel rupture has been eliminated as a significant
contributor to the ANO-1 core damage frequency.

Interfacing System LOCA. Interfacing system LOCAs are events that occur at the pressure-
boundary of the RCS and a system to which it is connected. Typically the interfacing system of -
concem is the LPI system since the failure of the pressure boundary is postulated to result in a -
large LOCA condition which induces a failure of the LPI system that is required for mitigation of
the LOCA. This core-damage scenario results in a reactor building bypass situation where
coolant inventory doesn't collect in the sump for recirculation and fission products can directly
escape containment. The frequency of this event is dependent upon the testing procedures used
for verification of the pressure boundary, as well as the procedures for testing the LPI system.
Core damage scenarios have also been identified involving failure of tubing in heat exchangers for
high pressure RCS coolant and low pressure cooling systems, with subsequent failure to interrupt
the leak path prior to exhaustion of the injection inventory. The frequency of this event is
dependent on the estimate used for an unexpected complete rupture of a heat exchanger tube. In
past PRAs, the frequency of interfacing system LOCAs was calculated to be less than 1.00E-06
per reactor year, and therefore this event has been considered to be a relatively small contributor
to core-damage frequency. However, due to the violation of containment boundary, interfacing
system LOCAs have the potential to be a significant contributor to public risk. His event is
analyzed separately in the ANO-1. PRA Interfacing System LOCA Work Package (and
summarized in Appendix C of this report).

Instrument Tube Rupture. Instrument tube rupture has the potential to pose a significantly
different threat to the reactor than a small LOCA event due to its location in the reactor vessel
directly below the core. In addition a small LOCA typically aids in depressurizing the reactor by

i
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p relieving steam, while the instrument tube rupture only relieves sub-cooled liquid causing the
V reactor to remain pressurized. 'Ihis event has been conservatively assessed in the Appendix G of

the CR-3 PRA [Ref. 3.1-4]. It was concluded that this event is less likely at B&W NSSS
designed plants than at Westinghouse NSSS designed plants (CE plants have their instrument tube
connecnons above the vessel, making this event no different than any other small LOCA), and
that this event poses no undue risk. Due to the similarity in designs, that assessment is considered
directly applicable to ANO-1. Also, due to the multiple conservatisms used, this analysis was
considered to be an upper-bound type of evaluation and was not included in the CR-3 total core
damage frequency estunate. Similarly, a quantified contribution to the total ANO-1 core damage
frequency for this event has not been meluded.

Internal flooding. Internal flood induced initiators have been identified and assessed separately,
as described in the ANO-1 Intemal Flooding Work Package. Section 3.6 of this report
summarizes the intemal flooding analysis methods and results.

3.1.1.6 ANO-1 Initiating Event Summary List

f The final listing ofinitiating events that were identified for inclusion in the ANO-1 PRA is found

| in Table 3.1-3. The development of frequencies for these initiators is documented the Initiating
Event Frequency Work Package and is summarized in section 3.3.6. The development of the'

effects of these initiators on the plant (as reflected in the PRA logic models) is summarized in
section 3.1.2.

3.1.2 Functional Event Tree Development

The functional event tree development (or accident sequence analysis) was begun following the ~
i

t identification of preliminary ANO-1 PRA initiating events and was continued with iterative
interaction between the initiating event analysis, the system analysis and the quantification analysis'
(with modeling observations and com ctions being incorporated in an ongoing manner). The

i

| previous section described the selection of the initiating events to be evaluated through the
development of core damage sequences. Although initial plant responses may differ slightly for
various initiators within an initiator category (i.e., transient initiating events - loss of MFW,-
turbine trip, main steam line break, etc.), the same functions must be accomplished to prevent
core damage for each category of events. A single event tree structure can therefore be used to
evaluate the core damage sequences for all of the events in each initiator category. Any subtle

~

differences in the manner in which the functions are challenged by a particular initiating event can
readily be accommodated within the supporting logic for the event tree top events and by minor
changes to the system fault tree.

As previously discussed, considerable input was taken from previous PRAs for the development
of the ANO-1 accident sequence analysis. PRAs have previously been developed for the Oconee,
Unit 3 and Crystal River, Unit 3 (CR-3) plants [Ref. 3.1-11 and 3.1-4]. The associated event
trees and top logic appear to be the most realistic and comprehensive available for a B&W plant.
The ANO-1 and CR-3 IREPs [Ref. 3.1-2 and 3.1-3] also provided top logic success criteria and
event tree content / structure related information useful in this study. Therefore, several event trees
served as an initial basis for the ANO-1 PRA study. "Ihe similarity of the ANO-1 design toi

}. Oconee Unit 3 and to Crystal River Unit 3 has been established for the type of sequences of
concern in the generic B&W LOCA analysis topical reports [Rev. 3.1-19 and 3.1-28] and in a'

review of the B&W plant feedwater systems [Ref. 3.1-30].

Based on these reviews, four event trees (or categories of events) were developed to address the
/ response of ANO-1 to potential events; Transient, Small-Break LOCA, Large-Break LOCA and
( Steam Generator Tube Rupture. Accident sequences involving ATWS, Interfacing LOCA,
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Reactor Vessel Rupture and Instrument Tube Ruptures have been addressed separately and
'

generally detemiined not to require separate event trees for their analysis.
.

During the development of the ANO-1 event trees and top logic, the following steps were taken:

1. Detemiine the relevancy of the preliminary ANO-1 IREP, Oconee-3 and CR-3
PRA event tree stmeture based on plant information.

'

2. Develop an event tree structure for ANO-1 based on its design.

3. Develop success criteria and corresponding top logic for each event tree function
that combines initiator effects, system failures and human errors that could lead to
safety function failure.

4. Assign each sequence to a plant damage bin, based on consequence parameters.

The accident sequences and top logic that resulted from these steps identified the modeling that
was required to be performed by the system analysts, although additional top logic requirements
were identified during the system modeling. Accident sequence descriptions, including event trees .
and top logic, are provided in the following sections for each of the categories of events identified
in section 3.1.1.

3.1.2.1 Event Tree and Success Criteria Description

An event tree and its corresponding top logic are used to identify and structure the development
of accident sequence models consisting of system, human and component failums. The accident
sequence models are solved by creating fault trees for each accident sequence and linking these to
the system fault trees via the top logic. Solution of the large sequence fault tree yields accident
sequence cut sets that are evaluated for their validity and the potential for operator recovery
action. Subsequently, the cut sets are assigned to a plant-damage state for interfacing with the
I.evel-2 analyses (sometimes called the back-end analysis).

,

An event tree illustrates in pictorial form the status of events which could evolve during the
mitigation of an initiating event (see Figure 3.1-1 for a representative example). A branch point is
included only when the failure of an event affects the need for or the likelihood of an event later in
the tree, or if the event is relevant in discriminating between core-damage end states for the
consecuence (back-end) analysis. A downward branch of the event tree signifies failure of that
event has occurred (failure to accomplish a specific function - as represented by a fault tree top
event). An upward branch indicates successful achievement of that function and implies the
logical complement of the top event. Minimal recovery actions are conservatively modeled in the
event tree to mimmize computational complexity. Instead, following quantification of the plant
model, the cut sets generated for each accident sequence are individually evaluated to assess and
credit the capability of operator recovery. It should be noted that not every path in the event tree
includes a branch point at each event. This is because the success or failure of an event is in some
cases predetermined by the status of events which precede it, or it is irrelevant in evaluating the
end states of interest. As an illustrative example, sequence TBF is discussed to demonstrate the
relationship between the event trees and their corresponding top logic. From the transient event
tree (Figure 3.1-1) it can be seen that the sequence begins with a transient initiator (T), followed
by successful reactor trip (K). (No top logic is developed for event K since its failure is.
considered separately in the ATWS work package - see Appendix B.) The Pnmary-to-Secondary
Heat Removal (B) safety function fails, with failure combinations (as determined by the success
criteria from Table 3.1-4) identified through top logic gate @B01 on page @-2 of the top logic i

(note the @ notation is used as a convenient manner to distinguish the top logic from the plant ;

system logic). Failure of the RCS Integrity (@Q) is predetermined in that the SRVs will lift due i

i

!
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to B failure. HPI Cooling (F) also fails, leading to core damage. De event F failure -

q
combinations are identified through top gate @F01 on page @-26 of the top logic.

Basic front-line system success criteria for the ANO-1 PRA, shown in Table 3.1-4, were
developed based on a review of the ANO-1 Safety Analysis Repon [Ref. 3.1-10], the Oconee
PRA [Ref. 3.1-11], the CR-3 PRA [Ref. 3.1-4), and the ANO-1 and CR-3 IREP studies [Ref. 3.1-
2 and 3.1-3). Consistent with typical PRAs, the required mission time for the success criteria has <

been defined to be 24 hours. It is assumed that if core cooling can be assured for 24 hours, then
ample resources can be brought to bear upon component restoration and maintenance to ensure
core cooling is maintained beyond 24 hours. Supporting logic for the event tree top events (other
than those events corresponding directly to the failure of a single system, such as H001) were
developed to reflect the Table 3.1-4 success criteria. His appears in the form of top-level fault
trees (also known as top logic). Dese top-level fault trees relate the functions represented by the
event tree branch points to the top events in the system fault trees, some of the effects of the
initiating events, and any top-level human errors (note, initiating event impact may also be
included in the system fault trees). Each event or branch in the event tree is described and the
supporting logic of the top-level fault trees is described in the following section. The fault tree
top event names are labeled on each event tree branch for ease of reference.

'

He sequence types located under the core damage bin column of Figure 3.1-1, fall into three
categories: core-damage (CD), non-core-damage (NCD), and transfers to other event trees (i.e.,
SI, S2). When transfers to other event trees occur, redundant branch points that appear in the >

two trees are considered in the second tree (i.e. High Pressure Recirculation for transfer S2 is
considered in the small LOCA event tree). Core-damage sequences are also assigned to
preliminary core-damage bins. The core-damage bins developed for the preliminary ANO-1 PRA,
which were based on those from the Oconee PRA [Ref. 3.1-11], were found to be characteristic

p of the core damage endstates for a typical PWR and therefore applicable for ANO-1. Rese bins
V were used as a preliminary basis for classifying cut sets for accident sequences prior to the

containment analysis. Table 3.1-5 lists the definitions of the core-damage bins. Bins I, II, V, and
VI represent LOCAs, bins IR and IIR represent steam generator tube ruptures and bins III and IV
represent transients. These preliminary core-damage bins have been refined and explained in
detailin the Appendix B '' Plant Damage States and Binning Criteria" ANO-1 PRA Level-2 Work
Package. This work package is summarized in Section 4.3 of this repon. The far right side of the
event tree includes a list of the sequence designators. For clarity and ease of reference, only the
failure events are included in these sequence designators. A brief summary of the important
aspects of the failure events of each sequence is presented in the remaining sections, following a
discussion of each event tree and its supporting top logic.

As previously discussed, four event trees were developed and judged to be adequate to model the
required sequences and success criteria. Dese event trees are described in detail below.

3.1.2.2 Transient Event Tree and Supporting Top lagic

The transient event tree represents the plant response for all initiating events that do not constitute
a rupture of the primary system pressure boundary greater than or equal to 0.375 inches in
equivalent diameter (i.e. breaks large enough to be classified as small break LOCAs). His event
tree portrays the anticipated plant response to events that require or result in an automatic reactor
trip, and then lead to either a stable state, a core-damage state, or transfers to other analyses, such
as a Small LOCA, or Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS). The transient event tree is
depicted in Figure 3.1-1. The safety functions potentially required in response to the transient
initiators are:

Reactor trip - Termination of the nuclear chain-reaction to reduce the amount of.
U heat being generated.
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Primary-to-Secondary Heat Removal - Steam generator cooling to maintain.

Primary-to-secondary cooling and to prevent boil-off of primary system inventory. '

Reactor Control System (RCS) Integrity - Maintenance of RCS pressure below-

ERV and SRV set points and reclosure of ERV and SRVs (if challenged) to
prevent a small LOCA.

Adequate Primary System Inventory - HPI actuation to make up for inventory *.

lost out the break, in the event reclosure of ERV or SRVs does not occur after
opening. This function is modeled within the small LOCA event tree by transfer
SI.

HPI Cooling - If primary-to-secondary heat removal fails, HPI-cooling of the.

primary system using the ERV or an SRV and high-pressure injection (HPI) pumps
is required.

High Pressure Recirculation - If HPI-cooling is being performed, recirculation of.

RCS coolant from reactor building sump to the RCS (by HPI and LPI, with LPI
providing cooling of RCS inventory) is necessary to establish a stable form of long
term core cooling. This function is modeled within the small LOCA event tree by
transfer S2.

The last safety function listed above is technically a sub-function of the Primary-to-Secondary -
Heat Removal safety function. It is modeled separately to account for the unique systems
required during injection from the BWST and recirculation from the reactor building sump. Each
of the functional events considered in the transient initiator plant response are described below.

Event K: Reactor trip '

2

The transient initiating events place a demand on the reactor protection system (RPS) to trip the
reactor. Sequences invohing RPS failures are often termed anticipated transients without scram
(ATWS). Although an ATWS is a relatively low-frequency event, it results in particularly severe'-
challenges to the ability to maintain RCS heat removal and integrity after cenain initiating events.
Therefore sequences involving RPS failure are treated separately in the ANO-1 PRA ATWS
Work Package (see Appendix B of this report). The remaining events in the transient event tree
are defined within the context of successful RPS operation.

Event B: Primarv-to-Secondary Heat Removal (Transient)

Failurc of event B is modeled as a loss of all feedwater which results in the inability to cool the
RCS through the steam generators, with a subsequent requirement to recover feedwater or initiate
HPI-cooling. HPI-cooling is addressed in event F below. Feedwater recovery is addressed in the
section 3.4 and in the Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) Work Package. The primary-to-
secondary heat transfer phenomena are described below, followed by a discussion of the success
criteria and top logic development.

The normal (and preferred) response after a reactor trip is for the plant to stabilize at hot-
shutdown conditions, with heat removal pmvided by the steam generators. Under most
circumstances, forced loop flow of the reactor coolant is maintained by the reactor coolant pumps
(RCPs). As in the case when the reactor is at power, the RCS, with the exception of the
pressurizer,is sul>-cooled. The pressurizer is kept at saturated conditions so that the . heater banks
and sprays can function to control RCS pressure. A constant level in the steam generators is
sustained by main feedwater (MFW) or emergency feedwater (EFW), which is boiled off to the

,

condenser through the turbine bypass valves (TBVs). If the condenseris not available, then steam
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is released to the atmosphere through the ADVs and/or the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) as
needed. Makeup flow to the RCS is provided to balance the shrinkage of the reactor coolant as it
cools and to compensate for any small leaks that may exist.-

,

If the RCPs cannot be used to circulate the reactor coolant, such as during conditions when off-
site power is unavailable, loop flow can be maintained by natural circulation. Natural cimulation
relies on the density difference between the colder reactor coolant in the steam generators and the
hotter coolant in the core to provide a driving head. A driving head for flow exists due to the t

elevation difference between the average temperature points in the steam generator and the
reactor core. These two points are referred to as the " thermal centers". In addition, mirumal
RCS voiding should be present to ensme that a flow path connecting the two thermal centers is
available.

P

Core cooling can still be provided by natural circulation flow if the RCS is saturated, although if
the RCS is losing inventory the steam generator tubes will eventually void, intermpting
circulation. Under these conditions, core-heat removal via the steam generators can still be
maintained by intermittent circulation as reactor coolant is boiled off the top of the core and then
condensed in the steam generators tubes, drawing flow fmm the hot legs over the " candy-cane"
into the steam generator. Flow out of the steam generator then occurs into the bottom of the core
to provide core cooling. This mode of cooling is referred to as " boiler-condenser mode boiling"
(a similar mode of cooling known as " reflux boiling" exists for U-tube steam generators) and,
though it is less desirable than either forced or natural circulation cooling, it can be successful in
avoiding core-damage. This mode of core cooling is not modeled directly and is considered
indirectly in the time available for potential operator recovery action.

Upon receipt of a reactor-trip signal, the operators will verify the normal plant response and
( functions listed in the emergency operating procedures (EOPs - [Ref. 3.1-21]) have taken place.
( During a normal reactor trip the integrated control system (ICS) automatically ramps the MFW

flow down via the rapid-feedwater-reduction (RFR) ICS controls. The EOPs direct the operators
to control MFW flow so that the SG level does not exceed 390". If SG level falls to 13.5", the
EFW system will be actuated automatically, and the operators are directed to verify its operation.
An additional success path for primary-to-secondary heat removal is via depressurizing the SGs to
below the condensate pump shutoff head using the TBVs or ADVs and feeding the SGs via the
condensate system. Since this is a manual operation in response to a failure of a front-line system,
it is not modeled in the top logic and has been treated separately as a recovery action.

Based upon a review of the system configuration at ANO-1,it is highly unhkely that the core-heat ,

removal will not be met if either EFW or MFW flow exists (i.e., the steam generator inventory
criteria are met). That is,it is extremely unlikely that the multiple MSSVs, TBVs and ADVs will
all fail to open and cause the required RCS sub-cooling margin criteria in the EOP to fail to be
met. Therefore, the loss of SG steam path portion of the primary-to-secondary heat removal
function is not considered further.

The most limiting case for this function is the case where all feedwater flow is lost. For this case,
'

analysis [Ref. 3.1-10] indicates that although the reactor will trip on loss of both MFW pumps, it
is assumed to continue on-line until the high RCS pressure trip set point is reached. At that point
a reactor trip will occur and EFW will be actuated. If EFW fails to actuate, HPI-cooling is '

specified by the emergency procedures (OP 1202.004 - [Ref. 3.1-211). If MFW/EFW is not
recovered, the secondary side of the SGs will boil dry in about 3 to 5 minutes after a total loss of
feedwater initiated event (T2) or in about 16 minutes after a reactor trip which shortly thereafter ,

develops into a total loss of feedwater (non-T2 events) with RCPs not operating [Ref. 3.1-22, !

'

Table !!I and V comparison]. Primary system relief at high pressure will commence at about 5 to
8 minutes (T2 events) when the ERV set point (2450 psia) is reached [Ref. 3.1-31 and 3.1-32]. If

,
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HPI-cooling is not initiated, then boil-off of RCS inventory will eventually result in core ^ g'
uncovery. W
Several studies by both NRC contractors and B&W have been performed related to the
effectiveness of HPI-cooling [Ref. 3.1-22, 3.1-31 and 3.1-32] at B&W plants. In addition to
verifying the effectiveness of HPI-cooling, the success criteria timing for HPI-cooling can also be
developed from these studies (although it should be noted that Ref. 3.1-31 did not assess
minimum acceptable HPI-cooling timing). Section 4.1 of reference 3.132 concludes that "one
HPI pump delivering flow at the serpoint pressure of the pressurizer SRVs is sufficient to prevent
core uncovery ifinitiated by 2400 sec." This statement refers to a case involving a total loss of
feedwater initiated event (n) with RCPs operating and is used for the timing noted in Table 3.1- ;

4. For reactor trips which develop into a total loss of feedwater (non-T2 events) with RCPs not
operating, reference 3.1-22, Table III and V, can be used to develop an estimate of the time
available to initiate HPI-cooling. Table III presents a loss-of-offsite-power case (MFW mmp- '

down with RCPs not operating) with HPI actuated by " containment overpressure" (ESAS set
point reached) at 1950 seconds. Table V presents a total loss-of-MFW/EFW with RCPs [
operating continuously that reaches " containment overpressure" at 900 seconds. Since the time to
core heat up is not presented in Table III, extrapolation to the time just prior to core heat-up can
be made by comparing the times between steam generator dry-out and " containment
overpressure", as shown below:

.

'

Event Times h1TREG/CR-4471 Table III NLTREG!CR-4471 Table V

Steam Generator Dry-out 1000 sec = t 200 sec = tzi

Containment Overpressure 1950 sec = ty 900 sec = 14

OCore Heat-up 3714 sec = 61.9 min = T* 2200 sec = ts

* - estimated by either of the following:

T = t + (t - 1 )l(1 - t )/(t4 - 1 )} -i 5 3 2 i 3
or
T=12 + (t - t )((t - t )/(t - 1 )}5 4 2 i 4 3

Therefore, if HPI-cooling is not initiated within about 40 minutes from a T2 induced reactor trip
with RCPs operating until loss-of-sul> cooling-margin, or within about 60 minutes from a non-T2
induced reactor trip with RCPs not operating, core heat-up and core damage is expected to occur. ;

Due to the effectiveness of once-through-steam-generator boiler-condenser mode cooling, these
times have been used for MFW and EFW recovery timing also.

It should be noted that ANO-1 specific MAAP code analysis [Ref. 3.1-23] has been performed
which indicates that these timing estimates are accurate. From Reference 3.1-23, core uncovery is
not expected if HPI-cooling is initiated within approximately 60 minutes after a station black-out
(SBO) induced total loss of feedwater (i.e., non-T2 events with RCPs not o ating). If HPI-
cooling is not initiated, core damage (e.g. heat-up beyond approximately 2500 pF) is not expected
until approximately 90 minutes after a SBO induced total loss of feedwater (i.e., non-T2 events
with RCPs not operating).

Although it is desirable to maintain cooling using both steam generators, decay heat can be
removed adequately by circulation through one generator, with feedwater initially supplied by at

,

'

least one of the two MFW pumps, or at least one of the two EFW pumps. Since procedures call
for HPI-cooling to be initiated at about 10 minutes after a total loss of feedwater, the initial
success criteria for MFW/EFW (i.e. system analyst's modeling) requires that these systems must

:
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(3 operate before 10 minutes has elapsed after a reactor trip (note, operator recovery action
() modeling acknowledges the availability of additional time to recover feedwater). In addition to >

initiating feedwater flow in a timely manner, it was assumed for the purposes of this analysis that
flow to the steam generators would have to remam available for a nominal period of 24 hours.
This timing is conservatively assumed to require switch over to an alternate condensate storage ;

tank (CST) or the service water system within the 24 hour mission time assumed for the ANO-1
PRA.

Under most conditions, cooldown to normal decay-heat-removal (DHR) entry conditions could be
accomplished well within this period. In addition, after 24 hours the decay heat is at a level of
about 0.6 percent of the pre-trip power; therefore, core heat removal could be interrupted for
relatively long periods (compared to those cited in the preceding paragraphs) without resulting in
core uncovering. A number of options would also be available for the repair of failed systems or i
initiation of altemative cooling modes. |

The logical development for the failure of RCS heat removal is shown on page @-2 of the top .

'
logic. The top event is defined to occur if all feedwater flow is lost (gate @B01). Feedwater
flow can be lost through failures within the MRV and ERV systems. A loss of MRV and EFW
train A have been grouped together (gate @B01-NI) since loss of MRV can occur as a direct
consequence of several initiating events, and loss of both MRV and ERV train A result from
failures after a reactor trip that induce a steam generator overfill. Gate @BIEB represents the ,

failures that can lead to a loss of ERV train B flow. Gates @B01-IA and @B01-IB account for
the automatic isolation and unavailability of one train of MRV and EFW to steam generator A or
B, respectively, that is expected for a low steam generator pressure event such as a
steamline/feedline break.

Event O: RCS Intecrity

Event Q was developed to illustrate phenomena that could result in RCS voiding due to a loss of |
RCS inventory when the primary-to-secondary heat removal function would normally be

'

successful. As previously noted, RCS voiding can potentially decouple the pnmary to secondary
heat removal through the steam generators. TQ sequences are treated by a transfer to the event -
tree for small LOCAs, as indicated by transfer St. Only two types of small LOCAs were
examined in this context; those which include the opening and subsequent failure to reclose of the
pressurizer ERV or SRVs and those involving failures of the systems that provide cooling for the
RCP seals such that a RCP seal LOCA results. It should be noted that RCP seal LOCAs were not
included as initiating events due to the mimmal leak rates and low likelihood of occurrence
expected for the Byron Jackson N9000 RCP seals.

In addition, the possibility of an RCS over pressurization due to both SRVs failing to open has
been considered and eliminated. In this sequence RCS pressure relief does not occur and it is
assumed to result in RCS pressures above the effective shutoff head for the HPI system. 'Ihis
sequence is therefore conservatively assumed to result in a high-pressure core damage. The
probability of such an event was calculated for the Oconee PRA [Ref. 3.1-11), the CR-3 PRA
[Ref. 3.1-4) and the CR-3 IREP [Ref. 3.1-3] and shown to be negligibly small. This was
confirmed in preliminary ANO-1 PRA results. Therefore, the mmunal contribution of sequences
involving this overpressure event isjudged to be applicable for final ANO-1 PRA model.

In general, two different mechanisms can cause RCS pressure to increase to the set points for the i

pressurizer safety relief valves: (1) RCS pressure may increase when the turbine steam demand !

from the steam generators is reduced or lost for a period of time coupled with inadequate SG
pressure control by the TBVs and/or the SG safety valves; and (2) high pressure resulting fromO the improper operation of the normal RCS pressure-control system. A third mechanism
(previously described for Event B), is RCS relief through the ERVs and possibly SRVs following

i
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a loss of both MFW and EFW. For events where recovery of EFW, AFW or MFW is credited,
closure of the ERV and/or SRVs must occur to maintain adequate primary-to-secondary heat
removal. However, evaluations in the Oconee PRA [Ref. 3.1-11], the CR-3 PRA [Ref. 3.1-4] and
the CR-3 IREP [Ref. 3.1-3] have shown this sequence of events to be negligibly small His was
confirmed in preliminary ANO-1 PRA results. Therefore, the mimmal concibudon of sequences
involving this third mechanism of Q event is judged to pmvide adequate basis '.or not explicitly
including it in the final ANO-1 PRA model.

The first mechanism has been considered and eliminated for ANO-1, based upon a review of
applicable B&W analysis [Ref. 3.1-33, section 4.4 and Ref. 3.1-35] for a less of External lead
and/or Turbine Trip and a less of All Normal Main Feedwater. The analysis for this event
indicates that the SG safety valves alone are adequate to avoid lifting the pressurizer ERV and

,

SRVs. A loss of off-site power or loss of main feedwater with failure of multiple SG safety valves
and failure of the TBVs would therefore be required to cause lifting of a pressurizer SRV.
Reference 3.1-35 also notes in section 3.0 that failure of both MFW flow control valves could
cause the Anticipatory Reactor Trip System (ARTS) to not actuate and potentially lead to lifting
of the ERV. He pressurizer ERV or SRV would then have to subsequently fail to reclose to
induce a Q event. He frequency of this sequence of events is not considered significant when
compared to the frequency of a small LOCA and is therefore bounded by the small LOCA
analysis.

The second mechanism for causing RCS pressure to increase to the set points for the pressurizer '
SRVs has been modeled by gate @Q01, as shown on page @-13 of the top logic. Gate @Q05
represents failure to control the RCS pressure (event T6) and the subsequent failure of I of 2
SRVs to reclose (event RMM101SRVT). As described previously, for this event the ERV is
defeated closed by the pressurizer pressure control system Gate @Q04 illustrates the failure of a
relief valve to reclose (Gate @Q07) after RCS pressure is raised by the actuation of the HPI
system (Gate @-Q06A). HPI actuation can occur because of steam buildup in the reactor building
causing the reactor-building pressure to increase to the high-building-pressure setpoint, or from
overcooling causing RCS pressure to decrease to the HPI serpoint. It has been assumed that
actuation due to overcooling. bounds high-building-pressure actuations, therefore only '
overcooling-induced actuations are logically developed. Overcooling events were developed as a '
result of two types of secondary system failure: (1) failures that result in an excessive MFW flow
to the steam generators; and (2) failures that cause steam pressure control to be lost. Excessive
MFW sufficient to overcool the RCS to the HPI setpoint was assumed to occur if MFW fails to
be run back after a reactor trip, or if the initiating event or subsequent failures result in an
excessive supply of MFW (Gate @Q16, @Q19, and Event T4). A steam path sufficient to cool
the RCS to the HPI setpoint was assumed to be available if one or more MSSVs open and fail to
reclose, if two or more TBVs fail to reclose, if the turbine fails to trip after a reactor trip, or if the
initiating event is a steamline break (Event T5). A failure of at least two TBVs was assumed to
be needed to cool the RCS to the HPI actuation serpoint, since one valve is essentially equivalent
to the capacity needed for decay heat, and its failure would result in a very slow rate of cooldown.

The development for the failure of a relief valve to reclose (Gate @Q07) depends upon the status (of the ERV. Since secondary heat removal is present, if the ERV opens, the SRVs will not be
required to open to relieve pressure, and only the ERV can fail to reclose. If the ERV fails to
open, the SRVs will open to steam flow and can fail to reclose. If the operators do not act to
throttle the HPI system before the RCS becomes water-solid, it will eventually become necessary
to relieve liquid and the SRVs can fail to reclose. Note that different event names were used for
the failure of the SRVs to reclose, depending on whether they pass steam or liquid, since different
failure probabilities were used for each mode.

To address the second type of transient induced small LOCA (i.e. failures of the systems that
provide cooling for the RCP seals such that a RCP seal LOCA results), Entergy has reviewed the
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/ area of RCP seal integdty extensively, as documented in Reference 3.1-27. RCP seal failureO induced LOCAs (i.e. coolant loss in excess of nonnal system makeup capacity) can be grouped

into two major categodes, with two subsets for the second category, as follows:

failure dudng normal operating conditions.

failure during off-normal operating conditions-

-loss of RCP seal cooling only
- LOOP or SBO induced loss of RCP seal cooling

Designed in RCP seal integrity differences at ANO-1 make RCP seal LOCAs during normal
operating conditions very unlikely (i.e. bounded by the small break LOCA initiator frequency of

'

SE-3/yr). Dese design differences include:
,

use oflow leak-off, multi-staged hydro dynamic Byron-Jackson (BJ) RCP seals versus the
high leak-off, single stage hyditudynamic and two-staged hydro-static Westinghouse RCP
seals (which have a historically larger failure rate, when failure is defined as that resulting
in a small LOCA)

use of the improved N-9000 RCP seal design. This includes a complete redesign of the
stationary and rotating face materials that are significantly less susceptible to cracking and
seal face fracture than odginal rotating face materials. The N-9000 RCP seal was
designed, manufactured and tested in accordance with stdct specifications to ensure
acceptable performance in the event ofloss-of-RCP-seal-cooling transients.

use of improved manufacturing quality controls, maintenance procedures and maintenance
practices that have reduced the amount of RCP seal " infant mortality"

b use of improved RCP seal monitoring instrumentation that avoids extensive operation of a
degraded RCP seal

Therefore it is assumed that the potential for RCP real failure induced LOCAs during normal
operating conditions is bounded by the small break LOCA initiators (and therefore not modeled
separately).

For off-normal operating conditions, NRC studies documented in NUREG/CR-4948 [Ref. 3.1-
24), NUREG/CR-4821 [Ref. 3.1-18), AND NUREG-1401 IRef. 3.1-7] evaluate industry testing
performed on Westinghouse designed RCP seals by EDF and performed on BJ RCP seals in a 50
hour St. Lucie SBO test and 30 minute San Onofre loss of seal cooling test. The NRC evaluation
discounted the results of these tests for a variety of reasons such as seal designs being different,
shaft motion not allowed, the pump was rotating during the test vice stationary as in the case of
SBO, etc. However, Entergy does not agree with this evaluation. The fact that SBO conditions
and seal configurations are not exactly duplicated during the test does not mean that useful
information regarding seal reliability during a SBO event could not be derived. Testing performed
specifically for the BJ N-9000 RCP seal cartridges representative of SBO conditions [Ref. 3.1-27]
and operational experience in the industry, clearly demonstrate that the evaluation of testing
identified in the various NUREGs do not accurately reflect what would occur to BJ RCP seals
during a loss of seal cooling water or SBO event.

These test results and industry experience, along with the designed in differences previously
discussed, form the basis for an assumption that RCP seal LOCAs will not occur during SBO
conditions at ANO-1.

3(V For off-normal conditions when RCP operation is possible (i.e. non-SBO conditions), in the event
RCP seal cooling is lost, seal failure will likely occur if sustained RCP operation occurs

i

j
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subsequent to the loss of seal cooling. Upon loss of RCP seal injection and cooling in excess of
10 minutes, the ANO- RCP and motor emergency procedure [Ref. 3.1-25] directs the operator to g<
uip the reactor and all RCPs. Reference 3.1-20 documents RCP test results that form the basis r

for an assumption that RCP operation without seal or motor cooling can be sustained for
approximately 30 minutes without significant degndation of the motor bearing surfaces or the
seal integrity. During the Reference 3.1-20 tests several pump parameters were monitored,
including the temperature and pressure for each of the four seals and the flow rates for controlled >

bleedoff and leakage past the vapor seal. The tests performed and their results can be summarized
as follows:

;

1. A 23.5 minute run with no cooling water flow to the motor coolers, but nonnal
flow to the seal coolers.

Extrapolated average upthrust beanng temperature at 30 minutes could be
expected to reach 2740F.

No degradation of the bearing surfaces was detected.

2. A 30 minute run with no cooling water flow to the seal coolers, but normal flow to
the motor coolers.

Maximum seal cavity temperature recorded was 5320F at the second seal.

Additionally, section 5.5.1.3 of Reference 3.1-34 documents test results used as a part of the
ANO-2 design / licensing basis, concluding

i"Four reactor coolant pumps with seals of similar design have been operated for up to 40
minutes with no component cooling water. While there was some increase in controlled
seal leakage (to the closed system), the mechanical seals were subsequently dismantled
and refurbished without finding major damage such as broken pieces in the seals. |

Herefore, a loss of component cooling water flow to the Unit 2 reactor coolant pumps !
for up to 40 minutes is not expected to result in a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) due
to seal failure."

Herefore, it has been conservatively assumed that RCP operation in excess of 40 minutes without
seal injection and ICW cooling will lead to a catastrophic loss of seal integrity (i.e. RCP seal
LOCA).

RCP seal failure induced small LOCAs have been modeled by Gate @Q02A. as showTi on page
@-13 of the top logic. Gate @QO2A-1 models the events that can lead to a loss of sealinjection
(Gate @QO2A-2) or ICW (Gate X001), while Event QHFIRCPTRP models the failure of control
room operators to trip RCPs within 40 minutes from the loss of seal injection and ICW (or within
30 minutes of being directed to do so by procedures). Gate @QO2B accounts for the fact that the
RCPs are tripped automatically (due to loss of motive power) for a loss of off-site power event.
(Actually to facilitate model quantification all initiating events except T3 have been modeled,
which is the logical equivalent to a not T3 gate).

The subsequent requirements for coolant injection in both the short term and long term, given
failme of event Q, are modeled by transfer to the small LOCA event tree, as indicated by transfer
St. Reference 3.1-29 indicates that due to the physical restrictions along the RCP shaft, the
maximum potential RCP seal LOCA flow would be approximately 660 gpm. This is for an
approximately one inch opening, which is well within the size defined for a small break LOCA.
Therefore this is an area of modeling conservatism that may be revised if overly conservative
results occur.
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Event F: HPI-cooline (Traneient)g
\"/ Event F represents the provision of sufficient pnmary system inventory to allow for cooling of the

core in the event of failure of primary-to-secondary heat removal. As discussed for event B, the
requirements for HPI-cooling with success of event Q are one HPI pump with the ERV or an
SRV open, based upon an initiation delay of 40 minutes from the total loss of feedwater (i.e. T2
initiator) or 60 minutes from a feedwater coast-down to no feedwater condition without RCPs
operating. Although initiation of HPI-cooling at approximately 40 minutes after a total loss of
feedwater (as specified in the EOP - [Ref. 3.1-21]) has been assumed to be necessary to assure
adequate core cooling, analysis [Ref. 3.1-11 and 3.1-22] has shown that HPI actuation on high
RB pressure should occur pdor to core uncovery, essentially assuring automatic HPI-cooling
actuation. HPI-cooling requires actuation of a HPI pump and remote manual action to open the
ERV. HPI flow with high RCS pressure opening of the SRVs has also been shown to proside
adequate core cooling, as described for event B.

The top logic for event F during transient events is presented on page @-27 of the top logic.
Gate @F01 represents the failure of event F following failure of event B during a transient.
Transfer UT01 represents the failure of the HPI system to operate during the injection mode, and
transfer P01 represents the failure of the ERV and SRVs to open. The event UHFITHPIAD
(modeled under transfer P01) represents the failure of the operator to make the decision to initiate
HPI-core cooling following a loss of feedwater to the steam generators.

Recirculation of injection water is necessary when RCS inventory is being lost through the ERV
or SRVs and BWST inventory has been depleted by HPI and RBS flow. This requirement comes
about subsequent to failure of the primary-to-secondary heat removal and successful initiation of
HPI-cooling. During recurulation fmm the reactor building sump, suction is pmvided to the HPI

pd pumps from the LPI system. If both primary-to-secondary heat removal and RCS integdty are
restored, the RCS is in a stable state, with no RCS inventory being lost. In this situation,
recirculation from the reactor building sump is not necessary. This situation requires ,

proceduralized and unproceduralized manual aperator actions and therefore is treated as a
recovery.

Recirculation failures are modeled by event X. TBX sequences are treated through a transfer to
the small LOCA event tree, as indicated by transfer S2.

Transient Secuence Summan'

The following paragraphs summarize the important aspects of the sequences that lead to a core
damage (i.e., do not have a safe, stable outcome), as depicted on Figure 3.1-1 (Transient Event
Tree).

TQUtrQX - These sequences represent transient initiating events with successful reactor trip and
successful primary-to-secondary heat transfer via the steam generators. However, subsequent
failures induce a small LOCA (such as SRVs failing to reclose or RCP seal LOCAs). This event
is then treated by a transfer to the small LOCA event tree (transfer SI) where potential
subsequent failures of the HPI system during injection from the BWST and recirculation from the
reactor building sump are modeled. TQU sequences lead to early core damage, while TQX
sequences lead to late core damage.

TBX - his sequence represents a transient initiating event followed by failure of primary-to-
secondary heat removal, but successful HPI-cooling. His results in the depletion of the BWST

x inventory and a requirement for recirculation of the reactor building sump inventory, which
) subsequently fails. This sequence represents a transient-induced small LOCA. This event is

treated by transfer S2 to the small LOCA event tree. This sequence leads to late core damage.'
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TBF - His sequence involves transient initiating events with a subsequent loss of primary-to- ;

secondary heat removal (i.e. MFW and EFW failures) and failure of HPI-cooling (due to HPI or !

ERV and SRV failures). This sequence leads to high RCS pressure early core damage. !

l

TK - R4_:quence represents transient initiating events followed by failure of the reactor trip ;

system. These sequences have been considered separately in Appendix B.

3.1.2.3 Small-Break LOCA Event Tree and Supporting Top legic

A small LOCA (SLOCA) initiating event is a break in the RCS pressure boundary in some
location other than the steam generator that exceeds normal makeup flow. For break sizes in
excess of 0.375 inches in diameter, the discussion presented in the initiator identification section
(3.1.1.4) indicates that the normal makeup system cannot maintain icvel in the pressurizer. The
SLOCA will depressurize the RCS and cause a reactor tdp and engineered safeguards actuation

' signal (ESAS) to be generated. As discussed in section 3.1.1.4, the RCS will reach an equilibrium
pressure which corresponds to the pressure at which the energy removed by the break flow (and
potentially by ERV or SRVs flow for very small breaks) and the HPI flow equals the energy
generated by the core decay heat. Since this LOCA size is not large enough to cause sufficient
voiding in the primary system to shutdown the nuclear chain reaction, the reactor trip function is
necessary. RCS pressure control is not required due to the fact that this LOCA will depressurize
the RCS below the normal operating conditions. Recirculation fmm the reactor building sump is
required to continue coolant injection once the BWST inventory is depleted. Use of the decay
heat removal (DHR) system for certain break locations such as SRVs, is not considered a viable
altemative to recirculation in the event reactor build sump recirculation fails, sine many similar
components exist between the DHR and LPI systems. He SLOCA event tree is shown in Figure
3.1-2. The plant-damage bins for large LOCAs are bins I and II. Rese bins reflect early failures
(during low pressure injection) and late failures (during low pressure recirculation), respectively.

De safety functions required to prevent core damage for the SLOCA are:

Reactor trip - Termination of the nuclear chain reaction to reduce the amount of*

heat being generated.

Adequate Primary System Inventory (Injection) - HPI actuation to make up for-

inventory lost out the break.

High Pressure Recirculation - Recirculation of RCS coolant from the reactor-

building sump to the RCS by HPI and LPI system cooling of RCS inventory.

Event K: Reactor trio

De occurrence of a small LOCA will result in a demand for a reactor trip to limit the amount of
heat being produced. Event K was includ-J in the event tree for small-break LOCAs to permit
the definition of core-damage sequences that include failure to trip. Because of the relatively
small initiating-event frequency (SE-3/yr from section 3.3.6 of this repon) and the reliability of the
RPS (approximately 2E-5 from Appendix B of this repon), sequence SK is very unlikely
(approximately IE-7/yr). More importantly, the primary concern associated with ATWS
sequences is the resultant peak RCS pressure leading to equipment malfunction. Since a small ,

LOCA is initially a depressurization event, the peak pressure will not be high with respect to j

other, more likely sequences, such as failure to trip after a loss of MFW. Also, since there is a
demand for the injection of borated water as a result of Event S, the success criteria for sequence
SK would not be much different with regard to core cooling than that for successful reactor trip.
Therefore, although the sequence has been identified in the event tree, no further evaluation of its i

frequency or consequences was performed. |
1
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Event U: Adecuate Primary System Inventory (SLOCA - Iniection)

Event U represents a demand for HPI flow to maintain sufficient RCS inventory to sustain core
cooling. Failure of event U represents failure of the HPI system to provide one train of flow from
at least one of the two HPI pumps automatically actuated. The thini HPI pump is not ,

automatically actuated unless the breakers for the HPI pump it is aligned to support open. The
third or back-up HPI pump is has been included in the PRA model and is also considered available
as a potential recovery. One HPI train is defined to contain three injection paths to the RCS cold
legs, two to supply injection and one conservatively assumed to be lost through a cold leg break.
Due to differences in the injection line configuration, this injection line success criteria is actually
conservative in comparison to that used in the Oconee PRA [Ref. 3.1-11]. It should be noted that
in addition to a HPI train, the ANO-1 safety analysis takes credit for injection fmm the core flood
tanks (CFTs) and a LPI train for some break sizes and locations. This credit is not considered
necessary for the ANO-1 PRA small LOCA success criteria based upon the fact that:

The ANO-1 LOCA safety analysis uses a more restrictive clad and fuel damage.

failure criteria verses a core damage failure criteria,

The ANO-1 LOCA safety analysis uses worst case inpnt assumptions versus best-.
'

estimate assumptions (i.e. hot-channel conditions versus average-channel
conditions and other 10CFR50 Appendix K assumptions), and

A small LOCA (as defined in this study) represents a significantly less severe.

challenge to the ability to provide RCS injection than larger breaks.
,

No new supporting logic was developed for this event, since it is logically equivalent to gate
H001 of the HPI fault tree. This failure results in the boiloff of the RCS inventory until the core
becomes, and remains, uncovered. It should be note that for the smaller range of the'small LOCA

,

initiator category (0.375 to 1.9 inch in equivalent diameter) this sequence is slow to evolve,
requiring hours to reduce the RCS inventory to the point where core uncovery begins (due to the
additional cooling provided by the EFW system, which though not a part of the SLOCA success
criteria, will be available). ANO-1 specific MAAP code analysis [Ref. 3.1-23] has been
performed which indicates that core uncovery is not expected if RCS inventory injection is
mitiated within approximately 45 minutes after a SLOCA (4.3" diameter break). Significant core
heatup was shown to not occur until one hour after a SLOCA However, a conservative adequate
primary system inventory recovery time (30 minutes from the LOCA initiation) has been used.
'Ihe failure of this event is represented by core-damage sequence SU.

Event X: Hich Pressure Recirculation

This event represents the continuation of the adequate primary system inventory function. Pdor
to this point in the event tree, the decay heat is being removed 1 j the inventory being lost out the
break. The inventory being lost is made up through the HPI system. At this point in the event
tree, the BWST inventory has been exhausted, requiring the operator to realign the LPI system

.'
for reactor building recirculation. The LPI system pmvides suction flow to the HPI pumps.
Decay heat is removed from the RCS inventory through the LPI system coolers.

High pressure recirculation requires recirculation to occur in as little as approximately one hour
(due to depletion of the BWST caused by HPI and reactor building spray flow). This event also
requires LPI heat exchangers (utilized by the RBS system) to provide adequate RCS and reactor
building heat removal in the recirculation mode. Gate @XS01 is used for the SLOCA sequence.
'Ihis gates appears on page @-29 of the top logic. This event encompasses failure of the HPI

") system to achieve recirculation (transfer H001 - recirculation flags set) or failure of the operator
to realign the LPI system for high pressure recirculation (transfer H001-A002).
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Small-Break LOCA Core. Damage Secuence Summarv ene following paragraphs summarize core-damage sequences in the small LOCA event tree.

SX - His sequence represents a small LOCA with successful system inventory control
and subsequent failure of HPI or LPI systems during recirculanon (a ter the BWST inventory is
exhausted). His leads to a late core damage.;

SU - His sequence represents a small LOCA with failure of the HPI to replace inventory lost out
the break. This event l eads to an early core damage.

SK - This sequence represents a small LOCA initiating event followed by failure of the reactor,

| trip system. This sequence is not considered further due to the low frequency and consequence,
compared to small LOCAs with successful reactor trip.

3.1.2.4 Large-Break LOCA Event Tree and Supporting Top logic

A large-break LOCA results in rapid depressurization of the primary system, with extensive
voiding. He systems and success criteria for a successful plant response following a large LOCA

,

'

(LLOCA) differ from those for a small LOCA, therefore a different event tree was constructed
(see Figure 3.1-3). Two core-damage sequences were judged to adequately represent both the.

i

ways in which the plant systems could fail and the states important in assessing the containment I

response. The plant-damage bins for large LOCAs are bins V and VI. Rese bins reflect early .
failures (during low pressure injection) and late failures (during low pressure recirculation),

i
respectively.

l

Therefore, this event results in a requirement for only two safety functions: J

Adequate Primary System Inventory - Most ofinventory that is lost out of the-

break is replaced by the CFTs, the LPI system and the HPI system.

Low Pressure Recirculation - This function requires long-term operation of HPI.

in a recirculation mode, and operation of the LPI system to remove decay heat )from the reactor building. 1

The requirement for reactor trip is implicitly sstisfied by RCS voiding and injection of borated
water. Primary-to-secondary heat removal is not necessary (nor possible) due to the blowdown

4

depressurization and voiding resulting from the break. )
i

For the injection function the HPI, CFTs and LPI systems are available. The large-break LOCA !
event tree appears in Figure 3.1-3. Descriptions of the events in the tree are provided below.

{
Event U: RCS Inventory Control (LLOCA - Iniection)

Event U is modeled by gate @UA01 on page @-37 of the top logic. This event represents failure
of core cooling during the injection phase and is assumed to occur if both LPI trains (transfer
IA01) or both of the core flood tanks (transfer C001) fail to respond. Similar to the ANO-1
safety analysis [Ref. 3.1-36] the HPI system is not required for LLOCAs (see section 3.1.1.4
discussions) and the one LPI train requires one injection path. One CFT is required to function.

Event X: Low Pressure Recirculation

Event X is modeled by gate @XA01 on page @-39 of the top logic. For a large-break LOCA,
only normal recirculation is available and necessary subsequent to depletion of the BWST. Hot
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leg recirculation (via DHR hot leg suction line diversion to the reactor building sump) is aligned ins
- the unlikely event it is necessary to prevent boron precipitation in the core. However, failure to
\ accomplish this alignment has not been modeled smce conditions leading to boron precipitation

induced loss of core cooling have been assumed to not be likely. Derefore, conditions requiring i

this alignment have been considered and eliminated due to the extremely low frequency expected
(i.e. two low frequency events combined). In addition, it has been recognized that intemal reactor

'

vessel leakage gaps exist that will preclude the significant build-up of boron concentrations in the
'

reactor vessel, further reducing the likelihood of the need for hot leg recirculation.
Correspondingly, the failure combinations of the normal LPI valves are representative of those ,

postulated for the hot leg recirculation valves. In addition to inventory control, LPI coolers must
be available to remove decay heat from the RCS inventory in the reactor building sump. ;

his event encompasses failure of the LPI system to achieve recirculation (transfer LO51 -
recirculation flags set) or failure of the operator to realign the LPI system for low pressure
recirculation (event XHFI ALPRAD). ,

.

bree-Break LOCA Core-Damace Seauence Summary

The following paragraphs summarize the core-damage sequences in the large-break LOCA event
tree. ;

AX - This sequence represents a large-break LOCA with failure of the LPI system during
recirculation (after the BWST is emptied). Due to the break size, the large flow rate required of.
Iow pressure injection (LPI), coupled with reactor building spray actuation, results in rapid
depletion of the BWST inventory. Therefore, failure of recirculation following a large-break ;

LOCA has been conservatively assumed to result in an early core damage. ?

AU - This sequence represents a large-break LOCA with failure of LPI, HPI or CFrs. His. '|
sequence results in an early core damage. '

;

3.1.2.5 Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) Event Tree and Supporting Top Logic

The SGTR modeled represents the complete rupture of a single SG tube. This event requires
actions similar to a small LOCA, except that there are additional complications that arise due to
the desire to isolate a steam generator, and rapidly reach cold shutdown to reduce radiological
releases. However, it should be noted that these actions are not absolutely necessary to avoid
core damage nor the corresponding significant off-site releases.

The methods and/or operator actions required to respond to a SGTR event are outlined in the ,

ANO-1 EOPs [Ref. 3.1-21]. The objeenves of the EOPs are to limit the release of radioactive '

effluents from the ruptured steam generator, stop primary-to-secondary leakage to prevent steam-
generator overfill, and restore reactor coolant inventory to ensure adequate core cooling and plant

'

pressure control. The event tree for SGTR appears in Figure 3.1-4. It is similar to a combination
of the small LOCA event tree and the transient event tree. j
ne SGTR initiator results in a demand for the following safety functionst

Reactor trip - Termination of the nuclear chain reaction to reduce the amount of.

heat being generated.

Primary-to-secondary-Heat Removal Steam generators cooling to. -

f- depressurize the RCS below the pressure of the steam generator with the ruptured
tube.

|
|

!
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Adequate Primary System Inventory - Make-up of inventory lost out the.

ruptured tube using the HP1 system.

HPI-cooling - If Pdmary-to-secondary-heat removal fails, depressurization of the.
,

'

RCS using the ERV.

Long Term SG Isolation & Heat Removal 'Ihis function represents I.

successfully putting the RCS into cold shutdown mode or into a hot pressurized |
RCS condition below the SG MSSV set point to terminate inventory loss. ;

Event K: Reactor trio !

1

The occurrence of a SGTR will result in a demand for a reactor trip most likely due to low RCS I

pressure. Event K wrs included in the event tree for SGTRs to permit the definition of core- |
damage sequences thn include failure to trip. Because of the relatively small initiating-event
frequency (approximately 1E-2/yr from section 3.3.6 of this report) and the reliability of the RPS ,

(approximately 2E-5 from Appendix B of this report), sequence RK is very unlikely
(approximately 2E-7/yr). More importantly, the pnmary concem associated with ATWS

,

sequences is the resultant peak RCS prescure leading to eqmpment malfunction. Since a SGTR is
inically a depressurization event, the peak pressure will not be high with respect to other, more j
likely sequences, such as failure to trip after a loss of MFW. Also, since there is a demand for the , j

injection of borated water as a result of Event R, the success criteria for sequence RK would not
'

be much different with regard to core cooling than that for successful reactor trip. Therefore,
although the sequence has been identified in the event tree, no further evaluation of its frequency
or consequences was performed. Treatment of ATWS sequences is considered separately in :

Appendix B.

Event B: Primarv-to-secondary Heat Removal (SGTR) i

This event is modeled by gate @BR01 as described on page @-42 of the top logic. Development
of this event is similar to event B for transients; however, only one steam generator is available for
removal of decay heat. Gate QR201A and Q201B represent failure of EFW trains A and B to
pmvide flow to the intact steam generator. Providing feedwater flow to the steam generator with
the ruptured tube is treated separately as a potential recovery action.

Also represented as potential failure mechanisms for this event are conditions of sustained !

inventory loss that lead to RCS voiding and inadequate primary to secondary heat transfer in the !

!steam generators. These conditions can occur if the TBVs and ADVs do not function pmperly to
,

allow steaming of the intact steam generator such that the RCS can be depressurized below the|

affected steam generator's MSSV set point (as modeled by transfer XR3). Operator failure to use
the TBVs or ADVs has also been modeled.

Event U: Adecuate Primary System Inventory (SG'IR)

Event U represents failure of the HPI system to maintain RCS inventory. Following failure of |
event B (primsry to-secondary heat removal) this event is similar to event U for a small break |

LOCA. Failure of both HPI pumps causes event U. As in the case of small LOCAs, where the
,

:'

,
HPI is the only system suppornng the function, this event does not require top logic and is

L modeled simply as transfer H001. For sequences invohing failure of the primary-to-secondary ,

!heat removal function (event B), a conservative RCS inventory control recovery time of 30
minutes has been used. This failure is represented by core-damage sequence RBU.

Failure of event U results in the loss of RCS inventory until the core becomes, and remains, i

uncovered. However, when primary-to-secondary heat removal is available through the
|
|

!
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e unaffected steam generator, the operator is procedurally directed to depressurize the RCS to'

(' terminate leakage into the affected steam generator. Therefore, following B success, both the
operator failure to use the unaffected steam generator to terminate RCS leakage (given HPl
failure) and the failure of the HPI system must occur to lead to core damage. Correspondingly,
gate @UR01 on page @-44 of the top logic combines transfer H001 and event UHFIRHPIAD to
represent these failures.

Following B success, this sequence is slow to evolve, requiring many hours to reduce the RCS
inventory to the point where core uncovering begins. Tnerefore, if the primary-to-secondary
cooling function is not failed, core cooling will be pmvided by the unaffected steam generator
until significant RCS voids develop. It should be noted that ANO-1 specific MAAP code analysis
[Ref. 3.1-23] has been performed which indicates that core uncovery is not expected prior to two
hours after a SGTR and significant core heat up (e.g. beyond approximately 2200 0F) is not
expected if RCS inventory injection is initiated within approximately three hours after a SGTR.
As a result, a conservative primary system inventory contml recovery time requirement of two
hours from the LOCA has been used. This failure is represented by core-damage sequence RU.

One additional note, due to the known location (SGTRs typically occur on the hot leg side due to
increased corrosion effects at higher temperatures) and limited size of the RCS opening and the
ability of the affected steam generator to supply inventory as the RCS is depressurized, only one
HPI injection line is considered necessary to adequately pmvide the required RCS inventory
control. However, the injection requirements have conservatively been modeled as 3 of 4
injection lines for modeling consistency with LOCAs.

Event F: HPI-coolinc (SGTR)

Q This event is similar to the case for event F subsequent to a small-break LOCA. Since HPI is
O already defined to be successful for this event, success of HPI-cooling only requires opening of

the ERV. This event is shown by event @FR01 on page @-47 of the top logic as failure of the
operator to initiate HPI-cooling (event UHF1RHPICD) or failure of the ERV (transfer R201).

Event X: Lonc-Term SG Isolation 2nd Heat Removal (SGTR)

The long-term isolation of the steam generator to provide inventory control and heat removal for
a SGTR requires that the RCS either be put in cold shutdown or brought to a stable condition
below the affected steam generator's MSSV set point. These requirements are necessary to
eliminate leakage of BWST inventory to the affected steam generator. In the event leakage to the
affected steam generator can not be isolated, continued losses through the steam generator
MSSVs valves is postulated to eventually exhaust all BWST inventory available for inventory
control. Therefore the requirement exists to establish some manner of affected stea,n generator
leakage isolation.

The specific manner for affected steam generator leakage isolation is dependent upon the status of
the primary-to-secondary heat removal function (event B). If core heat removal is successful,
either cold shutdown can be reached in a normal manner by controlling RCS and secondary
pressure and aligning the decay heat removal mode of LPI prior to exhausting the BWST or a
stable hot pressurized RCS can 1c established below the affected steam generators MSSV set
point. If primary-to-secondary heat removal has been lost, the operator is directed to actuate the
HPI-cooling mode by opening the ERV. This action will cause BWST inventory to be expelled
into the reactor building, and has the potential for actuating the RBS system. The RBS system
will accelerate the depletion of the BWST. Upon depletion of the BWST inventory, HPI suction

{ will be directed to the reactor building sump. Depressurization of the RCS to reduce the RCS
q pressure to a point below the affected steam generator's MSSV set point must be partially

accomplished by throttling HPI flow. Long term core heat removal, if the primary-to-secondary
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heat removal function has been lost, can be provided by the RBS system cooling the recirculating &
injection coolant. In either case,if the RCS is not placed in a cold shut down condition, the flow w
path from the affected steam generator to the turbine and condenser is assumed to have to be-
tsolated to avoid a sustained loss of RCS inventory via this path;

Fail.ue of long-term inventory control when the primary-to-secondary-heat removal function is
successful (gat- MR01 on page @-54 of the top logic) can occur if the RCS is not effectively
maintained in a wable hot pre surized condition below the steam generator MSSV setpoint (see
gate @XR08 on top logic page @-51) and if failures occur preventing the use of the decay heat
removal system (gate @XRB2). If the operator fails to put the plant in cold shutdown prior to
the depletion of the BWST (event XHFISGISOD), or if the necessary hardware for facilitating
cold shutdown is failed. The hardware failures are: 1) failure of the LPI system in the decay heat
removal mode (transfer 1A25),2) failure of the pressurizer spray system to reduce RCS pressure
(this hardware failure has been eliminated since SGB can be used to reduce the RCS pressure with
or without the use of the pressurizer), and 3) failure of the TBVs and ADVs to reduce steam,

pressure to decay heat removal entry condition (transfer XR3 - discussed previously as modeled
under gate @BR01).

Failures that can lead to the inability to effectively maintain the RCS in a stable hot pressurized
condition involve the failure to isolate of the flow path from the affected steam generator to the
turbine and condenser (to avoid a sustained loss of RCS inventory via this path). De appropriate '
valve and operator failures of the isolation of main steam path from the affected steam generator
are modeled by gate @XRB8 on page @-51 of the top logic. Dese failures are assumed to tesult
in failure of HPl upon depletion of the BWST when the suction is aligned to the empty reactor
building sump (depletion of the BWST through the failed SG). Modeled failures include MSSV
failure to reclose (gate @Q508) and failure of the steam line isolation valves (gate @XRB7A).

Failure of long-term inventory control when the primary-to-secondary-heat removal function is
failed (gate @XRB9 on page @-50 of the top logic) can occur if necessary hardware fails. De
hardware failures are: 1) failure of recirculation (transfer H001) or 1) failure to isolate the main
steam path from the affected steam generator (transfer @XRB8). Failure of recirculation results,
in loss ofinventory make-up to the RCS and/or decay heat removal from the RCS inventory in the
sump. Failure to isolate the flow path from the affected steam generator to the turbine and
condenseris assumed to result in a sustained loss of RCS inventory via this path and eventual loss
ofinventory make-up to the RCS.

Steam Generator Tube Ruoture Core-Damage Secuence Summary

The following paragraphs summarize the core-damage sequences of the SGTR event tree.

RX - This sequence represents the case when a SGTR occurs followed by successful reactor trip,
primary-secondary heat removal, and inventory make-up. However, the RCS remams at high
pressure and inventory is conservatively assumed to be lost th:ough the SG. RCS inventory
control will be lost when the BWST is depleted, causing LPI suction to be aligned to an empty
reactor building sump. This sequence results in a late core damage.

RU - his sequence represents a SGTR followed by failure of the operators to use the unaffected
steam generator to depressurize the RCS below the affected steam generator pressure (i.e. failure
to terininate the leak) and failure of the HPI system to make-up inventory lost out the ruptured
tube. Although this sequence is slow to progress it has been cor,servatively assumed that this
sequence results in early core damage.

RBX - This sequence represents the case where the SGTR occurs followed by loss of primary-to- h ',
secondary heat removal. This requires HPI-cooling, and requires that all decay heat be removed
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via the LP) system during recirculation. If the flow path from the affected steam generator is not

L isolated prior to the BWST inventory being exhausted from the sump, inventory control will be
,

lost, leading to eventual core uncovering and late core damage.

RBF - This sequence represents a SGTR followed by success of RCS inventory control and loss ,

of primary-to-secondary-heat removal function. This results in RCS pressurization above the i
steam generator MSSV set point. When HPI-cooling is not successfully initiated, boiloff of RCS '

inventory out the steam generator MSSVs or SRVs results in a high RCS pressure early core
damage. i

RBU - This sequence represents the case where the SGTR occurs followed by loss of primary-to-
secondary heat removal. His requires HPI-cooling, which subsequently fails. his sequence
results in high RCS pressure early core damage.

RK - This sequence represents a SGTR followed by failure of the reactor trip function. His
sequence is not considered further due to the low frequency and consequence, compared to
SGTRs with successful reactor trip. ,

<

3.1.3 Soecial Event Trees

Accident sequences involving ATWS, Interfacing system LOCA, Reactor Vessel Rupture and
Instrument Tube Ruptures have been addressed separately and generally determined not to require
separate event trees for their analysis. Additional information regarding the modeling for
interfacing system LOCA and NIWS is summarized below.

3.1.3.1 Interfacing System LOCA

'' As previously mentioned, interfacing system LOCAs are events that occur at the pressure
boundary of the RCS and a system to which it is connected. Typically the interfacing system of
concem is the LPI system since the failure of the pressure boundary is postulated to result in a
large LOCA condition which induces a failure of the LPI system that is required for mitigation of
the LOCA. This core-damage scenario results in a containment bypass situation where coolant
inventory doesn't collect in the sump for recirculation and fission products can directly escape
containment. Core damage scenarios have also been identified involving failure of tubing in heat
exchangers for high pressure RCS coolant and low pressure cooling systems, with subsequent ;

failure to interrupt the leak path prior to exhaustion of the injection mventory.
'

The frequency of these events leading to core damage is dependent on several factors including:

the testing procedures used for verification of the pressure boundary, as well as the
procedures for testing the LPI system, j

the estimate used for an unexpected complete rupture of a heat exchanger tube, ,

;

the failure rates and combinations used for high-pressure / low-pressure isolation
valves, ;

the failure rates for operator compensatory action (such as depressurization of the !
RCS such that the inventory loss is terminated). j

P

|

ne failure combinations of these events could be modeled using event tree analysis. However,
[_ these events are largely independent and therefore can also be modeled using simple product :
\ combinations. The latter approach has been used, similar to the analysis performed in Reference )

:

J
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3.1-11, as documented in the ANO-1 PRA Interfacing System LOCA Work Package. (See
Appendix C of this report.)

3.1.3.2 Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)

Most of the sequences that may lead to core damage following an initiating event are developed in
the Transient, small break LOCA, large break LOCA and SGTR event trees, as discussed in the '
receding sections. Not developed fully in these event trees, however, are sequences involving
RPS failures or ATWS events. There are two reasons that ATWS sequences have been
considered separately:

1. ATWS sequences differ from other event consequences in that the ensuing heat
imbalance has the potential to challenge the integrity of the RCS (including the
reactor vessel, the RCS piping, and the valves in connecting systems needed for (1)
RCS inventory injection and boration or (2) long-term cooling).

2. ATWS sequences require the consideration of additional parameters and functions
for preventing core damage. These include the moderator temperature coefficient
and its burnup dependence, turbine trip, and an alternate mean of rendering the
reactor suberitical.

As previously discussed, only transient events have been assessed further to determine the core
damage frequency resulting from ATWS conditions. In this assessment three special scoping type
ATWS event trees were developed to characterize the events of interest following a turbine trip
(T ), loss of PCS (T ) and loss of off-site power (T ). Separate event trees were developed toI 2 3
appropriately model differences in the challenges these initiating events present on the RCS and &nungating systems during an ATWS event. In addition, due to the scoping nature of this W
assessment, special effort was made in the event tree development to account for potential system
dependencies not explicitly modeled. It should be noted that the total frequency of potential
transient initiators was preserved in the ATWS assessment through use of a conservative
collapsing scheme.

Although the ATWS assessment is considered to involve a greater degree of conservatism than
the main ANO-1 PRA (primarily due to the lack of operator recoveries utilized), it has been
conservatively included as an input into the Ixvel-2 analysis. Treatment of ATWS sequences is
considered in the ANO-1 PRA ATWS Work Package, as summarized in Appendix B of this
report.

3.1.4 Core Damspe/ Plant Damace State Grouning
|

To characterize the endstates of the Izvel-1 PRA sequences, especially for interface with the
,

limited scope I.evel-2 containment performance analysis, a set of core damage bins with sunilar
implications on the containment response are established. The objective of binning the core
damage sequence r sults is primarily to collapse the large number of Level-1 endstates into a
manageable set of representative plant damage states (PDSs) for separate investigation of
containment response. The parameters that establish these bins or states are partially related to
front-end conditions (e.g., per the initiator, sequence timing and RCS/ core status) and partially
related to containment conditions (e.g., per the reactor building spray and reactor building cooler
status). Establishing the core damage / plant damage state bins is, therefore, truly a I.evel-1/-2
interface activity.

,

To accommodate the activity clearly for the ANO-1 PRA, PDS binning criteria were provided by hthe 1.evel-2 task to 1.evel-1. Core damage bins are needed to partially group the level-1 results,
then a bridge tree approach can be used to complete the PDS binning for subsequent containment

!
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D response anal: ;is. The core damage bins used are based upon those used for the Oconee PRA
i

( [Ref. 3.1-111. Table 3.1-5 lists the definitions of the core-damage bins. Bins I, II, V, and VI
represent LOCAs, bins IR and IIR represent steam generator tube ruptures and bins III and IV l
represent transients. These preliminary core-damage bins have been refined and explained in
detailin the Appendix B " Plant Damage States and Binning Criteria" ANO-1 PRA Level-2 Work
Package. This work package is summadzed in section 4.3 of this report. Also described in this
section is the use of the bridge tree approach to obtain final PDSs for the limited scope Ixvel-2
analysis.
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Table 3.1-1

OComplete List of Initiating Events

i

Initiating Event Reference ;

Initiating Applicable
Event to

ANO-1

EPRI
NP-2230 Oconee CR-3 CR-3 ANO-1

Category PRA PRA IREP IREP

1. Loss of RCS Flow X X ? ? X X

(I Loop)

2. Uncontrolled Rod X X ? ? X X

Withdrawal

3. Control Rod Drive X X ? ? X X

Mechanical problems -

and/or rod drop

4. Leakage from control X X ? ? X X

rods

5. Leakage in primary X X ? ? X X

system

6. Low pressure X X X 0 X X

pressurizer

7. Pressurizer leakage X 0 ? ? X X

8. High pressurizer X X X ? X X

pressure
]

9. Inadvertent safety X X X 0 X X

injection signal
.

10. Containment pressure X 0 ? ? X X

problem ;

11. Chemistry & Volume X X ? ? O X

Control System (CVCS)
malfunction - boron
dilution

.O |

X = Included for consideration
0 = Not included-or not considered

3.1-39? = Not known GSB-91-0150
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,~ Table 3.1-1 *

-Complete List of Initiating Events !~-

!
:

Initiating Event Reference !

l

Initiating Applicable 1
'

Event to-

ANO-1 i

~!
EPRI !

NP-2230 Oconee CR-3 CR-3 ANO-1 !
Category PRA PRA IREP 1 REP ;

!

'f12. Pressure, temperature, X 0 ? ? X X
. power imbalance - rod j

.

position error !
i

13. Startup of inactive X 0 ? ? O .X- '|
coolant pump |

.!

14. Total loss of RCS flow X X ? ? X X .!
|

15. Loss or reduction in X X X X -X X~ !

W flow (one loop),

16. Total loss of W flow X X X X X X
(all loops)

17. Full'or partial closure X 0 ?- ? X- X
,

of MSIV (one loop) |

-j

18. Closure of all MSIV X. O ? ? X X- :

|
19. Increase in W flow. X X -? ? 0. X j

-(one' loop) j
.!

20. Increase in W flow. X X ? '? X X j
.(all loop) |

!

21. W- flow : instability - X X ? ?- X- X

operator error.
!

22. W flow instability - X X' ? '? X- X .!
miscellaneous <

mechanical causes '|

23. Loss of condensate X X: ?' ? X. X |
pumps (one loop) |

O 1
i

]
' I

X = Included;for consideration- |

0 = Not. included or not considered 't

3.1-40 '
.? = Not known GSB-91-0150
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Table 3.1-1
-

Complete List of Initiating Events

Initiating Event Reference

Initiating Applicable
Event to

ANO-1

EPRI
NP-2230 Oconee CR-3 CR-3 ANO-1

Category PRA PRA 1 REP IREP

24. Loss of condensate X X ? ? X X

pumps (all loops)

25. Loss of condenser X X X X X X

vacuum

26. Steam generator leakage X 0 ? ? X X

27. Condenser leakage X 0 ? ? 0 X

28. Miscellaneous leakage X X ? ? X X

in secondary system

29. Sudden opening of steam X X ? ? X X j

relief valves
-

30. Loss of circulating X X ? ? X X |
water i

j

31. Loss of component X X ? ? X X i

cooling water

32. Loss of service water X X X X X X

system

33. Turbine trip, throttle X X X X X X
*

valve closure, EHC
problems

34. Generator trip or X X ? ? X X

generator caused faults

35. Loss of all offsite X X X X X. X
,

power

O
X = Included for consideration
0 = Not included or not considered 3.1-41
? = Not known GSB-91-0150
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~s Table 3.1-1
f

(
,

Complete List of Initiating Events i'

|

Initiating Event Reference

Initiating Applicable
Event to

ANO-1

EPRI
NP-2230 Oconee CR-3 CR-3 ANO-1

Category PRA PRA IREP IREP
,

36. Pressurizer spray X X ? ? X X

failure

37. Loss of power to X X ? ? X X

necessary plant systems

38. Spurious trips - cause X X ? ? X X

unknown ,

.

39. Auto trip - no X X ? ? X X

transient condition.

d
40. Manual trip - no X X ? ? X X

transient condition

41. Fire within plant X X ? ? O O

42. AC bus failure 0 X X 0 X X

43. DC bus failure 0 X X 0 X X

44. Excessive FW flow 0 X ? ? ? X

leading to SG overfill
and water in steamlines
(both loops).

45. Steamline break 0 X X 0 X X

46. Feedline break 0 X .X 0 0 X ,

47. Loss of instrument air 0 X X 0 X X

48. HVAC failure 0 X X 0 0 X

49. Spurious EFW actuation 0 0 X 0 X X

50. Steam Generator tube 0 X X 0 0 X
r

rupture

X = Included for consideration .

0 = Not included or not considered 3.1-42 GSB-91-0150? = Not known
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Table 3.1-1

Complete List of Initiating Events

Initiating Event Reference

Initiating Applicable
Event to

ANO-1

EPRI
NP-2230 Oconee CR-3 CR-3 ANO-1

Category PRA PRA IREP IREP

51. Small LOCA (<4") 0 X X X X X

52. Large LOCA (>4") 0 X X X X X

53. Reactor Vessel Rupture 0 X X X 0 X

54. Interfacing System LOCA 0 X X X X X

55. Instrument Tube Rupture 0 0 X 0 0 X
'

56. Loss of ICS Bus 0 X X 0 X X

i

i

!

;

X = Included for consideration
0 = Not included or not considered 3.1-437 = Not known GSB-91-0150
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< Table 3.1-2

ANO-1 Initiating Event Group

1

!
Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments. ;

Applicable to Functional Systems Event or- ;

ANO-1 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks -!
1

1. Loss of RCS Flow Primary RCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip 1

(one loop) Secondary T with PCS Available and'

3

Heat Removal RCS Intact
i

2. Uncontrolled Reactivity Control Transient .Results in Reactor Trip
'

i

Rod Withdrawal Control Rod Drive T with PCS available and |3

RCS intact j

3. Control Rod Drive Reactivity Control Transient Results in Reactor Trip

Mechanical Control Rod Drive T with PCS available and24

problems and/or RCS intact !

rod drop {
I

4. Leakage from RCS RCS & Transient * Results in manual shut- !

control rods Integrity Makeup T down with PCS available3

and RCS essentially intact
' .

f()S. Leakage in primary RCS RCS & Transient * Results in manual shut-
'

system Integrity Makeup T down with PCS available3

and RCS essentially intact

6. Low pressure None RCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip

pressurizer T with PCS available and ,

3

RCS intact !

7 ., Pressurizer leakage RCS RCS & Transient * Results in manual shut-- f
system Integrity Makeup T down with PCS available3 ;

and RCS essentia11y' intact !

I

8. High pressurizer RCS RCS & Transient Results in Reactor Trip i

pressure Integrity Makeup T. with PCS available and |
RCS intact (if ERV .!
closes; if ERV fails to :

close a transfer to small |
LOCA is modeled). j

i

9. Inadvertent safety RCS RCS & HPI Transient For HPI pump only results :

injection signal Integrity T, and 7, in Reactor Trip with PCS |
available and RCS intact' !

(T,). For full.SAIS- !
results in Reactor Trip -|
with PCS unavailable and :

-{ }
RCS' intact (grouped with .{
T ). j

i
:

-f* For small leaks. For leaks approaching the capacity

of the makeup system, they are considerp g be -|
. grouped in the small LOCA category GSB-91-0150 ;

|
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Table 3.1-2

ANO-1 Initiating Event Group

1

Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments

Applicable to Functional Systems Event or

ANO-1 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks

10. Containment RCS RCS & HP1 Transient Assumed to result in high

pressure problems Integrity T, Reactor Building pressure
safety injection
actuation signal

11. Chemistry & Volume Reactivity RCS Transient Very slow transient,

Control System Control T conservatively included.
3

(CVCS) malfunction Results in Reactor Trip

with PCS available andboron dilution
RCS intact, i

12. Pressure, Reactivity RCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip

temperature, power Control T with PCS available and2

imbalance - rod RCS intact |

position error

13. Start of inactive Reactivity RCS Transient Could result in Reactor
coolant pump Control T Trip (cold water induced3

power excursion) with PCS
available and RCS intact .

14. Total loss of RCS Primary RCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip

flow Secondary Ts with PCS available and
Heat Removal RCS intact

15. Loss or reduction in Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip

FW flow (one loop) Secondary T with PCS available and3

Heat Removal RCS intact. (If less, the

45% power the only FW
train would be lost -
grouped with transient T

16. Total loss of FW Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip

(all loop) Secondary T with PCS unavailable and i

Heat Removal RCS intact |

17. Full or partial Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip

closure of MSIV Secondary T with PCS available and
(one loop) Heat Removal RCS intact. (If less, the

45% power the only FW
train would be losted-
grouped with transient T

18. Closure of all MSIV Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip

Secondary T withPCSunavailableand{ |
Heat Removal RCS intact g

3.1-45 GSB-91-0150
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Table 3.1-2
7s
'k/ ANO-1 Initiating Event Group

Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
Applicable to Functional Systems Event .or

ANO-1 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks

19. Increase in FW flow Primary PCS Transient Could result in Reactor

(one loop) Secondary T Trip with partial PCS
Heat Removal available (if operator is

required to trip MFW
pump) and RCS intact

20. Increase in FW flow Primary PCS Transient Could result in Reactor

(all loops) Secondary T: Trip with PCS unavailable
Heat Removal (if operator is required *

to trip MFW pumps) and
RCS intact

21. FW flow instability Primary PCS Transient Could result in Reactor

operator error Secondary T Trip with partial PCS

Heat Removal available (if operator is !

required to trip MFW
pump) and RCS intact

22. FW flow instability Primary PCS Transient Could result in Reactor

miscellaneous Secondary T Trip with partial PCSi

mechanical causes Heat Removal available (if operator is
required to trip MFW
pump) and RCS intact

^23. Loss of condensate Primary PCS Transient Could result in Reactor

pumps (one loop) Secondary T Trip with partial PCS
Heat Removal available and RCS intact

24. Loss of condensate Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
'

pumps (all loops) Secondary T with PCS unavailable and
Heat Removal RCS intact

25. Loss of condenser Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip

vacuum Secondary T: with PCS unavailable and ,

Heat Removal RCS intact
.

26. Steam generator RCS RCS Transient Results in manual

leakage Integrity T shutdown with PCSi

available and RCS intact ;

27. Condenser leakage None PCS Transient Results in manual
T shutdown with PCSi

{ }
available and RCS intact

i

!

3.1-46 GSB-91-0150.
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Table 3.1-2

AND-1 Initiating Event Group

Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments

Applicable to Functional Systems Event or
i
'

ANO-1 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks

28. Miscellaneous Primary PCS Transient Results in manual
leakage in secondary Secondary T shutdown with PCS'

i

system Heat Removal available and RCS intact

29. Sudden opening of Prima ry PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip

steam relief valves Secondary 7, with PCS unavailable, one

Heat Removal train EFW unavailable &
RCS intact

30. Loss of circulating Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip

water Secondary T with PCS unavailable and
Heat Removal RCS intact

31. Loss of component Primary PCS, IA Transient Results in Reactor Trip

cooling Secondary T with ICW unavailable
Heat Removal (causing MFW & IA to be

unavailable) & RCS intact --
'"

32. Loss of service Primary Several Transient Results in Reactor Trip

water system Secondary T.,T,,T , with MFW, IA, HPI, EDG,
i

Heat Removal etc. unavailable and RCS
'& Adequate intact

Primary Sys.
Inventory

33. Turbine trip, None None Transient Results in Reactor Trip

throttle valve T with PCS available and2

closure, EHC RCS intact

problems

34. Generator trip, None None Transient Results in Reactor Trip

or generator caused T with PCS available and3

faults RCS intact

35. Loss of all offsite Primary PCS, AC Transient Results in Reactor Trip

power Secondary T with PCS & offsite power

Heat Removal unavailable & RCS intact

36. Pressurizer spray None RCS Transient Assumed to result in

failure T Reactor Trip (depressuri-
i

zation) with PCS
available & RCS intact

3.1-47 GSB-91-0150
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Table 3.1-2

ANO-1 Initiating Event Group
|

Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
Applicable to Functional Systems Event or

ANO-1 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks ,

37. Loss of power to Primary PCS Transient Conservatively assumed to
necessary plant Secondary T result in Reactor Trip
system Heat Removal with PCS unavailable (due

to power loss) & RCS
intact

,

38. Spurious trips - None None Transient Reactor Trip with PCS
cause unknown T available and RCS intact3

t

39. Auto trip - no None None Transient Reactor Trip with PCS
transient condition T available and RCS intact [3

40. Manual trip - no None None Transient Reactor Trip with PCS
condition T available and RCS intact2

41. Fire within plant N/A N/A N/A Outside scope - to be
considered in IPEEE

42. AC Bus failure Several Several Transient Results in Reactor Trip
_

T 3,T ., with partial AC unavala- |3

T .,T . bility & RCS intact3 3

43. DC Bus failure Several Several Transient Results in Reactor Trip
T32,T with partial DC unavala-

bility and RCS intact

44. Excessive FW flow Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
leading to SG Secondary T. with MFW and TD EFW pump
overfill & water Heat Removal unavailable & RCS intact
in steamlines
(both loops)

45. Steam Line Break Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
Secondary T, with MFW & one SG
Heat Removal unavailable & RCS intact

,

46. Feed Line Break Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip |
Secondary T. with MFW & one,SG '

Heat Removal unavailable & RCS intact
i

47. Loss of instrument Primary PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip !
air Secondary T with PCS unavailable and

| } Heat Removal RCS intact
.-

3.1-48 GSB-91-0150 |



Table 3.1-2

ANO-1 Initiating Event Group

Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
Applicable to Functional Systems Event or

ANO-1 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks

48. HVAC failure None AC, DC Considered Multiple failures
and required, slow to develop

eliminated

49. Spurious EFW Prima ry PCS Transient Could result in Reactor
actuation Secondary T Trip with PCS available3

Heat Removal (concurent MFW isolation
assumed to be non- <

credible) and RCS intact

50. Steam Generator Tube RCS RCS, PCS Steam Results in Reactor Trip
Rupture integrity & Generator with requirement to

adequate Tube to isolate primary to
primary Rupture secondary leakage
system R

inventory

51. Small LOCA (<4") ECS RCS Small LOCA Results in Reactor Trip
integrity, S with requirement for High
adequate Pressure Injection
primary syst
inventory &
high
pressure
recire.

52. Large LOCA (>4") RCS RCS Large LOCA Results in Reactor Trip
integrity, A with requirement for Low
adequate Pressure Injection and
primary syst and Core Flood Tanks
inventory &

ilow pressure
recirc.

53. Reactor Vessel RCS RCS Considered Based on Oconee FRA, due
Rupture integrity, and to virtually identical

adequate eliminated design
primary syst
inventory &
low pressure
recirc.

G:
i

!

I
|
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r ~s Table 3.1-2

AND-1 Initiating Event Group

Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
Applicable to Functional Systems Event or

ANO-1 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks

54. Interfacing System RCS RCS, LPI Considered Separate work package
LOCA integrity, seperately assessment developed to

adequate address this unique event

primary syst
invento ry ,
high
pressure
recirc. &
low pressure
recire.

55. Instrument Tube RCS RCS Considered Based on Crystal River

Rupture integrity, and PRA screening analysis

adequate eliminated

primary syst
inventory &

q g high press.
recire.

56. Loss of ICS bus Primary PCS Transient Assumed to result in

Secondary T Reactor Trip with PCS
Heat Removal unavailable & RCS intact

;

|,-~
(s- |
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Table 3.1-3

*
ANO-1 INITIATING EVENTS

T1 - Reactor / Turbine Trip

T2 - Loss of PCS

T3 -less of Offsite Power

T4 - Excessive Feedwater
(with significant water carry-over into the MS lines)

i

T5 - Steamline/Feedline Break

- S urious low-Pressurizer-Pressure Signal ActuationT6 P

T7 - Spurious Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS)
Actuation

Tg - Total Loss of Service Water Flow
'

T9 -less of Service Water Pump P4A Train

To - Loss of Service Water Pump P4B Train h,i

Tji - Loss of DC Bus D01

T12 - Loss of DC Bus D02

T13 - Loss of AC Bus A3

T14 - Loss of AC Bus A4

T15 -less of AC Bus B5

T16 -Ioss of AC Bus B6
, ,

S - Small LOCA (0.3-4.3 inch equivalent diameter)

A - Large LOCA (greater than 4.3 inch diameter)

R - Steam Generator Tube Rupture

O

'
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Table 3.1-4

ANO-l LEVEL I PRA SUCCESS CRITERIA

PRIMARY-
INITIATOR REACT 1VITY SECONDARY RCS INTEGRITY IIPI COOLING COMMENTS

CONTROL IIEAT REMOVAL

Transient RPS 1/2 EFW Pumps ERV and SRVs reclose 1/3 IIPI pumps from 1. Secondary Steam

(Tl tot 16) (ifopened) BWST Relicfassumed

OR available

Ab'D arid
1/2 MFW Pumps 2. EFW or MFW to I
within 40 minutes (T2 ICW to RCP seal I/I ERV or 1/2 SRVs SG is sufficient
events with RCPs cooling
operating) or within 60 ap.d 3. Failureof RPS

;,,, minutes (non-T2 cvents at transfers to ATWS tree

& without RCPs operator initiates llPI
N operating) IIPI sealinjection to Cooling within 40 4. 3/4 injection lines

RCP seals minutes of primary- adequate for llPI
secondary heat removal

et loss (T2 cvents where
RCPs continue

Operator trips RCPs running) or within 60
within 30 minutes of minutes (non-T2 events
loss of RCP seal where RCPs do not
cooling and scal continue running, such
injection as T3 events)

.

.
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Table 3.1-4 (continued)

ANO-1 LEVEL I PRA SUCCESS CRITERI A

I REACT 1VITY ADEQUATE PRIMARY IIIGil PRESSURE |
| INITIATOR CONTROL SYSTTiM INVENTORY RECIRCULATION COMMENTS

'

Small LOCA 0.375" to RPS 1/3 IIPI Pumps within
'" * ES " ""**4.3" 30 minutes of LOCA *

|
adequate for ilPI(with(S) M
I of 3 potentially lost |

I/2 LPI Trains Ii pump and I of I outlxcak)
LPI IlX or i pump and 2 of 4 RBFC]
with suction Innn the RB sump and i

injection to IIPI pumps (i.e. 2. Failureof RPS |
g piggyluck mode) considered ami
; climinated. ATWS
da Work PackageW

OE12 i

Operator successfully realigns LPI 3. RCS Integrity lost as
suction from the BWST to the RB a result of the initiator
sump prior to BWST depletion

i

i

O O O
_ - - - - - -
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Table 3.1-4 (continued)

' ANO-1 LEVEL 1 PRA SUCCESS CRITERIA

"

REACT 1VITY : . ADEQUAlliPRIMARY LOW PRESSURE
INITIATOR CONTROL SYS1EM INVENTORY RECIRCULATION - COMMENTS .I

' Large LOCA > 4.3" Not Required 1/2 LPI Pumps 1/2 LPITrains[I pump and I of 1 1.1/2 injection lines

(A) LPI IlX or 1 pump and 2 of 4 RBPC] adequate for LPI'

AND- with suction from the RB sump ,

1/2 CITs ami. not explicitly required.
If RPS fails, the reactor

Operator successfully realigns lpg will be maintamed
'

,

suction from the BWST to the RB subcriticalbyinjection
,

- p sump prior to BWST depletion of R%Tinventory )

y and/or core voids. 1

g.:

3. RCS Integrity lost as !

a result of the initiator. |'

,

p

4 f

i

h

..

fi

f

I.'

J

$

9 . f

a

bt

4
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Table 3.1-4 (continued)

ANO-1 LEVEL I PRA SUCCESS CRITERIA

PRIMARY- ADEQUATE LONG-TERM
INITIATOR REACTIVITY SECONDARY PRIMARY IIPI-COOLING SGISOL/ COMMENTS

CONTROL llEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM llEATREMOVAL
INVEN10RY

Steam Generator RPS 1/2 EFW Pumps 1/3 IIPI Pumps within 1/1 ERVs open Secondary steam relief 1. Secondary steam

Tube Rupture 2 hours of SGTR isolated (affected SG) relief assumed available

(R) and (secondary cooling and (unaffccted SG)
availabic) or within 30 9I

ADVs or TBVs within minutes of SGTR (no Operator initiates llPI- 2. EFW or MFW to 1
30 minutes of a loss of secondary cooling) Cooling within 30 1/2 DilR trains SG is sufficient.
all Icedwater minutes of a loss of all (Secondary Cooling

feedwater Available) 3. Failure of RPS-
-

t'n M considered &
" M climinated in ATWS

1/2 MFW Pumps Work Package.
Secondary Steam relief

and isolated (affected SG) 4. Secondary sicam
relief isolation required

ADVs or TBVs within and to mitigate primary to
30 minutes of a loss of secondary inventory

all feedwater 1/3 IIPIPumps loss

and 5.1/4 injection lines
adequate for llPI

1/2 LPITrains [I pump (modeled as 3/4
and I of 1 LPI IlX or i required)

pump and 2 of 4 RDFC
](No Secondary 6. RCS Integrity lost as

Cooling) a result of the initiator

,,

9 O O
__ _. - _- - .



Table 3.1-5
'

SUMMARY OF ANO-1 PRA* CORE-DAMAGE BINS
'

Bin Sequence Characteristics

I Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure ad leakage rates associated with
small-break LOCAs, with early damaging o.' the core (i.e., within about 2
hours after the break occurs)

IR Similar to Bin I except for the radioactivity release path through the steam
generator

II RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with small-break LOCAs, with late
damaging of the core (i.e., after about 12 hours from when the break occurs,
during recirculation)

IIR Similar to Bin II except for the radioactivity release path through the steam
generator

III High RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boil-off of the reactor
coolant through cycling presstuizer relief valves, with early core damaging
(within about 2 hours)

r
( IV High RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boil-off of the reactor

coolant through cycling relief valves, with late damaging of the core

V Large rates ofleakage from the RCS and low pressures associated with large-
break LOCAs and failure of core injection, resulting in early damaging of the
core

VI Large-break LOCA conditions with failure of coolant recirculation and late
damaging of the core

:
* Based upon Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, Oconee PRA A Probabilistic Risk Assess

ment of Oconee Unit 3, NSAC-60, June 1984 [Ref. 3.1-11].

.

;

'
,

i

|
!
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Transient Reactor Primary RCS HPI Core Sequence
initiator Trip Secondary integrity Cooling Damage Bin Description

Heat
Removal

T K B Q F

NCM T

@OO1
S1 TOU/TOX

U
si

S2 TBX

@B01
T

@F01 CM lil TBF

K
TWS TK

Figure 3.1-1. ANO-1 Transient Event Tree C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1\ANO-1T.TRE 12-22-92

e G #
-- _ _



O O O

Small Break LOCA Reactor Trip Adequate Primary High Pressure Core Sequence
System inventory Recirculation Damage Bin Description

S K U X

NCM S

S2 FROM TRANS.

. @XS01"
CM ll/lV SX/TBX

.[ S1 FROM TRANS.
oo

H001
S CM I SU

TWS SK

Figure 3.1-2. ANO-1 Small Break LOCA Event Tree C.iCAFTA\TREETANO1\ANO-1S.TRE 12-22-92-

__ _ _. _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ . _ __ _



Large Break LOCA Adequate Primary Low Pressure Core Sequence
System Inventory Recirculation Damage Bin Description

A U X

NCM A

E
&
*

@XA01
A CM VI AX

@UA01
CM V AU

Figure 3.1-3. ANO-1 Large Break LOCA Event Tree C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1\ANO-1A.TRE 12-22-92

, . ,

e G #
. -
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f') Vy v
O (~)v

Steam Reactor Primary Adequate HFI Long term Core Sequence
Generator Trip Secondary Primary Cooling SG isoll Damage Bin Description

Tube Heat System heat
Rupture Removal Inventory removal

R K B U F X

NCM R

@XR01 C M llR RX

@URO1 CM!R RU

y
? NCM RBS

.

|@XRB9 C M llR RBX

R @BR01 @FR01 CMIR RBF

H001 CMIR RBU

"
TWS RK-

l

l
1

Figure 3.1-4.-- ANO-1 SG Tube Rupture Event Tree C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO ANO-1R.TRE 12-22-92

|
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TB ."atial Sequence
'(TBF TDX)

eMO

II
r- ,

Failure of pomary - TRANSIENT EVENT,

secondary heat
removal

ndm l@lHAN5j
re or rage e4

1 I e i4

ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-1-
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F@re of primney .
sectmdpry hent

e'enp
Page @24

I I

Fa ure et primary. Fadure of primary- Fadureof M .a

saamdary ham secomsary hoe sectmdary hans
removoime 30 Inol vomtwaL'SO A Inct mmeveIISO9 leat

[ g arI, N.1 [ tqwn iA 1 | gue'u q g

W
I I I I I I

Falkre of MFW and Failure of EFW B ISOLATKJP4 OF EFW Fashre of EFW A Fapure et F.FW A ISOL ATKJPd OF EFW
EFW-A gNwn no SG gNon no SG ined FLOW TO SG *A* WF and EFW B gNan SG- and EFW G own SG- FLOW TO SG V wrNF

inas nage A inos (VFW so d) B tses turW inrto) fingsr

Irv6256 t A l wA' a I v<Ensi i l eemvitatni l e9<w' + at e l | +udit si I.

Page S S Page SS Page 0 8 Page S 7 Page $ 9 Page 042

ANO-1 PRA TbP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE NO1.CAF 12 23-92 Page @-2
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_ - -

Failum of MF W and
EFW A civen no SG

moi

I phi ut t a lp ,

~

I I

No Ficw from MFW Encess flow from
and EFW-A given no MFW or EFW-A g*en

SG isol no SG isol

| @H t Nh MF F A l | 6001 XS |

-rr
, , , .

No Flow from MFW No Flow from EFW-A EXCESStVE MF W FLOW FAILURE TO CONTROL
given no SG isol gwn no SG isol TO SG *A* CV 2645

| F1Ni MF W 1 | 01Ni ( F A | | $ (FEi t. S i | | Orc.r) |
Page F 1 Page 0-1 Page F-20 Page O-4

. .

EXCESSIVE MFW FLOW F AILURE TO C041ROL
TO SG T CV P647

I tooritst I I ON I
Page F-Pe Page 0 5

1 4 I r i s I I.

ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-3
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C;TRANS Outputs:
Page @1, Page @-15 Page S-5. Page E-48, Page E-18, Page E-6$ Page E-79

TRANS!ENT EVENT

l@lHAN51

List
-

I I

REACTOR /TUA0tNE LOSS OF OrF-SITE
TAIP <lEm POWER <!E,

, ,

LOSS OF POWER TRANSIENT EVENT
CONVEHSION SYSTEM (CONT. t)

ele >

617
I@IHANS1|

Page @65

i
1

I I e ii

ANO-1 PRA TOP. LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-4

|

. _ , _ - - , .-. . . ..
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- . _

I

- - -

Fadure of EFW B
gven no SG isd

I f**"F U lp g,

II
i ,

NO EFW TRAIN B FLOW NO EFW TRAIN B FLOW
TO SG "A* TO SG "G*

I ONI f'H I OA | | ON6 F H Kyl j

Page 0 6 Page 0 7

I 2 I1 4

ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-5
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TRANSENT EVENT
(CONT 1)

IteinANstlp g,
Page @-to
Page Q 22 -~

I I

EXCESSIVE F EEDWATER SPURIOUS HPl
FLOW <!Em ACTUATION clE>

I I

STEAMllNE/FE EDLINE TRANSENT EVENT
BRE AK <1E, (CONT 2)

615
|tfiHANS2|

Page @ 11g

SPUROUS LOW
PRESSunt2ER

PRESSURE etEm

I i 2 I,

ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\TREETANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-6
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Faitun3 of EFW A
and EFW B given SG-

A isd (MFW iso d)r

I MH w* AE HIp g

TT
I I

Fs>Iure of EFW-A Feelure of EFW-B
gven SG.A isol gven SG-A isd

i t903w t A | h3d

I I

No Flow from EFW-A Excess pow from NO EFW TITAIN O FLOW
gwen SG-A isol EFW-A even SG-A TO SG 8*

isci

I(Nt34 MF L A 1 | f ?R3 x S | |OM.&0103|
Page @8 Page @ 8 Page G7

1

1 4 i e I a

ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF - 12-23-92 Page @-7
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No Flow from EFW A Excess flow from
3*en SG A isd EFW A geven SG A

isd

|(fR3Ni W L AI [g 7]p, p.7 pm p y

NO EFW TRAN A FLOW FAILURE TO CONTROL
TO SG *B" CV 2647

I ON& 6"AIO9 I I OM 1
Page 0 3 Page 0 5

1 I e I4

ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-8
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Fastre of EFW-A
and EFWB given SG-

B rsd (MFW isard)

- l@O7M66AtHIp

l
|I

I I
Fature of EFW-A Failure of EFW D
given SG G isd given SG-0 isd

l@HM TAI h7d

I I

No Fkw from EFW A Ezeets Sow frtrn NO EFW TRAN D FLOW
given SG B isd EFW A given SG D TO SG *A*

isd

ItiHzm us t Al 707xs I ONE 6 8 t oA I

Page @-10 Page @-10 Page 0 6

'

I I , 1 3,

ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-9
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No Flow from EFW-A Excess flew from
g&en SG B isd EFW-A g'ven SG D

ind

I tiHN " I A l MMp ,pg p ,gg

FAILURE OF EFW FAILURE TO CONTROL

TRAIN A F. LOW TO SG CV 2645
A*

IuN63AloA1 I 07s0 1
Page O 2 Page O 4

1

I

I

l

|

L
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l

I

L
:
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l
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| ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-10
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TRANSIENT EVENT
(CONT-3)

I**1HANS3Ip

I I

LOSS OF DC BUS 002 LOSS OF AC BtJS H5
< lE > ele m

iks

8 9

I I

LOSS OF AC BUS A3 LOSS OF AC DUS B6
< tE m < tE .

LOSS OF AC BUS A4
< 1E >

I I e Ii

'ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-12
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Fanure et RCS .
N '"Y9
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,e,e S,,

I a

Rennt va*ve faHe $0LOCA tfue b RCP FWed enho fans
to mebne amor seal ta#vre to rockme ener
NPl actualitm fdgh guessurtter

*Weas RCS prontino pr===vre

w}v4

I I u u u u

A temat yeare renet valve epene Operator fa8e to At RCP Seal SPURIOUS Lovy E8Pwr SRV fan to
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Actuaron of HP1
w'thout a LOCA

Page @ 19
Page 0 34

-

1 I

1 OF 2 MSSVS ON SG TWO OR MORE TBVS
*tr Fall TO RECLOSE OPEN AND FAIL TO

RECLOSE

mxm I svn |

Page e t6 Page P-1

I I

1 OF 2 MSSYS ON SG TURulNE FAILS TO
*A* Fall TO RECLOSE TR!P AFTER RE ACTOR

T RIP

kMWie | Msiis |
Paga S 16

I I

EXCESStVE FEEDWATER EXCESSIVE MFW TO
FLOW <!E> EITliER SG AFTER

TRIP WITHOUT T2

GNJ16

8

I i

STEAMLINESEEDLINE EXCESSNE MFW TO
GREAK clEs EITIER SG AFTER

TRIP WITHOUT T3 OR
LOCA

eo* 9

Page @ 219

1 1 I 2 |

ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-14
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(TOU.TOX)
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FaNre of nCS TRANSIENT EVENT
MWW
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1 OF 2 MSSVS ON SG 1 OF 2 MS*VS ON SG
*A* Fall TO RECLOSE T FAIL TO RECLOSE

IfM M I I 'M7M lg p 79,
Page (B-51 Page 0 60
Page O 60 p- Page O-48 -

Page 0 13

I I I I

SG A MSSV PSV-2699 SG A MSSV PSV-2698 SG B MSSV PSV-2684 SG B MSSV PSV-2665
FALS TO RECLOSE FAILS TO RECLOSE falls TO RECLOSE FAILS TO E1ECLOSE

i PHy t v,w91 1 I PHY1V/mni | | PHY t Var.A41 | | Ppftv7r,a51 |

0 0 0 0

I | 2 I s I 1i a

ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF ' 12-23-92 Page @-16
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A relet vane
faris to reclose
after pressure

rebet

Page @ 13

-

t i

ERV FAILS TO CLOSE SRV opens and fa!!s
AFTER PRESSURE to reciose

RElfEF

| H5n j eim

Pa,e n.,

, .

SRV fais e close ERV FAILS TO OPEN
a*ter ERV tails to FOR PRESSURE REllEF

-

WJN | H401 ]
Page @-18 Page R-2
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ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-17
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SHV fails to close
a9er ERV tads to

Page @-17
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I I

Either SRV fads to Either SRV fads to
redose amer steam close af1er

reief opwator alkms

found re%f

| HMM101SHV I I MJio

I I

Operator fads to Either SRV fa'is to
Me HPl to redose after

prevent SHV EquHf ligted relet
relief
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ANO-1 PRA TOP LOGIC C:\CAFTA\ TREE \ANO1.CAF 12-23-92 Page @-18
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rehef valve opans

aber HPl actuation
raises HCS pressure
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II
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Operator fads to Actuation of HPI
throrfe HPI to w'thout a LOCA
prevent ACS

pressure reRef
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3.2SYSTEh1S ANALYSIS >

bo 3.2.1 System Analvsis Scoce

The ANO-1 systems analysis effon resulted in the development of fault tree models that describe i

the methods in which plant systems can fail and subsequently contribute to accident sequences !

that lead to core-melt and then to a release of radionuclides from the containment. The "large
fault tree, small event tree" approach was used for determining the ANO-1 core damage
frequency. His method involves the creation of (1) reladvely small event trees that describe the ,

'

combination of functional failures which lead to core damage, (2) relatively small top logic fault
trees that describe the combinations of system failures which lead to the functional failures, and
(3) system fault tree models that define in a logical and detailed manner the ways that each system
can fail.

He detemiination of the ANO-1 plant systems for which modeling was required was based upon
the Accident Sequence Analysis task (Section 3.1) and the Containment Performance Analysis |
task (Section 4). The accident sequence analysis task defined the event trees and top logic fault

The top logic fault trees identify the fmnt-line systems whose successful operation istrees. -

required to mitigate specific accident scenarios and the criteria for successful operation of each of
the fmnt-line systems. The containment performance analysis task identified front-line plant
systems important to the severe accident containment response. Both the core damage and
containment front-line systems require support systems, such as senice water and electric power.
Support system fault trees were developed to model these dependencies.

The quantification of the core damage and containment cutsets involved linking the support i

system fault trees to the front-line system fault trees, linking the combined fault trees to the topp logic fault trees, and the top logic fault trees to the event tree logic to create an integrated model
V of core damage and containment status. Data for all events including equipment failure and

human errors was subsequently applied to the fault tree models. The integrated plant model was
then solved to define the combinations of events that lead to core damage, along with their
frequencies.

System models were constructed for a total of 17 systems. For many systems, more than one
" top event" was developed in order to accommodate the various requirements for successful
system operation as defined by the success criteria for different event sequences. In addition,
alternate system operating modes occurring during an accident sequence at ANO-1 (e.g., injection
mode followed by recirculation mode) were addressed in the models through the use of logic
flgs which can be set to "True" or " False" so as to define a specific system alignment or mode of
operation. Therefore, each system model may contain several fault trees. Table 3.2-1 lists the
system fault tree models and their safety functions, along with the major ANO-1 systems that
were addressed in each model. Two system models were developed but not incorporated into
either the core damage or containment response plant models. These systems, the Penetration
Room Ventilatbn System and Hydrogen Recombiner System, are not shown in this table. Each
system was assigned a letter of the alphabet as a system designator. These letters are used in the
system fault trees to distinguish the logic of each system. These designators are listed in Table
3.2-2.

3.2.2 Systems Analvsis Methodolocy

As noted above, for the ANO-1 Level-1 PRA, the accident sequence failure models consisted of a
set oflarge fault trees that were linked together based upon the logic specified in the event trees.

p The fault trees incorporated all significant contributors to the system failure state including front-

Q line component failures, support system component failures, associated test and maintenance ,

failures, and operator errors, where appropriate. This approach assured that the system

3.2-1
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interactions which arise due to functional dependencies between different systems were modeled
explicitly. g
3.2.2.1 Fault Tree Development

The process involved in the development of the fault tree models was designed to create a
consistent and reliable end product. Procedures and standards followed by the systems analysis
team were initially developed based on the PRA hocedures Guide [Ref. 3.2-1] and Fault Tree
Handbook [Ref. 3.2-2]. Of particular concem were basic event naming schemes, style guidelines,
system notebook requirements, and the interface between the systems analysis, event sequence,

,

human reliability, data, and quantification effons. The fault tree analysis began by identifying and
defining the system to be modeled. Design drawings and descriptions, system manuals, SAR
sections, Technical Specifications, operating procedures, and test and maintenance procedures
were collected and reviewed. Each system analyst was then required to become familiar with the
design and openition of the assigned system prior to the development of the fault tree.

Fault tree top events were defined by the Accident Sequence Analysis task and were developed in
terms of major system trains or blocks (e.g., combinations of flow paths for the case of a fluid
system). This approach simplified any subsequent modification of the fault trees to accommodate
modified or added events as they were identified in the Quantification, and Containment
Performance Analysis tasks. In addition,in order to reduce the size of the system models, groups
of related basic events identified to uniquely appear under a single "OR" gate were grouped
together, or modularized, to form a single basic event. No loss of modeling detail and/or
accuracy occurred as a result of this modularization process. The reduced size of the fault trees,
however, permitted available microcomputers to solve the plant fault tree models.

3.2.2.2 General Modeling Guidelines

The top events and success criteria of each fault tree were defined by the Accident Sequence
Analysis and the Containment Perfonnance Analysis tasks. Different top events and 1ogic were
created as necessary due to the system's function, i s configuration, and the initian,ng event.t
Appropriate references to subtree gates were made rather than redeveloping the same subtree for
a number of different top events.

An important aspect of the integrated fault tree approach is the incorporation of support system
events into the system models. In order to ensure that this linking was correctly done, a set of
system physical and operating boundary conditions was employed and only one analyst modeled
the failure modes of any one system. The physical boundary condition was typically defined to be
the point on the Piping and Instrument Diagram (P&ID) where valves and other components were
no longer identified by the letter designator common to the system being modeled. The INPO
Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) safety system boundaries provided additional
guidance. Interfacing components, however, (such as load circuit breakers, cooling water
isolation valves, unit control modules, and solenoid valves controlling the flow of air to air- ,

operated valves) were modeled in the front-line system. The operating boundary condition was
typically the configuration of the system at full power operating conditions; that is, the plant was
assumed to have been operating at full power pnor to occurrence of the initiating event.
Connections with other systems were reviewed for their ability to divert sufficient flow from the '

system such that it would not be able to perform its safety function.

Each fault tree contains faults which interrupt, diven, and/or fail process flow paths. These and
other faults are modeled because they contribute to the interruption of required support functions.
The level of detail employed in modeling these faults was limited to the extent that appropriate
failure data existed. The general failure modes addressed in the analysis are listed in Table 3.2-3. g
Table 3.3-3 lists the failure modes for each component considered during model development.

3.2-2
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Simplifying assumptions were made when applying the component failure modes to modeling flow l3
. (V path faults. Based on past PRA experience and available cornponent failure data, a set of general !

assumptions was employed in developing the fault tree models. These assumptions eliminated j
certain failure modes (or groups of failure modes) from consideration in the fault trees. Rese .'assumptions include:

,

Passive Failures: With the exception of the LOCA initiating event and RCS over |-

pressurization of non-RCS piping, pipe breaks were typically not modeled. Check |
valve failure to prevent reverse flow was modeled only if such a failure prevented a |
system or subsystem from performing its required function. >

Flow Diversion: Failures in small lines which diveu flow away fmm a train or i.

component, but which have no significant impact on system function, were excluded !

from the model. A diversion of less than 1/3 diameter of the pdmary flow rate was
considered to meet this criterion. Mmimum recirculmion paths were only modeled if
they were required for component operability during the mission time specified for the j

sequence under consideration.

Redundancy: Events which require numerous component failures in order to occur.

(i.e., several basic events below an AND gate) were excluded if the combination of :

their independent random failure probabilities was low.
|

Test and maintenance activities which could be performed while at power were included in the !
fault trees only if they caused the unavailability of a component or set of components. The effects !
of these activities were addressed in terms of groups of components removed for a specific test or :

maintenance action. .!-

Operator failure to perform highly-proceduralized post-initiator response actions (e.g., operator .

failure to transfer from HPI injection to recirculation mode after the BWST empties) were !

included as high in the fault tree as practical. Operator recovery actions were generally not '

included in the fault trees. Instead, such actions were considered in the recovery analysis portion
of the Quantification task. Pre-initiator human errors (e.g., failure to restore a train to operation i

following maintenance) were included in the fault trees as appropriate. |

In general, the system models were solved using a mission time of 24 hours. Specific assumptions :

related to the operation and success criteria for each system were included in the individual i

system analysis work packages. ,

3.2.2.3 Nomenclature

Gate, basic event, module, and house (logic flag) event names were developed using a ten (10)
character coding scheme which permitted the models to be easily reduced and quantified using
SAIC's CAFTA suite of codes. The application of this scheme is described below for each event |
type. !

'

(1) Gates

Most gates were named as follows: Snnn - where S is the system designator and nnn is a unique !
sequential number. However, as the fault tree logic developed, number of n's were increased to
eight for gates with special applications and more descriptive alphanumeric characters were used 1
instead of the 'nnn' coding. The fault tree system designators (S) are listed in Table 3.2-2. Rese

aO
designators do not necessarily fo!!cw the plant-designated system boundaries. For modeling
practicality, the system definitions t; pied in the PRA generally represent groups of plant systems
(e.g., the PRA AC power system includes AC power buses, the diesel generators, their fuel oil

,
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systems, etc.). In some cases, such as for the power conversion system fault tree, more than one
system identifier was used in a single system fault tree in order to distinguish the parts of the
overall PRA system model. Because the event tree logic and top fault tree logic could not be
linked to a plant system, the "@" character was used to identify gates in these trees.

(2) Component Failure Basic Events

Component failum basic events, were named as follows: SCCUdddddM, where S is the system
designator (see Table 3.2-2), CC is the component type code (see Table 3.3-3), U is the unit
designator (i , "1" for ANO-1), ddddd is descriptive coding (e.g., component tag number), and
M is the failure mode (see Table 3.2-3). For example, the failure to start of the High Pressure
Injection System motor-operated pump P36A was coded as HMP10P36AA.

1

This nomenclature was used in order to link the basic event name, whose descripdon, type of
failure (i.e., active demand or passive transfer), method of calculation, etc. is stored in the
CAFTA Basic Event (.BE) file, with its failure rate, which is stored in the CAFTA Type Code file
(.TC). Adherence with the nomenclature was necessary only to ensure each basic event used its
proper failure rate. Unlike component failure event, human failure and human recovery events
were completely specified in the Basic Event file; they did not refer to the type code file. Thus, as
noted below, the naming of these events did not follow the component failure naming convention.

Although not suictly adhered to, the system designators for basic failures generally correspond to
their respective PRA systems, even if these failures appear in the fault tree of another system (i.e.,
under the gate with another system designator). For example, failure of manual instrument air
valve IA-16 to the steam generator startup flow valve to contributes to the failure of the MFW
system. Consistent with this rule, this event was designated IXVIIA-16K even though it appears
in the MFW system fault tree (system designator "F"). An exception to this rule is the naming of
circuit breaker basic events. System designators for these events follow that of the load
controlled by the circuit breaker. For example, the failure of an AC breaker to the MFW pump
lube oil pump is named FCBIB1232R.

(3) Modular Events

Modular events were designated SMMUdddddd, where S is the system designator, "MM"
identifies the basic event as a module, U is the unit designator, and dddddd is a unique alpha-
numeric designator to describe the module contents. Modular event names did not need to adhere
to the component failure naming convention, since modular events did not directly refer to the
type code file.

'

(4) Test and Maintenance Events

Test and maintenance events were designated STMUdddddd, where S is the system designator,
"TM" identifies the basic event as a test and maintenance unavailability event, and dddddd is a
unique alphanumeric designator to describe the components involved. Test and Maintenance

,

event names did not need to adhere to the component failure naming convention, since test and '

maintenance events did not directly refer to the type code file.

(5) House Events

House events (logic flags) were designated AAAnnn, where "AAA" identifies the event as a flag
and nnn is a unique sequential number. These events did not need to adhere to the component
failure naming convention, since house events did not directly refer to the type code file. The
house event naming scheme was selected in order to ensure that these events are listed at the top

3.2-4
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of the CAFTA basic event file. This arrangement facilitated the inspection of the status of these i
'

O events and streamlined the quantification of accident sequence cutsets.
iV

(6) Initiating Events

The nomenclature used in describing initiating events is described in Section 3.1. These events |
did not need to adhere to the component failure naming convention, since initiating events did not !

directly refer to the type code file.

(7) Human Failure and Human Recovery Events

Human failure events in the plant model include maintenance restoration events and
highly-proceduralized post-initiator operator actions. In the fault tree models, these ,

events were named SHFUdddddd, where S is the system designator, "HF" identifies that the event
involves human failures, U is the unit designator , and dddddd is descriptive nomenclature. A
few high-level post-initiator coerator actions were named OPER-nnn, where nnn is a
unique alphanumeric identEier. The human recovery events are also post-initiator
operator actions; however, these actions were not included in the model. These

-

recoveries have no specific nomenclature. Their names are entirely descriptive. Note
that human failure and recovery events did not need to adhere to the component failure
naming convention, since human failure and recovery events did not directly refer to the type code
file.

(8) Common-Cause Failure Events

Common-cause failure (CCF) events (i.e., beta factors) were named SCCUCCFBFS, where S is
the system designator, CC is the component type code, U is the unit designator, and "CCFBFS"

'

-

! denotes that the event involves a CCF. CCF events were incorporated into the fault trees using :

\ modular events. Where practical, multiple failure modes of the same CCF group were placed into
the same module; CCF events were not mixed with other types of failures in the same module nor
were several CCF component groups mixed in the same module. Each CCF modular event
consists of one (or more, if different failure modes are combined) two-event cutsets, the first
event representing the failure of one member of the CCF group and the second event representing
the failure of the remainder of the CCF group (i.e., the " beta factor"). For example, the CCF
" failure to run" failure mode for the motor-driven SW pump component group, i.e., pumps P4A ,

and P4B, was assigned the name SMMICCFP4X and defined as follows:

SMM1CCFP4X = SMP1P4AXXF * SMPICCFBFS |
where, SMPIP4AXXF is the failure of a single pump,in this case P4A and SMPICCFBFS is the
beta factor associated with the failure to run mode of motor-driven service water pumps. ,

!

3.2.2.4 Modularization

As discussed in Section 3.2.2.1, groups of related basic events identified to uniquely appear under :

a single "OR" gate were grouped together, or modularized, to form a single basic event. *ntis !

modularization process significantly reduced the fault tree size, without loss of modeling detail-
and allowed the plant fault tree models to be solved via available microcomputers.

To ensure that the logic model was consistently maintained during the modularization process and
to facilitate recovery analysis, the following were NOT included within modules:

'

|
1. References to other gates,

1
i
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2. House events (logic flags),

3. Basic events used more than once in the fatut tree,

4. Basic events which could be used in another fault tree (e.g., a valve which could be
part of the failure logic in two fault trees). Breakers associated with a single
component could be modulanzed with that component; however, interrupters off
of a DC or 120V AC panel were not modularized because they often power
multiple components through relay cabinets,

5. Test and maintenance events,

6. Faults which cannot occur at the same time as another similar fault and which must
be identifiable during the cutset review process, and .

7. Human failure events.

3.2.2.5 System Analysis Results

Results of the system analysis task yielded:

A simplified P&ID for each system model;.

Detailed modularized fault trees for each top event required to quantify the plant-

model;

Failure probabilities for the modular and basic events contained in each fault tree;-

Cutset files listing the basic events contained in each module;.

List of mutually exclusive system events, i.e., events which cannot occura

concurrently as a result of physical or administrative constraints (e.g., double
maintenance of both diesel generator trains); and

Matrix of modeled system dependencies.-

Simplified P& ids for each system model are provided in Appendix A. A matrix of all modeled
system dependencies, at the train level, is provided in Table 3.2-4.

The system models are documented in work packages developed and maintained for every model
listed in Table 3.2-1. Each work package contains a comprehensive collection of system
information and models; Table 3.2-5 describes the work package contents.

3.2.3 Denandent Failure Treatment

Dependent failure events of the following types were considered in each system fault tree model:

1. Inter-system dependencies,

2. Human failures,

3. Initiating events,and

h4. Common-cause failures.

,
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n
b Failures due to inter-system dependencies (e.g., support systems) were modeled explicitly in the

fault trees. Human failure events which defeat an entire system or group of systems were
modeled at the top levels of the fault tree. Failures due to the effects of an initiating event were
modeled by including the initiating event in the fault trees. Failures of common-cause groups, as
defined by NUREG/CR-4780 [Ref. 3.2-3], were modeled explicitly in the fault trees using
modular events which represent failures of common-cause failure component groups within the
same system. The definition of a common-cause failure group was based on consideration of
factors such as:

1. Component type (e.g., motor-operated valve, turbine-driven pump), including any
special design or construction features,

2. Component use (e.g., isolation, sensing),

3. Component manufacturer,

4. Component internal conditions (e.g., pressure, temperature),

5. Component external environment (e.g., humidity, temperature),
'

6. Component location,

7. Component initial condition (e.g., normally open, energized) and operating
'

characteristics (e.g., running, open),

8. Component testing procedures (e.g., test interval, lineup), and

9. Component maintenance procedures (e.g., preventative maintenance frequency).

Common-cause failure beta factors were determined for the following component groups.

1. Diesel generators,

2. Motor-driven pumps,

3. Turbine-driven pumps,

4. Motor-operated valves,

5. Safety-relief valves,and

6. Batteries
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TABLE 3.2-1

ANO 1 PRA SYSTEM FAULT TREE MODELS

SYSTEM MODEL SAFETY FUNCTIONS SYSTEMS INCLUDED

LEVEL-1 PRA ANALYSIS

High P:tssure RCS makeup for small High Pressure=

Injection / Makeup LOCAs, or transient- Injection
System (HPI) initiated LOCAs

HPI cooling
RCS makeup after a SGTR

Low Pressure RCS makeup forlarge LOCAs Low Pressure Injection-

Injection System HPI suction and cooling
(LPI) during recire phase

DHR
RBS suction and cooling
during recire phase

Core Flood RCS makeup after a large Safety Injection Tanks.

Tanks (CFT) LOCA

Power Conversion Steam dump and bypass Feedwater-

System (PCS) control after a transient Condensate
or SGTR Main Steam

RCS heat removal after a Steam Dump / Bypass Contml
transient, small LOCA, Feedwater Control

,

or SGTR Circulating Water

Emergency Feedwater Backup steam generator Emergency Feedwater-

(EFW) water supply EFIC

. Primary Pressure RCS pressure control and RCS Pressurize Control
(RCS) pressure boundary

integrity after a
transient, or SGTR

HPI Cooling,

!
|

|

|

4,

L

! *
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T

TABLE 3.2-1 (Continued)

ANO 1 PRA SYSTEM FAULTTREE MODELS

- SYSTEM MODEL - SAFETY FUNCTIONS SYSTEMS INCLUDED

,

LEVEL-1 PRA ANALYSIS (Continued)
.

Engineered Safeguards Actuation signals for HPI, Engineered Safeguards-

Actuation System LPI, RBS, RB Fan / Cooling, Actuation System
(ESAS) RB isolation, EDGs -

Penetration
Room Ventilation,

Isolation Signals to SW .

AC Electric Power Equipment motive power On-site AC power equipment*

Emergency diesel generators
and their support systems

Switchyard<

s

DC Electric Power Equipment control p' ower 'DC Power equipment i
.

Instmmentation power Station batteries and chargers
.

Vital ACequipment '

O i

Service Water (SW) Cooling for EDGs Service Water I
.,

Cooling for HPI pumps
!

and rooms .

Cooling for LPI pumps i

and rooms
EFW pump room cooling '

Alternate EFW suction source
LPI/DHR, !

RBS,
;

RB Cooling, !

ICW heat sink
Condenser vacuum system

,'

heat sink
;

Instrument Air Motive power to feedwater Instrument Air !
*

control valves, !

Turbine bypass valves, and I

Steam dump bypass control

Intermediate Cooling RCS equipment cooling Intermediate Cooling !
.

Water (ICW) System PCS equipment cooling Water System j
Instrument Air equipment ;

cooling i

.!

.o. !
:
:
!

;
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TABLE 3.21 (Continued) g>
ANO-1 PRA SYSTEM FAULT TREE MODELS

SYSTEM MODEL SAFETY FUNCTIONS SYSTEMS INCLUDED

LEVEL-2 PRA ANALYSIS

Reactor Building Forms barrier between Reactor Building Isolation.
;Isolation post-trip reactor building

atmosphere and external
environment

Reactor Building Spray Reactor Building heat removal Reactor Building Spray.

(RBS) and radionuclide removal

Reactor Building Reactor Building heat removal Reactor Building Fans / Coolers.

Cooling System
,

O

;

|

|

i

O
1

!
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(~T TABLE 3.2 2
X__)

ANO-I SYSTEM DESIGNATORS

,

DESIGNATOR SYSTEM

:

A ESAS

C Core Flood Tanks

D DC Electric Power

E AC Electric Power (includes EDGs)
F Main Feedwater

G Reactor Building Cooling

H HPI

I Instrument Air

J Reactor Building Isolation

L LPI/DHR
P Power Conversion - Includes Condensate (F),

pans of Main Feedwater (F), Main Steam (P),
'

and Circulating Water (W)

Q Emerg ncv Feedwater

R Primanj System Pressure (RCS)

S Service Water System

T Hydrogen Control

X Intermediate Cooling Water

Y Reactor Building Spray

,O
v
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TABLE 3.2 3

FAILURE MODE DESIGNATORS

MODE DESCRIPTION

A Fails to stan (demand)

B Fails to deenergize (demand)

C Fails to close (demand)

D Fails to respond (demand), or post-trip human error

E Fails to energize (demand)

F Fault or fails to run (hourly) |
|

G Leakage (hourly) j

H Fails high (hourly) |

J Rupture (hourly)

K Transfers closed (hourly)

L Fails low (hourly), or pre-trip human error
-i

N Fails to open (demand) |

O Fails to manually open (demand) !

P Plugged (hourly) |
|

Q Fails to close after liquid release (demand)

R Transfers open (hourly)

T Fails to close after steam relief (demand)

s

O
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TABLE 3.2-4 ANO-1 PRA SYSTEM-LEVEL DEPENDENCY MATRIX

AC POWER DC POWER ESAS M SW ICW ..
TRNN TRMN LOOP
R G R G
E R E R g gg
D N D N

CORE FLOOD TANKS . . .T. .RN.N. . .A . .
"e e

C M TRNN B..
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....

e ep
O I EFW . .T. R. M. . N. .A. . . .. . . . - . . - -

* *
R . -- ..

R T TRNN B e * *0
E 1N HPl . . .T. R. A. .I.N. . .A. . . .

* * * *

T
g . . .. . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TRNN B * * * *
D A

L A T LPI . . . .T. .R. M. . .N. . .A. . .
* * * *

.... . . . . ... ... . ...... . . .

g M | TRNN B * * * *

N A O POWER CONVERSION
, , , , , , ,

E G N SYSTEM
E

REACTOR COOLANTS * *SYSTEM
Y

F S CD M REACTOR BUILDING . .T.R. .N. .N. . . A. . . &. . . .B. . .
e * * *

g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .... . .. ....

T NA I FAN /COOUNG TRNN C & D.
. . * *

C E T MT
REACTOR BUILDINGM M^ ' , e

ISOLATION
S NG G

T EA REACTOR BUILDING , . ..TRN N,,A,,,, , ,7, , ,,, ,,, ,,,,,,,, ,,, , , , , , , , ,

* * *
, , , , , , ,

T SPRAY TRNN B e * * *

AC POWER
. .. .R. E. .D. . .T. .R. N. . .N. . .

* * * *
. . . . ... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . .

cRN TRNN . = * *

* *DC POWER . . . R. E. .D. . .T. R.N. . .N. . . .. . . . . . . . ..... .. . . . . . . . ..

CRN TRMN * *
S S
U Y INSTRUMENT NR (IA) , ,

P S
P T SERVICE WATER (SW) LOOP 1, ,, e e * e * *

, , , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,O E --".OOp iiL--- . . . . . . .R M
AUX COOL"-TR-

- ' - "- - - "" - '" "- " *~

W * = * *T S
ICW e e . *

ESAS , , ,

. -.- . - - . - - - . - - .- .. .. - , . . - - - , . - - . - . - - - _ _ _ - _ _



Q TABLE 3.2 S
\J

ANO 1 PRA SYSTEMS ANALYSIS WORK PACKAGE CONTENTS

1. Introduction
Identification of fault tree top events and, for front line systems, the top logic-

events supported

2. System Information

2.1 System Functions
System's functions as described by the Safety Analysis Report, system-

description documents, systems training manuals, etc.
Plant systems included in the work package-

2.2 Design Basis
- Design bases relevant to the accident sequence modeling

2.3 System Description
- Brief narrative of system layout
- Equipment descriptions (imponant components)

2.4 System Operation
System's operation immediately prior to and following the occurrence of-

reactor trip and or off-normal events
- System operation during full power operations if failures within the system can

lead to a reactor trip
System actuation in response to a reactor trip, indicating how and when the-

g system is staned
2.5 System Interfaces

Itemization of interfaces with other systems having an influence on the fault- -

tree model
2.6 Test and Maintenance Requirements

Test and or maintenance actions which can occur while the reactor is operating-

(Modes 1 and 2)
Indication of whether or not tests or periodic maintenance disables any-

.
portions of the system
Test and maintenance frequencies-

- Technical Specification Limits (LCO's)

3. Fault Tree Model

3.1 List of Fault Tree Top Events
List of top events and their descriptions-

3.2 Success Criteria
For each front-line systems, system success criteria for each post-trip safety-

function from accident sequence task
For suppon systerns, pcst-trip low-level success criteria-

3.3 Modeling Assumptiots
Major assumptions made during development of system fault tree model, |-

including assumpions made to facilitate fault tree development
Identification of physical connections to the other unit and accounting of these-

connections in model. j
i

3(V i
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TABLE 3.2-5 (continued)

ANO-1 PRA SYSTEMS ANALYSIS WORK PACKAGE CONTENTS

3.4 System-Level Initiators
- System's potential to cause a reactor trip, including the combinations of

component failures and scenarios involved
3.5 Common-Cause Failun: Events

Definition of common-cause failure groups, including modular event name,-

components included, and justification for grouping of components

4. References

5. Attachments

5.1 Records of Conversation
5.2 Memos and Letters
5.3 Review Comments

Appendix A

Component-Level Dependency Matrix '

- Identification and description of components included in the fault tree model
- Initial status
- Change of state required to perform risk-related function
- Actuation / control power (system interfaces)

Motive power (system interface)-

Cooling source (system interface; including HVAC requirements)-

Component status on loss of actuation, control, motive power or cooling and-

effect of this status on its ability to perfonn its risk-related functions

Appendix B

Fault Tree Basic Event Descriptions
- Event name
- Calculation type (i.e., equation for probability / frequency)

Exposure time interval-

Units for exposure time interval-

- Event description
Plotting symbol-

Event failure conditional probability or frequency (This is calculated by-

CAFTA using above data and failure rates in Type Code file.)

Appendix C

Fault Tree Module Descriptions
Modular event definitions-

.

O
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' TABLE 3.2-5 (continued)

ANO-1 PRA SYSTEMS ANALYSIS WORK PACKAGE CONTENTS

Appendix D

L Fault Tree Mutually Exclusive Events
y System fault tree events which are mutually exclusive '|-

. Appendix E .f
- i

Minimal Cutset Lists
._

j
- Minimal cutsets for each (or representative) system top events racked in order - i

of decreasing conditional probability. Support systems are not to be linked
~

. with the system fault tree; rather, screening values are to be applied to the :

support system gates. !

:

Appendix F !
'

Simplified P&ID
Simplified one-line diagrams showing the system components included in the i-

fault tree model. Major interfaces between system are indicated so as to - j
clearly identify the system boundaries used to develop the fault ce model. '

Appendix G -i

Modular Fault Tree
Fault tree plots of system fault tree t-

- Cross-reference of events and plot page numbers !

:
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3.3 RELIABILITY DATA ANALYSIS

)
This section describes the development of the ANO-1 PRA equipment reliability data set.v

Specifically, it discusses the estimation of component reliability parameters, maintenance
unavailability, common-cause failure probabilities, and initiating event frequencies. (Note that
human failure events are addressed separately in section 3.4.) In keeping with the overall
documentation plan for the ANO-1 PRA project, the bulk of the data set development effon is
recorded in individual work packages and calculations. Consequently, this summary report
section only summadzes the information and data that was used to generate the data set and
discusses the data analysis techniques.

3.3.1 Component Reliability Parameters
,

Most basic events in the ANO-1 risk models represent random failures of system equipment !
following a reactor trip. Accordingly, calculation of the probabilities associated with these basic
events requires an extensive set of component level reliability parameters. The term " reliability
parameters" refers to both failure rates and failure-on-demand probabilities. It should be noted '

that component reliability parameters are assumed to be constants in this PRA; that is, effects
such as infant mortality, wear-out, or other exposure dependencies are not addressed. In

,

addition, exposure duration such as mission time or test interval, which is required to calculate
basic event probabilities when using failure rates,is specified in the Systems Analysis task.

There are two sources of component reliability parameter information: (1) generic data and (2)
plant specific data. Each source has its advantages and disadvantages. The following sections
discuss the collection and analysis of generic and plant specific data, and the process that was
used to compile these data sources into the ANO-1 PRA data set.

i 3.3.2 Generic Data .

Reliability parameter estimates based on generic data were used for component types and failure
modes in the ANO-1 PRA when plant specific data could not be obtained. The following process
was used to develop the generic data set:

1. All basic events which require component reliability parameters for
estimation of their failure probabilities were identified from the system fault
trees.

2. The basic events were then grouped according to the type of component
(e.g., motor-driven pump, relay, etc.) and failure mode (e.g., fails to start,
spurious operation, etc.).

3. Genede data sources were identified which provide reliability parameter
estimates relevant to the component types and failure modes specified. |

4. The generic data sources identified were then classified as to their origin
(e.g., expert opinion, US. commercial nuclear industry failure experience,
etc.), scope (e.g., number of components considered in the population,
dates of data, relevance, etc.), and quality (e.g., failure counts based on -

plant maintenance records or LERs; exposure hours based on actual
experience or estimates, etc.).

5. The most appropriate generic data sources were then selected by matching
the needs of the PRA to the available information.

3.3-1
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6. Finally, the generic data sources were aggregated into a composite estimate
if more than one source was identified and selected for a particular
component type and failure mode.

A " generic data source" provides component reliability parameter estimates based on (1) the
failure experience of other utilities or industries, or (2) expen opinion. There are many such
sources; hence, the bulk of the generic data effort consisted of identifying, classifying, and
selecting generic data that was relevant to the equipment at ANO. The imponance of this effort ;

to the accuracy and credibility of the final PRA results should not be underestimated. As it is
difficult to collect meaningful plant specific data on most types of equipment, a significant amount
of the component reliability parameter estimates were taken from generic data. Accordingly,
considerable time and resources were expended to ensure that component reliability parameters
were based on the best possible genede data sources.

Since generic data plays an important role in risk and reliability analysis studies, SAIC has
developed a comprehensive generic data set for use in commercial nuclear power plant PRAs. It
is based on the accumulated experience of many SAIC and industry studies and has been
subjected to extensive review. With this data set as the basis, a Generic Data Notebook for the
ANO-1 and 2 PRA project was developed [Ref. 3.3-1] using the steps outlined above. A
summary of the generic data is presented in Table 3.3-3.

3.3.3 Phnt Soecific Component Reliabilitv Data

This section provides a description of the plant specific data review and analysis performed for the
ANO-1 PRA. This description is presented to illustrate the steps involved in gaining exposure
and experience in plant specific data analysis, as well as the steps required to incorporate actual
plant experience data on component failure and maintenance unavailability (Section 3.3.4) into the
ANO-1 PRA.

The ANO-1 PRA plant specific data collection was very time consuming since the majority of the
data was available only on hard copy. However, following July of 1985, job orders were available
on the Station Information Management System (SIMS).

Plant specific data was estimated and incorporated into the PRA in several areas. The original
Data Analysis Task Plan [Ref. 3.3-2] provided general guidance, the Initiating Event Frequencies
Work Package [Ref. 3.3-3] used actual plant data for estimating some initiator frequencies, and
the Data Analysis Procedure [Ref. 3.3-4] provided detailed instructions including algorithms and
forms for plant specific data analysis. ANO calculation 89-E-0047-21 "ANO-1 Plant Specific
Data for PRA Use" [Ref. 3.3-7] contains the failure rates for those components for which plant
specific data was obtained.

After the ANO-1 PRA was staned and the NRC's Generic Letter on Individual Plant Examination
(IPE) [Ref. 3.3-5] was issued, other incentives for plant specific data examination came about.
NRC emphasis was obviously placed on a thorough understanding of one's own plant, and in the
guidance provided in NUREG-1335 [Ref. 3.3-6] the NRC asked licensees to provide appropriate
rationale if plant specific data for some imponant initiators and components was not used. ANO-
1 PRA data effons have addressed these additional objectives.

This section describes the review and analysis of ANO-1 plant specific data related to component
failure data. Plant specific maintenance unavailability data (See Section 3.3.4) has also been
incorporated into the PRA data base used for model quantification; thus, plant specific influences
are reflected in the results. It was found in the development of plant specific data that insufficient
data was available for determining reliability parameters on a system basis and therefore; it was
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decided to avemge the data across all systems. Also, for many component types insufficient data7
was available and generic data was used instead.

3.3.3.1 Scope of Plant Specific Data Analysis
,

ANO-1 maintenance records were used as the source of plant specific information to estimate
maintenance unavailability and component failure rates. Table 3.3-1 provides a list of the systems -

and components examined. The data window evaluated was from January 1980 to March 1989.

This scope of analysis was selected for several reasons, it encompasses a wide range of systems
and components, including standby and operating components of vanous types (e.g., electrical,
mechanical). The data sources examined were SIMS (Site Information Management System),
NPRDS (Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System), and GADRS (Generation Availability Data
Reporting System). The scope of activity also encounters a large variation in the related
statistical population. This could include repair of a minor problem that ofitself had not rendered
the component inoperable to repair of a severely damaged inoperable component. This
population of activities is significantly larger than that for, say, the population of failures of an
individual pump to start, which would include only those catastrophic failures of the pump to start

.

(failure to run would be another, different failure mode).

For failum rate estimates, determining the number of failures is only part of the process.
Exposure times or number of demands is also required; that is, the " success" part of the time
frame is needed to estimate the rate of failure when needed. Since exposure time frame data is
generally more difficult to obtain directly, indirect means are usually required. Knowledge of the ,

test and maintenance history provides a basis for estimating exposure. This includes
understanding post-maintenance testing procedures and system / component demands following i

o reactor trips. For continuously mnning equipment, the number of hours the plant is in an
h operational mode provides the exposure estimate during the evaluation interval. In this instance,

.

I

the exposure data was provided by the GADRS data base (outage type, starting date and time, ,

end date and time, and description oflost generation events), and from NPRDS operational data.

3.3.3.2 Component Failure Data Calculations

The detailed calculation steps and equations used to estimate component failure rates are provided
in the Data Analysis Procedure {Ref. 3.3-4]. As stated above, the data sources examined for
failure information included SIMS records and NPRDS records. The basic review steps involved
examination of the maintenance / failure information to determine if the failure was catastrophic
(i.e., function lost) or merely degraded. Only catastrophic failures were used for failure rate
calculations. The specific failure mode was then also needed (i.e., pump failed to start vs. pump
failed to run), so that failum data could be associated with the specific demand-related or time-
related basic events. By reviewing the data records for the system / components and failure modes
of interest, the actual failure experience could be counted. Data forms summarizing the counts,

'along with the supporting maintenance records, are provided in the Plant Specific Data Work
Package [Ref. 3.3-13]. The Plant-Specific Data Calculation [Ref. 3.3-7] provides the actual
reliability values used in the ANO-1 PRA.

From the failure count alone, one gains some insight into the statistical merit of the data over the
time period of interest. ' For example, zero failures or one failure could occur as stochastic input
for a component with low exposures (either time or demands). Zero observations does not
necessarily indicate high reliability nor does one failure necessarily indicate low reliability when
the exposure (denominator) is short. The data window for ANO-1 was at first thought to be
sufficiently long to yield statistically significant data for most or all component types. However,
there were a significant number of component types with low exposures or zero failures. Also, in
many cases associated with demand failure modes, it was not possible to accurately determine the'

'
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exposure. For those cases where the plant specific data was judged to be inadequate or not &,
accurate, generic data was used with emphasis on being conservative. The plant-specific data T '

compiled is presented in Table 3.3-4.

3.3.4 Maintenance Unavailability

Maintenance unavailability encompasses all maintenance activities that yield the component
unavailable while the plant is operating and must be factored into the plant specific reliability
database. The detailed calculation steps and equations used to estimate plant specific maintenance
unavailability, including statistical uncertainty factors, are provided in the Data Analysis
Procedure [Ref. 3.3-4]. The outage of equipment which causes the plant to enter a Limiting
Condition for Operation is logged in the plant operator's log. A search of data from the plant
operator's log yielded information which was used to calculate the mean time to restore (MTTR)
for some component types. This data is summarized in ANO calculation 89-E-0047-24 [Ref. 3.3-
11]. The end time which is recorded on maintenance job orders is a paper close out time and
cannot be used in calculating maintenance unavailability. Since not all component types of
interest had available repair time data, estimates were made using NUREG 4550 [Ref. 3.3-12 ] as
a sour-e. In order to calculate the maintenance unavailability the number of times that equipment
is in mainwnance is required. This maintenance failure rate was calculated by using all equipment ;

failures that could require maintenance including non-catastrophic failures. For those
components for which generic failure data was used, the maintenance failure rate was assumed to
be 10 times the catastrophic failure rate as suggested in NUREG 4550 [Ref. 3.3-12].

The guideline used in developing the system fault trees was to use train level maintenance events
since maintenance on a component in a train will typically cause the entire train to be unavailable.
To develop maintenance probabilities for these events, modules were developed to calculate the ,

train level maintenance events. These are contained in ANO calculation 89-E-0047-24 "ANO-1 4

Maintenance Unavailabilities for PRA Use".[Ref. 3.3-11). The resulting maintenance
unavailability data is presented in Table 3.3-2.

3.3.5 Common Cause Failure Data

For the ANO-1 PRA, the estimation of common-cause failure (CCF) probabilities was based on
the procedure presented in NUREG/CR-4780 [Ref. 3.3-8] and the data presented in EPRI NP-
3967 [Ref. 3.3-9]. As noted in the NUREG, the term " common cause failure" refers to an event
in which two or more components fail at the same time, or within a short interval, from a shared

!

cause. Common cause failures can thus be considered a subset of dependent failures (excluding
functional dependency such as a common support system) that must be understood, modeled, and

'
,

quantified in a study such as this.
|

CCF events are relatively infrequent, so it is unlikely that a single utility would have sufficient !
operating history to build an adequate CCF data set. Generic sources of CCF are not common |
either, consequently the publicly available CCF data sources come from NRC- or EPRI-sponsored |

sources (such as that cited above). These genede sources were used in this study, and in keeping ;

with the technology transfer emphasis of the ANO-1 PRA, the imponant issues, modeling ;

approaches, and accepted data analysis techniques were addressed. A detailed description of this |
topic as applied to the ANO-1 PRA was provided in the project CCF Data Work Package [Ref. |

'

3.3-10].

The process used for treating CCFs began with a review of the fault tree models to identify
groups of components that were similar in nature. This determination was based pdmadly upon
whether the grouped components (1) provided the same function and (2) operated in the same I

system and environment. Other distinguishing characteristics such as component manufacturer, i

testing policy, and maintenance policy were assumed to be dependent on the above factors. It
,

!
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should be noted that CCF data for only a limited number of components is available (which
(~\ further suggests the rarity of such events), so the project specific review was equally limited.
() Following this review, basic events for the components and applicable failure modes were ,

incorporated into the fault trees and basic event data set. Review of the fault trees was also
performed to assure proper placement of the CCF event. This process ensured that the fault tree

,

models reflected the potential for CCF events, and this combination of reviews ensured that
important CCF events were identified.

CCF data was applied using a beta factor, as provided in the generic sources, to each group of
:

components based upon the type of components involved (i.e., pumps, MOVs, and EDGs). This
beta factor was then multiplied by the single component failure probability to detennine the ;

probability of CCF for the group. It should be noted that EPRI NP-3967 does not proside
sufficient detail to allow estimation of a beta factor for each failure mode of interest; rather, it
only provides a generic component beta factor which was assumed 'o be applicable to each failure
mode (e.g., fails to run, fails to stan). The beta factors and CCF group failure probabilities are .

provided in the project CCF Data Work Package, which also examines the Multiple Greek Letter
(MGL) approach for treating common-cause failure and provides insight into risk-related issues
(e.g., partial group failures). The common-cause failure data is presented in Table 3.3-5.

3.3.6 Initiatine Event Frecuencies

Initiating event frequencies for the ANO-1 PRA have been based on a combination of
plant-specific experience and generic data. The following discussions provide the rationale used
to select the estimation method from among these two approaches. In addition, general
computational results for each approach are discussed.

3.3.6.1 Plant-Specific Initiating Event Frequencies

Consistent with the component reliability data, plant-specific data has been used to estimate '

initiating event frequencies whenever possible. It is common to assume that initiating events
occur randomly in time, and that they occur at a constant rate [Ref. 3.3-14]. As a result, it is
possible to estimate an initiating event's frequency by summing the number of times it has
occurred during a given time interval and dividing by the time interval. Since initiating events can
only occur when the plant is on-line, the "given time interval" noted above is not, in general, equal
to the total elapsed calendar time between a " start" date and a "stop" date (i.e., the data window).

Point and interval estimators for an exponential distribution were assumed to apply [Ref. 3.3-15,
16] to the assumptions of random events that occur at a constant rate. An uncenainty distribution
was determined by matching the calculated mean, upper bound, and lower bound frequencies to
those of a log-normal probability distribution.

3.3.6.2 Generic Initiating Event Frequencies

Even though ANO-1 has considerable commercial operating experience, it was necessary to
consult generic nuclear industry sources to estimate certain initiating event frequencies. It is
recognized that this is the case for all PRAs, to require some generic initiating event frequency
data. For example, there has never been a large break LOCA; hence, the necessary to use expert
opinion (as opposed to statistical data) to estimate the frequency of large break LOCAs. The
generic data selected originated fmm previous PRA studies, thus ensuring that the ANO-1 PRA
initiating event frequencies were consistent and reasonable when compared with other industry
studies.

O
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The generic initiating event data came in a variety of formats. In some cases, both the mean value '

and an uncertainty distribution were available. In other cases, mean values and uncenainty
distribution percentiles were specified, which allow application of the log-nomulization scheme ;
discussed above. Finally, some generic initiating event data was given in terms of the number of
events which have occurred over a specified time period; such cases were treated using the same
methods applicable to plant-specific experience.

The resulting frequency of each initiating event defined for the ANO-2 PRA is listed in Table 3.3-
6.

;

O'

O.
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TABLE 3.3-1 ,

PLANT-SPECIFIC DATA ANALYSIS SCOPE ,

SYSTEM COMPONENT
,

DC POWER BATTERIES, CHARGERS, INVERTERS

AC POWER BREAKERS, DIESEL GENERATORS, TR ANSFORMERS

HPSI CHECK VALVES, MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS, MOVs,
MANUAL VALVES

LPSI CHECK VALVES, MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS, MOVs,
MANUAL VALVES, SOLENOID VALVES

SERVICE AIR AIR OP VALVES

EFW CHECK VALVES, MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS, MOVs,
SOLENOID VALVES, TURBINE DRIVEN
PUMP, MANUAL VALVES

SERVICE WATER CHECK VALVES, MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS, MOVs,
MANUAL VALVES

RB SPRAY MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS, MOVs, MANUAL VALVES -

O
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TABLE 3.3 2 -

ANO-1 MAINTENANCE UNAVAILABILITY DATA }
l

. EVENT DESCRIPTION PROB ,

;

i

ATMIDGCH01 Digital Channel 1 in Maintenance 3.89E-04 - I
ATMIDGCH02 DigitalChannel 2 in Maintenance 3.89E-04-

ATMIDGCH03 Digital Channel 3 in Maintenance 3.89E-04 -
ATMIDGCH04 Digital Channel 4 in Maintenance 3.89E-04

'

ATMIDGCH05 Digital Channel 5 in Maintenance 3.89E-04 ' ;

ATMIDGCHM Digital Channel 6 in Maintenance 3.89E-04 [
ATM1DGCH07 Digital Channel 7 in Maintenance 3.89E-04 - 1
ATMIDGCH08 Digital Channel 8 in Maintenance 3.89E-04 |
ATMIDGCH09 Digital Channel 9 in Maintenance 3.89E-04 .f
ATMIDGCH10 Digital Channel 10 in Maintenance 3.89E-04 '

ATMIDGSYS1 Digital Subsystem 1 in Maintenance (Odd Channels) 3.89E-04 j
ATMIDGSYS2 Digital Subsystem 2 in Maintenance (Even Channels) 3.89E-04 :

GMILT2415. LT-2415 in Maintenance 6.22E-04 i

CMILT2415 LT-2415 in Maintenance 6.22E-04
GM1LT2416 LT-2416 in Maintenance 6.22E-04 !

CTMILT2418 LT-2418 in Maintenance . 6.22E-04
GMILT2419 LT-2419 in Maintenance 4.43E-04 i

CTM1PT2415 PT-2415 in Maintenance 4.43E-04O ,

GM1N2416 Irr-2416 in Maintenance 4.43E-04 '

CTM1PT2418 PT-2418 in Maintenance 4.43E-04
CMIPT2419 PT-2419 in Maintenance 4.43E-04
DTM100D01M DC Bus D01 in Maintenance 1.00E-08 '

DTM100D02M DC Bus D02 in Maintenance 1.00E-08 i
DTM100D03M Battery Charger D03 in Maintenance 2.21E-04 ;

DTM100D04M Battery Charger D04 in Maintenance 2.21E-04 j
DTM100D05M - Battery ChargerDOS in Maintenance 2.21E-04 ;
DTM100D06M Battery Charger D06 in Maintenance 1.93E-04 |
DTM100D07M Battery Charger D07 in Maintenance 1.93E-04
DTM100D11M DC Bus D11 in Maintenance 1.00E-08 .

DTM100D21M DC Bus D21in Maintenance 1.00E-08
DTM100RSIM 120V AC Bus RS1 in Maintenance 9.52E-06 :

DTM100RS2M 120V AC Bus RS2 in Maintenance 9.52E-06 '

DTM100RS3M 120V AC Bus RS3 in Maintenance 9.52E-06
'

DTM100RS4M 120V AC Bus RS4 in Maintenance 9.52E-06
DTM100Y11M Inverter Y11 in Maintenance 3.61E-03 i

DTM100Y13M INVERTER Y13 in Maintenance 3.61E-03
DTM100Y22M INVERTER Y22 in Maintenance 3.61E-03 -
DTM100Y24M INVERTER Y24 in Maintenance 3.61E-03 !
DTM100D03M Battery Charger D03 in Maintenance- 1.00E-02

- ETMI A1XXXX 4160V SWGR Al in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05

fETMIA2XXXX 4160V SWGR Al in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIA3XXXX 4160V SWGR Al in Test or Maintenance 1.00E-08
ETMIA4XXXX 4160V SWGR Al in Test or Maintenance 1.00E-08O ETM1B0125X 22KV AC BREAKER B0125 SWGR Al in Test or Maint. 6.7CE-05

>
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TADLE 3.3 2 (cont'd.)
ANO 1 MAINTENANCE UNAVAILABILITY DATA

EVENT DESCRIPTION PROB

ETM1B1IXXX 480V MCC B11 SWGR A1 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMlB12XXX 480V MCC B12 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B13XXX 480V MCC B13 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB15XXX 480V MCC B15 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B16XXX 480V MCC B16 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIBlXXXX 480V LCC B1 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB21XXX 480V MCC B21 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B22XXX 480V MCC B22 in Test or Maintaa.re 6.70E-05
ETMIB23XXX 480V MCC B23 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B24XXX 480V MCC B24 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB25XXX 480V MCC B25 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B26XXX 480V MCC B26 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB2XXXX 480V LCC B2 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B31XXX 480V MCC B31 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB32XXX 480V MCC B32 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB33XXX 480V MCC B33 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05

gETMIB3XXXX 480V LCC B3 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B41XXX 480V MCC B41 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMlB42XXX 480V MCC B42 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B43XXX 480V MCC B43 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B44XXX 480V MCC B44 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMlB4XXXX 480V LCC B4 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMlB51XXX 480V MCC B51 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B52XXX 480V MCC B52 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB53XXX 480V MCC B53 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B55XXX 480V MCC B55 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB56XXX 480V MCC B56 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB57XXX 480V MCC B57 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB5XXXX 480V LCC B5 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB61XXX 480V MCC B61 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B62XXX 480V MCC B62 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05 ,

'

ETM1B63XXX 480V MCC B63 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB64XXX 480V MCC B64 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B65XXX 480V MCC B65 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB6XXXX 480V LCC B6 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETM1B71XXX 480V MCC B71 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05
ETMIB72XXX 480V MCC B72 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05 |

ETM1B7XXXX 480V LCC B7 in Test or Maintenance 6.70E-05

h|ETMIBTATXX Bus Tie Autotransformer in Test or Maintenance 1.66E-04
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TABLE 3.3-2 (cont'd.)

{v. - ANO 1 MAINTENANCE UNAVAILABILITY DATA
,

EVENT DESCRIPTION PROB

ETMIDGISAA DG1 Starting AirTank Train A1/A2 in Test or Maintenance 1.46E-03
ETMIDGISAB DG1 Starting Air Tank Train A3/A4 in Test or Maintenance 1.46E-03
ETMIDG1XXX DG1 in Test or Maintenance 1.46E-03
ETMIDG2 SAC DG2 Starting Air Tank Train B1/B2 in Test or Maintenance 1.46E-03
ETMIDG2 SAD DG2 Staning Air Tank Train B3/B4 in Test or Maintenance 1.46E-03
ETMIDG2XXX DG2 in Test or Maintenance 1.46E-03
ETM1H1XXXX 6900V BUS H1 in Test or Maintenance 3.60E-06
ETM1H2XXXX 6900V BUS H2 in Test or Maintenance 3.60E-06
ETMISUT1XX Startup Transformer No.1 in Test or Maintenance 7.43E-05
ETMISUT2XX Startup Transformer No. 2 in Test or Maintenance 7.43E-05
ETM1YO1XXX 120V Instrument AC Panel Y01 in Test or Maintenance 9.52E-06
ETM1YO2XXX 120V Instmment AC Panel Y02 in Test or Maintenance 9.52E-06
ETM1YO3XXX 120V Instmment AC Panel Y03 in Test on Maintenance 9.52E-06
ETM1YO4XXX 120V Instrument AC Panel Y04 in Test or Maintenance 9.52E-06
GTMISEGMAM Segment A out for Maintenance 6.95E-04
GTMISEGMBM Segment B out for Maintenance 6.95E-04
GTMISEGMCM Segment C out for Maintenance 6.95E-04[ GTMISEGMDM Segment D out for Maintenance 6.95E-04

L HTM100P36A Maintenance on Train P36A only 2.16E-03
HTM100P36B Maintenance on Train P36B only 2.16E-03 '

HTM10BANDC Maintenance on P36B and P36C 4.65E-06
HTMITRAINA Train A HPIin Maintenance 2.16E-03
HTM1TRAINC Train C HPIin Maintenance 2.16E-03
ITMIC2BTRN Compressor C2B Train in Maintenance 9.21E-03
ITMIC2CTRN Compressor C2C Train in Maintenance 9.21E-03
LTMITRAINA Train A isin Maintenance 4.44E-03
LTM1TRAINB Train B is in Maintenance 4.44E-03
MTMIC3BTRN Compressor C3B Train in Maintenance 9.21E-03
NTM1PMP2BT Pump P2B in Test or Maintenance 2.16E-03
QTMIEHCAM ERC Channel A in Maintenance 3.89E-04
QTMIERCBM ERC Channel B in Maintenance 3.89E-04
QTMIEHCCM ERC Channel Cin Maintenance 3.89E-04
QTMIERCDM ERC Channel D in Maintenance 3.89E-04
QTMIP7ATRN Train A in Maintenance 9.25E-03
QTMIP7BTRN P7B in Maintenance 2.16E-03
STMILOOPIX SWloop-1 in Test or Maintenance 1.00E-08
STMILOOP2X SW Loop-2 in Test or Maintenance 1.00E-08
TTM10055AM Recombmer 0055A out for Maintenance 2.68E-04
TTM10055BM Recombiner 0055B out for Maintenance 2.68E-04
XTM10P33AM Motor-Operated Pump P33A in Maintenance 2.16E-03
XTM10P33BM Motor-Driven Pump P33B in Maintenance ' 2.16E-03
YTMITRAINA Train A in Maintenance 2.16E-03 !

YTMITRAINB Train B in Maintenance 2.16E-03
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TABLE 3.3-3
ANO-1 PRA GENERIC DATA

Type
Code Component Failure Afode Unit Dist hiean E.F.

'ACA AIR COOL UNIT FAIL TO START N L 2.08E-4 9.02
ACF AIR COOL UNIT FAIL TO RUN H L 1.05E-5 4.34

ADF AIR DRYER FAIL DELIV FLOW H L 5.23E-7 1.50
|

AFF AIR FILTER FAIL DELIV FLOW H L 7.23E-6 4.24 '

AMA AIR CONIPRESSOR FAIL TO START N L 1.27 E-1 1.30
AMF AIR CONtPRESSOR FAIL TO RUN H L 2.48E-3 18.6 |

ARF AIR RECEIVER LOCAL FAULTS H L 6.00E-7 14.9
,

I

AV CN AIR OP VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 2.17E-3 4.55 |

AV KR AIR OP VALVE SPURIOUS H L 3.74E-6 5.88 l
AVT AIR OP VALVE FAIL TO THROT. H L 3.74E-6 5.88

B1 F >4 KV BUS FAULT H L 4.50E-8 11.0 |
B2 F <4 KV BUS FAULT H L 1.19E-7 14.1
B4 F 120 V BUS FAULT H L 1.19E-7 14.1

BCF B AT. CHARGER NO OUTPUT H L 7.78E-6 9.04 j

BDF DC BUS FAULT H L 4.50E-8 11.0,

|
- BI F BISTABLE SPURIOUS H L 1.03E-6 6.19 i

B1 N BISTABLE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 2.25E-7 2.65

BT D BA7TERY NO OUTPUT /
'

DEMAND N L 6.61E-3 5.45
BTF BA~ITERY NO OUTPUT / !

| HOURLY H L - 1.93E-6 6.05

CB D CIRCUIT BKR FAIL TO OPERATE N L 1.16E-3 3.99
CB K CIRCUIT BKR TRANS. CLOSED H L 2.02E-6 5.66 i

CB R CIRCUIT BKR TRANSFER OPEN H L 1.87E-6 5.66

CD D DC BREAKER FAIL TO TRIP N L 8.83E-4 5.54
CD R DC BREAKER TRANSFER OPEN H L 3.80E-6 20.3

CF R FUSE FAIL OPEN H L 6.38E-7 9.98 ;

CI R DCINTERRUPTER TRANSFER OPEN H L 2.00E-8 14.9

CS R DC DISCON SW. TRANSFER OPEN H L 1.41E-6 3.18

|
t
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TABLE 3.3-3 (cont'd.)[ ANO-1 PRA GENERIC DATA

i

Type
Code Component Failure Mode Unit Dist Mean E.F.

CT CN CONTACF FAIL OPEN/CLOSE N. L 2.27E-6 8.21
CT KR CONTACT. SPURIOUS N L 7.05F-8 6.91

.

CV C CHECK VALVE FAILTO CLOSE N L 1.63E-3 7.06
CV G CHECK VALVE RUPTURE H L 1.81E-7 204.
CV K CHECK VALVE TRANSFERCLSD. H L 1.69E-6 3.09
CV N CHECK VALVE FAIL TO OPEN N L 1.45E-4 3.24 +

CV R CHECK VALVE TRANSFER OPEN H L 9.46E-7 8.32 ;

DG A DIESEL GEN. FAIL TO START N L 1.76E-2 4.96
DG F DIESEL GEN. FAIL TO RUN H L 2.25E-3 6.70

DP A DIESEL PUMP FAIL TO START N L 4.57E-2 28.9
DPF DIESEL PUMP FAIL TO RUN H L 1.82E-2 105.

EI D E/I CONVERTER FAIL TO RESPOND H L 2.19E-7 14.2

ELS ELECT. PENETR. SEAL FAILURE H L 1.00E-6 3.00
G :

V EP D E/P CONVERTER FAIL TO RESPOND H L 1.00E-7 6.75 !

FC F DROPOUT REGIST. FAIL TO FALL N L 1.00E-6 14.9

FE F FLOW ELEMENT FAILS H L 9.16E-6 1.16
,

FE H FLOW ELEMENT FAIL HIGH H L 9.16E-6 1.16
FE L FLOW ELEMENT FAIL LOW H L 9.16E-6 1.16
FE P FLOW ELEMENT PLUGGED H L 9.16E-6 1.16

'

FL S FUEL XFER TUBE SEAL FAILURE H L 1.00E-6 .3.00

FS D FLOW SWITCH FAIL TO RESPOND N L 1.00E-8 14.9 ;

FS HL FLOW SWITCH FAIL HIGH/ LOW H L 2.80E-6 6.72 -

FT D FLOW XMITTER FAIL TO RESPOND N L 1.81 E-6 3.64 :
'

FT H FLOW XMITTER FAIL HIGH H L 2.04E-6 2.94
'

FT L FLOW XMFITER FAIL LOW H L 1.83E-6 3.55

HA L HYDROGEN ANAL FAIL LOW H L 1.32E-3 8.49
,

HRF HYDROGEN RECO FAILTO RECOMB H L 2.68E-6 5.17
!

HX F HEAT EXCHANG. FAIL TO COOL H L 1.95E-5 11.3 ;

HXJ HEAT EXCHANG. TUBE RUPTURE H L 2.61E-5 7.12
'

HX P HEAT EXCHANG. PLUGS H L 2.20E-6 5.78

IN F INVERTER NO OUTPUT H L 2.87E-5 10.6
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TABLE 3.3-3 (cont'd.)
ANO-1 PRA GENERIC DATA

Type
Code Component Failure Mode Unit Dist Mean E.F.

IR F REG. RECTIF NO OUTPUT H L 1.07E-6 2.55

IV F STATIC VOLT REG NO OUTPUT H L 7.11 E-6 2.89

LA F AIRLOCK / HATCH FAIL TO FUNC. H L 1.00E-6 3.00
LA S AIRLOCK / HATCH SEAL FAILURE H L 1.00E-6 3.00

LB N LOGIC BUFFER FAILS H L 2.66E-6 10.0

LC D LOGIC CIRCUIT SPURIOUS H L 3.89E-6 14.8
LC F LOGIC CIRCUIT FAILS H L 3.89E-6 14.8
LC H LOGIC CIRCUIT FAIL HIGH H L 3.89E-6 14.8
LC L LOGIC CIRCUlT FAIL LOW H L 3.89E-6 14.8

LS D LEVEL SWITCH FAILTO RESPOND N L 3.00E-8 2.26
LS H LEVEL SWITCH FAIL HIGH H L 2.31E-6 7.97
LS L LEVEL SWITCH FAIL LOW H L 2.31E-6 7.97

gLT D LEVEL XMITTER FAIL TO RESPOND N L 2.14E-6 3.47
LT H LEVEL XMITTER FAIL HIGH H L 2.02E-6 3.87
LT L LEVEL XMITTER FAIL LOW H L 2.06E-6 3.70

LY DL SIG PROCES. MOD FAIL RESP / LOW H L 6.43E-7 3.29
LY H SIG PROCES. MOD FAIL HIGH H L 6.43E-7 3.29

MCCN BACKFLOW DAMP. FAIL TO OPERATE N L 2.1SE-3 2.90
MC KR DAMPER SPURIOUS H L 5.09E-6 9.16

MES MECHAN PENETR SEAL FAILURE H L 1.00E-6 3.00

MFA MOTOR DRIV FAN FAIL TO START N L 2.0SE-4 9.02
MFF MOTOR DRIV FAN FAIL TO RUN H L 1.24E-5 2.35

MPA MOTOR DRIV PMP FAIL TO START N L 4.84E-3 5.30
MPF MOTOR DRIV PMP FAIL TO RUN H L 8.45E-5 9.18

MRS MOTOR SHORTS H L 1.69E-6 14.9

MVC MOTOR OP VLV FAIL TO CLOSE N L 6.01E-3 5.33
MVG MOTOR OP VLV RUPTURE H L 1.81E-7 204
MVK MOTOR OP VLV TRANSFER CLSD. H L 1.52E-6 3.25
MVN MOTOR OP VLV FAIL TO OPEN N L 5.07E-3 2.94
MVR MOTOR OP VLV TRANSFER OPEN H L 1.36E-6 3.99

NZP NOZZLE PLUGGED H L 2.55E-7 4.28
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TABLE 3.3-3 (cont'd.)_-

( ANO-1 PRA GENERIC DATA

Type
Code Component Failure Mode Unit Dist Mean E.F.

PP G PIPING LEAKAGE H L 5.53E-7 6.88
PP JP PIPING FAILURE H L 5.53E-7 6.88

PS D PRESS. SWITCH FAIL TO RESPOND N L 4.50E-5 54.4
PS HL PRESS. SWITCH FAIL HIGH/ LOW H L 8.45E-7 4.57
PS N PRESS. SWITCH FAIL TO OPEN N L 4.50E-5 54.4

PT D PRESS. XMITTER FAILTO RESPOND H L 1.47E-6 3.30
PT H PRESS. XMITTER FAIL HIGH H L- 1.49E-6 3.27
PT L PRESS. XMITTER FAIL LOW H L 1.47E-6 3.32

PV K PRESS CONT. VLV TRANSFER CLSD. H L 3.10E-6 2.24
PV R PRESS CONT. VLV TRANSFER OPEN H L 1.06E-5 6.84

PX F POWER SUPPLY NO OUTPUT H L 1.40E-6 1.46

RA F RADIATION ELEM FAILTO RESPOND H L 3.42E-6 1.56

RE BE RELAY FAIL TO OPERATE N L - 7.65E-5 7.28O RE KR RELAY FAILURE H L 3.94E-7 5.80

ROP RESTRICT ORIFICEPLUGS H L 3.75E-4 3.00

RS F POTENTIOMETER FAILS H L 6.97E-7 14.9

RV C RELIEF VALVE FAIL TO CLOSE N L 5.18E-3 13.4
RV N RELIEF VALVE FAIL TO OPEN N L 2.12E-4 10.0
RVR RELIEF VALVE SPURIOUS OPEN H L 1.69E-6 4.11

RY .N PSV, S/G SFTY FAIL TO OPEN N L 1.40E-4 13.6
RY Q PSV,S/G 3FTY FAIL RESEAT / LIQ N L 1.00E-1 10.0
RY T PSV, S/G SFTY FAIL RESEAT /STM N L 7.45E-3 4.62

RZ N PORV FAIL TO OPEN N L 4.15E-3 44.2
RZ Q PORV FAIL RESEAT / LIQ N L 5.00E-3 10.0
RZT PORV FAIL RESEAT /STM N L 5.00E-3 10.0

SC CN STOP-CHK VALVE FAILTO OPERATE N L 1.61E-3 14.8
SC K STOP-CHK VALVE TRANSFER CLSD. H L 1.69E-6 26.5

SG K SLUICE GATE TRANSFER CLSD. H L 3.00E-5 7.31

SI F INVRT. STAT. SW FAIL OPEN H L 7.1 IE-6 2.89
SI X INVRT. STAT. SW FAIL TRANSFER N L 2.66E-7 10.0

3.3-15
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TABLE 3.3 3 (cont'd.)
ANO-1 PRA GENERIC DATA

Type
Code Component Failure Mode Unit Dist Mean E.F.

SM P CONTAIN. SUMP PLUGGED N L 2.20E-5 14.9

SPS SPARE PIPE
PENETRATION SEAL FAILURE H L 1.00E-6 3.00

SR D SOLID-ST RELAY FAIL TO OPERATE N L 2.25E-7 2.65
SR R SOLID-ST RELAY SPURIOUS H L 1.03E-6 6.19

ST A MTR DRIV STRAIN FAIL TO START N L 2.08E-4 9.02
ST F MTR DRIV STRAIN FAllTO RUN H L 7.85E-6 5.66
ST P STRAlhTR PLUGGED H L 2.66E-5 10.0

SV CN SOLENOID VALVE FAILTO OPERATE N L 2.83E-3 7.51,

SV K SOLENOID VALVE TRANSFER CLSD. H L 4.09E-7 3.02
SV R SOLENOID VALVE TRANSFER OPEN H L 4.09E-7 3.02

SW C HAND SWITCH FAIL TO CLOSE N L 2.59E-8 14.9
SW K HAND SWITCH TRANSFER CLSD. H L 8.00E-8 12.8
SW N HAND SWITCH FAIL TO OPEN N L 2.00E-8 14.9
SW R HAND SWITCH TRANSFER OPEN H L 8.00E-8 12.8

SX N SPEED SWITCH FAIL TO OPEN N L 2.46E-4 6.37

SZ C VLV POSITION SW FAIL TO CLOSE N L 2.46E-4 5.12
SZ KR VLV POSITION SW SPURIOUS H L 4.44E-6 3.94

Tl F KV TRANSFRMR. FAULT H L 2.08E-6 6.92
T2 S TRANSFORMER SHORTS H L 6.66E-7 7.51
T6 F 480-240V TRANS FAULT H L 1.90E-6 8.81
T7 F 480-120V TRANS FAULT H L 2.48E-6 6.14

TD F TIME DEL RELAY SETPOINT DRIFT H L 1.00E-4 10.0

TF P TRAVEL SCREEN PLUGS H L 4.07E-6 2.68

TK GJ TANK LEAK / RUPTURE H L 5.52E-6 2.01

TP A TURBINE PUMP FAIL TO START N L 2.62E-2 4.26
TP F TURBINE PUMP FAIL TO RUN H L 8.91E-5 5.06

TS BE TEMP. SWITCH NO F(JNC W/SIG. N L 1.20E-7 2.26
TS D TEMP. SWITCH FAILTO RESPOND N L 1.20E-7 2.26
TS HL TEMP. SWITCH FUNC. W/O SIG H L 9.20E-7 12.4

'IT D TEMP XMITTER FAILTO RESPOND H L 1.47E-6 4.42
TT HL TEMP XMITTER FAIL HIGH/ LOW H L 1.81 E-6 3.19
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TABLE 3.3 3 (cont'd.) |

[.T ANO-1 PRA GENERIC DATA '

j au
i

Type
,

Code Component Failure 51 ode Unit Dist Mean E.F.

.

TV D TEhiP INDIC
CONTR FAIL TO RESPOND H L 2.12E-6 2.22

TV HL TEMP INDIC :

CONTR FAIL HIGH/ LOW H L 1.36E-6 2.24 '

VB R VACUUM BKR. TRANSFER OPEN H L 9.46E-7 8.32

WRS WIRE / CABLE SHORTS H L 3.13E-7 15.1

XV CN MANUAL VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 3.47E-4 6.84
XV K MANUAL VALVE TRANSFER CLSD. H L 1.94E-7 4.58
XVR MANUAL VALVE TRANSFER OPEN H L 1.30E-7 5.23

'

UNITS: N - NONE; H - Hr-1 [
''

DISTRIBUTION: L- LOG NORMAL

O

t

(

l

,

L

L

)

O !G ,
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TABLE 3.3-4
ANO-1 PRA PLANT-SPECIFIC DATA

Type
Code Component Failure Mode Unit Dist Mean E.F. Generic

AV CN AIR OP VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 2.02E-2 1.31 2.1753
AV KR AIR OP VALVE SPURIOUS H L 1.33E-5 139 3.74E-6 *

AVMA AIR OP VALVE MAIN ~IENANCE H L 1.02E-4 1.14

BCF BATTERY CHARGER NO OL~IPLT H L 1.47E-6 15.0 7.78E-6

BC MA BATTERY CHARGER MAINTENANCE H L 2.21E-5 2.43

BT F BATIERY FAILED H L 6 67E-6 9 62 1.93E-6*

BT MA BATTERY MAINENANCE H L 1.5 3E-4 1.45

CB D CIRCUlT BREAKER FAIL TO OPERATE N L 3 55E-4 1.38 1.16E-3

CB KR CIRCUIT BREAKER SPURIOUS H L 1.03E-6 1.60 2.02E-61.87E-6
CB M4 CIRCUIT BREAKER MAINTENANCE H L 8.37E-6 1.17

CV CN CHECK VA! VE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 5.95E-4 1 07 1.63E31.45E-4
CV KR CHECK VALVE SPURIOUS 11 L 3 76E-6 1.96 1.69E-6 9 46E-7*

CV MA CIIECK VALVE MAIS"IENANCE H L 5.05E-6 1.44

DG A DIESEL GEN. FAIL TO START N L 7.17E-3 5.21 1.76E-2 |
DG F DIESEL GEN. FAIL TO RUN H L 3 45E 3 9.62 2.25E-3

DG MA DIESEL CEN. MAINTENANCE H L 8.63E-5 1.67

IN F INVERTER NO OUTPUT H L 8.01E-5 1.44 187E-5
IN MA INVERTER MAINIENANCE H L 2.62E-4 1.21

MPA MOTOR DRIV PUMP FAIL TO START N L 3 S6E-3 2.07 4 84E-3*
MPF MOTOR DRIV PUMP FAIL TO RUN H L 2.05E 5 1.51 8.45E-5

MP MA MOTOR DRIV PUMP MAIN *IENANCE H L 1.27E4 1.14

MVCN MOTOR OP VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 1.07E.2 1.18 6.01E-3 ? 07E3
MVKR MOTOR OP VALVE SPURIOUS H L 6.00E-6 1.32 1.52E-6136E-6*
MV ht4 MOTOR OP VALVE MAIVIENANCE H L 6.39E-5 1 10

SC CN STOP-O!K VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 4.36E-4 15.0 1.61 E-3

SC KR STOP-CHK VALVE SPURIOUS H L l 57E-6 15.0 1.69E-6*
SC MA STDP-CHK VALVE MAINTENANCE H L 1.52E-6 15.0 f

SV CN SOLENOID VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 1.43E3 2.77 2.6353*
SV KR SOLENOID VALVE SPL'RIOUS H L 3.6EE-6 1.% 4.09E-7* j
SV R4 SOLENOID VALVE MAINTENANCE H L I 32E-5 1.48

T1 F KV TRANSFORMER FAILS H L 3 9EE-6 3 42 2.08E-6*
TIMA KV TRANSFORMER MAIN'TENANCE H L 9 29E-6 2.07 (2.0SE 5)"

O
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TABLE 3.3-4 (cont'd.)g'
-( ANO-1 PRA PLANT-SPECIFIC DATA
N

:

Type 1

Code Component Failure Mode Unit Dist Mean E.F. Generic
I

1P A TURBINE PUMP FAILTO START N L 5.76E 3 5.21 2.62E-2

7P F TIRBINE PUMP FAIL 10 RUN H L 9.37E 5 1.51 8 91E-5

7P MA TURBINE PUMP MAINTENANCE H L 3.11E-4 1.28

XV CN MANUAL VALVE FAIL TO OPERA 1E N L 4.42E-4 2.22 3.47E-4
IXV KR MANUAL VALVE SPURIOUS H L 1.35E-6 1.58 1.94E-7130F 7

XV MA MANUAL VALVE MAINTENANCE H L 7.87E-6 1.23

USTTS: N - NONE; H - Hr-1

DISTRIBUTION: L - LOG NORMAL

* Use Generic when error factor equals 15

i

" Use 10 times generic for maintenance failure rate '

)
-

.

:

i
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TABLE 3.3-5 &
ANO-1 PRA GENERIC SCREENING DATA FOR CCF EVENTS T

Basic Event Description Beta Factor

Battery - no output (hourly) 0.08
,

Diesel Generator- fails to start 0.05

Diesel Generator- fails to run 0.05

Diesel Generator - fuel oil transfer pump fails to start 0.1

Diesel Generator - fuel oil transfer pump fails to run 0.1

MFW Pump - fails to run 0.1

MFW Motor Operated Valve - fails to close 0.08

RB cooling SW inlet MOV - fails to open 0.08

HPI/HPSI Motor Driven Pump - fails to start 0.17

HPI/HPSI Motor Driven Pump - fails to run 0.17

HPI/HPSI MOV - fails to close 0.08

HPI/HPSI MOV - fails to open 0.08

Reactor Trip Breaker - fails to operate 0.19

LPI/LPSI Motor Driven Pump - fails to start 0.11

LPI/LPSI Motor Driven Pump - fails to run 0.11

LPI/LPSI MOV - fails to close 0.08

LPl/LPSI MOV - fails to open 0.08

Condensate Motor Driven Pump - fails to run 0.1

AFW MOV - fails to close 0.08

AFW MOV - fails to open 0.08
,

RCS MOV - fails to open 0.08

RCS Safety / Relief Valve - fails to open 0.07 j
Service Water Motor Driven Pump - fails to run 0.03

Service Water MOV - fails to close 0.08 )
Penetration Room Vent. sys. MOV - fails to open 0.08

ICW/CCW Motor Driven Pump - fails to run 0.03 j

CSS Motor Driven Pump - fails to start 0.05

CSS Motor Driven Pump- fails to run 0.05

CSS MOV - fails to open 0.08

1
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Table 3.3-6

ANO-1 INITIATING EVENT FREQUENCIES
Initiator Description Yearly Freauency Error Factor

Tl Reactor \ Turbine trio # 3.90 1.63 '

T2 Loss of oower conversion system # 0.28 8.79

T3 Loss of off-site power * 3.58E-02 1.33

T4 Excessive feedwater * 6.0E-04 4.13

T5 Steamline/feedwater line break * 1.10E-03 15.0

T6 Spurious low-Pressurizer- 3.35E-04 6.97

Pressure Signal # ,

T7 Spurious Engineered Safeguards 3.6E-03 15.0

Actuation System (ES AS)

Actuation * "

T8 Total loss of SW flow * 1.0E-03 5.0
'

T9 Loss of SW pump P4A train * 3.16E-02 5.0

T10 Loss of SW pump P4B train * 3.16E-02 5.0O Tl1 Loss of DC bus D01 * 3.94E-04 11.0

T12 Loss of DC bus D02 * 3.94E-04 11.0
,

T13 Loss of AC bus A3 * 3.94E-04 11.0

T14 loss of AC bus A4 * 3.94E-04 11.0

T15 Loss of 480V Load Center B5 * 1.04E-03 14.1

T16 Loss of 480V Load Center B6 * 1.04E-03 14.1
1

S Small LOCA * 5.00E-03 15.0

A Large LOCA * 1.00E-04 15.0

R Steam generator tube rupture * 9.77E-03 2.44
,

# - Plant-Specific Initiating Event Frequencies

* - Generic Initiatir'. ",ent Frequencies
.

|

,

O
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'O(,) 3.4 Ht31AN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS j

A human reliability analysis (HRA), including support of the recovery analysis, was performed for
the ANO-1 PRA. This work package describes the scope of, the issues related to, the methods
used in, and the results of this HRA.

,

3.4.1 HRA Scone

The ANO-1 HRA conforms with the stated goals and intended use in the IPE letter [Ref. 3.4-1].
'Ihe quantification te ".niques used in the HRA are described briefly in Section 3.4.3. The HRA
was utilized to estimate the probability of two types of events involving human actions: (1) ,

human failure events and (2) recovery events.

Human Failure Events (HFEs) were considered to be events involving failure of human actions |
that are of a manual actuation nature rather than of a corrective or recovery nature. These were
modeled in the fault trees in the same manner as equipment failures because the only difference in
the two are that the HFE is failure of the manual actuation. Therefore, the fault tree logic will
indicate that a failure occurs if either the equipment or the manual actuation fails.

Recovery events, on the other hand, were considered to be events involving failure of human
actions of a corrective or recovery nature. These events were not modeled in the fault trees but
were added to individual cut sets during the cut set review process. Addition of recovery events
was limited to one per cut set, except in event sequences where a copious amount of time was
available to core uncovery such as SGTR events depending on the available BWST inventory.
When more than one recovery was possible and a copious amount of available time did not exist,s
the one most likely to be attempted, based on review of procedures and operator interviews, was
selected.'

The types of HFEs and recovery events modeled and quantified were identified acconiing to -
standard industry classifierion schemes [Ref. 3.4 2 & -3]. These event types conform with Ref.
3.4-4 and are:

(1) pre-ininator slips, i.e., unintended actions made during test and maintenance or
nonnal operation (note that these events are traditionally modeled in a PRA although
their effects and frequencies are typically subsumed in the data that comprises the
component database; therefore, modeling of these events imposes a conservatism on
the PRA mouel),

(2) untimely responses that occur post-initiator, of which there are two possible kinds:

(a) failures ofin-controlroom actions

(b) failures of ex-control room actions

(3) post-initiator, ex-control room slips.

(4) post-initiator, in-control room slips.

Four kinds of HFEs and recovery events were not modeled in this PRA:

(~ (1) pre-initiator mistakes, because the decision making of maintenance like actions is
( procedurally controlled, is assumed to be reliable and has tmditionally been

considered out of the scope of PRA,
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G
(2) human-induced initiators because they are already contained in the initiator

frequencies,

(3) mistakes in or out of the control room, including some so-called commission errors,
because they are considered highly unlikely because of the symptomatic EOPs (note
that it was the intent of this PRA not to " break new ground" in the area of
commission errors [Ref. 3.4-4, p. C-19]). Commission errors may be revisited when
an industry position is more clearly defined, and a more objective approach can be
employed,

(4) mistakes by TSC or other EOF personnel, which are part of the scope of accident
management, but not that of a Level 2 PRA.

Note that the identification, but not the assessment of potential, so-called early management
actions were part of the scope of the PRA.

The quantification of HFEs and recovery events was entirely generated by models. Plant specific
input to the models was based on information gathered from operations personnel and plant
specific design and safety analysis sources.

3.4.2 HR A Issues

HRA is an evoMng discipline that attempts to resolve issues that relate to the assessment of risk
from personnel related to the plant [Refs. 3.4-5 to 8]. As such, the HRA performed for this PRA
should be viewed as a snapshot of the assessment capabilities at the time. However,its structure ;
is robust enough to allow the incorporation of advances in HRA as well as additional information
about the plant that may be gathered.

Technical issue with the performed HRA arises from two general areas, which are discussed
|b: icily next.

3.4.2.1 The Maturity of the Technology

The leading methodology for quantifying post-initiator HFEs and recovery events uses the time
reliability correlation (TRC) concept that has a great deal of literature associated with it.
However, this modeling paradigm is quite simplistic and does not seem to readily apply to
operator performance when using the symptomatic-oriented emergency operating procedures.
The TRC, however, continues to be currently used as a direct indicator of reliability.

Also, an ex-control room actions model was developed [Ref. 3.4-10] to handle this imponant
class of actions, but it has not been extensively tested. Finally, there is no HRA rrodel that
explicitly accommodates the communication, command, and control of multiple operators in a
crew, along with auxiliary operators in the field, or the additional coordination of accident
management, the TSC and other emergency operations personnel. These elements of a complete
analysis are handled by performance shaping factors that influence the models. Dese factors still
require further development, therefore, default values are being used which will cause the
developed HRA probabilities to be conservative.

,

3.4.2.2 The Support Gathered for Quantification

here is no HRA " data"in the same sense as for component data, partly because none is routinely
taken in plants, but more imponantly, since any such data would have to be contextual and cannot
be compiled and applied without extensive description of the context. As a result, HRA must
gather mformation, or " qualitative data", and use this with essentially judgmental methods to

3.4-2
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C1 directly generate HRA estimates. Hence, although the HFE quantification is quite simple and
straightforward, there is a considerable subjectivity in qualitatively basing the choice of
parameters and a commensurate uncertainty in the modeling effort.

To compensate somewhat for these uncertainties, an as complete as possible qualitative basis is
provided for each important HFE. In this way, the HRA may rely more on qualitative analysis
than other elements of the PRA.

3.4.3 Ouantification Techniones

The quantification, as well as the identification and qualitative assessment, of HFEs and recovery
events follows an SAIC technique that is nearly identical to what has been recently described as
SHARPI [Ref. 3.4-11). The primary quantification technique, the human cognitive reliability
model (HCR) [Ref. 3.4-3] is a TRC system that is functionally identical to the SAIC system. Its
use prescribes taking extensive simulator data, as does the RMIEP methods.[Ref. 3.4-12], which ,

was not possible for this PRA. Instead, generic TRCs have been developed from the simulator
'

data that is publicly available (including the RMIEP data).

De HRA quantification of HFEs and recovery events proceeded in two general phases. De first
was to " screen" HFEs initially modeled. The strategy was twofold: (1) to identify pre-initiator
HFEs no lower than the system-important train level, and (2) then to screen them at 0.003 [a
nominal value from Ref. 3.4-9], with a beta factor of 0.1 for multiple train events, when modeled.

Note that this screening is intended to be a nominal estimate, without additional factors, not
necessarily a conservative one. The reason is as noted in Section 3.4.1. (1) The impact of a pre-
initiator HFE is the same (by means of an OR gate) as that of any other component event or
module in the system fault tree. (2) The PRA data does not separate human from hardware'

contributions, except in rare cases. Hence, (3) the quantification of most pre-initiators amounts to '
double-counting failures in the system models. Thus, the whole PRA screening process is
conservative by this factor and further HRA conservatism is not needed. .

All post-initiator HFEs are screened at an initial value of 0.4.

Recovery events (not modeled initially) are " screened" in another manner. Recovery actions are
determined by reviewing each "important" cut set to asp,ess whether it meets all the following
criteria ("important" generally means a probability of 10-o or greater or, for R initiated cut sets, ;

10-9 or greater): ,

(1) Is a recovery physically possible (i.e., does equipment that could mitigate the current
failure exist)?

(2) Is there time available to accomplish the required actions?

(3) Is the recovery addressed in procedures, taught in training, or otherwise obvious to
operators?

Probabilities for failure to perform recovery actions were then developed and the recovery action
was appended to the appropriate cutsets in the cut set editor.

For those HFEs and recovery events that survive the screening process, there were two types of

( quantification techniques used in the ANO-1 HRA: one for " time-independent" and the other for .

'

( " time-dependent". These techniques are considered by the general PRA community to be
adequate for the purposes ofIPE and for the HFE and recovery event types mentioned in Section
3.4.1, ahhough alternative methods have been used.
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The time-independent technique was applied to slips, whether occurring pre-initiator or post-
initiator. The time-independent technique is a variant on the " technique for human error rate
prediction" (THERP) [Ref. 3.4-9], and is similar to the ASEP HRA procedure [Ref. 3.4-13).

The time-dependent technique was applied to untimely responses, i.e., the major EOP decisional
actions made from the control room or the equipment manipulations made locally, ex-control
room. The time-dependent technique is a system of TRCs developed by SAIC [Refs. 3.4-2 & -
10] that is similar to the HCR [Ref. 3.4-3] and RMIEP [Ref. 3.4-12] TRC methods.

Both techniques are parametric in the sense that the analyst must identify cenain types of
qualitative information, which then induces a choice in the value of one or more model
parameters. These parameters then comprise the independent variables of the quantification
algorithms, the parameters being quite different for the different techniques. The parameters are:

For the time-independent technique:

(1) a basic human failure probability [taken from the Chapter 20 tables in Ref. 3.4-9], or a
default of "0.003".

(2) a multiple component beta factor, or default of "1", 1

(3) a dependency factor for other personnel, or a default of "1", and
'

(4) any number (typically less than 2) of performance shaping factors [Ref. 3.4-9 or, :

analyst's judgment]. j

The net estimate of HFE and recovery event failure occurrence probability is the product of the
above parameters. The range on this estimate follows from considering this point estimate as log 1

normally distributed with an error factor, the default of which is "10"- i
i

Figure 3.4-1 provides an example of a time-independent event data sheet including resuhs. This i
!data sheet is generated via spreadsheet, an example of which is provided in Figure 3.4-2 showing

the algorithms that are applied.

For the time-dependent in-control room technique:

(1) a net available time as the difference between total available time and other tunes as
human factors considerations require, such as a cue that occurs at a time later than I

time zero, or an action that takes more than a minute or so to carTy out,
(2) a type factor: "0.25" for verification actions; "0.5" for rule-based actions; "1" for

others,

(3) a success likelihood factor to reflect various performance shaping factors, or a default
to the nominal value of "0.5", which was typically done for this HRA,

(4) a burden factor: "1" when no burden is assumed; "2" otherwise, and

(5) a model uncertainty factor, which is fixed at "1.68".

The net estimate of HFE and recovery event failure occurrence probability is generated by feeding
the above parameters into a doubled error factor log normal distribution. The range on this
estimate follows from the second uncertainty factor.

Figure 3.4-3 provides an example data sheet for a time-dependent in-control room event data
sheet including results. This data sheet is generated via spreadsheet, an example of which is
provided in Figure 3.4-4 showing the algorithms that are applied.

O
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) For the time-dependent ex-control room technique:

(1) a net available time as the difference between total available time and other times as
human factors considerations require,

(2) an estimate from operations personnel's judgment or walk downs of the expected time
to locate, access, and manipulate the equipment,

(3) additional time to reflect the potential de aying effects of specific types of ex-control
room hazards (e.g., contamination, steam),

(4) a hazard factor to reflect the uncertainties due to specific types of ex-control room
hazards, and

(5) a model uncertainty factor, which is fixed at "1.68".

The net estimated occurrence probability is generated by feeding the above parameters into a
doubled error factor log normal distribution. The range on this estimate follows fmm the second
uneenainty factor.

Figure 3.4-5 provides an example data sheet for a time-dependent ex-control room event data
sheet including results. This data sheet is generated via spreadsheet, an example of which is
provided in Figure 3.4-6 showing the algorithms that are applied.

Finally, the issue of dependency is critical relative to HRA since the actions of people, successful
or not, are highly context dependent. Interpersonal dependencies were modeled explicitly in the
ANO-1 HRA for slips. The crew in the control room is modeled as a unit for untimely responses.
Ex-control actions post-initiator are assumed performed by a single person. For a pre-initiator the
interdependency modelis used.

Table 3.4-2 lists the major independent variables that were used as inputs to the algorithms for
each event. Additional inputs that affect the results in a more minor way (e.g. adjustments to
error factor to account for required access through security doors) were also used in the
algorithms but are not included in Table 3.4-2.

Funher model application guidance details and terminology definitions may be found in Appendix
A of the ANO-1 work package (Ref. 3.4-14). Some special application details may be found in
Appendix D of Ref. 3.4-14.

Because of the way the recovery events were added, the possibility that the equipment used in the
recovery might be as unreliable or more unreliable than the human action must be considered.
This is different from the HFEs because, for the HFEs, the manually actuated equipment is
modeled in the fault tree along with the manual actuation. The cut set that a recovery event is
added to was generated with no consideration of the probability that the equ
with the recovery failed. Recovery events with failure probabilities below 10 pment associated, therefore, were
adjusted to address the associated equipment failure probability.

There were two main areas where equipment failure was included:

1) motor or pneumatic valve operation which failed due to actuator or signal
failure, where mechanical valve failures had to be specifically considered.
and

2) unmodeled equipment such as the SW swing pumps or the AFW (Auxiliary
Feedwater) pump. ,

,

b In both cases, the equipment or equipment function was not specifically modeled. Conversely, itv
was assumed that equipment required for success of the recovery should not be considered if that
equipment were modeled, since that equipment's failure is included somewhere else in the overall

3.4-5
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PRA model. Recovery events involving the use of swing pumps (e.g. third pumps that can be
powered from either redundant train of power and supply either redundant flow train) were
adjusted to address the associated equipment. "Ihis latter adjustment was necessary because of
the high failure probability associated with such pumps. The equipment failure probabilities were
determined using techniques determined on a case by case basis to be most appropriate. For
example, if the recovery event involves using part of a modeled system or identical to one
modeled, the failute probability of a gate in the fault tree might be used. The resulting associated
equipment failure probability was simply added to the mean failure probability determined for the
human action porcon of the recovery event. See also Appendix D of Reference 3.4-14.

3.4.4 Reruits

The simplest result of the HRA is an HFE and recovery event Database consisting of the HFEs
and recovery events, each of which includes the following minimum information:

(1) its event designator (in CAFTA format),
(2) a descriptor of the event,
(3) a type identification, at a minimum: pre-initiator slip, post-initiator untimely response,

or post-initiator slip,
(4) a mean occurrence probability estimate.

Note that the last estimate may be the result of a detailed quantification or only the residual
screening value for unimportant HFEs. Unimponant HFEs, however, were not routinely
compiled into the HFE Database.

Table 3.4-1 is the Database of detailed analyzed HFEs and recovery events for the ANO-1 PRA.
The HFEs are labeled with "(modeled)"in the description. The other events are recovery events.

For HFEs that required detailed analysis and quantification, and for recovery events, typical
documentation included:

(1) an event Record Sheet that allows the complete, step-by-step hand computation of
the event's mean,95th, and 5th percentile estimates, and

(2) a text record of any information from operations, maintenance, or training personnel
that was used to quantify the event and how it was used.

~

This documentation, as well as additional specific application guidance, as appropriate, for each
individual recovery event and HFE can be found in Reference 3.4-14, Appendices B and C
respectively.
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Table 3.4-1
HUMAN FAILURE AND RECOVERY EVENT DATA

EVENT EVENT MEAN FAILURE
NAME DESCRIPTION PROBABILI7Y/

ERROR FACIOR

ACXTIE Operator fails to xtie power from/to A3 to/from A4 3.0E-04
and start P7B. 12.34

ACXTIE2 Operator fails to recover diesel fuel xier pump by 1.2E-01
xticing op pump and connecting available power 2.12

ADVMAN Operator fails to manually open the ADV upon loss 9.8E-02
ofIA and control with the block valve. 15.00

AFWFEEDR2 Operator fails to start and align AFW pump P75 9.8E-03
after loss of EFW (may require MFW iso.) (SGTR). 15.00

AF%7EEDR3 Operator fails to start and align AFW pump P75 1.5E-02
after loss of EFW (may require MFW isc.) (RBU only). 15.00

AFWFEEDREC Operator fails to start and align AFW pump P75 1.5E-02
after loss of EFW (may require MFW iso.) 15.00

AHFIRBPHIL Operator miscalibrates RB pressure sensors. 4.2E-05
(modeled) 10.00

AUXCLGISO Operator fails to isolate ACW after CV-3623 fails 2.8E-01
to close on SW isolation (ES) signal. 15.00

BHFIRBPRGF Operator fails to properly restore RB purge 1.5E-04
for penetrations VI and V2. (modeled) 10.00

DCDil12 REC Operator fails to switch D11/D12 power from 3.0E-04
D01/D02 to D02/D01. 12.34

DCDill2R2 Operator fails to switch D11/D12 power from 5.6E-03
D01/D02 to D02/D01 for S&R seq. 7.07

DGCRANK Operator fails to locally start EDG after auto-start 6.2E-02
fails due to battey failure. 2.45

DGCRANK2 Operator fails to locally start EDG after auto-start 1.7E-01
fails due to battery failure. 1.%

DHMAN Operator fails to manually open CV1404/05 and 1415/ 1.1E-01
1414 upon a failure to remotely open (1414/15 in RB). 15.00

DHMANR Operator fails to manually open CV1404/05 and 1415/ 7.2E-02
14 upon a failure to remotely open (CV1414/15 in RB). 15.03

EDCFXTIE2 Operator fails to recover EDG fuel xfer pump by 3.lE-01
xticing to ANO-2 xfer pump. 1.68

.
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\ Table 3.4-1 (cont.)

HUMAN FAILURE AND RECOVERY EVENT DATA

EVENT EVENT hE.AN FAILURE
NAhE DESCRIPTION PROBABILITY /

ERRORFACf0R

EDGFXTIE Operator fails to recover EDG fuel xfer pump by 9.2E-02
xticing op fuel xfer pump. 2.25

EFWISOREC Operator fails to open FW iso. valve upon 7.1E-02
closure due to false signal. 15.00

GAGSTEAM Operator fails to gag MSSV iter it fails to rescat. 3.0E-02
2.11

HPICROSS2 " Operator fails to open HP1 xover valves MU-14,15 to " 1.3E-01

suedon to operating HPI pump (No RCP's). 2.10 -

HPICROSS3 * Operator fails to open HPI xover valves MU-14,15 to * 4.2E-02

" suction to operating HPl pump (RU, B avail.)" 2.63

HPICROSS * Operator fails to open HPI xover valves MU-14,15 to " 2.9E-01

sucdon to operadng HPI pump (R seq.). 1.71

HPIMANMOV2 * Operator fails to open CV-1407,08 (MOV's) to supply" 2.6E-01

suedon to operating HPl pump (non T3/R). 15.00

HPIMANMOV " Operator fails to open CV-1407,08 (MOV's) to supply" 8.9E-02
'

* suction to operating HPI pump (R, B success)." 15.00

t

HPISTOP Operator fails to throttle or stop HPI prior to ERV 7.2E-02

opening after HPl is actuated on Low RCS pr. 3.73

HPMANMOV * Operator fails to open manual valves MU-23,24" 2.5E-01

upon loss of 2/4 HPI injecdon lines (T3 events). 1.94

'

HPMANMOV1 * Operator fails to open manual valves MU-23,24" 3.5E-01

*upon loss of 2/4 HPI injection lines (non T3. R.S).* 1.74

?

IAXTIE Operator fails to tie in Breathing Air to IA line. 5.3E-03
15.00

'

ICWCLGISO Operator fails to isolate ICW after auto SW iso. 1.4E-01
'

fails on ES; close manual valve in each ICW train. 15.00

MANDCREC Operator fails to open brkr locally at Al from U AT 1.0E-01
and close brkt from SUTI. For non R & S sequences. 2.22

. MANDCREC2 Operator fails to open breaker locally at Al to UAT 1.5E-01

and close breaker to SUT1 from CR. For R & S
sequences. 2.03
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Table 3.4-1 (cont.)
HUMAN FAILURE AND RECOVERY EVENT DATA

EVENT EVENT hEAN FAILURE
NAME DESCRIPTION PROBABILITY /

ERROR FACIOR

MANDGLOAD Operator fails to manually load at least one of the 1.3E-01
EDG's 2.10

MANEDGREC2 Operator fails to manually close breaker 152-308 1.9E-01
or 152-408 during SGTR or SLOCA. 1.91

hMNEDGREC Operator fails to manually close breaker 152-308 7.3E-02
or 152-408. 2.37

MAhTFWSTR2 Operator fails to override false EFW signal and 5.6E-03
and manually open EFW iso vivs in P7B train (R&S). 7.07

MANEFWSTRT Operator fails to override false EFW signal and 1.8E-03
and manually open EFW iso SIvs in P7B train. 8.89

MANES 2 Operator fails to start ES upon actuation 5.6E-03
at proper setpoint (S&R seq.) 7.07

MANESSTART Operator fails to stut ES upon actuation 1.8E-03
at proper setpoint. 8.89

MANLPMOV Operator fails to manua!!y open CV1429/28, 2.6E-01
CV1400/01 w hen they fail to open on remote action. 15.00

MANLPMOVR Operator fails to manually open CV1429/28, CV1400/ 6.9E-02
01 when they fail to open on remote action. (SGTR) 15.00

MANOSPREC2 Operator fails to locally open breaker to 1.0E-01
disconnect A1. 2.22

MANOSPREC3 Operator fails to manually align power to SU-l after 5.6E-03
D01 failures lead to failure of MG LO trip (S&R seq). 7.07

MANOSPREC4 Operator fails to locally open breaker to 1.5E-01
disconnect A1 (S&R seq.). -2.03

MANOSPREC Operator fails to manually align pow er to SU-l after 3.0E-04
D01 failures lead to failure of MG LO trip. 12.34

MANSUMP Operator fails to rnanually open CV.1405/06 upon 3.lE-01
failure to deliver flow from sump. 15.00

MHFIFIREWF Operator fails to properly restore FW valves (Pn 40). 1.0E-05
(modeled) 10.00

3.4-10
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O Table 3.4-1 (cont.) !
HUMAN FAILURE AND RECOVERY EVENT DATA i

'!.
EVENT EVENT MEAN FAILURE j

NAhE DESCRIPTION PROBABILITY /. |
ERROR FAC1DR |

OPER 13 Operator fails to re-energize A1/A2 from ST-2 given 3.0E-04 'I
transient event. (modeled) 12.34 j

!

OPER-14 Operator fails to re-energize A1/A2 from ST-2 given 5.6E-03 !
'

(S and R events only).(modeled) 7.07

I
OPER-15 Operator fails to realign D01 m backup 1.1E-01 's

charger (DOS). (modeled) 2.20 !

OPER.16 Operator fails to realign D02 to backup 1.1E-01 |

charger (DOS). (modeled) 2.20

P7AMANREC Operator fails to start and control P7A manually 1.0E-01 .!
when offsite power is available. 2.22 |

'i
P7AMANREC2 Operator fails to start and control P7A manually 6.2E-02 j

when offsite power is not available. 2.45 ;

'i
P7AMANREC3 Operator fails to stan and control P7A manually 1.7E-01 |

' ~

when offsite power is not available for S&R seq. 1.% i
i

P7AMANREC4 Operator fails to start and control P7A manually 1.8E-03 !

when offsite power is not available for 4.22 !
RBF and RBX seq. .j

i

P7BMANREC Operator fails to start and control P7B manually 1.8E-03 |
when offsite poweris available. 8.89 j

:

P7BMANREC2 Operator fails to start and control P7B manually . 3.0E-04 ']
when offsite poweris not available. 12.34 ;

t

P7BMANREC3 Operator fails to start and control P7B manually 5.6E-03 !
'

when offsite power is available for S&R seq. 7.07

. . ,

QHFIHPITR1 Operator fails to throttle HPI to prevent - 7.2E-02 |
RCS pressure relief.(modeled) 3.73 |

!

. QHF11CWSID Operator fails to restore ICW or seal injection 5.6E-03 ')
to RCP's after ES actuation. (modeled) 7.07 !

1
L

QHFIRCPTRP Operator fails to trip RCP's within 30 min. since - 1.2E-02 j

loss of ICW or seal injection. (modeled) . 3.24
i

QRECIRCREC Operator fails to close CV 2888 or FW 68A to stop 2.2E-01 !

EFW flow from diversion to QCST or CST. 2.38 !

1

|
-i
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Table 3.4-1 (cont.)

HUMAN FAILURE AND RECOVERY EVENT DATA

EVENT EVENT MEANFAILURE
NAME DESCRIPTION PROBABILITY /

ERROR FACTOR

QRECIRCRE2 Operator fails to close CV-2SSS or FW 68A to stop 1.4E-01

EFW flow from diversion to QCST or CST (T3 event). 15.00

QRECIRCRE3 Operator fails to close CV-2888 or FW 68A to stop 3.0E-01
EFW flow from diversion to QCST or CST (R seq.). 15.00

RHFIBLOCKD Operator fails to close block valve after pressure 5.6E-03
relief. (modeled) 7.07

SGOFREC Operator fails to prevent SG overfill due to 4.2E-02
excessive main feedwater flow. 4.35

SGOFREC2 Operator fails to prevent SG overfill due to 2.2E-02
excessive EFW. 5.15

SGSTMR Operator fails to steam bad SG when feedwater is 4.7E-02
available. 2.57

.,

SGSTMR2 Operator fails to steam bad SG when feedwater is 1.7E-03
*available (for RBF seq.)." 7.27

STOPPRESS Operator fails to deactivate pzr heaters prior to 2.6E-02
PSV opening after spur.10 pzr pr sig. 4.96

SWECPREC2 Operator fails to align SW pumps to ECP upon loss of 5.6E-03
SW suction flow. 7.07

SWECPREC Operator fails to align SW pumps to ECP upon loss of 1.8E-03
SW suction flow. 8.89 ;

SWEDGMOV Operator fails to manually open SW cig jtt valves 5.7E-01
*CV-3806,07 upon an MOV signal failure." 15.00

SWEFWREC2 Operator fails to switch EFW from T4IB to T41. 1.2E-01
1.89

SWMOVMAN * Operator fails to manually close SW AV-3840,41" 1.4E-01
upon an signal failure. 15.00

SWMOVMANR * Operator fails to manually close SW AV-3840,41* 3.6E-02
upon an signal failure. (SGTR only) 15.00

SWRCRECP Operator fails to open CV-3823 to provide recirc 1.2E-01 |
to ECP (CV-3824 fails closed). 15.00 |

SWSWINGREC Operator fails to start and align op SW pump 9.9E-02 ;

including available power source. 15.00 |

|
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- Table 3.4-1 (cont.) !..

HUMAN FAILURE AND RECOVERY EVENT DATA i
i

EVENT EVENT MEAN FAILURE !
NAME DESCRIPTION PROBABILITY / i

ERRORFACTOR {

fSWSWINGRE2 Operator fails to start and align op SW pump 1.7E-02
including available power source for S,R,1QU,TQX 15.00 '

seq.
-{

!

T10 RECOVER Operator fails to start and align op SW pump inc. 2.8E-01 -|
avail power source / lor,s of SW (T9/r10 + other loss). 15.00 !

|

78 RECOVER Operator fails to start and align op SW pump 2.8E-01 !

inc. available power source with total loss of SW. 15.00 !
,

"I9 RECOVER Operator fails to start and align op SW pump inc. 2.8E-01 . [
avail power source / loss of SW (T9/fl0 + other loss). 15.00 !

TBVMAN Operator fails to manually operate TBVs upon 3.6E-02
failure ofICS to close. 15.00 |

|
'

UHFIRHPICD Operator fails to attempt HPI cooling. 1.2E-02
(during SGTR). (modeled) 3.24

UHFIRHPIAD Operator fails to maintain kt ' pssure below epsilon :
MSSV setpoint(modeled). 10.00

;

IUHFITHPIAD Operator fails to attempt HPI cooling. 6.0E-03

(non-T3 events)(modeled) 3.57 . .:
:

XHFIALPRAD Operator fails to attempt LPR within 30 minutes of 1.5E-03 i

, LLOCA. (modeled) 9.25 i

l
XHF1HPRSLD Sper.itc f:i!s to becin high pressure recirculation -- 2.7E-05 -|

following sLe 15.00 j
i

XHFIRMSIVD ' Operator fails R - SGA MSIV. epsilon - [
- (mcdeled) 15.00 - j

,

' XHFISGISOD Operatorfails to coold& * holate break epsilon j
with DHR system. (moden 15.00 }

r

i

!
l

: I.-

'

Specifically quantined HFE's are designated with *(modeled)". Other
modeled HFE's have been left at screening values krame of their very . !

. limited impact on total sequence probabilities. Those left at screening i

- values are notlisted here.

?
,

't
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Table 3.4-2
MAJOR HRA EVENTINPUT DATA

EX-CONTROL ROOM MODEL

Event Response Time AvailableTime

ACXTIE2 26 108
ADVMAN 10 120
AUXCLGISO 15 40
DGCRANK 9 60
DGCRANK2 9 30
DHMAN 20 120
DHMANR 35 605
EDGFXTIE2 60 108
EDGFXTIE 22 108 '

GAGSTEAM 30 870
HPICROSS2 15 60
HPICROSS3 15 120
HPICROSS 15 30
HPIMANMOV2 10 30
HPIMANMOV 10 120 gHPMANMOV 20 60
HPMANMOV1 20 40
IAXTIE 5 120
ICWCLGISO 6 40
MANDCREC 8 40
MANDCREC2 8 30
MANDOLOAD 15 60
MANEDGREC2 10 30
MANEDGREC 10 60 ei

I MANLPMOV 10 30
MANLPMOVR 10 605
MANOSPREC2 8 40
MANOSPREC4 8 30
MANSUMP 12 30
OPER-15 3 60
OPER-16 3 60
P7AMANREC 9 40
P7AMANREC2 9 60
P7AMANREC3 9 30
P7AMANREC4 9. 296
QRECIRCREC 5 40

$QRECIRCRE2 5 60

3.4-14
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'%> Table 3.4-2
MAJOR HRA EVENTINPUT DATA (cont.)

EX-CONTROL ROOM MODEL (cont.)
'

QRECIRCRE3 5 30
SWEDGMOV 2 3
SWEFWREC2 5 30
SWMOVMAN 8 40
SWMOVMANR 8 605
SWRCRECP 5 40

,

>

IN-CONTROL ROOM MODEL

EVENT RESPONSE BURDEN RESPONSE AVAILABLE
TYPE TIME TIME

ACXTIE response no default 60
AFWFEEDR2 response no default 296
AFWFEEDR3 response no default 30
AFWFEEDREC response no default 40
DCD1112 REC response no default 60
DCD1112R2 response no default 30
EFWISOREC response no default 40
HPISTOP response no default 13

MANEFWSTR2 response no default 30
'

MANEFWSTRT response no default 40
MANES 2 response no default 30
MANESSTART response no default 40
MANOSPREC3 response no default 30
MANOSPREC response no default 60 ,

' '

OPER-13 response no default 60
OPER-14 response no default 30 ,

P7BMANREC response no default 40
P7BMANREC2 response no default 60
P7BMANREC3 response no default 30
QHFlHPITRI response no default 13 ;

QHFIICWSID response no default 30
QHF1RCPTRP response yes 2 30
RHFIBLOCKD response no default 30
SGOFREC response no 1 2 ,

r- SGOFREC2 response no default 20

(S/ SGSTMR response yes default 30
SGSTMR2 response yes default 593
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h,Table 3.4-2

hiAJOR HRA EVENTINPUT DATA (cont.)

LN-CONTROL ROOM MODEL (cont.)

STOPPRESS response no default 19
SWECPREC2 response no default 30
SWECPREC response no default 40
SWSWINGREC rule-based no 2 3
SWSWINGRE2 response no default 30
T10 RECOVER response no default 40
T8 RECOVER response no default 40
T9 RECOVER response no default 40
TBVMAN response no default 120
UHFIRHPICD rule-based yes default 30
UHFITHPIAD rule-based yes 3 30
XHFIALPRAD rule-based no 1 5.25
XHFlHPRSLD rule-based no default 48
XHFIRMSIVD rule-based no default 120
XHFISGISOD response no default 517

e:SLIP MODEL -

EVENT TRAINS DEPENDENCIES
SRO OTHER RO STA OTHER ,

AHFIRBPHIL 2 complete complete complete moderate
BHFIRBPRGF 1 complete complete complete low
MHFIFIREWF 1 moderate moderate moderate moderate
UHFIRHPIAD 1 low low low complete

i

|
|

|

|

|

;

O
i

;
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O Figure 3.4-1 Time Independent Event Data Sheet Example

HUMAN FAILURE RECORD SHEET
Slip Model

1. EVENT AHF1RBPHIL

2.EVENTIDENTIFICATION

2.1 Descriptor Operator miscalibrates RB pressure sensors.
(modeled)

2.2 Comment

3. EVENT CATEGORIZATION

3.1 Event type pre-initiator
3.2 Location of action (s)
3.3 Failure mode slip

4. AETHOD USED SAIC TRC system

[ 5. INPUT PARAhETERS

5.1 Number of trains affected 2
5.2 SRO dependency level complete
5.3 Other RO dependency level complete
5.4 STA dependency level complete
5.5 Other personnel dependency level moderate
5.6 PSF 1 1

5.7 PSF 2 1

5.8 PSF 3 1

6. CALCULATED PARAhETERS

6.1 Train factor 0.1
6.2 Personnel factor 0.14
6.3 PSF factor 1

6.4 Median occurrence probability 1.6E-05
6.5 Error factor 10.00

1

7. EVENT OCCURRENCE PROBABILISTIC ESTIMATES

es 7.1 Mean 4.2E-05 1

7.2 95th percentile 1.6E-04
7.3 Sth percentile 1.6E-06 '

3.4-17
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F1gure 3.4-2 Time Independent Event Data Sheet Formulas

1 A B C D
2 In'MANFA1L'RE RECORDSHEET
3 Shp Madel
4

5
6 1. EVENT AhTIREPHL
7
8 2. EVENT IDENTiFICAllON
9
10 2.1 Desen;nor Operator miscalibrates RB pressure amsors.
11 (modelad)
12 2.2 Commmt
13
14 3. EVENT CATEGORIZATION
15
16 3.1 Evers type pre iniGator
17 3.21xanonof acnon(s)
18 3.3 Fa;iure anode slip
19
20 4. METHOD USED SAIC TRC rystern
21

22 5. INPUT PARAMETERS
23
24 5.1 Number of trains affected 2
25 5.2 SRO depend::ncy level complete
26 53 Other RO dependency level compicie
27 5 4 STA deper.dency level complete
28 5.5 OJer personnel dependency level moderam
29 5.6 PSFI I
30 5.7 PSF 2 1

3 5.5 PSF 3 1

33 6.CALCULATEDPARAMETERS
34

* IF(TR AINS<3,01^("IRAINS.1).0.01)"35 6.1 Train factor =

36 6 2 Personnel faaor =G 10* G ll *G12* G13
37 63 PSF faciar =D29'D30*D31
38 6 4 Med.an ocorrence probabihty =MEAN*EXP(4(LN(ERROR)/l 645)*2)/2)
39 63 Error fasor 10.00
40
41 7. EVENT OCCURRE.NCE PROB ABILIS11C ESTIMATES
42
43 7.1 Mean =0.003*D35'D36*D37
44 7.2 95th per:x:n61e =D38' ERROR
45 73 56h rerem61e =D3L/ ERROR

,

9
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|\, Figure 3.4-2' Time Independent Event Data Sheet Formulas (cont.) ,

i
I F G ,

2 HUMANFAILURE RECORDSIIEET !
3 slip Model .

.

'

4 ..

5 '!
6 th*TERMEDIATE CALCULATION
1 r

8 Four W fanon are calculmad:
.

9 t

10 '- 7 saaor 1 =IF(SRO=%",0.05.!F(SRO="high"A5,II-(SROn"moderass"Ald.1)))
11 ' , femor 2 =IF(RO %"A05,tF(RO=*"high A5,IF(RO="maduaie"A14,1)))-.

12
^ " , fanor 3 =IF(STA=" tow",0.05,IF(STA="high"Ai,IF(STA="modtfee"A14,1)))

13 dependoseylemor 4 =!F(07HER=" low".0.05.!F(OTHER="heh A5,IF(OTHER="saadams"A14.1)))
-14 ;

15 Sigma is cakulated.
16
17 sigma = 1.N(error factor)/1.645 =LN(ERROR)/1445
18 'i

19 ;

20 ,

21 i

22
23 !

24 !

25 i

26 t

27 j
28
29
30 +

31 4

'
32 .

33 i

34 !

35
36 -{
37 1

38 .[
'

39
40 ;
41 1

!42
43 |

^

44 r

45 !

,

.1

!
>

I

,

!

t

..[
t
'

~ .

O .i

O >

1
:

'

1
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Figure 3.4-3 Time Dependent In-Control Room Event Data Sheet Example

HUMAN FAILURE RECORD SHEET
In-Control Room Model

1. EVENT UHFITHPIAD

2. EVENTIDENTIFICATION

2.1 Descriptor Operator fails to attempt HPI cooling.
(non-T3 events)

2.2 Comment 1202.004, RT4 - Loss of EFW, CET 610 F

3. EVENT CATEGORIZATION

3.1 Event type post-initiator recovery
3.2 Location of action (s) in contml room
3.3 Failure mode mistake

4. METHOD USED SAIC TRC system

5. INPUT PARAhETERS

5.1 Type of behavior rule-based
5.2 Presence of burden yes
5.3 SLI (0.0 to 1.0) nominalis 0.5 default
5.4 Median time (min), ml default is 4.0 3
5.5 Model error factor, fl generic is 3.2 default
5.6 Model uncen. enor factor,IU generic is 1.68 default

.

5.7 Available time (min), t 30 |

6. CALCULATED PARAhETERS
I

6.1 Behavior factor 0.5 !
6.2 SLI factor 1.0

'

6.3 Burden factor 2.0
6.4 Adjusted median response time, m = mi item 6.1 item 6.2 1.5
6.5 Adjusted model enor factor, fR = fl x. item 6.3 6.4 |

7. EVENT OCCURRENCE PROB ABILISTIC ESTIMATES
1

7.1 Mean - 6.0E-03
7.2 95th percentile 1.7E-02 g|
7.3 5th percentile 1.4E-03 W
7.4 Error Factor 3.57

4
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-( Figure 3.4-4 Time Dependent In-Control Room Event Data Sheet Formulas '

\ ;
;

1 A B C D
2 HUMANFAILURERECORDSHELT ;

3 In. Control Room Model - ?

4 !

5 1. EVENT 11HFIDFIAD >

'
6
7 2.EVENTIDENTIFICATION
S 'i>

9 2.1 Desenpior Operssor fails ao anamp HP1 cooling.
10 (non.13 evenu) ,

'

11 2.2 n====== *1202.004, RT 4 -less of EFW, CET 610 F"
12

'

13 3. EVENT CAEGORIZATION
14 -
15 3.1 Evem type pos-innisior susevery
16 3.21ocanonof acion(s) in monuol room
17 3.3 Failure mode mistate -

,

18
519 4. MEU10D USED SAIC1RC syswn

20
215.INPLTPARAMETERS
22

'23 il Type of behavior rule. based
24 5.2 Presence of burden yes

25 5.3 SLI (0.0 to 1.0) nominal is 0.5 defauk
26 5.4 Median nme (min),mr defauh is 4.0 3
27 5.5 Model error factor,fl* generic is 3.2 defauh >

28 5.6 Model uncert.cnr factor.fL" genericis 1.68 ' defauk j
29 17 Available nme (min),t- 30

'

30 i

316.CALCH.ATED PARAMETERS ,
^

32;

33 6.1 Behavior facsor =F(TYPE =" response".l .IF(T/PE=" rule-baand",0.5,0.25)) ,

34 6.2 SLIfacsor =IF(D25="defauh**,1,2NI.2'D25)) ;
35 6.3 Burden faaor =IF(BL1tDEN=~no",1,2)
36 6.4 Adkned rnedian response nme, m = ml item 61 item 6.2 =IF(11ME=0,4 * D33 'D34.MTIME'D33'D34)

38 . '

=IF(D27="dsfeuk".3.2*D35.D27' D35)*37 6J Adjusand modelenor facsor,fR = ft a harn 6.3
'

397. EVENT OCCL1tRENCE PROB ABILISTIC EST1 MATES '

' 40
41 7.1 Mean =IF(D51<1.D50 D53)*
42 7.2 95th percentile =1F(G16<0,F36*G36,1.F36*G36)
43 7.3 5th percennte =IF(G17<0.F37*G37,1.FJ7*G37)
44 7.4 Error Factor alF(SQRT(D42/D43)> l5,15,5QRT(D42/D43)) 'j
45

.

46 ,

47 *

48 L ASSOCIA1ED EQUIPMENT RELIABIL!1Y1REATMENT [
t49 _

50 B.1 Human seliability evern mean failure probability * IF(G15<0,F35*G35.1.F35'G35)* ;=

$1 8.2 Associated equipment reliability limhed (1syes Amo) 0
'

52 8.3 As=ead equipment failuse probability (see E52) 0.00E+00
53 8.4 Combined human and equipment failure probability - =D50+D52

'

54 '
!

l
;

1
.>

;
i

a

!

E

,

.,

i

1
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Figure 3.4-4 Time Dependent In-Control Room Event Data Sheet Formulas (cont.)

1 E F G
2 HUMAN FAILURE RECORD SHEET '

3 In-Cauol Room Madel
4
5 IMMEDIATE C4_i_n_n__A110NS
6
7 Four other parametas are calculated:
3 sigmaR = @LN(fR)/1M5 =LN(D37ylM5
9 sigmaV = @LN(fU)/IM5 =IF(D28=" default"LN(1.68)/IM5J N(D28vlM5)
10 sigma = @SQRT(sigmaR*2+sigmaUa2) =SQRT(G8^2+C9^2)
11 mean = m s @EXP(sigmaUa2/2) =D36*EXP(G9*2/2)
12
13 Arte vormal sandard disuibuuan s ariates are calculaud:
14

15 (the varisie) = -@LN(umeanysigma =-LN(ATIME/GilyG10
16 = -(@LN(vm) 1.645 sigmaUysigma =(LN(ATIME/D36)-1M5'G9)/G10
17 = -(@LN(vm)+1M5 sigmaU)/ sigma =-(LN(ATIME/D36)+1M5*G9)/G10
18

19 Then an a;pictimadon is used to gmerate the protabilades;
20
21 STANDARDVARIATE APPROXIMATICN
22 ,

23 Constaras
24
25 a = 0.31938153
26 b = -0356M37E:
27 c =

'
1.781477937

28 d = .l.821255978
29 e = 13 30274429
30 y 0.2316419=

32 Variables
33
34 x(z) density (z) polyrtamial(x)
35 =l/l+F30* ABS (G15) =EXP(-G15^2/2)/SQRT(2*P10) =F25 *E35* F26* E35*2+F27' E35^3+E28'D 5%E9'D$ ^5
36 al/l+F30* ABS (G16) =EXP(-G16^17)/SQRT(2*P!0) =F.'5 'E3W F26*E36^2 + F27*E36^3* E21* D6^4+F29' E36*5
37 =l/l+F30* ABS (G17) =EXP(-G17^17)/SQRT(2*P10) =F25 * E37+C6*E37^2+F27'E37^3+E28'E27+F29'E37 ^5
38

,

,

|
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m Figure 3.4-5 Time Dependent Ex-Control Room Event Data Sheet Example

Ex-ControlRoom Model

1. EVENT HPICROSS2

2.EVENTIDENTIFICATION

2.1 Descriptor Operator fails to open HPI xover valves MU.14,15 to
suction to operating HPI pump (No RCP's).

2.2 Comment EOP 1202.01,1202.07 (place HPI in sen* ice)

3.EVENTCATEGORIZAT!ON

3.1 Event type post-initiator recovery
3.2 Imadon of action (s) ex-control room
33 Failure mode mistake

4. LETHOD USED SAIC TRC system

5. INPUT PARAhETERS

5.1 Mean rerponse time (mira), mI no default 15

5.2 Additions to response time default is 0 1

53 Model error factor;fI genericis 43905 default
5.4 Adjustments to error factor defaultis 0 I
5.5 Model uncertainty error factor, fU generic is 1.68 default

\ 5.6 Available time (min), t no default 60

6. CALCULATED PARASETERS

6.1 Adjusted mean response time,mean 16.0
6.2 Adjusted error factor, fR 6332
63 Median response time,m 15.2

7. EVENT OCCURRENCE PROB ABILISTIC ESTIMATES

7.1 Mean 13E-01
7.2 95th percentile 23E-01
73 5th percentile 5.2E-02
7.4 Error Factor 2.10

8. ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY TREAThENT

8.1 Human reliability event mean failure probability 13E-01
8.2 Associated equipment reliability limited (I=yes,0=no) 0
83 Associated equipment failure probability (see E48) 0.00E+00
8.4 Combined human and equipment failure probability 1.28E-01

\
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Figure 3.4-6 Time Dependent Ex-Control Room Event Data Sheet Formulas '

I A B C
2 HUMAN TAILURE RECORD SHEET
3 EstornrolRoom Model
4
5 1. EVENT HPICROSS2
6
7 2.EVENTIDENTIFICATION
8

9 2.1 Desenizar Operator fails to open HPI never valves MU-14,15 to
10 suczion to versdng HP! pump (No RCPs).
11 2.2 Commat EOP 1232.01,1202.07 (plam HPl in service) (plam HPl b arevice)

,

12
13 3. EVENTCA7EGORIZA710N
I4
15 3.1 Evers type pom-iruusior nevery
16 321madon of ssion(s) ca<oraroi raorn
17 33 Failure rnode mis:ake
18
19 4. IGTHOD USED SAIC TRC sy: tern
20
21 1INPUTPARAMEH2S
22
23 il Mear. response nme (min),ml no defauh 15
24 52 Ad& dons to responie time defauhis 0 1

25 53 Model error factor,il generic is 43905 defauh
26 5 4 Adjuumerns to errorfactor defauh is 0 1

27 53 Model uncerinty error faaor, fU generic is 118 defauh
28 16 Availabletune(min),t no defauk 60
29
30 6.CALCLLATED PARAMEURS
31
32 6.1 Adjusted mean response dme,mean =D24+RTIME

'

33 62 Adjusied error factor,fR =IF(D25="defauh" 43903*EXP(LN(3)'D26/3),D25+EXP(LN(3)*D2fv'3))
34 6.3 Median response nme, m =D32'EXP(-(H9^2),0)
35
36 7. EVENT OCCURRENCE PROBABILISTIC ESTIMA7ES *
37
38 7.1 Mean =IF(D48cl,D47,D50)
39 72 95th perm.ndle =IF(1115<0,G35*H35.1 G35'H35)
40 73 5th prcernile =lF(H16<0,GM*H36,1-G36'H36)
41 7.4 Error Facsor =IF(SQRT(D39/D40)>15,15 SQRT(D39/D40))
44

45 L ASSOCIA7EDEQL7PMENTRELIABILITYTREATMENT
46
47 LI Human reliabiliry evern mean failure probability =IF(H14<0,G34*II34,1-G34'H34)
48 8.2 Associated equipment reliability limited (IryesA=no) 0
49 83 Associated equi;rnern isture probabiluy (see E49) 0.00E@
50 8.4 Combined haman and equi;rnern failure pebabiluy =D47+D49
51
52

,

O
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\ Figure 3.4-6 Time Dependent Ex-Control Room Event Data Sheet Fonnulas (cont.)

1 E F G
2 HL%iAN FAILL*RE RECORD SIIEET
3 En-ConuelRoom Mel
4

5 IMMEDIATE CALCULATIONS
6
7 Three csher parameters are calculated:
8 sigmaR = @LN(fR)/1.645 =LN(D33)/1.645
9 sigmaU m 6LN(fU)/1.645 =IF(D27="defauh".LN(148)/1.645.LN(D27)/1445)
10 sigma = @SQRT(sigmaRa2+sigmaUa2) =SQRT(H8a2+H9^2)
11

12 Thru runmal mandard distritanieri variates are calculated:
13
14 r (the sariate) = -CI.N4tn:an)/ sigma s-LN(ATIE'D32)lll10
15 = -(@LN(um)-1445 nigmaU)/ sigma =-(LN(ATIhE/D34)-1445*119)!H10 -

= -(Ca LN(um)+1.645 sigmaU)/ sigma =(LN(ARME/D34)+1.645*119)/H10
17 )
18 Thea an approaimanan is used to generate the probabilaies:
19
20 S1 ANDARD VARIAE APPROXIMATION
21
22 Gainams
23 )
24 a = 0.31938153 'I
25 b = -0.356563782
26 c = 1.781477937
27 d = -1.821255978,

| 28 e = 1.330274429
' ,

29 y = 0.2316419 j

Variables

33 a(r) density (z) polynomial (n)
34 =1/(I+C29' ABS 0114)) mEXP(-0114 ^2)/2)/SQRT(2*P10) =D4*D4+F25'D4^2+F26*E34 ^3+E27'D4^4+F28'D455
35 =l/(1+G29'AB50l!5)) =EXP(-('415*2)/2)!SQRT(2* P10) =F24*E35+F25'E35^2+F26*E35^3+E27'D5^4+F28'E35^5
36 =1/(1+G29' ABS (H16)) =EXP(-(H 16a2)!2)SQRT(2*P10) =D 4 * D6+ F25 * E3652+F26*E36 a3 +E27* D6^44 F28'E36^5
37
38
39
40

- 41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

/
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3.5 CORE-DAMAGE SEQUENCE QUANTIFICATION

U Accident sequence quantification is comprised of: (1) determination of the dominant cut sets for
all accident sequences, (2) evaluation of potential recovery actions for each dominant cut set,
and (3) performance of an imponance analysis on the " recovered" cut sets. The following codes
were used for the quantification of the ANO-1 Level-1 PRA model. All codes were used on a
personal computer.

ETA-II Event Tree Development and Documentation

CARP Computerized Analysis of Reliability Parameters

CAF386 Fault Tree Editor / Basic Event
Quantification

SAIPLOT . Fault Tree Plot Generation ;

CUT 386 . Cut Set Solution

CSED386 . Cut Set Editor

DELEXC * Elimination of Cut Sets Containing
Mutually-Exclusive Events

DELTERM Elimination of Success Cut Sets

( RMQS . Quantification of Accident Sequences,
Imponance Calculationss

UNCERT Uncertainty Analysis

A flow chart depicting the first quantification task and the computer codes used to support this
effort is shown in Figure 3.5-1. The information on this figure is described below beginning with
the box in the upper left-hand corner.

ETA-II was used to store the functional event trees as developed in the Accident Sequence
Delineation (Section 3.1). The system and top logic fault tree models (Sections 3.1 & 3.2), based
upon the requirements of the event trees, were created and stored on the CAFTA workstation.

'.

SAIC's CARP program was used to develop the component reliability data bases (Section 3.3),
while the human reliability analysts used SAIC's ORCA spreadsheets to estimate the human error
probabilities (Section 3.4). 'Ihe information developed from both of these data related codes was
then used as input to CAF386 in order to complete the plant model. All fault tree models were
plotted using SAIC's SAIPLOTprogram.

;

The fault tree models for every accident sequence (both failure and success states) were solved
(i.e., cut sets were generated) using the CUT 386 code contained within the CAFTA workstation.
Mutually-exclusive event pairs were then removed from the generated cut sets using DELEXC.
DELTERM was then utilized to eliminate cut sets that implied the failure of systems which were
defined to be successful for a given accident sequence.

Recovery analyses were then performed on the cut sets. The recovery analyses consisted of: (1) ;

modeling recovery actions identified during the review of intermediate core-damage cut sets I,

(-) which remained following DELEXC and DELTERM processing and (2) appending the recovery
,

j
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cut sets to the appropriate intermediate cut sets to produce the final core-damage cut sets. This
effort was completed entirely within the CAFTA workstation.

! The RMQS program was used to perform sensitivity and importance analyses on the final
recovered cut sets using information extracted from the PRA. Finally, the UNCERT pmgram
was used to extract infonnation from the RMQS data base using a RMQS generated report, and
perform an uncenainty analysis on the RMQS model by Monte Carlo iteration methodology.

3.5.1 Ousntification Input Files

Prior to the generation of accident sequence cut sets, several input files must be developed. These
input files are needed to correctly model the accident scenario and allow the cut sets to be
generated (see Figure 3.5-1).

|

(1) Sequence Logic Files - Accident sequences were coded into fault tree logic fmm
the event tree model logic (Section 3.1). Fault tree top logic was developed to
connect the event tree functions with the front line system fault tree logic. The top
gates which represent failure branches on the event tree were "AND"ed to quantify
the accident sequences, and were "OR"ed for the success branches. The success
branch logic was used to remove cut sets that implied the failure of systems which
were defined to be successful for a given accident sequence. Figures 3.1-1 i

through 3.1-4 contain the accident sequence logic description.
;

(2) Flag Files - Some of the system models contain flags that are set to tnie or false
depending on the plant configuration, initiator, and/or accident sequence that is
being quantified. These sets of flags are used to differentiate between injection and
recirculation modes of operation. Also contained in the flag files are true/ false i

settings for the initiating events which define the accident sequence represented try
the selected flag file.

(3) Plant Fault Tree Model - The front line system fault tree models are linked with
the support system fault tree models and connected via the top logic to the event
tree logic. This linking process forms the plant model and is accomplished with
the CAF386 software.

(4) Data Bases - Three files make up the data bases that are required whenever a fault
tree model is loaded into CAF386 - a basic event file, a gate name file and a type
code file. The basic event file contains the event names, descriptions and
probabilities that are reflected in the fault tree model events when they are viewed
using CAF386. The gate names and descriptions in the fault tree are obtained
from the gate name file. The type code file contains event failure rates for the
various category of components (e.g., MOVs, PUMPS ...) and failure modes (e.g.,
failure to open, failure to start ...). The basic event file interacts with the type code
file to calculate the event probability as a function of the failure rate, exposure time
and method of calculation. This interaction is driven by the component code
which identifies the component type and failure mode.

(5) Mutually-Exclusive Events File - Two events may appear in an accident
sequence cut set which could not occur together simultaneously. For example, it
was assumed that only one initiator can occur at any one time; also, maintenance
on only one train of a system may occur at any one time. Cut sets containing these
combinations of events could be removed through the use of NOT logic, but this
introduces a significant amount of additional work on the part of the quantification
codes. It was easier and less time consuming to remove these events from the cut

3.5-2
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|

|
set results than to add logic to the model to perform the same task. These events |

C] were placed in a " mutually-exclusive event" file and processed by DELEXC.

3.5.2 Ouantification of Accident Secuences
,

'

The cut sets for an accident sequence are generated from the combined logic of two fault tree files
- the accident sequence flag file and the plant model file. The combined logic models for both the
success and failure portions of each accident sequence are submitted to CAF386 to generate the ;

input files for CUT 386. The following paragraphs describe the computer codes that were used to
solve the plant model and produce the accident sequence cut sets.

(1) Generating " Raw" Cut sets: CAF386/ CUT 386

CAF386 is CAFTA's Database and Fault Tree Editor which is used to build the data bases and
create the fault trees. CAF386 options allow the fault trees to be aggregated and modified to
represent the desired accident sequence; then a CUT 386 input file is created. CUT 386 is
CAFTA's cut set generation program. CAF386 and CUT 386 can be run either throt.gh CAFTA's
menu driver or by calling them directly from a DOS environment. An automated set of batch files
is typically used to execute the programs since it can be set up for en overnight run. The
automated approach is effective due to accident sequences that trquire over two hours execution
for cut set generation and due to the efficiencies associated with having repetitive sets of key
strokes captured in executable batch and macro files.

The accident sequence cut sets were truncated at a core damage frequency value of 1 x 10-8 erp
reactor year during solution by CUT 386 (1 x 10* per reactor year for containment bypass
sequences). This cutoff was appropriate in light of the present value of the dominant sequences;
that is, the addition of core-damage cut sets below I x 10-8 er reactor year would not make ap(q significant contribution to the total core-damage frequency. The transient initiated sequences'y
have cut sets that were combined from two batches of cut sets. One batch assumed the safety
injection signal had not occurred (e.g., TB), and the other assumed that the safety injection signal
had occurred (e.g., F). Both of these batches were run at 10-8 runcation; consequently, thet
combined cut set probability ranges well below 10-8. Some sequences (even partial sequences)
would attempt to generate too many cut sets at truncations below 10-8 and exceed the computer
memory storage capabilities (e.g., TB). Therefore, for the above reasons,10-8 per reactor year
was chosen as the optimum truncation level for cut set generation mns. Contairment bypass
sequences (e.g., RX) were tmncated at a core damage frec uency value of I x 104 er reactorp
year due to their direct contribution to the 1.evel 2 Analysis c escribed in Section 4.0.

(2) Deleting Mutually-Exclusive Events: DELEXC

The DELEXC program was used to delete the cut sets containing mutually-exclusive pairs of
events. DELEXC reads the CUT 386 output (raw cut sets) and compares the cut sets with the
events in the mutually-exclusive file. If a pair of mutually-exclusive events are matched in a cut
set, then that cut set is deleted. DELEXC also adds a line at the end of the output which states
the number of cut sets that were deleted during this process. This procedure was performed on
both the success and failure portions of the accident sequences.

(3) Generating Final Accident Sequence Cut Sets: DELTERM

De final step in obtaining accident sequence cut sets was to delete those cut sets from the failure
portion of the sequence which violate the success criteria for that sequence. The significance of ,

this can best be seen through an example. Figure 3.5-2 contains a simple even; tree with an
Q initiating event A and the system models I and II. Suppose that component X is in both system I
V and system II. Failure of X will fail both system I and system II. The model for sequence number
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2 (i.e., the failed portion) would be A*II. System I is assumed to have not failed. However, a cut
set could be generated with the initiator A and the component X. This cut set would also fail
system I which violates the system success criteria for the sequence. Thus, the DELTERM
pmgram reads the failure sequence cut sets and then deletes all cut sets which are also present in
the success sequence cut sets. DELTERM would remove any cut sets containing A and X fmm
the A*II accident sequence cut sets.

3.5.3 Recovery Analysis

After the CUT 386, DELEXC and DELTERM programs were run for the accident sequences, the
process of loading and exammmg each cut set for potential recovery actions began using the cut
set editor (CSED386). There were two areas which were evaluated during the recovery analysis:
(1) human failure events, and (2) recovery events.

(1) Human Failure Events

The first step in the recovery analysis involved the review of the human failure events (HFEs)
which appear in the cut sets. The HFEs which were determined to have a significant impact on
the core-damage frequency of the sequence were analyzed further since they were initially set at
screening values. Any HFE which was assigned a revised probability was subjected to refined
analysis as described in Section 3.4.

The main reason for using the screening value approach was the economical use of time. If a
large, very conservative value was given to a HFE, and the event did not tum out to be risk
significant, then a detailed analysis was not necessary and the human factors analyst could devote
more time to other, more important, risk contributors.

(2) Recovery Events

In the second part of performing the recovery analysis, the potential recovery paths were
identified. Two types of recovery events were applied to the calculated cutsets: (1) off-site power
recovery factors and (2) human recovery events. The first type of recovery events account for the
potential of recovering off-site power prior to core damage. They were applied only to accident
cutsets initiated by the loss of off-site power initiator (T3) using the cutset editor. Their
development and application ne presented in Appendix D of this report.

The remaining recovery events account for human recovery actions during each accident scenario.
They were determined by reviewing each cut set to assess whether it meets all the following

,

entena:

1. Is a recovery physically possible (i.e., does equipment that could mitigate the
current failure exist)? !

|

2. Is there time available to accomplish the required actions? !
1

3. Is the recovery addressed in procedures, taught in training, or otherwise obvious to i
operators?

The human reliability analyst then analyzed each recovery in detail. The following was noted: (1) ;

indications which are available to operators to diagnose present plant conditions, (2) actions |

which must be performed, (3) time available to accomplish these actions, and (4) other
circumstances which may help or hinder recovery. Probabilities for failure to take or perform j
recovery actions were developed, and the recovery action was appended to the appropriate :

accident sequence cut set using the cut set editor. ;

:

.
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3.5.4 SensitivitvAmportance/ Uncertainty Analysis

The pnmary tool utilized to perform the activities for this work package was the SAIC Risk |

hianagement Query System (RhiQS) processor. The RhiQS processor provides the capability to
quantify the total core damage probability of all accident sequences, to conduct sensitivity and
importance evaluations of the PRA model results, and to develop PRA model uncenainty analysis
input. By assembling a data base from the initiating event frequencies, accident sequence cutsets, i
system module cutsets, component descriptions and component failure rates, the RMQS l

processor allows "what if" type evaluations of a limited scope to be performed in a much more
timely and convenient manner than utilizing CAFTA (Cutset Editor) and the accident sequence
cutsets.

The RMQS processor can also be used to develop input for the basic event failure rate uncertainty
analysis program UNCERT. UNCERT is a software program that can be used to determine
uncenainty of system failure probabilities (top event probabilities) or accident sequence
frequencies based upon model input uncenainties (basic event failure rate uncenainties). A '

Monte-Carlo technique is used for calculation. UNCERT has several features that facilitate
uncertainty analysis, the most notable of which appears to be the ability to view the results on-line
and to modify on-line the required number of samples. This efficiently allows the analysts to :

avoid utilizing a number of samples significantly greater than that necessary to produce i

representative results (i.e. funher samples produce little change in the results).
i

3.5.4.1 Sensitivity

The dominant contributors to Me total core damage frequency in cutset form have been calculated
and tabulated in Table 3.5.4-1 A. based upon plant specific component failure data. Table 3.5.4-
IB provides the same total core camage frequency cutsets based upon generic component failure

O- data. Table 3.5.4-5 provides a similar listing without operator recovery actions credited, based
upon plant specific data. A top-down rev.~ew of these catsets can provide insights into the nature
of the important or sensitive contributors t) core damage risk. Importance measures can also be
used to identify the maximum potential effect of changes to a single element of cutsets (i.e., model
basic event or recovery event probability changes). However, it is also frequently useful to
ascenain the effects of combinations of 6ta values. This may be to assess various assumptions
made during the PRA model, or to identify possible changes or improvements to plant operations, ,

procedures or designs. These assessments have been performed using the ability within RMQS to
readily generate and modify temporary copies of the database. Types of modifications or ;

investigations include modifying all of a type of failure rate (i.e. common cause failure, human
failure, component type, etc.) to see the integrated effect. RMQS repons can then be generated

,

to document the results of these assessments. It should be noted that there are literally hundreds .

of potential sensitivity assessments or "what if" cases that can be considered. What has been done
'

for this study is to evaluate those that were expected to generate significant plant risk insights on
were requested in the IPE submittal guidance. Due to the case of RMQS use, additional
assessments can be performed at any time fmm the base case (or master) database.

The significant contributors to the total core damage frequency are shown in Table 3.5.4-1A,
based upon plant specific data component failure rates. Table 3.5.4-1B pmvides the significant

'

total core damage frequency cutset contributors, based upon generic data. Table 3.5.4-5 provides
a similar listing without operator recovery actions credited, based upon plant specific data. A
number of sensitivity calculations were performed as reported in Table 3.5.4-2. They address the
following issues:

The PRA model utilizes data that is a combination of plant specific and generic i.

component failure rates. The differences between the plant specific and generic
data estimates for component failure rates are most notable for the air operated
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valve and solenoid operated valve failure rates. The overall core damage
frequency has been evaluated using both plant specific and generic data failure
rates. The resulting difference in core damage frequency indicates that use of one
verses the other data set is not expected to have significant overall effects.
However, a comparison of results from both data sets can be made for any
assessment to ensure that these variations will not significantly affect conclusions.

Re PRA model estimates component unavailability due to test and maintenance*

from data sources that may have incomplete duration information. In addition, no
credit has been given to date in this study for restoration of equipment that was
under test during an emergency situation. The sensitivity of the overall core
damage frequency to the contribution from the test and maintenance data values
was estimated by increasing and decreasing the inputs by a factor of 10. The
resulting changes in core damage frequency indicate that although test and
maintenance activities can potentially have significant effects, they should not
dominate or drive the core damage frequency results.

The uncenainty calculation results reponed in section 3.5.43 assume that all-

common cause beta factors were reasonably well established, with the only applied
uncertainty coming from the component type itself. To determine the impact of
the assumed beta factors, as well as to assess the affect of common cause failures
on the model as a whole, a calculation was performed with the beta factors
increased and decreased by a factor of 10. The resulting changes in core damage
frequency indicate that common cause failure events can potentially have very
significant effects. Due to the potential for multiple train failures, common cause
failures could dominate or drive the core damage frequency results and therefore
should be considered very carefully to ensure they are modeled as realistically as
possible.

A great deal of effort is used to estimate the important human reliability values.-

Some non-dominant human actions are evaluated using a conservative screening
value. To assure that these events do not overwhelm the model, the results were
recalculated under the assumption that a more accurate human error rate was
substantially higher than the already conservative estimates (i.e., increased by a
factor of 10) used for the screening values. The resulting increase in core damage
frequency indicates that the use of conservative screening values for HRA events
that do not rise to a level warranting refinement should be conservative. The
potential for isolated cases where the screening value is non-conservative, should
not have a significant effect on the core damage frequency results.

A key safety feature typical for Babcock and Wilcox designed nuclear power-

plants exists at ANO-1. This feature is the high head HP1 pump (capable of
significant injection flow rates at the pressurizer SRV set point) in conjunction
with the automatic SRVs and ERV that represent a highly reliable capability for
performing HPI-cooling (also known as feed and bleed cooling). To see the effect
that the use of HPI with the ERV and SRVs has on the total core damage
frequency, the human failure probabilities associated with the use of this mode of
core cooling (UHFITHPIAD and UHFIRHPICD) were increased to 1.0 (i.e.,
failed). He resulting change in core damage frequency indicates that the use of
the HPI-cooling is a valuable risk significant benefit at ANO-1.

The loss of offsite power (LOSP) and station blackout core damage frequency is-

influenced by the inclusion of salt spray induced offsite power losses. Since ANO-
1 is not located near any large bodies of water (such as oceans) that could generate
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this type of power loss, the exclusion of salt spray-related LOSP events from thegs
-) ANO-1 LOSP database was found to reduce the ANO-1 core damage fnquency(

'

notably. Since the salt spray data is included in the LOSP database, the reported
ANO-1 CDF is considered to be conservative.

As a plant improvement effon to restore and enhance design margins, a new non-.

safety or " black" battery will be installed in the Fall 19931R11 refueling outage.
The mstallation of this new battery will allow the removal of severalimponant but
non-safety DC loads from the safety batteries. By removing non-safety DC loads
from the safety batteries, the effective life of the safety batteries will be extended
from 2 to 4 hours. This sensitivity study assesses the separate impact of this plant
improvement. The effect of extending the life of the station batteries from 2 to 4
hourt was found to reduce the ANO-1 core damage frequency (CDF) and result in
a risk significant benefit at ANO-1.

Another somewhat unique safety feature that will exist in the future at ANO-1 is a
new altemate AC (AAC) power source that will be capable of supplying power
individually to any of the ANO-1 or ANO-2 4160 Volt AC safety buses. This
AAC power source will be completely independent of sewice water (air cooled)
and DC power (separate batteries) with the capability to be staned and aligned
readily from either control room. To estimate the effect that the use of the new
AAC power source will have on the total core damage frequency, the recovery
probabilities associated with the restoration of offsite power (MANOSPREC,
MANOSPREC2, MANOSPREC4 all OSP*, and SBO* events) were decreased by
a factor of 10. This reduction simulates an additional operator recovery potential
of using the new AAC power source. The resulting change in core damage

(] frequency indicates that the use of the new AAC power source will be a risk
(/ significant benefit at ANO-1.

Lastly, the combined effect of the additional recovery potential expected from the-

new altemate AC (AAC) power source and the increased offsite power recovery ,

potential that will result from extending the safety battery duty cycle from 2 hours
to 4 hours has been investigated. To estimate this combined effect, the recovery
probabilities associated with the restoration of offsite power (MANOSPREC,
MANOSPREC2, MANOSPREC4, all OSP*, and SBO* events) were decreased
by a factor of 10 after the offsite power non-recovery probabilities were decreased '

to the values used for the 4 hour battery case. The resulting change in core
damage frequency indicates that the use of the new AAC power source will be a
risk significant benefit at ANO-1 that dominates the advantage that the longer
safety battery duty cycle has on the potential for recovery of offsite power.

The effect of using off-site power recovery factors that are less rigorous than those.

used in this study, but are typical of several other past PRAs has been assessed.
The impact was to increase the ANO-1 core damage frequency significantly.
Thus, the impact of the more sophisticated best-estimate LOSP convolution
recovery method significantly reduced the imponance LOSP-induced accidents to
the overall ANO-1 CDP. This result indicates this best-estimate method is
important in that it ensures a realistic assessment of the imponance of accidents
involving the loss of off-site power. Excessively conservative and excessively
optimistic methods can be expected to cause either too much or too little emphasis
on these accidents.

,

( .

- A recent ANO-1 plant modification to replace two manual valves with motor
'

operated valves (MOVs)in a line connecting the suction of both LPI pumps has
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made recovery of LPI failures more probable. The LPI system failures invohing
the failure of one LPI train's pump discharge flow to the vessel and the other LPI l
train's suction from the sump are now subject to an operator recovery to open the ;

LPI suction cross-over valves. In the ANO-1 PRA this recovery was not used,
'

lsince there was no procedural guidance or training for opening the LPI cross-over
valves (due to their newness as MOVs). Instead a less likely recovery for manually
opening the sump suction valves was used. With pmcedural guidance to open the
LPI suction crossover valves from the control room, recovery of the LPI system
for this type of system failure becomes likely. The recovery for the operator to
open the cross-over valves CV-1434 and CV-1435 from the control room
(LPICROSS) has been estimated with a probability of failure of 1.1E-02,
compared to the recovery failure pmbability of 0.31 for manually opening the
sump suction valves (MANSUMP). The recent plan' change and proposed
procedural addition indicates that using this recovery ac ion will lower the total
CDF and result in a risk significant benefit at ANO-1.

A procedure change to trip the RCP's due to an anticipated loss of ICW in the-

event of a loss of SW is being considered due to its potential risk benefit.
Currently, the action to trip the RCP's upon loss of SW (QHFIRCPTRP, modeled
human failure event in the ANO-1 PRA) is not directly proceduralized, since the
RCP's are tripped on high seal bleedoff temperature, which relies on RCP seal
injection flow from the Make-up pump (HPI pump) cooled by SW. In reality, both
ICW and Seal Injection must be lost before the RCP is lost. But, since Seal
Injection depends on SW through HPI seal injection (due to HPI pump SW
dependencies) and ICW is supplied by SW, an RCP trip following a loss of SW is
appropriate. The human action to trip the RCP's on loss of SW was termed an
operatcr " response" for purposes of quantification. However, if this action were

,

'

more highly proceduralized, such as making it one of the first few steps in the Loss
of SW AOP, it could be termed a " rule-based" action (a highly proceduralized
action). This would result in an increase in the probability of the human action by
a factor of 2. The addition of this procedural step to trip the RCP's upon loss of
SW, will lower the total CDF for ANO-1 and resti t in a risk benefit at ANO-1.

A unique feature at ANO-1 is the common manual isolation valve on the discharge.

to the circulating water flume from both Emergency Feedwater Pump Bearing
Casings. To see the effect that removal of this valve's intemals has on the total
core damage frequency, the probability associated with failure of this valve (FW-
1016) was decreased to zero. The resulting change in core damage frequency
indicates that this would provide a risk significant benefit at ANO-1.

Another feature is that the Emergency Diesel Generator jacket water cooler.

senice water supply valves are maintained normally closed. This means that the
valve for an EDG must open for the EDG to run properly. To see the effect that
maintaining these valves normally open has on the total core damage frequency,
the probabilities associated with opening of these valves (CV-3806 and CV-3807)
were decreased to zero. This change was also evaluated concurrent with addition
of the alternate AC power source. The resulting change in core damage frequency
indicates that this change would provide only minimal risk significant benefit at
ANO-1 following installation of the new AAC power source. Offsetting negative
factors such as the potential for increased cooler fouling (due to continuous
through-flow of service water) make this change unattractive.

Inspection of the cutsets irHving LPI flow failures indicates that an additional*

human recovery could be unu :d. The applicable cutsets involve a loss of LPI
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flow due to pump or other component failures in the LPI line between the sump
{o) line connection and the ECCS injection header. The human action to recover flow !

involves using the RBS (Reactor Building Spray) pumps to deliver sump flow to"

the ECCS injection header by startmg the RBS pumps and manipulating five
mancal valves. His action is proceduralized and is the preferable operator option
for recovery when no LPI pump is available. This recovery has a probability of .

failure of 0.12. When this recovery is conservatively employed (i.e. to most, but
not all applicable cutsets), the total CDF for ANO-1 is reduced by appmximately

.

5%. This recovery is an example of the types of findings that can occur during
reviews and/or applications that can readily be incorporated in future ANO-1
PRA updates.

As discussed in the followinpection, the most imponant events, and therefore those to which the
overall core damage n%ns are most sensitive, are AC power related failure events. The
imponance measures provide a good means of identifying what model elements have the greatest
potential to affect the PRA results (i.e., events to which the model is most sensitive).

3.5.4.2 Importance

Each of the inputs to the IPE model contributes to the frequency of core damage by a different
amount. This contribution can be measured by use of an imponance measure. In this study,
imponance has been ranked by the Fussel-Vesely (F-V) importance measure and the
Achievement-Wonh (A-W) imponance measure. The F-V imponance measure of a basic event
can be thought of as an indication of the maximum reduction that can be obtained in the core
damage frequency by reductions in that basic event failure rate (i.e., if the basic event failure rate
was set to zero). The A-W imponance measure of a basic event can be thought of as an

(] indication of the maximum increase that can occur in the core damage frequency by increases in
U that basic event failure rate (i.e.,if the basic event failure rate was set to one).

As mentioned above, another useful imponance measure is the contribution to core damage
frequency at a system level. This can be readily generated by summmg all of the hardware basic
events for the system of concern (i.e., excluding human failure events and recovery actions).
Initiating event imponance for system initiators can be combined with the system hardware basic
event imponance to get an indication of the overall system hardware core damage frequency
importance. It should be noted that this approach will capture all events for the system as if they
have an independent impact on the core damage frequency, which is not the case for cutsets with
a system ininator and separate system train failures. The AC power system is a good example of
this over counting, since many of the applicable cutsets will have an AC power initiator such as
T3, and will also have AC system train failures (i.e. the loss of each diesel). Reduction of any one
of these cutset elements will reduce the core damage frequency contribution of the cutser
signiGeantly , and further reductions in the other AC system cutset elements will have little effect.
Therefore, an inherent assumption has been made that any over-counting resulting from multiple
system train failures and/or system initiators is of secondary imponance so as to not affect the
results significantly. Where this assumption is not valid (such as for the AC power system),
adjustments can be made such as only " counting" the system hardware failure or the system
imtiator imponance, but not both. The validity of this inherent assumption can be readily verified
by review of the cutsets in Table 3.5.4-1 A or IB, looking for cutsets with initiators or failures
occurring in redundant trains that are a direct result of failures in that system.

Table 3.5.4-3 shows the model elements that conuibute most to the overall core damage
frequency, as ranked by the Fussel-Vesely (F-V) imponance measure (based upon plant specific

g component failure data). This measure shows the maximum potential fraction that the overall

(3j core damage frequency coulel decrease if the component failure probability of interest were to
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become zero (i.e. failure impossible). Table 3.5.4-4 pmvides the same overall core damage
frequency imponance measure based upon generic component failure data.

As can be seen from the Tables 3.5.4-3 and 3.5.4-4, the largest potential influence to core damage
comes from failures of the emergency diesel generators during loss of offsite power events (note,
NOREC is a " flag" to denote cutsets for which no operator recovery action was identified and
DBTlDSCD06 is a " flag" to denote cutsets for which the 2 hour rated safety batteries could
discharge prior to recovery of charging power). Next in imponance is the requirement for the
operators to trip the RCPs following a loss of seal cooling. This need arises in the significant
cases as a result of a loss of service water initiating event. Without timely RCP trip, a RCP seal
LOCA is postulated to occur, requiring HPI for inventory control, which fails due to the lack of
HPI pump lube oil cooling. Also of imponance are the LPI pump trains (including the sump
suction MOVs) which are needed during reactor building sump recirculation during HPI-cooling
and after LOCAs. The overall core damage frequency importance measure for other model
elements can be found in Tables 3.5.4-3 and 3.5.4-4.

Table 3.5.4-6A&B, 3.5.4-7A&B, and 3.5.4-8A&B show the overall core damage frequency
contribution by sequence, by initiator and by system for both plant specific and generic data. His
listing is another means of detennining which potential plant or model areas are imponant in
affecting core damage results.

Table 3.5.4-9A shows the model elements that contribute most to the overall core damage
frequency, as ranked by the Achievement Wonh (A-W) importance measure (based upon plant
specific component failure data). This measure shows the maximum potential fraction that the
overall core damage frequency could increase if the component failure probability of interest were
to become one (i.e. failure assured). Table 3.5.4-9B provides the same overall core damage
frequency imponance measure based upon generic component failure data.

As can be seen from the Tables 3.5.4-9A and 3.5.4-9B, the largest potential influence to core !

damage comes from failures of very reliable components or actions that are also imponant to
avoiding core damage. Since these components are very reliable (failure probabilities are very
small) the potential impact if they are assumed to be failed is significant. Tables 3.5.4-10A&B
show the potential overall core damage frequency A-W impact by system for both plant specific
and generic data. This listing is another means of determining which potential plant or model
areas are important in affecting core damage results, from the perspective of largest potential
impact. A-W imponance is a valuable risk assessment perspective that is more appropriate when
attempting to evaluate the impact of potential component degradation (i.e. how bad can it get),
while F-V imponance is more appropriate when attempting to evaluate the impact of potential
component improvement (i.e. how good can it get).

,

3.5.4.3 Uncertainty

During the ANO-1 PRA model development significant effon has been invested in a careful
evaluation of the ANO-1 system, equipment and operator accident response capabihty; however,
there are areas where the lack of information results in uncertainty. These uncenainties can be
grouped into basically two types typically associated with PRA model development. These two
basic types are parameter value uncertainty and modeling uncertainty. These uncenainties arise in
the analysis at every step in the process and can be both qualitative and quantitative. The range of
uncertainty is funher dependent on the completeness of the PRA analysis.

Parameter value uncenainties are typically quantitative in that they are related to failure rates,
frequencies and unavailability. To quantify uncertainty, basic event distributions were developed
and distribution parameters were determined from plant-specific data, previous PRA's, and
industry-wide data analyses. Dese basic event distributions were then propagated to the accident
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n sequence level through the Monte Carlo technique embodied in the UNCERT program. 'Ihrough
! ) multiple iterations on a random seed, a high confidence mean value with a log-normal distribution

-

was generated, using the mean and error factor values of each basic event (and the accident
sequences as a whole) found in the accident sequence cutsets being evaluated. UNCERT was
readily utilized to develop overall model basic event uncertainty by simply loading the RMQS text
file output and then selecting the number of samples desired. More detailed uncertainty
evaluations at the sequence, system, or basic event level can also be performed with the
appropriate UNCERT menu selections.

Modeling uncertainties have been handled largely by either modeling conservatisms or qualitative
considerations. The important sources of uncertainty in the ANO-1 PRA analysis and the general
nature and magnitude of uncertainty associated with these sources are described in the results
section below.

The important sources of uncertainty in the ANO-1 PRA analysis and the general nature and
magnitude of uncertainty associated with these sources are described as follows:

Modeling Core Damage Sequences - The most important sources of uncertainty are
believed to be the completeness and the accuracy of the models that define the core
damage sequences. Since it is difficult to hypothesize all postulable accident initiators,it is
believed that the finite number of identified initiators introduces a slight bias that tends to
under predict core-damage frequency. This bias tends to be offset by the initiator class
grouping philosophy which groups similar initiators together, takes the cumulative
frequency, and then assumes the impact of the most limiting initiator in the group.

System modeling inaccuracies are a related source of uncertainty that multiple levels of,,

( review and reconsideration during model iteration does not necessarily elimmate. Since
k during the review and iteration phase of the analysis it was easier to identify and correct

those sequences which significantly over predict the core damage frequency than those
which could have been over-looked (with respect to under prediction), modeling
inaccuracy uncertainty is believed to introduce a slight bias that tends to under predict
core-damage frequency. To a large extent, this is compensated by conservative
assumptions that could not be (or were chosen not to be) removed in the modeling.

An example of conservative model uncertainty involves the " loss of makeup" sequences in
which EFW primary-to-secondary cooling is available. These sequences are very slow to
evolve, requiring many hours to reduce the RCS inventory to the point where core
uncovering begins. The small LOCA especially treated this area conservauvely, due to the
break size binning utilized for the initiating event (see section 3.7.1 for more information).
No credit was taken for restoring components from maintenance or repairing failed
components during this time.

Input Data - A second important source of uncertainty is the accuracy of the input data
used in the analysis of core damage frequency. The UNCERT program Monte Carlo
propagation of basic event distributions to a total core damage frequency uncertainty
distribution results are given by a fifth and ninety-fifth core damage frequency of 1.41E-
05/rr-yr and 1.36E-04/rx-yr, respectively (around a 4.67E-05/rx-yr mean using cutsets
greater than IE-09/rx-yr (approximately 3000 samples and 2550 cutsets). This
distribution is quite broad but is narrower than the many component distributions that
were summed to obtain it. Note, two separate random seed cases were used, each with
sample nu.nber cases of 1000,2000 and 3000, with similar results for all six cases.

(
i Iluman Reliability Analysis - Another important source of uncertainty is in the modeling'

and quantification of human actions. While attempts were made to identify human actions
,
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that would cause or exacerbate important core damage sequences, it is possible that some
'

such actions were overlooked. In addition, most of the important human actions modeled
are either procedural actions performed under some degree of stress or non-procedural
recovery actions, for which there is only limited experience. Thus, the quantification of
these important human actions had to be based on the subjective judgment of the analysts
and human reliability specialists. It was in this context that distributions with a range of up
to two orders of magnitude were used to represent the important human actions in the
uncertainty calculations. It should also be noted that in order to provide an alternate
perspective with respect to recovery actions utilized in the cutsets, cutset resiews were
performed with no recovery actions credited. Table 3.5.4-5 provides a cutset listing
without operator recovery actions credited, based upon plant specific data. A top-down
review of these cutsets can provide insights into the nature of the important or sensitive
recovery action contributors to core damage risk.

Success Criteria - The critena used to define the successful response of systems are
believed to have a moderate bias that tends to over predict core-damage frequency. Such
criteria are mostly taken from safety analysis in which conservative assumptions are made.
For example, no credit was taken for cooling a damaged core in the reactor vessel, as was
done at TMI.

Component Dependencies - Dependencies between systems were explicitly modeled, and
dependencies within a system were modeled to the extent that analysts judged them
appropriate in accordance with existing data. However, it is estimated that dependent
component failures that may not be apparent from the plant data and thus were not
modeled could account for a moderate bias that may under predict core damage
frequency. Tending to offset this potential under prediction is the general belief by the
ANO-1 PRA analysts that the beta factor approach and values utilized for common-cause
failures is a conservative interpretation of a limited data set and therefore tends to over
predict core damage frequency.

In summary, the total core damage frequency (CDF) uncenainty distribution given by a fifth
percentile CDF of 1.41E-05/rx-yr and a ninety-fifth percentile CDF of 1.36E-04/rx-yr (around a
4.67E-05/rx-yr mean for cutsets with a frequency > IE-09/rx-yr) is thought to be representative i
of the base PRA model quantitative results uncertainty. Additional analyses that have been
performed, such as ATWS, ISLOCA and Intemal Flooding, introduce additional uncenainties
which tend to over predict the overall core damege and offsite release frequencies due to their
conservative scoping (or screening) nature.

Although there are numerous and potentially significant sources of uncertainty in the quantitative
ANO-1 PRA results, the quantitative and qualitative results provide useful information for
assessing insights into strengths and weaknesses in the plant's capability to respond to accident
conditions. It is important to not allow the PRA uncenainties to hinder the potential user from
utilizing the insights it provides. Rather, the uncenainties should make the potential user reahze
that PRA results are not adequate to provide the sole basis for decisions. However, PRA results
can be combined with other types of evaluation to make informed decisions regarding
modifications or areas of emphasis in operations, training and plant design.

O
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P Table 3.5.4-1A. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Plant Specific Data !

(
\ Plant

Se ,ence Da-,e r,e Feroent
ma....a. C1... ure m A=1.ent Se ence E.ent.

TDU 3.368-06 1.2 ft TOTAL IDSS OF Ss FIDu <!Em
OHF1kCPTRP Operater falle to trip RCPs in 30 minutes
78KECOVER OPERATORS FAIL TO TRANSFER TO ECF = RETURN FIDW

SS 2.39E-06 S.3 S SMALL BREAR 1DCA <!Et
IJWIICCF001 sOTOR-DR;VEN PUMP COpeOW CAUSE FA! LURE < nodule >
NOREC HUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NDT APPLICAB M ;

TBF 2.16E-06 4.6 T3 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE PONES <3ED '

DBT1DSCD06 BATTI.RT DOS DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECDVERT OF OrFSITE PWR-2HR$
EMNICCFDGF DIESEL GENERA?OR CQpeON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN
NOREC HUMAN RECDVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABM |
SB006 ST ATION BLACKDUT NON-RECUVERY FACTOR j

TBF 1.80E-06 3.8 T3 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE P0erER (IEP
DBTIDSCDC6 EATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFS!?E PNR-2HAS
EMMICCFDGA DIESEL GENERATOR C39CN CAUSE FA2 LURE TO STANT
NOREC HUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICAB12
5300$ STATION BLACRDUT WON-RECOVERY FACT 0m i

SI 1.33E-06 2.0 S SMALL BREAR 3DCA <!ED
Las(2 CCF007 80 TOR = OPERATED VALVES CV1405/6 Come0N CAUSS FAILURI < module >
MAmavMP operator f ails to manually open CV-1405 or 1406 upon f ailure

TBF 1.24E-06 2.6 T3 IDSS OF OFF-81TE POWER (IED
DBT1DSCDD6 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECDVERY OF OFFSITE FWR-2 HRS
EDCIDC1xrF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TC RUN
EDGIDG2xrF D:ESEL GENERATDR DC2 FAIM TO RUN
NOREC NUMAN RECOVEpf ACTJDN NOT AFFL1 CABLE i
53004 STATION B;ACROUT NON-RECDVr.RY FACTOR

TBF 1.15E-04 2.3 73 LDSS OF DFF-SITE POWER CIED
DHT1DSCD06 BATTERY DOS DISCHARGED FRIDR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PNR*2 HRS
EMMICCf7EP COMMD0i CAUSE FAILURE OF DG FUEL KFER PUMP TRAINS
EDCFETIE2 OPERATOR F A112 TO REFILL DG DAY TANE USIRG AND-2 TRANSFER PU !

$9005 STAT 2DN BLACROUT NON-RECDVERY FACTOR
SE 6.C6E-07 1.3 S SMALL BREAN IDCA <1E>

2AMICV14 05 MCTDR-OPERATED VALVES CV34DS AND CV1414 FAIL TO DELIVER FIDu g

SMM1AV3641 P34B LUBE CIL CDC MR SW VALVES FAIL Cmodule> '

MANSUMP Operator falls to manually open CV-lett or 34C6 upon failure
1

SX 6.C6E-07 1.3 S 5%ALL BREAR 1DCA (IED !

IJ0t1CV1404 MOTOR-CPERATED VALVES CV1406 AND CV1415 FAIL TO DELIVER FIDu
SMM1 AV3840 P34A LUBE DIL COO 2R Su VALVES FAIL < nodules r

MANSUMP Operater f alls to manually open CV-14CS or 1406 upon f ailure
*BF S.?!E-C7 1.2 T3 LCSS OF OFF-SITE PONER CIED

BMC1V'902N DG2 ROOM C00LIDG DAMPFR FAILS TO OPEN
DBT1DSCDC4 BATTERY DC6 DISChARCED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2 HRS
EDC1DCIIXF DIESEL GENERATDR DG1 FAILS TD RUN
NDREC NVMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABM
SBOC3 STAT!ON BLACEDUT WON-RECDVERY FACTOR

TBF 5.49E-07 1.2 T3 1 DSS OF OFF-S!?E POWER (IED
DST 1DSCDC6 BATTERY DC4 DISCnARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PNR-2MRS
EDGIDC1xxF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO DUN
EDC1DG2KAA DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO START DN DfAAND
NDR EC NUMAN RECOVERT ACTION NCT AFPL3 CABLE
SBOC3 STATION BLACKDUT NON-RECDVERT F ACTDR

SU S.36E-67 2.1 S SMALL BREAR 1DCA <!ED
1.KVI C OBK1 R MANUAL VALVE BW1 TRANSFERS CLCSED
NOREC NUMAN RECDVERY ACT20N NOT APPLICABM

SI 4.09E-57 1.C S SMALL BREAR 3DCA CIE>
1stMICV14 06 MOTDR-OPERATED VALVES CV140$ AND CV1414 F A:L TO DELIVER FIDN
1AMICV34C6 MC*DR-OPERA'ED VALVES CV14C6 AND CV1415 F A;L TO DELIVER FLOW

MANSUMP Operator f ails to manually open CV-1405 or 2406 upon f ailure
*BF 4.44E-C7 1.C T3 IDSS OF OFF-SITE Powth <!Et

DBTIDSCDC6 BA?TE.RT D06 DISCMARGED PR20R TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PNR-2HR$
EDG1DCIKEF DIESEL GFNERATOR DG1 FAlla 70 RUN
SMv13sC7xN MC?OR-OPERATED VALVE CV-8807 FAILS TD DPEN
SWEDGMOV Operator faile to loca13y manually open SW cool jtt v1ws CV-
59003 STAT!DN 91ACROUT WON-RECOVERY FACTOS

TQU 4.2SE-07 .9 79 IDSS OF Su PUMP TRAIN P4A <!E>
QKFIRCPTRP Operator falls to trip RCPs in 30 minutes
SMM1ArxCLG AUX COOLING iso 1ATION FAULT DODU12
SuSWINGREC Operator f ails to start and align operating 95 psap incl. asa

TBF 3.9tE-07 .9 T3 LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER (IES
FJet3CCFDGA DIESEL GENERATOR C390N CAUSE FAILUkE TO START

,

.ptM17 7 ATRP P1A T9IP DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPENING OF STM
NOREC NUMAN RECDVERY ACT2DN NOT APPLICABLE
89011 STATIDst BLACR3r? WON-REC 3VERY FACTDR

SU 3.81E-07 .88 SMALL BREAS 1DCA (IED
1Ast1CCFOC2 MDTDR-OPERATED VALVES CV1407/8 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE < modules ,

HPINANM3V DP FAILS TO OPEN CV-1401/08 TO SUPPLY SUCTION TD DP HPI PMP
TBI 3.64E-07 .0 713 1 DSS OF AC BUS A3 <1ED

SMNIAV3943 P34B LUBE DIL C30MR SW VALVES FAIL < module >
SGoFRIC Operator fails Le terminate Overfall prior to level reaching

SX 3.39E-07 13 SMALL BPEAR 2DCA (IES
SMM1AV3040 P34A LUBE DIL CCD3R SW VALVES FAIL < module > 6

SMalAv3841 P34B LUBE CIL CTER Su VALVES FAIL Caosule> |
SN93VMAN operator fails te sanually open SW MOV CV-3640 or 3841. !

/ !
|>
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Tchte 3.5.4-1 A. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Phnt Specific Data

(continued)
,1.nt

D.-9e Fre .orcent
Se o.ence .. .oSa e C2a.. ute m A ni.ent Se ,en.e E.ent.

YBF 3.57E-07 7 T2 3 DSS OF P3NER CoKVERSIDW SYSTEM <! p

Grv1FIC165 MANUAL VALVE TRANSFEAS C WSED
UHF1TMPIAD Operator f ails to attempt MP2 cooling
NOREC NUMM RECOVERT ACT1Du N71 APPLICABiA

TBF 3.27E+07 1 TS 1 DSS CF OFF-SITE PDFER <!D
DST 1DSCD06 BATTuf D06 DISchARCED FRIDR 70 RECOVEJT OF orTSITE PWR-2KRS
SMV138D6EN soTOR-OFERATED VALVE CV-3806 FAILS TO OPEN
SMV13807xN es:rFOR-OPEAATED VALVE CV-3407 FAlla TO OPEN
SWEDCae3V Operater tails to locally manually open su cool jet elve CV-
$5001 stAtIow BMCEDUt Bus-azcDnRT FACTOR

TBF 3.22E-07 .1 T3 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE POWER (IED
BMCIV1901N DG1 ROOM CQQLING LAMFD FA!!J TO OPEN
DBT1DSCD06 BATTuf DD6 DISCHARGED FRIOR TO RECDVERT OF OF783TE PNR-2NRS
EDCIDG2EEF DIESEL CENERATOR DGI FAILS TO RUN
NOREC WUMAN RECOVERY ACT3DN NOT APPLICABM
S3002 STATION B McROUT NDR-RECDVERT FACTOR

TBF 3.21E-07 7 T3 2 DSS OF ort-SITE POWER (IEm
DRT1DSCDC6 BATTERT DOS DISCHARCED PR30m TO RECDnRT OF OP753TE PWR-2 HRS
EDCIDC1KEA DIESEL CENEAATOR DC1 FAILS TO START ON DEMAND
E.DCID '2EXF D3ESEL GENERATOR DC2 FA!!J 70 RUN
NOREC NUMAN RECDVERT ACTION BOT AFFLICAB12
SE02 STAT 1DN BMCEDUT BON-RECDVERT FACTOB

SE 3.11E-07 75 SMALL BREAF IDCA <!En
1#eMICV1406 se??OR-OrtRATED VALVES CV1406 *ND CVI418 FAIL TO DELIVER FIDu
SMMIS110Nn SW 140P-1 ICW MK ISCLATJON FAULT st3DU1A
MMSUMF Operator falls to marmally open CV-1405 or 1406 upon f ailure

Sa 3.11E-07 75 SMAll BREM LOCA CIED
Idet CV1405 sector-oFERATED VALVES CV1405 AND CV14 34 FAIL TO DELIVER FIDE
SMM1AUNCLC AUI COOLING ISCIATION FAULT pODU12
MANSUMP Operator f ails to manually open CV-1405 or 1406 upon f ailure

SR 3.11E-07 75 SMALL BREM LOCA CIED
1stMI CV14 tl MCTOR-otERATED VALVES CV1405 MD CV1414 F All. TO DELIVER F1DN
SMM182ICNN SW LOOr-2 2CW MX ISOLATION FAULT #CDULE
MAN 5 UMP Operator fails to manually open CV-1403 er 1406 upon f ailure

TEM 2 . 64 E-0 7 .6 T13 DSS OF AC BUS A3 <!E*
1JtMI CV14 C6 teDTOR-OPERATED VALVLS CV14D6 AND CV1415 FAIL 70 DELIVER FIDW
SOOFAEC Operator f ails to terminate Dwerf all prior to level reaching

TBF 2.92E-07 .6 T18 LCSS OF AC BUS A3 <!D
IJ9t1CV14 C 0 #CTOR-OPERATED WALVE CV1408 FAILS 70 DELIVER FLDu anodale>
SsorREC operator f ails to terairiate Dwer!111 prior to level reaching

SU 2.89E-01 .6 8 SMALL bREAR IDCA <!D
179tlCV14 07 MCTOR*DPERATED VALVE CV1407 FAILS TO PROVIDE Flow < modules
SMM182ICNN SW LIX)P-2 ICW MK ISOLATION F AULT MODULE
HFICROSS Operator f alls te open MFI mover viva prJ-14,1$ for suctlen t

SU 2.89E-07 .6 S SMALL BkEAR IDCA CID
1stMICV1400 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1408 FAILA TO DELIVER FIDN caceule>
SMMIS13CNN SN 140P-3 Itv EK ISOLATION FAULT seCDULF
HFICROSS Operator Teils to open MF2 aover wave MU-14,15 for suction t

SJ 2.49E-07 .6 3 SMA1.L BREAR 2DCA <IED
1stMICV1407 MCTOR-DPERATED VALVE CV14D7 F AILS TO PROVIDE FIDN emodule>
SMM1AUICLG AUI COCLING ISO:.AT2DN FAULT MODULE
RFICRDSS Operator f ails to open HP2 Rover wive MU+14,15 f or suction t

TBF 2.93E-07 .6 T3 DSS OF DFF-SI*E POWER (ID
E'BTIDSCDD6 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PsIOR ?O RECDVERT OF OFFSITE FWD-FMS
EDCIDC2XKF DIESEL CENEkATOR Dc2 FAILa TO RUN
SMV13806KN MCTDR-OPERATED VALVI CV-3806 F AILS 70 0 FEN
SWEDGM3V Operator f alle to locally manually open Su cool jet v1wa CV-
SBOC2 STATION BMCFOUT NON-RECDVERT FACTOR

TBF 2.59E*C7 .6 73 LDSS OF OFF-13TE POWER EID
BMCJV7901N DC1800M CDCLING DAMPER F AILJ TD OPEN
BMC1V79C2N DG2 ROOM COOLING DAMPER Fall.S TO OPEN
DBT1DSCDD6 BATTERT DD6 DISCHARGED PRIDE TO RECDVp f 0F OFFSITE PWR-2 HRS
NDRfC MUMAN RECOVERT ACTIDW NOT UPLICABLE
19001 STAT 3DN BMCEDUT NDN-RECDYERT FACTOR

TBE 2.$9E-07 .6 71 REACTDR/TURB1NE TRIP (ID
EDGIDC1rXF DIESEL CENERATOR DC1 FAILS TO RUN
EMMiCB132X 4160V AC BREAFER 152-112 FAULT MODULE
SNM1Av3841 F34B LUBE DIL Coo 1ER Su VALVES FAIL (noeule>
MANDSFREC2 Operator fails to manually locally open brester to siaconnec

TBF 2.69E-07 .6 73 1 DSS OF QFF-SITE PCerER a2p
BMC1V7902N DG2 ROOM COOLING DAMFER F A!!J TO OPEN
DNT1DSCDD6 BAT *ERY DOS DISCHAACED PPIOR 70 RECDVERT OF DFFSITE PWR-2 HRS
E.DCIDCIERA DIESEL CENERATDR DCI FAIIA TO STAPT ON DE. MAND
B3kEC WUMAN RECDVERT ACTIDs NOT APPL 2 CAB 12
Sh001 STATION BMCRou? NON-kECDVERT FACTOR

TBF 2.50E-07 .6 73 1438 OF OFF-SITE PouER <!p
BMO V79CIN DG1 R:KJM C30LINC DAMPER FAZIE TO DFEN
DBTIDSCDOS BATTERT D06 DISCHARGED PRIDE TO RECDVERT OF DrFSITE Fra-2HPJ
EDG1DC2XXA DIESEL CENERATOR DG2 FA213 TO START ON DEMAND
WDREC HUMAN RECDVERY ACTIDN NOT MFL3 CAB 12
SB301 STATION BMCROUT NDN-RECDVERT FACTOR

*BF 2.SSE-07 .6 73 1 DSS OF OFF* SITE PDNEp AID
DBTIDSCD06 BATTERT D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECDvp f OF OrFSITE PWR-2 M S
EDG1DC1REA DIESEL CENERATOR DC1 FA112 70 START ON DEMAND
EDGIDC2XKA DIESEL CENEAATDR DG2 FAlla TO START ON DLMAND
NDR EC MUMAN RECDVERT ACT3DN NOT APPLICAB12
SBOC1 STATIDW BMCFDUT NON-RECOVERT F ACTOR
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Tcble 3.5.4-1A. ANO-1 PRA Domin:nt cr Tcp 100 Cutsets B sed Upon PI:nt Specific D:ta

(continued)

\]'-
Plant/%

/ 3.,uene. D ,. Fre,. P.rcent
.- Clase Measur. m Aceld at Sego.nce Ev.nt.

TRF 2.15E-07 .S T3 LOSS OF OFF-SITE PDuth (2 p
EJet1CCFFKP C0pseON CAUSE FAILURE OF DC FUEL EFER PUMP TRAISS

CPDt1P1ATRP PTA Tkit DURING START-UP DUE TD PREMATURS OPENING OF STM
EDCTETIE2 CPERATOR FAILS TO REFILL DG DAY TANS USING Amoat TRASSFER PU
&B011 STATION BLACROUT N0p-hECOVERT FACTOR

SE 2.292-01 .5 3 SMAI.L BR$AS IDCA <!ED
eget1P36CFS TRA1W P36C FAILS TO START < nodule >
Set 1Av3440 P34A LUNE CIL C0012R SW VALVES FAIL tuodule>
MP3 CROSS Operator f alls Es open MP! sever viva NU-14.1S ter euction t

Tar 2.25E-07 .5 T1 REACTOR /TURSINE TRIP <!E>
DCD11120ER St&W DC BREAKER 72-3120 TRAasrERS OPEN
EDC1DG1 EXT DIESEL GENERATOR DGI FA11A TO RUB
EDG1DG2 EXT DIESEL CENERATOR DG2 PA!!J TO RUN
DBTIDSCD06 BATTEar DOS DISCnARGED FRIOR TO R2.CDVERY OF OFFSITS FWR-2HES
MANDCREC Operator falla to close breaker locally at D11.

TBF 2.20E-07 .8 T3 1D38 OF OFF-SITE Puuta <! p
BMC1V7902R DG2 RouM CtX) LING DAMPt.R FA!!J TO OPEN
LBT1DSCD06 BATTERY DO6 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECDVERY CF OPTSITE PWR-2MRS
SMv13806xp scTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-38D6 FA11J TO OPEN
SwtDGMOV Operator falla to locally manually open SW emel jat viva CV-
39001 STAT 20N BIACROUT N3p-RECDVERT FACTOR

TBF 2.20E-05 .6 T3 1 DES OP Orr-SITE power 41E>

BMC1V7901m DG1 ROOM CODLING DAMPER FA!!J T3 OPEN
DDT1DSCDD6 BATTEPY DC6 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERT OF OFFSITE Fw3-2MRS
SMV13807xN MOTOR-OFtkATED VALVE CV-3607 FAII.S TO DPEN
SWEDGPOV Operator falla te locally manually open Su cool jet vles CV-
SBDCI STATION BIACROUT NON-RECDVERY FACTOR

'BF 2.ltt-07 .S T3 1 DSS OF OFF-SI*E POWER (1E*
DBTitSCDD6 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECDVERT OF DFFS!TE PWR-2HAS
EDG1DG1XRA DIESEL GENERATOR DC1 FAlla TO STAtt ON DEMAND
$9N13907XM seOTOS-DPERATED VALVE CV*30C1 FAI1J TO DPEN
SNLDGMOV Operator falle to locally manually open SN cool jat vles CV-
SB003 STATION BLACROUT NON-RECOVERY FACTDR

TBF 2.19E-07 .S T3 LDSS OF OFf-SITE POWER (:p

CST 1DSCD06 BATTEDY D06 EISCHAAGED PRIDR TO Rt.CDVERT OF OFFSITE PER-2HR$
EDCIDG2XRA DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO $! APT ON DEMAND
SMV13805KN MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3406 FA112 TO OPEN
SutDGNOV Cperator f ails to locally manually open SW cool jkt v1ws CV-
SBOC3 STAT!DN 91ACROVT NON-kECDVERY FACTOR

TBI 2.09E-07 .4 71 REACTOR /TukBIst TRIP (IE>
g EDCIDG1XXF CIESEL GENERATOR DG3 F A!!J TO RUN

EMMICB1123 4160V AC BREArER 152-112 F AULT 8e3DU12l iMM1CV1406 MOTOR-OFERATED VALVES CV1406 AND CV1415 FAIL TO DELIVES FLDW
v MANDSPREC2 Operator f alla to manually locally open breaker to discormer

TBF 2.0'E-07 .4 T1 REACTOR /TUkBIKE TRIP 41E>
EDG1DG1XKF DIESEL GUERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
EMM;CBil2X 4360V AC BREARER 152-112 FAULT MODU 12
IJc!3 rV3 400 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1400 FAILS to DELIVER FIDW < modules
MANOSPREC2 Dperator f ails to manually locally open Breater to gioconnes

SM 1.97E-07 .4 S SMALL BREAR inca <!ED
KMP1P36CFS TRA:s P36C FA!!J 70 STAPT < module >
IMM;CV1405 MD*DR-DPERATED VALVES CV1401 AND CV3414 FAIL TO DELIVED FIDW
MANSUMP Operator falla to manually Open CV-340n er 1406 upon failure

TBF 1.81E-07 .4 713 IDSS OF AC BUS A3 <ID
Seem182]CwM SW LOOP-2 ICW MX ISD1ATION F AULT as3DU12
SGQFREC Operater falle to terminate Overf111 prior to level rosching

TEF 1.9'E*07 .4 T13 1018 OF AC BUS A3 <IEF
SMM1AUNCLG AUX COOLING ISO 1AT30N FAULT es3DU1A
S GOFoEC operator f alla to terairate Dverf all prior te level reaching

SU 2.83t-07 .4 S SMALL BPEAR 1DCA <!D
HMM1P36CFS TRAIN P36C FA31J TO START < module >
IJot1CV3 4 07 80 TOR-OPERATED WALVE CV3401 FAILS 70 PROVIDE FIDW (module >
HPICROSS Dperator f alls to open HPI sover eles 8FJ-34,15 for auction 1

$X 1.70E-07 .4 S SMALL BREAR IDCA (ID
IMM1MPP34A TRAIN A 9CTDe-DRIVEN FUMP P AILURES caodule>
1MM1MPP349 TkAlp B #CTDo-DRIVEN PUMP FA!!J < module >

NDREC HUMAN RECDVERY ACTION WOT APPLICABLE
8x 3.61E-07 .3 S SMALL BREAR 3DCA <!E>

IMMICV3405 80 TOR-OPERATED VAINES CV1405 AND CV3414 FAIL TD DELIVER FIDW
1MMIMPP34B TRAIN B DCTOR-DRIVEN PUMP FAILS 4modulet
MANSUMP Operator falla to manually open CV-140$ or 1406 upon failure

SN 1.61E-01 .3 $ SMALL BREAR 3DCA CID
3det3 CV3 406 80TDB-OPERATE.D VALVES CV14D6 AND CV3411 FAIL TO DELIVER FIDW
IMM1MPP34A TRAIN & MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMF FAILifRES Caodu3e>
MANSUMP Operator falls 10 manually open CV-140$ pr 3406 upon failure

AE 1.$0E-07 .S A LAACF. B& EAR 3DCA <!ED
EMFIALPRAD Operator f alla to attempt low pressure roeirculation follow!

AM 1.50E-DT .3 A 1ARGE BRLAS 3DCA <Ip

zaF1A1PRAD Operator f ails to attempt los pressure recirculation follovi
*BT 1.41E-O' .3 71 RfACTOR/TUmsINE TRIP (I D

DCD1112cxR 12tv DC BREARER 72-1120 TRANSFEh5 DFEN
EstMICCFDCF DIESEL GENERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN
DBT135CDC6 BA* TERT DOS DISCKARGED PRIOR TO RECDVERT OF QFFSITE FWR-2MRS
MAsDCREC Operator f ails to Close breaker 30c412y at D11.

[
t
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Table 3.5.4-1A. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Plant Specific Data

(continued)
,1.nt

.epence ca ge tres. Percent
..me Cla.. M.a.ur. m Aecisent ..pme twom.

SU 3.3tE-07 .3 s SMALL BEAR WCA <ID
IJet1CV1407 BCTOR= OPERATED VALVE CV1407 FAILS TO PROVIDE FWu < module >
idSt)CV1400 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1409 FAILS TO DELIVER F14ar Caodule>
MFINANacV cr FAIL 3 To OPEN CV-1457/0e TO SUFPLY $UCTION TO OF MP3 PMP

$N 1.35E-07 .3 s SMALL BAEAR 3DCA (ID
EHF1hPR12 Operator fails to begin hign pressure reCirculat108 fellowim
NOREC NUMAN RECOVEaf ACTION NOT AFFLICABIA

TBF 1.33E-07 .3 71 aAACTok/ TURBINE YnIP <! p

EDG1DClEEF DIESEL GENERATOR DC3 FAIIA TO RUN
E89t1CB1125 4160V AC Sp. LAKER 152-112 FAULT SE3DifLE

SNN1822CWH SN 20P-2 3CW ME 2501ATION FAULT IEJDUIA
MANDEPREC2 Operater fails to manually locally open breater to disconnet

TBF 1.331-07 .3 T1 REACTDR/TURBIFE TRIP <!p
EDC1DG1EIF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAZIJ TO RUN
E8st1CB1125 4160V AC BaAARER 142-112 FAULT se:3DU12
SNM1AUIC14 AUX COOLING ISO 1ATION FAULT 8CDU12
MAN 05PREC2 Operator fails to manually locally open breater to disconnec

TBF 1.31E-07 .3 ?! REACTOR / TURBINE TRIP (I D
Flet1CV2625 OsTs A Mru BIDCu VALV3 FAILS orEN
CptM;F7BTRA IDES OF FIDW TERU PTB TRAIN (TTPE-1) < nodule >
UMF1TMPIAD Operator fails to attempt LFI cooling
secreEC Operater fails to terminate Overfill pritt to level reaching

,

TBF 1.311-01 .3 T1 REAC70k/TURB!st T9 tP (ID I

FMMICV2675 csfr. B Mrw BIDCF VALVE FAIIA OPEN
QMM1778TRA 3D&5 CF F Wu THRU P7B TRAIN (TYFE-1) < module >
17HFITMPI AD Dperator fails to attempt HP3 cooling
SCOFREC Operator f ails to terminate Overfill prior to level reaching

33 1.301-C7 .33 SMALL BRLAN 1DCA <!Et
IJo'IMPF 34 A TRAIN A ICTOR-CRIVEN PUMP FAILL*RE$ thodulem
L*MITRAIFB TRAIN B IS IN MAINTEpiANCE
NDREC AUMAN RECOVE.RY ACTION NOT APPLICA8;2

su 1.3CE-07 .3 3 SMALL BREAK 1DCA <!D
IJW4;MPP345 TRAIN B scTDR-DRIVEN PUMP FA213 <medulp
LTM;TRA!kA TRAIN A It IN MAINTENANCE
NDk t.C Muun RECOVEpf ACTIDW NOT APPLICABLE

8x 3.2?E-07 .3 s SMALL BREAR 3DCA <!p
1#EMICV1405 #cTOR-OPERATED VALVts CV140S AND CV1434 FAIL ?D DELIVER FWu
LTMITRAINB TRAlp B 25 IN MAINTE:iMCE
MAN 5DMP Operator f ails to mafmally open CV-34CS Dr 1404 upon f ailure

$1 1.22E-C7 .3 $ SMALL BREAR LOCA (ID
IAMICV1406 scTon-OrtkATED VALVES CV2406 AND CV1418 FAIL 70 DELIVER FIDu
LTMITRAIhA TRAIN A IS IN MAINTEhANCE
NAMSUMP Operator fails te manually Open CV-14Cl er 1496 upon failure

SV 3.211-07 .3 s SMALL BREAK LOCA <!D
MMMICCFCO2 NFI PUMF8 COMMON CAUSE FAIL 1'k1 TO RUN < nodule >
MPICRDSS Operator f ails to open hPI aower v2ws MJ-14,1$ for euction t

TBF 1.211-C7 .3 T2 1D51 DF PDwER CONVEREIDW SYSTEM (I D
QMMIP7ATRA Loss DF FLOW THRJ F7A TRAIN (TYPE-3) (noggle>
QMM;F'BTLA ID$$ OF FIDN THRU P7B TRAIN (TTFE-1) < module >
UHF1THPIAD Dperator fails to attempt HPI Cooling
h0 REC HUMAN kECDVERY ACTIDei NOT AFPLICABM

TBF 1.19E-07 .3 713 1D55 0F AC BUS A3 (ID
MMM;P36CFS TRA!N P36C FAILB TO ITART cmocule>
SCOFREC Operater f alls to tera.inate Overfill prior to level reaching

SU 1.17E-07 .35 5 MALL BALAR WCA <ID
MMM;P36CF5 TRAIN F36C FAl1J TO $ FART <noculep
SMM;511CWH SW IDOP-1 ICW HE ISO;ATION FAULT 9KCUM
HPICROSS Dperator f ails to open HFI acwer vlwe MU-14,1$ for suction t

TBF 1.16E-C7 2 73 WSS OF OFF-SITE PONER <!D
DBT11'8CDD4 EAT?ERY DC6 E!5 CHARGED PRIOR TO RI. COVERT OF OFFSITE PrR-2HR5
EDGIDGINKF DIESEL GEktkATOS DG1 FAILS TD BUN
ETM;DC2KKX DC2 IN TEST OR MAINTEEAMCE
NOREC HUMAN RCCDVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABM
AB003 STAT 10N BIA"*DUT N0p-kECOVERT FACTDR

SE 1.!CE-07 .25 $NALL BREAK 3DCA <!D
LSMICSUMPP CONTAIDHENT $UDP PLUGGED
NDkEC HUMAN BECUVERT ACT13N NOT APPLICAB;2

SU 1.C31-C7 .2 S SMALL BREAR 1DCA <!E>
5es41CCFwv4 #ctop-OPERATED VAI.VE CCF F AULT 8CDU12 (SFS s-CONNECT Wat
tusw!NGRE2 op f ails to start and align op se pmp inc2. avail power - (a

TBF 9.93E-C0 .2 T13 IDES OF AC BUS A3 <1p
UNF3THFIAD Operator falje te attempt MF1 cooling

| ScorREC Operater fails to terminate Overfill prior to level reaching
'

TBX 9.6&f-05 .2 T13 1D$$ OF AC BUS A3 (ID
1#9t;MPF34B TRAIN B sofom-DRIVEN PUMP FA11A smongles
SCOFREC Operator fails to terminate Overfill prior te level reach 1Pg

EX 9.5?p 06 .2 3 SMALL BREAR IDCA (ID
HMFIDF36CL *kAIN P36C MAIN'ENANCE RESTORATION F AILURE
SMM;AV3840 F34A LUBE DIL CDDMR Sr VALVES TAIL < module >
MPICPD$$ Dperator f alle to open MFI sewer elve MU-14,15 for euction t

Tar 9.13E-ta .2 T20 1458 DF su PUMF TRAIN P4B (IIS
EDG1DCIKET E!ESEL GENERATDR DG3 FAILE TO RUN
EMMICB112E 426DV AC SkEAF.LR 312-212 FAULT #CDVLE
MANOSPREC2 Operator fails to manually I.ocally open breaker to eleconnes

O
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Tcble 3.5.4-1AJ ANO4 PRA Dominrnt or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Pirnt Specific D:ta

(continued)
:

Flent 6e S. pence Da-,e rre Per m t :n......t Ra- C2as. ur. m Accident Sepem Ee.at. i

-( |.- .

TBF 9.03E-08' .2 T2 1 DSS OF Popth CONVERS20N SYSTEM <!D !
QMMIPTATRP P1A TRIP DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATUkE WENING OF ST1e |
QMM177sTRA 3 DSS OF FIDW THRU P78 TRAIN iTTPB-ll Eneaule> '

Unr1TKP1AD Operator fails to attempt API cooling . '

P1AMANREC operator fails to operate PTA manually (SAv. SentrD1 valves, t
Su t.9tE-08 .2 8 . SetALL AREAS 3DCA <!p . i

IJet1MPP34h TRAIN 9 SIOTOR-DRIVEN l'INF FA!!J < module > ,

'Sset1AV3840 f 34A LUBE 03L C0014R SW VALVES FAIL <moetslap
.

|seleCMeAN Operator fa!!e to manually open 95 BEN CV*3040 er 3441.
SE 6.PDE-00 .2 3 SMALL mREAE 3DCA (2p -

IJet NPP34A TRAIN A 800 TOR-DRIVEN PUBIP FAILURES Emmeule> ,

east 1 Av3441 P349 LUBE DIL C0014R Sp VALVB3 FAIL < module > ;
SpiovMAN op.rator fails se manually open SW MOV cv-St o er 3:41. !

SI S.TSE-08 .2 S SnALL 3 REAR 1DCA CIED ,
IJEF11JtE003 TRAIN A 1#R NAINTERANCE RES1DRATION FAILURES
IJEN1MPF349 TRAIN D 8EDTOR-DRIVEN PUt|F FA112 caneule>
NORSC 8?UMAN REcovtaf ACTION NOT APPLICASIA

SI 8.7&E-00 .2 3 SMALL BREAR 3DCA <10 s

LHF1LME004 TRAIN 9 32R stAINTERANCE SESTORATION FAILURES -
*IJet1MPP34A TRAIN A 900 TOR-DRIVEN PUW FAILURES < module >

NOREC NUMAN RECDVERV ACT105 NOT APPL 3CAS12
TBF 8.43E-08 .2 T1 REACTOR /TURRINE TRIP CIE> $

EDG1DG!rxF DIESEL CENERATOR DG1 FA!18 TO RUN
EJeMICB112X 416DV AC SREAKER 152-112 F AULT 800DULE *

HMMIP34CFS TRAID F36C FAILS TO START < nodule > - !
MANo$PREC2 Operates falla to manually locally open breaker to Claconfset

"

Su a.26E-OS .2 3 SMALL anEas IDCm <gn

LHFILKE003 TkAIN A LPR NAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURES
IJm1CV3 406 sector-OPERATED VALVLS CV14C6 AND CV141$ FAIL TO DELIVER FIDW
mANSUe operator f alls to manually open CV-1405 or 1406 upon f ailure *

SX 8.2EE-09 .2 S SMALL BREAR IDCA <I D (
HMFICF36CL TRAIbi P36C MAINTH ANCE RESTORATION FAILURE -

1JpOCV1401 se0Tpp-OPERATED VALVES CV140$ AND CV3414 FA!L TO DELIVER FIDN
etANSUMF Operator f ails to manually open CV-3406 or 1406 upon failure [

SY 4.24E-08 .2 3 SMALL DREAR 3DCA <!ED
LMFILME004 TRAIN B 1PR MAINTEhANCE RESTORATION FAILVRES {
IJet1Cv2 40$ sto On-OPERATED WALVES cv1405 AND CV1414 FAIL TO DELIVER F1DN '

MANSvetr operator falls to manually open CV-1405 or 1406 upon failure
,

TBF 8.20E-08 .2 T1 REACTOR /TURSINE TRIP EI D
DBTIDSCDD6 BATTERY DOS FISchARGED FRIOR TO RECOVERT OF DFFSITE PWR-2MRS f
DCD1D02EER 125V DC BREAKER 72-DDI TRANSFERS OPEN '

EJtM1 A41SMD 4160V SNGR A4 1 DAD SMED FAULT MODULE
hANDGIDAD Operator fials to manually lead at least ene of the EDG's.

TRF 4.36E-08 .2 T1 REACTOR /TURB1NE TR1P <I Dg
DDT1DSCDD6 BATTERT DOS DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERT OF DFFSITE FNR-# HRS ,
DCD1D01ENR 125V DC BREARER 72-D01 TRANSFERS OPEN
EstM1CCFFKP CosetDN CAUSE FAILURE OF DG FUEL EFER PUstP TRAINS
EDGFrTIE2 DPERATOR FA!!J TO REFILL DG DAT TANE USING AND-2 TRANSFEB FU *

TBF 4.C2E-00 .2 T1 REACTOR /TVRSNE TRIP (I D
DBT1DSCD06 BATTERT D06 DISCKARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE Ppt-2 HRS
DCCID01xxR 12SV DC 3REAKER 12-D01 TRANSFERS OPEN . [
EC316231XR AC BREAKER $2 6231 TRANSFERS OPEN
SNEDGasov Operator fails to loca12y manually open $5 emel 3Rt wava CV-

Tax 1.ast-ce .2 T23 2 DSS or AC sus An ero
LTM1TRA1WB TRAIN D IS IN MAINTENANCE ,

SGDFREC Operator falls to terminate Dwerfill prior to Jewel reaching *

. TBF 7.27E-09 .2 T3 2 DSS OF OFF-51TE POWER CI D
QMMIP7ATRP P7A TRIP DURING START-UP DUE TD PREMATURE DPENING OF STM
SsN13eD6xN MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3406 FAILS TO DPEN
SHV13807EN DIOTUR-OPERATED WALVE CV-3607 FAILS TO DPEN .

|SNEDGasov operater f alls to locally manually open Sp cool jkt viva CV-
,

Sn007 STAT 0N alACsouf NON-REcovERT rACTok
TBF 1.06E-05 .2 T1 REACTOR /TURSINE TR:P <!ED [

EDG1DG1rXF DIESEL CENERATOR DG2 FAtLS TD RUN I

EMMICal123 4160V AC BRt.ARER 152-112 FAULT 8EDDULE
UHF1TMP1AD Operator fails to attempt HP3 cooling
MANOSPREC2 Operator falla to manually locally open brooker te eleconnec

TBK 6.07E-00 .1 71 REACTOR /TURBNE TRIP <!p

EDCIDG1EKF 37ESEL CENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
EJet1CB112I 4160V AC BRE%RER 112-112 FAULT Is3DU12

3

1JEMlwP34D TRAIN 9 sector-DRivEt FUMP FAILS cmeaule>
MANOSPREC2 Operster falls te manua12y locally open breaker te disconnec '

SI 6.04E-00 .1 S SMALL BitEAR SDCA <!ED I

LTM1TRA!RA - ' RAIN A 18 IN stA!ffTENANCE
SMM1AV3841 9345 LUBE O!L CODIAR Sp VALVES FAIL <medule>
SNMOVMAN Uperator f ails to manually open SN se0V CV-3840 er 3041.

.

IX 6.94E-00 ~.1 S SMALL SREAR 1DCA <!p - '
LTMitRAIND TRATN B IS IN HAINTENANCE
Spot 1 Av3540 F34A 1ATBE DIL C00128 SN VALVES FAIL <andule> .

'

SNMOVMAN operater fails to manually open SN se0V CV-3840 er 3641.
TDU 6.e4E-00 .1 T1 REACTDR/ TURBINE TRIP (I n

|
our1RCrTRP operator fails to trip RePe in 30 minutes t

SMMICCrP4E Comop CAUSE FAILURE or SW PUw TRAINS I

SNSW2NGREC operator fails to start ene allen operatin, SN pnp incl. ava
,

i
,
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Table 3.5.4-1A. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Plant Specific Data

(continued)
Pl.nt

rr. e.re.mt..w. D.... ..... . . C2... or, m Aea...t ..w.ne. ev.nt.

u . 6..-.. .i . ..Au. .ru, ioCA <2 o

LHF11JtE003 TRAIN A 17R NAlp?thABCE RESTokAY10N f AILURES

LTM1 TRAINS TRAIN 8 IS 25 eULINTEaANCE
NDREC NUMAN RECDVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABM

SE 6.66t*05 .) S SMALL BRI.AR 3DCA CIRD
LEFILEE004 TRAIW D 17R MAlrTENANCE RESTOPATION FAILURES
LTM1TRAIAA TRA2p A IS IN hAINTENANCE
NOREC WUMAN RECDVERT ACTION 3Cf APPLICASM |

su 6.60E-C8 .1 S ENALL BREAR 1DCA C1p

1J981009mST BW87 FAILS TO PROVIDE FIDS < modu 3..
NOREC NUMAN RECOVERT ACTION WOT APPLICARM

TBF 6.152-28 .3 73 3Ds3 0F orF-SITE FONT.R (2p
DBT1D5CDD6 BATTI.RT DD6 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF Orr$1TE FWR-3 HRS
EDC1DO2KI"' DIEEEL GENERATom DG2 FAILB TO RUN
t?n1DCIKKM DC1 IN TEST OR eULINTENANCE
noREC MUNAs RECOVERY ACTION pot APPL 2 TAB M

5D002 STATIDW BIACEDUT pom-RECOVERT FACTOR

TOTAL: 3.24E-05 49.364 of Tot.1 Frequency 4.673-05

P

O

.

O
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7 Table 3.5.41B. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Generic Data j

- \.,,- '!r. P. m ntS. . ..... .
-. m A-1...E S. . E..m . ;. . .

Tar 4.415-04 10.0 TS IDSS OF CrF-SITE PONER CIED - |
DBT1DSCD06 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PR10R TO RECDVERY OF OFTSITE PNR-2HAS 1

EJet1CCFDGA DIffEL GENERATOR CtNNION CAUSE FAILURE TO START I
NOREC NUMAN RECOVERT ACTION NOT APPLICAsu {
$3005 STATION 81ACROUT NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

[SE 3.788-06 S.6 S SMALL mREAR IDCA (2E> i

IJut1CCF001 fCTOR-DRIVEN PUse COMMON CAUSE FAILURE e m0U1A> f
NOREC MUMAN RECOVERY ACT30M NOT APPLICASM

,

TOU 3.368-04 7.6 Te TOTAL IDSS Or SN FLON <!ED !
OHFIRCPTRP OPERATOR FAILS TO TRIP RCPS IN 30 MINUTES

'!76 RECOVER OPEAATORS TO TRANSFER 10 RCP * RETURN FIDW
TBF 1.51E-06 4.1 73 1 DSS OF OFT-SITE POWER (IED I

DST 1DSCDC6 BATTERY DOS DISCRARGED PRIOR 10 kECOVERY OF OFFS!TE PNA-2MRS 3

Emi1COFFEP CENOGN CAUSE FAILURE OF DG FUEL EFER PUIN' TRAINS |
EDGTETIE2 CPERATOR FAlla TO REFILL DG DAY TANE USING AND-2 TRANSFEA PU i
33005 STATION DLACEDUT NON-RECDVERY FATTOR f

TBF 1.55E-06 3.6 73 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE POWER (IED . j
DBTIDSCD06 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVM Y OF OFFSITE FNS-2NAS i

EDG1DG1 ERA DIESEL CENF.RATOR DG1 FAIIA TO START ON DEMAND
,

EDG1DG2KXA DIESEL CENERATOR DG2 FA11a 70 START Dei DEMAND
NOREC MDMAN RECDVERY ACTION NOT APPLICA52 I
SBOc3 STATION 81ACROUT NON-RECOVERY FACTOR I

TBF 1.43E-06 3.2 T3 1 DSS OF OFF-83TE POWER <!E>
DDT1r$CDC6 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2MRS ,
EMMICCFDGF DIESEL GENERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN
NOREC NUMN RECOVIRT ACTION NOT APPLICABLE
SR006 STATION BLACROUT NON-RECOVERY PACTOR

*BF 9.BDE-07 2.2 T3 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE POWER <IEp

EMMICCFDGA DIESEL CENERATOR COMMON CAU3E FAILURE TO START f
OMMIP7A*RP P1A TRIP DURING START-UP DVE TO PREMATUFE OPENING OF STM ,

NOREC WUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABM ;
SBoll STATION 91ACROUT NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

,

TBF 9.24E-01 2.1 73 1058 or Orr-SITE POWER <!ED s

DBTIDSCD06 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECDVERY OF OFFSITE PNR-2MRS ,

EDGIDGINIF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 Falls TO RUN
EDGIDG2KRA DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAI13 TO START ON DEMAND
WOREC NUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABLE
$5003 STATION 81ACROUT NON-RECOVERY FACTOR *

ISI 6.29E-07 1.4 3 SMALL BREAF IDCA <!ED
1MMICCFC07 ecTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV140$/6 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE < MODU 2>
MANSUMP OPERATOR FAILS TO MANUALLY OFEN CV-1401 OR 3406 UPON FAILURE

TBF S.41E-07 1.2 73 LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER <!ED
DBTIDSCDD6 BATTERY D06 DISCHARCIDSS OF Of7-SITE POWER <!EP
EDG1DG1XKF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN f
EDCIDC2KMF DIESEL GF.NERATOR DC2 FAILS TO RUN
WDREC MUMAN RECOVERY ACTION WOT APPLICABLE k

53004 STATION SLACROUT NON-RECOVEPY FACTOR
TBF 5.22E-0T 3.2 73 IDSS OF Of7-SITE POWER <!ED i

D971DSCD06 DATTERY D06 DISCHARCED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFS 1TE FNR-2HR$ E

EDCIDG1XAA DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO START ON DEMAND j

EDG1DG2xxF DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAlla TO RUN |
NOPEC MUMAN RECOVERY ACTION WOT APPLICABLE
55002 STATION BLACROUT NON-RECOVEPY FACTOR i

SX S.06E-C7 1,2 S SMALL BREAR 3DCA <!EP I

f.
IJtMIMPP34 A TRAla A MOTOR * DRIVEN PUMP FAILURES (MODULE >
IMM1MPPS4B TRA3N D MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP FA115 (MODU 11D
NOREC NUMAN RECDVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABLE i

SU 6,DDE-C1 1.1 3 SMALL BREAR 3DCA <!ED [
HMMICCF001 HPI PUMPS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN CMODug> f

HPICROSS OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN MP2 KOVER VLVS MU-14,15 FOR SUCTION 7 f
TBF 4.03E-01 .9 73 - 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE POWER (IED !

EMMICCitKP COMM3N CAUSE FAILURE OF DG FUEL EFER PUMP TRAINS .I
OMMIP7ATAP PTA TRIP DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPENING OF STM '

EDGFIT2E2 CPEkATOR FAILS TO REF3LL DG DAY TANE USING ANO-2 TRANSFER PU
Stoll STATION BIACKOUT NON-RECDVERY FACTOR

TBF 3.76E-01 .9 TS 3 DSS OF OFF-SITE POWER CIED
EMM1CCFDGA DIESEL GENERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURS TO START I
OMMIPTATRA 1 DSS OF FIDW THRU PTA TRAIN (TYPE-19 (MODUMD i
NOREC MUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICA312 f
38011 STATION 91ACROUT WON-RECOVERY FACTOR i

Tar 3.45E-07 .9 73 LDSS OF OFF-SITE PONER CIES
. J

EDG1DCIEIA DIESEL GENERATOR DCI FAILS TO START DN DEMAND ,

Cret1PTATRP PTA TRIP DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPENING OF STM ,

EDG1DG2EXA DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO START DN DEMAND ;
NOREC HUNAN RECOVE.RY ACTION NOT APPL 2CAS12 i
33001 STATION D1ACROUT NDP-RECOVERY FACTOR I

TOU 2.521-07 .6 T1 REACTOR /TURS!NE TRIP (IES |
OMFIRCPTRP OPERATOR FAILS TO TRtt RCPS IN 30 MINUTES
SMMICCFP4E COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SW PUMP TkAINS ,
SkSNIEGREC OPERATOR FAILS 70 STAFT AND ALIGN OPERATING SW PMP INCL. AVA :

J

t
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Table 3.5.4.lB. ANO 1 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Generic Data

(continued)

G :|
Fr. Pere.nt5.Tu.nc.

.e...... . . m Acu ..ot S. - . ... t...

TBF 2.Est-07 .6 T1 REACTOR / TURBINE TRIP 4:ED |

DDT1DSCDD6 BATTERY D06 DISchASGED PRIOR TO RECDVE97 QF OFFSITE PWR-2nRS i

DCDIDCIEXR 125V DC BREAKER 72-D01 TkANSFERS OPEN
EMM1AGLSKD 4160V SNGS A4 IDAD SMED FAULT se3DU12
MMDGIDAD OPERATOS FIA;S TO MANUALLY LCAD AT MABT ONE OF THE EDG'S.

TBF 2.6SE-07 .6 T2 IDSS OF PONER CDNVERSION SYSTT.M v3ED
cpm 1P7ATRA LD$$ OF FIDN THRU P7A TRAIN ITYPE-1) CODU12>
cpm 1P7B*RA 1 DSS OF FLDN ThRU F73 TkAIN (TYPE-1) OCOV12)
UMF1TRP1AD OPERATOR f A31J TO ATTEMPT HP1 COOLING
NOREC NUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICAB12

TQU 2.548-07 .6 T9 1488 0F SW PUMP TRAIN P4A clED
QMF1RCFTRP OPERATOR FA112 TO TRIP RCPS 18 SS MINUTES
$N 1ACEC14 AUX CODLIhG ISCLATION P AULT 9ODUIA
SNSNINGREC OPERATOR FAILS 70 START AND RIGS OPEAATING SW PMP INCL. AVA

TBF 2.$bE-07 .6 T3 IDSS OF OF1 -31TE PONER <IED
'

DET1DSCD06 BATTERY D06 SISChARGED PRIOD TO RECOVERY OF DFTS!TE PNR-2 HRS
EDG1Df,111A DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FA!!J TU START ON DERAND
SMV138D?KN pcTOR-OPERATED VRVE CV-3807 FAIIJ TO OPEN

SNEDGNOV DPERA?DR FAILS TO IDCALLY MANUALLY DPEN $9 COOL JFT VLVS CV-
$9001 STATION BLACROUT NON-RECOVE9f FACTOR

TBF 2.S$E-07 .6 T3 IDS $ OF OFF-SITE POWER (IED
DBT1DSCD06 BATTERY D06 D.SchARCED PRIOR TC RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2hp3

F.DGIDG2EXA CIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FA!!A 70 STAR? ON DEAAND
SMv13806KN #cTDD-OPERATED WEVE CV-3ect FAI1J TO OPEN
SNEDCMOV OPERA?op FAILS TO IDCALLY MANUALLY DPEN SN CDOL JFT VLYS CV-

SB001 STATIDN BIACROUT NDh-RECDVERY FACTOR
TBN 2. 4 9E*07 .6 71 REACIOR/TURB2NE TRIP <IED

EDG1DG1XKF E115EL GEhERATOR DC1 F AILS TO RUM
EMM1CB112E 4160V AC BREAFER 1$2-112 F AULT #CDU12
1#tM 1 MP P 34 8 TRAIN 8 MOTOR-LAIVEN DUMP F AILS <MDDULED
MANOSPREC2 OPERATOR FAllA TO MANLALLY IDCALLY OPEN BREAPER 70 CISCONNEC

SX 2.23E-C7 .S S SMRL BREA5 1DCA <!E>
IMM1MPF 34 A TRAIS A DOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP FAILURES (MDDULED
LTM2 TkAltiB TRAIN 3 !$ ]N MAINTENANCE
NDREC MUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABLE

SX 2.23E-07 .5 S SMALL BREM 1DCA <IEF
IMMIMPP34B TRAIN D *CTDD-CRIVEN PUMP FAI14 UR IDU2)
LTMITRAlhA TRA!N A IS IN MAINTEhMCE
WDREC MUMM RECDvtPY ACTION NOT APPLICAB2

TBF 2.13E-07 .5 T1 REACTOR / TURBINE TRIP <IED
EDGIDG1K1F C*ESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO PUN
EMM!CB112E 416CV AC BALAKEA 352-112 FAJLT stDDUI.E
hMMIP36CFS TRAIN P26C F AILS TD START OCCULED
MANOSPPEC2 OPERATOR F A31.8 TO MANUELY LOCALLY DPEN BREARER TO DISCONNEC

TBF 2.C11-07 .5 T10 1 DSS OF $N PUMP TRAIN P49 <!En
EDG1DC1XKF DIESEL CENERATOR DG1 FAILS TD RUN
EMMiCB1 2X 416DV AC BRLAEER 112-112 FAULT #CDUJ.
MANCSPREC2 DPERATOR FAILS TO MANURLY LOCALLY OPEN BREAKER TO DISCDNNEC

Tax 1.91E-01 .4 T1 REACTOR /TUkBINE TP:P <!ED
EDGIDG1XKF DIESEL GENEkATDa DG1 FAILS 70 PVN
EMMICD112I 4160V AC BREAPER 252-112 FAULT scDULE
IMMICY14 06 ocTOR-OPERATED VA1.VES CV14C6 AND CV3 416 F AIL 70 DEL VER FIDN
MAh0$PREC2 DPEkATOR FA!LS TO HANUALLY IDCRLY OPEN BREAEER TD CISCDKNEC

TBF 1.97E-C7 .4 T1 kLACTOR/ TURBINE TRIP (2ED
EDGIDG1XKF E;ESEL GENERATDR DG1 FAILS TO RUN

EMMICB112 M 4360V AC DREAFER l$2-312 FAVLT MODULE
1#tMICV14 0 8 MOTOR-OPERATED VRVE CV1408 FAILS TO DELIVER F1DN cODU125
MA'eOS P R EC2 DPERATDD F AILS TO MANUALLY 3DCALLY DPEN BREARER TO CISCONNEC

TBF 1.92E-07 .4 ?) LOSS OF DFF-S!?E PDerER <!Es
BMCIV'902N DG2 R3DM C0 CLING LAMPER F AILS TO DPEN
CRT1DSCDC6 BATTERY D06 CISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECDVERY OF OFFSITE PNR-2 HRS
EDGIDG1X1A E ESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO START QW DEAAND
NDREC HUMAN PECDVEPT ACTION WOT APPLICABLE
SB002 STAT 3DN BLACKOUT NDN-RECDVERY FACTOR

TBF 1.925-07 .4 T3 1 CSS OF DFF-SITE P:wER (IED
BMCIV79CIN DG1 RODM COOLING DAMPER F AILS TO DPEN
DBTADSCDt6 BATTERY CD6 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECDVERT Or orFSITE PWR-2kRS
EDG1DG2rxA DIESEL GENELATDR DG2 f A1LS TO START ON DEMMD
NDREC NUMAN RECDYERT ACTION DDT APPL 3 CAB 2
$8001 STAT]DN BLACRDUT NON-RECOVERY FACTCA

SU 1.46E-07 4 S SMALL BRLAR EDCA vied
IJV100BN1F MANUAL VRVE Bul TRANSFERS CIDSED
NDREC NUMAN RECDVERY ACTION EDT APPLICABLE

SU 2.8CE-07 .4 5 SMALL BRF.AE 1DCA <IED
1MMICCF002 DCTOp-OPERATED VALVES CV3407/8 COpeeDN CAUSE FAILURE coDU 2 >

RP I MANucV DP F Alla TO DPE.N CV-1407/08 TO SUFFLY SUCTION TO OP RPI PMP
*BF 1.69E-07 .4 T1 REACTOP/ TURBINE TRIP 4 ED

EDC1DG1EXF E!ESEL GENERATDR DG1 FAILS TC RUN
IEMMICB1125 4160V AC BREARER 352-112 FAULT scDULE

SMM1823CNN SN IDOP-2 3CB EX 2501ATION f AULT seDDU2
MANOSPREC2 OPERATOR FAlla TO MANUALLY LDCALLY OPEP BRE.AFEa TO LISCONNEC i

TBF 1.69E-07 .4 T1 REACTOR / TURBINE TRIP <IED '

EDCIDG1XXF DIESEL CENERATOR DG1 F AILS TD RUN
EMMICB112E 4160V AC BREAPER 182-112 FAULT eCDU2
SMM1AUNCLG AUX CODLING 3 SDLATION F AULT MODU 12 )
MANDSPRIC2 DPERATOR FAllA 70 MANUALLt IDCALLY DPEN BRLAFER TO DISCOMWEC

TBX 1.66E-07 4 T13 1 DSS OF AC BUS A3 <IED !
'1#iMIMPP349 TRAIN B MCTOp-DP3VEN FUMP F AILS <M3DULED

SG3FRIC OPERATOR f AILS TO TERM:nATE OVERFILL PRIDR TO LEVTL REACHING

|

|
|

|
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Table 3.5.4-1B. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Generic Data

(continued)

/^ 5. . F,N,. P., m E

N. ...Nr. m Ami.. E .. u. E.E .

TBF 1.SSE-01 .4 T3 IDss or Ort-IITE POWER <IE>
EMMICCFFEP COMPON CAUSE FAILUkt OF DG FUEL EFER PUMP TRAINS
QMMIP7A?kA loss OF FIDN TMRU PTA TRAIN ITTPt*1) CCDUll>
EDGFKTIE2 Of ERAf0R FAILS TO REFILL DG DAY TUR DSING AND-2 TRAN5FLR PU
58011 STAT!ou BLACEDUT NON-RECDVERT FACTOR

TBF 1.628-01 .3 73 1485 0F OFF-SITE POWER <IED
DBTIDECD06 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR 70 RECDVERY OF OFFRITE PWR-2MR5 ,

EDGIDC1EXF DIESEL CENERATOR DC1 FAILS TO RUN
swv13807EN sc"OR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3807 FAILS TO OPEN
ENEDGMOV CPERATOR FA11A TO IDCALLY nuUALLY OPEN SW COOL JKT VLYS CV-
MOC3 STATION BLACROUT NON-RECOWRY FACTOR

53 1.SIE-07 .3 s SMALL BPIAR LOCA <!ED
IJtF11AE003 TRAIN A M R MAINTERANCE RESTORATION FAILURES
IANs;MPP 34 B TRAIR B MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP FAILJ CCDUl&D
kDRIC NUMAN kl.COVERY ACTION NOT APPLICARM

sr 1.61E-07 .3 s sMALL BREAR 1DCA <!E>
IAT11.ME004 TRAIN B LPR MAINTERANCE RE5fokATION FAILURES
1mM1MPP34A TRAIN A MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP FAILURES C ODULED
NOREC MtmAN kECDVERT ACTION NOT APPLICAB12

AI 1.SCE-07 .3 A 1ARGE BREAR IDCA <!ED
EMF 1AM RAD OPERATOR FAILS TO ATTFJtPT MR WITNIN 30 MINUTLS OF ARGE IDC

TBF 1.49E-01 .3 T1 REACTOR / TURBINE TRIP <!Em
EDCIDC1KEF DIEEEL GENERATOR DG1 FAI1J TO RUN
EMMICB112I 4160V AC BREAFER 182-112 FAULT sODULE
UHFITMPIAD OPERATOR FAIL 3 TO ATTEMFT HPI COOL!bG
MAND 5PREC2 OPERATOR FAllJ TO MANUALLF IDCALLY OPEN BAEAKER TO DISCONNEC

TBF 1.4&E-01 .3 T1 REACTOR /Tt:R$1NE TRIP <IED
DBTIDSCDC6 BATTERY DC6 LISChARC!D PRIOR TO RECDVERY OF OFF537E PNR-2HR5
DCDID01EK3 12SV DC DEIAKER 72-D01 TRAN$FER$ CPLN
ECB) \. 4 AC BRLARER S2-6231 TRANSTER5 OPEN
BNED6.# 8 DPERATOR FAILE TO IDCALLT MANVALLY OPEN SM COOL J5T VLV5 CV-

TBF 1.43E-07 .3 TIS 1D15 0F AC Bus A3 <TES
'

MM17360FS TRAIN P36C FAILS TO START (MDDUll>
SGorkEC OPEAATOR F AILS TO TERMIhATE OVERFILL PRIOR TO MVEL REACHIhG f

TBF 1.37E-07 .3 T2 W55 0F POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM <!!.>
QMFlP7BTNL OPERATORS FAIL TO CDRRECTLY RESTORE PTB ATTER MAINTEN u CE
QatMIP' ATRA 255 0F F WW THRU PTA TRAIN (TYPE-1) CODUll> r

'
UHF1THPIAD OPERATOR FAILS *O ATTEMPT HPI COCLING
hDREC HUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APP LICA3M I

'su 1.35E-07 .3 5 SMALL BREAR IDCA <IED
EHF1HFR$LD DPERATOR FAlla TO BEGIN MIGH PRESSUFE RECIRCULATIOk FOLLONIN

[ NDREC HUMAN RECD 4RY ACTION WDT APPLICAB12
7 TBF 1.32E-07 .3 T3 1D11 OF OrF-SITE PDNER <!EP
\ EDGIDG1XEA DIESEL CENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO START ON DEMAND

0898;P 7 ATRA IDBS OF FIDN THRU P1A TRAIN (TYPE-13 OODULI)
EDG1DG2tKA DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO $! ART ON DLMAND
NDREC HUMu RECDVERY ACTIDW NOT APPLICABM
SBDGCC $!ATION B;ACR'FJT NDN-RECDVERT FACTD*

TBx 1.32E-07 .3 T13 ID5s or AC Bus A3 <!Em
1mMICV1406 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CVI406 AND CV1418 F AIL TO DELIVER FLDN
SGDFREC DPERATOR FR!1.5 TD TERMIRATE DVERFILL PRIOR TO 12 VEL REACHING

TBF 1.31E-07 3 713 IDAs OF AC SUS A3 (IE>
1mMICV14C8 MC*DR-OPERATED VALVE CVI400 FAIM % DELIVER FIDW (MODUll>

, SGOFREC OFERATOR FAILS TO *ERM! HATE DVERTILL PRIOR TO 12 VEL REACHING
TBF 1.29E-07 .3 T3 1 css DF orr-SITE PDNER <IE>

EDGlDG2XXA CIEEEL CENERATOR DG2 FA!13 TO START ON DEMAND
ETMIDG1XKX DG1 IN TEET OR MAINTEhANCE
CBTIDSCD06 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO PECOVERY OF DFF8ITE PNR-2HR5
NOREC HUMAN RECDVERY ACTION NDT APFLICABLE
58001 STATION BLACRDUT WDb-RECDVERY F ACTOR

TBF 1.291-07 .3 T3 WS5 OF OFP SITE PONER CIED
EDG1DG1rAA DIESEL CENERATDR DG1 FA31A 70 START ON DEMuD
ETMIDC2XKI DG2 IN TEST OR MAINTENH CE
DBT1DSCD06 BATTERY DOS DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OrFSITE PNR-2HR5
NOREC HUMAN RECOVERY ACT!DN NOT APPLICABLE
5B301 STAT 1DN BIACROUT NON-RF.CDVERY FACTOR

TBF 1.29E-07 .3 T1 RF.ACTon/TURaINE TRIP <!E>
DBT1DSCD06 BRTTERY 906 DISCMARGED PRIOR TD RECDVERY OF OFFSITE PNR-2 HRS
DCDID01rxR libV DC BALARER 12-001 ThusFERS OPEN
EMMICCF FKP COMMON CAUEL FAILURE OF DG FUEL XFER PUMP TRAIN 5
EDGFKTIE2 OPERATOR F AI1J TO REFILL DG DAT TANE U$!NG AND-2 TLMSFT.R PU

TBF 1.28E-07 .3 T3 1 DSS OP OFF-SITE PONLR <!E>
EMMICCFDCA DIESEL CENERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO START
C*MIF?RTRN TRAIN A IN MAINTENANCE
NDREC MUMAN RECDVERY ACTION NDT APPLICABM
3B011 $TATION BIACFDUT WDN-RECDVERY FACTOR

TBE 1.262-01 .3 T1 REACTOR ' *,**%INE TRIP <!ED

EDGIDC1KKF DIESEL e M ATON DG1 FAIIA TO RUN
EMMICB112E 4160V AC BREAKER 152-112 FAULT scDVLE
SMM1AV3841 P34B LUBE CIL C00:4R SW VALVLS FAIL (MODULE >
M u o1PREC2 CPERATOR FAILS 70 MANUALLY IDCALLY OFEN BREAFIR TO DISCONNEC

su 3.26E-07 .3 s sMALL BREAR toCA <IE>
'MMMIP36CFS TRAIN P360 f AILS TO STAPT OODULED
|LMM;MPP34A TkAID A MCTDR-DRIVEN PUMP TAILURES (MDDULED

HPICRD55 OPERATOR FA!!J TO DPEN HPI EDVER VLVS MD-14,15 FOR SUCTION T |

SI 1.24E-01 .3 5 5 MALL BRLAR IDCA <!E>
g 1J991CV14 06 MCTOR-OPERATED VALVES CVI'CS AND CV1414 F AIL TO DELIVER FIDW

( 1mMIMPF34B TRAIN 3 9CTOR-DRIVEN PUMP F Al1J (MDM 4 R >
MAN 1RMP OPERATOR FAILS 70 MANUALLT OPER CV-14 c 6 09 14 06 UPON FAILURE
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Table 3.5.41B. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Generic Data

(continued)
F. ....tS.... ...... m Acei..nt S., m e. E m t. -N.

82 2.24E-07 3 S SMALL BREAR LOCA (ID
1mMICV1406 NDTOR-OPERATED VEVES CV1406 AND CV1415 FAIL 70 DEL 2VER F1DN
IAM1MFF34A TRAIN A McTOR-DEIVEN PUMP FAILURES <scDU n>
MMSUMP OPERATOR FAI1J TO MANUALLY OPEN CV*140$ OR 14D6 VPDN FAILUKE

TBF 1.17E-07 .3 Y2 1 DSS OF POWER CONVERSION SYSTIJs <!D
QEV1F1016E MANUAL VALVE '%*msFERS CIDsED
UKFl?MPIAD OPERATOR FA!!# 5 9 ATTEMPT MP3 000 LING
MOREC MUMAN RECOVERt fCTION WOT APPLICABM

TBF 1.15E-07 .3 73 IDSB 0F Ort-SITE PONER (ID
BMC1V7902N DG2 ROON C30 LING DAMPES FA!1J TO OPEN
DBT1DSCD06 BATTERY De6 D2SCRARGED prion TO RECOVERT OF DrFS!?E PNR-tars

EDGIDG1EIF BIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS 70 RUN
NORE NUstAR RECOVERY ACTION WOT APPLICABM
$8303 STATION BIACF.ou? NoN-RECOVERY FACTOR

TBF 1.13E-07 .3 T13 1 DSS OF AC BUS A3 <1D
Sest1522 CwN SN LOOP-2 ICu AI IS01ATION FAULT scDula
SGOTREC DPERATOR FAILS TO TEkMIRATI DVERFILL PR109 TD 12 VEL REACRING

TBF 1.13E-87 .3 713 IDSS OF AC BUS A3 <1p

SsW11ACKC14 AUI COOLING ISOLATION FAULT sODV12
SG0FREC DPERATOR FA11A TO TERE!NATE DVERTILL PRIOS TO LEVEL REACHING

SM 1.1CE-07 .3 & SMALL BREAR 1DCA <ID
1AMIDSUMPP CONTAINMENT SUMP P M GGED
NDREC NUMU RECOVERY ACT!!N NOT APPLIC.AB12

TBX 2.101-07 .2 T1 REACTOR / TURBINE TRIP <3D
EDG1DG1tXF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS 70 RUN
EMM1CB112X 4160V AC BRIAELR 152-312 FAULT scDU12
LTM1?RAINB TRAIN B 21 IN MAINTERMCE
MANOSPREC2 OPERATOR FAILS TO MANUELY IDCALLY OPD BRLUER 70 DISCONNEC

SI 1.C6E-07 .2 S SMALL BAEAR LDCA <!D
HMM1735CFS TRAIN P36C FAILS 70 START (MDDUM D
1mMICV14CB MOTDR-OPERATED VALVES CV14DS AND CV1424 FAIL 70 DELIVER FIDW
MUS L'MP OPERATOR FAILS TO MANUELY OPEN CV-14CS OR 1406 VFDN FAILURE

TBF 1. tee-C1 2 71 REA* TOR / TURBINE Tk P <!D
T m1CV2625 CSTG A Mrs BIDCR VEv7. FRILS DPEN
Deut 1P7BTRA IDS $ OF FIDW THRU P?B TRAIN (TYPE-11 (MODULD
UHFITMPIAD DPERATOR FAILS TO ATTEMPT HP! COOL 1!'C
SGDFREC OPERATOR F AILS TO TERMIhATE OVERFILL PR DR TO LEVEL REACHING '

TBF 1.04E-07 .2 T1 REACTDR/ TURBINE TB!P <!E)
FMM1CV2675 OSTC B Mrs B1DCE VEVE FAILS OPEN
DMMiP7B*RA 1 DSS OF F; Del THRU PTB TRAIN (TYPE-16 (MODU 12>

l'HF3 ?HPI AD OPERATDR FA!LS TO AFTL@T MP3 CDCLING
SGorREC CPERATOR F AILA TO TERM! HATE DVERFILL FRIOR TD 12 VEL REACHING

TOU 1.C3E-07 .2 T10 1 DSS OF SW PUMP TRAIN P4B (ID
OHF1RCPTRP DPERATDR F AILS TO TRIP RCPS IN 30 MINVTES
SMM124AKII SW SEGMENT 24 A tPUMP TRAIN P4A) FAULT tODULE
SNSNINGREC OPERA *OR FAlla TO $! ART AND A1.1GN DPERATING SW PMP INCL. AVA

T3U 1.C3E-C7 2 79 IDSB DF SW PUMP TRAIh P4A <ID
CnFIRCPTRP OPERA?DR F Alla 70 TRIP RCPS IN 30 MINUTES
SMM124BEXX SW SEGMENT 248 dPUMP ' RAIN P48) FAULT MODU 12
SNSNINOREC OPERATOR FA!13 TO ST ART AND E]GN OFERATING SW PMP INCL. AVA

TBF 9.93E 4 .2 713 IDSS OF AC BUS A3 41 D
UHF3TMP1AD DPERATOR FAILS TO A*TE.MPT MPI COC1.ING
SGoFREC DPERATom FAILS TO TERMiniATE OVER2 2LL PRIOR To 12 VEL REACMING

SU 9.t!!-DS .2 S SMALL BREAR IDCA (:D
HMMIP36CFS TLAIN PS6C F AI13 TO START CMODU12>
1mM1CV1407 #cTOR-OPERATED bEVE CV14C7 FAILS TO PRDVIDE FLOW <acDU127
HPICROSS DPERATOR FA!13 70 OPEN HPI E0VER VLVS MU-14,1% FOR SUCT!DN T

TBF 9.85E-CB .2 T2 LDSS DF PDNER CONVERSIDW SYSTER (IED
getMIP 7ATRA ICSS OF FLDN THRU P7A TRA!N (TYPE-3) < MODU 2)
CTM1P7BTRN F75 IN MAINTEkUCE
UHF1?HPIAD OPERATDR F AILS TO ATTEMPT HPI CDOLING
NDREC NUMAN RECOVERT ACTION NOT APPLICAB12

SM 9.95E-CS .2 S SMALL BRLAR 1DCR <!D
IMM:CV 4CS scTOR-OPELATED VALVES CV14CS AND CV3414 F AIL 70 DELIVER FIDW
imM1CV14L6 SECTOR-OPERAft.D VALVES CV1406 AND CV1415 F AIL TD DELIVER F1DN
MMSUMP OPER8?OR FAI1J 70 MuuALLY OPEN CV-14CS OR 1406 UPON FAILURE

*BT 9.43E-te .2 T1 REACTOR /TUREINE TRIP <IED
DCD1112CER 32SV DC BREARER 72-1120 TRANSFERS DPEN
EDGIDGIEEF DIESEL GENERATDR DG1 F AI1J TO DUN
EDGibC2KIF BIESEL GENERATOR DG2 falls 70 RUN
DDT1DSCD06 BATTERY D06 DISCttARGED PRIDW TO RfCOVERT OF DFFSITE PNR-2:AS
MANDCREC OPERATOR FAILS TO C1DSE BREAF.ER LDCELY AT D11.

TBF 9.772-00 .2 T2 3D18 0F POWER CONVERS3DN SYSTEM (ID
QMMIP?ATRA 1D18 DF FIDN THRU P7A TRA!N (TYPE-Il (fCDU127
Q4MIPTBTRF 1 DSS OF F1DN THRU P78 TRAIN (TTPE-2| CMODU12 >
UHFITHPIAD . sPERATOR FA!!.* TO ATTEMPT HP2 COCLING
NDP.EC NUMAN REcobf.AF ACTION NOT APPL 2 CAB;2

TBF 9.3SE-93 .2 T1 REAC?DR,*URBINE TRIF (ID

DCD1112Cxt 12SV DC BREAEER 72-1120 TRANSFERS OPEN
F.MMICCFDGF DIESEL CtWERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN
DBTIDSCDD6 BAT *ERY DC6 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PNR-2 HRS
MANDCREC OPERATOR FA!13 70 C1DSE BREAKER LDCALLY AT D11.

TBF 9.32E-05 2 T3 LDSS OF OFF-SITE PONER <ID
EMMICCFDGF BIESEL GEEERATDR CD890N CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN
Q*fM1P1ATRA : DSS OF FIDW THRU 77A TRAIN (TYFE-3) (MDDU12>
NOREC NUMM RECOVERY ACTION WDT APPLICAB12
$9012 SYaTION BLACROUT NDN-RECOVERY FAC?pt
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Table 3.5.41B. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Generic Data

(continued)
(^ S.o..m .....Fr. P.rmot

R U. m A m ...E S., _ . I .E.y
TBF 8.87E-08 .2 T3 IDSS OF OFF-SITE POWER <!D

EDGIDG1EIF DIESEL GENERATOR DC1 FAILS TO RUN
|OMM1 pia *RP P7A TRIP DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATVRE OPEN!NG OF STM j

t.DG1DG2EEA DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FA!LS TO START ON DEMAND 1

NOREC HUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICAB M
SBOC9 STATION BLACROUT NDh-RECOVERY FACTOR

TBF 8.071-C8 .2 T3 1433 OP OFT-SITE POWER <!D
EDG1DG1EKA DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAlla TO START ON DEMAND
CPfMir1 ATRP P74 TRIP DURING START-UP DUE 10 PREMATURS OPSEING OF STM
EDG1DG2 KKF DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO RUN
NOREC NUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICAB 2
880D0 STATION BLACROUT WON-RECOVERY FACTOR

TOU 8.645-09 .2 71 REACTOR / TURBINE TRIP <3 D
OMFIRCPTRP OPERATOR FAILS TO TRIP RCPS IN 30 MIW"JTES
SMM124AKEX SW SEGMENT 24A (PUMP TRAIN P4Al FAULT BODU12
SMM1AUXCLG AUX COMING ISD1ATION FAVLT MODU 12
SNSNINGREC OPERATOR FAILS TO START AND ALIGN OPERATING SW PMP INCL. AVA

TBF S.STE-08 .2 73 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE PONER <!D
DBT1DSCD06 BATTERY DOS DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERT OF OFFSITS PWR-2 HRS
EDGIDG2EIT DIESEL GENERATOR DC2 FAI1J TO RUN
SMV1Sec6KN w?OR-OFF. RATED VALVE CV-3006 FAILS TO OPEN
SWEDGMOV OPERATOR FAILS TO 10CALLY MANUALLY OPEN BN CCCL JET VLVS CV-
$5002 STATION BIACRDUT NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

SU 8.53E-te .2 S SMALL BREAR IDCA (Ip

M*tMIP36 CTS TRAIN F36C FA!LS TO START EMDULD
SMMIS11CNM SW LOOP *1 ICW ftX JSOLATIDW F AULT MODV2
HFICROSS OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN hP1 KOVER VLVS MD-14,15 FOR SUCTION T

SX S.441-C0 .2 S SMALL BRLAR LOCA (ID
IJtM1CV34 06 MO*DR-OFERATED VALVES CV1406 AND CV1415 FAIL TO DELIVER F1DN
SMMIS13 CNft SW LOOP-1 3CW ME 3SD1ATION FAULT scDULE
MANSUMP OPERATOR FAILS TO MNUALLY OPEN CV-14CS OR 1406 UPOW F AILL1LE

SX 4.441-00 .2 S SMALL BALAR 1DCA <! D
1stMICV14 D S MOTDR-CFERATED VALVLS CV140S AND CV1414 FAIL TO DELJVER Flatt
SMM1AUNCLC AUX COOLING ISDLATIDN FAULT MODU M
MANSUMP OPERATOR FAILS TD MANUALLY OP p CV-1405 OR 14C6 UPON F AILURE

$N 8 44E-CG .2 5 SMALL BREAR 1DCA (!D
IJtMICV14 0 S MCTDR-OPERATED VALVES CV14CS AND CV1414 FAIL TO DELIVER FLON
SMMIS21CNN SW IDDP-2 3CN HI ISOLATION FAVLT teDDU12
MANSUMP OPER/ YOR F AILS TO MANUALLY OPEN CV-1405 OR 1406 UPON FAILURE

TBX 0.43E-CB 2 T13 LOSS OF AC BUS A3 <!D
SMM1AV3841 P343 LUBE CIL COD 2R SW VALVE.S F AIL cMODULD
SGOFEEC OPERATOR FAILS TO TERMINATE CNEkFILL PRIOR TO MVEL REACHING

t TBF 7.96E-C8 .2 T3 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE PDNER <ID
EDG1DG2ELA DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 F A11J TO ST ART ON DEMAND
EMM:A3LSHD 4160V SNGR A3 14AD SHED FAULT MODUM
DDTICSCD06 BATTERY DDE DISCMARCED PRIDR TO RECOVpY OF OrFSITE PWR-2"R$

[
MANDGLDAD OPERATOR FI ALS TD MUUALLY 3 DAD AT LEAST ONE OF TME EDG*S. -

5B001 STAT 3DN BLACROUT NON-RECOVERY F ACTOR
SU ?.06E-Os 2 $ SMALL BREAR IDCA <Ip

IJtMICV14 01 CTOR-OPERA *ED VALVE CV 4D7 FAILS 70 PROVIDE FIDW <MODULD
SMM1822CNN SN IDOP-2 2CN MX ISDLATIDW FRULT MrSUI.E
MP3 CROSS OPEAATOR F AII.S TO OFD MPI SOVER ELYS MD-14,15 FOR SUCTION T

SU 7. TEE-C0 .2 5 $%ALL BREAR IDCA <!p

utMICv14C8 MDTDR-OPERA *ED VALVE CV14C8 FAILS TO DELIVER Flow <mDUIzz
SMMIS12CNM SW 14mP-1 ICN Hs ISCLATION F AULT seDDU:2
MPICROSS OPERATDR FAILS TD OPEN MPI KOVER VLVS KU+14,15 FOR SUCT!ON T

SU 7.0&E-C8 .2 S SMLL BREAS 1DCA <ID
LMMICV1407 CTDR-OPERATED VALVE CV14C7 FAILS TO PROVIDE FIDN <MODL"E
SMM1AUNC14 AUX CDOLING ISO 1AT:Oti FAULT MODU 2
MP2 CROSS OPERATOR F AILS TO OPEN MP3 XDVER VLVS MU-14,15 FOR SUCTION T

TSF 7.61E-C0 .2 73 1 DSS OF OrF-SITE POWER <ID
DBTitSCD06 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED FRIOR TO kECOVERY OF OFFS!!E PWR-2 HRS
EDG1DG1EKF D ESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN y

ETMIDG2EEE DC2 2N TEST OR MAINTD ANCE
WOREC HUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICAB 2
SBDD3 STATIDN BLACROUT NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

AU 1.SSE-CS .2 A 1ARGE BREAR 1DCA <2p

IJMICCF001 so?Ot-DRIVEN PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE <80DULD
TBF ?.431-00 .2 Y1 REACTOR /TURS!NE TRIP (ID

EDG1DC1EXF DIESEL GENERATOR DC1 FAILS TO RUN .

EMMICB112E 4160V AC BALAKER 152-112 FAULT peDDU12

MMF1DF36CL TRAIN F36C MAINTERANCE RESTORATION FAILURE
MANDSPREC2 OPERA *OR FAILS TO MUUALLY LOCALLY OPEN BREARER TO DISCONNEC

TBX 7.43E-08 .2 T1 REAtrOR/TURBWE TRIP <1p

EDC1DGirKF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FA11J TO RUN
EMMICB112M 4160V AC BREAEE.R 152-112 FAULT peODULE
IJtFILHE004 TRAIN 3 LPR MAINTENANCE RESTORATIDM FAILURES
MANDSPRF.C2 OPERATOR FAILS TO MANUALLY IDCALLY OPEN BREAFER TO DISCONNEC

TBM 7.311-08 .2 713 IDSS OF AC BUS A3 <Ip

LTMITAAINB TRA:N 3 IS IN MAINTD ANCE
SGOTREC OPERATOR FAILS TO TERM!aiATE OVERFILL PRIOR TO LEVEL REACHING ,

TBF T.34E-06 .2 73 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE PONER <!p

DBTIDSCDD6 BATT p Y D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2HR$
SMV334D6xN MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3806 F AILS TO OPEN
SW138 07XN #CTDR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3851 fails TO OPEN
SNEDGMDV OPERATOR FAILS TD LOCALLY MANUALLY OPEN SW C3OL JFT VLYS CV-
SB301 ST ATION BIACROUT NON-RECOVERY F ACTDR
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Table 3.5.4-1B. ANO 1 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Generic Data

(continued)
Fr. P.re.n.S.. .nc.

s ...... m Aecs .nt s.Yo.ne. Ev.nt.R

Tsf 1.20E-04 .2 73 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE POWER <!ED
DBTitSCD06 BATTERT DOS DISchAACED PRID6, TO RECOVERT OF OFFSITE PNR-2MRS

Sm1cCFP4A SW PUMP CopecN CAUSE FAILURE TO RESTART CMODUMD
SESWINGREC OPERATOR FAILS TO START AarD ALIGN OPERAT1mG SW PMP 15CL. AVA
88005 STATION BLACROUT NON-R2 COVERT PACTOS

T9F 6.SCE-08 .2 T2 1 DSS OF PONER COBrVERSION STSTEJE (IED
CPet1P 7AT RP P7A TRIP DVRING START-UP DUE TO PREMTURE OPE. KING OF ETN
QMM1779*RA 3 DSS OF FIDW TupU P79 TRAIN (TTPE-il (JcDU2>

UHFITMPl?.D OPERATOR FAILS TO ATTF.MPT MPI COOLING
P1 AMU RfC OPERATOR FAl1J TO OPERATE F7A MAarUALLT (SAV, CONTROL VALVES,

TBF 6.16E-08 .2 T1 RF. ACTOR /TURS2NE TRIP <!Et
EDC1DCIEXF DIESEL CENEAATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
EMMICB112E 4160V AC BREAKER 152-112 FAULT scDULE
SMM124BKEX SW SEGMENT 245 (PUMP TRA!N P45) FAULT scDULE
MNOSPkF.C2 QPERATOR FA11J TO MANUALLY IDCALLY OPES BREARER TO DISCOerNEC

TBF 6.71E*CS .2 T10 LDSS OF SW PUMP TRAIN P48 (ID
EDG1DCIERA CIESIL GENERA?OR DG1 FA!1J TO START ON DEMAND
EMNICBI12M 4140V AC BRI.AKER 182-112 FAULT MCDULE
ItANOSPREC2 OPERATOR FA31J TO MANUALLT 1DCALLY OPEN BLEAKER TO DISCOtrNEC

SR 6.66E-OS .2 3 SMALL BREAR LOCA (ID
1RF11REDD3 TRAIN A IFR seAINTENANCE RS.STORATION FAILURES
LTN1 TRAINS TRAIN B 35 IN hAINTENANCE
NOREC NUMAN RECOVERT ACTION NOT APPLICAB2

-

TOTAL: 3.31E-C5 15.32% of Tot.1 Freq;ency 4.40E-C1

O

.

O
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n Table 3.5.4 2. ANO 1 PRA Sensitivity Calculations
b

Effect on Overall
Core Damnee Frecuency Chance in Model Ascumotions

4.67E-5 Base Case- Plant Speerfic Data

Decreased to 4.40E-05 (-6%) Base Case - Generic Data

Decreased to 4.38E-05 (-6%) All test and maintenance unavailabilities are a
,

factor of 10 lower.

Increased to 7.85E-05 (+68%) All test and maintenance unavailabilities are a
factor of 10 higher.

Decreased to 3.60E-05 (-23%) All common cause beta factors decreased by a,

factor of 10.

Increased to 1.45E-04 (+210%) All common cause beta factors increased by a
factor of 10 (max. value of 1.0).

Increased to 7.92E-05 (+70%) Increased all HRA values still at screening
values by a factor of 10.

Increased to 4.32E-04 (+824%) Assume all HPI-cooling operator recovery
(_) events are not available (i.e., set to 1.0).
U

Decreased to 4.01E-05 (-14%) Increase the recovery potential of offsite
power as a function of time by excluding the
industry failures due to " salt-spray" power
line icmg.

Decreased to 4.00E-05 (-16%) Extension of safety battery accident life from
2 to 4 hr due to addition of new ANO-1
" black" battery (increases the "offsite power"
recovery potential).

Decreased to 2.98E-05 (-36%) Assume addition of new AAC power source
increases the "offsite power" recovery
potential by a factor of 10.

Decreased to 2.91E-05 (-38%) Assume addition of new AAC power source
increases the "offsite power" recovery

Decrease from AAC power source potential by a factor of 10 after extension of
addition only (-2%) safety battery accident life from 2 to 4 hr.

Increased to 1.23E-04 (+164%) Use of conservative PRA OSP non recovery
;

factor modeling typical of many past PRAs. ;
;

|
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Table 3.5.4-2. ANO-1 PRA Sensitivity Calculations (continued)

Effect on Overall
Core Damnee Frecuency Chnneein Model Assumntions

Decreased to 4.10E-05 (-12%) Addition of procedural guidance to open the
LPI pump suction crossover valves from the
control room.

Decreased to 4.46E-05 (-4.5%) Procedure change to trip the RCP's due to an
anticipated loss ofICW in the event of a loss
of SW.

Decreased to 4.61E-05 (-1.3%) Remove internals of FW-1016, common
manualisolation valve on Emergency
Feedwater Pump bearing cooling return to
circulating water fiume.

Decreased to 4.34E-05 (-7.1%) Maintain EDG jacket cooler service water
supply valves normally open. *

Decreased to 2.93E-05 (-37.25%) Combination of new AAC power source and
Decrease from AAC power source maintenance of EDG jacket cooler service
addition only (-1.7%) water supply valves normally open.

Decreased to 4.45E-05 (-5%) Credit use of the RBS pump to provide
suction to the HPI pump in the event the LPI
pump is not available.

O
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p Table 3.5.4-3. ANO-1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based F-V Importance Results i

(~ ........................................................................_=== _.___-. _=..

Event F-V Importance Description
Measure

..............___ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ - - ==_...:_: - .--- -......

NOREC 0.346 HUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABLE
DBT1DSCDC6 0.309 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2H I
EDG1DG1XXF 0.13 DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
MANSUMP 0.127 Operator f ails to manually open CV-1405 or 1406 upon f ailu
CHF1RCPTRP 9.20E-02 Operator falls to trip RCPs in 30 minutes
SGOFREC 8.53E-C2 Operator f ails to terminate Overfill prior to level reachi

;SB001 7.66E-02 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR -

T 8 RECOVER 7.47E-02 OPERATORS FAIL TO TRANSFER TO ECP - RETURN FLOW
LMMICV1406 6.91E-02 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1406 AND CV1415 FAIL TO DELIVER FL
EDG1DG2XXF 6.5BE-02 DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO RUN *

SB005 6.43E-02 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR ;
LMMICV1405 6.42E-02 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1405 AND CV1414 FAIL TO DELIVER FL
SWEDGMOV 6.26E-02 Operator f ails t w locally manually open SW cool $kt v1vs C
CMMIP7ATRP 5.6CE-02 P7A TRIP DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPENING OF STM ;i
SMM1AV3841 5.75E-02 P34B LUBE OIL COOLER SW VALVES FAIL < module >
LMMICCFC01 5.44E-02 MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP COKMON CAUSE FAILURE < module >
EMMICCFDGF 5.41E-02 DIESEL GENERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN
EMMICCFDGA 5.COE-02 DIESEL GENERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO START
UHT1THPIAD 4.97E-02 Operator f ails to attempt HPI cooling
EMMICB112X 4.71E-02 4160V AC BREAKER 152-112 FAULT MODULE
KANOSPREC2 4.6BE-02 Operator f ails to manually locally open creaker to disconn '

SBOO6 4.62E-C2 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR .

HPICROSS 4.42E-02 " Operator f ails to open HPI mover v1vs MU-14.15 for suction" '!
SMM1AV3840 4.36E-02 P34 A LUBE OIL COOLER SW VALVES FAIL cmodale>
SMV13806XN 4.24E-C2 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3806 FAILS TO OPEN

'i
'

SBOO3 4.24E-C2 STAI1ON BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
SMM1AUXCLG 4.COE-02 AUX COOLING ISOLATION FAULT MODULE
EDGIDG2XXA 3.85E-02 DIEEEL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO S~ ART ON DEHAND
EDGFXTIE2 3.84E-C2 OPERATCR FAILS TO REFILL DG CAY TANK USING ANO-2 TRANSFER î*

SMV13807XN 3.76E-02 MOTOR-CPERATED VALVE CV-3807 FAILS TO OPEN
BMCIV7902N 3.72E-02 DG2 ROOM COOLING DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN
EDG1DG1XXA 3.70E-02 DIESEL GENERATCR DG1 FAILS TO START ON DEMAND
BMC1V7901N 3.52E-02 DG1 ROOM COOL!kG DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN

[' EMMICCFFXP 3.44E-02 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DG FUEL XTER PUMP TRAINS '

( LMMICCFC07 3.30E-C2 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1405/6 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE <modul
CMMIP7BTRA 3.16E-02 LOSS OF FLOW THRU P7B TRAIN (TYP E-1 ) (module > -

LMMICV14C8 3.14E-02 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1408 FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW <modale) ;
SMMIS2ICWH 2.94E-02 SW LOOP-2 ICW HX 2 SOLATION FAULT MODULE
HMM1P36CFS 2.88E-02 TRAIN P36C FAILS TO START < module > |SBOO4 2.69E-02 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
SWSWINGREC 2.5BE-02 Operator falls to start and align operating SW pmp incl. a
SBOO2 2.40E-02 5"ATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR i
LMMIMPP34B 2.39E-02 TRAIN B MOTOR-0 RIVEN PUMP FAILS < module >
LMMICV1407 2.39E-02 MOTOR-CPERATED VALVE CV1407 FAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW < nodule >
MANDCREC 2.27E-02 Operator f alls to close treaker locally at D11.

,SWMOYMAN 2.2EE-02 Operator f ails to manually open SW MOV CV-3840 or 3841. '

SMMISIICWH 2.20E-02 SW LOOP-1 ICW HX ISOLATION FAULT MODULE t

LMMIMPP34A 2.C9E-C2 TRAIN A MOTOR-0 RIVEN PUMP FAILURES (module > *

P7AMANREC 2.03E-02 " Operator f ails to cperate P7A manually (SAV, control valve *
SB011 1.82E-02 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
MANDGLOAD 1.82E-02 Operator fials to manually load at least one of the EDG's.
CMM1P7ATRA 1.6tE-02 LOSS OF FLOW THRU P7A TRAIN (TYPE-1) (module) |
LTMITRAINB 1.6CE-02 TRAIN B IS IN KAINTENANCE
DCD1112CXR 1.59E-02 125V DC BREAFER 72-1120 TRANSFERS OPEN
FMMICV2625 1.4CE-02 OSTG A MFW BLOCK VALVE FAILS OPEN ;

FMMICv2675 1.39E-02 OSIG B KFW BLOCK VALVE FAILS OPEN !
LTM1TRAINA 1.35E-02 TRAIN A IS IN KAINTENANCE
PPIMANMOV 1.34E-02 OP FAILS TO OPEN CV-1407/08 'TO SUPPLY SUCTION TO OP HPI PM *

CTMIP7ATEN 1.32E-02 TRAIN A IN MAINTENANCE
CXV1F1016K 1.27E-02 MANUAL VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED >

LXV100BWIK 1.24E-02 MANUAL VALVE BW1 TRANSFERS CLOSED >

LMMICCF002 1.22E-02 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1407/8 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE <modul |
LHFILHE004 1.2CE-02 TRAIN B LPR KAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURES

#EMMIDGIFXA 1.12E-02 DGI FUEL TRANSFER PUMP TRAIN START FAILURE < module >
CHFIP7BTNL 1.06E-02 CPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECTLY RESTORE P7B AFTER MAINTENANCE i

LHF1LHE003 1.05E-02 TRAIN A LPR MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURES
SBOGOD 1.02E-02 $!ATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER T ACTOR :
HHF10P36CL 1.C2E-02 TRAIN P36C KAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE '

OSPC12XXX 7.i!E-03 DG2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
EMMID02FXA 7.61E-03 DG2 FUEL TRANSFER PUMP TRAIN START FAILURE < module >
SWSWINORE2 7.2tE-C3 Op f ails to start and align op SW pmp incl. avail power -

!SMMICCFKV4 7.22E-C3 MO*CR-OPERATED VALVE CCF FAULT MODULE (SWS X-CONNECT VVs) !

( CHFIHPITRI 7.2CE-03 Operator f alla to throttle HPI to prevent RCS pressure rel
\ EMMIDGISAA 6.81E-03 DG1 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN A1/A2 FAULT MODULE i

!

:
'
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Table 3.5.4 3. ANO 1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based F-V Importance Results (cont.)
............................_ _ _ __.......=__-- == _......................................

Event F-V Importance Description
Measure

===- .=...............: .=_ - ..........................................................

EMMIDGISAB 6.73E-03 DG1 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN A3/A4 FAULT MODULE
ETMIDG1XXX 6.72E-03 DG1 IN TEST CR KAINTENANCE
CTMIP7BTRN 6.51E-03 P7B IN KAINTENANCE
CSPGOD 6.44E-03 CSP NCN-RECOVERY FACTOR
XHFIALPRAD 6.42E-03 Operator f ails to attempt low pressure recirculation follo
LMMIXV0H7B 5.29E-03 NO FLOW THROUGH KANUAL VALVE DH-7B
CHT1HPITRD 5.2BE-03 Operator fails to thrcttle HPI to prevent SRV liquid relie
RMMICISRVQ 5.2BE-C3 Either SRV f ails to reclose af ter liquid relief
SKM124AXXX 5.22E-03 SW SEGMENT 24A (PUMP TRAIN P4A) FAULT MODULI
LMMIXVDH3B 5.10E-03 KANUAL VALVES DH3B CR CH2B FAIL TO DELIVER FLOW < module >
LKMIXV0H7A 4.65E-03 NO FLOW THROUGH KANUAL VALVE DH-7A
ACXTIE2 4.62E-03 "Dperator fails to utie A3 and A4, reduce loads (pzr htrs),*
EHFIA3LSXM 4.50E-03 MISCALIBRATION OF LCAD SEQ TIKER CN KAJOR SWOR A3 LCAD
.dFIP7ATNL 4.48E-03 CPERATCRS FAIL TO CORRECTLY RESTORE EQUIP IN EFW TRAIN A
ERE1A3LXXX 4.47E-03 DEENERG A3 LO RELAY 186-A3 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
LMM1XV0H3A 4.470-03 KANU1L VALVES DH3A OR DH2A FAIL TO PROVIDE FLOW < module >
SMM1P4AXXA 4.43E-03 SW PUMP P4A FAILS TO RESTART < module >
SBOOB 4.4CE-03 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
CMMITMAETW 4.33E-03 TRIP MODULE FOR CHANNEL A EFW ACTUATION FAILS
SBOO9 4.19E-03 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
EDCFXIIE 3.79E-03 Operator f ails to xtie op fuel xfer pump and assure power.
EMM1 A4 LSHD 3.75E-03 4160V SWGR A4 LCAD SHED FAULT MODULE
P7AMANREC2 3.71E-C3 * Operator fails to cperate P7A manually (SAV, contrcl valve *
SMMIP4BXXA 3.52E-03 SW PUMP P4B FAILS TO RESTART (module >
EHFIA4LSXM 3.47E-03 MISCALIBRATION CF LCAD SEQ TIMER ON KAJOR SWGR A4 LOAD
SMM124BXXX 3.43E-C3 SW SEGMENT 24B (PUMP TRAIN P4B) FAULT M00ULE
SB012 3.32E-03 STATICN BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
EA4LOAOSEO 3.27E-03 4160V SWOR A4 LCAD RESEQUENCE FAULT
XHF1HPRSLO 3.13E-03 Cparator fails to begin high pressure recirculation follow
EMM1A3LSHO 3.07E-03 4160V SWGR A3 LCAD SHED FAULT MOOULE
SBOGB0 3.C6E-03 STATICN BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
ECB16231XR 3.04E-03 AC BREAKER 52-6231 TRANSFERS CPEN
SXVISW36AK 2.97E-03 KANUAL VALVE SW3BA TRANSFERS CLOSED
RKV101000K 2.7(E-03 MOTOR-CPERATED VALVE CV-1000 TRANSFERS CLCSED
HMMICCF001 2.63E-03 HPI PUMPS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN <modele>
ETMIA1XXXX 2.59E-03 4160V SWGR Al IN TEST OR KA!NTENANCE
LSM105UMPP 2.54E-C3 CONTAINMENT SUMP PLUGGED
SXVISW3EBK 2.49E-03 KANUAL VALVE SW3BB TRANSFERS CLOSED
SXVISW607K 2.42E-03 KANUAL VALVE SW-607 TRANSFERS CLOSED
SXV10632BK 2.39E-03 KANUAL VALVE SW632B TRANSFERS CLOSED
SXV10SW61K 2.39E-03 KANUAL VALVE SW-61 TRANSFERS CLCSED
SXV10SWE4K 2.39E-03 KANUAL VALVE SW64 TRANSFERS CLOSED
LKV10BWeBK 2.36E-03 KANUAL VALVE BWBB TRANSFERS CLCSED
ECBIA309XR 2.37E-03 4160V AC BFEAKER 152-309 TRANSFERS OPEN
SMM1P36CSW 2.30E-03 TRAIN P36C SW LUBE OIL CLR VALVES FAIL < MODULE >
LXV10BWEAK 2.22C-03 KANCAL VALVE BWBA TRANSFERS CLCSED
SKV105WBEM 2.14E-03 KANUAL VALVE SW-86 TRANSFERS CLCSED
SrV10632AK 2.14E-03 KANUAL VALVE SW632A TRANSFERS CLCSED
SXV10SWE3K 2.14E-03 KANUAL VALVE SW63 TRANSFERS CLCSED
SXVISW60EK 2.14E-03 KANUAL VALVE SW-606 TRANSFERS CLOSED
QCTHERSTMV 2.11E-03 " Failure to isolate steam from SG-A using TBVs, ADVs, and o'
HPKANMOV 2.02E-03 Op f ails to open man v1vs MU-23/24 upon loss of 2/4 HPI in
EMM196XXXX 2.01E-03 4BOV LCC B6 FAULT MODULE
CMMIP7ATRF 1.9EE-03 LOSS OF FLOW THRU P7A TRAIN (TYFE-2) < module >
CMM1MSLIAA 1.95E-03 SG A MAIN STEAM LINE ISCLATION FAILS (TYPE-1) (module >
DCD11124XR 1.91E-03 125V DC BREAKER 72-1124 TRANSFERS OPEN
CMMIP7BTRT 1.87E-03 LCSS CF FLOW THRU P7B TRAIN (TYPE-2) < module >
HMM1P36CFR 1.85E-03 TRAIN P36C FAILS TO RUN (module > '

SWETWEEC2 1.B3E-03 Operater f ails to switch ETW f rom T41B to T41.
KANLPMOV 1.82E-03 * Operator fails to nanually open CV-1428, 29 upon a closure *
CMMIPCTLBL 1.81E-03 SG B FRESSURE CONTROL FAILS
SMM100FP4X 1.75E-03 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE CF SW PUMP TRAINS
CMMIPCTLAL 1.74E-03 SG A PRESSURE CONTROL FAILS
HPIMANMOV2 1.6BE-03 "Op f ails t o open CV-1407,08 to supply suction flow to op H"
CSP 02 1.6BE-03 CSP WON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OFER-15 1.64E-03 OPER DOES NOT XTER TO D01 BACKUP CHRCR (D03) W/ ENERGIZED S
OTKICS41BG 1.56E-03 TANK CST-41B LEAKAGE
SKMICCFP4A 1.55E-03 SW PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RESTART < module >
HP! CROSS 2 1.51E-03 " Operator fails to open HPI xover v1vs MU-14,15 for suction *
LMM100BWST 1.4EE-03 BWST FAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW < module >
EMMIDG2 SAC 1.4BE-03 DG2 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN B1/B2 FAULT MODULE
SKV13(45XK 1.4BE-03 MOTOR-CPERATED VALVE CV-3645 TRANSFERS CLOSED
EMMIDO25A0 1.47E-03 DG2 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN B3/B4 FAULT MOOULE
HMM10CF003 1.45E-03 HPI PUMPS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO START < module >
OBT10SC007 1.44E-03 BATTERY D07 OISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF CFFSITE PWR-2H
EMM1A3xXXX 1.3BE-03 4160V SWGR A3 FAULT MODULE
RMM101SRVT 1.37E-03 Either SRV falls to reclese after steam relief ,
EA3LCAOSE; 1.3(E-03 41E0V SWGR A3 LCAD RESEOUENCE FAULT
SB010 1.24E-03 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
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Table 3.5.4-3. ANO-I PRA Plant Specific Data Based F-V Importance Results (cont.)
.................................== .- -- .==........... _ -.= =.....

Event F-V Importance Description
p,.

Measure;

t ..................--..............-- .......--............... ___-=........--.................
' SMV13641XK 1.22E-03 MCTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3641 TRANSFERS CLCSED

ECB15232XR 1.21E-03 AC BREAKER 52-5231 TRANSFERS OPEN
HMMIMU1214 1.19E-03 MU1214 OR CV1227 FAILS < module >
HMMIMU1215 1.19E-03 MU1215 OR CV1228 FAILS < module >
HMMIMU1308 1.19E-03 MU-1308 OR CV-1284 FAILS < module >
SBOG01 1.19E-0 3 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
LMMICV1404 1.18E-03 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1404/10 FAIL TO DELIVER FLOW <modul
DHMANR 1.18E-03 DHMAN for RX
HMM1MU1309 1.18E-03 MU-1309 OR CV-1285 FAILS < module >
EREIG12LXE 1.08E-03 OEENERG MG LO RELAY 286-G1-2 FAILS TO ENERG AFTER RXTR TRI
DGCRANK 1.06E-03 Operator f ails to locally start DG af ter auto-start fails
SXV119BXXK 1.05E-03 MANUAL VALVE SW-19B TRANSFERS CLOSED
SKV119AXXX 9.84E-04 MANUAL VALVE SW-19A TRANSFERS CLOSED
SBOGB1 9.2(E-04 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RICOVER FACTOR
HMMIMU1211 9.01E-04 MU1211 OR CV1219 FAILS < module >
EMMIMU1306 9.01E-04 MU-1306 OR CV-1278 FAILS < module >
HMMIMU1307 9.01E-04 MU-1307 OR CV-1279 FAILS (module >
MANEDGREC 8.92E-04 " Operator fails to manually close breaker 152-308, 408.*
HMM1MU1213 8.91E-04 M31213 CR CV1220 FAILS (module >
HMM1M1232A 8.21E-04 *MU45D, MU34D, MUE6D, MU1232 OR MU1212 FAILS (TYPE-1) (modu"
ICWOLG!SO 8.19E-04 Operator f ails to isolate ICW af ter auto SW iso f ails on E
OMMICCFSAV 8.13E-04 COMMCN CAUSE FAILURE OF STEAM ADMISSION VALVES
EMMiB5XXXX 7.94E-04 480V LOC B5 FAULT MODULE
SMM123BXXX 7.81E-04 "SW SEGMENT 23B (P40.B DISCHG CROSS-OVER) FAULT MODULE"
LFE101401F 7.81E-04 FLOW ELEMENT TE1401 PLUGGED
LMMICV1401 7.77E-04 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1401 FAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW < module >
RRZIPIC00T 7.38E-04 ERV FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER STEAM
HMMIM1231A 7.36E-04 "MU45C, MU340, MU660 OR MU1231 FAILS (TYPE-1) (module >*
HMM1M1233A 7.3EE-04 "MU453, MU34B, MU6EB OR MU1233 FAILS (TYPE-1) < module >"
HMM1M1234A 7.36E-04 *MU45A, MU34A, MC6EA OR MU1234 FAILS (TYPE-1) (module >*
FMM10CFMV1 7.33E-04 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF TEEDWATER CONTROL MOVs
CSPC9 7.IEE-04 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
LFE101400F 7.04E-04 FLOW ELEMENT TE1400 FAILS
LMM10V1400 6.9EE-04 MOTOR-CFERATED VALVE CV1400 FAILS TO PROVICE FLOW < module)
STF150PNSP 6.89E-04 AND-1 TRAVELLING SOREENS PLUGGED^.
CSPG01 6.87E-04 CSP NON-RECDVERY FACTOR
MANOSFRE04 6.7EE-04 Cperatcr f ails to manually locally open breaker to disconn

/ XMMITRNBX; 6.52E-04 P33B-P33A CROSS CONNECT FAILS < module >
I AUXOLGISO 6.37E-04 Operator f ails to isolate ACW after CV-3643 fails to c1cse
\ OPER-13 6.12E-04 OPERS FAIL TO RE-ENERGIZE Al FROM ST2 GIVEN TRANS EVENT

,

T9RE00VER 6.CBE-C4 Operator f ails to start standby SW pump after a SW pmp fai <

ESY1500XXF 5.BiE-04 500KV SWYD NOT AVAILABLE
'ETMiBEXXXX 5.33E-04 480V LOC B6 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE

CHFIC264SL 5.2EE-04 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2648 CONTROLLER SETPO!NTS
XTMIOP33AM 5.13E-04 MOTOR-OFERATED PUMP P33A IN MAINTENANCE
LMMICOF004 4.99E-04 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1401/0 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE (modul
P7AMANREC3 4.73E-04 "Operater fails to operate P7A manually (SAV, control valve *
EMM1RMCLCA 4.67E-04 DC2 ROCE COOLING FAN TRAIN C SIART FAULT MODULE
EMM1RMCLOA 4.67E-04 DG2 R00'4 CDCLING FAN TRAIN D START FAULT MODULE
OPER-16 4.59E-04 OPER DOES NOT XTER TO D02 BACKUP CHRGR (D05) W/ ENERGIZED 5
MANOSFREO 4.53E-04 Operater f alls to manually align power to SU-1 af ter D01 f
DTM100Y11M 4.3EE-04 INVERTER Y11 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE
EMM10B40EX 4.33E-04 4160V AC BREAKER 152-408 FAULT MODULE
HPITFNOT 4.22E-04 Correction f acter for future modeling requiring f ailure of
QCV1FW13BN 4.19E-04 CHECK VALVE FW-13B FAILS TO OPEN
DCD12114XR 3.96E-04 125V DC BREAKER 72-2114 TRANSFERS OPEN
DCD12116XR 3.90E-C4 125V DO BREAKER 72-2116 TRANSFERS OPEN
DCD1112RE 3.81E-04 Operater f ails to switch D11/D12 power from D01/D02 to D02
QHFIC2646L 3.72E-04 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2646 CONTRCLLER SETPOINTS
SMMIE35B5W 3.54E-04 E35B SERVICE WATER VALVES FAIL TO DELIVER FLOW < module >
DCDID02XXR 3.4EE-04 125V DC BREAKER 72-D02 TRANSFERS OPEN

,

HCV100BW2N 3.41E-04 CHECK VALVE BW2 FAILS TO OPEN
DHF100Y11L 3.34E-04 FAIL TO RESTORE INVERTER Y11 AFTER MAINT. +

QOV1FW13AN 3.22E-04 CHECK VALVE TW-13A FAILS TO OPEN
DOD11114XR 3.18E-04 125V DC BREAKER 72-1114 TRANSFERS OPEN ,

DCD11116XR 3.18E-04 125V DC BREAKER 72-1116 TRANSFERS CPEN !

SWECPREC 2.83E-04 Operator f ails to align SW pumps to ECP upon loss of intak
PRY 1V2E98T 2.7CE-04 SG A MSSV PSV-2698 FAILS TO RECLCSE
HOV100BW3N 2.73E-04 CHECK VALVE BW3 FAILS TO OFEN *

ETM1BE!XXX 2.71E-04 480V MCC B61 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
PRY 1V2699T 2.71E-04 SG A MSSV PSV-2699 FAILS TO RECLCSE
EMMICB308X 2.67E-04 4160V AC BREAKER 152-308 FAULT MODULE
SWEOFREC2 2.48E-04 Operater f ails to align SW pumps to ECP upon loss of antak
DTM10000EM 2.47E-04 BATTERY DC6 IN MAINTENANCE
GMMITRAN2M 2.39E-C4 SW VALVES TRAIN B FAILURE MODULE f

f 's QMM126450A 2.30E-04 CONTROL VALVE 2645 FAILS OFEN (TYPE-1) (module >e

$ AFWFEE0EEC 2.37E-04 Operatcr fails to start and align AFW pump.
\s, ETM;BE2XXX 2.33E-04 400V M00 B62 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE

ARE1DTLO2E 2.20E-C4 RELAY DTLO2 FAILS TO ENERGIZE
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Table 3.5.4-3. ANO-1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based F-V Importance Results (cont.)
.......................................... __ ..................................=- - =_..

Event F-V Importance Description
Measure ,

.................................................................................................

ARE1DTLC4E 2.18E-04 RELAY DTLO4 FAILS TO ENERGIZE
OMM10C0Y11 2.18E-04 INVERTER Y11 MODULE :

i

EMM10GIFYF 2.16E-04 DG1 FUEL TRANSFER PUMP TRAIN RUN FAILURE < module > |!

hANES2 2.16E-04 Op fails to manually start ES upon actuation failure at 9r
LMM1CV1429 1.99E-04 MOTOR-CPERATED VALVE CV1429 FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW < module >
QMM12647CA 1.96E-C4 CCNTROL VALVE 2647 FAILS OPEN (TYPE-1) (mocule>
FMMISGASUC 1.94E-04 OTSG A START UP VALVE FAILS TO MODULATE
FKM150BSUO 1.94E-04 OTSG B START UP VALVE FAILS TO MODULATE
SHFISGICXL 1.89E-04 SW SLUICE GATE SG-1 CLCSED PRIOR TO ACCIDENT
ATM10GCH04 1.84E404 DIGITAL CHANNEL 4 IN MAINTENANCE
CRECIRCREC 1.79E-04 " Operator fails to close CV-2888, FW-6BA to stop EFW flow d*
DTM100D04M 1.77E-04 CHARGER D04 IN TEST & KAINTENANCE
EKMIRMOLAA 1.73E-04 DG1 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN A START FAULT MODULE

| EMM1RMCLBA 1.73E-04 DG1 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN B START FAULT MODULE
j ETMIB51XXX 1.73E-04 480V MCC B51 IN TEST OR KAINTENANCE
l LRV101404R 1.71E-04 RELIEF VALVE PSV-1404 TRANSFERS OPEN

PRY 1V2684T 1.6BE-04 SG B MSSV PSV-2684 FAILS TO RECLOSE
I PRY 1V2685T 1.6EE-04 SG B MSSV PSV-2685 FAILS TO RECLOSE
| EMMICB212X 1.67E-04 4160V AC BREAKER 152-212 FAULT MODULE

ETM1952XXX 1.6CE-C4 480V MCC B52 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
OSPGB0 1.60E-C4 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
CMM1VMACRD 1.55E-04 VECTOR MODULES A OR D GENERATE FALSE SIGNAL
EMM10G2FXF 1.54E-04 DG2 FUEL TRANSFER PUMP TRAIN RUN FAILURE < module >
SWMOVMANR 1.47E-04 SWMOVMAN for RX
CMM1MSATRP 1.47E-04 SG A MAIN STEAM ISCLATICN TRIP FAILS
ETMIDGISAB 1.46E-04 DG1 . TARTING AIR TANK TRAIN A3/A4 IN TEST AND HAINTENANCE
CKVICS260K 1.41E-04 KANUAL VALVE CS 280 TRANSFERS CLCSED
CXV1052B1K 1.41E-C4 MANUAL VALVE CS 281 TRANSFERS CLOSED
ATWFEEOR2 1.41E-C4 Operator f ails to start and align ATW pump (R SEO.).
LMMICV1428 1.39E-04 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1428 FAILS TO CELIVER FLOW < module >
FMMICV2622 1.39E-04 CSTG A LC-LCAD CONTROL VALVE FAILS OPEN
FMMICV2624 1.39E-04 CSTG A LO-LOAD BLOOK VALVE FAILS CPEN
FMMICV2672 1.39E-04 0570 B LO-LOAD CONTROL VALVE FAILS OPEN
FMM1CV2674 1.39E-04 CS!G B LO-LCAD BLOOK VALVE FAILS CPEN
HRFILHE002 1.38E-04 TRAIN MU45A MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE (
HHFILEE003 1.3BE-04 TRAIN MU45B MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE
HHFILHE004 1.38E-04 TRAIN MU45C MAINTENANCE RESTORATICN FAILURE
HHFILHC005 1.36E-04 TRAIN MU45D MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE
CMMIL2667H 1.31E-04 CH A - SG B LCW RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2667 FAILS HIGH
UHFIRHFICD 1.31E-04 Operator fails to attempt HPI cooling during a SGTR event
LRV101405R 1.28E-04 RELIEF VALVE PSV-1405 TRANSFERS CFEN
ETKIT30BXJ 1.26E-04 DO2 FUEL CIL OAY TANK T30B LEAK OR RUPTURE
ETKIT30AXJ 1.26E-04 FUEL CIL OAY TANK T30A LEAK OR RUPTURE
P7BMANREC 1.16E-04 Operator fails to start and operate P7B manually (ROPs run
DCD1112R2 1.13E-C4 Operater fails to switch 011/D12 power from D01/D02 to D02
ETM195XXXX 1.12E-04 480V LCC B5 IN TEST CR MAINTENANCE
RR21P1000N 1.12E-04 ERV FAILS TO CPEN
SHFISG20XL 1.09E-04 SW SLUICE GATE SG-2 CLOSED PRIOR TO ACCIOENT
SHFISG4CXL 1.09E-04 SW SLUICE GATE SG-4 CLCSED PRICR TO ACCIDENT
DTM100007M 1.07E-04 BATTERY D07 IN MAINTENANCE
OMMITBSAOM 1.07E-04 FAILURE OF TRAIN B STEAM AOMISSICN VALVES
SKV13807XK 1.C5E-04 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE tV-3807 TRANSFERS CLCSED
D0012104XR 1.00E-04 125V DO BREAKER 72-2104 TRANSFERS CPEN
QCV1FW56BN 9.66E-05 CHECK VALVE FW 56B FAILS TO OPEN
00V1FW56AN 9.46E-05 CHECK VALVE FW 56A FAILS TO OPEN
OSP13 9.3SE-05 CSP WON-RECCVERY FACTOR
IAXTIE 9.25E-C5 Operator f ails to stie Breathing Air to I A header.
SMV13806KK 9.19E-05 MOTOR-CPERATED VALVE CV-3806 TRANSFERS CLOSED
CSPGB1 8.90E-05 CSP NDN-RECOVERY FACTOR
ETM1B56XXX 8.69E-05 48CV MCC B56 IN TEST OR MA!NTENANCE
CMMITASAOM 8.50E-05 FAILURE OF TRAIN A STEAM ADMISSION VALVES
ERE1A4UXXE 8.17E-05 DEENERG A4 UV RELAY 127-A4 FAILS TO ENERG ON A4 UV COND
CBT100007F B.C5E-05 BATTERY 00D07 N3 OUTPUT (HOURLY)
XMMITRAINA 7.98E-05 TRAIN A ICW FAILS < module > ]DTM100Y22M 7.92E-05 INVERTER Y22 IN TEST & KAINTENANCE
SXV13624XK 7.70E-C5 *DE-ENERGIZED, LOOKED CPEN MOV CV-3824 TRANSFERS CLOSED *
TICRECDVER 7.59E-05 Operator f ails to start standby SW pump af ter a SW pmp f ai
SGSTMR 7.56E-05 Operator fails to steam bad SG when FW is available.

I SHTISG30XL 7.54E-05 SW SLUICE GATE SG-3 CLOSED PRIOR TO ACCIDENT
| OMM126470F 7.45E-05 CONTROL VALVE 2647 FAILS OPEN (TYPE-2) (module >

CMM126450F 7.41E-C5 CONTROL VALVE 2645 FAILS OPEN (TYPE-2) (module > i

ERE1A4LXXK 7.36E-05 CEENERG A4 LO RELAY 186-A4 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS i

QMM1L261BM 7.30E-05 CH A - SG A LOW RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2618 FAILS HIGH
SCB1A302XR 7.14E-05 4160V AC BREAKER 152-302 TRANSFERS OPEN
EREIA1LXXK 7.C6E-05 DEENERG Al LO RELAY 186-Al SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
EREIB5CXXK 7.06E-05 DEENERG B5 UV RELAY 127-B5 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG PCS
GMM1VSF1CM 7.04E-C5 SEGMENT C FAILURE MODULE

| GMM;VSF10M 7.04E-05 SEGMENT D FAILURE MOOULE
DPER-14 6.98E-05 OPERS FAIL TO RE-ENERGIZE A1/A2 FROM ST2 (S OR R)

!
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Table 3.5.4-3. ANO 1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based F-V Importance Results (cont.) )
.=- .-_==..........................== ................. ..........=- =.............

Event F-V Importance Description

(~',s
Measure

y ..........._ =.............___ .==......._== === - ...........................

%,, / XHX1CE28AP 6.96E-05 ICW HX E28A PLUGS
MANDCREC2 6.93E-05 Operator fails to close breaker locally at D11. ,

ETM1DG25AD 6.92E-05 DG2 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN B3/B4 IN TEST AND MAINTENANCE I

OSP16 6.90E-05 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
SMMIE35ASW 6.87E-05 E35A SERVICE WATER VALVES FAIL TO DELIVER FLOW < module >
EMM1A1XXXX 6.68E-05 4160V SWGR Al FAULT MODULE
ETM1BTATXX 6.35E-05 BUS TIE AUTOTRANSFORMER IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
DHF100Y22L 6.22E-05 FAIL TO RESTORE INVERTER Y22 AFTER MAINT.
LOSSLCADTI 6.DCE-05 LOSS OF LOAD WITH RX/TURB TRIP
ETMIDG2 SAC 6.CCE-05 F72 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN B1/B2 IN TEST AND MAINTENANCE
ETMIDGISAA 5.87E-C5 L$ STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN A1/A2 IN TEST AND MAINTENANCE
MANLPMOVR 5.83E-05 MANLPMOV for SGTR
RHFIBLOCKD 5.73E-05 OPERATOR FAILS TO CLOSE BLOCK VALVE AFTER PRESS. RELIEF
QHFIC2645L 5.5BE-C5 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2645 CONTROLLER SETPOINTS
EMM1B61XXX 5.42E-05 480V MCC B61 FAULT MODULE
SSGISG1XXK 5.18E-05 EW SLUICE GATE SG-1 TRANSFERS CLOSED
XMM11CWISO 5.16E-05 ICW INLET TO FWPT LUBE OIL COOLERS ISOLATES
DBT100006F 4.82E-05 BATTERY COD 06 NO OUTPUT (HOURLY)
XMMITRAINB 4.78E-05 TRAIN B ICW FAILS (module >
EMMIB55356 4.73E-C5 480V MCC B55/B56 FAULT MODULE
SB018 4.56E-05 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
CMMISGBP7B 4.49E-C5 LOSS OF FLOW TO SGB FROM P73 '

MANETWSTRT 4.34E-C5 Operator fials to override false EFW signal and manually o
SB028 4.32E-05 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
QCVITW13BK 4.25E-05 CHECK VALVE TW13B TRANSFERS CLOSED
XMMITRNBPC 4.24E-05 PUMP P33B COMMON CONTROL FAILURES < module >
CMM1000RA2 3.94E-05 BUS RA2 MODULE
S KV103811K 3.92E-05 ICW SW LOOP II ISOLATION VALVE CV-3811 TO HXs TRANSFERS CL
CSP 15 3.81E-05 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
DCD11104XR 3.75E-05 125V DC BREAKER 72-1104 TRANSFERS OPEN
XMM100E22A 3.74E-05 NO FLOW THROUGH ICW COOLER E28A (module >
GMMITRANIM 3.65E-05 SW VALVES TRAIN A FAILURE MODULE
MSTTF 3.50E-05 TURBINE FAILS TO TRIP AFTER REAC*0R TRIP
ARE1DTLO3E 3.55E-05 RELAY DTLO3 FAILS TO ENERGIZE
GAGSTEAM 3.53E-05 CPERATORS FA!L TO LOCALLY GAG SHUT SG SAFETY VALVE
IMMIDRYM-1 3.42E-05 LOSS OF IA THROUGH DRYER M-1 SEGMENT
ET11BTATXT 3.39E-05 BUS TIE AUTOTRANSFORMER FAULT

'

(''' ET11SUT1XP 3.39E-05 STARTUP TRANSFORMER NO.1 (SUT1) FAULT
CMMISGAP73 3.30E-05 LCSS OF FLOW TO SGA FROM P7Br

CMM10C0Y22 3.29E-05 INVERTER Y22 MODULE
QCV1FW13AK 3.26E-05 CHECK VALVE TW13A TRANSFERS CLOSED
ERE1A3CXXE 3.15E-05 DEENERG A3 UV RELAY 127-A3 FAILS TO ENERG ON A3 UV COND
HCV100BW2K 3.00E-05 CHECK VALVE BW2 TRANSFERS CLOSED *

EMM1B62XXX 2.93E-05 480V MCC B62 FAULT MODULE
SSGISG2XXK 2.88E-05 SW SLUICE GATE SG-2 TRANSFERS CLOSED
SSGISG4XXX 2.8PE-05 SW SLUICE GATE SG-4 TRANSFERS CLOSED
ARE12P36CE 2.83E-05 UNIT CONTROL MODULE FOR P36C FAILS TO GENERATE SIGNAL
ARE14P34BE 2.83E-05 UNIT CONTROL MODULE FOR P34B FAILS TO GENERATE SIGNAL
EMMIB52XXX 2.83E-05 4BCV MCC B52 FAULT MOOULE
ATMIDG0H03 2.80E-C5 DIGITAL CHANNEL 3 IN MAINTENANCE
SB029 2.76E-05 STATICN BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
AEEIDTLO1E 2.68E-05 RELAY DTLC1 FAILS TO ENERGIZE
ETM130125X 2.64E-05 22KV AC BREAKER B0125 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
SB016 2.62E-05 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
AHFIRCSHIL 2.50E-05 OPERATOR MISCALIBRATES RCS PRESSURE SENSORS
SCB1A403XR 2.47E-05 4160V AC BREAKER 152-403 TRANSFERS OPEN ,

SCBIAECIXR 2.47E-05 4160V AC BREAKER 152-601 TRANSFERS OPEN
MANESSIART 2.42E-05 Operator fails to manually start ES upon actuation f ailure
ATMIDGCH02 2.40E-C5 DIGITAL CHANNEL 2 IN MAINIENANCE
ATMIDGSYS2 2.40E-05 DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM 2 IN MAINTENANCE (EVEN 4 CHANNELS)
FMMICCFMTP 2.29E-05 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE FOR MFW PUMPS
ATMIDGCH01 2.17E-05 DIGITAL CHANNEL 1 IN MAINTENANCE
ATMIDGSYS1 2.17E-05 DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM 1 IN MAINTENANCE (ODD 9 CHANNELS)
SWRCRECP 1.96E-05 Operators f ail to cv3823 to provide recirc to ECP-cv3824 f
SGSTMR2 1.95E-05 * Operator fails to steam bad 50 when FW is available (RBF,R"
IMMIPMPC2C 1.95E-05 COMPRESSOR C2C FAILS Ot TRIPS
QMMIMSLIAF 1.84E-05 SG A MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION FAILS (TYPE-2) < module >
SSGISO3XXK 1.72E-05 SW SLUICE GATE SG-3 TRANSFERS CLOSED
CHFIC2647L 1.71E-05 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2647 CONTROLLER SETPOINTS
SXV10$W7AK 1.66E-05 MANUAL VALVE SW-7A TRANSFERS CLOSED
SXVICSWSAK 1.66E-05 MANUAL VALVE SW-8A TRANSFERS CLOSED
XXV100112K 1.66E-05 MANUAL VALVE ICW-112 TRANSFERS CLOSED
SGOFREC2 1.65E-05 Operator f ails to prevent SG overfill due to excessive EFW
GMM1VSTIAM 1.61E-05 SEGMENT A FAILURE MODULE
GMMIVST13M 1.f1E-05 SEGMENT B TA! LURE MODULE

-s EREIDG1LXK 1.61E-05 DEENERG DG1 LO RELAY 186-DG1 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
ERE1DG1CXK 1.61E-05 DEENERO DG1 UV RELAY 127-DG1 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS

,' ERE1DG2LXM 1.61E-05 DEENERG DG2 LO RELAY 186-DG2 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
ERE1DG2CXK 1.61E-C5 DEENERG DG2 UV RELAY 127-DG2 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS

I

1
i
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Table 3.5.4-3. ANO-1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based F-V Importance Results (cont.)
_== ___ ......................................__-- =..== - _.....-__

Event F-V Importance Description !

Measure
........................................==- -- _ ......===_ _....._ .........

EMM1B51XXX 1.60E-05 480V MCC B51 FAULT MODULE
EMM1CB113X 1.5BE-05 4160V AC BREAKER 152-113 FAULT MODULE
LMM1HXE35B 1.55E-05 TRAIN B HEAT EXCHANGER FAILS < module >
CMMITMBEFW 1.50E-05 TRIP MODULE FOR CHANNEL B EFW ACTUATION FAILS
SMV13643XK 1.46E-05 MOTCR-CPERATED VALVE CV-3643 TRANSFERS CLOSED
OSPO4 1.39E-05 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
QCVICS293N 1.30E-05 CHECK VALVE CS 293 FAILS TO CPEN
QCVICS294N 1.3CE-05 CHECK VALVE CS 294 FAILS TO CPEN
LHFILHE005 1.29E-05 TRAIN A CHR MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURES
ETM1A2XXXX 1.21E-05 4160V SWGR A2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
MANEFWSTR2 1.15E-05 Op fails to overrice false EFW signal and manually open EF
EKM1RM . ir 1.11E-05 DG1 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN A RUN FAULT MODULE
EMM1RMC.BF 1.11E-05 DG1 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN B RUN TAULT MODULE
EMM1RMOLCF 1.11E-05 DG2 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN C RUN FAULT MODULE
EMM1RMCLDF 1.11E-05 DG2 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN D RUN FAULT MODULE
XMM1CCF 001 1.11E-05 ICW PUMP CCMMON CAUSE FAILURE < module >
DTMICCASIM 1.0BE-05 12CV AC BUS RS1 IN MAINT.
SMMICCF LP 5 1.07E-05 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV3821/2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE <modul
AMM1A2POWR 1.C2E-05 CIG SUB-2 AC OR DC SUPPLY CIRCUIT BREAKERS FAIL
CSP 03 1.C2E-05 CSP NON-RECCVERY FACTOR
MSIVA 9.66E-C6 RX TRIP DUE TO FULL OR PARTIAL CLOSURE OF MSIV (1 LOOP)
LHFILHE006 9.60E-06 TRAIN B DHR MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURES
SB017 9.53E-06 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVEN FACTOR
MSIVB 9.16E-06 RX TRIP DUE TO FULL OR PARTIAL CLOSURE OF MSIV (1 LOOP)
SB019 8.9BE-06 STAT!ON BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
EMM1B1XXXX 8.BBE-06 480V LCC B1 FAULT MODULE
AHFIREPHIL 8.10E-C6 OPERATCR MISCALIBRATES RB PRESSURE SENSORS
IMM1FtASEG 7.83E-06 LOSS OF IA THROUGH FILTER TBA SEGMENT
XHFISGISOD 7.37E-06 Operator fails to cooldown RCS and isol. break with DHR
ECB1B0125R 7.06E-06 22KV AC BREAKER B0125 TRANSFERS OPEN
DMM1000004 7.03E-06 CHARGER 004 MODULE
SMM1!CKHXB 6.70E-06 ICW HX SW BYPASS VALVES (modu 3e>
ETM15UT1XX 5.95E-06 STARTUP TRANSFORMER NO. 1 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
IMM1FECSEG 5.95E-06 LOSS OF IA THROUGH FILTER TBC SEGMENT
SB014 5.7BE-06 STA!!ON BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
IMM10RYM57 5.74E-06 LOSS OF IA THROUGH ORYER M-57 SEGMENT
CSP 10 5.45E-06 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
ACXT E 5.07E-06 Operator fails to cross-tie A3 and A4 while reducing loads
CSP 06 4.9EE-06 CSP NCN-RECOVERY FACTOR
ECB15114XR 4.89E-C6 AC BREAKER 52-5114 TRANSFERS CPEN
ECB16114XR 4.89E-06 AC BREAKER 52-6114 TRANSFERS CPEN
IMM1FCElBC 4.85E-06 AFTERCOOLER E180 FAILS
IMM1RCT39A 4.7EE-06 LCSS CF IA THROUGH RECEIVER T39A
ECB1A409XR 4.46E-06 4160V AC BREAKER 152-409 TRANSFERS OPEN
HMM1M1232F 4.3EE-06 *MU 4 5D, MU34D. MU66D, MU1232 OR MU1212 FAILS (TYPE-2) (modu"
RMM1310000 4.37E-06 ERV BLOCK VALVE FAILS TO CLCSE OR REMAIN CLOSED
XMMICWC2CF 4.30E-06 ICW HEADER VALVES TO COMPRESSOR C2C FAIL
XHFIP2230L 4.13E-06 PRE-TRIP HUMAN ERROR PRESSURE SWITCH MISCALIBRATION
XMM1CWieCF 3.91E-06 ICW HEA0ER VALVES TO AFTERCOOLER ElBC FAIL
EMM1A4XXXX 3.8;E-06 4160V SWGR A4 FAULT MODULE
SB015 3.64E-06 STATION BLACKOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
TSVMAN 3.55E-06 Operator f ails tro manually operate TBV's upon f ail of ICS
IMM1 ROT 39B 3.54E-06 LOSS CF IA THROUGH RECEIVER T39B
CSP 11 3.44E-06 CSP NON-RECOVERY 1 ACTOR
LMMIXV;HIA 3.41E-06 MANUAL VALVE DHI A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW (module > '

HMM1M1231T 3.2fE-06 "MU45C, MU34C, MU66C CR MU1231 FAILS (TYPE-2) (module >*
HMMIM1233F 3.2fE-06 *MU45B, MU348, MU66B OR MU1233 FAILS (TYPE-2) < module >"
HMMIM1234F 3.26E-06 *MU45A, MU34A. MU66A OR MU1234 FAILS (TYPE-2) < module >"
ETMIB12XXX 3.CSE-06 480V MCC B12 IN TEST OR KAINTENANCE
ETMIB1XXXX 3.05E-06 480V LCC B1 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
HPMANMOV1 2.92E-06 Op f ails to cpen man vivs MU-23/24 upon loss of 2/4 HPI in
LMMIXVDH1B 2.90E-06 MANUAL VALVE DH1B FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW < module >
XTM10P33BM 2.90E-06 MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP P338 IN MAINTENANCE
OSP1/ 2.77E-06 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTCR
HPIT4NCF2 2.52E-06 Correction factor for future modeling requiring failure of
XHFI RMS!VD 2.45E-06 Operator fails to actuate closure of SGA MSIV (SGTR) ;
IMMJ tMPC2B 2.33E-06 COMPRESSCR C2B FAILS CR TRIPS
!MF.PMPC2A 2.29E-06 COMPRESSCR C2A FAILS OR TRIPS
CVAIL2671H 2.20E-06 CH B - SG B LOW RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2671 FAILS HIGH |
F (MILP11CW 2.IBE-06 ICW SW LOOP I ISOLATION VALVES TO HXs TRANSFER CLOSED (mod i
;7AMA% REC 4 2.17E-06 * Operator f ails to cperate P7A manually (SAV, control valve" )
CSP 23 1.75E-06 CSP NON-RECOVERY TACTOR 1

P7BMANREC3 1.49E-06 Operator f ails to start and operate P7B manually (R & S se
XMMIC20!SO 1.44E-06 ICW TO COMPRESSOR C2C AND AFTERCOOLER ISOLATED '

MMM1FLTT23 1.29E-C6 LOSS OF SA THROUGH FILTER F-23 SEGMENT 1
MMMIFLTF24 1.C5E-06 LOSS OF SA THROUGH FILTER F-24 SEGMENT '

DMM1Y11:00 1.C3E-C6 I KV . Y11 125V DC MODULE
UHFIRHPIAD 9.60E-07 Operater f ails to maintain RCS pressure below MSS setpoint
P7BMANREC2 9.34E-07 Operator f ails to start and cperate P7B manually (RCPs not '

I
i
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Table 3.5.4-3. ANO 1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based F-V Importance Results (cont.)
,

...... ______......... ___________ .......___ .. ______.._______ ..................... _____ .

Ever.t F-V Importance Description
_ f- s

Measure
f,

- i......._____ .................................... =- - _ _ - _ _=_ ---..________.._...
\

QOV1FW55BN 8.47E-07 CHECK VALVE FW 55B TAILS TO OPEN
PMM11CSTBF 8.10E-07 ICS CONTROL FOR OTSO B FAILS TO CLCSE TBVS i

XMMICAFISO 7.37E-07 ICW TO COMPRESSORS C2A/B & C3A/B AND AFTERCOOLERS ISOLATED '

LCSSLCAOT2 6.61E-07 LCSS OF LCAD WITH LCSS OF PCS '

ITMIC2CTRN 6.4BE-07 COMPRESSOR C2C TRAIN IN MAINTENANCE
CAV102618C 5.79E-07 AIR OPERATED VALVE CV 2618 FAILS TO MODULATE ;
XMMICWC2BF 5.42E-07 ICW HEADER VALVES TO COMPRESSOR C2B TRAIN FAIL

|'DHMAN 5.13E-07 OP FAIL TO MANUALLY OPEN CV1404/05 AND CV1415/14.
QMM1VMBORC 4.40E-07 VECTOR MODULES B OR C GENERATE FALSE SIGNAL ,

CMMIL2622H 4.37E-07 CH B - SG A LOW RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2622 FAILS HIGH
QCVIFW55AN 4.12E.07 CHECK VALVE FW 55A FAILS TO OPEN
OSP18 3.86E-07 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
PMM11CSTAF 3.2BE-07 ICS CCNTROL FOR OTSG A FAILS TO CLCSE TBVS
QMM1C2619F 3.03E-07 ADV BLOCK MOV CV-2619 ON INTACT SG FAILS TO OPEN
IMM122C/1C 3.02E-07 LOSS OF IA THROUGH IA-IC OR IA-2C VALVES
IMM1I67/68 3.02E-07 LCSS OF IA THROUGH IA-67 OR IA-68 VALVES
QMMIL2620H 2.87E-07 CH A - SG A HIGH RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2620 FAILS HIGH
CMMIL2624H 2.87E-07 CH B - SG A HIGH RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2624 FAILS HIGH
FMMINS!Y PO 2.55E-07 LCSS OF NNI-Y POWER
IMM1FCElBB 2.13E-07 AFTERCOOLER E10B FAILS
EREIST11LK 2.13E-07 CEENERG SUT1 LO RELAY 186-ST1-1 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG PO
ERE1ST12LK 2.13E-07 OEENERG SUT1 LO RELAY 186-ST1-2 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG PO
QMMIL2f73H 1.95E-07 CH B - SG B HICH RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2673 FAILS HIGH
PMMIIOSTBC 1.76E-07 !CS CONTROL FOR CTSG B FAILS TO OPEN TBVS
XTK10T37AG 1.70E-07 TANK T37A LEAKAGE
OSP26 1,69E-07 CSP NON-RECCVERY FACTOR
XMMITNKLVL 1.65E-07 FAILURE CF LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM < module >
CMMISOBP7A 1.29E-07 LOSS CF FLOW TO SGB FROM P7A
EFWISOREO 1.25E-07 CPERATCR FAILS TO CPEN FW ISO VALVE UPON CLOSURE DUE TO FA
FMM1FWP AF 1.12E-07 MFW PUMP PIA FAILS TO CONTINUE TO RUN
FMMIFWF1BF 1.12E-07 MFW PUMP PIB FAILS TO RUN
RLC10100BD 1.03E-07 LOGIC CIRCUIT FOR RCS PRESSURE CONTROL FAILS TO GENERATE S
IXVIIA426K 9.92E-08 MANUAL VALVE IA-426 TRANSFERS CLCSED
OSP24 9.91E-08 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
CMMISCA?7A 9.29E-08 LCSS CF FLOW TO SGA FROM P7A
EMM10B2:3X 8.61E-08 4160V AC BREAKER 152-213 FAULT MODULE

fas RRE101006B 8.27E-C8 RELAY FAILS TO CE-ENERGIZE
[ EXCESSMFhA 6.05E-08 EXCESSIVE MAIN FEE 0 WATER TO SG A
N EXCESSMFWB 6.05E-08 EXCESSIVE MAIN FEEDWATER TO SG B

FMMI:05COM 5.74E-08 ICS COMMON M00E FAILURE TO CCNTROL FEE 0 WATER SYSTEM
XMMICWC2AF 5.43E-C8 ICW HEA0ER VALVES TO COMPRESSCR C2C TRAIN FAIL
HPICROSS3 4.9fE-08 " Operator f ails to open HPI xover vivs MU-14,15 for suction"
CHFl!OWS:D 4.67E-08 CPERATCR FAILS TO RESTCRE ICW CR SEAL INJECTION TO ROPS AT
EMM1312XXX 4.44E-08 480V M00 B12 FAULT MODULE
CMM1L26EsH 4.34E-08 CH A - SG B HIGH RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2669 FAILS HIGH r

IXVi!A189K 4.24E-08 MANUAL VALVE IA-189 TRANSTERS CLOSED
HMMICv120 6 3.09E-08 NO RCP SEAL INJECTION WATER FROM HPI (MODULE >
CSP 27 2.73E-08 CSP NON-RECCVERY FACTCR
DTM100005M 2.63E-08 CHARGER D05 IN TEST s KAINTENANCE
CSP 28 2.52E-08 OSP NON-REOCVERY FACTCR !

FMM11CSTWR 2.44E-08 LCSS OF ICS POWER [
D0012:03XR 2.43E-08 125V DO BREAKER 72-2103 TRANSFERS CPEN
DMM1C00 25 2.29E-08 BUS D25 MODULE
XMP10P330F 1.BSE-08 MOTCR-0 RIVEN PUMP P33" FAILS TO RUN
EB4100RSIF 1.69E-08 120V AC BUS RS1 FAULT
CSP 20 1.20E-08 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
ITMIC2BTRN 1.14E-08 COMPRESSOR C2B TRAIN IN MAINTENANCE
IMM112B/1B 5.31E-09 LCSS CT IA THROUGH IA-1B CR IA-2B VALVES
XHF152228L 5.28E-09 PRESSURE SWITCH PDIS-2228 MISOALIBRATED

,

DMM1000005 4.80E-09 BATTERY CHARGER D05 NO OUTPUT < module >
EMMIB2XXXX 4.36E-09 480V LCC B2 FAULT MODULE i

MHFISERVXL 4.08E-09 RESTORATION ERROR ON SERVICE / INSTR AIR X-TIE i

AHFIWRCHIL 3.8BE-09 MISCALIBRATION CN RCS ANAL CH1 ;
AHF1WF0H2L 3.88E-09 MISCALIBRATION OF RCS ANAL CH2

LAMF1WRCH3L 3.88E-09 MISCALIBRATION ON RCS ANAL CH3
RRE10;00BE 1.75E-09 RELAY FAILS TO ENERGIZE
OSP22 1.41E-0W CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
HMMIP36AFR 1.05E-09 TRAIN P36A FAILS TO RUN < module >
LMV10140ER 6.62E-10 MOTOR-CPERATED VALVE CV1405 TRANSFERS OPEN
LMV101406R 6.62E-10 MOTOR-CPERATED VALVE CV1406 TRANSFERS OPEN i
AMM1A!POWR 5.29E-10 DIG SUB-1 A0 CA DO SUPPLY CIRCUIT BREAKERS FAIL 1
HCV100BW3K 4.59E-10 CHECK VALVE BW3 TRANSFERS CLOSED -|
CSP 25 3.19E-10 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR !
AMM1A!!B P 6.75E-11 ' ANAL CH 1 RCSP B-AMP, TRASMITTER, OR BISTABLE FAILURES" I

AMM1A2TBIF 6.75E-11 * ANAL CH 2 RCSP B-AMP, TRA$MITTER, OR BISTABLE FAILURES"
'~5 AMMIA?!B F 6.75E-11 " ANAL CH 3 ROSP B-AMP, TRANSMITTER, OR BISTABLE FAILURES *

v

i

i

'
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Table 3.5.4-4. ANO 1 PRA Generic Data Based F-V Importance Results h
....--..................-.=_--- =-- _...=====- _=-----===__ ___ =.= =-==_ _ ==_= -_==-

Event F-V Importance Description
Measure

==__ _ - - - . . . . . . ., ---- ...__ ...................... _ _._- _ . --......

NORIC 0.468 HUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABLE
DBTIDSCD06 0.367 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2 HRS
SB005 0.143 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
EMM1CCFDGA 0.136 DIESEL GENERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO START
EDGIDG1XKF 0.111 DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
EDG1DG1XXA 0.106 DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO START ON DEMAND
QHF1RCPTRP 0.1 Operator fails to trip RCPs in 30 minutes
EDGIDG2XXA 9.79E-02 DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 F AILS TO START ON DEMAND
SB001 9.36E-02 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
LMMICCF001 8.98E-02 MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE < module >
TBRECOVER 7.94E-02 OPERATORS TO TRANSFER TO RCP - RETURN FLOW
EMMICB112X 7.63E-02 4160V AC BREAKER 152-112 FAULT MODULE
MANOSPREC2 7.47E-02 Operator fails to manually locally open breaker to disconnec
OMM1P7ATRP 7.29E-02 P7A TRIP DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPENING OF STM
EDGFXTIE2 6.41E-02 OPERATOR FAILS TO REFILL DG DAY TANK USING ANO-2 TRANSFER PU
EMMICCFFXP 5.99E-02 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DG FUEL XTER PUMP TRAINS
SGOTREC 5.89E-C2 Operator f ails to terminate Overfill prior to level reaching
UHFITHPIAD 5.74E-C2 Operator f ails to attempt HPI cooling
5B011 4.84E-02 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
QMM1P7ATRA 4.83E-02 LOSS OF FLOW THRU P7A TRAIN (TYPE-1) (module >
MANSUMP 4.49E-02 Operator fails to manually open CV-1405 or 1406 upon failure
EDGIDG2XXF 4.21E-02 DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO RUN
LMM1MPP34B 4.03E-02 TRAIN B MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP FAILS (module >
EMMICCFDOF 3.97E-C2 DIESEL GENERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN
SWEDGMOV 3.54E-02 Operator f ails to locally manually open SW cool $kt v1vs CV-
HPICROSS 3.49E-02 " Operator f ails to open HPI mover vivs MU-14,15 f or suction"
SWSWINGREC 3.40E-02 Operator fails to start and align operating SW pmp incl. ava
MANDGLCAD 3.37E-02 Operator flals to manually load at least one of the EDG's.
5B003 3.36E-02 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
SB006 3.25E-02 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
LMM1MPP34A 3.22E-02 TRAIN A MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP FAILURES < module > 1

LMMICV1406 2.82E-02 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1406 AND CV1415 FAIL TO EELIVER TLOW
HMMIP36CFS 2.7BE-02 TRAIN P36C FAILS TO START < module > <

SMM1AUXTLG 2.51E-02 AUX COCLING ISOLAT!ON FAULT MODULE
QMM1P7BTRA 2.33E-C2 LOSS OF FLOW THRU P7B TRAIN (TYPE-1) (module >
SMV13BOEXN 2.20E-02 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3806 FAILS TO OPEN
LMM1CV1405 1.96E-02 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1405 AND CV1414 FAIL TO DELIVER FLOW
SB002 1. 91 E-0 2 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
LMM1CV1408 1.76E-02 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1408 FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW < module > 4

SMV13807XN 1.73E-02 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3807 FAILS TO OPEN |
SMM152ICWH 1.71E-02 SW LOOP-2 ICW HX ISOLATION FAULT MODULE l
SBDG00 1.6BE-02 5B0 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
LTM1TRAINB 1.67E-02 TRAIN B IS IN MAINTENANCE ]
DCD1D01XXR 1.64E-02 125V DC BREAKER 72-D01 TRANSFERS OPEN
LMMICCF007 1.62E-C2 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1405/6 CCMMON CAUSE FAILURE i

MANDCREC 1.44E-02 Operator f ails to close breaker locally at D11. |

QTMIP7ATRN 1.38E-02 TRAIN A IN MAINTENANCE i

S3007 1.34E-02 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
'

SMM1 AV38 41 1.32E-02 P34B LUBE OIL COOLER SW VALVES TAIL (module >
EMM1A4LSHD 1.31E-02 4160V SWOR A4 LOAD SHED FAULT MODULE
EMMIDGIFXA 1.28E-02 DG1 FUEL TRANSFER PUKP TRAIN START FAILURE < module >
SBOC4 1.27E-02 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR . i

LHFILHE004 1.26E-02 TRAIN B LPR MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURES I
P7AMANREC 1.24E-02 * Operator fails to operate P7A manually (SAV, cont. valves," i

LTMITRAINA 1.2CE-02 TRAIN A IS IN MAINTENANCE
BMC1V7901N 1.19E-02 DG1 ROOM COOLING DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN
QHT1P7BTNL 1.16E-02 CPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECTLY RESTORE P7B AFTER KAINTENANCE
HMMICCF001 1.15E-02 HPI PUMPS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN < module)
BMC1V7902N 1.11E-C2 DG2 ROOM COOLING DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN
DCD1112CXR 1.11E-C2 125V DC BREAKER 72-1120 TRANSFERS OPEN
EMM1A3LSHD 1.07E-02 4160V SWGR A3 LOAD SHED FAULT MODULE
FMMICV2625 9.82E-03 OSTG A MFW BLOCK VALVE FAILS OPEN
FMMICV2675 9.78E-03 CSTG B MFW BLOCK VALVE FAILS OPEN
SMM124AXXX 9.54E-03 SW SEGMENT 24A (PUKP TRAIN P4A) FAULT MODULE
LHFILRE003 9.49E-03 TRAIN A LPR MAINTENANCE RESTORATIL 4 FAILURES
OSPGC0 8.66E-03 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
SMMISIICWH 8.58E-03 SW LOOP-1 ICW HX ISOLATION TAULT MODULE
HHT10P36CL 6.55E-03 TRAIN P36C MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE
EMM10:2TXA 8.3(E-03 DG2 TUEL TRANSFER PUMP TRAIN START FAILURE < module > j
LMM1CV1407 8.15E-03 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1407 FAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW (module >
SMM124BXXX 7.79E-03 SW SECMENT 24B (PUMP TRAIN P4B) FAULT MODULE i

SMMICCFP4X 7.64E-03 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SW PUMP TRAINS
''

ETMIDG2XXX 7.56E-03 DG2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
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Table 3.5.4 4. ANO-1 PRA Generic Data Based F-V Importance Results (cont.)

.......................--............--------_ . - - _--_ .....--........... __ - _ _ _ -

. Event T-V Importance Description
Measure

.......................................................--.....- .............................

OSP01 7.41E-03 CSP h0N-RECDVERY TACTOR ,

CTM1P7BTRP 7.34E-03 P7B IN MAINTENANCE
ETMID01XXX 7.23E-03 DG1 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
SMM1Av3840 1.11E-03 P34A LUBE OIL COOLER SW VALVES TAIL (module >
SMMIP4AXXA 6.62E-03 SW PUMP P4A TAILS TO RESTART < module >
CMMIP7BTRT 6.21E-03 LCSS OF FLOW THRU P7B TRAIN (TYPE-2) (module >
LMMICCFC02 6.1CE-03 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1407/8 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE $

HPIMANMOV 5.83E-03 CP TAILS TO OPEN CV-1407/08 TO SUPPLY SUCTION TO OP HPI PMP i
ECB16231XR 5.66E-03 AC BREAKER 52-6231 TRANSTERS CPEN
SMMIP 4 BXXA 5.65E-03 SW PUMP P4B TAILS TO RESTART < module >
ACXTIE2 5.39E-03 " Operator f ails to utie A3 and A4, reduce loads (par htrs),"

'EHFIA3LSXM 4.85E-03 MISCALIBRATICN OF LCAD SEQ TIMER ON MAJOR SWOR A3 LOAD
LXV100BW1K 4.54E-03 MANUAL VALVE BW1 TRANSFERS CLOSED
SBOO9 4.38E-03 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
SB008 4.36E-03 SBD NON-RECOVERY TACTOR
CHFIP7ATNL 4.36E-03 OPERATORS TAIL TO CORRECTLY RESTORE EQUIP IN EFW TRAIN A
SWMOVMAN 4.16E-03 Operator fails to manually close SW MOV CV-3840 or .3841.
CXVIT1016K 4.14E-03 MANUAL VALVE TRANSTERS CLOSED
SWCWINGRE2 4.06E-03 Op fails to start and align cp SW pmp incl. avail power . Is
DC011103XR 3.96E-03 125V DC BREAKER 72-1103 TRANSFERS OPEN
EHTIA4LSXM 3.78E-03 MISCALIBRATION CT LCAD SEQ TIMER ON MAJOR SWGR A4 LOAD
SMMICCFMV4 3.7eE-03 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CCT TAULT MODULE (SWS X-CONNECT VVs)
SB012 3.66E-03 530 NON-FECOVERY FACTOR
HMM1P36CFR 3.63E-03 TRAIN P36C FAILS TO RUN < module > t

CMMITMAEFW 3.55E-03 TRIP MOOULE TCR CHANNEL A ETW ACTUATION TAILS t

EA4LCAOSEQ 3.49E-03 4160V SWGR A4 LCAD RESEQUENCE FAULT
XHTI ALP RA0 3.41E-03 Operator fails to attempt LPR within 30 minutes of large LOC
SBOGB0 3.36E-03 $30 NON-RECOVERY TACTCR

'

XHT1HPRSLD 3.35E-03 Cperater f ails to begin high pressure recirculation followin
E0GTXTIE 3.20E-03 Operator fails to xtie cp fuel xfer pump and assure power.
CHF1HPITR1 3.16E-03 Operator fails to thrcttle HPI to prevent RCS pressure relie
ERE1A3LXXK 3.10E-03 DEENERG A3 LO RELAY 186-A3 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
LSMICSUMPP 2.62E-03 CONTAINMENT S*JMP PLUGGED
ECB15231XR 2.46E-03 AC BREAKER 52-5231 TRANSFERS CPEN
MANE 00 REC 2.25E-03 "Operater fails to manually close breaker 152-308, 408."
LMM1XV0H7B 2.20E-03 NO TLOW THROUGH MANUAL VALVE DH-7Rfr ss
RMM101SRVO 2.09E-03 Eitber SRV fails to rec 1cse after liquid relief( CHFIMPITRD 2.09E-03 Operater f ails to throttle HPI to prevent SRV liquid relief
SMMICCTP4A 2.07E-03 SW PUMP CCMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RESTART < module >
P7 AMAN 9EC2 2.05E-03 " Operator f ails to operate P7A manually (SAV, cent, valves,"
ECBIA309XR 1.79E-03 4160V AC BREAKER 152-309 TRANSFERS OPEN
LMM1XV0H7A 1.73E-03 NO TLOW THROUGH MANUAL VALVE DH-7A ,

CMM1P7ATRT 1.63E-03 LOSS CF TLOW THRU P7A TRAIN (TYPE-2) < modu 19)
LMMIXV0H3B 1.58E-03 MANUAL VALVES DH3B OR DH2B FAIL TO DELIVER TLOW (module >
LMMICOSKST 1.56E-03 BWST TAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW (module >
SWETWEEC2 1.54E-03 Operator fails to switch ETW from T41B to 741.
EMMICB408X 1.49E-03 4160V AC BREAKER 152-408 TAULT MCDULE
EA3LCAOSEQ 1.4BE-03 4160V SWOR A3 LCAO RESE00ENCE TAULT
STFISCANSP 1.45E-03 ANO-1 TRAVELLING SCREENS PLUCCED >

CTKICS41BG 1.*2E-03 TANK CST-41B LEAKAGE
,

ETMIAIXXXX 1.3.E-03 4160V SWGR Al IN TEST CR MAINTENANCE
EMMIB6XXXX 1.2tE-03 480V LCC B6 TAULT MODULE
SB0001 1.265-03 SBO NCN-RECOVERY TACTOR
HMM100F003 1.232-03 HP1 PUMPS COMFCN CAUSE TAILURE TO START < module >
LMMIXV0H3A 1.23E-03 MANUAL VALVIS DH3A CR DH2A TAIL TO PROVICE TLOW < module >
CSP 02 1.17E-03 OSP NON-RECOVERY TACTOR :

'HPICROSS2 1.16E-03 " Operator fails to epen HPI xover v1vs MU-14.15 for suction"
OPER-15 1.15E-03 CPER DOES NOT XFER TO D01 BACKUP CHRGR (D03) N/ ENERGIZED SRC
OBTIOSC001 1.07E-03 BATTERY D07 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF CTTSITE PWR-2 HRS
CSP 09 1.C6E-03 OSP NON-RECCVERY FACTOR
D0011124XR 1.06E-03 125V DC BREAKER 72-1124 TRANSFERS OPEN

,

SBDGB1 1.02E-03 SB0 NON-RECOVERY TACTOR i

SXVISW36AK 9.37E-04 MANUAL VALVE SW38A TRANSFERS CLOSED
SB01C 9.36E-04 SBD NON-RECD""~" TACTOR |
HPIMANMOV2 9.27E-04 Op fa11F .o open CV-1407,08 to supply suction flow to ep HPI |
EMM10GITXF 8.84E-04 Dc! TutL TRANSFER PUMP TRAIN RUN TAILURE < module > ;
EMMICB306X 8.83E-04 4160V AC BREAKER 152-308 TAULT MODULE

'
i

RMMICISRVT 8.74E-04 Either SRV f ails to reclose af ter steam relief
SXVISW38BK 8.56E-04 MANUAL VALVE SW38B TRANSTERS CLOSED
SXVISW607K 8.42E-04 MANUAL VALVE SW-607 TRANSTERS CLOSED
SKV10632BK 8.29E-04 MANUAL VALVE SW632B TRANSFERS CLCSED
EXV10SW61K B.29E-04 MANUAL VALVE SW-61 TRANSFERS CLCSED
SXV10SX64K 8.29E-04 MANUAL VALVE SW64 TRANSFERS CLOSED

iLXV10BW93K 8.2SE-04 MANUAL VALVE BW83 TRANSTERS CLCSED |

f'"' SMMIP36CSW 7.78E-04 TRAIN P36C SW LUBE CIL CLR VALVES TAIL < MODULE > l

( MANLFV0V 7.35E-04 Operator fails to manually cpen CV-1428, 29 upon a closure.
\ 79AICOVER 6.92E-04 Operator fails to start standby SW pump after a SW pmp fail,

LXV10BWBAK 6.83E-04 MANUAL VALVE BWBA TRANSFERS CLCSED
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Table 3.5.4 4. ANO-1 PRA Generic Data Based F-V Importance Results (cont.)
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Event F-V Importance Description
Measure
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SXV10632AK 6.64E-04 MANUAL VALVE SW632A TRANSFERS CLOSED
SYV10SW63K 6.64E-C4 MANUAL VALVE SW63 TRANSFERS CLOSED
SXV10SW86K 6.64E-04 KANUAL VALVE SW-86 TRANSFERS CLOSED
SXV1SW606K 6.64E-04 KANUAL VALVE SW-606 TRANSTERS CLCSED
EREIG12LXE 6.42E-04 DEENERG MG LO RELAY 286-G1-2 TAILS TO ENERG ATTER RXTR TRIP
COTHERSTMV 6.21E-04 Tailure to isolate steam from SG-A using TBVs, ADVs, and oth
EMM1A3XXXX 6.09E-04 4160V SWGR A3 FAULT MODULE
KANOSPREC4 5.35E-04 Operator fails to manually locally open breaker to disconnec
CKM1MSLIAA 4.97E-04 SG A KAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION FAILS (TYPE-1) (module >
EKMIDG2FXF 4.76E-04 DG2 TUEL TRANSFER PUMP TRAIN RUN TAILURE < module >
LFE101401F 4.45E-04 FLOW ELEMENT FE1401 PLUGGED
ETMIB6XXXX 4.34E-04 4 80V LCC B6 IN TEST OR KAINTENANCE
RMV101000K 4.18E-04 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-1000 TRANSFERS CLOSED

'LFE101400T 4.COE-04 FLOW ELEMINT TE1400 FAILS
OSPG01 3.99E-04 OSP NON-RECOVERY TACTOR
DCD12114XR 3.93E-04 125V DC BREAKER 72-2114 TRANSFERS OPEN
DCD12116XR 3.93E-04 125V DC BREAKER 72-2116 TRANSFERS OPEN
MANOSPREC 3.86E-04 Operator f ails to manually align power to SU-1 af ter D01 f ai <

OPER-13 3.86E-C4 OPERS FAIL TO RE-ENERGIZE Al FROM ST2 GIVEN TRANS EVENT
SXV119BXXK 3.8CE-04 KANUAL VALVE SW-19B TRANSFERS CLOSED
FMMICCFMV1 3.78E-04 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF FEEDWATER CONTROL MOVS
SrV119AXXX 3.69E-04 KANUAL VALVE SW-19A TRANSFERS CLOSED
ESY15CCXXF 3.61E-04 500KV SWYD NOT AVAILABLE
EKM185XXXX 3.59E-04 480V LCC B5 FAULT MODULE
SMV13645XK 3.46E-04 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3645 TRANSFERS CLCSED
QMMICCFSAV 3.43E-04 COMMCN CAUSE FAILURE OF STEAM ADMISSION VALVES
RRZIP1000T 3.3BE-04 ERV FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER STEAM
DCD11114XR 3.34E-04 125V DC BREAKER 72-1114 TRANSFERS CPEN
DCD11116XR 3.34E-04 125V DC BREAKER 72-1116 TRANSFERS OPEN
XMMITRNBXC 3.34E-04 P33B-P33A CROSS CONNECT FAILS < module >
OPER-16 3.33E-C4 OPER DOES NOT XTER TO D02 BACKUP CHRGR (DOS) W/ ENERGIZED SRC
ICWCLGISO 3.27E-04 Operator f alls to isolate ICW af ter auto SW iso f alls on ES.
DCD1112 REC 3.19E-0 4 Operator fails to switch D11/D12 power from D01/D02 to DC2/D
DTMICCY11M 3.11E-04 INVERTER Y11 IN TEST & KAINTENANCE
SMV13641XK 3.06E-04 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3641 TRANSFERS CLOSED
DTM10CD06M 2.99E-04 BATTERY D06 IN MAINTENANCE
ETMIB61XXX 2.94E-04 4 80V MCC B61 IN TEST OR KAINTENANCE
CHFIC2 64 8L 2.84E-04 MISCALIBRATION OT CV-264 8 CONTROLLER SETPOINTS
SWECPREC 2.82E-04 Operator fails to align SW pumps to ECP upon loss of intake.
DCDIDC2XXR 2.79E-04 125V DC BREAKER 72-DC2 TRANSFERS OPEN
LMMICV1404 2.69E-04 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1404/10 FAIL TO CELIVER FLOW < module >
DHKANR 2.69E-04 DHKAN for RX i

EMMIDG1SAA 2.57E-04 DG1 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN A1/A2 FA"LT MCDULE
QMM12645CA 2.55E-04 CONTROL VALVE 2645 TAILS OPEN (TYPE-1) (module >
DGCRANK 2.49E-04 Operator f ails to locally start DG af ter auto-start fails du
SWEOPREC2 2.47E-04 Operator fails to align SW pumps to ECP upon loss of intake
EMMIDGISAB 2.45E-04 DG1 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN A3/A4 FAULT MODULE
LMMICCF004 2.44E-04 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1401/0 COMMDN CAUSE FAILURE
P7AKANREC3 2.36E-04 Operator fails to cperate P7A manually (SAV, control valves, .

CHF100Y11L 2.3CE-04 FAIL TO RESTORE INVERTER Y11 ATTER MAINT.
ARE1DTLO2E 2.26E-04 RELAY DTLO2 FAILS TO ENERGIZE
AREICTLC4E 2.22E-C4 RELAY DTLO4 FAILS TO ENERGIZE
CKMIPCTLBL 2.18E-04 SG B PRESSURE CONTROL FAILS
AUXCLGISO 2.11E-04 Operator f ails to isolate ACW af ter CV-3643 f ails to close o
CMMIPCTLAL 2.07E-C4 SG A PRESSURE CONTROL FAILS
HMM1MU1214 2.02E-04 MU1214 OR CV1227 FAILS (module >
HMMIMU1215 2.02E-04 MU1215 OR CV1228 TAILS (module >
HMMIMU1308 2.02E-C4 MU-1308 OR CV-1284 FAILS < module >
HMM1MU1309 2.01E-04 MU-1309 OR CV-1285 FAILS (medule>
QMM126470A 2.00E-04 CONTROL VALVE 2647 TAILS CPEN (TYPE-1) < module >
ETM1851XXX 1.99E-04 480V MCC B51 IN TEST OR KAINTENANCE
SHFISG1CXL 1.96E-04 SW SLUICE GATE SG-1 CLOSED PRICR TO ACCIDENT
QMFIC2646L 1.93E-04 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2646 CONTROLLER SETPOINTS
LMMICV1401 1. 90E-0 4 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1401 FAILS TO PROVIDE TLOW < module >
ATMIDGCH04 1.87E-04 DIGITAL CKANNEL 4 IN MAINTENANCE
SMM123BXXX 1.86E-04 *SW SEGKENT 23B (P4C,B DISCHG CROSS-DVER) FAULT MODULE *
PRY 1V2698T 1.81E-04 SG A MSSV PSV-2698 TAILS TO RECLOSE
DTM100D04M 1.81E-04 CHARGER D04 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE
ETMIB62XXX 1.78E-04 480V MCC B62 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE

I'XTMICP33AM 1.72E-04 MDTOR-OPERATED PUMP P33A IN KAINTENANCE
PRY 1V2699T 1.70E-C4 SG A MSSV PSV-2699 TAILS TO RECLOSE
UHFIRHPICD 1.69E-04 Operator fails to attempt HPI cooling during a SGTR event
LMMICV1400 1.63E-04 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1400 FAILS TO PROVIDE TLOW < module >
CMM1VKAORD 1.57E-04 VECTOR MODULES A OR D GENERATE FALSE SIGNAL .

!HPITRNCF 1.46E-C4 Correction factor for future modeling requiring failure of o
IKANES2 1.43E-04 Op fails to manually start ES upon actuation f ailure at prop

HP KANMOV 1.34E-C4 op f ails to open man vivs MU-23/24 upon loss of 2/4 HPI in$.
DTM100D07M 1.33E-04 RATTERY D07 IN KAINTENANCE j

|

l
i
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EKMICB212X 1.30E-04 4160V AC BREAKER 152-212 FAULT MODULE
ETK1T3CBXJ 1.27E-04 DG2 FUEL OIL DAY TANK T30B LEAK OR RUPTURE

*SMMIE35BSW 1.27E-C4 E35B SERVICE WATER VALVES FAIL TO DELIVER FLOW < module >
ETK1T30AXJ 1.26E-04 FUEL CIL DAY TANK T3CA LEAK OR RUPTURE
EKMIRMCLCA 1.21E-04 DG2 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN C START FAULT MODULE
EKMIRMCLDA 1.21E-04 DG2 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN D START FAULT MODULE
QMMIMSATRP 1.19E-04 SG A KAIN STEAM ISOLATION TRIP FAILS
ETM1B52XXX 1.19E-04 480V MCC B52 IN TEST OR HAINTENANCE
DCD1112R2 1.17E-04 Operator fails to switch D11/D12 power from D01/D02 to D02/D
SHFIS;2CXL 1.16E-04 SW SLUICE GATE SG-2 CLCSED Pf.IOR TO ACCIDENT
SHP1SG4CXL 1.16E-04 SW SLUICE CATE SG-4 CLOSED PRIOR TO ACCIDENT
DCD12104XR 1.1CE-04 125V DC BREAKER 72-2104 TRANSFERS OPEN
ATWFEEDR2 1.05E-04 Operator fails to start and align ATW pump (RBF, RBX SEQ.).
ETM1856XXX 1.02E-04 480V MCC B56 IN TEST OR KAINTENANCE
HKM1MU1211 9.97E-05 MU1211 OR CV1219 FAILS (module >
HKMIMU1306 9.97E-05 MU-1306 OR CV-1278 FAILS < module >
HMM1MU1307 9.97E-05 MU-1307 CR CV-1279 FAILS < module >
SCB1A302XR 9.92E-05 4160V AL BREAKER 152-302 TRANSFERS OPEN
HMM1MU1213 9.91E-05 MU1213 OR CV1220 FAILS < module >
P7BMANREC 9.22E-05 Operator fails to start and operate P7B manually (RCPs runni
EKM1B61XXX 9.07E-05 480V MCC B61 FAULT MODULE
XMMITRAINA 0.89E-C5 TRAIN A ICW FAILS < module >
HMM1M1232A 8.88E-05 MU45D. MU34D, MU66D, MU1232 OR MU1212 FAILS (TYPE-1) < module *

ETM1B5XXXX 8.73E-05 480V LCC B5 IN TEST OR KAINTENATCE
PRY 1V2684T 8.44E-05 SG B MSSV PSV-2684 FAILS TO RECLOSE
QCV1FW13BN 8.44E-05 CHECK VALVE TW-13B FAILS TO OPEN
PRY 1V2685T 8.41E-05 SG B MSSV PSV-2685 FAILS TO RECLOSE
ERE1A4UXXE 8.4CE-C5 CEENERG A4 UV RELAY 127-A4 FAILS TO ENERG ON A4 UV COND
HMMIM1231A 8.16E-05 "MU45C, MU34C, MU66C OR MU1231 FAILS (TYPE-1) < module >"
HKMIM1233A 8.16E-05 "MU45B, MU348 MU66B OR MU1233 FAILS (TYPE-1) < module >"
HKM1M1234A 8.16E-05 "MU45A. MU34A. MD66A CR MU1234 FAILS (TYPE-1) (module >"
HHF1LHE002 8.1CE-05 TRAIN MU45A KAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE
HHFILHE003 8.1CE-05 TRAIN MU45B KAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE
HHFILHE004 8.10E-05 TRAIN MU45C KAINTENANCE RESTCRATICN FAILURE
HHT1LHE005 8.03E-05 TRAIN MU45D MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE
RR21PIOOON 7.78E-C5 ERV FAILS TO CPEN

i SHFISG3CXL 7.58E-05 SW SLUICE GATE SG-3 CLOSED PRIOR TO ACCIDENT
( IAXIIE 7.56E-05 Operator f ails to utie Breathing Air to IA header.
*- EMMIB55B56 7.5CE-05 480V MCC B55/B56 FAULT MODULE

HCV10CBW2N 7.17E-05 CHECK VALVE BW2 FAILS TO CPEN
QCV1FW13AN 7.09E-05 CHECK VALVE TW-13A FAILS TO CPEN
DTM100Y22M 7.DCE-05 INVERTER Y22 IN TEST & KAINTENANCE
CKMIL2667H 6.92E-05 CH A - SG B LOW RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2667 FAILS HIGH
DMM1000Y11 6.47E-C5 INVERTER Y11 MODULE
ERE1A4LXXK 6.34E-05 DEENERG A4 LO RELAY 186-A4 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG PCS
LCSSLCADT1 5.96E-05 LCSS CT LCAD WITH RX/TURB TRIP
HCV100BW3N 5.94E-05 CHECK VALVE BW3 FAILS TO OPEN '

EMMIDG2 SAC 5.65E-C5 DG2 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN B1/B2 FAULT MODULE
LKMICV1429 5.65E-05 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1429 FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW < module >
EMMIDG2 SAD 5.54E-05 DG2 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN B3/B4 FAULT MODULE
SSG1SG1XXX 5.500-05 SW SLUICE GATE SG-1 TRANSFERS CLCSED
XMMITRNEPC 5.49E-05 PUMP P33B COMMON CONTROL FAILURES (module >
DHF100Y22L 5.43E-C5 FAIL TO RESTCRE INVERTER Y22 ATTER MAINT.
GMMITRAN2M 5.23E-C5 SW VALVES TRAIN B FAILURE MODULE
EKM1852XXX 4.87E-05 480V MCC B52 FAULT MODULE
EKM1AIXXXX 4.70E-05 4160V SWGR Al FAULT MODULE
ERE1 AILXXK 4.66E-05 DEENERG Al LO RELAY 186-Al SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
ERE1B5UXXK 4.66E-05 DEENERG B5 UV RELAY 127-B5 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG PCS
OPER-14 4.52E-05 OPERS FAIL TO RE-ENERGIZE A1/A2 FROM ST2 (S OR R)
TICRECOVER 4.43E-C5 Operator f alls to start standby SW pump after a SW pmp fail,
SCBIA403XR 4.43E-05 4160V AC BREAKER 152-403 TRANSFERS OPEN
SCBIA601XR 4.43E-05 4160V AC BREAKER 152-601 TRANSFERS OPEN
CSPGB0 4.39E-05 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
XMMITRAINB 4.35E-05 TRAIN B ICW FAILS < module >
CMM126470F 4.31E-05 CONTROL VALVE 2647 FAILS OPEN (TYPE-2) < module >
CMM126450F 4.29E-05 CONTRCL VALVE 2645 FAILS CPEN (TYPE-2) < module > s
EMMIB62XXX 4.28E-05 480V MCC B62 FAULT MODULE i
CSPGB1 4.23E-05 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR i

CRECIRCREC 4.1CE-05 Operator fails to close CV-2888, TW-6BA to stop EFW flow div j
GMMIVSFICM 4.09E-05 SEGMENT C FAILURE MODULE
GMMIVSFIDM 4.09E-05 SEGMENT D FAILURE MODULE
CSP 15 3.99E-05 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
DCD11104XR 3.86E-C5 125V DC BREAKER 72-1104 TRANSFERS CPEN
ETMIBTATXX 3.75E-05 BUS TIE AUTCTRANSPORMER IN TEST OR KAINTENANCE
IMMIPMPC2C 3.73E-05 COMPRESSOR C2C FAILS OR TRIPS
AFKFEEDREC 3.69E-05 Operator fails to start and align AFW pump.

k _, EMM1RMCLAA 3.53E-05 DG1 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN A START FAULT MODULEs
EMM1RMCLBA 3.53E-05 DG1 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN B START FAULT MODULE
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C;P13 3.39E-05 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
LRVIC1404R 3.37E-C5 RELIEF VALVE PSV-14C4 TRANSTERS OPEN
XHX1CE28AP 3.28E-05 ICW HX E28A PLUGS
ERE1A30XXE 3.24E-05 DEENERG A3 UV RELAY 127-A3 FAILS TO ENERG ON A3 UV COND
EKMICB113X 3.15E-05 4160V AC BREAKER 152-113 FAULT MODULE
IKMIPKPC2A 3.1CE-C5 COMPRESSOR C2A FAILS OR TRIPS
MANDCREC2 3.1CE-05 Operator f ails to close breaker locally at D11.
IMM1PKPC2B 3.CfE-C5 COMPRESSOR C2B FAILS OR TRIPS
SSG1SG2XXK 3.06E-05 SW SLUICE GATE SG-2 TRANSFERS CLOSED
SSGISG4XXK 3.C6E-05 SW SLUICE GATE SG-4 TRANSTERS CLOSED
EMMIB51XXX 2.99E-05 48CV MCC B51 FAULT MODULE
ARE12P36CE 2.97E-05 UNIT CONTROL MODULE FOR P36C FAILS TO GENERATE SIGNAL
ARE14P34BE 2.97E-05 UNIT CONTROL MODULE FOR P34B FAILS TO GENERATE SIGNAL
RHFIBLOrKD 2.95E-05 OPERATOR TAILS TO CLOSE BLOCK VALVE ATTER PRESS. RELIEF
DKM100CRA2 2.92E-05 BUS RA2 MODULE
ARI1DTLO3E 2.89E-05 RELAY DTLO3 TAILS TO ENERGIZE
SXV13824XK 2.87E-05 "DE-ENERGIZED. LOCKED OPEN MOV CV-3824 TRANSTERS CLOSED *
AHFIRCSHIL 2.86E-C5 OPERATOR MISCALIBRATES RCS PRESSURE SENSCRS
SBC18 2.83E-05 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
GAGSTEAM 2.81E-05 OPERATORS FAIL TO LOCALLY GAG SHUT SG SATETY VALVE
XMMICCF001 2.7BE-05 ICW PUMP COMMON CAUSE TAILURE < module >
LMMICV1428 2.59E-05 MOTCR-OPERATED VALVE CV1428 FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW < module >
DBT100D07T 2.4BE-05 BATTERY C0D07 NO OUTPUT (HOURLY)
MSTTT 2.45E-05 TURBINE FAILS TO TRIP AFTER REACTOR TRIP
SMV13807XK 2.43E-05 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3807 TRANSTERS CLOSED
CHr1C2645L 2.35E-05 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2645 CONTROLLER SETPOINTS
KANESSTART 2.2BE-05 Operator fails to manually start ES upon actuation failure a
ATMIDGCH03 2.23E-05 DIGITAL CHANNEL 3 IN KAINTENANCE
CMMITBSADM 2.2CE-05 FAILURE OF TRAIN B STEAM ADMISSION VALVES
SMV13806XK 2.19E-05 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3806 TRANSTERS CLOSED
SB028 2.17E-05 SBO NON-RECOVERY TACTOR
KANLPMOVR 2.15E-05 KANLPMOV for SGTR
QCV1FW13BK 2.04E-C5 CHECK VALVE TW13B TRANSTERS CLOSED
SMMIE35ASW 2.04E-05 E35A SERVICE WATER VALVES TAIL TO DELIVER TLOW < module >
ETMIDGISAB 2.00E-05 DG1 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN A3/A4 IN TEST AND MAINTENANCE
TMMICv2622 1. 97E-05 OSTG A LO-LCAD CONTROL VALVE FAILS OPEN

'

TMMICV2624 1.97E-05 OSTG A LO-LOAD BLOCK VALVE TAILS OPEN
TMMICV2672 1.97E-C5 OSTG B LO-LOAD CONTRCL VALVE FAILS OPEN
FMM1CV2674 1.97E-C5 OSTG B LO-LOAD BLOCK VALVE FAILS OPEN
AKM1A2POWR 1.97E-05 DIG SUB-2 AC CR DC SUPPLY CIRCUIT BREAKERS FAIL
SB029 1.94E-C5 5B0 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSP16 1.83E-C5 OSP NCN-RECOVERY TACTOR
SSGISO3XXK 1.83E-05 SW SLUICE GATE SG-3 TRANSFERS CLOSED
LRV101405R 1.79E-05 RELIEF VALVE PSV-1405 TRANSTERS OPEN
OMMITASADM 1.74E-C5 TAILURE OF TRAIN A STEAM ADMISSION VALVES
QCVITW13AK 1.72E-05 CHECK VALVE FW13A TRANSTERS CLOSED
MMMirLTr24 1.7CE-05 LOSS CT SA THROUGH FILTER T-24 SEGHENT
ARE1DTLO1E 1.f9E-05 RELAY DTLC1 FAILS TO ENERGIZE
SGOFREC2 1.EEE-05 Operator f ails to prevent SG overfill due to excessive ETW
OSP11 1.65E-05 OSP NON-RECOVERY TACTOR
ATMIDOCH02 1.64E-C5 DIGITAL CHANNEL 2 IN KAINTENANCE
ATM1DGSYS2 1.64E-C5 DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM 2 !N KAINTENANCE (EVEN 4 CHANNELS)
HCV10CBW2K 1.57E-C5 CHECK VALVE BW2 TRANSTERS CLCSED
OXV1CS280K 1.56E-C5 MANUAL VALVE CS 280 TRANSTERS CLOSED
CXVICS281K 1.56E-05 MANUAL VALVE CS 281 TRANSTERS CLOSED
QCVirW56BN 1.43E-05 CHECK VALVE TW 56B TAILS TO OPEN
SB017 1.41E-05 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
MKM1FLTF23 1.39E-C5 LOSS OF SA THROUGH TILTER F-23 SEGMENT
ETMIB0125X 1.3BE-05 22KV AC BREAKER B0125 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
DMM1000Y22 1.33E-C5 INVERTER Y22 MODULE
ATMIDGCHD1 1.32E-C5 DIGITAL CHANNEL 1 IN MAINTENANCE
ATMIDGSYS1 1.32E-D5 DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM 1 IN MAINTENANCE (ODD 4 CHANNELS)
KANETWSTRT 1.2BE-05 Operator fials to override false ETW signal and manually ope
ERE1DG1LXX 1.13E-C5 DEENERG DG1 LO RELAY 186-DG1 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
ERE1DGIUXK 1.13E-05 DEENERG DG1 UV RELAY 127-DG1 SPUR TRANSTERS TO ENERG POS
ERE1DG2LXK 1.13E-05 DEENERG DG2 LO RELAY 186-DG2 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
ERE1DG2UXK 1.13E-05 DEENERG DG2 UV RELAY 127-DG2 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
QHTIC2647L 1.11E-05 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2647 CONTROLLER SETPOINTS
CMMIL2618H 1.11E-05 CH A - SG A LOW RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2618 TAILS HIGH
5B016 1.07E-C5 SBO NON-RECOVERY TACTOR
AHFIRBPHIL 1.07E-C5 CPERATOR MISCALIBRATES RB PRESSURL SENSORS
DTM100RSIM 1.04E-C5 120V AC BUS RS1 IN KAINT.
MANETWSTR2 1.03E-05 Op fails to override false ETW signal and manually open EFW
OSPC3 1.CIE-C5 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
ET11BIATXT 1.00E-05 BUS TIE AUTOTRANSTORMER TAULT |
ET115UT1XT 1.00E-05 STARTUP TRANSPORKER NO.1 (SUT1) FAULT |
SWMOVMANR 9.81E-C6 SWMOVKAN for RX !

SGSTMR 9.74E-06 Operator f ails to steam bad SG when TW is available. j

l

l
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OCVIFW56AN 9.68E-06 CHECK VALVE TW 56A FAILS TO OPEN
MSIVA 8.99E-06 RX TRIP DUE TO FULL OR PARTIAL CLOSURE OF MSIV (1 LOOP) ,
ETM1A2XXXX B.51E-06 4160V SWGR A2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
ETMIDG2 SAD 8.49E-06 DG2 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN B3/B4 IN TEST AND MAINTENANCE
MSIVB 8.46E-06 RX TRIP DUE TO FULL OR PARTIAL CLOSURE OF MSIV (1 LOOP)
IMM1DRYM-1 8.13E-06 LOSS OF IA THROUGH DRYER M-1 SEGKENT
FKMICCFMTP 8.08E-06 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE FOR MFW PUMPS
DBT10CD06F 7.82E-06 BATTERY CCD06 NO OUTPUT (HOURLY)
ETMIDGISAA 7.74E-06 DG1 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN A1/A2 IN TEST AND MAINTENANCE
SKRCRECP 7.52E-C6 Operators f ail to ev3823 to provide rectre to ECP-ev3824 fai
DMM1000D04 7.37E-06 CHARGER D04 MODULE
ETMIDG2 SAC 7.36E-06 DG2 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN B1/B2 IN TEST AND MAINTENANCE
CMM1VSF1AM 7.34E-06 SEGMENT A FAILURE MODULE
GKM1VSFIBM 7.34E-C6 SEGMENT B TAILURE MODULE
ECB1B0125R 7.27E-06 22KV AC BREAKER B0125 TRANSFERS OPEN
XMM11CWISO 7.2EE-06 ICW INLET TO FWPT LUBE OIL COOLERS ISOLATES
SMV103811K 7.21E-06 ICW SW LOOP II ISOLATION VALVE CV-3811 TO HXs TRANSFERS CLOS
QMMISGBP7B 6.8BE-06 LOSS OF FLOW TO SGB FROM P7B
ECB15114XR 6.33E-06 AC BREAKER 52-5114 TRANSFERS OPEN
ECB16114XR 6.33E-06 AC BREAKER 52-6114 TRANSFERS OPEN
OMMITMBEFW 6.05E-C6 TRIP MODULE FOR CHANNEL B EFW ACTUA* ION FAILS
XMM10CE28A 5.9CE-06 NO FLOW THROUGH ICW COOLER E28A < module >
ECB1A409XR 5.69E-C6 4160V AC BREAKER 152-409 TRANSFERS OPEN
GMMITRANIM 5.69E-C6 SW VALVES TRAIN A FAILURE MODULE
LMM1HXE35B 5.66E-06 TRAIN B HEAT EXCHANGER FAILS (module >
OSPC6 5.63E-C6 OSP NCN-RECOVERY FACTOR
IMM1F8ASEG 4.72E-C6 LOSS OF IA THROUGH FILTER F8A SEGMENT
OSPC4 4.45E-06 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSP10 4.39E-06 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
FMMISGASUC 4.09E-C6 OTSG A START UP VALVE FAILS TO MODULATE '

FMMISGBSUC 4.09E-C6 OTSG B START UP VALVE FAILS TO MODULATE
LHFILHE005 4.07E-C6 TRAIN A DHR MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FA! LURES
EMM1A4XXXX 4.C3E-C6 4160V SWGR A4 FAULT MODULE
ACXTIE 3.99E-06 Operator fails to cross-tie A3 and A4 while reducing Icads
SMM11CWHXB 3.65E-C6 I CW HX SW BYPASS VALVES < module >
SGSTMR2 3.64E-06 Operator fails to steam bad SG when FW is available (RBF,RX
IVMIFBCSEG 3.52E-06 LOSS OF IA THROUGH FILTER F80 SEGMENT
CMMISGAP7B 3.39E-06 LOSS OF FLOW TO SGA FROM P7B ,

ETMISUT1XX 3.36E-06 STARTUP TRANSFORMER NO.1 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
XHFIP223CL 3.19E-06 PRE-TRIP HUMAN ERROR PRESSURE SWITCH MISCALIBRATION
XHFISGISOD 2.97E-C6 Cperator fails to cocidown RCS and isol. break with DHR
QMM1MSLI AF 2.97E-C6 SG A MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION FAILS (TYPE-2) (module > ,

CSP 14 2.94E-06 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
LHFILHECC6 2.9CE-C6 TRAIN B OHR MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURES
SXVICSW7AK 2.89E-06 MANUAL VALVE SW-7A TRANSFERS CLOSED i
SXVICSWBAK 2.89E-06 MANUAL VALVE SW-8 A TRANSFERS CLOSED
XXV100112K 2.89E-06 MANUAL VALVE ICW-112 TRANSFERS CLOSED
EMMIB1XXXX 2.BCE-06 4 80V LCC B1 FAULT MODULE
XTMICP33BM 2.22E-06 MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP P33B IN MAINTENANCE
SMMICCFLP5 1.95E-C6 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV3821/2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE < module) |
IMM10RYM57 1.94E-06 LOSS CF IA THROUGH DRYER M-57 SEGMENT
EMM1RMCLAT 1.93E-06 DG1 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN A RUN FAULT MODULE
EMMIRMCLBT 1.93E-C6 DG1 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN B RUN FAULT MODULE
EMM1RMCLCF 1.93E-06 DG2 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN C RUN FAULT MODULE
EMM1RMCLDT 1.93E-06 DG2 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN D RUN FAULT MODULE
OSP23 1.82E-06 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
P7BMANREC3 1.81E-06 Operator f ails to start and operate P7B manually (R & S seq.
P7AMANREC4 1.79E-06 Operator falls to operate P7A manually (SAV, control valves,
SB019 1.74E-06 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
SB014 1.7CE-06 SBC NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
IMM1FCE18C 1.52E-06 AFTERCOOLER E18C FAILS !
RMM1B1000C 1.48E-06 ERV BLOCK VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE OR REMAIN CLOSED !
XHF1RMSIVD 1.44E-06 Operator fails to actuate closure of SGA MSIV (SGTR)
XMM1CWC2BF 1.41E-06 ICW HEADER VALVES TO COMPRESSOR C2B TRAIN FAIL
SMV13643XK 1.38E-06 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3643 TRANSFERS CLOSED
IMM1RCT39A 1.23E-06 LOSS OF IA THROUGH RECEIVER T39A
TBVMAN 1.17E-C6 Operator f ails tro manually operate TBV's upon f ail of ICS t [SB015 1.15E-06 SBC NON-RECOVERY FACTOR r

QMMIL2671H 1.13E-06 CH B - SG B LOW RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2671 FAILS HIGH "

DMM1Y11IDC 1.09E-06 INV. Y11 125V DC MODULE
IMM1FCE18B 1.C2E-06 AFTERCOOLER EISB FAILS
IMM1 ROT 39B 8.73E-07 LOSS OF IA THROUGH RECEIVER T39B
HMM1M1232F 8.58E-07 MU 4 5D, MU34D, MU66D. MU1232 OR MU1212 FAILS (TYPE-2) (module
ETMIB12XXX 8.17E-07 480V MCC B12 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE

[~,, ETMIB1XXXX 8.17E-07 400V LCC B1 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
\ QCVICS293N S.13E-07 CHECK VALVE CS 293 FAILS TO OPEN

QCVICS294N 8.13E-07 CHECK VALVE CS 294 FAILS TO OPEN
XMM1CWC2CF 7.BBE-07 ICW HEADER VALVES TO COMPRESSOR C2C FAIL
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Event T-V Irportance De scription
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OSP18 7.28E-07 OSP NON-RICOVERY TACTOR
XKMICW18CT 6.96E-07 ICW HEA0ER VALVES TO ATTERCDOLER E18C TAIL
LOSSLOADT2 6.72E-07 LOSS OF LOAD WITH LOSS OF PCS
HMM1M1231T 6.64E-07 *MU45C, MU34C. MU66C OR MU1231 FAILS (TYPE-2) (module >"
HNMIM1233T 6.64E-07 *MU45B, MU34B, MU66B OR MU1233 TAILS (TYPE-2) < module >"
HMMIM1234T 6.64E-07 *MU45A, MU34A, MU60A OR MU1234 TAILS (TYPE-2) (module >"
LMMIXVDHIA 5.07E-07 MANUAL VALVE DH1A TAILS TO DELIVER TLOW < module >
UHTIRHPIAD 5.07E-07 Operator f ails to maintain RCS pressure below MSS setpoint.
SKMILP12CW 4.44E-07 ICW SW LOOP I ISOLATION VALVES TO HXs TRANSTER CLOSED <modul
ITM1C2CTRN 3.97E-07 CCKPRISSOR C2C TRAIN IN KAINTENANCE
LMM1XVDH1B 3.72E-07 MANUAL VALVE DH1B TAILS TO DELIVER TLOW < module >
OKM1VMBORC 3.45E-07 VECTOR MODULES B OR C GENERATE FALSE SIGNAL
PKM1ICSTBF 3.25E-07 ICS CONTROL FOR OTSG B FAILS TO CLOSE TBVS
HPHANMOV1 3.12E-07 Op falls to open man v1vs MU-23/24 upon loss of 2/4 HPT inj.
DHKAN 3.07E-07 OP TAIL TO MANUALLY OPEN CVliO4/05 AND CV1415/14.
XKMIC2CISO 2.96E-07 ICW TO COKPRESSOR C2C AND ATTERCDOLER ISOLATED
CKM1L2622H 2.49E-C7 CH B - SG A LOW RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2622 FAILS HIGH >

P7BMANRIC2 2.39E-07 Operator f ails to start and operate P78 manually (RCPs not t
QMMIL2624H 2.35E-07 CH B - SG A HIGH RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2624 TAILS HIGH
ITM102BIRN 2.35E-07 COMPRESSOR C2B TRAIN IN KAINTENANCE
HPITRNCT2 2.0EE-07 Correction f actor for future modeling requiring failure of o
PMM11CSTAF 1.85E-07 ICS CONTROL TCR OTSG A TAILS TO CLOSE TBVS
CKMIC2619F 1.76E-07 ACV BLOCK MOV CV-2619 ON INTACT SG TAILS TO OPEN
XMMICAFISO 1.7CE-07 ICW TO COMPRESSORS C2A/B & C3A/B AND ATTERCOOLERS ISOLATED
MHFISERVXL 1.57E-07 RESTORATICN ERROR ON SERV!CE/ INSTR AIR X-TIE
EREIST11LK 1.49E-07 CEENERG SUT1 LO RELAY 186-ST1-1 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
ERE1ST12LK 1.49E-C7 OEENERG SUT1 LO RELAY 186-ST1-2 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
CMM1L2673H 1.37E-07 CH B - SG B HIGH RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2673 FAILS HIGH
XMPICP330T 1.24E-07 MOTCR-0 RIVEN PUMP P33C TAILS TO RUE
RLC101008D 1.13E-07 LOGIC CIRCUIT TOB RCS PRESSURE CONTROL FAILS TO GENERATE $10
EMM1CB213X 1.03E-07 4160V AC BREAKER 152-213 FAULT MODULE
RRE101CC SB 9.11E-08 RELAY FAILS TO DE-ENERGIZE
FMMINNIYPO 7.54E-C8 LOSS OF NNI-Y POWER
CAV1026180 6.35E-08 AIR CPERATED VALVE CV 2618 TAILS TO MODULATE
IKM1:2C/1C 6.22E-C8 LOSS OF IA THROUGH IA-IC OR IA-IC VALVES
IMM1 67/68 6.22E-C8 LOSS OT IA THROUGH I A-67 OR IA-68 VALVES r

'
QCV1FW55AN 5.83E-08 CHECK VALVE TW 55A TAILS TO OPEN
TKM11CSCOM 5.82E-C8 !CS COMMON MOOE TAILURE TO CONTROL TEEDWATER SYSTEM
HPICROS$3 5.77E-08 Operator fails to open HPI mover v1vs MU-14,15 for suction t
EMMIB12XXX 5.47E-C8 4BOV MCC B12 FAULT MOOULE
CHFIICWSID 5.22E-C8 CPERATOR FA!LS TO RESTORE ICW OR SEAL INJECTION TO RCPS AFTE
PMM11CSTBC 5.20E-C8 ICS CONTROL FOR OTSG B TAILS TO OPEN TBVS
CMMIL2620H 4.55E-08 CH A - SG A HIGH RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2620 TAILS HIGH
CMMIL2669H 4.21E-08 CH A - SG B HIGH RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2669 FAILS HIGH
QCV1FW55BN 3.94E-C8 CHECK VALVE FW 55B TAILS TO OPEN
IMM122B/1B 3.67E-C8 LCSS OF IA THROUGH IA-1B OR IA-2B VALVES
IXVIIA426K 3.56E-08 KANUAL VALVE I A-426 TRANSFERS CLOSED
CKMISGBP7A 3.38E-08 LOSS OF TLOW TO SGB TROM P7A
DTMICCDC5M 2.89E-CS CHAR 0ER 005 IN TEST & KAINTENANCE
EXCESSMFWA 2.74E-C8 EXCESSIVE KAIN FEEDWATER TO SG A
EXCESSMTWB 2.74E-06 EXCESSIVE KAIN TEEOWATER TO SG B
HKMICV1206 2.54E-C8 NO RCP SEAL INJECTICN WATER TROM HPI (MODULE >
DMM100CD25 2.44E-08 BUS D25 MODULE
XTK1CT37AG 2.32E-C8 TANK T37A LEAKAGE
XMMICWC2AT 2.29E-C8 ICW HEADER VALVES TO COMPRESSOR C2C TRAIN TAIL
DB41CCRSIT 1.80E-08 12CV AC BUS RS1 FAULT
XMMITNKLVL 1.76E-C8 FAILURE OT LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM < module >
TMMITWP1AT 1.71E-C8 KTW PUMP PIA TAILS TO CONTINUE TO RUN
TKMITWPIBF 1.71E-C8 MFW PUMP PIB TAILS TO RUN
DCD12103XR 1.67E-C8 125V DC BREAKER 72-2103 TRANSFERS OPEN
OSP28 1.46E-C8 OSP NON-RECOVERY TACTOR
OSP26 1.39E-08 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR ;

EFWISOREC 1.29E-C8 OPERATOR TAILS TO OPEN TW ISO VALVE UPON CLOSURE DUE TO TALS i
OSP20 8.41E-09 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR |
OSP27 8.00E-09 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR ]
XHT152228L 5.61E-09 PRESSURE SWITCH PDIS-2228 MISCALIBRATED
DKM100CD05 5.5CE-09 BATTERY CHARGER DC5 NO OUTPUT < module >
OSP24 4.69E-09 CSP NON-RECOVERY TACTOR
EMMIB2XXXX 4.47E-09 480V LCC B2 FAULT MODCLE
IXVIIA189K 4.36E-09 MANUAL VALVE IA-18 9 TRANSTERS CLOSED
AHT1WRCHIL 4.13E-09 MISCALIBRATION ON RCS ANAL CHI
AHT1WRCH2L 4.13E-09 MISCALIBRATION OF RCS ANAL CH2
AHF1WRCH3L 4.13E-C9 MISCALIBRATION ON RCS ANAL CH3 j
HMM1P36ATR 3.95E-09 TRAIN P36A TAILS TO RUN (module > '

QMMISGAP7A 3.42E-09 LOSS OF TLOW TO SGA FROM P7A j
TMM1!CSFWR 2.79E-C9 LOSS CF ICS POWER ,

KRE101C08E 1.87E-09 RELAY TAILS TO ENERGIZE !

AMM1A1POWR 1.C9E-09 DIG SUB-1 AC OR DC SUPPLY CIRCUIT BREAKERS TAIL !

l
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Tcble 3.5.4-4. ANO-1 PRA G:neric Datn Based F-V Importance Results (c nt.)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . - ----

_

___ _ _ .........___
-

Event T-V Importance DescriptionCN Measure
( ............ - = ............. ........- - __...................._

(
CSP 22 1.06E-09 CSP NON-RECOVERY TACTOR
HCV100BW3K 1.E2E-10 CHECK VALVE BW3 TRANSTERS CLCSED
AMM1AITBIF 7. lie-11 " ANAL CH 1 RCSP B-AMP, TRAEMITTER, CR BISTABLE FAILURES"
AMMIA2TBIF 7.17E-11 * ANAL CH 2 RCSP B-AMP, TRASMITTER, CR BISTABLE TAILURES*
Aw.M1A3TBIT 7.17E-11 " ANAL CH 3 RCSP B-AMP, TRANSMITTER, OR BISTABLE FAILURES *
IX/201405R 3.69E-11 MO*0R-OFERATED VALVE CV1405 TRANSFERS OPEN
LMV101406R 3.69E-11 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1406 TRANSFERS OPEN
CSP 25 2.63E-11 CSP NON-RECOVERY TACTOR
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Table 3.5.4-5. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries not h[
Credited ,

i

Plant
Sequence Damage Freq. Percent

tame Clase Measure (65 Accleent Sequence Svente

T15F 2.263-04 11.6 T3 1015 0F Drf-SITE PorER (In
DBT1DSCD06 BATTERY DOS DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECDVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2Mk2
EDGIDG1EEF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
EDG1DG2EET DIESEL GEFERATOR DG2 FA!!A TO AUR
NDREC
SIK)D4

TEF 1,423-04 11.1 TS LOSS OF OFT-SITI POWER (IER
DBT1DSCD06 BATTEST DD6 DISCHARGED PRIDE TO RECOVESY OF QFFSITE PWR-2RRS 6

Det1CCFDGF DIESEL GENERATOR CDPecN CAUS$ FAILURE To kUN
NDREC
58006

TBF 3.13E-OS 2.4 Til 1 CSS OF DC SUS DC1 <! D
DBT1DSCDC6 BATTIJY DOS DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECCNN.RY OF OFFSITE PWR*2KRS
EDCIDG2KIF DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 Falla TO RUN
mANDSPREC operater falle to manually slign power to SU-1 after DOI fel

TBF 3.04E-CS 2.4 T3 1 CSS OF orf-S!!E PDwth <I n
DBT1DSCDC6 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIDR 70 kECOVERY OF OFTSITE PWR-2MRS
EDG1DG2rxF DIESEL GENERATOR DC2 FAILS TD RUN
SwV138 C 6KN NCTOR-OFERATED VA1.VE CV-3506 FAILS TO OPEN
SWEDGgDV Operator falls to locally manually open SW ceci jkt vive CV-
SBDC2

TBr 3.D4E-05 2.4 73 LCSS OF CrF-SITE POWER c1D
DBTICSCCC6 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIDE 70 RECOVERY OF CrFSITE PKR-2 HRS
EDC1DG1xXr DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
SMV1500ixN ecTOR-DPERATED WALVE CV-3807 FAILS TO OPEN f
SwEDGacV operator falls to locally manually open SN cool jat v1ve CV.
SBOC3

TBF 2.83E-CS 2.2 T1 REACTOR /TURB!bE TRIP <!D
DB!1DSCDC6 BATTERY DC6 DISchAR:IED PR10k TO RECDVERY OF OFTSITE PNR-2HR$
DCD!DDIXXR 12SV DC BREAKER 12-DC1 TRANSFERS OPEN
EDCIDG2XXF DIESEL GENERATDR DC2 FAILS TO RUN
DCD2112 REC operator f ails to switch D11/D12 power from DD1/DD2 to DG2/D

*ET 2.6SE-CS 2.1 T3 1455 Or DrF-SITE POWER <!E>
LBTIDSCDC6 BATTERY DC6 DISCHARGED PRIDR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2MRS
EMM1CCFFxP CDecN CAUSE FAILURE OF DG FUEL rrER PUMP TRAINS
EDCTETIE2 OPERA *DR F AILS TD REr!LL DG LAY fpp VSING AND-2 TRAASTER PU
SiOCh

TBF 2.CSE-DS 1.4 73 IDSS OF OFF-SITE POWER (ID
BMC1V7502N DG2 RDOM C:XJLING DAMPER FAILS TO OPEN
ERTIDSCDC6 BATTERY DD6 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECDVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2MRS
EDGIDCIEXF DIFSEL GENERATOR DC1 FAILS TO RUN
WoaEC
38003

TBF 2.CSE-Ch 1.6 T3 1 CSS OF Drf-SITE POWER *IES
BMCI V79 D I N DG1 R ON C33 LING LAMPER FAILS TD DPt.N
DET1DSCDC6 BATTERY DD6 DISCHARGED FRIDA TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2HR$
EDG.DG2KXF DIESEL CENERATDR DG2 F AILS TO RUN i

hDREC |
SBDC2

'

*BF 2.04E-03 1.6 T3 1455 DF orr-SITE POWER <! p

DBT1rSCDD6 BATTERY DC6 DISCHARGED PRIDR TO RECDVERY OF OFFSITE PER-2 HRS
EDCIDG1XKA DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO START DN DDtuD
EDCIDG2XXF DIESEL GENLRATOR DG2 FAILS 70 RUN
WDPEC
SBDC2

TBF 2.C4E-CS 1.6 T3 14SS OT OFF-SITE PDNER <1 p

DBTIESCDC6 BATTERY DD6 DISCHARGED PRIDR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2 HRS
EDCIDG1XKF DIE.SEL GENERA?OR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
EDG1DC2X1A DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 F A!13 TO START ON DEMAND
NDRE.C

SB003 j
TBF 1.6SE-DS 1.S T3 IcSS or orF-SITE Powt3 sIEp |

DBT1DSCDD6 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVE.RY OF OFFSITE PWR-2MRS
EDGIDC2XXF DIESEL GENERATOR D12 F AILS TO RUN
EMMIDGIFRA DG1 FULL TRANSFER PUMP TRAIN S* ART F AILURE < nodule >
ACKTIE2 Operator f a11a to stle A3 and A4, resuce loses (psr htra), a
58002

TBF 1.651-05 1,3 73 &cRS OF OFF-SITE PONER <!D
LBTitSCD06 &ATTERT DL6 DISCHARGED prion 70 RECOVERY OF orFSITE Fw3*2NRS

EDG1DG1KKF DIESEL CINERATOR DGI FAILS TO RUN
EMNIDG2FRA DG2 FUEL TRANSFER PUMP TRAIN START FAILURE <aodule>
ACMTIE2 Operater f alls to atie A3 and A4, reduce leans (per htral, s
SBDC3

TBF 1.6PE-03 1.2 T3 tcS3 OF OFF-SI?f. PONER <! D
EDG1DG1KKF DIESEL GENEkATOR DG1 FAILS 70 RUN
IPUG P TATRP P1A TRIP DURING START-UP DUE TO PRDLATURE DPENING OF STM
EDGIDG2KRF DIEEEL GENERATDR DG2 F Al1J TO RUN
P 7AMAWREC Operator f alla to operate F7A mankally (SAV, control valves,

i

SBD10 ,
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Table 3.5.4 5. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries not

Credited (cont.)
Plant

Se pence ca..e Freg. Percent
Ra.e Cla.. .a.ur. m Aecieens s. pene. Eventa ,

I

TEF 1.2BE-OS 1.0 T3 LC15 0F OFF-SITE POWF.R <1p

DST 1DECD06 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERT OF DFFsITS PWR-2HR5
$>et1CCFDGA DIEEEL GENERATOR COMacs CAUSE FAILURE TO STAPT
WOREC
53D05

TOU 1.2CE-06 .9 TS TOTAL IDBS OF $5 FWu (ID
QMFIRCPTRP Operator fails to trip RCPs in 30 minutes
T8RECDVER OPERATDRS FAIL TO TRAN5FER TO ECF - RETURN FWB

TBF 1.2CE-CS .9 T3 1C38 Dr DFF-f!TE PCarER <!D
DBT1DSCDC6 BATTERY DD4 DISCHARGED PRIOR TD RECDVEST OF OFFSITE PWR-2KRS
EDGIDG2KKF DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO RUN
Sest1P4 A11A su FUMP P4A FAILS TO RrSTART <nodulat
SW5WINGREC Operator fails to start ans align operating su ymmp incl. ava
$3D02 i

TBF 1.20E-CS .9 T3 1C15 OF OFF-SITE POWER (ID
DST 1DECDD6 BATTERY D36 DISChAAGED PRIOR TO RECUVERY Or OFFSITE PWR-2RRS
EDGIDG1KIF DIEEEL GENERATOR DGI FAILA TO RUN :

189t1P 4 EEEA SW PUMP P4B FAlla TO RESTART tmodule>
SW5WINGREC Operator f ails to start and align operating Su pnp incl. ave
$8003

TBF 1.51E-05 .8 T3 loss or orF-s!TE PontR <!p

BJealCCFDGF DIEEEL GEFERATOR Compeop CAUSE FAILURE TO RVW

QMMIF7ATRP P7A TR;P DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPENING OF STM

F?AMANREC Operator falla to cperate P7A manually (SAV, control salves,
SDC12

TBN S.67E-06 7 TIS IDES OF AC BUS A3 (I D
3MM1AV3541 P348 LUBE CIL CDC2R SW VALVES FAIL < module >
3GOFREC Operator fa!!s to terair. ate Overfill prior to level reaching

TBF 8.53E-06 .7 73 LCs3 OF OFF-SITE PDerER CIp

DDT1D5CDD6 BATTDY DC6 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY Dr OFF53TE FWR-2MRS
EDGIDGIIEF DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 F AILS TO RUN
EEF1A3LSKM MISCALIBRATIDW OF LLAD SQ TIMER ON MAJOR 5tGB A3 LDAD
stANDC14AD Operator fiale to manually load at least one o f t he EDG * a . ;

5B002 |

TBF S.531-06 7 T3 loss OF OFF-SITE PDerER (In }
DST 1DECD06 hATTERY DC6 DISCMARGED PRIDR TO RECOVD T OF OFFBITE PWR-2 HRS
EDG1DG1XKF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS 70 RUN ,

EEF 1 A41.$KM MISCALIBRATIDN OF ICAD $ED TIMER ON MAJOR SWGR A4 WAD I
MANLCLDAD Operator fials to manually loss at least one of the EDG*a. [
$3003 t

TBX 7.001-G5 .5 T13 IDSS OF AC BUS A3 <! p

( 1se*1Cvie 06 MCTOR-OFERATED VA1.YES cv14C6 AND CV141,5 FAIL TO DELIVER FILur
,

SCOFREC Operator f alls to terr.ir. ate Overfill prior to level reactirig F

TBF 6.94E-C6 .S T13 LDSS OT AC BUS A3 (In
1#e*1 CV14 0 0 seDTDR-CPERATED VALVE CV1408 FAILA TO DELIVER FWW < module >
scorREC Operator f alla to terminate Dverfill prior to level reacning

TBF 6.CSE-OS .S T3 LCSS DF OFF*S!?E PDerER <ID
DBT1DSCDD6 BATTLRT DO6 DISCHARGED PRIDR TO RECOVERY OF OFfSITE PFR-2MRS
EDGIDC2KKF DIEEEL CINERATDR DG2 FAlla TO RUN
Esot1 A3 L5MD 43 60V 5NGE A3 LDAD ShED FAULT eCDU2
NANDG1 LAD Operator fials to manually load at least one of the EDG*a.
55002

TEF l.C5E-C6 .4 T3 Icss Dr DFF-11TE POWER CID
DBTIDSCDC6 BATTDY D06 DI5 CHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PWR-2HR3 !

EDGIDC1KKF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN [
Etyt! A4 LEMD 4160V SWGR A4 LDAD $HED FAULT MDDULE ,

MANDC LAD Operator flals to manually loao at least one of the EDC's. ;
5B003

TBF 4.0?E-C6 .4 73 Lost OF OFF-SITE PDWER CID
DBT!DSOD6 BATTERY DD6 DISChAAGED PRIOR ?O RECDVERY OF OFFSITE FWR*2 HRS >

EDG1DC2EEF DIEEEL GENERATDR DG2 FA11J TO RUW
DM1DGl&AA DG1 STARTIhG AIR TANR TRAIN A1/A2 FAULT MDDULE
EMMIDC15AB DG1 STARTING AIR TAWK TRAls A3/A4 F AULT pcDU2
DCCEANR Operator f ails te locally start DG after auto-start falla Su [
saOC2 1

TBF 4.07E-06 .4 73 1 DES OF OFF-5ITE PDWD <!ED
DBT1DSCDC6 BATTERY D06 DISCKARGED FRIOD TO RECDVERT OF OrF3ITt PWR-2nns
E.DC1DGlKXF DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 F AILA TO RUN
EsetIDG25AC DG2 STARTING AIR TANE TRAIN $1/82 FAULT MDDUIS
EMMIDG21AD DG2 STARTING AIR TAmt TRAIN B3/B4 FAULT seDDU12
DGCRANN Operator f ails to locally start DG after aute-start fails du
5B003

TQU 4.STE-06 .4 T1 RLACTOR/ TURBINE TRIP Elp j

DHT1RCPTRP Operster f alla to trip RCta in 30 minutes :
37F150RkSP AND-1 TRAVELLING SCREpS PLVGGED i

SWECPREC Operster f ails to align Su pamps to ECP upon less of intaae.
TSF 4.46E-06 .3 713 tcSS OF AC mus A3 <! p

2 3pM1521CWM SW 1aOP-2 ICW stX ISQLATIDn FMLT MDDULE
SGofREC 0;4rator fails to termir. ate Overfill prior to level teachint '

TBF 4.46E-06 .3 713 IDES OF AC BUS A3 (In
SMM1AVICLG AUX CDOLIWG ISDIATIDW F AULT MDDUIZ
SGoFREC Operator f ails to terminate Dwerfill prior to level reaching f

i%

!

!
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Table 3.5.4 5. ANO-1 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries not

Credited (cont.)
Plant '

seuroenee Lamage Freq. Percent
Rome Clase Measure its Accleent Sequence Evente

.

TBX 4.43E-C6 .3 T3 IDSS OF orF-S!!E POWER <! D
EDG1DGIEEF DIESEL CENERAT3R DG1 FAILS TO SUN
OMM177ATRP F1A T9IP DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPENING OF STM
S*st1AV3841 P348 LUBE O!L C0012R SW VALVLB FAIL <noeules
PtAMANREC2 Operater f alla to operate PTA manually {&AV, centrol valves,
03P02

TOU 4.29E-06 .3 T9 IDSS OF Su FUntP TRAtu P4A <!p

DNF1RCPTRP Operator falls to trip RCPs in 30 minutes
$ set 1ACICLG AUI CCX3L 5G iso 1ATION FAULT MODU 14
SWSr!pCREC Operater falle to start and align operating SW gesp incl. aea

SU 6.2BE-C6 .3 S EMALL BREAR IDCA CID
Last1CCT002 eeDTOR=0PERATED WALVES CV1401/4 C:pece CAUSE FAILURE < nodules

kP1MANMOV OF FAILS TO OPEN CV*1401/06 TO SUPPLT SUCTION TO OF MP3 PMP
SU 4.28E-06 .3 S SMALL BREAR 1DCA <!D

StWO CCT9tWe NDTOR-CPERATED WALVE CCF FAULT aE3DU12 (SFB 3-COWNECT VVel
SWBsINGRI.2 Op f alla to Start and align op SW pap thca, avail power * te

Sr 4.24E-06 .3 8 SMALL DREAF 1DCA <!D
7 Jet 1CCF007 seDTOR-OPERATED VAINES CV14Cl/6 CCrocs CAUSt FAILURE caosule>
MANSUMP Operator falla to mattually open CV-14tl or 1406 upon failure

TBF 4.22E-96 .3 Til IDSS OF DC BUS DC) 42p

DBT1DSCD06 RATTpY DC6 EISCMARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF UPFSITE PWh*khkS

388V13007xu MDTOR-OPERA *ED VALvt CV-3501 FAILS 70 CPts
MANOSPREC Operator fails te aanvally align power to SU-1 af ter DC1 fai

TBF 4.1SE-06 .3 73 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE POWER <ID
DBTIDSCDC6 BATTERT DD6 DISCHAAGED 7930R TO PECOVEDT OF OFFSITE PuR-2HR$
EDC1DG2rKF DIESEL GutRA*0R DG2 FA!1.5 70 RUN
ETMIDG1XKE DC1 IN TEST OR MAINTEhANCE
NOREC
Sh002

TBF 4.151-f6 .3 T3 1 DSS OF orr-SITE power <ID

DBTIDSCDC6 BATTERY D06 D SCRARGED PP30B TO RECDVERT OF OFFSITE FWR-2MRS
EDG1DC1xrF DIESIL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
ETM;DG2XKE DC2 IN TEST OR MAINTEhAhCE
up*EC

39003
TBF 4.1SI-06 .3 T3 1 DSS OF OFF-8:TE POWER <!!>

CST 1DSCDf6 BATTERY DC6 DISchARCED PRIOR TO RECFVERT OF OFfSITE PWR-2HR$
SMMICCFPGA SW PUMP CaepsDN CAWSE FA LURE TO RESTART canaule>
SWEFINGREC Operator f alla to start and align operating SW pmp tr6cl. ava
58006

TBF 4.1CE-C6 .3 T3 ADSS OF OFF-S!TE Powth EID
DBTIDSCDC6 BATTERT DC6 EISCKARGED FRIOR TO RECDVERY OF OFFSITE FWR-2MRS
SMV13BC6xN MCTOR*0PERATED WALVE CV-3fC6 FAI13 TO OPEN
$NV1300?xw MOTDR-OPEhATED WALVE CV-3857 FA11J TO OPEN
SWEDGMOV Operater fails to locally manually open su coot jkt v1wa CV-
SBDf1

TBF 3,81E-06 .3 T1 RLACTOR/ TURBINE TRIP (ID
D001D01XXR 12SV DC BRLARER 72-DC1 TRANSFERS OPEN
SMV138DTXN MOTOP-OPERATED VALVE CV-3eD7 FAILS TO Orte
DBT1DSCDC4 BATTERY D06 DISCKAPG!D PR10B TO RECOVERT OF OFFSITE PWR-FMRS )
DCC1112 REC Operator f ails to settch D11/012 power from Dpl/DC2 to DC2/D

TRX 3.STE-06 .3 73 1 DSS OF OFF+ SITE power <ID

EDG1DG1XEF DIESEL GEntAATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
OMM1P'ATRP P1A TRIP DUR:WG STAat-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPEN!NG OF STM
utM1CV14L6 MCTOR*0FERATED VALVES CV14C6 AKD CV1418 F A*L TO DEL 7VER FLOW
7 7 AMAWRE.C2 Operator fails to operate P1A manually (SAV, control valves, ]
OSPC2 *

TBF 3.SSE*06 3 73 1 DSS OF OFF-SITE PDWER <3 D I
DE!itSCDD6 hATTERY DC6 DISchAkCED PRIOR TO RECCh'DY OF OrFSITE PWR-2tikS j
EDC1DG2XKF DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 F AILS TO RUN l

SMM124 AXIS SW SEGMENT 24A (PUMP TRA1W P4A) FAULT se0DU12 j
Sesw1wCRtc Operator f asis to start and align operating se sm, ines, see
59304

)'TBF 3.lSE-06 .3 T3 1 DES OF OFF-SITE PDNES 42 D
DST 1DSCDC6 hATTERY DOS DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECUVEPT OF OFtSITE PWR-2 HRS !
t.DGIDC1EEF DIESEL GENEkATOR DG1 F A11J TO RUN j
SMM124BKEE SW SEGMENT ist IPUMP TRA:s P48) FACI.T se3DULE
SWSulkGREC Operator falle to start and align operating 35 puni incl. ava
5R004

TBF 3.S$$-06 .3 73 1 DSS OP OFF+ SITE Pouth <2p

EDG1DG1EKF DIESEL GENEkATOR DG1 FAI1J TO RUN i

QMHIFTATRP P1A TR:P DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPENIWC OF STN I
1#p!!CV1404 se? TOR-OFERATED VALVE CV14&S FAIL.S 70 DELIVER FIDu <moeulet I

ACKTIE Operator f alla ts crose-tle A3 and A4 while resucifsg leada
OSPC2

TBF 3.SDE-06 .3 73 ZDSS OF OFF-SITE POWER <!D
DBTIDSCDOS SATTpf DD6 DISCHARGED PalDR TO RECOVER 7 0F Or*etTE PwR-2MRS
STFISCARSP AND*1 T MELLING SCREp3 PLUGGED

swECPkEC Operator f alls to align Su pumps to ECF upon lese of it take.
$b006

TBF S.12E-06 .2 T1 REACTOR / TURBINE TRIP <ID
FMMICV2629 CSTC A MFu B1DCS VALVE FAILS OPr.N
QMMIP78*RA LOSS OF FIDW THRV P79 TkA!N (?YPE-1) cacaule>
UHF1THPIAD OperatGr falla LD Sttempt MP! cooling
SGor RLC Operater falls to terminate Overfill prior to level reachin6
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"'cble 3.5.4 5. ANO-1 PRA Domin nt or Top 50 Cutsets with Oper tor Rec veries not j
l

Credited (cont.) !
!

% Plant }

.( ere ,er ent.e e.oe. D.e..e -a... . ,

;or. m = a se t .e,.o e noenie...e c1...

t

TBF 3.125-06 .2 71 REACTOR / TURBINE TRIP CIES
F8DE1CV!6TS OSTG $ NrW BIDCE VALVE FA112 Orf.E
Cppt17737u 3Ds3 cr r1Du TKap 913 TRAlu (TYrt-15 taceulet !
UHF1THFIAD Operatet falle te ettempt NP1 cooling
scornac operator falls ta terminate overfill prior to leoel reaching

,

TBF 2.858-06 .2 710 IDss or se rust TRAlp 74B tith i

DSTIDsCD06 BATTEAT DOS DISCHARGED PRIOR TO MCDVERY OF CrFBITE PWR-2HR3 - I
DCDID01EER .

Operator falle to solton D11/D12 poser trass D01/DB2 to DO2/D )

12Sy DC maAAsma T2-DC1 TkAN5FEa8 OPEN i
DCD1112ptc

TDTALt 9.12E-04 66.3H of Total Frequency 1.288-03 |
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Table 3.5.4-6A. Accident Sequence Core Damage Frequency Contribution .

Plant Specific Data

Initiator Base Model Total Analyred

Core Damage Core Damage
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - -.--- - _ ... .............................

Additional analyses that have performed and

their respective core damage contributions are:

ISLOCA Evaluation 6.92E-08

TBF 2.27E-05 ATWS Scoping Analysis 9.93E-07
SX 1.21E-05
TOU 4.36E-06 Internal Flooding all scenarios

TBX 3.56E-06 Screening Analysis < 1.0E-06

SU 2.7eE-06 --------------------------------------------

AX 5.23E-07
TCX 2.87E-07 When cottbined with the base FRA model results

AU 2.29E-07 the resulting total core damage frequency is given

RBF 4.64E-08 below. Note that the ATWS and Internal Flooding

RBU 4.26E-06 Analyses are boundingly conservative when compared

RX 9.19E-08 to the base PRA model and ISLOCA results, and caution

RDX 2.66E-08 should be used when comparing these results.

RU 4.58E-11
.................................................................................................

Total Freq: 4.67E-05 4.78E-05

Table 3.5.4-6B. Accident Sequence Core Damage Frequency Contribution . Generic Data

Sequence Name Base Model
Cere Oamage

......................................... ... ..................................................

TBF 2.63E-05
SX 8.52E-06
TOU 4.44E-06
TBX 2.56E-06
SU 1.62E-06
AX 1.87E-07
AU 1.48E-07
TCX 1.16E-07
RBU 4.97E-08
RBF 3.62E-08
RX 2.63E-08
REX 1.22E-08
RU 2.23E-11

-.................................................................................................
Total rreq 4.40E-05

1
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r~' Table 3.5.4 7A. Initiator Core Damage Frequency Contribution . Plant Specific Data
( j

Initiator Base Model -Total Analyred 5

Core Damage Core Damage. i

~T3 1.66E-05 . Additional analyses that have performed and

s 1.49E-05 their respective core damage contributions are:

T1 5.42E-06 '

TS 3.61E-06 ISLOCA Evaluation 6.92E-08
T13 2.15E-06
T2 1.42E-06 ATws scoping Analysis 9.93E-07

tT9 8.93E-07
'!A 7.52E-07 Internal riooding ;

f
T10 4.19E-07 Screening Analysis '< 1.CE-06
R 2.08E-07 ----------------------- ------------

T15 1.38E-07 j
T16 9.07E-08 When combined with the base PRA model results
Til 8.43E-08 the resulting total core damage frequency .is given

T14 3.38E-08 below. Note that the ATWS and Internal riooding :

T12 3.16E-08 Analyses are boundingly conservative when compared I

T6 9.24E-09 to the base PRA model and ISLOCA results, and caution

T5 3.59E-09 should be used when comparing these results.

T4 2.23E-09 :}
T7 8.14E-10 )
................................................................................................. .

!
Total Freq 4.67E-05 4.78E-05

,

;
e

Table 3.5.4 7B. Initiator Core Damage Frequency Contribution . Generic Data j
initiator Base Model

{Core Damage
==- - - _ _ _--- --=__ _ _ --

;
'

T3 1.99E-05
[S 1.01E-C5

T1 5.49E-C6
,

TB 3.6CE-06-
T13 1.40E-06 i
T2 1.34E-06

|T9 8.2CE-07 +

T10 6.35E-07 I
A 3.35E-07 '

R 1.24E-07
Til 7.87E-08
T15 7.SIE-C8 i
T16 5.27E-D8 .' i
T14 1.79E-C8 '!

''T12 - 1.74E-08
T6 6.17E-09
T4 2.1CE-09
T5 1.17E-09 ..

. T7 1.04E-09 |
'i

1.................................. ....................................................... .....
Total.Freq 4.4CE-05 ;

I

I
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+

,

e
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Table 3.5.4 8A. System Core Damage Frequency F-V Importance - Plant Specific Data
System F-V 1mportance Description

reasure*
-- .........-__ ----- ........ =- _..._- _ ---- -......

E System Sub-tot. 5.51E-01 AC Power System - (Initiator Excluded)
S System Total 4.38E-01 Service Water System
L System Total 4.31E-01 LPI System
C System Total 1.75E-01 EFW System
B System Total 1.24E-02 Ventilation Systems
F System Total 6.00E-02 Main reedwater System
H System Total 5.75E-02 HPI system
D System Total 4.0BE-02 DC Power System
R System Total 1.05E-02 RCS Pressure Control System
X System Total 1.54E-03 ACW & ICW Systems
P System Total 9.61E-04 Main Steam System
A System Total 9.26E-04 ESAS
G System Total 4.49E-04 Reactor Building Tan Cooling System
I System Total 9.2EE-05 Instrument Air System
M System Total 2.34E-06 Service Air System

RCS Break IE 3.36E-01 Reactor Coolant System - Initiator railures
Misc RX Trip IE 1.16E-01 Mise Rx Trip - Initiator Tailures
SGTR IE 4.45E-03 Steam Generator Tubes - Initiator Tailures

t

|
|

Additional Important Level 2 Systems -
in order of expected containment response importance

Reactor Building Isolation System
Reactor Building Tan Cooling System
Reactor Building Spray System

* note - summation of individual system hardware basic events results in some double counting
that may inflate the importance of systems; however, the relative ranking should be reasonably
representative of the system ccre damage frequency importance

Table 3.5.4-8B. System Core Damage Frequency F-V Importance - Generic Data

System F-V Importance Description

-_...........................'............................... - ......._ - -- ---

neasure
.....

E System Sub-tot. 7.67E-01 AC Power System - (Initiator Excluded)
D System Total 4.06E-01 DC Power System
L System Total 3.2EE-01 LPI System
S System Total 2.61E-01 Service Water System
Q System Total 2.02E-01 ErW System
H System Total 5.47E-02 KPI System
T System Total 5.11E-02 Main reedwater System
B System Total 2.30E-02 Ventilation Systems

'

R System Total 3.94E-03 RCS Fressure Contrcl System
A System Total 9.04E-04 ESAS
X System Total 7.79E-04 ACW & ICW Systems
P System Total 5.47E-04 Main Ste-m System
G System Total 1.54E-04 Reactor Building ran Cooling System
I System Total 1.23E-04 Instrument Air System
M System Total 3.11E-05 Service Air System

RCS Break IE 2.36E-01 Reactor Coolant System - Initiator Failures
Misc Rx Trip IE 1.25E-01 Mise Rx Trip . Initiator Failures j

SGTR IE 2.82E-03 Steam Generator Tubes - Initiator Failures

Additional Important Level 2 Systems are the same as for plant specific data !

l
..= - =_== _=__ __ _==- _=.- .........._ - ....... _ ............

i
* note - summation cf individual system hardware basic events results in some double counting ;

'

that may inflate the importance of systems; however, the relative ranking should be reasonably
representative of the system core damage frequency importance

.

I
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es Table 3.5.4-9A. ANO-1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based A-W Importance Results
\' )

4

*
\# Event Risk Achievement Description

Worth Measure

Esot1A3EXXI 829.00 4160V SNGR A3 FAULT MODVM
ERE1A3LKEI 474.00 DEENERG A3 14 RELAT 186*A3 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG FOR
DCD11120ER 176.00 12SV DC BREAFIR 72-1320 TRANSFERS CrfN
EMNICCFDGA 140.00 DIESEL CENERATOR Carson CAUSE FAILURS TO START
EseOCD112X 125.00 4160V AC BREAKER 152*&l2 FAULT acDUM
SMM1CCFP4X 119.00 COMPON CAUSE FAILURE OF SW FUMP TRAINS
XMF1HPRSLD 117.00 Opetater falls to begin high pressure Factre. followin
lan108UMPP 116.00 CONTAINMENT SUMP FLUGGED
LIV 100Bu1E 116.00 MANUAL VALVE BN1 TRANSFERS CIDSt.D
IJeOCCF001 115.03 NDTOR* DRIVEN PUW L3ecN CAUSE FAILURE <modulet
IJ00003NST 113.00 BWST FAILS TO PROVIDE FwW (module >
DCDID01EER 97.00 12SV DC BREAKER 72-003 TRANSFERS OPEN
ECBIA369xa 96.90 4160V AC BASAKER 1524L9 TRANSFERS EK 33
DCD11103ER 87.00 125V DC BAEAKER 72-1103 TRANSFEAS OPES
CXV1F1916R 64.00 MANUAL V RVE TRANSFERS C1DSED
Eleu CCFFKP 47.40 COPPON CAUSE FAILURE OF DG FUEL ITER PUW TRAIES
EMPt1 A12xxx 40.90 4160V SNGR Al FAULT soDUM
ETM1AIKExx 39.60 4'%0V SWGR Al 2N TEST DR MA!NTENANCE
IJtM1CCF007 39.60 as7FOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1405/6 CosecN CAUSE FAILURE
MMMICCF001 32.60 HP! PUMPS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUM Caodule>
IJet1CCF002 15.30 MOTOR *0PERATED VALVES CV1407/8 COMPON CAUSE FAILUR1
ERf1G12LKE 15.10 DEENERG MG LD RIMT 266*Gl*2 FAIM TO ENERG AFTI.R Rx TRIP
EMNICCFDGF 14.60 DIESEL CENERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN
SMM1CCFF4A 14.40 SW PUMP COpWON CAUSE FAILURE TD RESTART < nodule >

EMM196txxx 14.20 400V 1rc D6 FAULT MoDUM
C?RIC341BG IL 30 TANE CST *419 MARAGE
SMV1364SKR 11.20 MOTOR * OPERATED WALVE CV-3645 TRANSFERS C1DSED
SMV13641rA 9.48 9CTOR-OPERATED WALVE CV-Mil TRANSFERS CLOSTS
SMP!1CCFMV4 9.42 scTOR* OPERATED VALVE CCF FAULT scDUM (sus I*CotiNECT VVel
UHF1THPIAD 9.23 Opirator f alls to attempt HP2 Coeling
E?M196KKxx 8.95 480V IfC B6 IN TEST OR MAINTfhANCE
ERE1A4LXXR B.78 DEENERG A4 14 MLAY 186*A4 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG FOR
ECB16231K9 0.64 AC BREARER 52-6231 TRANSFERS OPEN
DMF1RCPTRP 8.57 Operator f alla to trip RCPs in 30 minutes
EREIA1LXXI 4.47 DEEkt.RG A1 3D RELAY 186-Al SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG PDS $

ERElBSUKER 8.47 DEENERG Bi UV RELAY 127+DS SPUR TRANSFERS 70 ENERG PDS
STF1SCRNSF 0.06 40*1 TRAVELLING SCREENS PLUGGES
SNV13824X* 6.75 *DE-ENERGIEED,wCRED DPEN #CV CV 3824 TRANSFERS C WSED* :

f-)
EDGIDG2EXA 6.32 DIESEL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO START ON DEMAND
ETMIDG2KXI 6.27 DG2 IN TEST OR MAINTEkAhCE/

i / EMM135xxxx 6.23 480V LCC BS FAULT MODULE
'

BMC1V79C2N 6.13 DG2 ROOM COOLING DAMPER FAILS TO OPEh
EDGIDG111A 6.12 EIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAIM TD ETART ON DEMND
SXV1198KKK S.90 MANUAL VALVE $W*195 TRANSFERS CIDSED
$8004 S.63 STA?!DN BMCROUT NONaRECOVER FACTom
BMC1Vi9019 S.46 DC1 RJ0M wa311hG DAMPER FAIM TO OPEN
SXVISW38AR 5.02 MANUAL VALVE SW3SA TRANSFDS CLOSED
ETMIDG1KEE 5.19 DC1 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
SMV119AZER 5.59 MANUAL VALVE Sw-16A TRANSFERS CIDSED
DCD12114XR 5.31 125V DC BREARER 72*2114 TRANSFERS OPEN
DCD12116KR 5.37 125V DC SREAKER 72*2116 TRANSFERS DPEN
EHFI ALPhAD 3.27 Operator fails to attempt low pressure recirculation fcilowl
SMM174AXKX S.18 SW SEGMENT 24A (PUMP TRA!N P4Al FAULT scDULE
QMM177BTRA %.13 1 DSS OF FIDW THRU P73 TkAIN iTYPE*1) (nocule>
1JtM1MPP349 S.00 TRAIN B fCTOR*DR2VEN PUMP FAILS (moaule>
ETM1961NXM S.04 480V MCC B61 TN TEST OR MA!NTENANCE
RXVISW38BR 3.E4 MANUAL V RVE $N3BD TRANSFERS C WSED
HMM;P36CFS 4.99 TRAIN P36C FAILS TO START (module >
LHFILMED04 4.99 TRAIN 3 UR esAINTENANCE RESTORAT3DN FAT *.A AES
IJet1NVDH38 4.94 MNUAL VEVES DH33 OR DR2B FAIL TD DELIV1.R FIDW < module >
SrV18w607R 4.93 MANUAL VALVE $W 607 TRANSFERS C1DSED '

SMV138 Aiisi 4.92 MOTOR * OPE. TED VALVE CV*3006 F AILS TO WE '
IJtMirVDNTS 4,91 NO FWW THROUGH MANUAL VALVE F,H+79
IJrV10BweBR 4.01 MANUAL VALVE Bett TRANSrERS C WSED
SrV10672BR 4.87 MANUAL VALVE Sua329 TRANSrERS CLOSED
SYV10SW61R 4.07 MANUAL VALVE SW-61 TRANSFERS CIDSED
SNV10Sa64R 4.07 MNUAL VALVE SW64 TRANSFERS C1MEP
LMM1Cv2404 4.42 80 TOR *CPERATED VALVES CV1406 AND 3418 FAIL TO DELIVER FWu
DCD1DC2Er# 4.79 125b DC BRt.AF.ER 72 D02 TRAESTEkB OPEN
IJrV10Bue AR 4.60 MANUAL VALVE BW8A TRANSFF.RS CIDSED
LTM1TRA1F9 4.$9 TRAIN 3 28 IN MAINTENANCE
IJWGMPP34 A 4.16 TRAIN A MOTOR *JRIVEN PUMP FAILURES (module >
IJPGCV1405 4.55 fcTODacPEDATED VALVES cv1405 AND Cv1414 FAIL TO DELTVER FLou
DNF1773?NL 4.51 OPERA *DRS FAIL TO CORRECTLY RESTORE F73 AFTER MAINTENANCE
Stet 1AUNCLG 4.50 AUX COOLING ISOLATION FAULT #CDUIS
DCD11114r2 4.40 125v DC BREAKEk T2*1114 TRANSFERS OPEN
DCD11116xR 4.48 125V DC BREAKER 72+1116 TRANSFEAS OPEN
ETN1962rxx 4.44 400V MCC D62 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
LMFILhECC3 4.47 TRAIN A LPR MAINTENANCE RISTORATION FAILURES
SMV13007KW 4.47 9CTOR* OPERATED VALVE CV-3807 FAIM TO DPEN
SYV104 32AR 4.47 MANLAL VALVE Sw&32A TEANSFERS C1DSED
SKV105W63R 4.47 MANUAL V E VE SN63 TRANSFERS CLDSED

/* SEV10$ut6R 4.e7 MFWAL VALVE SW*06 TRANSFERS CLDSED
Sxv15 606E 4.47 MNun vuvE so-606 TmSrnS ewStD
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Table 3.5.4-9A. ANO-1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based A W Importance Results (cont.)

Event Dist Achievement Description
Werth Mesours

1J8(13VDH3A 4.41 MUUAL VALVES DR3A DR DR2A FAIL TO PROVIDE FLON caodule>
IMMirVN11A 4.43 WO FIDW THROUGN MMUAL VALVE DM-TA
MMF10P36CL 4.30 TRAIN P36C MAINTENUCE REETDRATION FAILURE
EA41DADSEQ 4.27 4260V SNGR A4 IDAD RESEQUENCE FAULT
ECB15231ER 4.06 AC BREAKER S2-1231 TRANSrERS OPEN
LTMITRAINA 4.03 TRAlu A 18 IN MAINTENANCE
OTM1P7BTEA 4.03 77B 25 MAIFTERAmCE
SD306 4.00 STAT!DN BLACRDUT stop-RECU ER FACTOR
SCB1A302xR 3.49 4360V AC BREAKEA 152 302 TRANSFERS OPEW
$*124BEXE 3.75 39 EEGMENT 248 (PUMP TRAIN Pes) FAULT pcDU12
SMM113BXKI 3.71 *se SEGHr.NT 238 (P4C,8 DISCNG CROSS-CVEst FAULT scDU12*
E-MIBllrXX 3.18 480V 3CC B&3 IN TEST OR NAlpTEhANCE
MalM1736CFR 3.57 TRAIN P36C FAILS 70 PUN < nodule >
S#et1121CWn 3.S7 Su mop-2 305 mg 15DIAT20N FAULT scDU13
S m1AV3841 3.66 P348 LUBE CIL C0012R SW VALVES FAIL < module >
ETM1B&2KZI 3.34 460V MCC BS2 2N TEST OR MAINTEmANCE
Opet1P ?RTRF 3.34 3 DSS OF FIDN TKRU 77B TRAIN (TTPR-2) < module >
EMM1A4xxxx 3.29 4160V SWGR A4 FAULT ICDU12
MMMICCF003 3.21 NFI PUMPS CtsencN Chust FAILURE TD START <noeule>
E m1A4LSMD 3.11 4160V SWGR A4 IDAD SnED FAULT scDULE
OPER*13 3.04 OPERS FAIL 70 RS-ENERGIEE Al FROM ST2 CIVEN TRANS EVENT
SGorREC 2.95 Operator fails to terminate Overfill prior to level reaching
SMM1AV3540 2.94 P34A LUBE CIL C002A Se VALVES FAIL <acaulo)
EJet1DG1FRA 2.92 DG1 FUEL TRANSFER PUMP TRAIN START FAILUkg < nodule)
SMMIS11CWH 2.92 SW WOP-1 2CW MI ISDLATIQW FAULT 90DU14
SMMIP36CSW 2.57 TRA15 P36C Su LVBE DIL C17 VALVES FAIL <sODULED
1stMICY14 09 2.95 se:FIDR-OPERATED VALVE CV140$ FA312 TD DELIVER FLOW <noeule>
QMMIP1ATRA 2.73 LCSS OF FiDM THRU P1A TRAIN (TTPE*1) (module >
EMM1861XXX 2.72 440V MCC B61 FAULT MODU 12
EREIDGILXR 2.70 DEENERG DG1 ID RELAT 196*DG1 SPUR TRAhSFERS TO ENERG PDS
ERE1DGIUYF 2.70 DEEKERG DC1 UV RE1AY 327+DG1 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG PDS
ER21DC2LKK 2.70 DEENERG DC2 LD RE1AY 186-DG2 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG PDS
ERE1DG2VXK 2.70 DEENERG DG7 UV RELAY 127-DG2 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG PDS
ETM185KKKE 2.67 480V LCC B5 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
MANOSPPEC 2.51 Operator falle to manually align power to SU-2 af ter Del f ai
EDGIDG1EKF 2.60 D!ESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO RUN
EMF 1A3LSEM 2.50 MISCALIBRAT]QN OF 1 DAD SEC TIMER ON sULJOR SWGR A3 1 DAD
$50C2 2.60 STATIDN BIACEDUT NON-RECDVER FACTOR
QMF1P7ATNL 2.49 OPERATORS F AIL TD CDRRECTLY RESTORE EQUIP IN EFW TRAIN A
$9003 2.48 STATION BIACKDUT NDN-RECOVER FACTOR
1*V101404R 2.46 RELIT.F VALVE PSV-1404 TRAASFERS OPEN
DMK1ThAEFW 2.46 TRIP MODULE FOR CMMitEL A EFW ACTUAT2LN FA11J
F.MM1A3LSnD 2.44 4160V SWGR A3 IDAD SMED FAULT MODULE
SMM12CWHXB 2.43 ICW HM su BYPASS VALVES < module > t

C*M177ATRN 2.42 TRAIN A IN MAINTENMCE
EMM100E26A 2.40 WD FIDM THRDUCN 2CW COC1&R E24A (mogule>
EA31DADSEQ 2.36 42 60y SaiGR A31 DAD RESEOJENCE FAULT
IJwt3 CV1407 2.33 ss370R-OFERATED VALVE CV1407 FAILS TO PROVIDE FIDu < module >
KHX10E28AP 2.32 3CW iiX E28A PLUGS
EMM1DG2FEA 2.31 DG2 FUEL TRAkSFER PUMP TRAIN START FAILURS < nodule >
ETMIB56ERE 2.30 480V MCC B56 !N TEST OR MAINTEkANCE
DTM10CD06M 2.20 BATTERF DDE IN MAINTEhM CE
DCD1112 REC 2.27 Opesator fails to switch D11/D12 power from D01/D02 10 DD2/D
Srv10SN7AE 2.24 MANUAL VALVE SW-1A TRANSFER $ CIDSED
SrV10SwsAR 2.24 MANUAL V E VE Su-sA TRANSrERS CIDSED
ENV100112R 2.24 MANUAL VALVE 2C5-112 TDANSFERS CIDSED
IJIMICV1429 2.30 feDTOR-OPERATED VA1VE CV1429 FAILS TO DELIVER FIDN <mpeule>
t# MIBS $356 2.11 433V MCC B55/B56 F AULT e4DDULE
ENFIA4LSEM 2.36 MISCALIBRATION OF IDAD SF.Q TIMER ON MAJOR ENGR A4 2 DAD
DTM100RSIM 2.14 120V AC BUS RSI IN MAINT.
Epe=1CB4 00 m 2.14 4160V AC BALARER Ib2-403 FAULT BCDU12
DCD1210 err 2.10 126v DC B8ttARER 72-2184 TRANSFERS OPEN
1AV101405R 2.09 RELIEF V EVE PSV-1405 TRANSFERS OPEN
EREIA4UEKE 2,07 DEENERG A4 UV RELAY !!?*A4 FAILS TO ENERG DN A4 UV COND
SMMIP4AKKA 2.05 SW PUMP P4A FAILS TD RESTART <andules
SCB1A403KB 2.00 4160V AC BkEAFER 152-403 TRANSFERS OPEN
SCBLA60lKR 2.00 4160V AC RREART.R 152-601 TRAASFERS OPEN
ETRIT3 CAR 2 1.96 FUEL CIL DAY TANR T30A LEAR DR RUPTURE
ETR1720BKJ 2.91 DG2 FUEL CIL DAY TANE T303 32AR OR RL'PTURE
QMMICCTSAV 3.95 COMMDN CAUSE FAILURE OF STEAM ADMISS30W VALVES
E#pt1862rKE 1.73 480V ssCC B62 FAULT DODUIA
EM1BS2KEI 1.90 450V MCC BS2 FAULT soDU12
QMM1VMADRD 1.43 VECTOR MODULES A DR D GENERATE FALSE SIGW %
SMMIP4BKEA 3.43 SW PUMP Pop FA31J TO RESTART < module >
IJet1CV3434 2.02 DOTOR* OPERATED VALVE CV3425 FAILS TO DELIVER FIDS < module >
D*M100DD4M 1.80 CHARGER D04 2N TEST 4 eta 1NTEkANCE
FMM1CV262S 3.74 DSTG A MFW BLOCR VALVE FAI1J OPEN
Frot1CY251S 1?B OSTG B MFt SIDCW VALVE FAI1J OPEN
QMM1P7ATRF 1.77 IDSS OF FIDM TERU PTA TRAIN (TYPE-2) < modu 1D>
EDG1DG2KrF 1.76 DIESEL CENERATDR DG2 FAILS TO DUN
QMM177ATRP 1.76 P7A TRIP DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPENING OF STM
XMMICTF001 1.?S 2CW PUMP Coposou CAVSE FAILURE <moaule>
XhFISGISOD 1.74 Operator fails to cooleewn RCS and Seol. brees erith DMR
SMV1380 txE 1.73 #CTQSaOPERATED VALVE CV.3807 TRANSFERS C1DBED
EptMICB308 K 1.70 4160V AC BREAFER 152-308 FAULT MODU 11
QCVIFW13BN 1.70 CHECE VALVE FW*13B Fall.S TO OPEN
SMV13806KB 1.64 eCTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3SD6 TRANSFERS C1 DEED
EST1500XKF 1.98 500EV SerYD NOT AVAILABLE
1slM1CCF004 3.$8 MC*oR-oPF. RATED VALVES CV1401/0 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE < nodule >
MCV100DN2p 1.57 CMECR VALVE BE2 FAI1J TO OPEN
DTM100D0701 1.56 BATTERT 1.07 IN MAINTEhANCE
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- Tcble 3.5.4*9A. ANO*1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based A*W Importance Results (cont.) |
,

Event u.R A.levement De. ri ,tlen <

j- - NortA Ma.ure
i

OCV1PW11M 1.54 CnECE WALVE FW-13A FAILS TO OPEN. .

OCV1FW13BK 1.53 CMECR VALVE FW138 TRANSFIAS C1DSED
'' EseCB51Exx 1.41 480V neCC B51 F AULT MODU 12 i

OnM126460A 1.51 CONTROL VEVE 264S FA!!J OPEN (TYPE-13 < nodule >
- DET100D07F 1.50 SATTERT 00D07 NO OUTPUT (MOURLTD i

ARRIDTLD2E 1.49 RELAT DTLC2 FAlta TO ENERCitt
ARE1DTLO45 1.40 RELAY DTLO4 FAILS TO EMBRG111 i

ATMIDGCED4 1.41 DIGITAL CRMNEL 4 IN Mk!NTENANCE !
SROO1 1.47 STATION 91ACEDUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR

'

RCV100$N35 1.46 CHECE VALVE BN3 FAI1A 70 OPEN
'' Eset1C32122 1.44 4140V AC mm m en ggg.212 FAULT aIDDU18

Dese1000RA2 1.43 SUS RA2 aKIDULE *

FeenCCFMV1 1,43 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF FREDWATER CONTROL IEOVS .1
MANOSPREC2 1.42 Operator falls to manually locally open breaker to alsconnec {
OMM1264704 1.42 CONTROL VALVE 2641 FAILS OPEN (TYPE-Il < module > i
DCD11104IR 1.41 129W DC BREARER 72-1104 TRANSFEAS OPBN *

ERE1A3UEME 1.41 DREhERS A3 UV RELAT 121-A3 FA114 TO RNBAC ON A3 UV COND f

OCV1FW13AK 1.40 CHECE VEVE FW13A TRANSFERS CIDSED Li
Opet1264 50F 1.40 CONTROL VALVE 2648 FA!!A OPEN ETTPE-21 < nodule > 3

OMM126410F 1.40 CONTROL VALVE 2641 FAIIA OPEN 1 TYPE-2) < module > t,

ITMit012SE 3.39 22FV AC RRAAEEE 96128 IN TEST OR MAINTBmMCE
sm00s 1.se STATION BLACROUT NON-RECOWER FACTOR - |
ETMISTATIE 1.38 BUS ?!E AUTOTRANSFORfEk 38 TEST OR teAINTENANCE

3

APJ12P36CE 1.3? UNIT CONTROL MODU 12 FOR F36C FA11A TO DENERATE $1CNAL .

'

ARE14P34SE 1.37 UNIT CONTROL N00V12 POR P343 FAILS TO GENERATE SIGNAL
MCV100DN2R 1.31 CNECE WALVE SN2 TRANSFERS CIDSED ,

AMM1A2PONR 1.35 DIC Sun-2 AC OR DC SUPPLY CIRCUIT BREAFERS FAIL >

ET11DTATEF 1 35 BUS TIE AUTOTRANSFORMER TAULT i

ET118'JT1xF 1.35 STMTUP TRMSFOIL2R No.1 (SVT13 FAULT .!
. PRTIV26987 1.34 SG A MSSV PSV-2698 FAILS TO REC 10$E 1

PRT1V26997 1.34 SC A MSSV PSV-2699 FAILS TO RECLOSF.
'EMMIDC1FKF 1.32 DG1 FVEL TRAhSFER PUMP TRAIN RUN FAILURE (module >

DBT100D06F 1.30 BATTERT 00906 NO OVTPUT (HOURLT) I
. SN5eINGRE2 1.30 Op f ails to start anC align op SW pap incl avail power - is .[2C81E0125R 1.29 21FV AC SREAKER 3012S TRANSFERS OPEN i

MMSUMP - 1.28 Operator fails to manually open CV-1406 or 1406 upon failure
'

e:

Swv103811F 1.27 3CW SN 1DOP !! ISCLATION VALVE CV-3811 TO MXe TRANSFF.R$ CIDS
KMFIRMSIVD 1.25 Operator fails to methate closure of SGA M32V (SCTR)
ITM10P33AM 1.24 MOTOR-OPERATED PUMP P33A IN MAINTENANCE
EssGDC2FEF 1.23 DG2 FUEL TRANSFER PLMP TRAIN RVN FAILUEE <aoduleD i
SNSWINGREC 1.23 Operator falls to start and align Dperating SN pep incl. ave [

. PRY 1V26047 1.21 SG B MSSV PSV-2604 FAILS TO RECIDSE . j
PRTIV26sST 1.21 SC B MSIV PSV-2685 FAILS TO RECIDSE -

ECB15114XR 1.20 AC 3REAKER 62-5214 TRANSFERS OPEN f'

ECB16114KR 1.20 AC BREAKER 62-6114 TRANSFERS OFF.N !'
MM DCREC 1.20 . Operator falls to cleos breatas locally at Dil, ! [AMF1RBPMIL 1.19 DPERATOR MISCALIBRATES RS PRESSURE SENSORS ..;

TSBECOVER 1.19 OPERATORS FAIL TO TRANSFER TO ECP - RETURN FLON f
' EC31A409XR 1.14 4160V AC SREAKER 152-409 TRANSFERS OPEN $

ETM1A2EXXI 1.14 4160V SN:IN A2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE {
P7AMANREC 1.16 ~ *0perater falls to operate F1A manually (SAV, Control Talves.* .{QHF1C264GL 1.17 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2648 CONTROLLER SETPOINTS *

. EMM1DGISAA 1.16 DG1 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN A1/A2 FAULT MODULE ~ l
EMMIDCISAB 1.16 DG1 STARTING AIR TANK TRAIN A3/A4 FAULT seODULE
DCV1FW56AN 1.16 CHECE VALVE FW 66A FAILS TO OPEN ,
DCV1FW56BN 1.16 CHECE VALVE FW 669 FAILS TO OPEN

'SWECPREC 1.16 Operator f ails to align SN pamps to ECP upon Seas of AntaRe. '
tueCM1231A 1.18 *MV4SC, Mu24C, MU66C OR MU1231 FAILS 4717E+13 < module >"
HMM1M1232A 1.11 *MU45D, seV34D, MU66D, MV1232 OR MUU12 FAILE (TYPE-Il (module *
90eGM1233A 1.16 *MU4 53, MU343, MD66B OR stu1233 P AILS (TYPE-11 < nodules" ~

'|Mppl1M1234A 1.15 "MU4 S A, MU34A, MU66A OR aU1234 FA314 gTYPE-16 < noddle >*
RRE1P1000T 3.25 ERV FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER STEAM (Sa010 1.25 STATION BLACROUT NON-RECOWER FACTOR i

MP2 MAN #e0V 1.14 OP FAILS TO OPEN CV-1801/0e 70 SUPPLY SUCTION TO OF NP1 PMP !
OMM3L26618 1.14 CH & = SG B IDet RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL 17-2661 PAILS N2GN !
QMMISCsPts i.14 IDES Or rIDN TO SGs rROM sts
SENIOVMAN 1.14 Operater falle to manually open SN 8eDV CV-3640 or 3841. "

3DWUTAAINA 1.13 TRAIN A 2CW FA11A < modules -
'

j
- STM100Y11M 4.12 1NVERTEa T11 $N TEST 4 MAINTENANCE . i

MANDCIDAD 1.12 Operator f1418 to manually load at least one of the EDC's.
OHFIC2 646L 1.12 stISCALIDRAT!DN OF CV-2646 CONTROLLER SETPOINTS '

DNF100Y11L 1.11 FAIL TO RESTORE INVERTER T11 AFTER MAINT.
RFICROSS 3.11 *0perater falls to open MP3 sever elve MD-14,15 for auction t* f
CDINASGAPTB 1.11 LDSS OF FIDN TO SGA FROM ??B 'I

SNDOS 1.11 STATION BLACROUT WON-RECOVER FACTOR i

83009 1.11 STATION 91ACEOUT NON-RECOVER F ACTOR .i
3DSCICNISO 1.11 3CW INLET TO FWPT LUBE O!L C001ARS ISOIATES .t
DMM10uCY11 1.10 INVERTER y11 se0DU1g e

ETMIDCISAB 1.10 DG1 STARTING AIR TANS TRAIN A3/A4 IN TEST AND MAINTENMCE ' ?

FwuCCrMrP 1.10 Cruse 0N CAUSE FAILURE r0R Mrs tDMrs !
Serv 13643KR 1.10 sector-OPERATED WALVs CV-3643 TRANSFERS CLOSED
UHFIRHPIAD 1.10 Operator fails to maintale RCS pressure telee stSS Setpoint. I
EDGFITIE2 1.09 OPERATOR FA!18 TO REF3LL DG DAY TANR USING AND-2 TRANSFER FU f
RMM1MU1214 - 1.09 MV1214 OR CV1227 FAILS <noesles
apOCMV1215 1.09 MU1215 OR CV1220 FAILS caosules ' |
HMMINU1308 1.09 MD-130s OR CV-1204 FA!IA < nodule >

'

ItMMIM111309 1.09 MD-1309 DR CV-1286 FAILS caeduley
OHF1HP!TRI 1.09 Operator falle to throttle MP3 to prevent RCS pressure telle

!

OMM1PCTLBL 1,09 SG B PRESSURE CONTROL FAILS |\" . R,.unSRVT - 1.C9 Eltner SRV fails t. reclose af ter stoa. relief q
$3012 1,09 ' STAT 3DN DIACROUT NON-RECOVI.R FACTOR !

-!
+

!
;

i
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Tcble 3.5.4-9A. ANO 1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based A W Importance Results (cont.)
?

% Event Rist Achievement Description
North Measure

ARESCTLc3E 1.08 RELAY DTLO3 FMLS 70 SNERG3EE
DCD11124r3 1.08 12SV DC SREMER 72-1134 TkAhSFERS OPEN
ETMlSUT1XX 1.08 STARTUP TRANSFORMF.R ND. 1 2N ft.ST Ok MAINTEm MCI
1EE101401F 1.00 FLON ELEMENT FElet! PLUGGED
QMMIL2610H 1.00 CM R = SG A WN RANGE 12 VEL SIGNAL LT-2610 FAILS RIGH
CPet1 PCT 1AL 1.08 SG A PRESSURE CONTROL FA11J
ATMIDGCM03 1.07 DIGITAL CHANNEL 3 IN MAINTENANCE
HMMINU1211 1.07 MU1211 DR CV1219 FM1J <moduist
sust1MU1213 1.0? arU1313 on CV1220 FMLS <noeule>
spet1MV1306 1.07 MU+1306 OR CV-1278 FAILS taedules
HMM1WU1307 1.01 KU-2307 OR CV-1279 FM1J < module >
1EE101400F 1.07 FL*Ne ELEMENT FE1400 FAZIA
iMMICV1401 1.07 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE tv2401 FA!LS TO PROVIDE FWN < nodule >
RWV101000s 1.07 MOTOR = OPERATED VALVE CV-1000 TRANSFERS CLOSED
AAE1DTL01t 1.04 RELAT DTLC1 FAILS TO ENEAGIES
ATMIDGCut! 1.06 DIGITAL CHANNEL 1 IN MAINTENANCE
ATMIDGCM02 1.06 DIGITAL CHANNEL 2 IN MMNTE. HANCE
ATMIDGSYS1 1.06 DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM 1 15 MAINTENANCE 80DD 4 CHANNELS)
ATM1DGSYS2 1.06 DIGITAL SUBSTSTEM 2 IN MAINTENANCS 45VEN 0 CHANNELS D
EMM1BIExxx 1,04 460V 3DC 81 FAULT 800U12
1mM1CV1400 1.06 80 TOR = OPERATED WALv5 CV1400 FM12 TO PROVIDE F14Nr (module >
77AMANREC2 1.06 * operator fails to operate F1A manually (SAV, contfol talees,*
P7BnANREC 1.06 Operator f alls to start arid operate P78 manually (RCPs runni
CPe(IMSLIAA 1.06 SG A MAIN STLAM LINE ISCLATION FM12 (TTPE-13 < module >
SHF1SG1CKL 1.C6 3r SLU!CS GATE SG-1 CLOSED PR30E TD ACCIDENT
SSGISG1rxR 1.06 SN SLUICE GATE SG*1 TRANSFERS CIDSED
r.MM1 RMCLCA i.05 DG2 Room CODLING FAN TRAIN C START FAULT MDDU12

,

EMM1RMC1bA 1.CS DC2 ROOM CDOLING FM TRAIN D STADT FAULT MODULE
ETM1812xrz 1.01 480V MCC 312 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
ETMitiraxx 1.05 4tDV WC 31 IN TEST OR MAINTEkANCE
ETMIDG25AD 1.05 DG2 STAATING AIR TANK TRAIN 33/D4 2N TEST AND MAINTEliMCE
MKF1LHE002 1.05 TRAIN MUdSA MAINTEhANCE RESTORATION FA3kURE
MHFILHE003 1.05 TRAIN MU458 MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE
HHF11AE004 1.01 TRAIN MU4SC MAINTEtiMCE RESTORATIDW FAILURE
MHFILMEDOS 1.01 TRAIN MU4SD MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE
1mMICV1404 1.05 M3?on-OPERATED VALVES CY1404/10 FAIL TD DELIVER FIDN< nodule >
CPe41MSATAP 1.0S SG A sukIN STEast ISOLATION TRIP rA!!A
SWEDocV 1.06 Operater f alla to locally manually open SW cool $Rt vloe CV+
EDGFETIE 1.04 Operator fails to atte op fuel afer pump and assure power.
EMM1CB111M 1.04 4160V AC BREAFER 162-113 FAULT MODULE
ETM1DGISAA 1.04 DG1 STARTING AIR TANR TRAIN A1/A2 IN TEST AND MAINTENA3 ICE
ETMIDG2&AC 1.04 DG2 STARTING AI) TANR TRAIN B1/82 2N TEST AND MAINTEkANCE
HPITpNCF 1.04 Correction f actor for future noseling requiring f allure of e
IMM1D8YM*1 1.C4 LOSS OF 2A THRDUGM DRTER M-1 SEGMENT
!#pt1F 8 ASEG 1.04 WSS OF 3 A THROUGH FILTER FSA SEGMENT
3MM1RCT3tA 1.04 2 DSS OF IA THROUGN RECEIVER T39A
MANES 2 1.04 op f alla to manually start ES upon actuation failure at prop
METTF 1.04 TURBINE FAILS TO TRIP AFTER REACTOR TRIP
OSPC2 1.04 DSP WON-REcovEPY FACTOR
CKVICS200R 3.04 MANUAL VALVE CS 200 TRAmSFERS CICSED
GXVICS281R 1.04 MANUAL VALVE CS 281 TRANSFERS C WSED
SMF1SG2Czk 1.04 SN SLU1CE GATE 6G-2 CIDSED PRIDA TO ACCIDENT
SMF1SG4 CXL 1.04 SK Si.UICE GATE SG-4 CICSED FRIDR TO ACCIDENT
SNrCPREC2 1.04 Operator f alls to align Su pumps to ECF upon lose of intese
AcrTIE2 1.03 *Dperator fails to stia A3 and A4, reduce lease (par fatral, m*
EMM1DG2 SAC 1,03 DC2 STARTING ATR TANK TRAIN B1/52 FAULT MODU 12
EMM1DG2 SAD 1.03 DG2 STADTING AIR TM R TRAIN 83/64 FAULT MODU 11
QMM1MSLIAF 1.03 SG A MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION FAILS (TTFE-2) Emodule>
RRIIP1000N 1.03 Epv FAILS TO DPEN
SBOG01 1.03 STATION 81ACRDUT NON-RECDVER FACTOR
SD3C81 1.03 STATION BIACEDUT WON-RECOVER FACTOR
SMFISG3CEL 1.03 SN SLU!CE GATE SG.3 C1DSED PRIDR TO ACCIDENT
SMMIE3SBSN 1.03 1353 SEPVICE NATER VALVES FAIL TO DELIVER FIDW (module >
SSGISC2xxR 1.03 SW SLUICE GATE SG-2 TRANSFERS CIDSED
SSG18G4EIR 1.03 SW SLU!CE GATE SG+4 TRANSFERS CIDSLD
XMMitAFISO 1.03 ICit TD COMPRESSDks C2A/S 4 C3A/B AND AFTERCOO12RS ISC1ATED
ACXTIE 1.02 Operator falle to cross-tae A3 and A4 While reducing loses
AFNFEEDREC 1.02 Operator f ails to start and align Aru pump.
DCD1112R2 1.02 Operator fails to switch D11/D12 power froM D01/D02 to DC2/D
DGCRANE 1.C2 Operator falls to locally start DG after auto-start falls au
DMF100T22L 3.02 FAIL TO RESTDkE INVERTER T22 AFTER MAINT.
DMMANR 1.02 DMAN for Ex
Dest 1000D04 1.02 CM4AGER D04 enDULE
DMM1000T22 1.02 INVERTER Y22 ocDULE
DTM100f22M 1.02 1NVERTER T22 IN TEST 4 MAINTEN UCE
EMMIRMCIAA 1.02 DG1 Roam CCCLING FM TRAIN A START FAULT sCDUI.2.
DMIRMCIAF 1.02 DG1 R30M CDOL2NG FAR TRAIR A RUN FAULT 000DULE
EMM1RMCIAA 1.02 DG1 ROOM CDDLING FAN TRAIN 3 START FAULT 00DULE
EMM1RMCIAF 1.02 DC1 RCKNe CDDLING FAN TRA1N S PUN FAULT MODULE
EMMIRMCLCF 1.02 DG2 A00M COOLING FM TRAIN C RUN FAULT DODU12
EMM1kMCLDF 1.02 DC2 ROCat COOLING FAN TRAIN D $UN FAULT SCDU11
EREIST1113 1.02 DEENERG SUT1 ID RELAY 196-E71+1 SPUR TRANSFERS TD ENERG PDS
ERE1ST1212 1.02 DEENERG SL"f1 1D RE1AY 1a6-371-2 SPUD TRANSFERS TO ANERC PDS
MMM1M1231F 1.02 *MU4SC, MU34C, MU66C DR MU1231 FA!LS (TYPE-2) <speule>*
hhM1M1232F 1.02 *MU4SD, Mused, stue6D, MU1232 cm MU1212 FA11J (TYPE-21 < module *
HMK1K1113F 1.02 *MUdlD, MU348, MU669 DR frJ1213 FAILS (TYPE-2) <aodules'
mMM1R1234F 1.02 *MU4SA, MU34A, MV6&A OR MU1234 FAILS gTyPE-2) (module >*

|1AxTIE 1.02 oper tor f.11. to et1. nr.athirig Air to 3 A besoor.
MMEru m T 1.02 op.rator ft.1. s. .verri e f aise ErN algns! .n. manu.ur one
OSPG01 1.02 CSP WON-RECOVEPV F ACTch j
D"VICS293W 3.02 CHECR VALVE CS 293 FAILS TD DPEN -
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Tcble 3.5.4*9A. ANO*1 PRA Plant Specific D:ta Based A*W Importance Results (cont.) ;
,

Event Risk Achlewesent Description
,

North Measure [b
4 QCVICS294N 1.02 CEECE VALVE CS 284 FAILS TO OPEN
\ QHFIC264SL 1.02 MISCALinRATION OF CV-2645 CONTROL 12A SEfro!NTS 1

QDTREkSTNV 1.02 * Failure to leelste stese fren s>A using TDve, ADve, and oth* F

R W191SRVQ 3.02 Either 3RV fa11e to reclose after 11guld relief i
I33011 1.02 STATION BIACROUT N0hRECDVER FACTOR

880C80 1.02 STATION SIACEDUT NON-RECDVER FACICR
SSGISG3EKS 3.02 SW SLU1CE GATE 80 3 TRANSFERS CIDSED
AFWrEEDR2 1.01 operster falla to start and align AFW pump (R 850.l.
AEF1RCSRIL 1.01 OPERATOR MISCAL1BRATES RCS PkESSURS SENSORS
Des (1711IDC 1.01 INV. Y11 128V DC MODULE r

Ffet1CV2612 1.01 OSTS A 1D-1 DAD CONTROL V EVE FAILS W EN |
F m 1CV2624 1.01 CSTG A LO-LDAD B1DCE VALVE FA2M OPD
Fest1CV2672 1.01 OSTG S ED-1 DAD CONTROL VEVE FAIM OPD
Flet1CV2614 1.01 OSTS B 2D-1DRD SIDCE VALVE FAJ W OPEN
GWITRAN2M 1.01 Se VALVES TRAIN 9 FAILUkE MoDUIA

*0perator fails to open NP1 sever ways seU-14,14 for suction tHPICROS$2 1.01
Op falle to spen man eles MU-23/24 upon less of 2/4 MPI 1R$. 'BPMAMMOV 1.01

1CWC121SO 1.01 Operator falls to isolate ICW after auto su 1se fails en ES.
IXv11A189E 1.01 MANUAL VEVE 3A-109 TRANSFDS C1DSED
1sselnxE358 1.01 TRAIN 3 HEAT EECEANGER FAIM gandule>
MANEDGREC 1.01 *0perator falls to manually close breaker 152-304, 408.*
MANESSTART 1.01 operater falls to manually start 88 upon aetmation failure a 1

*MANLP s 1.01 *0perator falla to manually open CV-1428, 29 upon a closure.*
DPEh14 1.01 OPERS FAIL 70 RS ENERG2EE A1/A2 FROM ST2 (8 OR El
DPEa-15 1.01 OPER DOES NOT IFEA TC Del SACEUP CERCR (D03) W/ENERGIEED SRC
OSP01 1.01 OSP NDPRECDVERY FACTot
OSPG00 1.01 DSP Wo > RECOVERY FACTOR
Post 2CSTBF 1.01 3CS CDWTROL FOR OTSG B FAILS 70 CLOSE TDVS .

OMF1C2647L 1.01 MISCALIBRAT3DN OF CV-2647 CONTROLLER SETPOINTS b

'1 pet 1TASADM 1.01 FAILURE OF TRAIN A STEAM ADM18810N WALVES
QMMITBSADP 1.01 fA1 LURE OF TRAIN B STSAM ADMISSION WALVES
1 pet 1TMBEFW 3.01 TR:P MODU 12 FOR CHANNEL 5 EFW ACTUATION FAILS
RMF1BLDCKD 1.01 OPERATOR FAILS SC CICSE B1DCE VALVE AFTF.R PRESS. RELIEF
SB007 1.01 3*ATION BIACEDUT NDhBECOVER FACTOR
88016 1.01 STRTIDN BIACEDUT kDPRECDVER FACTOR
53018 1.01 STAT!DN B'ACFDUT WD> RECOVER FACTOR
SBC19 1.01 STATION BIACROUT NON-RECDVER FACTOR
SD3G00 1.01 STATION BLACKDUT ND> RECOVER FACTOR
SGSTMR2 1.01 * Operator fails to steam bad SG when FW is avellable ERBF,RX*
SMMICCFLPS 1.01 MOTOR-OPERATED WALVt3 CV3021/2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE emodulen .

SMMIE35ASw 1.01 E35A SERVICE MATER VALVES FAIL TO DELIVER FIDW <medule>
SMM1LP11CN 1.01 1CW SN LOOP 1 !SOLATIDN WALVES TO EXs TRANSFU CICSED caDdul
SWEFNREC2 1.01 Operator f alls to switch EFW from T41919 Tel.
UHFIRHPICD 1.01 Operator f alls to attempt MPI cooling dur1hg e SGTR event ,

EMNITRNRKC 1.01 P33D-P33A CROSS CDNNECT FAILS taedule> [(- AHFIWRCNIL 1.00 MISCALIBRATION CW RCS AhAL CH1
AMF2WRCH2L 1.00 MISCAL1 BRAT]DN OF RCS AhAL CH2
AMFIWRCH3L 1.00 M1&CALIBRAT3DN ON BCS ANAL CH3
AMM1A1POWR 1.00 D10 SUh1 AC On DC SUPPLY CIRCUIT BREAKERS FAIL
Aset1A1791F 1.00 *AhAL CN 1 RCSP D-AMP. TRASMITTER, OR DISTAE12 FAILURES *
AMM1A2TBIF 1.00 * ANAL CH 2 RCSP S. AMP. TRASMITTER, OR BISTABLE FAILURES" f
Aret1A3fB1F 1.00 * ANAL CN 3 RCSP $* AMP, TRANSMITTER, OR BISTASLE FAILURES * -

AURC141SO 1.00 Operator f ails to isolate Acu af ter CV-3643 fails to close o
Dt4100RS1F 1.00 120V AC SUS R$1 FAULT
DBTICSCD06 1.00 BATTERY D06 DISCHARGED PRIDB TD RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PNR-2 HRS
DBT1DSCDOT 1.00 BATTE97 DOT DISCHARGED PRIDR 70 RECDVERY OF DFFSITE PNh2HR$
DCD12103ER 1.00 125V DC BREARER 72-2103 TRAhSFEk8 OPEN
DiptAN 1.00 CP FAIL TD MANUELY OPEW CV1404/05 AND CV1415/14.
DMM1000 DOS 1.00 SATTEST CHARGER DOS NO DUTPUT teodule)
DM42000D25 1.00 SUS D25 MODUL2 }
DTM100DOSM 1.00 CHARGD DOS IN TEST $ MA2N*ENANCE {
EFWISDREC 1.00 OPERATOR FAILS 70 CPEN FW ISO VALVE UPON C1DSURE DUE TD FALS
EMM1812xxx 1.00 400W MCC B12 FAULT MODUIZ |
EMMIS2KK1X 1.00 400W LCC 32 FAULT MODU 12 5

EMM1CB213K 1.00 4160V AC BREARER 152-213 FAULT MODULE *

EXCESSMrun 1.00 EECT.SfivE MAIN FEEDNATER 70 SG A
EXCESSMFWB 1.00 DCESSIVE MAIN FEEDWATER TO SG B 8

FMM1FWP1AF 1.00 MFW FUMP Pla FAIW TO CONTINUE TO RUN
Flet1FWP1BF 1.00 MFW PUMP P1B FA112 TO RUN
Flet!!CSCUM 1.00 ICS CCooON soDE FAILURE TO CONTRDL FEEDuATES SYSTEM
FMM13CSPWR 1.00 3 DSS OF ICS POWER
Flet1NNITPO 1.CS 3 DSS OF NKI-Y POWER .

*

FMMISGASUC 1.00 OTSG A START UP VA1NE FAILS TO MODV! ATE
Fest1SGBSUC 1.00 CTSG B ST ART UP VEVE FAILS TO MODUIATE -
GALSTEAM 1.00 OPERATORS FAIL TO IDCALLY GAG SMUT SG SAFTTY VALVE |
GMM1TRAN3M 1.00 su vntVES TRAIN A FAILURE MODU 12 )

G#ellVSF1AM 1.00 SEGMENT A FAILURE MODV12 I
Ofst3VSF1BM 1.00 SEGMENT S FAILURI. N3DULE t

GMM1VSFICM 3.00 SEGMENT C FA! LURE pcDU12
Geet3 VSFl*M 1.00 SEGMENT D FAILUkt MODUZE ;

HCV100Bu3R 1.00 CHECE VALVE BN3 TRANSFEkS C1DSED L

fue41CV1206 1.00 NO RCP SEAL 2NJECTION MATER FROM MP3 CMODU12)
',

HMM1P364FR 1.00 TRAIN P36A FAIM TO RUN <nodale>
' MPICRDS$3 1.00 " Operator fails to open HP1 Rover wave Mu-14,14 for euction t' .

RPIMANMOV2 1.00 *Dp falls to open CV-1407,03 to supply suction flow to op kPI*
MP2TkWCF2 1.00 Correction f actor for future modeling requiring failure of e
EPMAW e l 1.00 Op f ails to open man vive MU-23/24 upon loss of 2/4 MP3 inj. t

\ 2ept1DRYMST 3.00 IDSS OF 1A THROUGn DRTER M-ST SEGMENT
'

Iset1F8CSE3 1.00 IDSS Dr IA THROUGn FITTER Fec SEGMENT
IMRLFCE149 1.00 AFTERCOOLER Ents FAIM, .

IMM1FCE18C 1.00 AFTERC00:2R Elec F AILS

'
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Ttble 3.5.4*9Ao ANO*I PRA Plant Specific D:ta Based A*W Importance Results (cont.)

Event Risk Achievement De scription
Werth Measure

.-.

IMM1128/15 3.00 1 DSS OF 1A THROUGN 1A-1B OR 2A-29 VALVES
IMM132C/1C 1.00 1D$$ OF IA THROUGH 1A-1C OR 1A-2C VALVES
2MM1167/68 1.00 IDES OF 1A THROUGH 1A-61 OR 1A-60 VALVES
IMM1PMPC2A 3.00 COMPRESSOR C2A FAI1J cm TRIPS
1MM1PMPC2B 1.00 COMPRESS 0R C29 FA31J OR TRIPS
IMMIPMPC2C 1.00 COMPRE5SOR C2C FAlla DR TRIPS
IMM1RCT3tB 1.00 1D53 0F 1A TKROUGM RECE!VER T398
JTM1C237RN 1.00 COMPRESSOR Cia TRAIs IB EINTEAANCE
ITM1C2CTRE 1.00 COMPREASOR C2C TRAIB IN MAINTENANCE
INV11A426R 1.00 MANUAL VALVE 1A-426 T MNSFERS CLOSED
LMF1LHE005 1.00 TRAIN A DMR MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURES
1RF11AE006 1.00 TRAIN D DHR MAINTERANCE RESTORATION FAILURES
IJet1EVDRIA 1.00 MANUAL VALVE DH1A FA!1J TO DELIVER FIDN taedule>
1ANatrVDu13 1.00 MANUAL VALVE DK18 FAILS TO DELIVER FLDN caedule>
LMV3 014 05R 1.00 MOTOR-OPERATED WEVE CV1409 TRARsrERS D*EN
IJwl01406R 1.00 ss3 TOR-OPERATED VnVE cv1404 TRAM 8rERJ OPEN
3DSSIDADT1 1.00 1D18 0F ICAD WITM RE/TURS TR3P :

1DSSIDADT2 3.00 IDSS OF EDAD WITH 1DS$ OF PCS
MANDCREC2 3.00 operator falle to close breaker locally at D11.
MANEFW3TR2 1.00 Op f alla to everrise falso ETW alghal aos manually open EFW
MANLPM3va 3.00 MANIPM3V for SGTR
MANOSPREC4 1.00 Operater falla to astually locally open breaRet to disconnec
MHF15ERVEL 1.00 RE5? ORATION ERROR ON SERV 3CE/1RSTR AIR I TIE ,

pe4MIFLTF23 1.00 IDSS OF &A TEROUGH FILTER F-23 SEGMENT
80st1FLTF24 1.00 Loss DF 1A TEROUGE FILTED F-26 SEGMENT
MSIVA 1.00 RX TRIP DUE TO FULL DR PARTIAL CIDsURE OP MSIV (1 1DOP)
M5IVB 1.00 RI TRIP DUE TO FULL OR PARTIAL CIDSURE Or Msty (1 IDOP)
NOREC 1.00 HUMAN Rt.COVERY ACTION NOT APPLICABLE
OPER-16 1.00 OPF.R DOEs NOT EFER TO D02 RACKUP CHRGR (DOS) F/ENERG11ED SRC
05P03 1.00 CSP NON-RECOVERT FACTOR
05704 1.C0 csp NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
05PD6 1.00 C5P MON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSP99 1.00 c5r NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSP10 1.00 OSF NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSP11 1.00 OSP NON-RECDVERY FACTOR
05P13 1.00 C57 NON-RECOVERT FACTOR
OSP14 1.00 Ost MON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSP15 3.00 osP WON-RECOVERY FACTom
OsP16 3.00 D$P NON-RECOVERY FACTDR
OSP18 1.00 ost NON-RECDVERY FACTok
OSP20 1.00 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
05P22 1.00 05F NON-RECOVERY FACTDR
CSF23 1.03 05P NOR* RECOVERY FACTOR
05P24 2.00 Osr NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSP25 3.00 CSP NON*RECOVFRY FACTOR
OSP26 1.00 DsP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OsP21 1.00 05P NON+ RECOVERY FACTOR
D$P20 2.00 OSP NDN-RECUVERY FACTOR
OSPGB0 1.00 OSP W3N-RECDVERY FACTOR
OsPCB1 3.00 OSP NON-RECDVERY FACTOR
P7AMANREC3 3.C0 *0perator falls to operate F1A manually (SAV, control walves,*
F7AmWREC4 1.00 *0perator fails to operate 77A manually (SAV, control valves,*
P7BMAWREC2 1.00 Operator falls to start and operate 779 manually (RCPs not t
F1BMANREC3 1.00 Operator falle to start she operate F79 manually (A a S seg.
PMM11CSTAI 3.00 ICS CONTROL FOR OTSG A FAILS TO CLOSE TSYS
PMM11Cs?sc 3.00 2C5 CONTROL FOR OTSG B FA113 70 DPEN TBV3
QAV102618C 1.00 AIR OPERATED VALVE CV 2618 F A313 TO MODULATE
OCVITN51AN 1.00 CMECR VA1.VE FN SSA FA!LS TO OPEN
QCV1FN55BN 3.00 CHECE VALVE FN SSB FAILS 70 DPEN
QHF1HP!TRD 1.00 Operator f alls to throttle HPI to prevent SRV liquid relief
QMF12CN51D 1.00 DPERATOR FA3L5 TO RESTORE 3CN OR SEAL 1mJECTION To RCPS AFTE
QMMIC2619F 2.00 ADV BLOCR MoV CV-2519 DN 2NTACT 3G FAILS 70 OPEN
QMM1L2620H 1.00 CH A - SG A NIGH RANGE LEVEL $1GNAL LT*2620 FAILS HIGH
DMMIL2422H 1.00 CN B + SG A 1DN hANGE LEVEL SIGMAL LT-2622 FA!!J MIGH
Cret1L2624H 3.00 CH D - SG A MIGN RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2624 FAILS HIGH
OMM11J469H 3.00 CN A - $G S HIGN RANGE LEVEL 32ChAL LT-2669 FAILS MIGH
QMMIL2671H 3.00 CM B - &G B 3DN RANGE LEVEL S3GNAL LT-2671 FAILS HIGH
QMMIL2673N 1.00 CH D - 3G B WIGN kANGE IJVEL $1GW4 LT-2673 FAILS HIGN
QMMI$GAPTA 1.00 IDSS OF FLDW TO SGA FROM P1A
QMMISGBP7A 1.00 loss OF FIDW TO SGB FROM P1A
DMM1VMacRC 1.00 VECTOR MODU 1Ja D OR C GENEkATE FALtE $2GMAL
OPS.CIRCkEC 1.00 "Operater falls to close CV-28SE, fw-60A 10 stop t.f1t f3pv 41w*
R1f10100tD 1.00 1DGIC CIRCUIT FOR RC8 PRESSURE CONTROL FAILS TO GE.NERATE SIG
RMMIS1980C 1.00 EDV SIDCR VALVE FAILS TO C1DSE OR REMAIN CID8ED
RRE1010003 3 00 RELAY FA!!J TO DE-ENERCIEE
RRE101000E 1.00 PE1AY FAILS TO ENERGIER
58014 1.00 $TATION 91ACRDUT hou-RECOVER FACTOR
81W33 5 1.00 STAT 10N BLACROUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
SB017 1.00 STATION BIACRD:17 Non-RECDVER FACTOR
$8c28 1.00 ETATION 81ACR0tf7 RON-RECC'VER FACTOR
snott 1.00 NTATIDN BLACROUT NON-RECDVER FPGVDR
80cFREC2 1.00 Operator fails ra prevent SG overfill aue to emeessive EFw
3GsTMR 1.00 Operator fallt to steam bad SG when FN is available.
SWitoVMANA 1.00 $NM3VMAN for R2
SWRCRECP 1.00 Operatore fall to ev3823 to provice recite to ECP-ev3824 fai
T10 RECOVER 3.00 * operator is11s to start stancey su pump after a su pmp f all,"
79mEcoVER 3.00 *0perator falle to start stannoy SN pump after a su pop fall,*
TBVMAN 1.00 Operator f alls tre mahually operate TSV*a upon f all of ICS 1
RHT1P2230L 1.00 PRE-TRIP MUMAN ERROR PRES $URE $NITCH MISCAL3BRATION
EMF 1522?tL 1.00 PRESSURE SWITCM P015-1220 MISCAL!BRATED
KMM1C2CISO 1.00 3CN TO COMPRE550R C2C AND AFTERCOOLER ISDIATED
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Table 3.5.4 9A. ANO-1 PRA Plant Specific Data Based A-W Importance Results (cont.)
..

E...is u.= Acts t. . D..as,ts.n
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g Eptt1CW'18CF 1.00 2Cu mEADLR WALVE8 TO AFTERC001Aa E1BC FAILj 'b/ IMM1CWC2AF 1.00 ' 3CW READER VALVES TO CopeRES$0R C2C TRAIN FAIL-

Eivi1C= Czar 2.00 2Cs nEADER vas.vEs to CoseREss0R cas tRA N FAIL
IDet1CWC2CF 1.00 ICu MEADER VALvL5 TO CopekE580R C2C FAIL
EMNITwtLVL 3.00 FAILURE OF 1AVEL Cow?ROL SYSTEM <apoule>
Det1TRAIrb 1.00 . TRAIN 3 3CW FAILS caoaules
Epst1TRNaPC . 1.00 Fuse F338 Cosmop C00ifm0L F AILURES caodule>
EMP10F33CF 1.00 scTOR-DRIVEN PUte F33C FA!!A TO RUN
ETE10TSTAG 1.00 TAsia 731A 1AAFAGE
ETul0F33BM 1.60 MDTOR-DRIVEN PUse F338 1N sea *NTENANCR
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Table 3.5.4-9B. ANO-1 PRA Generic Data Based A-W Importance Results
.

Event Risk Achievement Description
north Measure

EMM1A3EXXX 366.00 4160V SNGR A3 FAULT se3DUM
EP21A3Lxx* 329.00 DEENERG A3 to RELAT 186-A3 $PUR TRANsrf.RS TO ENERG POS
pcD1D01EXR 301.00 125V DC BREAKER 72-DG1 TRANsrERS Orts
Esot1CCFDGA 115.00 DIESEL GENERATOR C000cN CAUSE FAILUES TO START
SMMICCFP4M 127.00 COMeON CAUSS FAILURE OF SW PUMP TRAINS
EHF1HPRSib 125.00 Operator falls to begin high pressure recirculation followin
DCD11120ER 123.00 125V DC BREAKER 72-1120 TRANSFERS OPEN
12v100BNIE 123.00 MANUAL VALvp BN1 TRANSFERS T1c5ED
1J061CCF001 120.00 scTOR-DRIVES PUMP COMM E CAUSE FAILURS < nodule >
LSMICSUMPP 120.00 CONTAINMENT 57MP FLUf AD
1 Jet 10CBNST 119.00 BNST FA!!J TO *ROWE FIDN < nodules
IJet1CB112E 64.10 4160V AC BaEASAR 152-112 FAULT 8COULS
QXV1F1016E 50.29 MANUAL VALVE TRANSFERS CIDsED
EMNICCFFKP 12.2D COe90W CAUSE FAILUkE OF DG FUEL EFER PUW TRAINS
DCD11103xR 44.40 125V DC BREARER 72-1103 TRANsrERS OPEN
iset1CCF007 40.90 se3 TOR-OPERATED VEVES CV140S/6 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE * nodule >
tCB1A309KR 40.00 4160V AC BREARER 152 309 TRANsrEAS OPEN
hpot1CCF001 34.40 MPI PUMPS COMpRIN CAUSE FAILURE TO SUN capsule >
EMM1A1XIXI 29.10 4160V SNGm Al FAULT MODU 12
ETM1AlrKKI 20.60 4160V SNGR A1 IN TF.3T OR MAINTEhANCE
Espi1CCFDCF 16.10 DIESEL GENERATOR COppON CAVSE FAILURE TO FUN

IJet1CCF 002 16.00 BCTOR-OPEkATED VALVES CV1407/8 COMMON CAUSE FRILURE (module >
STFISCRN5F 15.80 ANDal TRAVELLINC SCREp3 PLUGGED

SMMICCTP4A 15.20 SW PUMP COMMON CAU51 FAILURE TO RESTART Caoeule>
CTFICS41BG 11.30 TANR CST-415 LEARAGE
SMv1364SKR 10.50 #cTOR-OPERA?ED VEVE CV-3645 TRANsrERS CIDsED
Uhr1THPIAD 10.50 Operator f alla to attempt NP1 coollag
EMM196xxKK 9.76 440V LCC B6 FAULT MODULE
EPEIG121XE 9.40 DEENERG MG LO RELAY 286-G1-2 FAILS TO ENERG AFTER RXTR TRIP
SNV13641XR 9.38 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV*3641 TAAh5FER5 CICSED
QHr1RCPTRP 9.25 Operator f alls to trip RCPe in 30 minutes
ECB16231XS 3.87 AC BAEARER 12-6231 TRAN$rERS OFEN
SetM1CCFMV4 S.86 #R)TOa-OPERATED V C VE CCF FAULT MODU 11 (sm8 E-CONNECT VVel
EREIA4LxKE 7.70 DEENERG A4 ID REIAY 186-A4 SPUR TRANsrERS TO ENERG PDs
ETM1B6EKKK 7.47 40DV LCC B6 IN TEST OR MA!N*ENANCE
SIV13824KF 7.16 -DE-ENERGIEED.1DCRED OPEN MOV CV-3824 TRANSTERS CID$ED*
EDGIDG1XXA 6.99 DIESEL GENERATOR DG1 FAILS TO START ON DEMND
EDG1DG2KKA 6.46 DIE $EL GENERATOR DG2 FAILS TO STAST ON DEMAND .

BMC1V79CIN 6.44 DG1 ROOM COOLING DAMPER FAILE TO OPEN '

ETMIDG2XXI 4.17 DG2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
EKV1198KIF 6.10 MANUAL VALVE Su-198 TRANSFERS CIDSED
BMCIV9902N 6.00 DG2 ROOM COOLING DAMPER FAIL 5 TO OPEN
SKV119AXXK $.D6 MANUAL VALVE SW-19A TRANSTERS C1DSED
ETMIDG1XXX S.94 DG1 tu TEST OR MAINTERANCE
EREIA1LKIR l.93 DEDERG Al 10 Rf.1AT 106-A1 SPUR TRAN$rERS TO ENERC POS
ERE1BLUxxR 5.93 DEENERG B5 UV RELAY 127-E5 SPUR TRANSTERS TO ENERG FOS
ETM1961XXX S.39 es0V MCC B61 IN TF.ST OR MAIN ENANCE
SXV15N38AF $.37 MANUAL VALVE EN384 TRANSFERS CIDSED
SMV13806XN S.32 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-30C6 F AILS TO OPEN
DCD12114KR S.31 12SV DC BREAFER 72-2114 TkAN$rERS OPEN
DCD12114Xp 5.31 12bV DC BRIARER 72-2116 TRANsrERs OPEN
LMF1LMEDC4 5.10 TRAIN B LPR MAINTDANCE RESTORATION FAILURES
SEVISN30BF 1.00 MANUAL VALVE SW388 TRANSTERS CICSED i

CPeM177BTRA 4.99 1 DSS OF FIDN THRU P78 TRAIN (TYPE 1) <modales
LMMIMPP348 4.97 TRAIN B MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP FAILS (moeule>
LPrirvDH3B 4.95 MANUAL VALVES DM3B OR DH2B FAIL TO DELIVER FLOM (modale>
5XV1SN607R 4.9) MANUAL VALVE $N-607 TRAR$rERS CIDEED
IJ011XVDH79 4.91 NO FLOW THROUGH MANUAL VALVE DH-79
12VICBNBBS 4.07 MANUAL VALVE BuGB TRAN$TERS CICSED
SEV10632BK 4.87 MANUAL VALVE SW632B TRANSFERS C WSED
SEV10SN61R 4.97 MANUAL VALVE SW-61 TRAN$rERS CIL5LD
SEVlt39648 4.67 MANUAL VALVE $364 TRANSFERS CIDSED
OHF1P7BTML 4.06 OPERATORS FAIL TO CORRECTLY RESTORE F7B AFTER MAINTENANCE
LTMITRAINS 4.74 TkAIN B'IS 25 MAINTENANCE
DCD11114KR 4.66 115V DC BREAKER 72-1114 TAANSTERS OPEN
DCD11116KR 4.66 12W CC BREARER 72-1116 TRANSrERS OPEN
SMM1RUXCLG 4.65 AUX COOLING 1801AT105 FAULT MODULE
IJet1CV1406 4.51 MOTOD-OPERATED VALVES CV1406 PWD CV1411 FAIL TP DELIVER FIDW
EA4LOADSEQ 4.40 4160V SNCR A4 IDAD RESEQUENCE FAULT
Sept 124 AKZX 4.48 $N SEGMENT 24 A IPU8tP TkAIN P4 A1 FAULT scDU12
ECB15231XR 4.42 AC BREAAER 12-1231 TRAN$rERS OPEN
QTM1P7BTRN 4.39 PTB IN MAINTENANCE
SMV13807KW 4.39 MOTOR-OPERATED VEVE CV 3807 FAI12 TO OPEN
MMM1P36 CTS 4.19 TRAIN P36C FAILS TO START < module >
LXVICBWBAR 4.19 MhNDAL VALVE BWSA TRANSFER $ CICSED
IJ1MIMPP344 4.37 TRAIN A OCTOR-DRIVEN PUMP FAILUhts candule>
LHF11#:E003 4.16 TRAIN A LPA MAINTDANCE RESTOFATION F AILURES
SrV10632AR 4.10 MANWR VALVE sus 32A TRANsrERS C10 SED
SrV10SN63R 4.10 MANUAL VALVE sN63 TRANsrERs CICSED
S2v10swa6R 4.10 MANUAL VALVE so-s6 TRAWirER5 CICSED
srV1Sr606K 4.10 MANUAL VALVE sp-606 TRANSFERS C1 DEED

IJUG EVDK3A 4.08 BWNUAL VALVES DH3A OR DH2A FAIL TO PROVIDE F1DN tmodule>

O
;
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Tcble 3.5.4-9B. ANO.1 PRA Generic Drta Based A-W Importance Results U

6

Event Riat Achievement Description
Worth Measure

I TJet1IVDN7A 4.07 . ND FIDE THROUGN MANUAL VALVE DM-7A ;
. DCD1DC2KER ' 4.06 12SV DC BREARER 72-D02 TRANSFERS OPER t

ETMIBS1KEE 3.97 4 80V NCC BS1 In TEST OR NAINTENANCE
QMMIP787RF 3.89 - IDAS OF FWW TkRU P73 TRAIN (TTPS-29 Chodule>
MMF10P36CL 3.64 TRAIN F36C MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FA1 LURE
SRpt124BKKM 2.64 SW SEGMENT 24B (PUW TRAIN P45) FAULT NODULE
LTMITRAINA 3.69 TRAIN A 18 IN NAINTENANCE

'ETN1962xxX - 3.66 480V NCC B62 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
Sept 1 AV3641 3.58 P343 LUBE 01L C00LER su VALVES FAIL < nodule > ,

Best123BKXI 3.55 *Su SEQMENT 233 (P4C.B DISCKG CROSS-OVER) FMLT NUDULES
Best1822CEN 3.49 SE IDOP-2 3CW RM ISQLATION FAULT NDDU12 {
Esot1BSEEEE 3.45 400V 3CC B5 FAULT NODU18
1 Jet 1CV14 0 % 3.44 pCTOR-OPERATED VALVES CY1408 AND CV1414 FAIL TO DF. LIVER FIDu .

test 1A4XEEN 3.43 4160V SsGR A4 FAULT se0DU12
53004 3.30 * TAT!DN BLACROUT IION-RECOVER FACTOR
EHF1Al# RAD 3.27 Operator falls to attempt 1#9 within 30 h18U190 of large IDC

~ s'

EJet1 A4 LSHD 3.25 4160V SWGR A41 DAD SHFD FAULT se00U12
Esot1DGIFRA 3.23 DG1 FUEL TRANSFER PUW TRAIN START FAILURE < nodule >
BCB1A302KR 3.21 4160V AC BREAKER 182*302 TRANsFEAS OPEN
IJet1CV1408 3.20 m0 TOR-OPERATED VALVE CV149e FAILa TO DELIVER FIDW < nodule > j
53006 3.11 STATION BLACEQUT WON-RECOVER FACTOR }
EDC1DG1EIF 2.79 23ESEL GENERATOR DC1 FAILS TO SUN j
SMMIT36Csu 2.92 TRAIN P36C SW LVDE DIL CIA VALVE 8 FA2L <acDULED
STM1312KKX 2.77 440V NCC 382 2N TEST OR hAINTEEANCE
Esot1961xxx 2.76 400V NCC Bel FAULT 000DULE
QMMIP1ATRA 2,13 (DSS OF FLOW THRU P7A TRAIN ffYPE 1$ Ceodule>
MMMIP36CFR 2.72 TRAIN P36C FAILS TO RUN Coodule>
EMF 1A3LSEM 2.61 MISCALIBRAT!DH OF 3 DAD SEQ T3MER ON MAJOR SNGR A) IDAD
DTM100D06M 2.65 BATTERT Dos 25 MAINTENANCE
EfMt1A3L3RD 2.33 4160V SNGR A31 CAD SHED FAULT seDDULE
ETN1Bl6KKX 2.33 400v nCC 386 2N TEST OR MAINTEkMCE
HMMICCF003 2.49 HP3 PUMPS COMMON CAUSE FAILVRE TO START < nodule > '

EA31 DAD 3EQ 2.48 4160V SMGR A31 DAD RESEQvtNCE F AULT
'

CTM1P7ATRN 2.45 TRAIN A IN MAINTENANCE
EMM1DC2FIA 2.46 DG2 FUEL TRAN5FER PUMP TRAIN START FAILURE (module > ,

QMFIP7ATNL 2.45 OPERATORS FAIL TO CDRRECTLY RESTORE EQUlr IN ETW TRAIN A
'

SMM1AV3940 2.39 P34A LUBE O!L COOLER SW VALVE 3 FAIL (nocule>
500PREC 2.34 operater fails to terminate Overfill prior to level reaching
ETMIBSIKKI 2.30 - 480V 1rC 35 3N TEST OR MAINTENANCE |
MAN 08PREC 2.29 Operator fails to manually align power to 5U-1 after Det tal +

DPER-13 2.29 OPERS FAIL 70 RE-ENERG!!E Al FROM $72 GIVEN TRMS EVENT 'I
EMF 1A413EN 2.26 MISCALIBRAT!DN OF 1 DAD $20 ?!8tER ON MAJOR SWGR A4 1 DAD

'
~

SMM1812CWN 2.2% SW 3DDP< * 3CN NX 2501ATION FAULT se0DULE
EMMIBllBl4 2.24 440V MCC B$l/Bl6 FAULT se0DVLE-
Efet1CD4 08I 2.24 4160V AC BREAKER 162-408 FAULT MODULE

.
. DCD12104KR 2.20 12SV DC BREARER 72-2105 TRANSFER $ DPEN

EREIDG1LKR 2.20 DEENERG DG1 LO RELAY 196*DG1 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG POS
ERE1DG1UKR 2.20 DEENERO DG) UV REIAf 127-DC1 SPUR TRANsFEks 70 ENERG Pos
ERE1DG2LXE 2.20 DEENERG DG2 ID RELAT 196-DG2 SPUR TAAkSFERS TO ENERG PDS ,

ERE1DG2UXE 2.20 DEENERG DG2 UV RE1AY 127-DG2 sPut TRANSFERS To ENERG Pos
QMMITMAEFW 2.20 TRIP MODULE FOR CHANNEL A EFW ACTUAT3DN FA!LS
BBOC2 2.20 $TATION B'.ACEDUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR.

$8003 2.17 t'ATIDM $1ACROUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
EREIA4VIXE 2.10 DEENERG A4 UV REIAT 127-A4 FA!LS TO ENERG ON A4 UV COND
SMM174AXXA 2.10 $N PUMP P4A FAIL 3 TO RE& TART < nodule >
DTM100R$1H 2.09 120W AC SUS RS1 IN MAINT. P

DCD1112 REC 2.06 Operator f ails to switch D11/D12 power f rom D01/D02 to D02/D
,

IJtMICV1407 2,02 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV1407 FAILS 70 PROVIDE F1Du < modules .>
SCB1A403XR 1.99 4180V AC BREAKER 152-403 TRANEFELS OPEN

7
SCB1A601XR 1.99 4160V AC BREARER 182-601 TRANSFERS OPEN
ETR1730BE2 1.96 DC2 FUEL 01L DAY TANE T309 LEAE OR RUPTURE
OMMIP7ATRP 1.66 P7A TRIP DURING START-UP DUE TO PREMATURE OPENING OF #TM

,

ETE1T30AxJ 1.96 FUEL DIL DAT TME T30A 1. EAR OR RUPTURE i
EMM1BS2KKE 1.94 400V MCC 352 FAULT MODU 12 .p
SMM1P4EKEA 1.94 SW PUMP P43 FAILS TO RESTART emocule> - *

SB005 1.08 STATION $1ACEDUT NON. RECOVER FACTOR
OMMICCPSAV 1.05 COMPON CAU31 FAILURE OF STEAM ADet!SSION VALVES
OMMIVMAORD 1.84 - VECTOR se0DULE5 A OR D GENERATE FA1AE SIGNAL
EMM1962KEE 1.83 480V ftCC $62 FAULT SCDULE
1AV101404R 1.43 RELIEF VALVE PSV-1404 TRANSFEks OPEN
DTM100D04ee 1,82 CHARGER D&4 2N TEST 4 MAINTENANCE
EDG1DC2EXF 1.76 DIESEL CENERATOR DC2 FA!LS TO RUN
FJet1CB30 BI 1.73 4160V AC BRT.AFER 162-308 FAULT scDUla
CPet1F7ATRF 1.72 1 DSS OF FIDH TNRU F7A TRAIN (TTPE-29 < module >
DTet100D07m 1.69 BATTERY D07 IN MAINTENANCE
IJet1CV1429 1.49 DcTOR-OPERATED WALVE CV1429 FAllA TO DE. LIVER Flou useduis>
MANOSPREC2 1.61 Operator falla Le manually locally open broster to disconnec
$NW13407ER 1.67 fe0Tok-OPERATF.D VALVE CV-3007 TRANIFERS CIDSED
EMM100E28A 1.63 NO F1DN 7tiROUGN 3CW COO 12.R $28A (module >
SIV10$uTAE 1,63 ' enANUAL VALVE Se 7A TRANSFERS CIDsED '
SEV10$wtAK 1.62 MANUAL VALVE ss-SA TRANSFr.R$ CicsED
KRIl0E24AP 1.62 ICW HK E26A PLUGS
EXV2001125 1.62 asANUAL VALVE 2CW-112 TRAN5FEkS C1 DEED
Jet 1CCF004 1.60 n0 TOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1401/0 CONN 0N CAUSE FAILURE taedule>

SMV13406KE 1.60 MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE CV-3806 TRANSFERS CLOSED
E8eM1811EKI 1.50 4a0V MCC Bil FAULT se0DULE

( QCV1FW13BN 1.50 CHECK VALVE fle-138 FAILS TD DPEN
f SMM13CwHIS 1.85 . ICW MR SW BYPASS VALVE 8 < module >

'\ = $3001 1.61 ~ STATION B*ACROUT NON-RECDVER FACTOR.

% Epst126450A 1 ll CONTROL VALVE 2646 FAILS OPE 86 (TYPlell 4 module >
DDT100D07F 1.83 BATTERT 00D07 NO CUTPUT (it0URLT)
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Tctde 314 9B. ANO 1 PRA Generic D:ta Based A.W Importance Results
.

Event Bist Achievement Description
North Measure

.

FMMICV2625 1.53 CSTG A MFN 81DCE WALVE FA!!J OPEN
FMMICV261S 1.53 037G B Mr5 BLOCR V RVE FAILS OPEN
QCv1FN13BK 1.50 CE CE VALVE FN138 TRANSFERS C1DSED
ARE1DTLC2E 1.49 REIAY DTLD2 FAI12 TO EERG11E
NCv100BN2N 1.49 CMECE VALVE But FA!1J TO OPEN
QCVITN13AN 1.49 CHECE VALVE FN-13A FAILS TO DPEN ,

ARE1DTLO4E 1,48 RELAY DTLO4 FAILS TO ENERGIEE
ATMIDGCN04 1.48 DIGITAL CHANNEL 4 SN MAINTENANCE
EMMICCF001 1.46 ICN PUMP COMMON CAU58 FAILURE emodule>
1AV103 4 D bh 1.44 RELIEF VALVE PSV-1405 TRANSFERS OPEN
OMN1264704 1.43 CONTROL VALVE 2641 FA!W OPEN 87YPE-19 Caodule>
DCD11104ER 1.42 125V DC BREAKER 12-1104 TuusrERS OPEN
ERE1A3UKKE 1.42 DEENERG A3 UV RELAT 121-A3 FAIL 8 TO ENERC ON A3 UV COND
DrV1FW13AR 1.42 CHECK VALVE FW13A TRA33FERS CIDSED
hCV100BW3M 1,41 CRECS VALVE BN3 FAILB TO OPEN
EMMIDG1FEF 1.40 DG1 FUEL TkANSFER PUte TRAIN BUN FAILURE 4amodules
cpm 1264 70F 1.40 CONTROL VALVE 2641 FAILS OPEN (TTFE-2) <nocule>
ARE12F36CE 1.39 UNIT CONTROL 8R3DU12 PUR P36C FAILS TO GENERATE SIGNAL
ARE14P34RE 1.39 UNIT CONTEat MoDUM FOR FS4B FA!!J TO GENEAATE SIGNAL
FMMICCFNV3 1.39 COMes1N CAuss FAILURR Cr FEEDNATER CONTROL IDVS
NCV100BN2R 1.39 ChECE VALVE BN2 TRANEFEAS CIDSED
QMK126460F 1.39 CONTROL VALVE 2646 FAILS OPEN (TTFE*29 taedule>
AMM1A2PONR 1.34 DIG SvB-2 AC OR DC SUFPLT C1kCU2T BR1ARERS FAIL
EsY1S00XXF 3.36 500KV SNYD NOT AVA11ABLE
DMM1000RA2 1.32 BUS RA2 MODU 12
IJet1CV1429 1.32 MOTOR =0PERATED VALVE CV1428 FA!!J TO DELIVER FIDN capsules
susWINGREC 1.31 Operster f alla to start and align operating SN pmp incl. ava
FnFISCISOD 1.30 Op rater falle to cooldewn RCS and 1801. break with DMR
AMFIRBPHIL 1.26 OPERATOR M:5CALIBAATES RB PRESSURE SENSORS
ETM1BTATKM 1.23 BUS TIE AUTO *RANSTORMER IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
hANDGIDAD 1.23 Operator flala to manually load at least one of the EDG's.
PRY 1V!69ff 3.23 SG A MS$V PSV-2690 FAILS TO RECLOSE
EMMIDG2FIF 1.21 DG2 FUEL TRANSFE9 FUMP TRA]N RUN FA3LUDE <noeules
F W186ardX 3.23 22FV AC BREAFER 80125 1N tr.ST ok MAINTENANCE
PRTIV26997 3.21 SG A MSSV P$V-2699 FAlba 70 kECIDSE
ET11BTATXT 3.20 SUS TIE AUTOTRAh5FORMER FAULT
ET115UTIEF 1.20 STARTUP TRANSFORMER NO.1 (SUT1) FAULT
SMV103011E 1.40 3CN SN 3DOP II Iso 1ATION VALVE CV-3811 TO MXs TRANSFERS CIDS
TSRECDVER 1.70 OPERATORS TO TRANSFER TO RCP - RETURN FID8
DBT100D06F 1.17 BATTERY 00D06 NO OUTPUT (HOURLY)
SN5NINGRE2 1.17 Op falle to start ano align op SW pap incl. avait power * (s
ECB18012SR 3.16 22EV AC BREARER B0125 TRANSFERS OPEN
&WECPREC 1.16 operator falls to allgn SW pumps to ECF upon loss of Antate.
ECBil114KR 1.14 AC BREARER 62-3114 TRANSFERS OPEN
ECB16134ER 1.14 AC BREAFER 62-6114 TRANSFERS OPEW
EDGFKTIE2 1.14 OPERATOR F AILS TO Rt. FILL DG DAT TANN USING AND-2 TRANSFER PU -

ENF1RMSIVD 3.14 Operator falls to actuate cleaure of SGA MSIV (SGTRI
ECBIA409xR 1.13 4160V AC BREAFER 112-409 TRANSFERS OPEN
ETM1A2XXXI 1.13 4160V sNGR A2 IN Test OR MAINTEhANCE
MANDCREC 1,13 Operater fails to close breaker loca13y at D11.
EMMICE222x 1 11 4160V AC BREARER 162*232 FRULT M3DU12
P1AMANREC 1.11 *0perator f alls to operate F1A manually ISAV, control valees,*
FRY 1V26547 1.11 SG B MSSV F5V-2694 FA!18 TO RECIDBE
PRY 1V260$7 3.13 SG B M&SV PSV-2605 FAILS 70 REC 1DSE
SB004 1.11 STATION BLACRDUT NON-RECDVER F ACTOR
SBOC9 1.11 $TATION BMCK3UT Woh+ RECOVER FACTOR
$B010 3.11 STATION BLACFDUT WON-AfCOVER FACTOR
MAN 8 UMP 3.10 Operator f alls to manus 13y open CV-340S or 1406 upon f ailure
OCV1FWSSBN 3.10 CHECE VALVE FN $6B FA2LS 70 QPEN
SB012 1.10 STATION BIACROUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
DTM100Y32M 1.09 2NVERTER 711 IN TEST 4 MAINTEhANCE
HP1CROS5 1.09 *0perster falla to open hP1 sover elve MU-14,1S for auction t*
OMFIC264 8L 1.09 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2649 CONTROLLER SETPoINYs
CNNt1PCTLAL 1.E9 SG A PRESSURE CONTROL FA3LS
QMMIPCTIAL 1.09 SG B PRESSURE CONTRDL FA11J
DNF10DY13L 1.08 FAIL 70 RESTORE INVERTER T31 AFTER MAINT.
QMM38GBP'B 1.08 1D$$ OF F1DN TO SGB FROM P73
ETM10F33AM 1.08 MOTOR-OPERATED PUMP P334 3N MAINTENAkCE
DMM1000Y11 1.07 1NVERTER Til MODULE
QCV1FN54AN 1.07 CHECF VALVE FW 56A FAILS TO OPEN
QPMIL2661N 1.01 CM A - 50 B 12M RANGE 12 VEL SIGNAL LT-2667 F AILS N!GR
RRE1P10007 1.07 ERV FAILB 19 RESEAT AFTER STEAM
SHFISG1CEL 1.07 DN SLVICE GATE SG*3 CIDSED PRIOR TD ACCIDENT
SSGISG1KKE 1.87 Su SLU1CE GATE SG-1 TRANSFERS C1DSED
ARE1DTLC3E 1.06 kIIAV D1LC3 FA2LS 70 ENERG11E
ATM1DGCNO3 1.06 DIGITAL CHANNEL 3 IN MAINTENANCE
MFINANMCV 1.06 OP FAlla TO DPEN CV-1(07/00 TD SUFFLT SUCTION TO OP MP3 PMP
QNFIC264 6L 3.06 MISCALIBAATION OF CV-2646 CONTROL 1&R SETPOINTS
RMM103SRVT 1.06 Elther SRW falls to reclose af ter steam relief
58011 3.06 STATION BLACEDUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
ETMISUTIKE 1.06 STAPTUF TRANSFORMER NO.1 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
SUNt1N1231 A 3.08 *MUS$C, MU34C, MU66C OR MU1231 FA7La (TTPE-3 9 smosaje>*
Hom1M3 232 A 1.05 *MuelD, MU34D, MU64D, MU1232 OR MU1212 FA7LS (TYPE-1) < module *
MMM1M*23)A 3.06 *NU4SB, MU348, MU663 OR MU1233 FAILS (TYPE 3) caedulen*
ILMM1M1?)4 A 3.05 *Mue S A, Mu34A, MU664 OR MU1234 F Alla (TYPE *3) snodule**
F7BMANREC 1.05 Operater falls to start and operate P73 manually (RCFs runni
cpm 1M3LI AA 1.05 SG A MAlp 8ttAM LINE IS01AT20N FAILS (TYPE-1) <nocales
UHF1RHPIAD 1.0S Operator falls te maintain RCS preesure belos M55 Det point .
XMM13CN!So 1.0S ICN 2N12T TO FWPT LUDE DIL COOLERS 310LATES
Act!!E2 3.04 *0perator falls to atie A3 and he, reouce loads tort htral, a*
AR11DTLC1E 1.04 kEIAY DTLC3 FAlta TO ENERGIEE
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E.ont E1.R Aemie.e nt D.s.ri,ue.
North Measureg

ATMIDGCN02 1.04 DIGITAL ChMNIL 2 IN MAIN *EKMCE( ATM1DGSfS2 1.04 DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM 2 IN MAINTENMCE (EVEN O CMNNELSD
DCD11124r8 1.04 12SV DC BRt4RER T2-1124 TRANSrERS OPEN
E m1DGISAR 1.04 DU) START!kG AIR TME TRAIN A1/A2 FAULT 900U12
FMMICCFMrP 1.04 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE FOR MFN FUMPS
IEE301400F 1.04 FIDN EA.EMENT FE1400 FAILS
1EE101401F 1.04 FIDW E12 MENT F11401 PLUGGED
OnF1MP!TR1 1.04 Operator falla to throttle MP1 to prevent ACS pressure relle
QMM1MSATRF 1.04 SG A MAIN STEAM 3801AT10N TRIP FAILS
QMMISGAP75 1.04 1088 OF F1DN TO SGA FDOM P78
RMV101000R 1.04 MOTOR *QPERATED VALVE CVa1000 TRANSFERS C1DSED
StocB1 1.04 STATION RIACRDUT NON+RECDVER FACTOR
SMF18C2CEL 1.04 SN S WICE GATE 80-2 C1DSED PRIOR TO ACCIDERT
SKFISG4CEL 1.04 SN SW3C3 GATE SG-4 CIDSED PR40R TO ACCIDENT
SMV13643xx 3,04 MDTop-OPERATED VALVE CV 3643 TRANSFERS CICSED
ESGISG2KER 1.04 SN SWICE GATE SG-2 TRANSFERS CIDSED
SSG18G4rxR 1.04 SN SLUICE GATE SG-4 TRANSFEAS CIDSED
SNECPREC2 3.04 operator fails to align Su pumps to ECP apon loss of Antate
KMMITRAINA 1.04 TRAIN A 3CN FAI M < nodule >
ATMIDGCM01 1.03 D2GITAL CHANNEL 1 IN BULINTENANCE
ATMIDCSYS1 1.03 DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM 1 IN MAINTENANCE (G)D # CHANNELS)
EDGrrTIE 3.03 Operator fails to Stie op fuel afer pump the 48sure power.
EMMICB113I 3.03 4140V AC BREARER 112-113 FAULT et'IDUIA
EMM1DGISAB 1.03 DG3 STARTING AIR TAKR TRAIN A3/A4 FAULT 800U12
NHFILHE002 1.03 TRAIN MU4lA MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAZWRS
HHFILME003 3.03 TRAIN MU45B MAINTENMCE RESTORAT20N FATLURE
HHFILHECD4 1.03 TRAIN MU4bC MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE
HKF1LHECD') 3.C3 TRA!N MU45D MAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILUPJ
HMMIMU:214 3.C3 MU1214 OR CV122T FA!LS < nodule >
HMMIMU1215 1.03 MU121$ DR CV1224 FAILS < module >
MMMIMV1300 3.C3 MU-13C8 OR CV-1284 FAI1J <nosule>
HMIMU1309 1.03 MU-1309 OR CV-1281 FA2LS < module >
IMM1DRYM-3 1.C3 IDSS OF 1A THk3 UGH DRYER M-1 SEGMENT
IMM1FSASEG 1.C3 LOSS OF 1A THkOUGN FILTER FSA SEGMENT
IJeMICV1400 1.C3 MOTOR-DPERATED VALVE CV1400 FAILS TO PROVIDE FIDN < module >
IMMICV1481 3.03 #eotDR-OPERATED VALVE CV3401 FAILS TD PROVIDE FIDN < module >
MANEDGREC 3.03 " Operator falls to manually close breaRet 152-308, 408.*
MAnLS2 1.03 Op f alle to manually start EA upon actuation f ailure at prop
CSPC2 1.03 OSP kON-RECOVERY FACTOR
PTAMANaEC2 1.03 * Operator fails to operate F1A manually 18AV, control valves,"
SBOG01 1.03 STATIDN BLACROUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
SHFISG3CIL 1.03 SN SLU3CE GATE SG-3 CLOSED PRIOR TO ACCICENT
SWEDGMov 1.03 operator fails to locally manually e. pen SN eco3 cava CV-

/ SenscVMAN 1.03 operster f ails to manually close SN MoV CV-3540 ,41.

j()J DCD1112R2 1.C2 Operator f alle to switch D11/D12 power from DC1/Dw2 to D02/D
DHF30CY22L 1A2 FAIL TO RESTORE INVERTER Y22 AFTER MAINT.
DMM1000DD4 2 C2 CHAAGER D04 MODU 12
DTM100T22M 1.G2 INVERTER Y22 IN TEST 4 MAINTENANCE
EMM191XXXX 1.02 400V LCC B3 FAULT st3DU;A

EMM1RMC14A 1.02 DG2 R30M COCLING FAN TRAIN C START FAULT MODULE
E8eM1RMCLDA 1.02 DG2 ROOM CDCLING FM TRAIN D START FAULT MODV12
EREIST11LE 1.02 DEENERG SVT1 1D RELAY 194+371-1 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG FOS
EREIST12LR 1.02 DEEMERG SUT1 ID RELAY 106-371+2 SPUR TRANSFERS TO ENERG PDS
IMM1RCT28A 1.C2 1458 DF 1A THROUGH RECE!vER 739A
1 Jet 1CV1404 3.02 McTOR.orERATED YALVES CV1404/10 FAIL TD DELIVER FLON< module >
MSTTF 1.02 TURB!NE FAILS TO TRIP AFTER REACTOR TRIP ,

QMMIMSLIAF 1.02 SC A MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLAT!DN FAILS ITTPt-21 < nodule >
RAI171C0CN 1,C2 ERV FAILS TO OPEN
85307 3 C2 STATION BLACRDUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR
SBOGD0 1.C2 STATION BLACR3UT WON-RECDVER FACTOR
SBoGB0 2.02 STAT 3DN BIACRDUT NON+RECDv1R FACTOR
SMMIE3SBSN 1.02 1369 SERVICE NATSR VALVES FAIL TO DELIVER F1DN <moeule>
SSG1SG3rrR 1.02 SN SLUICE GATE SG-3 TRANSFERS C1& SED
KMMICATISO 1.02 ICN 70 COMPRESSORS C2A/B e C3A/B AND AFTERC00:2RS IS01ATED r

ACITIE 1.01 Dperator falle to croes*tle A3 and A4 while Feducing loses
AFvFEEDR2 1.01 *0perator falle to start and all6n AFN pump (REF, RBX SEC.) *
AMFIRCBNIL 1.01 DPERATOR MISCALIBRATES RCS PRESSURE SENSORS
DMM1000Y22 3.01 3NVERTER Y22 fCDU12
DMM2Y112DC 1.01 1NV. Y11 12SV DC peoDULE

EMMIDG2 SAC 3.01 DG2 STARTING AIR TANR TRAIN B1/82 FAULT SODULE
De41DG2EAD 1.01 DG2 STARTING A3R TANK TRAIN B3/54 FAULT scDU12
EMM1RMCIAA 1.91 DG1 R3OM COOLING FAN TRAIN A START FAULT ICDULE
EMMIRMCIAF 1.01 DG1 R x)M COOLING FAN TRA!N A RUM FAULT soDUla
EMM1RMCIAA 1.C3 DC) ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN 5 START FAULT BODULE
EMM1RMCLBF 1.91 DG3 ROOM CDOLING FAN TRAIN 5 RUN FAULT scDU12
Ef9(IRMCLCF 1.01 DG2 ROOM COOLING FAN TRAIN C RUN FAULT MODULE
EMM1RMCLDF 1.01 DG2 ROOM CODLING FAN TRMN D RUN FAULT SODU12
ETM1912KXI 1.01 480V MCC B12 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
ETM191Xrxx 1.01 490V LCC B1 IN TEST OR MA!NTENANCE
ETMIDG18AA 1.01 DG1 STARTING AIR TANR TRAIN A1/A2 2N TEST AND MAlWTENANCE
ETMIDG1SAB 1.51 DG1 STARTING AIR TANN TkA3N A3/A4 IN TEST AND MAINTENANCE
ETMIDG2 SAC 1.01 DG2 STARTING AIR TANK TkAIN B1/B2 IN TEST AND MAINTENANCE
ETM*.DG28AD 1.01 DG2 STARTING AIR TANE TRAIN 83/B4 IN TEST AND MAINTENANCE
FMMICV2622 1.01 D$tG A LO-LOAD CONTROL VALVE FAILS OPEN
Fa941CV2672 1.01 ostG B 1D-1 DAD CONTROL VALVE FAILS OPEN ]
MMM1M1231F 1.C1 *MU4 bC, MU34C, sw66C on MU1223 FAILS (TYPE-23 < module >* !

HMM1M1232F 1.01 *MLe&D, MU340, MU66D, MU1232 OR MU1212 FAILS (TYPE-2) (module *g
. MMMIM1233F 1.01 "MU45B, MU348, MU669 09 MV1233 FAILS (TYPE-2) < module >*
! HMM1M1234F 3.01 *Mv45A, MU34A, Mus&A DR MU1234 FAILS (TTPE-23 <soeule>*

\_ HMMINV1211 1.01 MU121) OR CV1219 FAILS < module >
MMM1MU1213 1.01 MU1213 OR CV1220 FAtta < module *

|

|
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Event Risk Achievement psecription
North Measure

HMMINV1306 1.01 stu-1306 DR CV-1278 FAILS < nodule >
MMK1MU1301 1.01 MU-1301 CR CV-1279 FAILS < nodule >
MPICROS$2 1.01 *0perator fails to open MP3 mover vive MU-14,15 for euction t*
HPITRNCF 1.01 Correction f acter for future mo6eling requiring failure of e
IArtis 1.01 Operater falls to atte treathing Air to IA besser.
MANEfvStaf 1.01 Operator fials to overside falso EFN algnal and manually ope
MANESSTART 1.01 Operator fails to manually start 15 upon actuation failure a
CPER-14 1.01 CPERS FAIL TO RE-ENERGIES A1/A2 FROM ST2 (8 OR R3
OPER-15 1.01 CPER DOES NOT IFT.R TO DOI SACKUP CHAGR (Deal t/ENERGI1ED SkC ,

fOSP01 1.01 CSP NON-AECOVTAT FACTOR
0$PG00 1.01 OSF NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
0$PG01 1.01 CSP WON RECOVERY FACTOR
OCV1CS2933 1.01 CHECR VALVE CS 253 FAILS 70 DPEN
QCV1CS294M 1.01 CHECE VALVE CS 294 PAILS TO CPEN
OHFIC2646L 1.01 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2645 CONTROLLER SITPOINTS
Cret1L2618H 1.01 CN A = SG A WM kANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2618 FAI1J NIGN
00TKERSTMV 1.01 * Failure to isolate steam free SG-A using TDVs, ADVs, and ette
OrV1CS280R 1.01 MANUAL VALVE LS 200 TRANSFERS CLOSED
CIV1CS201R 1.01 MANVAL VEVE CS III TRANSFERS CICSED
RKFIBIDCED 1.01 DPERATOR FAILS TO CIDSE RWCS VALVE AFTER FRESS. RELIEF
RMK1015pvy 1.01 Either SRV fails to reclose af ter liquid aslief
SB016 1.01 ETAT 30s BLACKOUT WON-RECOVER FACTOR
SMM11211CN 1.01 ICM SN 14x3P 1 Iso 1ATION VALVES TO ESs TRANSrER CIDSED caudul
SNEFvREC2 1.01 Operator fails to switch EFW from TelS to T41.
UHF1kHPICD 1#1 operator falls to attempt HF3 cooling during a SGTR event
EMMITRNBXC 1.01 P33D-P32A CROSS CONNECT FAILS < nodules
AFWFEEDREC 1.00 Operator fails to start and align ArW pump.
AHFINRCHIL 1.00 MISCALIBRATION OW RCS ANAL CMI
AEFINRCH2L 1.00 MISCALIBRATION OF RCS ANAL CH2
AHFINRCH3L 1.00 MISCALIBRAT10N ON RCS ANAL CH3
AMM1A1Poun 1.00 DIG SUD-1 AC OR DC SUPPLY CIRCUIT BREAKERS FAIL
AMM1AITBIF 1.00 * ANAL CN 1 RCSP D-AMP, TRASMITTER, OR BISTAB2 FAILURES *
AMM1A2TBIF 1.00 *AsiAL CH 2 RCSP D AMP, TRASMITTER, OR BISTABM FAILURES *
AMM1A3?BIF 1.00 *AEAL CH 3 RCSP B-AMP, TRANSM2TTER, OR B! STABLE FAILURES *
AUXCLGISO 1.00 Operator f ails to leolate ACM after CV-3643 fails to close e
DB4100RS1F 1.00 12DV AC SUS R$1 FAULT
DST 1DSCD06 1.00 hATTERT DD6 DISCHARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PNR-2KRS
DDT1DSCD01 1.00 BATTERY DOT DISCMARGED PRIOR TO RECOVERY OF OFFSITE PMM-2NR$
DCD12103xR 1.0D 125V DC BREARER 72*2103 TRANSFERS OPEN
DGCRANK 1.00 Operator f ails to locally start DG after auto-start falls du
DhMAN 1.00 CP FAIL TO MANUA1.LY OPEN Cv1404/05 AND CV1415/14. t

DRMANR 1.00 DMMAN for RE
DMM1000 DOS 1.00 BATTERY CHARGER DOS NO OUTPUT tmodule> >

DMM1000D21 1.00 BUS D25 MODULE
DTN100DOSM 1.00 CHARGER D05 JN TEST 4 MAINTENANCE
EFWISOREC 1.00 DPERATOR F AILS 70 OPEN FM 250 VALVE UPON CLOSURE DUE TO FALS
EMM1912xxx 1 00 es0V MCC B12 F AULT MODULE
EMM182KXXX 1.00 480V LCC D2 FAULT MODULE
EMMICR2133 1.00 4160V AC BREAREn 152-213 FAULT scDU1A
EXCESSMFNA 1.CO EXCES$1VE MAIN FEEDWATER TO SG A
EXCESSMrNB 2.00 EXCESSIVE MAIN FEEDNATER TO Fj B

FMMICV2624 1.00 OSTG A 1D-IDAD BIDCE VALVE FAILS OPEN
FMMICV2674 1.00 OStG B ID-LOAD RIDCR VALVE FAILS OPEN
FMM1FNP1AF 1.00 MTM PUMP FIA FAILS TO CONTINUE TO RUN
FMM1FWP1BF 1.00 MFN PUMP Pit FA!!A TO RUN
FMM110$COM 1.00 :CS COMMON MOLE FAILURE TO CONTROL FEEDNATER SYSTEM
FMM11CSPMB 3.00 1 DSS OF 2CS POWER
FMM1NNIYPD 1.00 LOSS OF WN1-Y P0tfER
FMMISGASUC 1.00 OTSG A STAST UP VALVE FAILS TO MODULATE
FMMISCBSUC 1.00 CTSG D START UP VALVE FA11A 70 MODUIATE
GAGSTEAM 1.00 CPERATDks FAIL TO LOCALLY CAG SHUT SG SAFETY VALVE
GMMITRANIR 1.00 SN VALVES TRAIN A FAILURE MODUIA
GMMITRAN2M 1.00 SN V EVES TRAIN B FAILURE #CDVLE
GMM1YSFIAM 1.00 SEGMENT A FA3 WRE MODUIA
GMM1VSFinn 1.00 SEGMENT S FA! LURE 9CDU1A
GMM1VSF1CM 1.00 SEGMENT C FAILURE 80DU15
GMM1VSF1DM 1,00 SEG8hENT D FAILURE MODU 2
HCV1005m1R 1.00 CHECR VALVE DN3 TRANSFERS CLOSED
HPBO CV.206 1.00 NO RCP SLAL INJECTION MATER FROM HPI (MODULE >
HMM1P36 AFB 1.00 TRAIN P36A FAILS TO RUM < modules
MPICR0333 1.00 *0perator is11e to open MP! mover Viva MU-14,1$ for auction t*
MFINANMOV2 1.00 *0p falls to open CV-1401,04 to supply suction face to op MPI*
HPITRNCF2 1.00 Correction f actor for future noseling requiring failure of o
HPMANMov 1.00 Op fails to open man vive MU-23/24 upon lose of 2/4 HPI inj.
KPMANMOV1 1.00 Op fails to open aan vive MU+23/24 upop loss of 2/4 HFI in).
ICMCLGISO 1.0e Operator f alls to f oolste 1CN ef ter auto SM iso fails on ES.
IMMIDRTMb7 1.00 1 DSS OF 1A THROUGM DRTER M-51 SEGMENT
IMMIFSCSEG 1.00 1 DSS OF 1A THROUGH F2LTER F8C SEGMENT
IMM1FCElst 1.00 AFTERC00 2R E10B FAILS
IMM1FCE10C 1.00 ArTERC00LER Elst Fat 1A
IMM112S/ID 1.00 1 DSS OF 1A THRoucn IA-la OR 1A-2B V EVES
IMM112C/1C 1.00 WSS OF 2A THROUGH 2A-1C OR IA-2C VALVES
2MM1161/65 1.00 WS$ OF 1A TRROUGH 2A-67 OR 1A-65 VALv!S
IMM1PMPC2A 1.00 COMPRESSOR C2A l'Alla CR TRIPS
IMM1PMPC2D 1.00 COMPRESSOR C29 FAIL 4 OR TRIPS
IMM1PPIC2C 1.00 COMPRES80R C2C F AILS OR TRIPS
IMMARCT298 1.00 1 DSS OF 1A THRCUGH RECE!VER T399
ITM1C2BTRN 1.00 COMPRESS 0a C2D TRAIN IN MAINTEsiANCE
ITMIC2CTRN 1.00 COMPRESSDR C2C TRAIN IN MAINTENANCE
!KV11A189E 1.00 MAmuAL VALVE 3 A-189 TRANSFERS CLOSED
IKV11A426F 1.00 MANUAL VALVE J A-426 TRANSFERS CIDSED

s
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'Event Risk Achievement Description
North Measure

I LHFILHE005 1.00 TRAtu A Dna MAINTENANCE DESTORATION FAILURES I
.\ ' LHF3LHE006 1.00 TRAIN a DKR MA]NTENANCE hESTORATION FAILURES |'

idet1HxESSB 1.00 TRAIN 5 HEAT EECRANGER FAILS (Dodule>
'

IJett rVDRIA 1.00 MANUAL VALVE DH1A FAILS TO DELIVER FIDN caedules
IJpt1EVDHIS 3.00 MANUAL VALVE DHit FA313 TO DELIVER FIDW <nomies i

1ArV10140 $R 1.00 M2 TOR-CPERATED V E YE CV1408 TRANSFERS OPEm .

1JrV101406R 1.00 MOTOR-CPERATED VALVE CV1406 TRANSFERS OPEN {3DESIDADT1 1.00 1 DSS OF 1 DAD WITN RE/?URS TRIP *
3DSSIDADT2 1.00 1 DSS OF EDAD WITN 3 DES OF FCS
MANDCREC2 1.00 Operator falla to slese breater locally at D11. {
MANErNSTR2 1.00 Op fails to override falso EFN sigr.a1 and manually open EFN

."MANLPMDV 1.00 *0perater falls to manually 0.usti CV-1428, 29 upon a closure."
MANLPMOVR 1.00 MANLPus3V for SGTa >

MANOSFREC4 1.00 Operator fails to manually letally open breater te discennec
MHF1SERVIL 1.00 RESTORATION ERROR CNI SERVICE / INSTR AIR X-TIE r

spet1FLTF23 1.00 SDSS OF SA TEROUGH FILTER F-23 SEGMENT
spet1FLTF24 1.00 3 DSS OF SA THROUGH FILTES F-24 SEQMENT .
MSIVA 1.00 RX TRIP DUE TO FULL OR PARTIAL CIDSURE OF MSIV il IDDP)
MSIVB 1.00 RX TRIP DUE TO FULL OR PARTIAL C1DSVRE OF MSIV (1 3DOP) .

NOREC 1.00 HUMAN RECOVERY ACTION NOT APPLICAh!J !
OPER-16 1.00 OPER DOES NOT Erst TO 902 BACEUP CaRGA (DOS) N/ENERGIEED SRC |

03P03 1.00 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSP04 1.00 OSP NON-RSCOVERY FACTOR !
01P06 1.00 OSP WON-REcortar FACTOR !
08P09 1.00 OSF NON-RECOVERY FACTOR '[-05P10 1.00 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSP11 1.00 OSF NON-RECOVERY FACTOR ['0$P13 1.00 OSP NON-AECOVEPY FACTOR
OSP14 1.00 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
0$P15 1.00 OSP WON-RECOVERY FACTOR *

OSP16 1.00 OSF NON-RECOVERY FACTOR !
OSPis 1.00 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR *

08P26 1.00 CSP MON-RECOVERY FACTOR 6

OSP22 1.00 OSF NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
"DSP21 1.00 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR .

OSP24 1.00 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
0$P26 1.00 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSP26 1.00 OSF NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
0$P27 1.00 CSP NON-aEC0VERY FACTOR
0$P28 1.00 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSPG90 1.00 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
OSPCBI 1.00 OSF NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
F7AMANRECS 3.00 *0perator falls to operate 77A manually IEW, control walves,"
PTAMANREC4 1.00 *0perster falls to operate P7A manually (SAV, control walves,* [.

' - F73MANREC2 1.00 Operator fails to start and operate F73 manually dRCPs not r
P7BMANREC) 1.00 Operater fails to start and operate 778 manually (R 4 S seq.g

PMM11CSTAF 1.00 3CS CONTROL FOR CTSG A FA!!J 70 CIDSE TSV8
PMM12CSTBC 1.00 ICS CONTROL FOR CTSG B FAILS 70 DPEN TSVS
FMPt11CSTBF 1.00 ICS CONTROL FOR OTSG B FAIIJ TO CIDSE TSVS
QAV102610C 1.00 AIR OPERATTD VALVE CV 2619 FAILS 70 MODU 1 ATE i

DCV1FNS$AN 1.00 CHECE VALVE FN SSA FA31J TO OPEN
QCV1FNS5BN 1.00 CHECR VALVE FN 853 FAILS TO CPEN
OHFIC2647L 1.00 MISCALIBRATION OF CV-2647 CONTROL 12R SETPOINTS -[
QMF1HP1TRD 1.00 Operater falla to throttle HP1 to prevent SRV 11guld relief |

QHF11CWSID 1.00 CPERATOR FAILS 70 RESTORE ACN OR SEAL INJECTION TO RCPS AFTE '!
OMMIC2619F 1,00 ADV p!DCE MOV CV-2619 ON INTACT SG FA!LS 70 OPEN 'f
QMM1L2620N 1.00 CM A = SC A HJGM RANCE 12 VEL SIGNAL Lt 2620 FAILS MICH |
QMMIL2622H 1.00 CH B + S4 A LOM RANCE 12 VEL SIGNAL LT 2622 FAILS HIGN
CPet1L2624 p 1.00 CH S - 4G A m!GM RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2624 FAILS N!GM

.,
QMMIL2469n 1.00 CH A - SG B MIGH RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2669 FA!LS MIGit - i
QMM11J671N 1.00 Cn 9 - SG B IDW RANGE LEVEL SIGNAL LT-2671 FAfLS MIGN

,

04M1L2673M 1.00 CH 9 * SG B HIGN RANGE 12 VEL SIGNAL LT-2673 FAILS MIGH I

OMMISGAP7A 1.00 1 DSS OF FIDW 70 SGA FROM P7A '
Oppt1SGBP7A 1 00 3 DSS OF FIDM 70 SGB FROM P7A
CPNt17ASADM 1.00 FAILURE OF TRA1N A STEAM ADMISSION VALVES
Opet1TBSADM 1.00 FA! LURE OF TRAIN D STEAM ADM18330N VALVES
QMMITMBEFN 1.00 TPIP MODU 12 FOR CHANNEL $ EFN ACTUATION FAILS

[OMM1VMBORC 1.00 WECTOS MODVIES $ OR C GENERATE FA1AE $!GNAL [
GREC!RCREC 1.00 *0perater rails to close CV-2005, FN-6BA to stop EFW flew alv*
R141010DS9 1.00 LOGIC CIRCUIT FOR RCS FRESSURE CONTROL FA!LS To Gt.NERATE SIG - I
IUet131000C 1.00 ERV B10CR VALVE FAILS 70 CIDSE OR REMAIM CIDSED

,

RRE1010083 1.00 REIAY FA213 TO DE*ENERG31E
kRE10100SE 1.00 REIAY FAILS TO ENERG18E |
$3014 1.00 STAT 10N BLACROUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR ,SBoll 1.00 STATION B1ACEDUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR .J
$9011 1.00 STAT 20N BLACEDUT NON-RECOVES FACTOR

'kStolt 1.00 STATION SIACEDUT NON-RECOVEA FACTOR
38019 1.00 STATION 91ACROUT WON. RECOVER FACTOR [
Suc28 1.00 STATION BLACROUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR' r
39029 1.00 STATION SIACFOUT NON-RECOVER FACTOR I

SO3FREC2 1.00 Operater is11e to prevent SG everfill due to escasalve EFN
,

SGSTMR 1.00 Operator fails to steam bad SG Nhen FN is available. '|SGSTMR2 1.00 *0perator fails to steam bed SG when FN is available EksF,Rr* r
' See=1CCrLP S 1.00 McTOR-OPERATED VALVES CV1921/2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE emodules !

SMM113SASW 3.00 13SA SERVICE NATER VALVES FAIL 70 DELIVER F1DN taedules 4

SNMOVMANR !.00 SWhDVMAN for RX i

SMRCRECP
- - 710 RECOVER .

1.00 . Operatera fall to ev3023 to provide recirc to ECP-ev3424 fai '

1.00 *Dperator falle to start stansey SN pump after a SW pap fall,* ,

g . T9AECOVER 1.00 *0perator f alls to start standby su pump af ter a SN 3sep fall,*
( TSVM17 1.00 Operator fails tre manually operate TDV's upon f all of 3CS E f

EMF 172230L 1 00 PRE-TRIP HUMAN ERROR PRESSURE SMITCN MISCAL1tRA720N '

i
R

1,
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Table 3.5.4 9B. ANO-1 PRA Generic Data Based A-W Importrnce Results

Event kish Achievement Description
sort.h measure

- e .

EHF152220L 1.00 PRE 55L1LE 8 WITCH FC!$-2229 R15 CALIBRATED
EMNIC2CISO 1.00 2CW to C3MPREsson C2C AND AFTERCC012R Iso 1ATED
EMMICWISCF 3.00 1CW READER VALVES TO AFTERCDCLER ElBC FA1L
Erm1CWC2AF 1.00 2CW fifADER VALVES TO CCMPRES$0R C2C TRAIN FAIL
EPet1CWC2BF 1.00 ICW HF.ADER VALVIS TO COMPRE850R C2B TRAIN FAIL
EMK1CWC2CF 1.00 2Cu HEADER VALVES to COMPLEssoR C2C FAIL
EMKlTWRLVL 1.00 FAILUR$ OF 12 VEL CONTROL SYSTEM taodule>
3Dm1TRAira 1.00 TRAIN 8 tcW FA11J candale>
EMNITRKRPC 1.00 PUMP F333 Capoos CorTROL FAILURES caodale>

XMP10P33CF 1.00 BCTOR-DRIVEN PURP F33C FAlla 70 RUW
ETE1973 SAG 1.00 TANE T37A 1AAEACE
ETM10F33BM 1.00 BE7fCR-DRIVEN FUMP F333 IN MAINTERANCE

t

9

9
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!Table 3.5.410A. System Core Damage Frequency A.W Importance - Plant Specific Data
.......____ . ..__.................._______...____.....___ .. ...........__.............

tystem Risk Achievement Description ;
worth reasure !.................___...._____.'.............__..............................__..........__.... i

E System Sub-tetal 2.042.18 AC Power System - Post Initiator Failures |
L SystNm Total 607.64 LPI system
D S, tem total 423.606 DC Power System

,

*

S System Total 398.35 Service Water System
,

O System Tetal 167.76 ErW System . .i

H System Total- 17.57 HPI System
A System Total 26.18 ESAS . .

'!

,

X System Total 21.23 ACW & ICW System
T System Total 19.2877 Main Feedwater System
I System Total 18.13 Instrument Air System i
B System Total 11.99 ventilation Systems !

R System Total 10.9504 RCS Pressure Control System
.

P System Total 9.17981 Main Steam System !
. G System Total 6.01- Reacter Building Tan Cooling System
M System Tctal 3 Service Air System

RCS Break Initiater 226.50 Reactor Coolant System - Initiator Tallures
SOTR Initiator 1.45143 Steam Generator Tubes - Initiator Tallures 5

Misc Rx Trip Init. C.9137 Misc Rx Trip - Initiator Failures '

Additienal Important Level 2 Systems - |
in order of expected containment respcase importance: !

Seacter Building Isclation System
Reactor Building Tan Cocling System
Reactor B;ilding Spray System +

1

note - sa ration of individaal system hardware basic events results in some double counting*

that may inflate the importance of systers; however, the relative ranking should be !
reasonably representative of the system ccre damage frequency importance. !

;
-

Table 3.5A.10B. System Core Damage Frequency A.W Importance - Generic Data !
;............__.______..........__. _..__.....................= ====.....___........__ .

Event Risk Achievement De scription I
worth measure '

... . _____________ .__................_____.........____........_____........____............

I System Sub-tetal 1285.84 AC Power System - Pest initiator railures ;
L System Total 626.08 17I System

,

S System Tetal 412.72 Service Water System
,

O System Tctal 4"9.39 OC Po.er System |
Q System Tetal 155.49 EFW System t
H System Total 75.45 HPI System i
A System Total 26.18 ESAS
X' System Total 24.53 ACW & ICW System
F System Total 18.67 Main Teed-ater System -
. I-System Total 18.08 Instrument Air System .

B System Total 12.52 Ventilation Systems !
R System Total 10.62 RCS Pressure Control System j
P System Tctal 8.68 Main Steam System- 4

G System Total 6.00 Reactor Egilding Fan Cooling System
M System Total ~ 3. 00 - Service Air System ;

RCS Break Initiator 123.81 Reactor Coolant System - Initiator Tailures
SGTR Initiator- 1.29 Steam Generator ' Tubes . Initiator railures ,
Misc Ax Trip Init. -0.91 Misc Rx. Trip - Initiator Tailures

Additional Important Level 2 Systems are the same as for plant specific data
i
.

* nete - sume.ation of individual system hardware basic events results in some double counting ,

that may inflate the importance of systems; hewever,'the relative ranking should be '

reasonably representative of the system core damage frequency importance. ;

,

g

i
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Figure 3.5-2 Sample Event Tree Used to Explain the Function of DELTERM
,
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3.6 INTERNAL FLOOD SCREENING ANALYSIS

3.6.1 Overview

This section summarizes the internal flooding analysis which was performed as part of the ANO-1

IPE required by NRC Generic letter 88-20 (Reference 3.6-1).

The objectives of the intemal flood analysis were to 1) quantify the irnpact on core damage
frequency of flooding from sources intemal to the plant, in a conservative way,2) identify any
flood scenarios likely enough to be significant, and 3) identify insights from the analysis. The
above objectives were accomplished and are described in detailin the following sections.

.

Section 3.6.2 defines the scope of the analysis. The scope is defined in terms of both the locations
of flood hazards and the types of hazards that are considered. To assist in the understanding of
subsequent sections, several figures and tables are provided identifying plant locations. Figure
3.61 shows major ANO site buildings and stmetures. Table 3.6-2 iden9fies by zone designator,
description, and plant location all flood zones considered in the study. Figure 3.6-2 provides
simplified plant drawings showing all zones analyzed in the ANO-1 reactor auxiliary building
(RAB) and the turbine building (TB).

Section 3.6.3 details the flood screening methodology. It describes the method of determining

~ O it a 1 iti t r <> ee x. the e t r- t r it ea ri rer mea ti =. <* -ett -
employed in each of the screening quantifications, and the way in which the PRA plant model was
used for scenario quantification. Section 3.6.4 describes the screening study results and the -
criteria by which each scenario was " screened out." The scenarios which require detailed analysis
c.re characterized in terms of assumptions applied and refinements made to the scenarios.

Section 3.6.5 summarizes the results and presents insights of value in understanding the risk of
intemal flooding at ANO-1.

3.6.2 Scope

In order to have a plant core damage frequency contribution from internal floods, all of the
following conditions must occur:

An unexpected, uncontrolled release of water or other liquid in the plant that could.

affect IPE equipment operation.

A reactor trip that could potentially present a challenge to the imegrity of the.

reactor core.

' A failure of IPE equipment due to flooding or other causes that could reduce the.

plant's capability to reach a safe shutdown condition following a flooding event.

This intemal flood analysis addresses each of these conditions for all flood scenarios, as well as
limited consideration of recovery of necessary plant functions prior to core damage.

3.6-1
.
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All plant areas, except containment, were included within the scope of this analysis. Flooding in
containment has been thoroughly analyzed in previous safety studies (e.g., loss of coolant accident
analyses). The plant areas were divided up into flood initiation zones and evaluated as scenarios
resulting from a flood source within the zone.

The scope of this analysis included flood hazards fmm all plant liquid (pnmarily water) sources
that could affect IPE equipment. Intemal flood hazard sources included all installed, fixed liquid
systems and temporary (e.g., hose or tubing) liquid systems used on a repetitive, routine basis at
ANO-1. Potential temporary hose or tubing systems that would be used for specific one-time
maintenance or repair applications were outside the scope of this analysis. Tanks that were both
external to plant buildings and which did not connect with liquid systems inside plant buildings ,

were not considered as sources. Damage associated with intemal flood hazards included only
short-term (less than 24 hour) liquid inundation and spray effects on equipment considered in the
IPE. Other hazards such as pipe whip, and steam impingement were outside the scope of the
analysis.

In the screening analysis, any source of water (including liquid jets and sprays) was assumed to
fail all IPE equipment located in the associated flood initiation zone. This is a conservative
assumption in terms of impacting all equipment in the zone.

Consideration of IPE equipment cable terminal points (e.g., junction boxes) was included in this
analysis to the maximum extent possible using previously developed Appendix R safe shutdown
equipment cable tables. Cable tracing using individual control wiring diagrams for IPE equipment
was generally outside the scope of this analysis.

3.6.3 Methodolorv

Analysis of the intemal flooding impact on overall plant core damage frequency included the
following general tasks:

Preliminary flood scenario development.

Plant walkdown.

Initial flood scenario frequency screening-

Refinement of analysis bases and assumptions.

Final flood scenario frequency screening.

The final two steps above were performed iteratively until each scenario was determined to be
below the established screening frequency or until the scenario frequency was as low as
reasonably achievable using the screening methods of this study.

O.

3.6-2
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.b- Task 1 - Preliminary Flood Scenario Develocment

'

In this task, preliminary flood scenario tables were developed for each flood zone in the plant.
The flood scenario tables were used as a basis for flood scenario definition and analysis in
subsequent tasks. A summary description of the ANO-1 flood zones considered is provided in
Table 3.6-2. '

Plant flood design and plant system design information was collected from ANO infonnation
management systems and carefully reviewed to suppon the following subtasks:

Component - location cross reference development*

Hazard source - location cross reference development.

Mitigating / Isolation features -location cross reference development*

Preliminary flood propagation path analysis.

Preliminary flood scenario table documentation*
,

,

First, a list of all components modeled in the curTent Level 1 IPE was developed and documented
in a dBASE file listin'g the basic event names and descriptions. Then, using the ANO Station

(] Infonnation Management System (SIMS) and other plant information sources, a preliminary
V component-location cross reference list was developed and recorded in the preliminary flood ,

scenario tables and in a dBASE file. For consistency with prior spatial interaction analyses,
Appendix R fire zone designators were used as flood zone location designators. Next, using a
combination of ANO plant information databases (SIMS and PDMS), general arrangement
drawings (see Reference 3.6-4), P& ids from the IPE system notebooks, and piping isometric
drawings, a preliminary flood hazard source-location cross reference was developed and recorded
on the preliminary flood scenario tables. Also, during this review of the drawings, mitigating
features such as sump pumps, floor drainage systems, and other liquid mnoff paths were recorded
on the preliminary flood scenario tables.

Next, the preliminary flood propagation analysis was performed for each potential flood scenario
by reviewing plant drawings and applying the following question-answer procedure to each
potential flood initiation zone:

1. Does this zone have any significant flooding sources forliquid accumulation?

If no, then this zone is screened out as an intemal flood scenario (but not as a
potential propagation pathway for other flood scenarios) and no funher analysis is
required.

If yes, then go to question 2-

k

3.6-3
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2. Can water from this zone propagate to other zones?

If yes, then identify these propagation paths and where water can accumulate and
affect other zones. List these zones in the flood scenario table and analyze the
combined impact of these additienal propagated zones as one scenario which
staned in the mitial zone as a flood sourre.

If no, then go to question 3.

3. Is there any IPE equipment affected in this zone?

If no, then this zone is screened out as an intemal flooding scenario and no further
analysis is required.

If yes, then analyze this zone as an internal floodmg scenario with flood sources that
do not propagate outside of the zone.

Each flood scenario analyzed was labeled using the flood initiation zone designator. De flood
scenario tables include a section which documents where the flood water propagates fmm the
flood initiation zone. Flood scenarios with no propagation are indicated as such. Some
propagations were revised based on new information and consequently became less conservative
as these refinements were made in subsequent screening calculations. A summary of the final ;
flood propagation analysis is presented in Table 3.6-3. !

O\During this task, several questions arose conceming component, flood hazard source, and,
mitigating feature locations, as well as potential flood propagation paths. These questions were

,

tabbed to be resolved during the plant walkdown. The preliminary flood scenario tables and |
associated questions formed a solid basis for the performance of an efficient, effective plant. j
walkdown. '

Task 2 - Plant Walkdown

In this tasi, the plant was physically inspected to refine and verify the preliminary flood scenario |
tables so that they could be used to accurately define the flood scenarios for the screening i

evaNation performed in Task 3.

The plant was inspected with the following objectives: |

Verify flood hazard sources identified in Task 1 and identify all additional.

significant flood hazard sources in each of the plant flood zones.

Verify the potential flood propagation paths identified in Task 1, and identify any.

additional flood propagation paths associated with each plant flood zone.

Verify the locations (including estimated distance above floor level) of equipment,.

components, and man-machine interfaces in the flood zones modeled in the ANO-1

gLevel I model.

3.6-4
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Verify the locations of mitigating or isolation features such as floor drains, curbs,.

watenight doors, sump pumps, valves, etc. identified during Task 1, and identify
any additional flood nutigaung features in each plant flood zone.

These objectives were accomplished through a thorough physical inspection of ANO-1 by a
floodmg analysis team experienced with plant inspections and ANO-1 facilities. He team used
intemal floodmg analysis plant walkdown guidelines to implement the walkdown. The walkdown
guidelines used in this analysis are presented in Figure 3.6-3. The team documented the
walkdown by taking notes on the preliminary scenario tables and on selected fire zone drawings
used during the walkdown.

The team also documented the flood zone inspections by photographing each accessible plant
flood zone including significant component locations, flood propagation paths, and flood
mitigatiordisolation features. These photographs were arranged in an album to help recall
important flood zone features during subsequent project tasks.

Task 3 -Initial Flood Seenario Frecuency Screenine

.

In this task, the prelimmary intemal flood scenario tables were refined based on the results of
Task 2 and quantitative screening criteria were developed for flood scenario core damage
frequency. Based on an estimated total ANO-1 core damage frequency from intemal transient

[] initiators, (i.e. not including floods, LOCAs or SGTRs) of about 3.09E-5/ year and the functional
V sequence reportability in References 3.6-1 and 3.6-3, a quantitative screening or cutoff frequency

of 1.00E-06/yr. was selected for each potential flood scenario. Then a flood scenario initiation '
frequency for each flood scenario documented in the intemal flood scenario tables was developed
and recorded. Next,importance screening based on assuming a maximum impact on equipment in .
all zones in the propagation path was performed.

In order to screen intemal flood scenarios at ANO-1,it was first necessary to estimate an annual
frequency of flooding in each flood zone defined in the analysis. A review of historical plant
information indicated that no significant plant specific flooding data existed at ANO-1. Herefore,
industry data was used to develop flood zone flood initiation screening frequencies in this
analysis. This was accomplished by taking the total intemal flood frequency for a specific plant
building and " spreading" it throughout the flood zones defined within that building. Reference
3.6-2 provides a documented source for annual flood frequencies in nuclear power plant
buildings. The Reference 3.6-2 data is a compilation of industry data through 1987. He data
was compiled for events that could only occur during power operations, shutdown operations and
those that could occur in either plant configuration. For determination of the IPE intemal flood 1

frequency, it is appropriate to use events that occurred while at power operations and those that
could have occurred while at power. Therefore, the Reference 3.6-2 data shovm in Table 3.6-1 !

is the total for power operations and those floods that could occur in either plant configuration. |
)

The Reference 3.6-2 data classifies floods into four (4) size groupings. The flood sizes are
3(d defined for the ANO-1 IPE as follows. Small floods were taken to be those with a spill rate of

about 100 gpm. Medium floods involved spill rates of about 1,000 gpm, while large floods had

|
3.6-5
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spill rates of roughly 10,000 gpm. Finally, extra large floods were those with flow rates about or
in excess of 50,000 gpm.

The mean frequency of floods 2 small in size which could occur during operation in the anuhary
building is 3.05E-02 flood events per year, and the mean frequency of floods 2 small in size which
could occur during operation in the turbine building is 1.47E-02 flood events per year. 'Ihese
building flood frequency distributions were " spread" throughout plant flood zones to provide
flood initiating event frequencies for each ANO-1 flood scenario. The physical parameters used in
developing weighting factors to accomplish this frequency spread in the ANO-1 internal flood
analysis were zone volume and a qualitative flood source rating assigned as part of the scenario
development and subsequent walkdowns. The flood source ratings were based on flood source
density of high, medium, or low. The detailed process for developing flood zone flood initiation
frequencies is presented in Reference 3.6-6. Zone volumes, source ratings, and flood initiator
frequencies by zone are presented in Table 3.6-4.

Flood frequencies for zones outside the auxiliary and turbine buildings were calculated separately
outside the spreadsheet. Flood frequencies for the intake building, PASS building, and fuel vault
were derived using the auxiliary building flood frequency as a base frequency and weighting this
frequency for each of these three buildings based on volume and flood source weight. The BWST
area flood frequency was assigned the ANO-1 PRA generic tank leakage frequency of 4.82E-02
per year.

In the initial screening phase, the maximum equipment impact was evaluated since all PRA
equipment and cable termination points in the zone where the flood started and in all propagated
zones were assumed to be failed.

The initial flood scenario frequency screening was performed using the ANO-1 PRA equipment'
basic event and component location database files developed in Task 1 as computer input files.
These two files are formatted for the dBASE III Plus software. A third input file used in the
initial quantification was developed from the ANO-1 PRA model used in the IPE. This file is a
dBASE III Plus file containing the modules used in the Level I core damage frequency
quantification.

Given these three basic input files, the initial flood scenario quantification was performed in the
following steps to obtain a predicted core damage frequency impact:

1. Generate a total list of basic events and modules impacted bv the flood scenario.
The basic event, component location, and module dBASE files were used to
generate this list. First, a list of all components (i.e., component numbers)
assumed to be failed in the initial flood zone and all propagated zones was
developed. Next, the component numbers were transcribed into basic event and
module names (those applicable to and included in the PRA model). Lastly, this
list of basic event and module names was refined into the minimal set of names to
remove duplicated names.

O
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(/ 2. Ousntify each flood scenario CAFTA cutset file muuming all bacie events and
'

modules (i e.. comoonents) imnacted by the flood scenario have failed. Each basic
event and module name impacted by the flood as listed in step I was assumed to
be failed and was set to "true" in the CAFTA logic model for general transients.
The model was then requantified to reflect these impacts to obtain a core damage
frequency impact for each flood scenario by setting the general transient frequency
for reactor / turbine trip (TI) equal to the flood initiation frequency for each
scenario postulated.

Tack 4 - Refinement of Analysis Bases and Ascumotions

Several key bases and assumptions were applied in the initial screening analysis. D ese
assumptions and bases were, on a scenario by scenario basis, refined as necessary, in an iterative
fashion. The key assumptions in the screening analysis are presented as follows:

During the initial screening of flood scenarios, all Level 1 PRA components in.

flood-affected areas were conservatively considered to fail from submergence,
liquid jets, or spray.

Cable termination points for power, control, or instrumentation cables supporting.

components modeled in the Level i PRA were considered susceptible to floodmg
unless their qualification forliquid submergence was documented.

In the screening analysis, all ex-control room human actions were conservatively.

fQ assumed to be failed, and the in-control room human actions for only those flood
(/ scenarios that started in or propagated through the control room were assumed to y

be failed. No cutset recovery factors were considered in the initial screening
analysis.

The flood scenario core damage frequency used as the screening value to.

determine the need for additional analysis was 1.00E-06/yr.

Flood scenario initiation frequencies were calculated using historical flood data.

which included flood events resulting from human error during operation and
maintenance as well as pipe break events. Therefore, flood events induced by
human error were accounted for in the initial flood frequencies assigned to the
flocd zonesin this analysis.

The initial screening used initiator frequencies for s small flood size. Given the.

limited propagation expected fmm the small and medium flood categories, this is
conservauve.

;

In the screening analysis, liquid propagation in the vertical direction (i.e., to flood.

zones below the flood initiation zone) was assumed to be infinite in zones
containing infinite flood sources (e.g., circulating water). That is, it would drain to
the associated building sump and fill all susceptible flood zones below grade tmtil
liquid flowed out of the building through doorways or other openings above grade.
In zones contaming only finite flood sources,1.iquid propagation in the vertical
direction was assumed to fill only the lowest leul susceptible flood zones below

(q grade.

LJ
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Liquid propagation in the horizontal direction was assumed to effectively pass -.

through two concentric doors on the same elevation as the flood initiation zone n
the flood source was infmite (e.g., senice water or circulating water). If the flood
source was finite, liquid propagation in the hodzontal direction was assumed to
effectively pass through one door on the same elevation as the flood initiation
zone.

Liquid propagating to zones above grade would accumulate to an effective level of
.

.

I one foot above the zone floor elevation.
1

Scenarios invoMng the failure of any system modeled in the ANO-1 PRA model.

due to loss ofliquid inventory described above (i.e., no associated failure of that
system's flood susceptible equipment) are assumed to be analyzed in either the

| special initiator category of the ANO-1 PRA (i.e. ISLOCA) or in the PRA mr*1
i directly (i.e. BWST failure), and are not considered part of this analysis.

In this task, refined analysis bases and assumptions were developed for each of the flood scenarios
that passed through the initial screening process (i.e., core damage frequency impact predicted to
be greater than 1.00E-06/yr.) and required a more detailed quantitative screening analysis. The
general bases and assumptions that were revised and applied in the iterations of detailed flood '
scenario analysis are presented as follows:

In order to establish a more realistic propagation path for more likely flood.

scenarios, spread of the flood is limited to those locations reached within 20
minutes. This assumption is consistent with those applied in fire protection systemi

!. inadvertent actuation ponding calculations for ANO-1 (see Reference 3.6-5). ,

The flood drain system in the flood initiation zone will sufficiently accommodate.

flood liquid drainage for small/ medium floods, so that hodzontal flood propagation ;
outside the flood initiation zone is insignificant in terms of equipment damage.

_

l

Recovery of the feedwater function for accident sequences that result from
'

.

inadvenent overfill of steam genemtors is applied when appropriate.

The impact in flood propagation zones was selectively revised to account for.

equipment failure only below calculated or assumed maximum liquid heights.
Also, equipment was not failed ifits spatial relationship to the postulated source (s)
precluded impact.

Where necessary, cutsets were reviewed to identify equipment failure modes that.

could not realistically be attributable to flooding. Corresponding events were
, assigned their independent failure probability.
1

The PRA model human actions were reviewed to take credit for selected human.

actions that would not be affected by the flood, since all ex-contml room human
actions were initially assumed to be failed by the flood.

,

Revised bases and assumptions for specific scenarios are p:esented in Section 3.6.4 of this report.
Conservative values of maximum flooding rates and a summary of propagation changes based on g
flooding rates and timing calculations are shown in Table 3.6-5. T

| 3.6-8
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Task 5 - Fimi Flond Scenario Frecuenev Screening

Based on the results of Task 3 and assumptions developed as part of Task 4, more iterations of
detailed analysis were performed for the selected scenarios which exceeded the screening criteria
of 1.00E-06/ year. The iterations resulted in the calculation of more realistic core damage
frequencies.

'

The process used to perform the detailed flood scenario screening on scenarios passing through
the initial screening process included several iterative steps using the Task 4 refined assumptions
in a specific order. First, scenario propagation paths were carefully reviewed and revised as

,

necessary to account for liquid height versus time. If any spillover (i.e., propagation from one
zone to another) time exceeds the 20 minute critedon presented in the last section, the zone to ,

which spillover occurs was eliminated fmm the propagation. His was done by assigning a
general flood recovery human error rate of 1.00E-02 to al! large floods. His accounts for
operator action to stop a large flood during the 0 to 20 minute time frame after flood initiation but
before a critical set (mmunal cutset) of equipment is failed leading to core damage. A general
flood recovery human error rate of 1.00E-01 was applied to all small floods. This human error
rate is higher than that for large floods because it is judged that small floods are more difficult to
detect and locate than large floods. Next, where necessary, cutsets were reviewed to identify
equipment failure modes that could not realistically be attributable to flooding. Corresponding
events were assigned their independent failure probability.

iThen recovery of steam generator overfill sequences was considered and appropriate cutsets
recovered. Next, the impact in flood propagation zones was revised to account for equipmentc
failure only below calculated or assumed maximum liquid heights. Also, spatial relationships of
flood sources to equipment within the flood initiating zone were considered and impacts of
inappropriate failure modes due to flood were changed. Then, the Level 1 IPE model human
recovery actions were reviewed to take credit for those human actions that would not be affected
by the flood, since all ex-control room human actions were initially assumed to be failed by the
flood. Finally, additional flood-specific redefinition of flood-induced failure modes were applied
where appropriate.

All flood scenarios modified by the Task 4 key assumptions and bases were requantified. Those
with core damage frequencies remaining above 1.00E-06 per year were subjected to the steps
above using the refined assumptions developed by Task 4 until estimated core damage frequency
went below 1.00E-06 per year or until all reasonable scenario modification and recovery factors
within the scope of the methodology described herein were implemented.

1

Notwithstanding the application of these realistic assumptions in the final scrtening, the results of I
this flood analysis are judged to be conservative. Concurrent with the development of this flood
analysis, a separate internal flooding analysis of ANO Units 1 and 2 is being performed to respond
to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Significant Operating Experience Report
(SOER) 85-5. This analysis addresses potential loss of traditional single train safe shutdown
system function due to intemal flooding events. In the SOER flood analysis, more realistic,less

O conservative propagation rules are being applied resulting in reduced equipment impact for

3.6-9
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specine intemal flood scenarios. The INPO SOER 85-5 analyses serve to reinforce the judgment
that the results presented here are conservative.

3.6.4 Flood Screeninc Results

The intemal flood screening methodology described in Section 3.6.3 was successfully applied to '

all areas of the ANO-1 plant. No flood scenarios were greater than the 1.00E 06/ year core
damage frequency screening value after the series of successively less conservative quantifications
of flood scenarios.

The plant was divided into 60 distinct zones for this screening study. Flood scenarios were
developed for each of these zones and confirmed by plant walkdown. For discussion below, the
60 scenarios are considered in categories depending upon the combination of factors which 'were
applied to achieve a core damage frequency below the screening criterion of 1.00E-06/ year. He
results are discussed below in terms of thesr. categories. In cases where a scenario is in multiple
categories,it is hicluded only in the highest numbered category which applies.

Category 1: Plant Zones With No Sirnificant Floodinc Source

Nineteen potential scenarios were immediately eliminated from further consideration because they
had no credible flood sources within their boundaries. The ANO-1 zones having no flood sources
are: PASS, RAB l-E, RAB 2-E, RAB 47-Y, RAB 78-BB, RAB 88- Q, RAB 95-0, RAB 99-M, ,

RAB 100-N, RAB 104-S, RAB 110-L, RAB 125-E, RAB 162-A, RAB 167-B, RAB 168-B,
RAB 170-Z, RAB 2026-Y, TFYD, and TB 40-Y. Rese zones are discussed in Table 3.6-2, but
were eliminated from subsequent tables in this analysis.

Category 2: Scenarios Considered as IPE Srecial Initiators 3

Floods fmm 6 of the remaining 41 zones were eliminated from further consideration because they
were considered under the special initiator categories quantified elsewhere in the IPE. These
include loss of service water and loss of vital bus initiators. Rese scenarios are indicated as
Category 2 on Table 3.6-4

Category 3: Scenarios That Would Not Cause a Plant Trio

Of the remaining 35 flood scenarios,12 scenarios were eliminated because they were determined '
not to cause a plant trip and, therefore, would not challenge reactor core integrity. These
scenarios are indicated as Category 3 on Table 3.6-4.

|
Category 4: Scenarios That Recuired Detailed Ouantification and Recovery Analysis

;

The remaining 23 scenarios required detailed quantification and recovery analysis as described in
Section 3.6.3 and documented in detail in Reference 3.6-6. These scenarios are triefly
characterized below and i::diend as Category 4 on Table 3.6-4.

O
,
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ne Category 4 scenarios required the application of both the Level 1 IPE operator recoveries\~

and a detailed review to redefine flood propagation and ascenain the validity of the postulated)

flood induced failures. In general, the operator recoveries applied consisted of the following
group:

!

DC system power soume manual realignments-

i Operator recovery of SG overfill due to excessive main feedwater-

Operator recovery of feedwater isolation-

Manual operation of the EFW pump (s) (in cases where the flood induced fault is-

control system related)

Hese recovedes were applied to flood scenarios RAB 4-EE, RAB 10-EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 14-
EE, RAB 20-Y, RAB 31-Y, RAB 34 Y, RAB 38-Y, RAB 46-Y, RAB 53-Y, RAB 67-U, RAB
68-P, RAB 76-W, RAB 77-V, RAB 79-U, RAB 89-P, RAB 157-B, RAB 160-B, TB 73-W, TB'

75-AA TB 175-CC and TB 197-X. In addition, the following recovedes were applied to a
smaller group of these scenarios:

Manual operation of the HPI suction valves from the BWST-

Manual operation of the containment sump suction valves to the LPl/HPIf -

( recirculation lineup.

- Operator manual recovery of ICW ES isolation failures.
!

These recovedes were applied to flood scenarios RAB 76-W, TB 73-W, TB 75-AA, TB 175-CC,
and TB 197-X.

All recovedes applied to Category 4 scenarios were reviewed to ensure that their use was
applicable given the flood initiator and consequential propagation. It should be noted that in
evaluating the larger group of flood scenarios identified above, credit was taken for the LPl/DHR
and RB Spray pump room drain isolation valve procedure improvement (discussed in section
6.2.1). An evaluation has been performed to provide an estimate of the intemal flood related
CDF improvement resulting from this procedure improvement. This evaluation, along with an
evaluation of the one flood scenario not addressed in the reviews discussed above (i.e., control
room), are summarized below.

Reactor Auxiliarv Buildine ECCS Pumo Room Drain Line Evalustion

Drain valves exist in the ECCS pump sump drain lines that connect flood zones RAB 4-EE to
RAB 10-EE and RAB 14-EE in the reactor auxiliary building. The internal flooding analysis was
initially performed assuming that these valves were open. All flood zones, except RAB 38-Y and
RAB 46-Y, were successfully screened out (i.e. < 1.0E-06/yr) assuming any propagation to RAB
4 EE also propagated to RAB 10-EE and RAB 14 EE. RAB 38-Y had an estimated CDF ofy
2.46E-06/yr and RAB 46-Y had an estimated CDF of 3.04E-06/yr. However, the ISLOCA

3.6-11
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analysis identified a change in the ECCS pump sump drain line isolation valve position (i.e.
normally open to normally closed) as a plant procedural improvement. Therefore, the internal
flooding analysis was re-performed to quantify the effect of the proposed drain line valve
alignment on the internal flood induced CDF.

E
ne CAFTA quantifications were re-performed in two separate flood zone supersets. Superset 1
included the flood zones connected by the subject drain lines (RAB 4-EE, RAB 10-EE and RAB
14-EE). Dese zones have an aggregate CDF of 1.83E-07/yr with the drain valves open. The
calculated CDF is reduced to 1.46E-08/yr if the valves are assumed closed. This equates to a
1.68E-07/yr reduction in the intemal flood induced CDF. Superset 2 included the flood zones -
with propagation to zone RAB 4-EE (RAB 20-Y, RAB 31-Y, RAB 34-Y, RAB 38-Y, RAB 46-
Y, RAB 53-Y, RAB 67-U, RAB 77-V, RAB 79-U and RAB 157-B). These flood zones have an
aggregate CDF of 7.34E-06/yr with the drain valves open. De calculated CDF is reduced to
7.96E-07/yr with the valves maintained closed. This equates to a 6.54E-06/yr reduction in the
flood induced CDF. These CDF reductions are in addition to the ISLOCA CDF reduction
described in Appendix C of this report.

HR A Evaluation of Cnntrol Room Flondine

The flood zone reviews discussed above address all flood locations with the exception of a flood
in the control room. The following specific evaluation was performed for the control room flood
scenario (RAB 129-F).

O
A flood in the control room flood zone RAB 129-F has the capability to degrade the control room
function. The flood scenario initiation frequency is 2.17E-04 events per year. (See Table 3.6-4.)
In the screening analysis, all human error retes were set to 1.0 because the control room as well as
other flood zones are potentially affected by the scenarios, ne resulting impact for this zone was '
a direct path to cc e damage, therefore, the initial scenario core damage firquency calculated
during the screening analysis was equal to the scenario flood initiation frequency,2.17E-04 per'
year. A review of the dominant scenario cutsets, propagation paths, and human actions showed
that the most reasonable approach to reduce the conservatism in the analysis was to consider
human failure events and operator recovery actions to mitigate the impact of the flood. Because
the control room is continuously manned, any significant floodmg in RAB 129-F would be
immediately detected. The failure to detect and respond to a control room flood, befort in-
control room actions or equipment are disabled by the flood, is considered a human failure event.
Subsequent failure of recos ery activities outside of the control room are considered as ex-control
room operator recovery actions.

Herefore, in this scenario, the following human failure event and operator recovery aedons were
considered applicable:

FLOODREC1 - The human failure event associated with failure to detect and
isolate the flood before ir.-control room actions or equipment are disabled by the
flood.

O

3.6-12
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FLOODREC2 - he operator recovery actions associated with manual EFW or !
AFW operation outside the control room. These actions are the ex-control room !
counter part to the actions nonnally performed in the control room. |

FLOODREC3 - The operator recovery actions associated with failure to stop the
~|

RCPs within 30 minutes of loss of seal cooling outside the control room. His -

action is the ex-control counter part to QHFIRCPTRP (failure of in-control room -|
action to stop the RCPs within 30 minutes ofloss of seal cooling). i

,

ne Intter two operator recovery actions were analyzed in the non-flood I.evel 1 PRA. De RCP
|^

trip action was increased by an order of magnitude to account for the difficulty of manual
operator action to trip the RCPs at the 6.9kV buses H1 and H2. A fault tree illustrating this HRA '

evaluation is provided in Figure 3.6-4.

n

Based on these analyses, the RAB 129-F flood scenario is quantified to be:
>

Enm Emh.of Freo. |
'

RAB 129-F Initiator Frequency 2.17E-04fyr

FLOODREC1 - Mitigate Flood (In-Control Room) 1E-021

FLOODREC2 or FLOODREC3 (Ex-Control Room Actions) 6.8E-02

RAB 129-F Screening Result 1.5E-07 !

1 This is reduced an order of magnitude from the small flood recovery used elsewhere. The continuous i
rnanning of the control room justifies this assumed reduction in risk. >

'

Therefore, the resulting value for this scenario is below the 1.0E-06 screening value.
!

3.6.5 Conclusions !

>

The intemal flood screening study successfully evaluated potential flood scenarios for all areas of
the ANO-1 plant. As described in Section 3.6.4, selected scenarios required the application of
human recoveries of consequential component malfunctions in order to meet the screening <

criteria. In addition, a flood initiator recovery was applied to some scenarios. However, because ;

of the conservative assumptions used in most aspects d the study and the limited application of |
recovery and flood isolation probabilities, the results are generally considered to be conservative' |

' for all scenarios. These conservatisms include: i
.,

!This study assumes damage to all susceptible equipment in the propagation path,*

. and assumes an immediate turbine trip.
;

Flood propagation is generally representative of the largest possible flood in its !.

^ - size category. Most floods within a category would have less extensive >

- propagation. i-

,

f
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The effort to apply all applicable recoveries is prohibitive because extensive study.
t

of flood impact on each recovery would be required. Therefore, only selected
recoveries adequate to reduce the core damage frequency below the screening
value have been credited.

All impacted equipment is assumed to fail in the most unfavorable way. Only.

selected failure modes were reviewed in detail and determined to be unlikely as a
result of flooding.

The core damage values from this screening study have not been added to the functional accident
sequence core damage frequencies for intemal events in the PRA/IPE. This decision is based on -
the following considerations:

No new sequence types were identified as a result of the flood study, so flood.

scenarios are generally represented by the TBF and TBX functional sequences for
intemal events in the PRA/IPE.

Results are judged to be much more conservative than results for non-flood.

intemal events in the PRA/IPE.

The level of detail is sufficient to identify the areas with the highest sensitivity to.

internal flood events.

This decision is compatible with the intent of the Severe Accident Policy Statement.

and the philosophy which has been developed for the Intemal Fires IPEEE (Ref. '

3.6-7)

The following insights, although not resulting in final scenario core damage frequencies above the
screening value, are worthy of note:

Very large floods in the auxiliary building are propagated by stairwells, ventilation-

shafts, and drain lines which interconnect basement rooms. These rooms would !

otherwise be watertight. Equipment in these rooms (particularly RAB 10-EE and
RAB 14-EE) is needed for the HPI-cooling function and the long-term heat
removal function.

Turbine building flood scenarios that lead to core damage involve widely separated. '

equipment at or above grade level in the turbine building. It is unlikely that such .
equipment will be simultaneously affected. Turbine building equipment below
grade that can be submerged does not appear to be significant to core damage.

Steam generator overfill events that lead to core damage are common for many.

flood scenarios because feedwater regulation valves are potentially affected. ;

Maintenance of ECCS pump room sump drain line isolation valves in a normally |
.

closed position minimizes the potential for flood propagation in these areas.
!
!

|

O!

i
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Figure 3.6-1
Major Plant lluildings and Structures
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Figure 3.6-2
ANO-1 Fire Zone Floor Plans
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! Figuie 3.6-2
| ANO-1 Fire Zone Floor Plans
! (continuCd)
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Figure 3.6-2
ANO-1 Fire Zone Floor Plans

(continued)
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Figure 3.6-2
ANO-1 Fire Zone Floor Plans

(Continued) I
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Figure 3.6-2
ANO-1 Fire Zone Floor Plans

(continued)
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Figure 3.6-2
i ANO-1 Fire Zone Floor Plans

(continued)
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Figure 3.6-2
ANO-1 Fire Zone Floor Plans ,

(continued)
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Figure 3.6-3
Intemal Flooding Analysis Plant Walkdowm Guidelines

1. List hazard sources other than those cunently listed in the hazard source location tables.

2. List and describe propagation paths for each hazani type identified.

3. List mitigation / isolation features other than those cunently listed in the mitigating
features location tables.

4. Verify the actual location of PRA components which have previously been located using
plant documents and engineering judgm:nt.

.

5. Verify the locations of the hazard sources listed in the hazard source location tables.

6. Verify the locations of the mitigating features listed in the mitigating feature location |

tables. |
|

7. Verify the potential hazard propagation paths associated with this location.

O
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Figure 3.6-4
Simplified Fault Tree of Control Room Flood Evaluation
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Table 3.6-1
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OFTOTAL FLOOD

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONSmS21

System Flood Size 5th Median 95th Mean
Percentile Percentile

Auuhary Building 2Small 5.41E-03 2.11E-02 8.03E-02 3.05E-02

2 Medium 1.43E-03 8.54E-03 4.90E-02 150E-02
2Large 4.47E-04 3.38E-03 2.40E-02 7.52E-03

|

Turbine Building 2Small 1.22E-03 7.84E-03 4.98E-02 1.47E-02

2 Medium 1.17E-03 6.16E-03 3.30E-02 1.12E-02
2Large 6.19E-04 3.85E-03 2.1IE-02 7.14E-03

Circulating Water 2Small 4.98E-04 3.49E-03 2.32E-02 7.17E-03

2 Medium 4.98E-04 3.49E-03 2.32E-02 7.17E-03
2Large 3.79E-04 3.15E-03 2.30E-02 6.24E-03
Extra Large 1.92E-04 1.35E-03 9.63E-03 3.05E-03

l
Service Water 2Small 7.67E-04 6.79E-03 4.85E-02 1.36E-02

2 Medium 3.96E-04 3.91E-03 4.53E-02 1.02E-02
2Large 5.20E-04 3.92E-03 2.94E 02 7.88E-03

8Note: Exponential notation is indicated in abbreviated form; i.e. 5.41E-03 = 5.41x10

1
)

{
.

O
i
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t Table 3.6 2 .t

!
SUMMARY OF ANO-1 FLOOD ZONES CONSIDERED

i

Buildmg No Ducnpuan Nr Nr Arne Zone Height Zone Volurne

. cuA) (atfL) .;(
2nns Eisvanian (egA)

,

BWST BWST ' BormedWaw Saomae Tank Area 353 NA NA NA

IhTAKE INTAKE ServiceWatertrunke 354 1,810 30 54,300 i

PASS PASS Pos AccidentSampling Sysen Area 354 1,846 18 33,228 ,

RAB l-E Nonh Eme gency DieselGeersion
Exhaust Fans 366 270 10 2,700 j

.

RAB 2-E South Ernergency DieselGenemier
Exhaust Fans 386 270 10 2,700 |

RAB 4-EE Gment Access Area 317 4,564 17 77,588 |

,'

RAB 10 EE East Decry Heat RemovalPump
Room 317 1,246 17 21.182 ?

RAB 12-EE TendonGallery Access Area 317 242 38 4,356

RAB 14-EE Wut Decay Heat RemovalPurnp
.

t

Room 317 3.656 17 28,152

RAB 16-Y CleanWasicReceiverTank Area 327 4,096 26 106.496 $j
i

RAB 20-Y RadwesteProcessing Area 335 9,100 20 182,000 -

k
RAB 31.Y PuriScadon Daruneralimer Area 335 70() 18 12,600 .;

RAB 34 Y Pipe Area 341 1,692 12 20,304
'

RAB 38-Y Emergmcy Feed *aser Pump Area 335 600 18 10,800
,

RAB 46 Y lowerSouthPpingPenetradon Area 335 633 21 13.293
s

RAB 47-Y Pmmuenon vennianon Area 335 ,

!

RAB 53 Y lower %nhPpingPenetadon Arta 335 1.108 25 27,700
,

RAB 67-U ' lab and Demmeralizar Accses Area 354 5,139 17 - 87,363

RAB 68-P Rancsor Coolant MakeupTank Rocen ' 354 304 - 12 3.648 ,

RAB 76 W ComposawRoom 354 768 12 9,216

RAB 77.V Upper SouthPiping Pmetrapon Room 356 '700 38.5 12.950
y

RAB- 78-BB Gas Boule Storage Ares 357.5 650 '14 9,100

RAB 79-U Ugger Nonh Ppsig Pumstrouan Rosm 360 1A05 13.5 21,668

RAB' 36-G Nonb DumalGensnaarRoum 368 1,404 - 18 25,272 .

RAB 87 H Soush Desel GunsreiorRoom 368 1,645 18 29,664 1

RAB 88-Q Comrnunicadons Room 374 240 12 2,880

RAB. 89 P Corarolled Access 374 776 12 ; 9.312

'RAB 95-0 North Bauery Room 372 195 14 2,730

' RAB. 97-R Cable Speedmg Room and Relay Room 372 1,176 14 16.464

3.6-27
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Table 3,6-2

SUMMARY OF ANO-1 FLOOD ZONES CONSIDERED
(continued)

Baildmg F6md Deunpuan Floor Floor Ares Zone Heisin Zone Volurna
Zone Devann 49A) kaA) OnA)

RAB 984 Uncontrolled Access 372 1.303 14 18242

RAB 99 M Nonh Swachs :sr Roarn 372 980 14 13,720

RAB 100-N South Swachgear Roarn 372 980 14 13.720

RAB 104 S Deancal Eqmpment Roorn 368 800 18 14,400

RAB 105 T Lower South Deancal Penetranon Room 3743 726 11.5 8,349

RAB 110 L Saudi Banery Roarn,Roarn 109 372 170 13 2.210

RAB 112-1 Lower North Deancal Penetration Room 3733 1,650 13 21.450

RAB 124E Boric Acid AddinanTank and Purnp
Emm 356 930 18 16,740

RAB 125-E RespiratorStong Room 386 238 18 4284

RAB 128-E Conuolled Access 386 2,700 I8 48,600

RAB 129-F Corarot Room 356 2,344 18 42,192

RAB 144 D U;per South Dearical Penetradon Room 366 714 I8 12,852

RAB 149-E Upper Nonh Deancal Penetradon R=m,
Hot Tel Room. Decontaminanon Room 366 2,732 18 49,176

RAB 157-B Chmscal Addi6cn Area 404 959 42 40,278

RAB 159 B Spers Fuel Area 404 6250 42 262.500

RAB 160 B Cornputer Roarn 404 1240 18 22,320

RAB 16l B Venulanon Equipment Arca 422 4,140 24 99.360

RAB 162 A Stairwell No.1 317 I335 86 114,810

RAB 163 B Reactor Buildmg Purge Room 404 2,393 18 43,074

RAB 167-B ComputerTrwaformer Roorn 404 300 18 5,400

RAB 16& B Transformer Room 404 300 18 5,400

RAB 174Z Stearn Pipe Area 404 1,650 42 69,300

RAB 2026 Y Dnenmma Stanon (Unit I) 335 1,152 19 21.E88

TB 40 Y Pipe Area 341 I,170 12 14,040

TB 73 W Condensa e Demmentiner Area 354 2,430 18 43,740

TB 75 AA Boiler Roorn 354 5,744 32 183,808

TB 175-CC Lube Oil Storage Tank Room 354 900 14 12,600

TB 187-DD Diny and Ocan bbe Oil Stonge
Tank Room 335 730 19 13,870

lli 197 X Turtune Building 335 61,606 116 7,146,296

3.6-28 -
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Table 3.6-2
SUMMARY OF ANO-1 FLOOD ZONES CONSIDERED

(continued)

auadme % d oncrpion Nr Ik Am ZoneIWaht Zone Vdune

Zone Devaian %i) (adQ (adQ

1FYD 1FYD Trarnformer Yard 353 NA NA NA

VALLT VAttT Fuel horate Vauh 328 630 15 9.450

,

t
-

f

,

.

i

>

.
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hTable 3.6-3
ANO-1 FLOOD SCENARIO PROPAGATION

|

%d Fked Propaganm Zea
Irdnance Sas
Zma

BWST AH NONE
,

INTAKE AII NONE

RAB 4-E All RAB 12-EE.RAB 16L A

R AB 10 EE All RAB 4-E,RAB 12ERAB 162 A

RAB 12-EE A!! RAB 4-EE,RAB ICA

RAB 14-EE All RAB 4-EE.RAB ILE.RAB 16LA

RAB 16 Y All NONE

RAB24Y All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12 EE,RAB 31-Y O*), RAB RY O'),RAB 38 Y (l'),RAB 4&Y (l'),RAB 47 Y (l'),
RAB $3-Y 0), RAB 162-A

RAB 31-Y All RAB 4E RAB 12-EE,RAB 24Y 01 RAB RY (l'), RAB 35-Y (l'),RAB 4&Y (l') RAB 47 Y (1),
'RAB 53-Y 0), RAB 16L A

RAB 34-Y All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12 EE,RAB 24Y (11 RAB 31-Y(I'),RAB 38-Y 0),RAB 46-Y O*),RAB 47-Y (1),
RAB $3-Y (1), RAB 162 A

RAB 38-Y All RAB 4 EE, RAB 12-EE,RAB 24Y (l'), RAB 31.Y(1),RAB %Y O'),RAB 4&Y O'),RAB 47.Y (1),
RAB 53-Y (1), RAB IGA

RAB 46-Y All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 24Y 0*), RAB 31 Y 01 RAB 34-Y (l'), RAB 38-Y (I'),RAB 47-Y 0),
RAB 53-Y 01RAB 162 A

RAB 53-Y All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 24Y 01 RAB 31 Y (l'), RAB 34.Y (l'), RAB 38-Y (l'), RAB 4&Y (l'),
RAB 47-Y(l'), RAB 16L A

RAB 67-U All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 24Y (l'), RAB 31-Y 01 RAB 34-Y (l'), PaB 38-Y (1), RAB 46.Y (l'),
RAB 47.Y (1), RAB $3 Y (I), RAB 61LP 01 RAB 162-A

RAB 68-P All RAB 4 EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 24Y 01 RAB 31.Y 01 RAB 34-Y O'), RAB 38-Y 01 RAB 46 Y (I),
RAB 47 Y 01 RAB $3-Y (1), RAB 67-U (l'), RAB 16LA

,

RAB 76-W All TB 197-X 055)

RAB 77-V All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12E RAB 24Y O'), RAB 31.Y (l'), RAB 34-Y (l'),RAB 38-Y (1), RAB 46 Y (1),
RAB 47.Y (I'), RAB 53-Y O'), RAB 162- A,TB 75- AA (1)

RAB 79 U All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12 EE,RAB 24Y 01 RAB 31.Y O'), RAB %YU'). RAB 38-Y (l'), RAB 46-Y (1),
RAB 47-Y (I'), RAB 53-Y (Il RAB 67-U (Il RAB 65-P (11 RAB 16LA

RAB E6-G All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 87-H (18"), RAB 89-P 01 RAB IGA .

RAB E7 H AI! RAB 4-EE, RAS 12-EE, RAB 56-G 05"), RAB 89-P (11 RAB 162-A

RAB897 AB RAB 4E RAB ILEE.RAB 16LA

RAB 97-R All TB inX 055')

RAB 981 All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12-EE,RAB 24Y 01 RAB 31-Y O'), RAB 34-Y O'),RAB %Y O') RAB 46Y 0),
RAB 47-Y O'), RAB $3-Y 01 RAB 67 U O'), RAB GP (l'),RAB $6-G (18"), RAB 87-H O'),
RAB 95-0 (I), R AB 99-M O'), RAB 104N (11 RAB 114L 01 RAB 111101 RAB IGA, *

TB 197.X 055)

RAB 99-M All NONT

3.6-30
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Table 3.6-3 *

ANO-1 FLOOD SCENARIO PROPAGATION
(continued) !

i

!
!

Flood Flood 7 . - Zanes '

h.- sine
Zone

i

RAB 104N All NONE I

RAB 105-T All RAB 4-EE,RAB 12E RAB 24Y 01RAB 31 Y(11RAB %Y 01RAB 38-Y(l'),RAB 46 Y(l'), 5

RAB 47-Y(1), RAB 53-Y O') RAB 67-U (l') RAB 68-P(Il RAB 162. A TB 197-X 055)
|
|RAB 112-1 All NONE
t
s

RAB 124E A!! RAB l E 0'),RAB 2-E 0),RAB 4-EE,RAB 12-EE,RAB 24Y(l'),RAB 31-Y(11RAB 34 Y O'),- '{RAB 38-Y (l'), RAB 46-Y O'), RAB 47.Y (I'), RAB $3.Y O'), RAB 67-U (1), RAB 68-P (I'), *

RAB 125-E (l'), RAB 149 E (l'), RAB 162-A, TB 197-X 055') -

!
RAB 128-E A!! RAB l-E (l'),RAB 2-E 01 RAB 4 EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 24Y (l'), RAB 31-Y (l'),RAB 34-Y (Il

RAB 38-Y 0), RAB 46 Y O'), RAB 47 Y (r), RAB 53-Y (l'), RAB 67-U O'), RAB 68-P (l'), '

RAB 124E 01 RAB 12LE 0*),RAB 149-E 0'), RAB 162-A,TB 197-X 055')
;

1RAB 129-F All RAB 4-EE, RAB 10-EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 14E RAB 24Y 0), RAB 31.Y U*), RAB 34-Y (I') - !
RAB 38-Y O'), RAB 46-Y O*) RAB 47-Y (I'), RAB 53-Y (11 RAB 67-U (l'), RAB 68-P (1),

!
RAB 162- A, TB 197 X 055') and in Unit 2: RAB 2006-LI., RAB 2007-11, RAB 201a11,

[
RAB 2011-11. RAB 201411, RAB 2019-U 01 RAB 20324J, RAB 2044R O*), RAB 2055-D (1),
RAB 2063 DD 0), RAB 2068-DD (l'),RAB 2M2-R O*),RAB 2073-DD O'),RAB 2149-B,
RAB 2199-G O').TB 204LXX TB 2078-QQ 055') TB 2172 ZZ 055),TB 2177-YY,
TB 2178-AAA 055) TB 220aMM(355) i

' !
RAB 144 D All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 24Y (l'), RAB 31 Y (Il RAB 34-Y O'),RAB 38-Y O'), RAB 46 Y (l'), |

RAB 47-Y (I), RAB 53-Y (I), RAB 67-U O'), RAB 68-P (11 RAB 162 A !

RAB 149-E All RAB l-E 0'), RAB 4-EE,RAB 12 EE, RAB 24Y 01RAB 31 Y O'),RAB RY 01RAB 38-Y(l'). ;
RAB 46-Y 01 RAB 47-Y 01 RAB 53-Y 01RAB 67-U (l'), RAB 68 P 0), RAB 120 E (I),' ;*

RAB 125-E 0'),RAB 162-A,TB 197.X 055) !

RAB 157 B AII RAB 4-EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 24Y (r), RAB 31-Y O'), RAB %Y (l'), RAB 38-Y (11 RAB 46 Y (l'), [
RAB 47 Y 01RAB $3-Y(l'),RAB 67-U (l'),RAB 68-P(l'),RAB 159-B (l'),RAB 162 A, !
RAB 161B 0),RAB 168-B O')

RAB 159-B All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 2a Y 01 RAB 31-Y(l') RAB 34 Y U1 RAB 38-Y 01 RAB 46 Y O'),
RAB 47-Y O*), RAB 53-Y(11 RAB 67-U(11 RAB 68-P 0'),RAB 157 B O'),RAB 160 B (r), !RAB 161-B (I), RAB 162-A, RAB 163 B O*), RAB 168.B 0), TB 197-X (355)

{
$RAB 160 B /.11 RAB 4-EE,RAB 12-EE,RAB 24Y 01 RAB 31-Y(I'),RAB 34-Y 01RAB 38 Y 01RAB 46 Y O'), ;

RAB 47-Y O'),RAB 53-Y (IlRAB 67-U 0*) RAB 68-P(11RAB 159-B (l'),RAB 16LA,
I

TB 197-X (355) '

RAB 161-B All RAB 4-EE, RAB 12-EE, RAB 24Y 01 RAB 31-Y 01 RAB 34-Y (Il RAB 38-Y (11RAB 46 Y 0), I
RAB 47 Y 01 RAB 53 Y (r),RAB 67-U O'),RAB 68-P U1RAB 159-B (1),RAB 162 A, -

+

TB 197-X 055)

RAB 163-B All RAB 4R RAB 12E RAB 24Y (11 RAB 31-Y(r), RAB %Y 0),RAB 38-Y O'),RAB 46 Y O*), |
RAB 47-Y 0 *), RAB $3-Y (r), RAB 67-U (r), RAB 68-P (l'), RAB 159-B (l'), RAB 16LA !

TB7LW All TB 197-X 055')
1

TB75AA All RAB 78-BB O') TB 197-X (355') I

TB 175 CC All 13197 X Q55)

TB 187-DD . All NONE

TB 197 X A!! - RAB 76 W 0),TB 73-W 0),TB 75AA 0') TB 175-CC(65)
.

i

I

B
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hTable 3.6-3
ANO-1 FLOOD SCENARIO PROPAGATION ,

(continued)

w w ww
lainanan Sue
Zone

TFYD All " NONE=

VALI.T All "NONE"

O

:

1

:

i

!
!

|

|

0,
'l
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Table 3.6-4 )'-

ANO-1 INTERNAL FLOODING - SUMMARY OF SCENARIO RESULTS j

!

!

Zons %d Scenano Fmn! Sceano Cars :
'

Volume Sawat huunuan Feng. DuneseFsus. ' Ram &s

hht bdZme (enA) Ranis (peryr) WF) Caeemy j

BWST BWST 8 L 4.82502 0.00E+00 3 -!
'

ISTAKE IhTAKE 54,300 H 4.99503 NA 2
"I

i

RAB 4-EE 77,588 H 3.58503 <1.005-06 4 -|

RAB 10-EE 21,182 11 9.78 & O4 <l.00E-06 4

fRAB 12-EE 4,356 M 6.71505 <1.00506 4

RAB 14-E 28,152 H 1.30E-03 <1.00E-06 4

!
RAB 16-Y 106.496 L 5.47ED4 0.00E+00 3

fRAB 20 Y 182400 H 1.41503 cl.00E 06/<1.00506 4
;

|RAB 31.Y 12.600 M 1.94504 <1.00506 4

RAB 34.Y 20.304 H 9.38E-04 <l.tDE4kl.00LO6 4 |

RAB 38-Y 10.800 H 4.99504 <1.00EM/<l.00606 4
'

RAB 46-Y 13,293 H 6.14504 <l.(KE 06 4 !

fRAB $3-Y 27,700 M 4 r E-04 <l.00506 4
|

RAB 67-U 87.363 M 1.35E-03 <1.00E-06 4 't
;

RAB 68-P 3,648 L 1.87E-05 <1.00506 4 ;

{RAB 76-W 9.216 M I.42504 cl.00E-06 4

RAB 77-V 12.950 M 1.99504 <l.00506 4 ,

I
RAB 79-U 21.668 H 1.00E-03 <lDDE-06 4

.

f

RAB 36-G 25.272 M 3.89E-04 NA 2 ?

RAB 87-H 29,664 M 4.57504 NA 2

RAB 89-P 9,312 M 1.43504 <1.00E-06 4 -t.

!

-RAB 97-R 16,464 L 8.45LOS cl.00606 3 e

IRAB 98J 18.242 M 2.81E-04 . NA 2
I

RAB 105-T 8,349 L 4.29505- NA 2

'RAB 112-1 21,450 M 3.30E-04 0.00E+00 3 f

f
RAB 120-E 16,740 M 2.58E 04 ODCE+00 3 'j

i

RAB 128.E 48.600 M 7.48E-04 0.00E+00 3

RAB 129-F 42,192 L 117LO4 <1.00506 4 ;

!{RAB 144-D 12,852 L 6.60LQ5 0.00E+00 3

RAB' 149-E 49,176 L 2.52504 NA 2- .,

I

?

3.6-33
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hTable 3.6-4
| ANO-1 INTERNAL FLOODING - SUMMARY OF SCENARIO RESULTS

(continued)

Zans Flood scar.ano FoalScenano Cars
Vohere Soua ina=u= Frog. Dunage Freg. Resuha

Bwkimg Flood Zone (atf4 Radng (peryr) (per yr) Cagory

RAB 157-B 40,278 M 6.20L04 <1.00506 4

RAB 159-B 262.500 M 4.04503 0.00E+00 3

I RAB 160.B 22.320 L 1.15E-04 <!.00E-06 4
1

RAB 161-B 99,360 M 1.53 & O3 CDDE+00 3

RAB 163-B 43,074 M 6.63504 040E+00 3

TB 73.W 43.740 11 8 56E-05 <1.00E-06 4

TB 75 AA 183,808 M I24LO4 <1.00E-06 4

TB 175-CC 12,600 M E.50E06 <1.00E-06 4

TB 187-DD 13,870 M 9.36E-06 0.00E+00 3

TB 197-X 7.146,296 H 1.45E-C2 cl.00E-06 4

VAla.T VAULT 9,450 M 2.90E-04 0.00E+00 3

'

|

NOTES:

For zones RAB 20-Y,34-Y, and 38-Y, the final scenario core damage frequency is given
in small/large flood results. This was done to remove the ultra-conservatism of running
the large flood with the full flood scenario initiation frequency.

i

I

|

1

.

O
|

|

|
:
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Table 3,6-5

ANO-1 FLOOD SCENARIO SOURCES AND TIMING CALCULATIONS (Rd3.6-81

Maurn==
Mauro=n sysen w-- res .

Ibad Pts Pressus Fked Flow Spilkwwno
trudadon Danner (psia)or Ra= ESFrauha Raference
Zare (in.) Flow (gpm) (spen) (rna) Drawing Ranarts

BWST 11,459

ISTAKE 13,000

RAB 4-EE 12 SW MAX 13,000 32 8 M 46 R 15 2 a Rami

RAB 10 EE 12 SW MAX 13,000 40.2 M 46,R-15
,

'

RAB 12-EE 8 36 11,459 INFINITE M-46 R-15 BWST Head
S s:an vol3

<400,000 gal ,

*

RAB 14-EE 12 SW MAX 13,000 41.92 M #A R-15

RAB 16-Y 1,462

RAB23Y 12 SW MAX 13,000 32.8 M-45,R 19

RAB 31 Y 10 SW MAX 13,000 32.8 M 45,R-19

RAB 34-Y I8 SW MAX 13,000 32.9 M-45, R-19

RAB 38 Y 6 SW MAX 13,000 32.8 M-38 R-16 2: Raiad

RAB 46-Y 10 SW MAX 13,000 328 M-38 R 16

RAB 53-Y 10 SW MAX 13,000 32.8 M-45,R 19 ;

RAB 67-U 8 SW MAX 13,000 32.8 M 44,R 17

RAB 6b-P 6 SW MAX 13,000 32.8 M 44 R-17

RAB 76.W 10 1CW MAX 11,538 74.4 433, Sh.1, R-14

RAB 77.V 18 MFW MAX 28,000 ISTISTIE E33,SLI,R-14 Sys vol <300,030

8 51 {

RAB 79-U 10 SW MAX 13,000 32.8 R44,R-17

RABIM3 6 SWMAX 13,000 32 8 M-43, R-13

RAB 87.H 6 SW MAX 13,000 32.8 M-43, R-13

RAB 89-P 6 SW MAX 13,000 32.8 M-43 R 13
<

*

RAB 97-R 3 150 3,289 129.8 Walldowns

RAB 9&J 2 150 1,462 292D M465 R-9

#

RAB IQS-T 3 150 550 776.2 M-32,R 14 per Ref 3.6-5

RAB 112-1 1.5 150 822 $19.3 4219.R 61 |

'

RAB 120-E 2.5 150 2,284 186.9 M-42, R-13

RAB 128-E 6 150 13.157 32.44 M-42,R-13

RAB 129-F 2.5 150 2,284 186.92 E221 R 39
.

3.6-35
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Table 3.6-5
ANO-1 FLOOD SCENARIO SOURCES AND TIMING CALCULATIONS *d3MI

(continued)

Maiman
Muimun Sysurn Mahnma Tame to ,

Fbod Pge Pressum Fked Flow Spi!kwera ;

truuance Dameur (psia)or Raw ESFsauha Rdemuz
Zone (et) Fbw(spm) (spm) (min.) Drswing Rmatts

RAB 144-D 2 150 1,442 292.0 14219 R41

R AB 149-E 2 150 1,462 292.0 M-219. R41

RAB 157-B 2.5 150 2284 156.9 M41.R 13

RAB 159-B 4 150 5,560 763 Wa!bbwns
,

RAB 160 B 1 !$0 365 1,169.6 M-463 R-7

RAB 161-B 4 CHH1 MAX 2.214 192.8 M-41.R-13

RAB 163 B 3 150 3.289 129.8 M-41. R-13
.

TB 73 W 24 490 51,978 NA M-24, R-13 X ratad ibw-3 |

pumps

TB 75- AA 10 ICW MAX 11.538 NA M.15,R-14 -

TB 175-CC 10 SW MAX 13,000 NA M 15,R 14

TB 187 DD 3.289

TB 197 X 96 10 382,000 NA M-209,5h.2 R 25 X rated flow- 1
pump

VAtl.T 3 150 3.289 NA

5

0
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TABLE 3.6-5 NOTES: '

SW hiAX - This is the maximum flow expected from two service water pumps in operation
given a rupture in the system. It is based on two times the rated flow (6500 gpm) of the SW -

pumps. It is assumed that the plant is operated with three SW pumps in operation
(summer 6me operations) with one pump aligned to ACW. A rupture of a pipe will most
likely occur in either loop I or loop II. hiost of the flow then will be out of the ruptured
loop with the other loop contributing little flow. The flood flowrate has been taken to be two
times the rated flow for consen'atism.

ICW hiAX - This is the maximum flow expected from the ICW system given a rupture in the
system (Unit 1 STM).

PRESSURE - When a pressure is specified in the above table the flow (unless otherwise
noted) corresponds to the maximum possible out of a pipe of the stated diameter and pressure
per Bernoulli's equation. Q = 29.841*d^2*P^0.5.

hiAXIMUM PRESSURE - Fire water, chill water, and plant heating piping were assumed to
be at 150 psia. This is a conservative assumption which eliminates a considerable amount of '

time to find the pipe of maximum pressure for these small pipe systems.

I PUhiP CAPACITY - For TB 73-W and TB 197-X, the pump capacities for condensate and
- circulation water were taken from the Unit I plant data book.

SPILLOVER TIME - The time to spill over to the ESF vaults is based on the free volume on
the 317' elevation up to the first spillover point into the DHR vaults (9.75' above the 317'

;

elevation or 57,072.3 cubic feet). Spillover time for zones 10-EE and 14-EE is based on time ;

for flood to fill the initiator zone, then fill open area on 317' to spillover point in the other ESF
vault.

1

)

I
i

;

i
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T 3.7 FRONT.END RESULTS AND SCREENINGj
This section summarizes the ANO-1 PRA results with respect to the screening guidance for
reporting given in Genede Letter 88-20 and Nb1EG-1335.

3.7.1 Amlication of Generic Iztter Screening Criteria

Generic Ixtter 88-20 (GL 88-20) and NUREG-1335 provide two altemative criteria for repciting
the results of IPEs. The first approach, defined in the generic letter, defines reporting entena ori
the basis of functional sequences. The alternative approach desedbed in NUREG-1335 utilizes
systemic sequences. The ANO-1 PRA model utilizes a functional event tree approach which
results in accident sequences which are based on the functional failures which lead to core
damage. For functional sequence groupings, the generic letter provides the following screening
criteria for reponing IPE results:

1. Any functional sequence that contributes 1 x 10-6 or more per reactor year (rx-yr)
to core damage,

2. Any functional sequence that contributes 5% or more to the total core damage
frequency,

3. Any functional sequence that has a core damage frequency greater than or equal to
1 x 10-6/rx-yr and that leads to containment failure which can result in a
radioactive release magnitude greater than or equal to PWR-4 release category of
WASH-1400,

n

( ) 4. Any functional sequences that contribute to a containment bypass frequency in
' excess of 1 x 10-7/rx-yr, or

5. Any functional sequences that the utility determines from previous applicable
PRAs or by utility engincedng judgment to be important contributors to core
damage frequency or poor containment performance.

As described in section 3.1, the ANO-1 PRA utilizes a total of 13 functional accident sequences
for binning the results of the detailed PRA models. In addition, other accidents such as ATWS,
ISLOCA and intemal flooding were evaluated separately in scoping analyses. For the purposes of
reporting, these events have been reponed as separate " functional" groups.

A summary of the total core damage frequency contribution of the dominant IPE functional
groups is provided in Table 3.5.4-6. Table 3.7-1 summanzes the comparison of each of the
dominant the functional groups to the GL 88-20 screening criteria. A total of 8 functional groups
have been considered to meet at least one of the screening criteria for reponing.

The following section provides a discussion of each of the functional sequences identified as
meeting the screening criteria provided in Appendix 2 of Generic Letter 88-20. This discussion
includes a concise desedption of accident progression, s@c key assumptions, sensitive
assumptions and parameters, applicable human recovery acnons and identifies any equipment
subjected to environmental conditions beyond their design basis. In some cases, for case of
description, the functional sequence has been subdivided into types (or groups) of cutsets which
were significant contributors to the sequence. The propagation of these functional sequences
beyond core damage and into the back-end analysis is discussed in Section 4.,m.

s
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3.7.1.1 TBF - Transient-initiated events followed by loss of effective primary to secondary giheat removal and failure of HPI cooling in the injection phase

|The largest contributor to core damage frequency at ANO-1 is the functional sequence TBF. His ,

sequence involves transient initiated events with loss of effective secondary heat removal Lough ;
the steam generators and failure of HPI cooling (feed-and-bleed cooling) in the injection phase.
The TBF sequence contributes roughly 2.3 x 10-5 per reactor year (48%) to the tota, core ,

damage frequency. !

He normal (and preferred) response after a reactor trip is for the plant to stabilize at hot {
shutdown conditions with heat removal provided by the steam generators. Under most
conditions, this is accomplished by using the Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) to pmvide forced
circulation of the reactor coolant and main feed water (MFW) to pmvide makeup to the steam
generators. Under some conditions the RCPs are lost; however, reactor coolant flow is
maintained by natural circulation. In addition, MFW may not always be available. In these cases, '

the two trains of safety-related emergency feed water (EFW) will automatically start and provide
makeup feed water to the steam generators. In the unlikely event both MFW and EFW are
unavailable, the operators can manually start and align an auxiliary feed water (AFW) pump to
provide makeup.

In the rare scenarios where all feed water is lost to the steam generator (MFW, EFW and AFW),
the plant emergency operating procedures direct the plant operators to initiate HPI cooling.
Successful HPI cooling requires one HPI pump mnning before core uncovery (within 40 to 60
minutes ofloss of all feed water). Once the core is uncovered, core damage and eventual vessel
failure will occur if core cooling is not restored. The impact of mitigating actions after core
uncovery but before vessel failure was conservatively assessed as a part of the containment

.

performance or "back-end" analysis described in section 4 (it should be noted that only minimal
containment performance related recoveries were utilized).

For the purposes of reporting, the TBF sequence has been divided into six types, as described in
Table 3.7-2. These types represent groups of cutsets found to be representative of the dominant
TBF cutsets. As such, the percentage contribution of each of these types is based on a resiew of
the dominant cutsets (top 100) from the pit.nt model (see section 3.5.4). The actual percentages

.
may vary slightly from these estimates if more cutsets were considered.

3.7.1.1.1 TBF-1 - Station Blackout involving failure of both trains of emergency AC power
followed by EFWfailure

ne TBF-1 cutsets comprise two basic groups; (1) those involving late EFW failure due to battery +

discharge and (2) those involving EFW independent failure. Station blackout events involve loss
of off site power followed by loss of all onsite AC power (i.e., both emergency diesel generators
(EDGs)). In the case of TBF-1 group (1) cutsets, core damage is due to the loss of core cooling
following EDG failures and unsuccessful EFW operation. Train A EFW is capable of operating
without AC power. However, DC control power is required and, if the EDGs are unavailable, the
batteries are expected to deplete after approximately 2 hours. j

nus, the TBF-1 group (1) cutsets involve core uncovery events occurring about 3 hours after the
'
i

initial loss of off-site power followed by loss of EDGs. The 3 hour time frame is based on 2 hours
to discharge batteries and one hour to uncover the core. In some cases, involving delayed EDG i

failures, the time to core uncovery would be more than 3 hours.

In the case of TBF-1 group (2) cutsets, core damage occurs due to an early loss of core cooling !
with EDG failures and EFW failures (e.g., Train A EFW failure to start).

i

I
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'Ihe main recovery action credited in the TBF-1 cutsets involves restoration of off-site power. If

( off-site power is restored, recovery from the station blackout is virtually assured. However, since
core uncovery occurs within less than one hour in TBF-1 group (2) scenarios, the likelihood of
recovery is much lower than in the TBF-1 group (1) scenarios. The Offsite Power Recovery I
Analysis explicitly accounted for these timing effects in cutsets initiated by the loss of off-site
power. The Offsite Power Recovery Analysis is discussed in Appendix D.

3.7.1.1.2 TBF-2 -Loss of 4150V AC Bus A3 with subsequent steam generator overfill
and independent faiNre of the unaffected HPI train

The cutseir in group TBF-2 contain a loss of 4160V AC bus A3 (red AC train) as the initiating
event 'Mt . subsequent failures leading to loss of the entire red train of AC power. The loss of5

AC be, A3 has been conservatively modeled to result in a steam-generator overfill scenario due to
loss of MFW flow control. The overfill disables the turbine-driven EFW pump and independent
failure of the remaining HPI train leads to core uncovery.

The recovery action credited for TBF-2 events it.,>olves terminat;on of the overfill event before
j

waterreaches the steam lines. 4

| 3.7.1.1.3 TBF-3 -Transient-initiated events followed by failure of the main generatorlockout
| relay combined with independent failures of the EDGs followed by EFW

failure

The cutsers in group TBF-3 are similar to those of TBF-1, however TBF-3 cutsets are initiated byi

j a simple transient event followed by failure of a DC breaker which locks out off-site power
! through the main generator protective system. When followed by independent failures of the

,

(] EDGs, this results m a plant-centered station blackout. Core damage results when, as in TBF-1, l

,

'

| this is followed by either independent or battery depletion induced EFW failure.'

1

Although generic plant-centered station blackouts were within the scope of the Offsite Power
Recovery Analysis (Appendix D), specific plant failure mechanisms were also conservatively '

included in the ANO-1 PRA model. For these specific events, recovery actions focused on
restoration of the DC breaker or restoration of the EDGs.

!
3.7.1.1.4 TBF-4 -Transient-initiated events followed by failure of an AC train to transfer to

off-site power combined with independent failure of the EDG and the
unaffected HPI train

The TBF-4 cutsets involve a similar scenario rt :he TBF-2 cutsets, except that the initiator is a
simple trar.sient (rather than loss of an AC bus) followed by random failure of bus Al to transfer
to off-site power. This is followed by independent failure of EDG-1, resulting in complete loss of
the red tram of AC power.

The TBF-4 events progress similarly to the TBF-2 events: the loss of the red train of AC powe-
leads to steam generator overfill which disables the turbine driven EFW pump. Independent
failure of the green HPI train then leads to core damage.

The recovery est credited for TBF-4 events involves local manually opening / closing breakers
required to restoruff-site power to the red train AC busses.

v
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3.7.1.1.5 TBF-5 -Transients-initiated by loss of the power conversion system followed by g'
independent EFW and HPI failures ;

,

;

The TBF-5 cutsets are initiated by loss of the power conversion system which disables MFW.
This is followed by random failures of both EFW usins and operator failure to initiate HPI
cooling, leading to core damage due the absence of any effecuve means of core cooling.

Recoveries aimed at restoration of EFW flow were applied to the TBF-5 cutsets as appropriate.
~

3.7.1.1.6 TBF-6 -Transient-initiated events followed by failure open of a MFW block valve
and independent EFW and HPI failures

The TBF-6 cutse:s are similar to the TBF-2 cutsets, except the overfill event is initiated by a stuck
open MFW block valve following a transient in which the MFW pumps are assumed to continue
operating. This is followed by random failures of the motor driven EFW pump train and opNor
failure to initia:e HPI cooling, leading to core damage due the absence of any effective means of
core cooling.

,.

The recovery action credited for TBF-6 events involves termmation of the overfill event by
tripping the MFW pumps before water reaches the steam lines.

3.7.1.2 TBX -Transient-initiated events followed by loss of effective primary to secondary
heat removal and failure of HPI coohng during recirculation
fmm the reactor building sump

De TBX sequence represents the founh highest functional sequence core damage frequency at
ANO-1. This sequence is initiated by a transient followed by a loss of all primary to secondary ,

heat removal via the steam generators, followed by successful HPI cooling, and ending with
failure of recirculation from the reactor building sump. De TBX sequence contributes roughly
3.6 x 10-6 per reactor year (8%) to the total core damage frequency.

The TBX accident progression is similar to that described for TBF sequences. except that in the ,

TBX scquence HPI cooling is successful during the injection phase and fails during recirculation
imm the reactor building sump. No credit has been assumed for achieving cold shut down
conditions prior to BWST inventory depletion since the decay heat removal system requ'ues many ,

of the same LPI components necessary for sump recirculation.

When the BWST is reduced in level to approximately 6 ft., the olant <= err' ors are duccted to
realign the HPI pump suction to the discharge of an LPI pump % + b urn lined-up to take
suction fmm the reactor building sump. Success of the recircul stion requires one HPI
pump and one LPI pump. Once recirculation of coolant frocn the reae.or build;ng sump fails, core
uncovery occurs within one hour. After the core is uncovered, core damage and subsequent
vessel failure will occur if core cooling is not restored.

The dominant cutsets of TBX are initiated by loss of 4160V AC bus A3. Main feed water and
EFW fail by a combination of the initiator and steam generator overfill (e.g. turbine driven pumps
failure due to steam generator overfill and the motor driven EFW pump failed due to loss of A3
power supply to the flov control valves). HPI cooling is assumed successful prior to ir.Wien of
the recirculation rr' ode, and core damage results as a direct consequence of LPI puny < valve
failures or service wate- dependencies of the LPI pumps. This category of failures is sislar to -

TBF.2, and the recovery action credited is the same (i.e., terminadon of the overfill event before gwater reaches the steam lines).
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The other TBX cutsets are initiated by a transient followed by failure of an AC bus to transfer to
off-site power, independent failure of the same train's EDG and independent failum of the
unaffected LPI train. These cutsets are similar to those in TBF-4, and the recovery action is the
same (i.e., local manually closing / opening the breakers required to restore off-site power to the ;

red train AC buses). j

3.7.1.3TQU - Transient-irdtiated events followed by subsequent failures which induce a small |
LOCA and failure to adequately provide HPI coolant injection !

This sequence represents a transient-induced LOCA due to an RCS integrity failure in some
location other thm the steam generator. A loss of all SW occurs either as the initiating event or
as the result of SW system failures following the initiator. He loss of all SW results in the loss of
both HPI and ICW. Continued operation of the RCPs without HPI seal injection or ICW seal
cooling is exaected to cause RCP seal failures (i.e., a small LOCA) if termination of RCP
operation is celayed signincantly. The subsequent loss of RCS inventory and the inability to
makeup this inventory via the HPI system leads to core damage. He TQU sequence frequency is
approximate'y 4.4 x 10-6/rx-yr and contributes roughly 9% of the total core damage frequency.

In the TQU sequence, core uncovery occurs about one hour after the initiating event. Once the
core is uncovered, core damage and subsequent vessel failure will occur if core cooling is not
restored. Increased reactor building pressure will likely reach the ESAS 4 psig Reactor Building
Fan Cooling system trip setpoint. However, for the dominant TQU cutsets both RBFC trains are
expected to fail, since SW is not available in these cutsets. Because the fan cooling system fails,
the RBS system is expected to actuate; however, without SW it is also expected to fail, due to the
absence of cooling. Therefore it can be seen that a loss of service water has a significant impact

() on both the potential for core damage and the associated containment response.

3.7.1.4 SX - Small LOCA with failure of recirculation of coolant fmm the
reactor building sump

This sequence represents a small LOCA in the RCS pressure boundary in some location other
than the steam generator that exceeds normal chrging flow but does not fully depressurize the
reactor vessel. Core damage results from the failure to recirculate coolant from the reactor
building sump by HPI ard LPI operating in tandem (" piggy-back" operation). He SX sequence

'
,

contributes roughly 1.2 x 10-5/rx-yr (26%) to the total core damage frequency.

As discussed in section 3.1.1.4, a small LOCA for the ANO-1 PRA is a break in the RCS greater
than approximately 3/4 inches in equivalent diameter but less than approximately 4 inches in
equivalent diameter. The dominant SX cutsets are characterized by the availalility of EFW. For
the smaller range of the SLOCA break size , the availability of EFW results in a significantly
longer time available for coolant recirculation recovery (appmximately 1.5 hours) than the 30
minutes assumed as iSc. Use of the 30 minute available recovery time applicable for the larger
range of the SLOCA ureak size is conservative, as is use of the imtiating event frequency for the

'

smaller range. Recognition of the additional time for recovery of the smaller range of the SLOCA
break size and recognition of the smaller initiating event frequency for the larger range of the
SLOCA break size would notably reduce the probability of core damage for the SX sequence.

Once recirculation fails, core uncovery occurs within one hour. After the core is uncovered, core
damage and subsequent vessel failure will occur if core cooling is not restored. For the purposes
of renorting, the SX sequence has been divided into three types as described in Table 3.7-3.
hen types represent groups of cutsets found to be representative of the dominant r'itsets. As

[a) such, the percentage contribution of each of these types is based on a review of 11. am ninant
s

cutsets (top 100) from the plant model (see section 3.5.4). The actual percentages o y vary
slightly from these estimates if more cutsets were considered.

.
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3.7.1.4.1 SX-1 - Small LOCA with LPI pump failures disabling recirculation of coolant &
from the reactor building sump T

De cutsets in SX-1 are characterized by early loss of the LPI pumps (or an LPI and HPI pump,
for a minor subset). Although the failures are early and readily detectable (over three hours poor
to sum ) recirculation), the recovery potential has been conservatively minimized due to the
relative y short time of 30 minutes assumed for SLOCA recovery. Operator recovery actions that
have been credited include local manual opening of LPI lube oil cooler service water isolation
valves. Another conservatism in the SX-1 cutsets is conmative omission of failed component
recovery, as discussed in EPRI NSAC 161 [Ref. 3.7-10]. With the significant time available for
recovery (appmximately five hours), restoration of failed components is considered credible.

3.7.1.4.2 SX-2 - Small LOCA with LPI suction valve failures disabling recirculation of
coolant from the reactor building sump

The cutsets in SX-2 are characterized by failure of the reactor building sump suction path (suction
valve failure, suction plugging, operator transfer failure), detected upon the attempt to transfer
suction to the sump. Although less readily recoverable than the previous SX group, the SX-2
recovery potential is still considered to be conservative due to the relatively short time of 30
minutes assumed for SLOCA recovery. Minimal operator recovery actions have been credited for
this sequence group. Operator recovery actions that have been credited include local manual
opening of LPI reactor building sump isolation valves.

3.7.1.4.3 SX-3 - Small LOCA with LPI pump and suction valve failures disabling
recirculation of coolant from the reactor building sump

The cutsets in SX-3 are characterized by an early failure of an LPI pump (or an HPI pump, for a hminor subset) and a failure of a reactor building sump suction path (e.g. one train lost by SX-1
type failures and one train lost by SX-2 type failures). These cutsets are considered to be
conservative from several regards. First, pump failure due to loss of lube oil cooling is modeled
as occurring quickly. The engineers familiar with the requirements for these ? umps have indicated
that the service water dependency of the lube oil cooling is low (i.e. minima. flow required), such
that the failure timing is conservative. In addition, the requirement for service water cooling has
been modeled conservatively from a minimum success criteria perspective. That is, service water
diversions into the ACW or ICW system have been treated as a failure of the effected service
water loop cooling of the LPI and HPI pumps (even though only rmnimal flow is rec;uired).
Similar timing and success criteria conservansms exist for these flow diversions as for LPI ;ube cil
cooling. Lastly, the SX-3 cutsets contain an operable LPI/HPI pump combination and an
operable sump suction path, but on opposite trains. Credit has conservatively not been taken for
realigning the operable portions of the two trains to provide successful coolant recirculation
because this action is not defined procedurally. Operator recovery actions that have been credited
include local manual opening of LPI reactor building sump isolation valves.

3.7.1.5 SU - Small LOCA with faih. e to adequately provide injection of coolant from
the HPI Pumps

This sequence represents a small LOCA in the RCS pressure toundary in some location other
than the steam generator that exceeds normal charging flow but does not fully depressurize the
reactor vessel. Core damage results from the failure to inject coolant from the BWST using the
HPI pumps. The SU sequence contributes roughly 2.8 x 10-6/rx-yr (6%) to the total core
damage frequency.

O
.
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The dominant SU cutsets are characterized by the avadabdity of EFW. Therefore the sameO recovery timing and break size conservatisms described for the SX sequence are applicable to the ;
SU sequence. Removal of the associated conservatisms would notably reduce the pmbability of
core damage for the SU sequence.

Once injection fails, core uncovery occurs in approximately three quaners of an hour. After the
core is uncovered, core damage and subsequent vessel failure will occur if core cooling is not
restored. For the purposes of reporting, the SU sequence has been divided into three types as
described in Table 3.7-4. Rese types represent groups of cutsets found to be representative of
the dominant cutsets. As such, the percentage contribution of each of these types is based on a
review of the dominant cutsets (top 100) from the plant model (see section 3.5.4). De actual
percentages may vary from these estimates if more cutsets were considered.

3.7.1.5.1 SU-1 - Small LOCA with HPI suction valve failures disabling injection of
coolant fmm the BWST ;

The cursets in SU-1 are characterized by early loss of the HPI pumps due to failure of the suction
valves at the outlet of the BWST. Core damage results since no significant altemate sources of
injection coolant exist. The only available recovery action in SU group 1 cutsets is to attempt to
manually overcome these suction valve failures locally.

| 3.7.1.5.2 SU-2 - Small LOCA with HPI pump failures disabling injection of coolant
I from the BWST

The cutsets in SU-2 are characterized by early loss of the HPI pumps directly or as a result of a
loss of the service water pumps (loss of HPI pump lube oil cooling). Core damage results since

O both the HPI and service water systems have a back-up or stand-by pump. The primary recovery
utilized in SU group 2 cutsets is to align the stand-by pump to one of the failed trains. He
conservatisms previously noted regarding the conservative modeling of service water flow
diversion failures and HPI lube oil cooling dependency are also applical.le for this and the next SU
type.

3.7.1.5.3 SU-3 - Small LOCA with HPI pump and suction valve failures disabling
injection of coolant from the BWST

The cutsers in SU-3 are characterized by an early failure of an HPI pump (or a service water
pump) and a failure of a BWST suction path (e.g. one train lost by SU-1 type failures and one
tram lost by SU-2 type failures), leading to core damage due to the absence of coolant injection.
The primary means of recovery for these cutsets is to realign the operable portions of the two HPI
trains to pmvide successful coolant recirculation.

3.7.1.6 RX - Steam Generator Tube Rupture followed by a failure of long-term
Steam Generator isolation and heat removal

his sequence includes an assumed guillotine steam generator tube rupture causing a reactor trip
on low RCS pressure followed by a failure to isolate the affected steam generator and a failure to
achieve cold shutdown before the BWST empties. De total RX sequence is calculated to bc 9.2
x 10-8/rx-yr and contributes approximately 0.2% to the plant's total core damage frequency. This
sequence differs from the transient and SLOCA sequences discussed above in that the fission
product releases associated with RX are not mitigated by containment systems (i.e., the
containment is bypassed). For this reason, the core damage frequency screening criteria for the
"R" sequences core melt frequencies is 1 x 10-7/rx-yr, an order of magnhude lower than theO level-1 sequences discussed above.
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This sequence represents delayed core damage, since pdmary-to. secondary heat removal is
successful. And, since the BWST is available to make up RCS inventory (SGTR flow is assumed
to be initially 432 gpm at normal RCS pressure) and high pressure injection has not failed, the
time available to recover from the transient depends on the BWST inventory. He rupture flow !

will be greatly reduced by the time an attempt is made to align for DHR cooling of the RCS (since
the pdmary-to-secondary pressure differential will be decreased to approximately 280 psid or
less). Once the BWST is depleted, core uncovery occurs in excess of 2 hours. After the core is
uncovered, core damage and subsequent vessel failure will occur if core cooling is not restored. i

he most likely cutset for this sequence includes the tube rupture initiator, a failure to isolate the
faulted steam generator as a result of a failure ofits MSIV to close, a failure of other valves in the
steam line to isolate, and a failure of the DHR suction valves from the RCS to open. His cutset
contributes approximately one-half of the total RX sequence frequency. The other dominant RX
cursets are similar but involve a stuck open steam generator safety relief valve instead of
unisolated steam line valves and other DHR system failures. Recovery actions credited for this
sequence include gagging the MSSV when failure to isolate the SG is due ;o the MSSV failing to
close, local manually manipulating the DHR suction valves, and suppl ing SW (service water)

'
3 ;

flow from the swing SW pump when LPI pump failures are due to SW flew diversion or failure of
one of the SW pumps to provide cooling.

3.7.1.7 ISLOCAs - Interfacing System Loss of Coolant Accidents with subsequent
failures due to inadequate inventory for recirculation from the
contamment sump

The ISLOCA functional sequence described in this section initially exceeded the screening g!criterion of 1 x 10-7/rx-yr for core damage with containment bypass frequency. Although the ,

itotal of all ISLOCA sequences contributes only a small fraction to the overall core damage
f rquency, these sequences involve leak paths fmm containment. Thus, the ISLOCA sequences
involve a significant potential for early large release of fission products.

Five ISLOCA scenarios were identified as potential containment bypass events, as discussed in
Appendix C. However, only one scenario, the RCP seal cooler tube rupture exceeded the
screening criteria. A review of this ISLOCA scenario inaicated that it may have the greatest I
potential to introduce an ISLOCA path at ANO-1, although the leak path is small (approximately i

square 1" in area) and the initiator frequency is believed to be conservative.

His scenario involves a rupture of an RCP seal cooler tube that allows high pressure RCS
coolant to flow into the low pressure ICW system. The resulting high ICW system pressures lead
to a ICW pipe break upstream of the outboard containment isolation valve CV-2214 outside
containment. This scenario includes the random failure of the inboard containment isolation
valve, CV-2215, to close. If operators are unsuccessfulin depressurizing the RCS to atmospheric <

'

conditions prior to BWST depletion, then a loss of injection capability eccurs that will eventually
lead to core uncovery. His event, as originally assessed, did not include the human recoverv of
depressurizing the plant to atmospheric conditions due to the LPI/DHR room drain line
arrangement. The drain lines essentially connected the rooms to the rest of the auxiliary building
allowing the pumps to potentially be failed by the leaking RCS coolant. This configuration
resulted in a core damage frequency above the screening criterion. A procedure change to
eliminate this sensitivity was proposed to maintain the lines closed during normal operation via
manual isolation valves. This change has been subsequently implemented, allowing the
application of the previously mentioned human recovery and a corresponding reduction in the
total ISLOCA core damage frequency from 3.0E-6/rx-yr to 6.0E-8/rx-yr, which is below the 1 x g,
10-7/rx-yr screening criteria. W
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3.7.1.8 Internal Floods - Intemal Flood events followed by loss of effective pdmary to secondary(q heat removal and failure of HPI cooling during recuculation/
"

from the reactor building sump

De intemal flooding functional sequence described in this section initially exceeded the screening
criterion of 1 x 10-6/rx-yr for core damage frequency. Sixty distinct flood zones were identified
and evaluated to assess the impact of intemal flooding at ANO-1. However, only two flood
zones (RAB 38-Y and RAB 46-Y) exceeded the screening criteda. Rese scenarios involve i
floods that initiate in the Emergency Feedwater pump area or in the 1.ower South Piping
Penetration area, but can propagate into the ECCS pump rooms via sump drain line isolanon
valves that were maintained m a normally open position. j

;

%e flood and subsequent propagation can impact portions of both the EFW and LPI systems. |
These flood scenarios were initially quantified with the ECCS pump room sump drain valves ;

open. De drain lines essentially connected the rooms to the rest of the auxiliary buildmg allowing i

the pumps to potentially be failed by propagation of the intemal flood. His configuration
resu:ted m an intemal flood related core damage frequency above the IPE screening criterion. A
procedure change to eliminate this sensitivity was proposed to maintain the lines closed during
normal operation via manual isolation valves. This change has been subsequently implemented,
eliminating the intemal flood propagation path. The corresponding reduction in the total intemal
flooding core damage frequency, from 7.5E-6/rx-yr to 8.1E-7/rx-yr, shows that this functional
sequence is below the 1 x 10-6/rx-yr screening criteria.

3.7.2 Vulnerability Screening

One of the main purposes of the IPE process is the identification of plant-specific vulnerabilities to
(_) severe accidents. As part of the IPE requirement, the NRC has mquested that each utility review
V their IPE results in order to determine whether such a vulnerability exists at their plant. However,

the NRC has not defined what constitutes a vulnerability. Instead, the NRC has left this dermition
up to each utility to establish in its IPE submittal. The purpose of this section is to describe the
review process undertaken in determining whether ANO 1 tras any plant-specific severe accident
vulnerabilities (including the vulnerability definition that has been chosen for the ANO IPE). Due
to the differences in the nature of the analyses and the significant difference in levels of
uncertainty, the ANO-1 vulnerability screening has been divided into two parts, Front-end
screening (described below) and Back-end screening (described in section 4.9).

De overall methodology employed for vulnerability screening in the ANO-1 IPE is that suggested
by NUMARC 91-04 [Ref. 3.7-3], which consists of a graded review process to identify areas
warranting additional scrutiny. This review sc utiny is at least two-fold in nature:

(1) To remove over-conservatisms utilized in the initial IPE quantification process to
simplify the analysis complexity that, if not refined, skew the perceived risk incorrectly
(recovery modeling in general and specifically the modeling ngor utilized to accumtely
reflect the potential of recovering offsite power, desedbed in section 3.5, are good
examples of this kind of over-conservatism removal).

(2) To identify valid plant-specific potential procedural and hardware improvements,
unique safety features and IPE model improvements. His last item is important to
cesntinuously " sharpen" the accuracy of the plant risk perspective as a natural element
of the iterative nature of the process and the programmatic intent to maintain the
ANO-1 IPE/PRA as a "living model".

p() Tables 3.7-5 and 3.7-6, ar' opted from NUMARC 91-04, identify the screening review criteria
utilized for the ANO-1 IPE. The definition of a plant-specific vulnerability has been defined for
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the ANO-1 IPE as any condition satisfying the CDFs in the top evaluation category of Table 3.7-5
or 3.7-6 (that is not artificially increased by conservative assumptions regarding uncenain plant
response or phenomena). Specifically, sequence groups with a valid mean core damage
frequency (CDF) greater than 1 x 104 per reactor year or CET endstate groups with a valid
mean CDF with containment failure: bypass greater than 1 x 10-5 per reactor year are
considered to represent a plant-specific vulnerability. This is consistent with the NUMARC
review criteria and the NRC's Safety Goal Policy Statement [Ref. 3.7-4] and corresponding core
damage frequency objective of 1 x 104/rx-yr.

De > 50% total CDF per sequence group and >10% large release or >20% total CDF per CET
endstate group criteria m the top evaluation category of Table 3.7-5 and 3.7-6, respectively, have
not been adopted as a part of the ANO-1 IPE vulnerability definition. His exclusion is based
upon past PRA experience (including the recent NUREG/CR-4550 work) that indicates
conditions can exist where overall core damage and containment faih:re risk is low (i.e.,
significantly less than 5 x 10-5/rx-yr CDP), but a smgle sequence gmup is greater than 50% of the
total CDF. Specifically, the Grand Gulf NUREG/CR-4550 [Ref. 3.7-9] results indicate that the
overall core damage frequency is approximately 2 x 10-6/rx-yr, while the station blackout
sequence group accounts for approxrmately 89% of the overall core damage. Dese results
clearly do not point to the identification of a plant specific vulnerability. However, it is
recognized that a large contribution to the overall core damage frequency from a single sequence
group or a large contribution to the overall core damage frequency with containment failure from
a smgle CET endstate group warrants preferential review of this group for insights and potential
plant improvements, compared to other sequence or CET endstate groups.

3.7.2.1 Front-end Vulnerability Screening Results

The ANO-1 core damage frequency results provide a basis on which a front-end vulnerability can
be identified. The ANO-1 core damage sequence group frequency results presented in Table
3.5.4-6A and Table 3.7-1 have been compared with the Table 3.7-5 front-end screening criteria in
order to identify areas of potential plant vulnerability or sensitivity. As a result of a thorough
review and assessment of the ANO-1 core damage sequence group frequency results, the
following conclusions have been drawn with regard to any front-end vulnerabihties:

The overall core damage frequency of 4.7 x 10-5/rx-yr is below the staff's.

proposed subsidiary safety goal of I x 10-4/rx-yr. His indicates that, in
conjunction with the back-end results, ANO-1 does not present an undue core
damage risk.

The overall ANO-1 core damage frequency is within the range of past published.

PRAs performed on FWRs. His indicates that the core damage susceptibility of
,

!

ANO-1 is not unlike other PWRs.

No individual cutset (i.e., specific initiator and combined with specific system.
I

failures) within the Level 1 PRA contributes more than 10% of the total core l
damage frequency. This indicates that no unique combination of initiating event
and system failures represent a undue challenge to the plant.

i
3.7.3 Decav Heat Removal Evaluation

{
In NUREG-1289 [Ref. 3.7-1], the NRC staff regulatory and backfit analysis of Unresolved Safety i

Issue (USl) A 45, the staff defines the systems related to the decay heat removal function as those !
components and systems required to maintain primary and secondary coolant inventory control I

and to transfer heat from the reactor coolant system to an ultimate heat sink following shutdown
of the reactor for normal events or abnormal transients such as loss of main feedwater, loss of
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f) offsite power, and small-break loss-of-coolant accidents (SLOCAs). He A 45 program was not
concerned with anticipated transients without scram, interfacing system loss-of-coolant accidents,v
or those emergency core cooling systems that are required only during the reflood phase to
maintain coolant inventory and dissipate heat for a short penod following a large LOCA.
However, the USI A-45 program did consider supporting systems such as the component cooling
water system, essential service water system, and emergency onsite AC and DC power systems
that are required for various modes of decay heat removal. The reliability of the reactor
protection system was not eddressed, and successful shutdown of the reactor is assumed. De
transition from reactor trip to hot shutdown (excluding the reflooding phase in a large LOCA),
the transition from hot shutdown to cold shutdown, and maintaining cold shutdown conditions
were considered as part of the NRC program. However, the latter two phases did not receive the

j
same degree of quantitative analysis as the first. In addition, the USI A-45 program was directedi

I toward prevention of accidents that lead to core damage and not to mitigation of such accidents.
The issue was also limited to nuclear power plants currently licensed or under construction and
did not consider future plants.

The primary method for removing decay heat in pressurized water reactors (PWRs) is through the
steam generators. ANO-1 has three different steam generator feedwater supply systems: main
feedwater, emergency feedwater, and auxiliary feedwater. Unlike some PWRs, the ANO-1 main
feedwater (MFW) system remains available after most plant transients to provide decay heat
removal. Plant shutdown can be effectively accomplished and the plant held m hot standby using
feedwater and condensate,if necessary. Either of the two trains of emergency feedwater (EFW)
are also capable of providing feedwater and maintaining the plant in hot shutdown. In addition,
an auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump is available to provide feedwater through the MFW flow
control valves.

ANO-1 also has the capability to pmvide decay heat removal by HPI-cooling. HPI-cooling is a
feed and bleed operation in which core decay heat is removed by injecting coolant with a HPI
pump and discharging coolant through c'ther of the safety relief valves or the electromagnetic.

relief valve (i.e. PORV) on the pressurizer. This operation effectively transfers core heat to the
reactor building. In order to achieve a long-term stable state, heat must be removed from reactor
building via the Qcay heat removal heat exchangers in the LPI system (which provides suction to
the HPl system from the reactor building sump) or via the reactor building fan coolers.

In summary, the prunary front-line systems supporting decay heat removal at ANO-1 are main
feedwater (and condensate), emergency feedwater, auxiliary feedwater and the HPI-cooling
systems of HPI and LPI. All of these decay heat removal options are modeled in the ANO-1 PRA
model. However, the A-45 studies [Ref. 3.7-2] and other PRAs show that the su? port systems
(component cooling water, essential service water, and electric power systems) can x of equal or
even greater importance m controlling decay heat removal vu nerabilities. Consistent with this
insight, the PRA model includes the consideration of AC and DC power, service water,
instrument air and HVAC systems necessary to support fmnt-line system operation.

3.7.3.1 Evaluation Objective

The purpose of USI A-45 is to evaluate the adequacy of current designs to ensure that LWRs do
not pose unacceptable risk as a result of DHR function failures. De pamary objectives of the
USI A-45 program are to evaluate the safety adequacy of DHR systems in exisung LWR power
plants and to assess the value and impact (or benefit-cost) of altemative measures for improving
the overall reliability of the DHR function.

At the time the USI A-45 program commenced, the NRC also started to develop a set of
qualitative safety goals and quantitative design objectives (QDO). To aid progress in the USI A-x
45 program, some interim QDOs were defined with the knowledge that these might have to be
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changed later in the program to conform with those finally decided on by the Commission. He
principal quantitative design objective selected for USI A-45 is the frequency of core damage due '

to failure of the DHR function, designated by p(cm)DHR. An interim value of I x 10-5 per
reactor-year is proposed for this QDO.

3.7.3.2 Evaluation Approach

ne experience gained from application of PRA analysis to U.S. LWRs in the USI A-45 pmgram
and other programs suggests that, when the systematic examinations for severe accident
vulnerabilities (IPEs and IPEEEs) called for as pan of the Severe Accident Policy have been
completed, the existing plants will fall into three broad categories as far as the quantifiable
adequacy of their DHR function is concerned. Pending funher guidance from the Commission,
the following quantitative values (expressed as frequency means) have been used by the staff as a
basis for categorization:

ICategory Classification of l_evel of DHR Vulnerability Criteria |

1 Frequency of core damage due to failures of DHR p(cm)DHR ess thanl
function (p(cm) pia) acceptably small or reducible 3 x 10-5 er reactor-

'

p

to an acceptable level by simple improvements. year

2 DHR performance characteristics intermediate p(cm)DHR ess thanl
between Categories 1 and 3. 3 x 104, but greater g

than 3 x 10-5 erp

reactor-year

3 Frequency of core damage so large that prompt p(cm)png nue than
t 4action to reduce p(cm)DHR o an acceptable level 3 x 10 perreactor- ;

is necessary. year ;

!
1

Rus, the choice between the various rJtematives for the resolution of USI A-45 takes mto
!

account this variability in the perfonnance characteristics of the DHR function in the existing
'

LWRs.

3.7.3.3 Evaluation Conclusion
]

The ANO-1 core damage frequency contribution from sequences which meet the NRCs definition
;

of decay heat removal is 4.7 x 10 5/rx-yr. His falls mto category 2 of the NRCs vulnerability j
classification scheme. However, with the potential plant improvements already committed to (i.e., l
new AAC power source) or being considered (see section 6), the decay heat removal contribution '

will be significantly reduced. For example, a sensitivity study performed to evaluate the impact of
the new AAC power source found that the total core damage frequency could be reduced by
nearly 36%, rec ucing the decay heat removal contribution to roughly 3.0 x 10-5/rx-yr.

Rus, the conclusion of the IPE is that ANO-1 has no unique decay heat removal vulnerabilities.
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O 3.7.4 USI and GSI Screenined
De ANO-1 IPE and the analysis techniques gained through the examination process have been
used to evaluate two GSIs beyond USI A-45 discussed above. nese GSIs are GSI-23, " Reactor
Coolant Pump Seal Failures" and GSI-105, " Interfacing System LOCA at LWRs." In addition,
information provided in section 3.6 is considered to be favorably relevant to USI A-47, " Systems
Interaction Duc To Intemal Floodmg" and information in section 4.8.3 is considered to be
favorably relevant to GSI-121, "Hydmgen Contml For Large Dry PWR Containments."

3.7.4.1 GI-23 - Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures

ne purpose of this Generic Safety Issue is to address concems that the core damage risk
associated with RCP seal failure mduced small break LOCAs is significant. As stated in
NUREG/CR-5167 [Ref. 3.7-5], the pnmary objective for resolution of GI-23 is to reduce the risk
of core damage accidents associated with RCP seal failure induced stnall break LOCA. This
decrease in risk is to be accomplished by reducing the pmbably of RCP seal failure induced
LOCAs, making RCP seal failure a relatively small contributor to the overall core damage
frequency.

De core damage risk associated with RCP seal failure induced LOCAs has been grouped into
two major categories, with two subsets for the second category, as follows:

failure during normal operating conditions.

failure during off-normal operating conditions.

O
U/ - I.oss of Offsite Power or Station Blackout (SBO) induced loss c' RCP seal

cooling

- loss of RCP seal cooling

The NRC is pursuing generic rule making to reduce the overall core damage frequency associated
with these two categories by (1) redefining the seal to be part of the RCS pressure boundary, with
corresponding 10CFR50 Appendix B QA/QC requirements, (2) requiring additional seal ,

monitoring instmmentation m order to improve seal performance monitoring so as to more
successfully detect RCP seal degradation arior to failure, and (3) requiring an independent means
of providing RCP seal cooling during a) normal conditions or requiring testing to adequately
demonstrate RCP seal integrity is maintained during abnormal condinons.

His issue is discussed to demonstrate that adequate information exists to resolve GI-23 for ANO-
I since RCP seal failures during normal operation and off normal conditions are minor .

contributors to the overall core damage frequency due to existing or planned plant-specific j

backup capabilities. !

3.7.4.1.1 ANO-1 Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Design

ANO-1 has four RCPs that utilize the Byron Jackson (BJ) N-9000 multi-stage seal. De ANO-1
BJ RCP seal assemblies consist of three-stage, low leak-off, hydro-dynamic mechanical seals.
Each of the stages within the seal assembly has the same design and is fabricated of the same
materials. Furthermore, each stage is designed to withstand full RCS pressure should other stages
fail. It should be recognized that Westinghouse RCP seals are three-stage, high leak-off, one-,

C) stage hydro dynamic /two-stage hydrostatic mechanical seals (which have both an order of/
magnitude larger design leakage rate and a historically larger RCP seal failure leakage rate).
Urtike the Westinghouse seal design that uses one stage to contain RCS pressure and a second
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stage backup (the third stage has mmimal backup capability), BJ seals use three stages all capable
of containing RCS pressure. The BJ N-9000 RCP seal is especially unique in that it was
specifically designed and tested to minimize leakage following loss of RCP seal moling events.

The RCP mechanical seals can be lubricated and cooled by one of two means, both of which are
usually in operation. The first RCP seal lubrication and cooling method is by seal injection water
(7 to 10 gpm) fmm the discharge of the primary makeup pump (HPI pump). Injected below the
first stage and above the thermal barrier, all bu: approximately 1.5 gpm of the seal injection water
flows down past the RCP thermal barrier into the RCS. This forward flow of most of the seal
injection water provides a cooling heat sink for the RCP seal. A small portion of the 1.5 gpm
injection water passes through the seal faces for lubrication and is collected above the third seal
stage; however, most of the 1.5 gpm leak-off flows through seal stage pressure reducing devices
and to the Makeup and Purification system (called controlled bleedoff).

"Ihe second RCP seal lubrication ar.d cooling method, should the seal injection watt. be
unavailable, is by a controlled 1.5 gpm reactor coolant leak-off. In this cooling mode, the reactor
coolant leak-off enters a lower seal cavity through a labyrinth located in the hydrostatic beanng
area. Also located in this area is a heat exchanger which cools the labyrinth. This heat exchanger
is cooled by intermediate cooling water (ICW). Once in the lower seal cavity, the reactor coolant
leak-off is picked up by the lower seal cavity recirculation impeller and is discharged to the inner
tubes of a concentne coil heat exchanger. The seal cavity recirculation pump has a flow rate of
approximately 60 gpm. The outer tubes of the concentric heat exchanger are supplied with ICW.
Once cooled, the seal recirculation water is used to cool the outer shell of the seals and is retumed
to the seal recirculation pump. Of the approximately 60 gpm, approximately 59 gpm goes
through the recirculation system, as described above, and the other 1.5 gpm is passed to the seals.
Of the 1.5 gpm that passes into the seals, only a small portion passes through the seal faces for
lubrication, and most passes through seal stage pressure reducing devices. Most of this 1.5 gpm -

leak-offis collected after third seal stage pressure reducing device and delivered to the Makeup
and Punfication system which returns it as a part of normal makeup to the RCS. A small amount
ofleak-off passes through the third stage to the Quench Tank.

Again, it should be noted that either of these RCP seal cooling methods alone is adequate to <

provide the required RCP seal cooling. Should both of these cooling methods fail; however, the
BJ N-9000 RCP seal has been specifically designed and demonstrated through testing to limit seal
leakage rates significantly below that indicative of a SLOCA. Only in the event of sustained
operation without either of the noted cooling sources is an RCP seal failure induced SLOCA
expected to occur at ANO-1.

3.7.4.1.2 ANO-1 RCP Seal Failure Induced LOCA Core Damage Frequency

As previously mentioned, the contribunon to the overall core damage frequency has been grouped
into two major categories, with two subsets for the second category. The ANO-1 core damage
frequency associated with these types of seal failures has been evaluated from two pmyectives,
(1) by considering the ANO-1 IPE results and (2) by considering previous NRC PRA results but
accounting for ANO-1 plant-specific differences. ANO-1 plant-specific differences of significance
for this issue are the use of a multi-stage RCP seal specifically designed to withstand loss of
cooling conditions and the near future presence of an alternate AC power source that will be able
to provide power to either ANO-1 AC pot er safety bus within 10 minutes of determining a loss
of power has occurred.

O
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b) 3.7.4.1.2.1 ANO 1 Normal Opemtion RCP Sea! Failure Induced LOCA
V Core Damage Frequency

As discussed in section 3.1.2, RCP seal failure induced LOCAs are considered to be included in
the initiating event frequency for small break LOCAs. Although past NRC PRAs [Ref. 3.7-6)
have typically assumed initiating event frequencies for RCP seal LOCAs between 1-to-2 x 10-
2/rx-yr, these frequencies were based on data srior to the early 1980s. However, no RCP seal
LOCAs have occurred since 1980, due to inc ustry efforts to improve RCP seal related items
including manufacturing quality controls, maintenance procedures and 3ractices, RCP seal face

material, and RCP seal monitoring practices. With only three NUREG c iaracterized RCP LOCA
events in over approximately 1000 rx-yrs, this represents an initiating event frequency of
approximately 3 x 10-3/rx-yr. It should be noted that one of the three events actually does not
appear :a have been hrge enough to be classified as a small-small LOCA. This event, the 1980
ANO-1 event, resuhed in no automatic safety system actuation and therefore could be
characterned as a large RCS leak, not a LOCA. Additionally it should be noted that the ANO-1

| RCP seal design and installation and operating practices have changed significantly since this'

event, in part due to lessons learned. This frequency is bounded by the assumed ANO-1 small
LOCA initiating event frequency of 5 x 10-3/rx-yr.

| From Table 3.5.4-7A it can be seen that the small LOCA contribution to the ANO-1 core damage
-

) frequency is 1.49 x 10-5/rx-yr. Assuming the 3 x 10-3/rx-yr RCP seal LOCA initiating event
i frequency described above, 3/5ths of this frequency (or 8.9 x 10-6/rx-yr) conservatively |

represents the core damage frequency due to RCP seal LOCAs initiated during normal operating j

conditions. Note, RCP seal LOCAs fall into the category described in section 3.7.1.4 as the |

smaller range of break sizes that have significantly longer times available for operator recovery
than modeled. Therefore this core damage frequency characterization for ANO-1 RCP seal

(7 LOCAs is conservatively high.
7
/

Tnis value also compares favorably with the NRC estimate in Reference 3.7-7 of 1.63 x 10-5/rx-
yr (derived from Reference 3.7-6) and the targeted reduced frequency of 1.06 x 10-5/rx-yr [Ref.
3.7-8]. To compare these estimates in greater detail, consider the Reference 3.7-6 core damage
frequency estimates for ANO-1 of 1.3 x 10-5/rx-yr. Recognizing, as previously discussed, that
additional industry experience without RCP seal failures since these studies were doac provides a
basis for an initiating event frequency reduction by a factor of approximately seven (2.1 x 10-2/3 x
10-3) reduces these core damage frequencies to 2.0 x 10-6/rx-yr. This value is similar to the
above ANO 1 estimate of 8.9 x 10-6/rx-yr (when the noted modeling conservatisms are
considered) and again compares well with the NRC reduced core damage frequency target of 1.06
x 10-5/rx-yr.

3.7.4.1.2.2 ANO-1 Off-Normal Condition (SBO) RCP Seal Failure Induced LOCA
Core Damage Frequency

For the ANO-1 IPE, SBO induced RCP seal LOCAs have been assumed to have a negligible
failure frequency, based upon industry experience and testing. However it is recognized that
many in the NRC may not agree with this position, so a consideration of previous NRC PRA

Thisresults has been made with an accounting for ANO-1 plant-specific differences.
consideration is summarized below.

In Reference 3.7 . . t estimated by the NRC that the core damage risk due to SBO-induced RCP
seal LOCAs is 5.6 x Mi/rx-yr. However this value is based upon a three-stage Westinghouse
RCP seal, which is over-conservative for ANO 1 due to the design differences in the third stage

(o-) N-9000 hydm-dynamic (BJ) design versus the third stage (W) hydro-static design. The Reference
3.7-5 RCP seal stage failure probability model used a failure probability of 0.2 for the second
backup stage, but a 1.0 failure probability for the third stage. This 0.2 value is assumed to be
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more appropriate to account for the design differences in the ANO-1 RCP seal third stage than hthe 1.0 value considered in Reference 3.7 5. The resulting reduced core damage frequency is 1.1
x 10-6/rx-yr. Also soon to be present at ANO-1 (current estimate is the end of 1994) is an
altemate AC power source that will further reduce the probability of core damage due to SBO
induced RCP seal LOCAs. Assuming a 0.95 reliability for the alternate AC power source to
provide power to necessary equipment like a HPI pump (conservatively consistent with the
minimum required reliability goal) gives an expected core damage frequency of 5.6 x 10-8/rx-yr
(0.02 x 0.05 x 5.6 x 10-6/rx-yr). "Ihis value compares favorably with the NRC reduced core
damage target of 2.8 x 10-7/rx-yr [Ref. 3.7-8].

It should also be noted that the Reference 3.7-5 core damage frequency analysis is somewhat non-
conservative for ANO-1 (given the context of the NRC perspective that RCP seal LOCAs are to
be expected during a SBO event) in that core uncovery is assumed at 6 hours after loss of offsite
power due to battery depletion. At ANO-1, battery depletion currently could occur 2 hours after
a loss of offsite power, with core uncovery at least an hour later, however, plant modifications
planned for the fall of 1993 will extend this depletion time to at least 4 hours. Although this
difference provides less time and a reduced probability for the recovery of offsite power, with a
corresponding increased core damage frequency, the difference is more than offset by the margin
between the estim:ted ANO-1 core damage frequency and the NRC target (independent of the
conservatisms such as the assumed reliability for the altemate AC power source and probability
that a SBO event will actually lead to RCP seal LOCAs for the N-9000 RCP scal).

3.7.4.1.2.3 ANO-1 Off-Normal Condition (Loss-of ICW) RCP Seal Faihire Induced LOCA
Core Damage Frequency

For the ANO-1 IPE, loss of ICW induced RCP seal LOCAs have been assumed to occur only if g
sustained RCP operation occurs following loss of RCP seal cooling. ANO-1 IPE functional W
sequences TQU and TQX have been used to represent this transient-induced RCP seal LOCA.
The resulting core damage frequency is 4.6 x 10-6/rx-yr, from Table 3.5.4-6A.

.

The NRC has estimated the core damage risk due to loss of RCP seal cooling induced RCP seal
LOCAs as 6.0 x-10-6/rx-yr in Reference 3.7-5 (based upon Reference 3.7-8). However, again
this is a generic value that does not account for the design difference in the third RCP seal stage at
ANO-1 compared to the Westinghouse RCP seal model utilized by the NRC. Incorporating a 0.2
failure probability for the third stage N-9000 design differences, similar to the SBO evaluation
above (since loss of RCP seal cooling generally represents less severe RCP seal conditions than a
SBO), gives a core damage frequency of 1.2 x 10-6/rx-yr. This value is comparable to the 1.6 x
10-6/rx-yr value above, but is greater than the NRC reduced core damage target of 3.0 x 10-7/rx-
yr.

It should be noted that the new attemate AC power source will also serve to reduce the estimated
RCP seal LOCA core damage frequency for loss of ICW events involving a loss of offsite power.

3.7.4.1.3 Conclusions Regarding Closure of GI-23 for ANO-1

The resulting estimates of ANO-1 core damage risk due to RCP seal failure induced LOCAs are
summarized in Table 3.7-7, along with comparisons to the PC generic CDF values and desired
core damage frequency reduced values. It is readily apparen. m i the GI-23 objective to reduce
the risk of core damage accidents associated with RCP seal failure COCAS to the point that it is a
relatively small contributor to the overall core damage frequency will be satisfied at ANO-1 when
the new altemate AC power source is installed (largely independent of the assumed potential for
580 events to induce RCP seal LOCAs). Based upon these technical findings,it is believed that h,
the RCP seals and associated support systems at ANO-1 provide an adequate level of protection
from RCP seal LOCA core damage risk. 'Iherefore, due to the unique ANO-1 RCP seal design
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/'h and near term AC and DC power related plant modifications, GI-23 should be considered
V resolved for ANO-1. .

)

3.7.4.2 GI-105 -Interfacing System LOCA at LWRs

This generic issue is concemed with evaluating the vulnerability of current PWR designs to an
Interfacing-Systems LOCA (ISLOCA). De purpose of this section is to show that the results of -

the ISLOCA PRA presented in Appendix C should be sufficient to allow this issue to be
considered closed for ANO-1. His conclusion can be reached by reviewing the results of
Appendix C against the risk interpretation guidance developed in NUMARC 91-04, Severe
Accident Issue Closure Guidelines [Ref. 3.7-3].

3.7.4.2.1 Significant contributors to ANO-1 ISLOCA Frequency j

Both a qualitative and quantitative analysis have been performed for potential ISLOCA pathways.
In PRA consequence modeling, only ISLOCA paths which bypass containment are considered to
be grouped in the ISLOCA category. This type of LOCA is of particular concem since it can lead ,

to BWST depletion and the absence of fluid within the containment sump for long-term cooling. |

All LOCAs that discharge inside containment are considered to be included with the normal
LOCA initiators.

Utilizing the screening criteria presented in NSAC-154 [Ref. 3.7-11], which is presented in
Appendix C, the following pathways were detennined to be the significant contributors to the
ISLOCA frequency:

1. He Low Pressure Injection (LPI) system injection lines, which are isolated by two! p] check valves per line and one normally closed injection MOV.'

2. The Decay Heat Removal (DHR) suction line, which is isolated by two normally
closed and pressure-interlocked MOVs and a normally closed MOV.

3. The four RCS piping drains that are > 1.5" which are isolated by two normally
closed manually operated valves prior to the high/ low design pressure interface.
The lines join a common header which has another normally closed manually

' operated valve in it before leaving the reactor building.

4. De letdown heat excnangers, which if subjected to a tube rupture can be isolated

| by upstream MOVs and a common downstream MOV.

!
L 5. De RCP seal cooler, which if subjected to a tube rupture can be isolated by one

MOV.

It should be noted that NUREG-5102 [Ref. 3.7-12] also presents screening criteria for ISIDCA
pathways. The criteria in the NUREG specifically refers to an ISLOCA pathway as a " path that
could be over pressurized by introduenon of primary system pressure due to inadvertent valve
opening or valve failure from any cause". He RCP seal cooler and letdown heat exchanger
pathways clearly would be excluded as ISLOCA pathw2ys utihzing this screening criteria. De
screenmg entena in NSAC-154 also suggests this type of approach but it is less obvious. Rese
scenarios were included in addition to the three " classic" ISLOCA pathways listed above to
ensure a complete and thorough PRA.

(3 he total annual frequency of an ISLOCA asso:iated with the LPI injection lines is estimated to
(> be 3.4 x 10-12/yr. Two check valves and a normally closed MOV must fail for this pathway to

exist for an ISLOCA. Bot's check valves are tested after every cold shutdown or whenever there
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is an indication of leakage past the valves. I.cakage past both check valves is monitored by
permanently installed pressure indicators. The assistant plant operator log requires a reading be
taken once per shift of the indicated pressure. System indications available to the operator that
over pressurization has occurred include LPI pump discharge pressure, the actuation of various
thermal relief valves, and injection line flow indicators.

He total annual frequency of an ISLOCA associated with the DHR suction line is estimated to be
6.0 x 10-08/yr. An ISLOCA through this line would require the failure or misalignment of two
MOVs. These valves contain pressure interlocks that normally prevent these valves from opening
against normal primary pressure. MOV CV-1050 has power removed during power operation for
Appendix R concerns. Therefore, inadve-tent opening of this valve is not considered to be a
c edible failure mode. These valves (CV-1050 and CV-1410) are locally verified closed during :

startup and position indication is available in the control room. Pressure indicaticn Setween the
two MOVs is available which allows detection of CV-1050 remaining open while indicating
closure. System indications available to the operator that over pressunzation has occurred
include DHR suction line pressure which is indicated in the control room (PI-1410) and the
actuation of various thermal relief valves.

The RCS piping drain ISLOCA flow paths contribute 5.9 x 1009/yr to the total annual ISLOCA
frequency e ANO-1. His path requires the failure of three manually operated valves to hold
pressure. % first two valves are RCS boundary valves and the third a containment isolation
boundary valve which is verified to be locked closed as part of RCS filling and venting activities.
A system indication available to the operator that the first two valves are not holding pressure
would be the lifting of PSV-4601. This is not the most direct indication, however, since the outlet
feeds directly to the reactor building sump. .

Another ISLOCA pathway which contributes 1.8 x 10-10/yr to the annual ccre damage frequency h
is a letdown heat exchanger tube rupture. This event requires, in addition to the ruptured heat
exchanger tube, the failure of the MOV upstream of the ruptured heat exchanger (CV-1213 or
CV-1215) to close and the failure of the downstream containment isolation MOV (CV-2215) to
close. The frequency cited above includes a human recovery based on the time available for the
operator to depressurize the plant to atmospheric conditions. System indications available to the
operator that a tube failure has occurred include a radiation monitor downstream of the coolers,
flow indicators, cooler outlet temperatures, and various ICW system pressure relief valves.

The total annual frequency of an ISLOCA associated with an RCP seal cooler tube nipture is
estimated to be 3.0 x 10-09/yr. An ISLOCA through this pathway would require the complete
failure of a tube in the tube-in-tube heat uchanger used for cooling the RCP seals. The leakage
would pass from the RCS through the RCP seal cooler and into the Intermediate Cooling Water
(ICW) system. Given the rupture of the ICW piping outside containment the seal cooler may be
isolated by closing the inboard containment isolation MOV. Given the failure of this MOV the
actions to terminate leak flow require depressurization of the RCS to atmosphr:ric conditions.
System indications available to the operator that a tube failure has occurred include a radiation :

monitor downstream of the coolers, flow indicators downstream of the coolers, cooler outlet
temperature, and various ICW system pressure relief valves.

.

The initial total mean annual frequency of an ISLOCA at ANO-1 is currently estimated to be 6.9 x
10-08/)T. A more detailed description of the failure analysis associated with these ISI.DCA
pathways is provided in Appendix C. It should be noted that the estimated ANO-1 core damage
frequency for ISLOCAs is much less than that for small break LOCAs. ,

i
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V 3.7.4.2.2 Contribution to Internally-Initiated Core Damage and Plant Risk

ne estimated core damage frequency due to ISLOCAs at ANO-1 is 6.9 x 10-08/yr. He
ISLOCA contIibution to the overall intemal core-damage frequency is less than 1%.

! 3.7.4.2.3 Comparison of Results to NUMARC 91-04

f NUMARC 91-04 presents a graded screening approach in prioritizing those severe accident
I sequences warranting closer semtiny. De priorities assigned are a function of the mean (in the

} case of ISLOCAs) containment bypass frequency per reactor year. For fIequencies less than
1.0E-07/yr (the screening value presented in Generic Letter 88-20 for containment bypass<

functional sequences), no specific action is required.

Given that the total mean annual frequency of an ISLOCA at ANO-1 is 6.92E-08/yr the
NUMARC guidance suggests that no specific action is required. However, ANO-1 has
conducted tmining for ISLOCAs to increase operator awareness of these types of events.

3.7.4.2.4 Conclusions Regarding Closure of GI-105 for ANO-1

ISLOCA events at ANO-1 were found to be very unlikely. Heir contribution to the calculated
annual core-damage frequency is small at less than 1%. Based on the closure guidance presented
in NUMARC 91-04, the annual core damage frequency is such that no specific action is required.
ANO-1 has conducted training to increase operator awareness for these types of events. Given j
this status of the ISLOCA issue, GI-105 should be considered closed for ANO-1.
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t Ta ble 3.7-1

iEVALUATION OF ANO-1 FUNCTIONAL SEQUENCES AGAINST GL 88-20
SCREENING CRITERIA

Meets GL 88-20 Screening Criteria

Func Definidon Core
Seq Damage

Frequency

(% total) 1 2 31 4 5

TBF Transient inidated events followed 2.3E-5/yr YES YES YES NO NO
by loss of primary to secondary (48%)
heat removal and failure of HPI
cooling in the injecdon phase

SX Small LOCA events followed by 1.2E-5/yr YES YES YES NO NO
loss of high pressure coolant (26%)

recirculation in the recirculation
phase

TQU Transient initiated events followed 4.4E-6/yr YES NO YES NO NO
by an induced SLOCA with loss of {9%)
primary system inventory makeup

in the injection phase

TBX Transient initiated events followed 3.6E-6/yr YES YES YES NO NO
by loss of primary to secondary (8%)
heat removal and failure of HPIg

'
cooling in the recirculation phase

SU Small LOCA events followed by 2.8E-6/yr YES YES YES NO NO
loss of high pressure coolant (6%)

injection in the injection phase

NO NO NO YES NORX Steam generator tube rupture 9.2E-8/gr
events with loss oflong-term (0.2%)

steam generator isolation and heat
removat

ISlJOCA Interfacing system LOCA events 6.0E-8/yr NO NO NO YES YES
involving breach of the boundary (0.1%)
between the RCS and comiected

low pressure piping leading to loss (3.0E-6/yr v.
of effective inventory makeup prior to .

from the containment sump improve- p

ments)

Internal Internal flood events followed by 8.lE-7/yr YES YES YES NO NO
Floods loss of primary to secondary heat (1.7%)

removaland failure of HPI cooling
in the recirculation phase (7.5E-6/yr p- ww r=

prior to . . .

improve- e n, nr

mmts) i '
-

Total Core Damage Frequenev 4.7E-5/vr2
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Table 3.7-1 j
EVALUATION OF ANO-1 FUNCTIONAL SEQUENCES AGAINST GL 88 20 t

SCREENING CRITERIA (cont.) [
!
:

1. For the purposes of reponing, it is assumed that any core damage sequence has some small i

likelihood of exceeding the PWR-4 release category, therefore, all functional types with a 4

frequency of greater than IE-6/yr are considered as satisfying this criterion. ;

5

2. The Internal Flooding analysis was perforned utilizing a scoping analysis methodology. As .'
such it includes additional conservatism not present in other PRA sequences and is therefore, !

not considered pan of the ANO-1 core damage frequency. j

3. Conservatively considered to meet the greater than 1E-7/yr criterion. ;

!
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O TABLE 3.7-2

TBF SEQUENCE TYPES

TBF TYPE DESCRIPTION % OF TOP
TBF CUTSETS

TBF-1 Station blackout sequences ~70%
involving failure of both trains

of emergency AC power
followed by EFW failure

TBF-2 TBF sequences initiated by ~8%
loss of 4160V AC bus A3 with

subsequent steam generator
overfill and independent failure

of the unaffected HPI train

TBF-3 TBF sequencesinitiated by a ~6.5%
transient followed by failure of

the main generatorlockout
relay combined with

independent failures of the
EDGs followed by EFW

failure

TBF-4 TBF sequences initiated by a ~6.5%
transient followed by failure of
an AC train to transfer to off-

site power combined with
independent failure of the EDG

and the unaffected HPI train

TBF-5 TBF sequences initiated by ~5%
loss of the power conversion

system followed by
independent EFW and HPI

failures

TBF-6 TBF sequences initiated by ~4%
transient followed by failure
open of a MFW block valve

and independent EFW and HPI
failures

3.7-23
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''# TABLE 3.7-3

SX SEQUENCE TYPES

SX TYPE DESCRIPTION % OF TOP
SX CUTSETS

SX-1 Small LOCA with LPI pump --40%
failums disabling recirculation

of coolant from the mactor
building sump

SX-2 Small LOCA with LPI suction ~23%
valve failures disabling

recirculation of coolant from
the reactor building sump

SX-3 Small LOCA with LPI pump ~37%
and suction valve failures
disabling recirculation of
coolant from the reactor

building sump

O

oNJ
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U TABLE 3.7-4

SU SEQUENCE TYPES

SU TYPE DESCRIPTION % OF TOP
SU CUTSETS

SU-1 Small LOCA with HPI suction ~44%
valve failures disabling

injection of coolant from the
BWST

SU-2 Small LOCA with HPI pump ~13%
failures disabling injection of

coolant from the BWST

SU-3 Small LOCA with HPI pump ~43%
and suction valve failures

disabling injection of coolant
from the BWST

(

O
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fTABLE 3.7-5

ANO-1 IPE Core Damage Screening Review

Mean Core Damage Potential Actions To Be Taken ;

Frequency (CDF) !
<

Per Sequence Type
(per reactor year) |

Greater than IE-4 1. Find a cost effective plant admmistrative, procedural !

or or hardware modification with emphasis on
eliminating or reducing the likelihood of the source of !

greater than 50% of total the accident sequence initiator. .

CDF
2. If unable to satisfy above response, treat in EOPs or ;

other plant procedure with emphasis on prevention of -|
core damage, j

3. If unable to satisfy above responses, ensure SAMG is !
in place with emphasis on prevention / mitigation of
core damage or vessel failure, and containment
failure. ;

i

1E-4 to IE-5 1. Find a cost effective treatment in EOPs or other plant :
!procedure or minor hardware change with emphasis -

O or on prevention of core damage. !

'

20% to 50% of total CDF 2. If unable to satisfy above response, ensure S AMG is
in place with emphasis on prevention / mitigation of i

core damage or vessel failure, and containment -[
failure.

1E-5 to IE-6 Ensure SAMG is in place with emphasis on
prevention / mitigation of core damage or vessel ,

failure, and containment failure. -

t

Less than 1E-6 No specific action reouired.
1

!
r

$
- t

b

!
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() Table 3.7-6:

ANO-1 IPE Containment Response Screening Review
t

i

4

Mean Core Damage Frequency (CDF) Potential ActionsToBeTaken
With Containment Failure / Bypass

Per CET Endstate Type
(per reactor year)
Greater than IE-5 1. Find a cost effective plant

administrative, procedural or
or hardware modification with emphasis

'
on eliminating or reducing the

large release greater than 10% of total CDF likelihood of the source of the
accident sequence initiator.

or
2. If unable to satisfy above response, -

any release greater than 20% of total CDF fm' d cost effective treatment in EOPs
or other plant procedure with emphasis
on prevention of core damage.

3. If unable to satisfy above responses,
ensure SAMG is in place with i

emphasis on prevention / mitigation of
core damage or vessel failure, and ;

o containment failure.

(~
1E-5 to IE-6 1. Find a cost effective treatment in EOPs

or other plant procedure ormi!E
or hardware change with emphasis on

prevention of core damage.
large release 3% to 10% or total CDF

2. If unable to satisfy above response,
or ensure SAMG is in place with

emphasis on prevention / mitigation of
any release 5% to 20% of total CDF core damage or vessel failure, and

containment failure.

'

IE-6 to IE-7 Ensure SAMG is in place with
emphasis on preventiordmitigation of
core damage or vessel failure, and
containment failure.

less than IE-7 No specific action required. -

t

L)

:

c
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7-(> Table 3.7-7:

RCP Seal LOCA Core Damage Frequency .

(per Reactor-Year)

.

RCP Seal LOCA NRC Generic CDF NRC Generic Estimated ANO-1
Category Value Reduced CDF Target CDF Value *

Value
Normal Operating 1.63 x 10-5 1.06 x 10-5 8.9 x 10-6

Conditions

Off-Normal 5.6 x 10-6 2.8 x 10-7 5.6 x 10-8
Conditions -

SBO

Off-Normal 6.0 x 10-6 3.0 x 10-7 4.6 x 10-6
Conditions -
loss ofICW

TOTAL 2.79 x 10-5 1.12 x 10-5 1.36 x 10-5

* after installation of the new alternate AC power soume

.

P

O '
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4.0 CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE RISK ASSESSMENT: "BACK END"
ANALYSIS

This section documents the Level 2 portion of the Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1 (ANO-1)
PRA and provides the descriptive information requested for the "back-end" analysis for the i

IPE/PRA. The ANO-1 PRA project takes advantage of the accumulated industry experience
for performing PRAs. Methods and information provided by NRC-sponsored research, EPRI
studies, and industry-sponsored plant-specific PRAs have been utilized in this analysis.

The ANO-1 Level 2 analysis involved two types of considerations: 1) a deterministic analysis
component of the physical processes for a spectrum of severe accident progressions, and 2) a
probabilistic analysis component in which the likelihood's of the various outcomes are as- !

sessed. The deterministic analysis examined the response of thedNO-1 containment to the
physical processes during a severe accident. This response was performed comparatively
against existing reference plant analyses. The probabilistic analysis determined the likelihood's
of the spectrum of severe accidents using PRA event tree and fault tree methods. Severe
accidents resulting in containment failure and a release of fission products to the environment
were grouped according to the magnitude and timing of their release.

;

The ANO-1 Level 2 analysis is a limited-scope analysis in the sense that few plant-specific ac-
cident simulation code calculations were performed in support of the effort. Existing refer-
ence plant analyses and scoping calculations were used as the principal means of assessing the

g ANO-1 plant response to severe accident conditions. Plant-specific features were considered j
in the analysis of the potential challenges to containment integrity and in the determination of'

the conditional probability of containment failure. These plant-specific features include
existing components, systems, structures, and operating procedures.

The discussion in this section includes the following topics: !

Containment Performance Features (Section 4.1);-

Accident Progression Analysis Methods (Section 4.2);.

Plant Damage States (PDSs) and Binning Criteria (Section 4.3);.

Containment Failure Characterization (Section 4.4); '-

Containment Event Trees (CETs) (Section 4.5);.

;

Containment Event Tree Quantification (Section 4.6);-

Radionuclide Release Characterization (Section 4.7);-

Sensitivities in Containment Event Tree Quantification (Section 4.8);.

and !

Back-End Results and Screening (Section 4.9).-

4.0-1
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Figure 4.0-1 provides an overview of both the Izvel 1 and Level 2 analysis process. His <

figure is identical to Figure 1.3-1; it is duplicated here as a convemence to the reader.

The Level 2 analysis process is depicted in the right two-thkds of this figure. The heavy
horizontal arrow in the upper left of the figure represents the Level I core damage sequence
results as they are input into the Level 2 process. Section 4.1 begins with the summary of the !
ANO-1 plant data, the information requested in NUREG-1335. This is followed by a de-
scription of the accident progression analysis methods in Section 4.2; and the Bridge Tree
analysis which identifies the dominant ANO-1 PDSs; as presented in Section 4.3. As Figure
4.0-1 shows, this process uses containment system fault trees and support system logic. This
logic was developed in the Level 1 ponion of the ANO-1 PRA.

The PDS results are input into the CET analysis process. The CET analysis requires an
understanding of the containment capability and potential failure modes, described in Section
4.4. The CET branching logic is modeled in terms of faul: tree logic representation of severe
accident phenomena, as presented in Section 4.5. The pantification of this logic, presented in ,

Section 4.6,is based on the use of reference plant severe accident analyses. The ANO-1 plant |
response was modeled by comparing its features with those of the reference olants and ;

adjusting the reference plant results appropriately (assembled in Section 4.1). The CET !

quantification also depends on an assessment of the containment fr.ilure probability associated
with each accident scenario. This assessment is depicted as a box in the lower right-hand of
the figure. The anow indicates that it is used in the CET fault tree logic. The assessment
consists of an analysis of the containment loading associated with each of the dominant PDSs
(Section 4.3) and an assessment of the most likely containment failure mode (Section 4.4).
The results of the CET quantification consists of CET end states; each has a specific fission
product release magnitude and timing (i.e., release mode), and their likelihood given a PDS.
The release mode source terms, depicted by the upper right-hand box. are calculated in
Section 4.7. As called for in the IPE Submittal Guidance, NUREG-1335; a sensitivity analysis
(Section 4.8)is conducted in this study, but is not depicted in the figure.

!
1

i

;

;

4.0-2
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- Figme 4.0-1 Illustration of the ANO-1 Level 1 and Limited Scope Level 2 PRA Approach j
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4.1 CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE FEATURES

This section documents the containment features of the Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1
(ANO-1) station which strongly influence the progression of severe accident sequences and
their potential consequences. The ANO 1 containment is referred to as the ANO-1 reactor
building; hence, reactor building and containment will be used interthangeably throughout
Section 4. The ANO-1 nuclear power station is a pressurized water reactor (PWR), with a
large, dy reactor building system design. The nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) was
supplied by Babcock & Wilcox and the Balance of Plant (BOP) was supplied by the Bechtel,
Architect-Engineers (AEs) who was responsible for the detailed integrated design of the plant.
Genen! characteristics related to the reactor coolant system (RCS), the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) and reactor building mitigation systems are described below. The
ANO-1 reactor building is illustrated in Figures 4.1-3 through 4.1-7.

Key features related to the reactor core, reactor vessel, reactor coolant system (RCS), the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS), the reactor building structure and reactor building
mitigation systems are summarized in Table 4.1-1. The information included in Table 4.1-1
are also compared with other PWR reference plants.

The items listed in Table 4.1-1 are described qualitatively below in terms of specific functions
which influence accident progression and implications on the reactor building response under .

a severe accident loading. Key differences relative to the reference plant design are also
noted, where appropriate.

4.1.1 Reactor Core Vessel and Reactor Coolant System

The ANO-1 reactor has a nominal power of 2568 MWth operating at a temperature of 579'F
and 2 D0 psia pressure. The reactor core assembly has the following major components: reac-
tor core consisting of 177 fuel assemblies, control rod drive system, core support structure,
and core support barrel. The fuel rods consist of slightly enriched UO pellets (205,000 lbm)2

with zircaloy cladding (42,200 lbm). The data provided in Table 4.1.1, provides more detailed
information used in the comparative evaluation of core accident progression. These include
the mass and energy sources into the reactor building, such as RCS coolant inventory,
setpoints of the PORVs, and reactor volumes and secondary heat sinks (steam generators).
These could affect tore uncovery times, core melt and vessel failure timing, and hydrogen
generation. Based cn a comparison of the key parameter ratios such as the thermal power
relative to the RCS volume, as well as the initial RCS water inventoy; it appears that ANO-1
would likely experience a comparable response to loss of coolant and boiloff during an acci-
dent as those of the reference plants. However, when these parameters are examined relative
to the reactor building response, the RCS mass and energy release during core uncovery and
core damage; could impose slightly higher loads than a similar accident at Oconee, with the
same NSSS design configuration. This is based on the slightly smaller reactor building
volume at ANO-1 compared to that of Oconee. Additionally, the ratio of zircaloy mass rela-
tive to the reactor building volume at ANO-1, (which can be used as a measure of the
potential for hydrogen burn pressure loads) is slightly higher than the Surry and Zion plants
included in Table 4.1-1.

4.1-1
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A simplified RCS line diagram is provided in Figures 4.1-1 and 4.1-2. He reactor and RCS
conditions relative to the reactor building performance analysis include the volumes,
pressures, temperatures, and serpoints. These are required in the comparative evaluation of
the RCS response throughout degraded core accident scenarios. The core information (e.g.,
thermal power and zircaloy masses) is used to determine the magnitude of energy released
fmm decay heating and metal water reactions. He core mass is also used to determine the ,

amount of material that can be discharged into the reactor cavity, this is important in the
determination of core distribution in the cavity or reactor building floor (ex-vessel) and
potential for concrete interactions or debris coolability. The pnmary system metal mass and
thermal capacitance are used to determine the amount of decay heat removed through passive
heat transfer.

4.1.2 Secondarv Cmlant -

The available sources of secondary heat removal from the primary system are also described in
Table 4.1-1. The capacity and number of feedwater pumps available is used to quantify the
heat removal through the Steam Generators by the Auxiliary feedwater system. De initial
water inventory present in the steam generators is also considered as a heat sink in the calcu-
lations of heat removal during core uncovery and boiloff for high or moderate pressure acci-
dent sequences.

9,4.1.3 Emmency Core Cmline Systems

The ANO-1 engineered safeguards features that are summarized, detail emergency core cool-
ing system configuration, flow rates, and actuation setpoints. The systems and components

*

described include the high pressure injection (HPI), low pressure injection (LPI), borated
water storage tank (BWST), core flood tanks (CFT.), and the DHR heat exchangers. The
charging system at ANO-1 provides a relatively high capacity injection system (compared to
that of Surry and Zion), that also serves the high pressure injection system function. The
ECCS draws water from the 349,000 gal. BWST, (competing with the reactor building spray
system) for water inventory. More detailed description of these systems (as they are consid-
cred front-line systems) may be found in Section 3 and Appendix A of this report. The
capacity and availability of these systems during both modes of operation is important in
determining event timings for core uncovery, vessel breach, status of the reactor building
atmosphere, debris bed coolability, preclusion of vessel breach, and decay heat removal.

4.1.4 Reactor Buildine System

The reactor building system consists of the reactor building structure and the safeguards
systems for controlling pressure and potential fission product leakage. The reactor building
structure is described in this section, followed by the safeguards system.

The ANO-1 reactor building is a large dry post-tensioned concrete reactor building with a
design pressure of 59 psig, and a total reactor building volume of approximately 1.81 million

4.1-2



cubic feet. The general reactor building design characteristics are provided in Table 4.1-2.
He reactor building, as illustrated in Figures 4.1-3 through 4.1-7 consists of the following:

%J
A cylindrical wall with an intemal diameter of 116 ft. and thickness of*

3.75 ft;

A hemispherical dome with a thickness of 3.25 ft. at the top and 3.75.

ft.at the springline; and

A flat concrete basemat foundation that is 9 ft. thick..

The entire inner surface of the reactor building structure is lined with a welded steel plate 0.25 ;

inch thick. The structure is similar to the reference Oconee plant design, which is a typical
large dry concrete reactor building. The amount of heat removed by structural heat sinks is
important in defining the amount of passive heat removal available throughout the accident.
The ANO-1 normal operating temp and pressure range is similar to the Zion reference plant;
but, differs somewhat from Surry. Surry is a sub. atmospheric reactor building design.

As depicted in the reactor building figures, the ANO-1 reactor building floor and cavity region
are at the same elevation; unlike that of the Surry and Zion configuration. De cavity area
connects with the instrumentation tunnel chase, and is bounded by the outer reactor building
wall. This configuration has some favorable severe accident features: 1) the basemat is

2relatively thick (9 ft.), and the cavity and instrumen:ation tunnel area is relatively large (201 fta

h up to a pressure plate,643 ft2 otal). On the other hand, the geometry of the cavity andt
instrumentation tunnel is bounded by the outer reactor building wall at ANO-1, unlike that of
Zion and Surry. As such, it presents an unfavorable severe accident feature, that makes direct
contact with the molten material and the reactor building liner possible. Its implications on
liner melt through and impulse load during vessel breach are described further in Section 4.4.
The reactor cavity basemat dimensions and configuration are also described in Table 4.1-1.
De cavity details are used to define the mode of debris dispersal and to determine the water
inventory in the cavity through various stages of the accident. ,

2 n the instrument tunnelThe ANO-1 debris dispersal path is restrained to as little as 13.5 ft i
2 n the adjacent equipment area. A manway accessiand expands to approximately 216 ft

hatch is located in the southemmost wall of the instrument tunnel. He centerline of the hatch
is approximately 2.25 ft. from the bottom of the instrument tunnel. Presently, the manway is
propped open about 4" which allows water and gas flow. The hatch was originally designed
to withstand 15 psi in either direction, and opens outward from the tunnel into the reactor
building. This provides a path for either draining the reactor cavity, or allowing water from
the reactor building floor to flow into the instrument tunnel, depending upon the water
inventory available in the cavity and on the reactor building floor.

The cavity configuration at ANO-1 is unlike most designs in that a path to the outer reactor
building wall is provided through the incore instmment tunnel. While a pressure plate in the

O tunnel could absorb some energy from various phenomena at vessel breach, a potential for
wJ
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reactor building failure exists if the plate fails. The effects of an ex-vessel steam explosion
(EVSE) and liner impingement are therefore, included in this Level 2 study. h
ne concrete composition of the reactor cavity basemat is basaltic, similar to that of Surry.
This parameter is used in the calculations for concrete decomposition and attendant non-con-
densible gas generation due to core-concrete interaction. The likelihood of reactor building
failure due to basemat penetration is determined by a comparison of the extent of concrete
attack at ANO-1, relative to Surry. The calculations are based on the physical configuration
of the ANO-1 reactor building as well as the accident sequence.

4.1.5 Reactor Buildine Safecuards Systems

ne reactor building safeguards system features were summarized in Table 4.1-1. These
include the reactor building spray systems and the fan coolers, their capacities and set-points. *

The reactor building spray system is actuated if the pressure in the reactor building increases
to 30 psig. This is significantly higher than the set-point for the fan coolers (4 psig), thus
under cenain transient-initiated events, the sprays may not be actuated before significant core
damage and vessel breach occurs, provided the fan coolers are operating. He reactor
building spray recirculation system in conjunction with the fan coolers generally mitigate

'

reactor building pressure challenges. In addition the sprays scrub removable fission product
vapors and aerosols in the reactor building during core melt accidents. The differences in
capacities and serpoints are not considered significant relative to Zion and Surry when the
reactor building volume and power levels are considered. A key difference, however lies in
the heat removal function of the sprays. He ANO-1 reactor building spray flow stream is not
directed to the heat exchangers, thus at recirculation mode, the sprays would not serve a heat
removal function. The fan coolers or the decay heat removal heat exchanger in the LPI flow
are designed to remove the decay heat. The suppon systems which affect the LPI availability
also affect the spray availability; hence, the sprays are typically failed when LPI is failed. '

The survivability of the reactor building systems are considered under potentially adverse
reactor building conditions. However, unlike the sprays, continued operation of the fan
coolers are considered only with respect to maintaining reactor building integrity in the long
term. Should the reactor building fail early, the fan coolers are no longer considered in the
evaluation. The reactor building spray function is an active mitigation system for fission
product removal. This function is important and continues after the reactor building failure.
Reactor building failure was assumed to contribute to the reactor building spray failure.

It was assumed that the reactor building will not overpressurize due to decay heat, if a single
train of the reactor building coolers or LPI with a DHR cooler operates beyond core damage
and vessel failure.

Hydrogen concentration is controlled at ANO-1 by two redundant hydrogen recombiners ,

inside the reactor building. These are actuated from the control room to maintain hydrogen
concentration below 4% by volume.

9:
.
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4.1.6 Reactor Building Isolation and Penetration Systems
!

The ANO-1 reactor building isolation system is actuated at 4 psig pressure. The reactor
building isolation system (RBIS) function to maintain reactor building integrity was modeled
at ANO-1 as a fault tree (J), and quantified to provide the likelihood that the reactor building
is un-isolated given a severe accident. Thus, the dependency between the RBIS and the
sequence progression is explicitly considered in the determination of an initially impaired
reactor building (i.e., reactor building isolation failure). A discussion of the dominant reactor ;

building failures can be found in Section 4.4.4.

The reactor building isolation model considers a number of mechanical penetrations that
interface with the RCS or are connected to fluid systems that interface with the RCS and
finally those that directly interface with the reactor building atmosphere. There are five large-
opening penetrations that interface with the reactor building atmosphere at ANO-1. These
include the following: a) personnel airlock, b) emergency airlock, c) equipment hatch, d) fuele

transfer tube and e) the reactor building purge lines. The personnel, emergency escape and
equipment airlocks at ANO-1 have pressure seating seals and as such, are capable of :

maintaining leak-tighmess as the reactor building pressure increases. ANO-1 has a relatively
large reactor building atmospheric purge line (54" diameter) as compared to that of Zion
(10"); failure to close this line would result in a large failure size. In this study, failure to
isolate assumes that the reactor building is initially impaired and the leakage rates are large as
to preclude subsequent pressurization of the reactor building during core damage. Each of ,

these large penetrations capability to maintain the reactor building integrity under severe
\ accident conditions (i.e., high temperature and pressure conditions in the reactor building

atmosphere) were assessed and documented funher in Section 4.4.

4.1.7 Reactor Building Pressure Caracity

The reactor building ultimate pressure capacity is the focal point of calculations for the reactor
building failure timing and fission product release as a result of the reactor building overpres-
surization. The dominant failure modes are used to validate the potential for the " leak before
break" phenomena, or to identify cases where catastrophic rupture of the reactor building2

vessel would occur. The analysis supporting the reactor building ultimate failure pressure and
leakage characteristics are documented in Section 4.4.

4.1.8 Auxiliarv Buildinc =

In this analysis, the auxiliary building fission product retention capability given loss of reactor ,

building integrity, is not given credit. Thus, no detailed auxiliary building information is in-
cluded in this section. Funhermore, containment bypass sequences leadmg to core damage,
such as the interfacing LOCA analysis indicate a very low frequency (lower than the IPE i

screening value). Therefore,it did not require a detailed evaluation of the potential break lo-
cation in the auxiliary building.

'
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Table 4.1-1 !

BASIC RCS AND REACTOR BUILDING INFORMATION

!

|

|PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REFERENCE PLANTS

Pl. ANT NAME Surry ZION Oconee ANO1 |
TYPE OF REACTOR PWR PWR PWR PWR !
MANLTACTL*RER Westinghouse Westinghouse B&W B&W I

DATE OF COMMERCIAL OPERATION 1972 1973 1974 1974 {
..

Reactor Core i
Nomina 1 Power (mmh) 2.441 3.236 2,568 2.568 ;

Number of Fuel Ausrnblies 157 193 177 177 !
- - |Core weight. Tota 10b) 226.200 267,350

Uranium Dmide Ob) 175.600 216,600 205.093 205.250 |
Zacaloy Ob) 36,300 44.600 50.772 42.200 |
Macettaneous Ob) 14.300 6.150 - - !

Reasor Venel |
Venel Dxnever(in) l$7 173 171 171 |
Weer Capeary ./ Core and int in place (ft') 3.720 - - 4.058

Reasor Coolan System
RCS Vol.sne (N.xnmal. a civdmg PZR)(ft') 10.000 13.000 10.800 11.478 |)
wmer m Sysem (Nominat) Ob) 423.200 - - - ;

Operstmg Temperature (Nommal) CF) 572 562 583 579 i
Opera mg Preuure (Nomma!)(pas) 2,250 2.265 2.163 2.170 i
Number of PORVs 2 2 1 1 !

.'

Iowen PORV 5epomi(psu) 2,335 2.335 2.255 2.465 f

Numberof SVs 3 3 2 2 j
leur.si SV Se:;omt (psia) 2,360 2.485 2.500 2.515

,

Number of Reactor Coolant Pumn 3 4 2 4 ;
1 Number of Sicam Genermors 3 4- 2 2 !

Steam Generator Waier Invenao y Ob) - 3.57E5 3.5E4 1.25E5
Reanor Baildmg Sub. Atmospheric Large Dry . Large Dry Large Dry j

Reactor Buildir:g Inside Diameact (ft) 126 141 116 116 |
Reasor Buitdrrg Maurnum Inside Heighi(ft) 185 189 - 207 |
Free Volume (fL') 1.EE6 2.86E6 1.9E6 1.81E6 !
Design 1.mak Rate (% Volume!Doy) 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 .;
Duign Pressure (psis) 45 47 59 59
Opermang Prusure (psis) 10 14.7 14.7 14.7 ;

j Opernung Temperature CF) 100 100 - 120
,

Conaneuon Type Reinf. Concrete Prestressed Prc. stressed Prestrened |
'

wallTiuckness (ft) 4.5 - 4 3.75 !
Dtwne Thidneu (ft) 2.5 - 3.75 3.25 :,

Basemat Thickness (ft) 10 3.5 - 9 I'
1.5 !h Thidness above Imer (ft) 2 -

J Pressa Boundary Type Reinf. Concrete Prestressed Pre-stressed Prestressed |
Liner Thidness. Walls (m) 0.375 0.376 0.25 0.25 i

Lmer Thicknen. Dome (in) 0.5 - 0.25 0.25 |
Liner Thidness. Floor (in) 0.25 0.375 0.25 0.25 !

Liner Thidness. Cavity (m) 0.75 - - 0.25 |
|
4

!

i
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Table 4,1-1 (Continued)

O
BASIC RCS AND REACTOR BUILDING INFORMATION

:

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REFERENCE PLANTS

"" Surry Zion Oconee ANO-1

Reaciar Cavity
- - 6Annular Cavity Radius (ft) 11

In-Core Instrument Room (ft. x ft.) 10:24 - - 13:16.6
Floor Area (Cavity &lCIR)(ft ) 620 399 6432

Water Capacity (Cavity & ICIR)(ft') 12,400 7,940 7.040 -

Concrete Type Bualt li'ncsm/mmmcm Bazah Basal
Sand ngs ssate

Borsted Water Storage Tarl (gal) 350,000 350,000 400,000 349,000

Recirculation Spray Pumps
Number of Spray Pumps 4 3 3 2

Design Flow (ca. gpm) 3.500 2,614 1.900 1.500
Design Head (ft (psis)) 230 (100) - - 450
Acutation Se point

Cnent. Press. (psia) - 37.7 44.7 44.7

Decay Heat Remos al Heat Exchangers
Number of Spray Heat Exchangers 4 2 - 0
Design Capacity (ca. Bter) 55.5E6 2EE6 96.7E6 -

Number of LP1 Heat Exchangers - - - 2

Design Capacity (ca. Btu /hr) - - - 30E6 @ 140 *F
Fan Cooler Systems

Hcar Exchangers N/A 5 - 2 emins

Design Capacity (Brdr.) N/A - - 6E7
Actuation Se point

RCS Press. (psia) - - - 1540.7

Cntmt. Press. (psia) - - 18.7 18.7

Auxiliary Feedwater System
Type Drive Motor Motor Motor Motor
Number of Pumps 2/1 2 1 1

Capacity (gpm @ psig) 350 @ 1,183 450 @ 1,343 500 @ 1,050 780 @ 1,130

Aux:liary Feedwater System
Type Dnve Turbine Turbine Turbine Turbine
Nurnber of Pumps 1 1 1 1

Capacity (gpm @ psig) 700 @ 1,183 900 @ 1,343 1080 @ 1,050 780 @ 1.150
Charging System

Number of Pumps 3 3 3 3

Capacity (gpm @ psig) 150 @ 2.485 150 @ 2.800 450 @ 1,700 450 @ 1,700
Capacity @ PORV S.P. (gpm @ porv) 150 150 270 270

High Pressure 1njection System
Number of Pumps same as charging 2 same as charging same as ctsging
Capacity - 400 @ 1 084 - -

Capacity @ PORV S.P. - 0 - -

Actuation Se points
RCS Press. (psia) - - - 1540.7
Cntmt. Press. (psia) - - - 18.7

9
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Table 4.1-1 (Continued)

BASIC RCS AND REACTOR BUILDING INFORMATION

i

i

PARAMETER DESCRII" TION REFERENCE PLASTS

M ME Surry Zion Oconee ANO-1
Low Pressure Injecdon System

*

Number of Pumps 2 2 2
Capacity (gpm @ psi) - 3000 4600 3000 @ 100
Actuation Serpoints

RCS Press. (psis) - - - 1540.7
18.7Cn:mt. Press. (psia) - - -

Accumulators (CFT) !.

Numberof Accumulators 3 4 2 2
Pressure (psig) 660 615 615 600

$ '
To:a! Water Capacity (ft ) 2.850 3,400 2.820 2.080

Sources ofInformation b1'REGCR-4551 b1'REGCR-4551 MAAP Users Ernergy Ops. '

BMI-2104 MA AP Useis Manual Ocxmec Calculaten Numter .

'
Manual PRA 89.F,.0047-27

,

:

;

i

6

h

,

O
t

!.
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Table 4.1-2

ANO-1 GENERAL REACTOR BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS [

Type Dry. Atmospheric
Interior Diameter, ft. I16

1

Interior Height, ft. 207-
Cvlindrical Wall Thickness, ft 3.75
Dome Thickness, ft.

At Springline 3.75
At Top 3.25

Basement Thickness, ft. 9.0
Liner Plate Thickness,in. 0.25

'
Intemal Free Volume, minimum 106 ft3 1.81

| Intemal Design Pressure, psig. 59
| Design Leak Rate, weight % per day @ 59 psig 0.2%i

O

.

k

,

O ;
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Q 4.2 ACCIDENT PROGRESSION ANALYSIS METHODS j
nis section describes the accident progression analysis methodology used for the ANO-1
Level 2 PRA. The analytical techniques used to evaluate the severe accident progression in- !

clude a detenninistic evaluation of the reactor building's response to the physical processes oc-
curring during an accident and probabilistic analysis of the spectrum of severe accident pro-

.

!gressions given an accident. Figure 4.2-1 graphically illustrates the Level 2 analysis process.
An overview of the approach and a brief description of a typical core damage accident pro-
gression is provided in Section 4.2.1. |

Re analytical approach in the detenninistic evaluation includes the following: ;

Use of existing reference plant analyses in the evaluation of reactor-

building response to accident phenomena (see Section 4.2.2);

Use of scoping calculations to account for ANO-1 specific reactor-

building features and response to mass and energy addition to reactor
building during core damage, debris dryout and concrete attack (see |
Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4);

Use of conservative adiabatic calculations of pressure loads due to hy--

drogen burning (see Section 4.2.5); and

O 'imitea >= or ^xo-2 ri #'spectric u^^e c ic=i tie == <see sectie--

4.2.6). ;

,

4.2.1 Overview Of Analvtical Arnmach And Accident Procresdon

The scoping calculations derive severe accident phenomenological information from reference
plant analyses (e.g., fraction of wre melt at the time of vessel failure, time period of core

"

melting from core uncovery, extent of in-vessel clad oxidation, etc.), to determine mass and
energy sources into the reactor building. The mass and energy sources are used as inputs to
the reactor building, which is modeled as a single control volume. This model estimates the
plant-specific reactor building pressure at key time periods in the accident. Reference plant '

information is used as the basis for estimating potential pressure loads at the time of vessel
failure and for the long term reactor building behavior.

.

i

i

Probabilistic methods used in the analysis of the spectrum of possible severe accident progres-
sions and quantification of the frequency of reactor building failure modes include:

r

Binning of core damage sequences into plant damage states;-

;
'Use of the containment event trees (CETs) for each PDS; and-

Supporting logic trees to quantify the CET branch point probabilities.
-O

-
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The approach in defining the plant damage states is essentially the same as that used in previ-
ous PRAs (e.g., Oconee, Seabrook) and NUREG-1150 reference plants. This process is de-
scribed in Section 4.3. Core damage sequences are grouped according to similarities in core
and reactor building conditions at the time of core damage. A bridge tree (similar to an event
tree) is used to systematically map out the core damage sequences involving loss of front-line
systems into a spectmm of similar severe accident sequences. The parameters considered in-
clude reactor building safeguards systems which generally mitigate challenges to reactor
building integrity, as well as thermal hydraulic boundary conditions which drive phe-
nomenological effects. The end states in the bridge tree, or plant damage state (PDS), are
unique representations of the core damage sequence and reactor building conditions. 'Ihe
PDSs are summary descriptions of the core damage sequences which have similar implications
on the reactor building performance and fission product release and transport behavior. {

I
The PDSs form the boundary conditions for the severe accident progression and reactor
building response analysis. The binning process maps out the core damage sequences into a
limited number of states that need to be analyzed in the CETs. The CET provides a
framework for addressing the physical processes which influence the fission product source
term release characteristics. It accounts for both phenomenological and systems-related
questions that affect reactor building integrity. The ANO-1 CET is described in Sections 4.5 ;

and 4.6.

Before proceeding with a discussion of the ANO-1 reactor building's ability to accept imposed g
pressure loads during certain accident sequences, it is pertinent to review the sequence of
events in an accident progression in order to understand the physical processes and phenom-
ena that could potentially challenge reactor building integrity. Thus, reactor building features
that strongly influence the severe accident progression can be identified.

The best way to understand the accident progression is to walk through a typical example.
Consider a transient-initiated accident sequence invoMng total loss of feedwater into the
secondary side of the steam generator. The reactor has been shut down, however, without re-
actor coolant system (RCS) heat removal, core decay heat causes the water to boil away.
Steam passes via the pressurizer safety relief valves (SRVs) into the quench tank and to the |
reactor building atmosphere. The core gradually uncovers and ever.tually heats up and begins |
to melt. |

During the period in which the core is heating up and beginning to melt, several important
phenomena occur. Steam can interact with the zircaloy cladding, producing hydrogen and ffurther increasing the rate at which the core heats up because the reaction is exothermic.
Fission products (in particular the noble gases and the volatile fission products such as cesium
and iodine) are released from the fuel. The volatile fission products may be deposited on the
relatively cool surfaces in the RCS. The noble gases, of course, are neither deposited on
surfeces nor trapped in the RCS nor the steam generators.

O
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Ultimately, if the sevem accident is not terminated, the molten core falls to the lower plenum

O or the vessei waere the moiten core c>n thermeilx >ttect na reti the re cter pressnre vessei |
bottom head. In this sequence, the molten core flows out of the vessel, some of which may be ;

dispersed outside the reactor cavity by high velocity flows canying debris through the cavity '

annulus and incore instrument tunnel. At the time of vessel failure, additional pmssure loads
may be placed on the reactor building. These may arise, for example, fmm: 1) blowdown of
the remaining water inventory fmm the vessel; 2) a steam spike as molten material interacts:

with the water in the cavity region; 3) the less likely direct containment heating (DCH); or 4)
hydrogen burning. In this analysis,it is postulated that in some cases the molten debris may ;

fragment and be dispersed into the reactor building oxidizing the zircaloy, directly transferring

: the sensible (and chemical energy) to the reactor building atmosphere. This process, referred
to as DCH may cause the reactor building to fail early. Thus, the possibility of reactor<

building failure at the time of vessel failure is carefully considered.

For non-LOCA events in which the RCS integrity is maintained (like the sequence described
,

; above) the pressure in the reactor vessel may remain high until the vessel fails. In this case, ;

the molten core emerges as a jet, some of which can fragment, causing small particles to be -

dispersed into the reacter building atmosphere through the reactor cavity annular region and
incore instrument tunnel. In some accident sequences, the RCS may depressurize prior to '

. vessel failure from high temperature induced failure of the hot legs or surge line. This may
*

allow low pressure injection systems to deliver coolant following vessel depressurization.
This has significant implications on the progression of the core melt events subsequent to
vessel failure. The high capacity coolant injection would cool the core (if injection recovery '

O# occurs prior to significant core melting) and peclude vessel failure; or possibly quench the
debris in the cavity following vessel failure.

.

The above discussion has focused on the accident progression for sequences in which the RCS -

; pressure remains high and the reactor building is initially intact. The consequences of other [
3 sequences in which the reactor building integrity may be lost or by-passed prior to core melt,

! such as SGTR are not expected to be mitigated in the reactor building during core melt. In
these sequences, the leakage of fission products from the RCS during core melt bypasses the.

| reactor building and mitigation of fission products would depend on secondary safety valves |
| and feedwater availability for SGTR sequences, or the auxiliary building for by-pass :

; sequences.
1

; 4.2.2 Use Of Reference Plant Analysis
s

The ANO-1 physical process analysis considered previously published core melt studies to !

provide insights on degraded core accident conditions. The information included event tim-
ings, pressure rise in the reactor building as a result of vessel failure, and consideration of

; uncertainties in severe accident phenomena such as high pressure melt ejection (HPME) loads
,

accompanying vessel failure. The sources ofinformation include the following:

j
'

Large, dry PWR reference plant analyses of selected accident condi-.

tions, such as the IDCOR Task 23.1 Technical Reports on the Zion
; Integrated Containment Analyses using MAAP;

4.2-3
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Large dry and sub atmospheric PWR plants analyses contained in the g*

BMI-2104 and NUREG/CR-4624 studies of Zion and Surry using the W
Source Term Code Package (STCP);

NUREG/CR-4551 assessment of reactor building loads due to high*

pressure melt ejection (HPME) at vessel failure;

NUREG-II5O consideration of uncenain issues and EPRI parametric*

analysis (EPRI NP-6111 and EPRI NP-7192) of modeling parameters
using MAAP;

NSAC/60 probabilistic risk assessment of Oconee; and*

Selected MAAP plant-specific calculations to confirm assumptions.

relative to the more severe accident conditions.

A summary of event timing from these reference plant accident analyses is provided in Table
4.2-1. The information in this table is used to provide insights on the plant-specific behavior
of the ANO-1 plant under similar type accident conditions.

4.2.3 Containment Response Scocing Analysis Methods

The reactor building response analysis for ANO-1 is essentially based on previously published g
core melt analysis of typical large, dry PWRs. The reactor building response analysis
considers the plant-specific features of ANO-1 by comparing the response of the reactor
building under similar accident progressions to the reference plant. A Comparative
Core / Containment Response Scoping (CCRS) Model was developed to support this analytical
comparative process. The CCRS is a scoping analysis tool used to determine event sequence
timings of the ANO-1 plant under examination relative to a reference plant severe accident
analysis. The CCRS model " automates" a set of conservation equations for reactor building
response using information from existing analyses of severe accident progressions and plant
features that have a first order effect on the reactor building response.

The CCRS model simplifies the conservation equations of mass and energy using the reactor
building as the control volume to estimate the reactor building response under severe accident
conditions. The approach improved upon the IDCOR Individual Plant Evaluation
Methodology (IPEM) documented in IDCOR Technical Report 86.3A2. The CCRS inte-
grates sources of mass and energy including heat sinks to determine the reactor building re-
sponse. Plant-specific initial conditions and physical parameters of the primary system and
reactor building, define the boundary conditions of the accident scenario and plant con-
figuration. The calculational tool is used to estimate the reactor building pressure of the
various core-damage sequences at key times to support the quantification of CETs for the IPE
back-end analysis. The set of equations are encoded in a spread sheet format to facilitate the
input of parameters that describe the plant configuration, initial conditions and event sequence

hdefinition.
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0- CCRS provides a flexible framework to approximate the ANO-1 core damage key event tim-
ings, accounting for important parameters, such as core thermal power, RCS inventories,
reactor building volume, etc. It is used to calculate the base pressure loads in the reactor
building at key times such as the time of core uncovery, prior to vessel failure, and debris
dryout. He time period from core uncovery to vessel failure is based on the results from
existing STCP or MAAP calculations (e.g., Table 4.2-1).

The ANO-1 parametric analysis of plant-specific reactor building response includes the
following:

Scoping calculations for the timing of core uncovery, debris dryout,*

reactor building failure, and pressme rise for hydrogen burning:

Scoping calculations for the reactor building conditions at core.

uncovery, debris dryout, and reactor building failure;

Scoping calculations of competing borated water storage tank (BWST)*

inventory depletion (e.g., injection vs. sprays for small LOCA); and

Sensitivity calculations of major event timings to various plant-specific.

parameters to determine first-order effects (e.g., reactor building
volume, reactor building failure pressure, cavity geometry).

The CCRS calculational procedure is used in the determination of reactor building base pres-
sure at key event sequence time periods. It is intended to rank the severity of the spectrum of
core damage sequences. For example, the long-term reactor building pressurization for tran-
sient events without reactor building safeguards such as station blackout sequences can be
compared relative to another scenario such as small LOCAs. LOCA events are evaluated with
a separate spreadsheet with RCS equilibrium conditions after the reactor blowdown. (The
pressure in the reactor at the end of blowdown is obtained using existing design basis accident
analyses from the ANO-1 FSAR). The CCRS format automates the calculation process, while
providing further benefit as a resource for perGrming sensitivity analyses. Sensitivity analyses
can provide insights on the input parameters (reactor building features such as volumes or
RCS inventories) that have significant implications for risk.

In order to incorporate information from reference plant analyses regarding event timings,
reactor building loads and source terms, the core damage progression was modeled in distinct
time phases. Four major time phases were defined:

1. Prior to core damage (at core uncovery);

2. Prior to vessel failure (during core damage);

O 3. oebris diveut in cavirv cefier vessei feiture) and
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4. Core-concrete attack and long-term processes to reactor building fail- g i

ure. W ;

i

The conditions (i.e., pressure and temperature in the reactor building) are calculated using the
iterating routines and decay heat functions developed. The definition of the mass and energy
sources for the various time periods, are as follows:

1. For the first time period, the final condition defined in the calculation is
'

the RCS water level at the top of active fuel RCS boil-off is calcu-
lated, considering the pressure in the vessel, the vessel inventory above
the core, and the steam generator secondary side inventory. The initial
timeis defined as time zero.

>

2. For the second time period, the final condition defined is a user-input
fraction of core melting and clad oxidation as may be obtained from
MARCH or MAAP calculations. The initial time used is the time of
core uncovery obtained from the first part of the calculations (see it-
em 1 above).

3. The third time period is the time of debris dryout in the cavity following
vessel failure (essentially the same as that included in the IPEM
methodology). In this case, the initial time used is the time prior to gvessel failure calculated in item 2.

4. The final time period includes the long term processes of concrete at-
tack subsequent to debris dryout. The potential for reactor building
failure is addressed in this time phase, consistent with the IPEM
method. The difference lies in the consideration of the non-
condensable gases generated during concrete attack.

The time phasing described above allows other scenarios to be addressed. The PDS depend- -

ency is included in the calculations by considering RCS makeup from ECCS, spray or fan
cooler operation and depletion time of the BWST from the competing injection sources
(i.e.,ECCS injection time is shortened if the sprays are also operating). The plant-spadfic
parameters are used to define the ECCS and spray flow capacity, fan-cooler capability, BWST
inventory and the actuation setpoints. Existing reference analyses are used to provide figures
of merit relative to severe accident progression. For example, the influence of the extent of
core melting prior to vessel failure on key event timings and reactor building pressure can be
determined parametrically. (MARCH calculations predict larger melt fractions prior to vessel
failure than does MAAP, and these differences can be incorporated as a parameter). Input
parameters used to determine long term reactor building response include the extent of con-
crete penetration and associated non-condensable gas generation. |

O
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p/ Reactor building pressure estimated by CCRS for these time periods are used as the base
L pressure upon which additional pressure loads fn 'a severe accident phenomena are imposed. }

This flexibility is used in the CET quantification to evaluate pmssure loads at vessel failure
which may cause early reactor building failure. He CCRS model allows use of reference ;

plant analyses and considention of in-vessel and ex-vessel severe accident phenomena
.

(e.g.,:.irealoy clad oxidation and hydmgen generation) for a range of PDS conditions with i

relative case.

4.2.4 Model Formulation for Pressure Calculations
Ine approach utilized in CCRS involves a large degree of simplification by concentrating on

the pressure in the reactor building at selected time points, thus deleting the sequential nature ,

of the accident event. By considering only the significan: mass and energy :;ources, and hea.
dissipation paths, the pressure in reactor building can be determined by the first law of
thermodynamics.

The energy balance is applied to the reactor building as the control volume shown in Fig-
ure 4.2-2. The first law of thermodynamics can be written as:

[Mu=-[$h+ Q (4.2-1)3 i j
, ,

O where:

M; = Mass of material "i" in the reactor building

$1 = Mass flow rate of material "j" into or out of the reactor building3

ui = Specific intemal energy of material "i"
;

h = Specific enthalpy of material "j"j

Qg = Rate of heat addition by process "k"- |
;

r
!De materials in reactor building are taken to be:

1. Primary water initially in the reactor coolant sy; tem (RCS); '

;
2. Emergency core cooling water. from the core flood tanks

(accumulators) and BWST as injected by the ECCS or the spray ;
system;

3. Concrete walls within the reactor building; !

.

;
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4. Metallic structures within the reactor building (e.g., steel liner, RCS g
pumps, steam generators, pressurizer, etc..); and W

5. Reactor building air, water vapor, and non-condensable gas generated
during zircaloy oxidation and molten-core-coolant interaction (MCCI).

Integrating equation 4.2-1 over time, we obtain:
.

U -U = M.,(h i - h,,2) + M.,(h,,, - h ,2)+ M,(h,i - h,2)+ Q (4.2-2)2 i

where:

r n

U= [ M,u,2

( * >2 (4.2-3)

= M ,3,un2 + M.,um2 + M,u.2 + M.u.2

r 3

U= [M,ui i
ji (4.2-4)( ,

= M .,,u ,3 + M umi + M,u,3 + M,u,3o

Q = Qey + Qoxie,g + Qw;o,- Qmmo,e (4.2-5)

and:

| Qwy = Decay heat

Qoxia.gon = Chemical energy from Zr oxidation

Qw;on = Chemical energy for gas combustion

| Q oa = Heat transferred out of reactor building via engineered safety
features e.g., fan coolers

The subscripts refer to:

wa = Accumulator water

we = Water vapor in the reactor building atmosphete

wp = Primary system water, consisting of the primary coolant loop and
pressurizer

O
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,

!

i,

- ws = Reactor building spray water and/or ECCS water {
a = Air (N + O ) !2 2

>

g = Gas generated from concrete decomposition ;

s = Structural matedal

2 = End state |
!

1 = Initial state |

'i
The generalized equations 4.2-1 through 4.2-5 are applied for the three distinct time periods - -[
illustrated in Figure 4.2-2. It is assumed'in this simplified calculation that Zircaloy oxidation is i

the only chemical reaction that occurs during core degradation and concrete attack. During [
concrete attack the gases given off are calculated and added to the reactor building.1 It is also !
assumed that thermal equilibrium exists among all the constituents.in the reactor budding .]
atmosphere. (This is an acceptable approximation for the. conditions prevailing for several !

hours). Using the steam tables and the assumption of ideal gas behavior in a fixed reactor i

building volume, equation 4.2-2 can be solved iteratively. j
!
!

The initial inventories include the primary loop inventory, accumulator inventory, pressurizer !
*

water inventory and pressurizer steam inventory.

V" - V"
.-

(4.2-6) -|Primary coolantloop inventory: Mya =
v,(T,,o) ;

1

Pressurizer waterinventory: M .,,,, = (1 - Fy) V, / v.(P,3) _4.2-7)(

Pressurizer steam inventory: M,g = V,Fy/v,(P,,) (4.2-8)

i.
Primary system waterinventory: M ,= M ,w + M ,,,, (4.2-9) j

j

i

where: !

'!
'V = Volume !

!

y = Specific volume |
:i

T = Temperature - -!

F = Fraction of steam or water in pressurizer .

O 1
a

i

h
~ 4.2-9 - q

f

!
. . . _
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*

and the subscripts refer to: g_>
pel = Primary coolant loop

pz = Pressurizer

ps = Primary system

st = Steam

w = water

4.2.5 Model Formulation For Hydrocen Bum Calculations

The impact of hydrogen buming is evaluated during a severe accident in support of the CET
analysis. Hydrogen buming can pose pressure loads in the reactor building that may lead to
failure should the pressure rise (in addition to the base pressure in reactor building prior to

,

buming) exceed the capacity of the reactor building. A simplified burn pressure model was
,

developed as a parametric tool to provide a conservative estimate of the reactor building pres-
sure rise after a postulated hydrogen burn. As such, an adiabatic combustion in a constant
volume is assumed. The energy balance equation is based on the heat of reaction of hydmgen
combustion in an air / steam environment for a single control volume (the reactor building).
The intemal energy of the gases before and after the burn, with consideration of the gas
composition provides the basis for the pressure rise, assuming all components are ideal gases. g.
De base pressure (before the burn) is obtained fmm a CCRS scoping calculation at key event
times (e.g., at the end of core damage or debris dryout) for dominant accident scenarios
identified in the Level 2 PRA. The pressure rise after the burn is added to the base pressure to
obtain a total pressure load in the reactor building. He energy balance equation is encoded in
a spreadsheet, H2-BURN. The principal basis for the equations encoded in the spreadsheet is
documented in NUREG/CR-4551 Volume 3, Part 2, Appendix A.2.2 (Ref. 6).

.

The following criteria are used for calculating the bum pressure:

If hydrogen concentration is below 4%, burn is not possible.-

If oxygen concentration is less than 5%, burn is not possible..

If steam concentration is greater than 55%, the reactor building is.

steam inened, and burn is not possible.

Burn is possible if there is enough hydrogen in the reactor building: i-

- Diffusion / slow burn limit is 4% hydrogen:

- Deflagration limit is 8% hydrogen; and ,

- Detonation limit is 14% hydrogen. $'
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{v} Total hydrogen buming is assumed if the deflagration (or detonation).

limit exists in the reactor building. >

Bum efficiency is assumed to vary linearly between the diffusion and-

deflagrF. tion limits of hydrogen concentration (4% and 8%, respec-
tively).

Burning may also be forced to occur within the stoichiometric limits of-

the buming process, provided the hydrogen concentration exceeds 4%.

The gas temperature of the products (i.e., unreacted hydrogen and oxygen, H 0, and the inen2

gases) is calculated assuming a constant volume adiabatic combustion. The intemal energy is
calculated from heat capacity data which is a founh order polynomial; hence, the temperature
is calculated using a trial and error method.

Figure 4.2-3 illustrates the calculation scheme in the H BURN spreadsheet. The basic equa-2
tions include an internal energy balance as follows:

[ n,U(reactants) = [ n U(products)+ AU(combustion)j

The intemal energy, U, is calculated from heat capacity data for each gas component for the,

( reactants (i) and products (j). This is a function of the gas temperature and is in the form of a
founh order polynomial.

U(T) = a(T-T,)+ b(T -T,,2) + c(T' + T,,/)+ d(T' -T ')2

a

where T is the gas temperature (in Centigrade); Tg is the reference temperature at which the
heats of formation are evaluated; a, b, c, and d are defined for each gas component.

The values for the coefficients are obtained from NUREG/CR-4551 (Ref. 6) and summarized
below:

Gas a b c d
H 20.53 3.825E-05 1.096E-06 -2.175E-102

HO 25.15 3.440E-03 2.535E-06 -8.983E-102

O 20.79 5.790E-03 -2.025E-06 3.278E-102

N 20.69 1.100E-03 1.908E-06 -7.178E-102

f~~
(
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Due to lack of information regarding heat capacity data for carbon dioxide, the polynomial a
coefficients for oxygen, which is judged the most similar in structure to CO was used in the W2 ,

| spreadsheet. -

The energy released due to hydrogen combustion (in kjoules) is a function of the amount of
hydrogen (in kg-moles) that is postulated to burn and is calculated as:

AU(combustion)= -2.406E5 x H BURNED2

The constant -2.406E5 kjoules/kg-mole,is the heat of reaction associated with the combus-
tion of one kg-mole of hydrogen. One kg-mole of hydrogen requires 1/2 kg-mole of oxygen,
producing 1 kg-mole of steam as the product. Unreacted hydrogen and oxygen as well as the

! inert gases (i.e., N , H O and CO , if applicable) are considered as products in the energy2 2 2
balance.

The final temperature of the products is calculated using a trial and error method in which the
final temperature is obtained if an energy balance is obtained.

He pressure ratio is based on the ideal gas law, PV=nRT:

P =[ Moles (products)/ Moles (reactants)]x[T(final)/T(initial)]

P, = P,_ x P -P. g'm

he inherent limitation of a simple energy balance equation still exists, therefore, sensitivity
was perfonned to determine hydrogen buming effects.

4.2.6 Plant Snecific MA AP Calculations
,

!

The Level 2 analysis for ANO-1 is a limited scope analysis. Existing reference plant analyses
1

and scoping calculations were used as the principle means of assessing the ANO-1 plant
response to severe accident conditions. In parallel with the limited scope analysis, an ANO-1 !

MAAP input deck was developed. Results from the MAAP analyses were not obtained until
after most of the limited scope work and scoping calculations were completed; hence, only a
few MAAP calculation were performed. These calculations were used to confmn the scoping

:
calculations and gain additional insights into the ANO-1 severe accident response. j
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Table 4.2-1

Major Event Timings From Various Reference Plant Studics-

~

SIMUL,ATION CORE CORE VESSEL, . CONTAINMENT
PLANT SEQUENCE REI' ORT CODE IJNCOVERY M El.T Fall,URE Fall,UR E

(*I") (*I") (*I")
_ - _ _ - _ _ _ __d"'!_"[_---_ ___ ' (*_I") . _ __ _ __ _ -

SURRY AG BMI 2139 STCP 3081 3156 3371 3054

V EPRI4096 STCP 135.5 155.5 223 -

7,IO N S2DCr BMI 2139 STCP 64.9 94.2 133 1444

EPR16111 MAAP 93.4 - 149.7 188.4

S2DCr(2) EPRI 6111 MAAP 93.4 - 149.7 1248

6 S2DCF1 B MI-2139 STCP 64.9 94.2 132.8 133

$ EPRI 6111 MAAP 94.7 - 153.4 153.4
"

S2DCF2 BMI-2139 STCP 64.9 94.2 132.8 895.9

EPRI6111 MAAP 93.3 - 150.6 1706.6

SURRY TMLB EPRI4096 STCP 129 143.5 175 -

ZION TMLU U Mi-2139 STCP 124.6 148.4 189.6 189.7

EPRI 6111 MAAP 148.6 - 234.1 234.4

TMLU(2) EPRI 6111 MAAP 148.6 - 234.1 1703

SBO(Seal LOCA) EPR17192 MAAP 150 240 2208-

OCONEE Din i NSAC(4 STCP 33 63 88 -

Bin 11 NSAC 60 STCP 564 629 663 -

Din ill NSAC 60 STCP 66 94 163 -

DinIV NSAC 60 STCP 1362 1436 1560 -

Bin V NSAC 60 STCP O 22 76 -

Din VI NSAC 60 STCP 442 508 568 -
,
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Table 4.2-1 (Continued)

Major Event Timings From Various Reference Plant Studies

Sc<luence
_ _ . _ _ __

I!cscripti m ___
_ _ _ _ _$

AG A large hot leg break LOCA accompanied by failure of containment heat removal system; the emergency core
cooling and containment spray systems are availabic.

V Interfacing systems LOCA with containment bypass.

S2DCr A LOCA initiated by rupture of primary coolant system accompanied by failure of the emergency core cooling
injection as well as containment spray recirculation systems. Fan coolers are initially operable, but are assumed
to fail at the time of vessel failure. Late overpressure failurt has been selected as the containment failure mode.

S2DCr(2) Same as above with early containment failure.

S2DCFI A LOCA initiated by primary pump seal rupture accompanied by failures of emergency core cooling, contain.
ment sprays as well as containment coolers. An early containment failure mode due to hydrogen combustion

p and/or direct heating.

[ S2DCF2 Same as S2DCFI with late containment failure.
" TML Initiated by a transient with failure of auxiliary feedwater and ECC. Fced and biced was not given credit.

T M Lil Failure of power conversion and auxiliary feedwater systems given the initiating transient event of loss of off-
site AC power.

TMLU Initiated by a transient and is accompanied by the loss of power conversion, auxiliary feedwater, and
emergency core cooling systems. Both containment coolers and spmys are available. Early containment
failure due to direct heating.

TMLU(2) Same as above with late containment failure.
SHO Transient initiated by loss of off-site power followed by seal LOCA after 45 minutes into accident.
BinI Early core melt, small-LOCA leakage rate, RCS pressure above 400 psia.
Bin 11 Late core melt, small-LOCA leakage rate, RCS pirssure above 400 psia.
Bin ill Early core melt, cycling-irlief valve leakage rate, RCS pressure above 400 psia.
Bin IV Late core melt, cycling-relief-valve leakage rate RCS pressure above 400 psia.
Bin V Early core melt, large LOCA Icakage rates, RCS pressure below 400 psia, ECC injection failure.
Hin VI Similar of Din V except trcirculation failure rather than injection.
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4.3 PLANT DAMAGES STATES AND BINNING CRITERIA

His section outlines the characterization of ANO-1 Level-1 sequence results into Plant
Damage State (PDS) bins. This process is the first of several in assessing the reactor building

,

response to the dominant severe accidents identified in the Level-1 analysis.
I

Section 4.3.1 provides an oveniew of the PDS binning process. Section 4.3.2 describes the
PDS binning attributes. Section 4.3.3 defines the possible PDS bins and the nomenclature |
used to identify each. The Bridge Tree, the mechanism used to sort the Level-1 results into
PDSs, is described in Section 4.3.4. The dominant PDSs are listed and discussed in Section ;

'

4.3.5. The process and results of collapsing the PDS results into a representative, but more
manageable set of dominant PDS is provided in Section 4.3.6. And, Section 4.3.7 summarues
the PDS results. References are listed at the end of section. !

4.3.1 Plant Damace State Binnine Process |

The first task in the limited-scope Level-2 analysis is to group the large number of accident se- !
quences identified in the Level-1 analysis into a relatively small set of Plant Damage States
(PDSs) which represent the spectrum of core damage scenarios. In this way, the number of 4

reactor building response analyses required to evaluate the off-site release risk is made
manageable. The reduction of the potentially large number of core damage / reactor building
failure scenarios is accomplished by identifying which core / reactor building attributes
dominate off-site dose releases. These attributes must account for the core damage state,
reactor building response, fission product release pathways, and the reactor building fission ;

product source term. PDSs are defined on the basis of these attributes. A PDS is a group of
core damage accident sequences which have similar reactor building response and fission i

product release attributes. Physical parameters associated with the core damage, with the
reactor building response, and with the release of fission products to the emironment provide
the PDS attributes. The Level-1 core damage sequences are then classified (or " binned") into ,

one of these PDSs. These bins account only for core damage / containment status due to
initiating events and random frontline and support system failures; the bins do not account for
severe accident phenomenological effects. The latter are accounted for in the Containment
Event Tree (CET), discussed in Section 4.5.

1

The binning of Level-1 core damage sequences is conducted via a four step process. The first
step is to identify the PDS binning criteria. The next step consists of developing a " Bridge !

,

Tree" which addresses these parameters. The third step consists of applying the Level-1 cut-
sets to the Bridge Tree, assessing the RCS pressure, reactor building status, and core damage |
timing of each cutset and classifying each into an appropriate PDS. The fourth step is to re- |
duce the number of PDS groups into a representative yet manageable set. An overview of this

,

process is depicted in Figure 4.3-1. i
!

4.3.2 Plant Damace State Binnine Attributes

A unique combination of these core / reactor building conditions define the PDSs. For most
accident sequences, there are relatively few core and reactor building conditions which

4.3-1
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significantly influence the core melt progression and the severe accident reactor building re-
sponse. These are (1) the time of core melt initiation, (2) the reactor coolant system pressure,
(3) the reactor building integrity status prior to vessel breach, (4) the availability of reactor
building mitigating systems (heat removal / fission product removal), and (5) the occurrence of
water in the reactor cavity prior to vessel failure. These conditions are used as PDS bmning
criteria. More spectfically, a unique combination of these core / reactor building criteria define
the PDSs. These criteria and abbreviations associated with each are briefly described below.

Core Melt Timing (very early, early, or late):-

- V: Very Early core damage,0 to 30 minutes (i.e.,large LOCA
with no ECCS injection, including that of the core flood tanks
(CFTs));

- E: Early core damage 30 minutes to 2 hours (i.e., small LOCA
or transient event with no ECCS injection; or large LOCA with
no ECCS, but with CFTinjection);

- L: Late core damage, >2 hours (i.e., loss of core cooling during
recirculation).

RCS Pressure (high, moderate, or low):.

- H: High pressure (>2500 psig) at vessel breach implies the pos-
sibility of high tempemture/high pressure RCS failure prior to
induced vessel breach; this will preclude DCH. Otherwise, the
impact of debris dispersal and potential effects of DCH must be
assessed;

- M: Moderate pressure (200-2500 psig) at vessel breach implies
reduced loads to the reactor building at vessel breach, but DCH
is still possible; and

- L: Low pressure (<2.00 psig) at vessel breach implies CFT in-
jection and that phenomena such as DCH may likely be pre- ;

cluded.
;:

Containment Status (initial state and pressure):*

- Containment integrity status at vessel breach:

- I: Containment isolated and intact with leakage within
design;

- U: Containment unisolated (leakage exceeds design);

O
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e - F: Containment failed due to over pressurization before
i core damage; and

- B: Containment bypassed by RCS leakage.

- Containment Pressure (low or elevated):1

- Low containment pressure at vessel breach; and

- Elevated containment pressure at vessel breach increases ;

the potential for over-pressure failure, since a relatively
small or moderate pressure rise at vessel breach may
cause the ultimate pressure capacity to be exceeded.

Mitigating Systems Availability (containment spray and fan cooler):-

- Containment spray system operation, in conjunction with the
fan cooler operation, reduces the possibility of long tenn over-
pressure failure. It reduces the fission product inventory air-
bome in the containment, and may result in a wet cavity; five
containment spray states were identified: i

- Containment sprays available in both the injection and
recirculation modes, and actuated prior to vessel breach;

- CS-O: Containment sprays available in both the injec-
tion and recirculation modes, and not actuated prior to i

vessel breach;

- CS-R: Containment sprays available in the injection
mode, fails in the recirculation mode, and actuated prior ,

to vessel breach; .

- CS-OR: Containment sprays available in the injection i

mode, fails in the recirculation mode, and not actuated
prior to vessel breach; and, -

- CS: Containment sprays not available;

- Containment fan cooler / heat removal operation reduces the j

potential of containment over-pressure failure; two states were-
I

- Fan coolers available

1 The containment pressure is not explicitly modeled as a system or function in the bridge

] tree, but is implied by other core damage bin and containment safeguards attributes.

l
;
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- FC: Fan coolers not available

Water Availability in Reactor Cavity:.

- W: Water in the reactor cavity at vessel breach increases debris
cooling and reduces its ability to attack concrete; and

- D: Dry cavity

RCS Retention Capability:.

- Steam generators along the RCS leakage path with secondary
side cooling increases the possibility for fission products reten-
tion in the RCS; and

- The RCS fission product retention potential depends on several
factors: (1) whether steam generators are in the leakage path,
(2) whether steam generators boil dry, and (3) the fission prod-
uct residence time in the RCS (e.g., it is short in a large break
LOCA).

Because the availability of AC power has global implications on these criteria, Station
Blackout (SBO) and SBO-like accidents are treated separately. Rus, an additional criterion
was added to the above list:

SBO or SBO-like accidents: Accidents leading to core melt due to a.

loss of off-site power which involve failures that disable the contain-
ment mitigating systems are placed in this category. Potential recovery
of the active systems are considered following power recovery.

The bridge tree addresses the above issues via a set of event tree nodal questions, ne bddge
tree end states which have similar implications on the reactor building response and
radionuclide release charactenzation are grouped into the same PDS. The PDSs and the
Bridge Tree will be discussed in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, respectively. As noted above,
neither the bridge tree nor the PDS bins account for severe accident response effects. The
later are accounted for in the containment event tree (CET), discussed in Section 4.6.

4.3.3 Plant Damace State Definitions

he PDSs are defined as unique combinations of the above core damage / containment systems
conditions. More speedically, each PDS is defined as a unique combination of core melt ;

timing (V, E L), RCS pressure at vessel breach (H, M, L), containment integdty status (I, U,
F. B), reactor cavity water inventory at vessel breach (W, D), fan cooler operation (FC, avail-
able), and containment spray operation (CS, CS-0. CS-R, CS-OR, available entire accident
and actuated prior to vessel breach). The abbreviations for core / containment conditions were >

|

I
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defined in Section 4.3.2. In addition, a special PDS has been defined for SBO and SBO-like
5 level-l accidents.

Table 4.3-1 provides the set of possible front-line system sequence characteristics and
Table 4.3-2 provides the set of possible containment system states. Together these character-
istics define the possible ANO-1 PDSs. Each PDS has a unique identifier. The relationships
of the various core damage and reactor building safeguards status are also illustrated in Figure
4.3-2. The Roman numeral represents a unique combination of core melt timing and RCS
pressure; the letter represents a unique combination of fan cooler and reactor building spray

,

operation; and the "i" and "u" represent the reactor building status: isolated or unisolated, j

respectively. This Roman numeral / alphabetic letter PDS nomenclature is similar to that used |
lin the Oconee PRA [4] with the added elements of reactor building and phenomenological

parameters which were judged to be important to the release characterization.

The various attributes described in the previous section, would inherently preclude certain
combinations of the core damage bins and safeguards systems status. For example, a large :

LOCA will likely be a low-RCS-pressure state. Funhermore, large LOCAs leading to high !
'mass and energy discharge to the reactor building would likely actuate the reactor building

sprays early (if available), hence, the spray safeguards state will be those that involve injection ;

or recirculation prior to vessel breach. Combinations that are not possible may either be due
to a physical process boundary condition or functional limitation of the systems.

O For all but reactor building by-pass and the SBO PDSs the first character is a Roman numeral
followed by an alphabetic letter, followed by an "i" or "u." Accidents invoMng reactor I

building failure prior to core melt due to overpressurization or bypassed reactor buildings use !
a simpler PDS naming scheme: the containment failure mode (CF, CB). These bins, unlike
those invoMng an intact reactor building, require a unique characterization of the severe

;

accident progression due to the nature of release paths and recovery options. These accident '

bins will be addressed as a special case in the Containment Event Tree.

Similarly, SBO and SBO-like accident PDSs are described by the characters "SBO". As with
the unisolated/ failed / bypassed containment cases, the SBO and SBO-like cases are treated as a
special case due to the potential severity of their consequences. Should power be recovered ;

carly, the potential for coolant injection is modeled to reduce the likelihood of vessel failure
and/or of containment failure. Conversely, if power is recovered late, spray recovery
subsequent to vessel failure could lead to the formation of a flammable hydmgen
concentration in the reactor building by removing enough steam to deinert the reactor building
atmosphere. Thus, late SBO recovery could increase the potential for late reactor building
failure due to hydrogen combustion.

4.3.4 Bridge Tree Logic

The " Bridge Tree"is a logic structure which combines the Level-1 accident scenarios with the
key core and reactor building system factors which affect the magnitude and timing of severe
accident fission releases to the environment. In effect, the bridge tree is a post-core damage

4.3-5 |
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event tree. Its structure provides a logical means of accounting for the dependencies of the
various component failures and conditions considered to be important in severe accident
analysis. The bridge tree end states are categorized into PDSs using the above core dam-
age / containment status criteda. Figure 4.3-2 depicts the ANO-1 bridge tree. The PD', output
by the bridge tree serves as input to the Containment Event Tree (CFT) discussed in Section
4.5. Note that each end state is assigned a unique Arabic number for reference purposes.

Entry states to the bridge tree are the set of functional core damage sequences evaluated in the
Izvel 1 analysis. Bridge tree top events are organized into three groups: 1) questions related
to conditions befom and/or during core degradation; 2) questions on the containment status
before and/or during core melt; and 3) questions related to core and containment systems
performance. He nodal questions used for categorizing the core damage sequences into
PDSs and the associated branching logic are discussed below.

Interdependencies occur between the Bridge Tree top events and between these top events
and the core damage cutsets. In particular, the reactor building isolation, cooling, and spray
systems share dependencies with each other and with the core damage cutsets. To account
for these dependencies, the quanti 6 cation is conducted via a Boolean combination.

4.3.4.1 Condition Before/During Core Degradation Nodes

The first group of bridge tree top events (Condition Before/During Core Degradation) is com-
prised of three questions: 1) " Core Melt Sequence?" (CM); 2) "AC Power Available?" (AC);
and 3) "RCS Breach size (Depressurized prior to CM)?" (RCS).

De first question is the starting point in which all Level 1 end states contributing to core melt
'

are considered in the bridge tree. The second question identifies Station Blackout (SBO) and
SBO-like cutsets for special treatment. Because of the severe consequences of SBO and i

'

SBO-like accidents, these cutsers are assigned a special PDS. In the Level-2 analysis, SBO
accidents are defined as a core damage accidents initiated by the less of Off-Site Power
(LOSP) and containing failures which lead to the loss of all on-site AC power and therefore to
the loss of both core cooling and reactor building mitigation equipment. The identification of
SBO and SBO-like cutsets requires inspection of individual accident sequence cutsets. In this-

process, an additional term is attached to each SBO and SBO-like cutset. This term serves as
a tag to identify the SBO and SBO-like cutsets in the bridge tree analysis.

The third top event, "RCS Breach Size (Depressurized Prior to CM)?", addresses the issue of '

high pressure CM and the Direct Containment Heating (DCH) issue. It has three branches:
1) H: high RCS pressure (>2500 psig); 2) M: medium (>2.00 psig, <2500 psig); and 3) L:
low RCS pressure (<200 psig).

As with the AC question, assessing the branching logic associated with the RCS question is a
manual process. However, this process is greatly simplified by several phenomenological as-
sumptions. It is assumed that accidents initiated by a large break LOCA (initiator A) depres-

'
surize the RCS below 200 psig. It is further assumed that the only accidents which result in

4.3-6
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CM at or above 2500 psig are transient events involving cycling RCS code safety valves. All
O(/ other accident sequences, i.e., those initiated by small break LOCAs (inidator S), steam

generator tube ruptures (R), and transient-induced LOCAs, are assumed to fall into the middle
pressure range.

4.3.4.2 Containment Status Nodes

The second group of bridge tree top events (Containment Status) is comprised of three ques-
tions: 1)" Containment Not Bypassed?" (CB); 2)" Containment Isolated?" (CI); and
3) " Containment Not Failed Before CM7" (CF).

Only two types of accident sequences are assumed to lead to a reactor building bypass (B)
prior to core damage: accidents initiated by steam generator tube ruptures (R) and interfacing
system LOCA OSLOCA) accidents. Thus, this branch is depicted only on the center branch
of the RCS node; it is moot for the other RCS branches. He branching logic associated with
this node is manually implemented: Tube ruptures and R sequences are placed in the lower
branch and the S sequences are placed in the upper branch. Because severe accidents
involving a reactor building bypass are especially severe, these events are assigned to a special
PDS. As such, the remaining bridge tree nodal questions are not addressed for reactor
building bypass cutsets.

i

The second question separates cutsets on the basis of success (I) or failure (U) of
N Containment Isolation System (Level 1 System J). This question is moot if the reactor

building is bypassed. Non-bypassed cutsets will be sorted according to reactor buildings

isolation status via a Boolean process using reactor building isolation fault tree logic (see
Appendix A for the system description). {

Re third question addresses the potential of a reactor building overpressurization failure (F)
prior to core damage. This question is moot if the reactor building is either bypassed or not i

isolated. Reactor building failure is assumed to occur only if core cooling operates for an ;

extended period (recirculation mode failures) without reactor building spray or cooling
(containment system status K). In this situation, all core decay heat is carried by RCS steam
and water to the reactor building. T+emusly, this heat will overpressurize the reactor
building. These cutsets will also be pned by the Boolean process. It is conservatively
assumed that all recirculation mode failw: cutsets with a containment system status of K
results in reactor building failure before core melt, except for the low pressure sequences
Garge break LOCA) where it is assumed that sufficient ECCS spillage will prevent i

overpressurization before CM.

Because reactor building failure prior to core damage is expected to lead to relatively severe
environmental release, a special PDS was assigned to the CF branch. As such, the remaming
bridge tree nodal questions are not addressed for reactor building failure cutsets. For ANO-1,
no dominant sequences were found to result in reactor building failure prior to core damage.

k
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4.3.4.3 Core / Containment Systems Perfonnance Nodes

The third and last group of bridge tree top events (Core / Containment Systems Perfomiance)
is comprised of six questions: 1)" Steam Generator Along RCS Exit Path?" (SG); 2)" Core
Cooling Failure uning?" (ECI); 3)" Fan / Coolers Available?" (FC); 4)" Containment Sprays
Available During Injection?" (CS); (5)" Containment Spray Actuate Before Vessel Breach?"
(CS-0); and (6)" Containment Spray Available During Recirculation?" (CS-R). Rese nodes
are depicted on the remaining pages of Figure 4.3-2.

He first question provides a means to account for fission product deposition in the Steam
Generator (SG) given that secondary cooling is available. As earlier stated, fission product
deposition in the SG is assumed possible only if the RCS break is between the SG and the
RCS pump. Rus, this questica is moot for core damage accidents involving high RCS pres-
sure, since these involve a stuck-open RCS relief valve, which is upstream of the SG. His
question is also moot for LBLOCAs due to the break size and internal vent valves allowing
venting directly out the break for either hot or cold leg breaks; hence by-passing the steam
generators. As a conservatism, no credit was taken for this consequence-reducing
phenomena. Rus, in the present analysis, the success branching probability is defined as zero
and the failure pmbability is defined as unity. The SG question was included as a top event to
demonstrate the conservative modeling.

The next nodal question, " Core Cooling Failure Ening?", separates very early (V), early (E),
and late (L) core melt events. He soning of cutsets associated with this question is done sia
a manual inspection on a cutset basis. h
The Level-1 carly core damage large LOCA sequence, cutsets (i.e., AU) involving total ECCS
injection failure and CFT failures were placed in the very early branches (< 30 minutes). Since
no such cutsets occurred, the "V" branch split fraction for ANO-1 was set to zero. The
"early" core damage case (> 30 minutes, < 2 hrs) corresponds to any other LOCA (including
large LOCAs with successful CFTs), transient-induced LOCA, and SG tube rupture with
ECCS injection failure and with emergency feedwater failure. The " late" core damage case (>
2 hrs) consists of rectreulation failure. The bridge tree branching logic reflects these assump- ;

tions.

He next four nodal questions address the availability of Containment Fan-Coolers (FC) and
Containment Sprays (CS). For ANO-1, one-of-two Fan Cooler trains is assumed to be re-
quired for success; and, one-of-two Containment Spray trains is assumed required for success.
Fault trees developed for the Containment Cooling [G] and Containment Spray Systems [Y)
in the Level 1 development (see Appendix A for the system description) were used via a
Boolean process to son the cutsets.

The Fan-Cooling node (FC) affects the reactor building pressurization response. Successful
fan cooler operation will reduce reactor building pressurization rates. Thus, fan cooler
operation can prevent reactor building over-pressurization failures. It may also prevent or
delay reactor building spray actuation. Both of these potential effects will be considered. Fan

|
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cooler availability will be determined by using the reactor building cooler fault tree in a
Boolean manner.

Containment spray availability is next determined (CS). Again, the Boolean method is used in ;
'

conjunction with the reactor building spray system fault tree to determine the spray system
availability. Once the spray system availability is determined, then the question of actuation
time is asked.

The next nodal question, " Containment Sprays Actuate Before Vessel Breach (CS-0)?", was
included to indicate whether water is present in the reactor cavity at the time of vessel breach.
A significant amount of water in the cavity affects the likelihood and severity of DCH and the
extent, timing, and magnitude of fission product release associated with core / concrete

,

interaction. This nodal question has two branches in the ANO-1 Bridge Tree: ;
"

1) Containment Sprays actuate prior to vessel breach; and 2) CS-OR: sprays do not actuate
until after vessel breach. This question assumes that actuation of reactor building spray will ,

*

fill the cavity with water via a drain from the refueling canal to the reactor casity.
1

Reactor building sprays are assumed to be actuated for large break LOCAs due to the
blowdown and high initial reactor building pressures associated with them; hence the

!" Containment Sprays Actuate Prior to Vessel Breach (CS-0) question is reflected as "yes" in
Figure 4.3-2. For small break LOCAs and transients it is conservatively assumed that the
sprays are not actuated prior to vessel breach due to the slow reactor building pressure rise
and the high spray setpoint for ANO-1 (30 psig). There are inherent physical relationships

.

between the core damage sequence characteristic and the reactor building spray actuation.
For example, spray actuation during injection (not recirculation) before vessel breach requires
that the BWST inventory is still available for discharge into the reactor building. For core :

damage sequences in which the ECCS was initially successful but fails at recirculation, the ;

BWST will have been emptied. (Failure of ECCS at reci:rulation leads to core damage.) This4

,

condition makes spray injection after vessel breach (subsequent to core damage) logically and
physically impossible. Hence, core damage states II and IV, cannot have a D or J endstate
(sprays available in injection mode only prior to vessel breach). Thus, these spray states (from
the Boolean combination) are redefined as states E and K, with and without fan coolers
respectively.

The last nodal question, " Containment Spray Available during Recirculation (CS-R)?", identi-
fies cutsets in which reactor building spray is operating in the long-term. The continued
operation of sprays is important in maintaining reactor building pressure control, in mitigating ,

both invessel and exvessel fission product releases, and in cooling the debris bed in the casity.
This nodal question has two branches: (1) Containment sprays operate during recirculation i

mode and (2) CS-R: sprays fail to operate during recirculation mode, ne ANO-1 reactor
building spray recirculation system, unlike ANO-2, does not include heat exchangers in the ,

!
train for decay heat removal. Consequently, success for this nodal question implies that only
the fission product removal function is available, panicularly if the fan coolers are not
available (i.e., reactor building safeguards states F and H in Table 4.3-2).

[
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4.3.4.4 Quantification Approach

As discussed above the quantification of the Bridge Tree branching logic was accomplished
via sorting on the basis of Level-1 sequence response and via the use of Boolean methods.
The sorting method was used in the RCS branch to identify Level-1 sequences associated with
each RCS pressure condition,in the CB branch to identify the Level-1 sequences which were
reactor building bypass sequences,in the ECI branch to sort sequences associated with very
early, early, and late core damage, and in the CS-O branch to identify which Level-1
sequences will produce a high reactor building condition. Boolean techniques were used to c

quantify split fractions associated with the Bridge Tree branches related to containment
isolation (CI), containment spray (CS and CS-R), containment cooling (FC) systems, and the
Station Blackout condition (AC). The use of Boolean techniques assured the proper
treatment of interdependencies between the Level-1 and Level-2 systems. The result of the
quantified Bridge Tree logic are further reviewed to ensure that physical limitations of the
safety systems actuation points are self-consistent. The dominant PDS contributors are
summarized in Figure 4.3-3.

4.3.5 Dominant Plant Damsce States

The Plant Damage State quantification results are provided in Table 4.3-3. Note that the
Level-1 sequence names are appended with containment systems performance statur; thus, the
spray injection mode, spray recirculation mode, fan cooling, and containment isolation failures
(i.e., Yi, Yr, G, and J events) are appended to each of the Level-1 sequences. The word
"ALL"is appended to the Level-1 sequences which have none of these failures to distinguish
it from the original Level-1 sequence. Table 4.3-3 lists the PDSs with a frequency of 10-8/3T.
The table also lists the frequency of each PDS, its percentage of total core damage frequency,
and the dominant core damage sequences which contribute to it. Table 4.3-4 outlines the
contribution of the dominant Level-1 sequences to each dominant PDS. Of the possible 77
ANO-1 bridge tree PDSs, only 53 had non-zero values of which 28 had frequencies above 10-

8/>T.
i

Table 4.3-3 illustrates that PDS SBOiis the most likely PDS, representing 31.9% of the total ,

core damage frequency (CDF). The next most frequent PDS, IICI, represents 19% of the
CDF. Note that the calculated total CDF listed in the table is 4.89E-5/yr;.this is about 2.5%
greater than the 4.77E-5/yr value calculated in the hvel-1 analysis. (ANO-1 core uncovery

,

frequency plus ATWAS and SGTR, does not include ISLOCA or floods). This difference is
due to double counting and truncation errors in the Level-2 Boolean calculations, namely in
the Boolean combination of the Level-1 accident sequence cutsets with the Yi, Yr, G, and J
cutsets. Although slightly in error, since the Level-2 CDF was larger than the Izvel-1 value,
the Level-2 value was conservatively applied in the balance of the Level-2 calculations.

A brief description follows of the PDSs which have a frequency greater than IE-6/yr and/or
those enich were later identified as dominant contributors to Containment Event Tree end
state (see Section 4.6).

O,
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PDS SBOi are station blackout sequences in which the reactor building isolation is successful.

.g This PDS makes up 31.9 percent of the total level 2 frequency. Station blackout sequences
involve loss of off-site power followed by a loss of all onsite AC power (i.e., both emergency

;diesel generators (EDGs)). EFW is also lost in these sequences by 1) failure due to the
battery discharge or 2) independent EFW failures. Train A of the EFW system is capable of
operation without AC power. However, DC control power is required and, if the EDGs are
unavailable, the batteries are expected to deplete after approximately 2 hours.

For the sequences in which train A of the EFW system is available until the batteries deplete,
core uncovery is expected to occur in about 3 hours following the loss of offsite power. The
3 hour time fame is based on 2 hours to discharge the batteries and one hour to uncover the
core. In some cases, invoMng delayed EDG failures, the time to core uncovery would be
more than 3 hours. These type of sequences are the dominate sequences in PDS SBOi.

,

When the EFW system fails before batteries deplete, then core damage can occur early due to
an early loss of core cooling with EDG failures. In some of the sequences the diesels may be
available for a period of time before they fail due to run failures or fuel transfer pump failures.
In these cases the core uncovery time can be delayed.

For conservatism a fast station blackout sequence was modeled in the 12 vel 2 analysis. In a
fast station blackout sequence all EFW and ECCS are assumed to be failed at time zero with
the loss of offsite power. No credit is taken for any EFW flow or ECCS flow that may have

p occurred prior to the loss of the batteries or EDGs. The reactor building coolers and sprays
\ are also assumed to be lost at time zero (both reactor building coolers and sprays require AC

power or the EDGs to operate).

PDS IICI is composed of small break LOCAs and transient sequences in which an SRV or
ERV sticks open or an RCP seal failure with the failure of ECCS at recirculation. This PDS is
dominated by small break LOCA initiated events (SX). The transient induced small break -

LOCAs (TQX) are a minor contributor to these sequences. PDS IICI makes up 19.1 percent
of the total Ixvel 2 frequency with 96 percent of that due to SX sequences. The transient ,

induced small break LOCAs are a result of the ERV or SRV sticking open or an RCP seal
failure. The SX sequence repr-sents a small LOCA in the RCS pressure boundary in some
location other than the steam generator that exceeds normal charging flow but does not fully

'

depressurize the reactor vessel. Core damage results from the failure to recirculate coolant
3

from the reactor building sump by HPI and LPI operating in tandem (" piggy-back" operation). ;

For the dominate IICI sequences HPI was available during injection; but ECCS was failed ,

"

during recirculation due to the failure of the LPI system. The LPI system cominate failures in
IICI sequences are LPI pump failures, pump failures due to a loss of service water to the
pumps, and injection flow path valves closed. For these sequences it is assumed that the RCS :

pressure is between 200 psig and 2500 psig. The BWST is assumed to be depleted and - ;

deposited into the reactor building. Both spray and coolers are available throughout these
sequences, although the spray are not assumed to be actuated until after vessel breach. The

( } reactor building is isolated in these sequences.
%
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PDS IKi has a similar initiator as IICI (small break LOCA and transient sequences in which an
SRV or ERV sticks open or a RCP seal fails). However , this PDS is potentially more severe
that IICI since all safeguards are unavailable (state K), and the core melts early due to failure
of ECCS injection. This PDS is dominated by transient induced small break LOCAs
(TQUYiG). The small break LOCAs (SUYiG) are a minor contributor to this PDS. PDS IKi
makes up 9.6 percent of the total Izvel 2 firquency with the TQUYiG sequences contributing
91.5 percent to the PDS frequency.

He TQU sequences represent a transient-induced LOCA due to an RCS integrity failure in
some location other than the steam generator. A loss of all SW occurs either as the initiating
event or as the result of SW system failures following the initiator. De loss of all SW results
in the loss of both HPI and ICW. Continued operation of the RCPs without HPI seal injection
or ICW seal cooling is expected to cause RCP seal failures (i.e., a small LOCA) if termination
of RCP operation is delayed significantly. The subsequent loss of RCS inventory and the
inability to makeup this inventory via the HPI system leads to core damage.

He dominate transient sequences for this PDS are RCP seal failures with a total loss of all
service water. This results in the loss of all ECCS injection and finally core uncovery. Rese
sequences also result in a loss of both the reactor building sprays and coolers. The reactor
building is isolated in these sequences. No credit was taken for the potential recovery of
service water in the Incl 2 analysis. Recovery of service water is expected to substantially
reduce the consequences of these sequences.

PDS IIEi has a similar initiator as IICI (small break LOCAs and transient sequences in which
an SRV or ERV sticks open or an RCP seal fai. lure) and both result in core damage due to the
failure of ECCS at recirculation. This PDS is dominated by small break LOCA initiated
events (SXYr and SXYi)). The transient induced small break LOCAs (TQXTr and TQXTi)
are a minor contributor to these sequences. PDS IIEi makes up 7.7 percent of the total Level
2 frequency with 93.0 percent of that due to SXYi and SXYr sequences. Separate PDS
frequencies were determined for IIEi (SXYi and TQXYi) and IIDi (SXYr and TQXYr) during
the binning process due to the method by which the level I and Level 2 results were

'

combined in a Boolean manner. But as discussed in section 4.3.4.3 IIDi is the same as IIEi
due to the reactor building coolers preventing the sprays from being actuated in the injection
mode when they are available. For the dominate IIEi sequences HPI was available during
injection; but ECCS was failed during recirculation due to the failure of the LPI system. As
indicated above in IICI, LPI is needed with HPI in the " piggy back" mode to obtain water
fmm the sump. The LPI system dominate failures in IIEi sequences are sump valves closed
and service water failures of the LPI system. For these sequences it is assumed that the RCS
pressure is between 200 psig and 2500 psig. He BWST is assumed to be depleted and
deposited into reactor building. Coolers are available throughout these sequences. The
sprays may or may not be available during the injection mode; but they are not actuated and
are assumed to be failed in the recirculation mode. The reactor building is isolated in these
sequences.

O
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iPDS UICi is dominated by transient events (TBF) due to a reactor trip (TI) or a loss of the
power conversion system (T2) with the loss of MFW and both trains of EFW due to random !

failures followed by an operator failure to initiate HPI cooling. Operator failure to initiate
HPI cooling composed 78.2 percent of this PDS, with random HPI pump and system failures
contributing to the balance of this PDS. PDS IIICi makes up 6.1 percent of the totallevel 2
frequency. In this PDS both reactor building coolers and sprays are available, although the
sprays are not assumed to be actuated until after vessel breach. The reactor building is
isolated in this PDS. Core uncovery was pdmarily due to the operator failing to initiate HPI
cooling; hence, HPI and LPI is available. In the balance of the PDS cutsets HPI system
failures were the pnmary contributors; hence, HPI was failed but LPI was available. In the
Level 2 analysis the HPI and LPI systems were assumed to be actuated due to high reactor
building pressure before significant core melt, to model the potential invessel recovery for
those sequences in which both HPI and LPI were available. Additionally, should vessel failure
occur credit was taken for the availability of the LPI system.

PDS IIIKi is dominated by random transient events (TBFYiG) and support system failures
which result in the loss of all ECCS, reactor building sprays and coolers. These sequences are
very similar to the SBO sequences due to the loss of the safety related systems; but, offsite
power is typically available. The cutsets for this PDS are typically composed of sequences in
which all power is lost, all service water is lost or one train is lost due to power and the other
due to senice water failures. PDS IllKi makes up 6.0 percent of the total Level 2 frequency.
As noted above both reactor building coolers and sprays are failed in this PDS due to support
system failures, although the reactor building is isolated. This PDS is considered a high
pressure sequence (RCS pressure at 2500 psig)in which the RCS inventory is lost through the
primary system safeties. None of the BWST is credited as being injected in these sequences

'

due to the lack of ECCS and sprays.

PDS IVCi is composed of an event initiated by a transient (TBX) followed by a loss of all
pnmary to secondary heat removal via the steam generators, followed by successful HPI
cooling, and ending with failure of recirculation from the reactor building sump. Dominant
cutsets are initiate by the loss of 4160V AC bus A3. Main feed water and EFW fail by a
combination of the initiator and steam generator overfill (i.e. turbine driven pumps failure due
to steam generator overiill and the motor driven EFW pump failed due to loss of A3 power
supply to the flow control valves). HPI cooling is assumed successful prior to initiation of the
recirculation mode, and core damage results as a direct consequence of LPI pump or valve
failures or senice water dependencies of the LPI pumps. Other cutsets are initiated by a
transient followed by failure of an AC bus to transfer off-site power, an independent failure of I

the same train's EDG and an independent failure of the unaffected LPI train. PDS IVCi makes
up 4.7 percent of the total Level 2 frequency. The reactor building sprays and coolers are ,

available in these sequences. The sprays are available both in injection and recirculation, but
are not actuated until after vessel breach. The reactor building is isolated for this PDS.

PDS IEi has a similar initiator as IKi (small break LOCA and transient sequences in which an
SRV or ERV sticks open or a RCP seal fails) and both result in core damage due to ECCS
failed at injection. Sprays are also failed at injection for both; however, coolers are available
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in IEi. His PDS is dominated by small break LOCAs (SUYi). The transient sequences
(TQUYi) are a minor contributor to this PDS. PDS IEi makes up 4.4 percent of the total
Izvel 2 frequency with the SUYi sequences comributing 94.5 percent to the PDS frequency.

The SU sequences represents a small LOCA in the RCS pressure boundary in some location
other than the steam generator that exceeds normal charging flow but does not fully
depressurize the reactor vessel. Core damage results from the failure to inject coolant from"

the BWST using the HPI pumps. The dominant SUYi cutsets are characterized by the
availability of EFW, although no credit is taken for EFW in the level 2 analysis. Reactor
building sprays are assumed to be failed in this PDS; but the reactor building coolers are
available. The reactor building is isolated for this PDS.

PDS IVEi is similar to IVCi above which is composed of an event initiated by a transient
(TBXYi and TBXYr) followed by a loss of all primary to secondary heat removal via the
steam generators, followed by successful HPl cooling, and ending with failure of recirculation
from the reactor building sump. However, the reactor building sprays are not available for
IVEi. Separate PDS frequencies were determined for IVEi (TBXYi) and IVDi (TBXYr)
during the binning process due to the method by which the level 1 and Level 2 results were
combined in a Boolean manner. But as discussed in section 4.3.4.3 IVDi is the same as IVEi
due to the reactor building coolers preventing the sprays from being actuated in the injection
mode when they are available. Dominant cutsets are similar to those described above for IVCi
PDS IVEi makes up 3.2 percent of the total 12 vel 2 frequency. For these sequences it is
assumed that the RCS is at the safety setpoint (2500 psig). The BWST is assumed to'be
depleted and deposited into the reactor building. Coolers are available throughout these
sequences. The sprays may or may not be available during the injection mode; but they are
not actuated and are assumed to be failed in the recirculation mode. The reactor building is
isolated in these sequences.

PDS IIIEi has a similar initiator as IIIKi above which is dominated by random transient events
and support system failures which result in the loss of all ECCS, and the reactor building
sprays; however the coolers are available for the IIIEi PDS. Cutsets for IIIEi are dominated
by the loss of power or service water to one train and the other failed by the BWST outlet
valve being closed, and cutsets in which both BWST outlet valves or the common check valve
being closed. Hence,in this PDS the containment coolers are available but none of the BWST
is injected. PDS IIIEi makes up 2.6 percent of the total level 2 frequency. This PDS is
considered a high pressure sequence (RCS pressure at 2500 psig) in which the RCS inventory
is lost through the pnmary system safeties. He reactor building is isolated for these
sequences

PDS SGTR are steam generator tube rupture initiated event sequences (RBF, RBU, RBX,
RU, and RX). His PDS is a containment bypass scenario dominated by the RBX and RX
sequences. The SGTR is the initiating event. Rese scenarios are similar to a small break
LOCA, but bypasses the containment. The RX sequence represents a delayed core damage,
since primary-to-secondary heat removal is successful. And, since the BWST is available to
make up RCS inventory and high pressure injection has not failed, the time available to
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recovery from the transient depends on the BWST inventory. He most likely cutset for this

O sequence includes the tube rupture initiator, a failure to isolate the faulted steam generator as
a result of a failure of its MSIV to close, a failure of other valves in the steam line to isolate,,

or the steam generator safety relief valve stick open. For sequences in which the steam
generator integrity is compromised (safety valves not cycling properly), higher offsite doses
are predicted; hence, for the level 2 analysis each cutset was reviewed to determine the
fraction of sequences with a compromised steam generator. The reactor building pressure is
assumed not to exceed the fan cooling or spray serpoint until the vessel fails and for the
dominate sequences the BWST inventory has been discharged outside of the reactor building
prior to vessel failure, therefore the sprays are not assumed to operate at any time during the
accident. For the fraction of sequences in which the BWST was not depleted (RDF, RBU,
and RU) prior to vessel failure then the sprays were assumed to actuate at vessel failure.
SGTR sequences only contribute 0.4 percent to the overall Level 2 frequency, but have
potentially high releases.

t

PDS SBOu are station blackout sequences with unsuccessful containment isolation. The RCS
accident characteristics are similar to those of PDS SBOi: high RCS pressure core damage
and vessel failure scenarios with no containment safeguards. The containment isolation failure
mode varies for the SBO cutsets with the dominate failure mode due to the radiation air
monitoring leak detection system not being isolated. The radiation air monitoring leak ;

detection system requires two valves to close to ensure isolation. One valve is a solenoid ,

valve and the other is motor driven, hence with a loss of all station power the motor driven

O valve will not close and only a single failure of the other valve is required to resah in the loss
ofisolation.,

'

4.3.6 Plant Damage State Collapsing Process
*

As stated above,53 non-zero PDSs were generated via quantification of the Bridge Tree. In
order to expedite the CET quantification process, this set of dominant PDSs was reduced to a
more manageable number. To accomplish this, PDSs above a specified frequency were se- |
lected as " dominant" PDSs. The characteristics of the group were assumed to be those of the
dominant PDS in the group. PDSs whose frequency fell below the selection criterion were

;

collapsed into the dominant PDS group whose characteristics were most closely matched to it. j

De collapsing process was performed in a conservative manner. Only the dominant PDS
contributors will be explicitly assessed in the CET.

,

In this study, a " dominant PDS" was defined as one with a frequency of 210-8/yr. This crite- '

rion is consistent with IPE Generic Letter 88-20, Appendix 2 screening guidelines (i.e., any
functional sequence or bypass sequence exceeding IE-6 or IE-7 per year, respectively) and
allows for uncenainties in the 12 vel-1 results. For completeness, PDSs with frequencies <10-

,

8/yr. were conservatively collapsed into a similar and more severe, if possible, dominant PDS. 1

This process ensures that all the core damage sequence cutsets are considered.-

The basis for this collapsing include: 1) status of the containment (i.e., intact, bypass or4

unisolated); 2) RCS conditions; 3) reactor building safeguards states; and 4) core melt timing.
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These criteria were applied as guidelines in collapsing the low-frequency sequences into g<
appropriate dominant PDSs, in general, in this order of priority. The first basis is straight for- W
ward, PDSs with reactor building isolation failures or bypass states, were combined with rep-

,

resentative isolation failure PDS, regardless of safeguards states. The latter three used judg-
ment relative to the severity of the representative accident. Low frequency PDSs were com-
bined with higher frequency PDSs of similar reactor building safeguards states, using the
severity of the potential reactor building loads among the core damage conditions. The major
assumptions and basis for collapsing the core damage sequences include:

Containment status was considered the most imponant parameter; all.

unisolated PDSs should be binned with the unisolated or by-pass PDSs;

High RCS pressure has a more severe pressure challenge to the reactor.

building at vessel failure; thus, moderate RCS pressure (medium
LOCA) cases should be binned with high RC3 pressure dominant PDS
groups;

Reactor building safeguards availability was also considered with the.

loss of fans and sprays assumed to be a more severe challenge to the
reactor building and a lack of scrubbing;

'

Early core damage accidents (relative to accident initiation) and atten--

dant fission product releases are more severe than delayed accidents;
thus, a PDS with a delayed core damage should be collapsed .vith an h
early core damage dominant PDS.

For the most part, a3 of the above assumptions were met when collapsing the PDSs.
However, a couple of PDSs in which the safeguard systems were not available were grouped
with dominant PDSs in which the safeguards were available. Due to the fact that the PDSs
were collapsed and not truncated, this process is still conservative. The result of collapsing |
the PDSs was a set of 28 key PDSs or KPDS. The KPDS groups, their frequency, and the i
PDSs which were collapsed into them are shown in Table 4.3-5. The percent increase of each ;

!of the original PDS frequencies due to the collapsing process is listed in the table. These
percentages typically range from 0% to around 10%; the low frequency PDSs (i.e., less IE- |
7/yr) increased up to 62% since a number of PDSs were collapsed in these cases. The overall .
percent contribution of the nondominant PDS, however,is 0.1% of the total PDS frequency. |

And, the total PDS frequency is unchanged. j
i

|

4.3.7 Summary Of Plant Damace State Results j

The dominant PDS contributors for ANO-1 is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.3-3. A brief
description of the PDSs which have a frequency greater than 104/yr and/or those which were
later identified as dominant contributors to Containment Event Tree (CET) end states (see
Section 4.6) is provided in Section 4.3.5.

O1
:
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q The highest frequency Plant Damage States (PDSs) and their collapsed frequencies were
'C/ identified to be: -

SBOi(1.56E-5/yr);-

IICI (9.33E-6/yr);.

IKi (4.68E-6/yr);.

t-

IIEi (3.76E-6/yr);.

,

IIICi(2.98E-6/yr);.

IIIKi (2.94E-6/yr);*

IVCi (2.3E-6/yr);-

Fi (2.17E-6/yr);.

IVEi (1.55E-6/yr); and*

IIIEi (1.28E-6/yr)..

As the names indicate, both high (~2500 psig) and medium (between ~200 to -2500 psig)
RCS p:rssure conditions were predicted as the most likely for ANO-1 severe accidents.
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Table 4.3-1 h

CORE DAMAGE BINS )

Core
Damage Front Line Sequence Characteristics

Binz
I Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure and leakage rates associated with

small. break LOCAs, with early melting of the core (e.g., within about 2
hours after the break occurs)

IR2 Similar to Bin I. except release after the steam generator
11 RCS Pressure and leakage rates associated with small-break LOCAs, with

late melting of the core (e.g.. during recirculation)
IIR2 Similar to Bin II. except release path after the steam genemtor
III High RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boil-off of the reactor

coolant through cycling pressurizer relief valves, with early core melting
(within about 2 hours)

IV High RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boiloff of the reactor
through cycling relief valves with late melting of the core.

V Large rates of leakage from the RCS and low pressures associated with
large break LOCAs and failure of coolant injection, with CFTs available re-
sulting in early melting of the core.

VI Large-break LOCA conditions with failure of coolant recirculation and late
melting

VII3 Similar to V except no CFTs are available resulting in very early melting.
SBO Station Blackout (SBO) or SBO-like accidents
CB Accidents which involve containment bypass events

CF Accidents which involve containment failure

2 Based upon Oconee PR A: A Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Oconee Unit 3, NSAC/60,
June 1984. For the ANO-1 damage states, IR and IIR bins are conservatively combined
with I and Il respectively.

3 Neglected due to very low probability.
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Table 4.3-2

O CONTAINMENT SAFEGUARDS BINS

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS STATUS
'

Containment E*INFan
Safeguards Coolers Containment Sprays Cavity

Bm Condit,on ;i

A On Available in Injection and Recirculation Wet
;

modes: actuated prior to vessel breach:

B On Available in Injection Only; actuated prior to Wet ,

vessel breach

C On Available in Injection and Recirculation Dry
modes: not actuated prior to vessel breach

D On Available in Injection Mode Only; not actu- Dry
ated prior to vessel breach

E On Not available Dry

F Failed Available in Injection and Recirculation Wet
modes: actuated prior to vessel breach

G Failed Available in Injection Only; actuated prior to Wet
vessel breach

H Failed Available in Injection and Recirculation Dry
modes: not actuated prior to vessel breach

J Failed Available in Injection Mode Only; not actu- Dry
ated prior to vessel breach

K Failed Not available Dry

P

This is based on spray availability. Cavity conditions which are indicated as Dry, can bed -

wet if ECCS is available.
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Table 4.3-3

O
DOMINANT PLANT DAMAGE STATE CONTRIBUTORS :

PDS * OfFrequency Level-1 Core Damage Sequences '
Name ' Total

SBOi L56E-05 31.9 % SBOi
IICI 9.33E-06 19.1 % SXALL,TQXALL
IKi 4.68E-06 9.6% SUYiG,TOUYiG
IIEi 3.75E-06 7.7% SXYi,TQXYi.SXYr,TQXYr
IIICi 2.98E-06 6.1% TBFALL
IIIKi 2.94 E-06 6.0% TBFYiG
IVCi 2.30E-06 4.7% TBXALL
IEi 2.17E-06 4.4 % SUYi,TQUYi
IVEi 1.55E-06 3.2% TBXYi,TBXYr

'

YIIEi 1.28E-06 2.6% TBFYi
ICi 7.84E-07 1.6% SUALL,TOUALL
SGTR 2.08E4)7 0.4% RBFREC,RBUREC,RBXREC RUREC.RXREC

VIAi 2.04E-07 0.4% AXALL
SBOu 1.86E-07 0.4% SBOu

VAi 1.64E-07 0.3% AUALL
IVFi 1.54E-07 0.3% TBXGi
IIGi 8.85E-08 0.2% SXYGr,TQXYrG
IIFi 7.92E-08 0.2% SXGi,TOXGi
IllHi 7.31E-08 0.1% TBFGi

: VIBi 6.03E-08 0.1% AXYr
VEi 5.32E-08 0.1% AUYi
IVGi 4.77E-08 0.1% TBXYrG
IVCu 2.49E-08 0.1% TBXJi
IICu 246E-08 0.1% SXJi,TQXJi

IllDi 2.12E-08 <0.1 TBFYr
1Hi 1.90E-08 <0.1 SUGi,TQUGi

VKi 1.66E-08 <0.1 AUYiG
IKu 1.14E-08 <0.1 SUYiGJ,TOUYiGJ

All others <1.00E-08 0.1 %

Total 4.89E-05 100.%

|

|

|

O!
I
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Table 4.3-4

PLANT DAMAGE STATES MATRIX

PDS Frequenc AU. AX .SGTR TBFSBO :SU. SX TBF- .TBX:. 1 TQU:- 'TQXi.,

Y
$1101 1.56E-05 1.56E-05
IIG 9.33E-06 R93E M 3.9RE 07
IKI 4.6HE46 2.36E47 4.45E46
ITER 37aE-06 3 49E46 2 67E 07
IllG 2.98E-06 2.*4E 06
IllKi 2.94 E-06 2.94 E-06
IVO 2.30E-06 2.30FA6
IEi 2.17E-06 2.05E46 1.16E-07
IVEl 1.55E4)6 155E46
IIIEl 1.28E-06 1.2RE46
IG 7.84E47 - 6.14 E 07 1.70E-07
SGTR 2.ONE-07 2.0R E-07

VIAL 2.04 E-07 2.04E474
y SIKA: 1.86E-07 1.R6f'-07 i
/a val 1.64E 07 1.64E47
~ IVFi 1.54E-07 . 1.54E47

IlGI 8.65E-06 7.99E4R RNE-09
IIFi 7.92E-06 ' 5.ME.08 2.12 E-OR
1111 I8 7.31 E-06 7.31E46
VIBi 6.t0E-06 6 03E4R
VEi 5.32E-06 5.32E4R I
IVGi 4.77E-06 4.77E46
IVCu 2.49E-06 2.49E.0R
IICu 2.46E-06 2.19E46 2,73E-09
111D6 2.12E46 2.12E4R
Illi 1.90E-06 1.49E4R 4 00E-09
YK1 .1.66E46 1 #E-08
IKu 1.14F-OR 314E-10 1.10E-OR

4 RRE.05 2.34 E-07 2 64E-07 2 CHE-07 15RE45 2.92E-06 126E-05 7EE& 4 ORE 46 4.75EM 6 97E47
>

L

.

-.__._ _ . . _ . _ . . . . _ _ . _ , _ . _ _ . . - . , _ . , . . ~ , _ , . . . . _ , . . _ . . . . . - _ . . . , , . _ , _ . , _ . _ . . . . . . . . _ , . . _ _ . . _ - . , _ , . _ . . _ _ _ . . . . , _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . , . _ . . _-



Table 4.3-5

SUMMARY OF COLLAPSED PLANT DAMAGE STATES

* I"C'**** I" *ICollapsed PDS CollapsedConstituents Frequency Due TotalPDS Frequenc.ies PDS
to MapseFrequencies

SBOi SBOi 1.56E-05 156E-05 0.00% 31.94

DCi DCi 9.33E-06 933E G 0.00% 19 09

IKi IKi 4 68 E-06 4.68 E-06 0 007c 9.58

UEi IIEi 3.75 E-06 3.76E-06 0.05 % 7 69
VIEi 184E-09

IDCi IDCi 2.98 E-06 2 98E-06 0 00% 6.11

HIKi UIKi 2.94E-06 2.4SE-06 0.00% 6 03

IVCi IVCi 230E-06 230E-06 0 00 % 4.72

IEi IEi 217E-06 2.17E-06 0.00 % 4.43
IVEi IVEi 1.55 E-06 1.55 E-06 0 00% 3 16

EEi IIIEi 1.28 E-06 1.28 E-06 0 00% 2 62 |

ICi ICi 714E-07 7,84 E-07 0.00% 1.60 |
SGTR SGTR 2.0E E-07 2.08 E-07 0 (07c 0.43 |

VIAi VIAi 2 M E-07 2ME 07 0 00 % 0 42
SBOu SBOu 1.F 6E-07 1.9E E-07 6 2F% 0.40

IUKu 3 93E-09 i

IUEu 8 61E-10

IUCu 6 89E-09
VAi VAi 1.64 E-07 1.64E-07 0 00% 034
IVFi IVFi 154E-07 154E-07 0.004c 0.32

DGi DGi F.85 E-08 9 46E-08 7.00% 0.19 |
VIGi 135E-09
UKi 4 84E-09

UFi UFi 7 92E-08 8.00E.08 1.09 % 0 16
VIFi 8.63E 10 !

UIHi IIIHi 731 E-08 7.36E-08 0 64 % 0.15

UUi 4.65 E-10

NTBi \TBi 6.03 E-08 6.03E-08 0 00% 0.12

VEi VEi 532E-08 539E-08 1.26% 0.11

VBi 6.71 E-10

IVGi IVGi 4.77E-08 530E-08 11 17 % 0 11

IVKi 532E-09
DCu DCu 2 46E-08 3 33E-08 35 05 % 0.07

VIAu 432 E-10
VIBu 7.95 E-11

DDu 8.12E-09

IVCu IVCu 2 49E-08 2.59E-08 3 92 % 0.05

IVDu 8.78E 10

IVEu 330E-11
IVHu 6.54E 11

IUDi IUD 4 2.12 E-08 2.69E-08 26 75 % 0.05

IDi 5.67E-09

IHi IHi 1.90E-08 2.15E-08 12 97 % OSS

VFi 2.27E-09
Ui 1.9?E-10
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Table 4.3-5 (Continued)

SUMMARY OF COLLAPSED PLAhT DAMAGE STATES

# E C " I" # OICollapsed PDS CollapsedConstituents Frequency Due TotalPDS Frequenc.es PDS ,

Frequencies to Collapse

IKu IKu 1.14E-08 1.86E-08 62.36 % 0 04
1Cu 1.71 E-09

IEu 5.30E-09 !
!VEu 8.00E-11

VAu 1.90E-10
VKi VKi 1 66E-08 1.66E-08 0 00% 0.03
To.a1 { 4 F9E-05 4 89E-05 100.

!

!

O

!

O ;

:
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4.4 CONTAINMENT FAILURE CII ARACTERIZATION

\ This section documents the analysis conducted to characterize the failure or leakage of the ,

ANO-1 reactor building system when subjected to severe accident conditions. Failure or loss of
reactor building integrity under intemal over-pressurization and elevated temperature may occur
in various ways, such as:

1. Reactor building structure failure by tearing or brcakmg; ;

2. Large mechanical penetrations (i.e., equipment hatches and personnel air-
lock) may leak as a result of seal and gasket material degradation or rela-
tive displacement at the sealing surfaces;

3. Stiff mechanical penetrations for fluid systems (such as isolation or purge
valve leakage);

4. Electrical penetration assemblies leaking through the sealing areas; and

5. Containment by-pass events.

Loss ofintegrity resulting from the first failure mode (Item 1) described above defines the reactor
building failure or leakage under intemal pressure loads. The ANO-1 reactor building intemal
pressure capability has been evaluated using recent test values of structural member strength, and

v a typical reference reactor building analysis. Maximum pressures were determined for two failure
modes: ultimate strength (i.e., breaking) and reactor building leakage (i.e., tearing). Each of
these failures were based on its own failure criterion. These are:

1. The ultimate strength criterion identifies failure as occurring at the pres- '

sure when the various structural elements in the composite structure have
yielded with 1% strain in its strongest element; and

2. De containment leakage criterion defines failure as the onset of leakage
due to ductile failure, or tearing, ofits steel liner.

The mode determined to produce the lowest reactor building failure pressure was assumed to be
the dominant failure mechanism. The structural failure assessment, Item I, assessed the ultimate
strength of the reactor building; it was performed via application of a simple equation of
membrane theory that considers the reactor building as a thin walled vessel. His analysis is
described in Section 4.4.1.

The reactor building liner tearing failure mode, Item 2, was assessed by implementing an EPRI
procedure. This analysis is described in Section 4.4.2. The local failure mode assessment, Item 3,
was performed in a qualitative manner; it involved an engineering resiew of local structural failure ;

and comparison of the ANO-1 reactor building penetration seal material with experimental data -

g) and tests found in literature for the thermal degradation of seals. This comparison is provided in
,(

s 1

4.4-1
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Section 4.4.3. Reactor building isolation failure, Item 4, was evaluated via a plant-specific reactor
building isolation system fault tree model. This model is summarized in Appendix A of this
repon. He major results of the reactor building isolation system analysis are presented in
Section 4.4.4. Reactor building by-pass events are discussed in Section 4.4.5 and overall results
of the reactor building failure characterization analysis is presented in Section 4.4.6. References
are listed at the end of the section.

The reactor building performance evaluation for the ANO-1 PRA requires a characterization of
the capability of the reactor building to withstand challenges to its integrity. He performance
limits of the reactor building pmvide an important parameter in the detemiination of risk, since the
reactor building of a nuclear plant constitutes the ultimate barrier for fission product release to the
environment. Reactor building performance limits in this context are based on the strength of the
reactor building structure under static pressure loads associated with severe accident
progressions.

4.4.1 Containment Struercral Failure

The ANO-1 reactor building is a steel-lined prestressed concrete structure similar to nuny PWR
plants in the United States. The reactor building is designed as an essentially leak-tight pressure
vessel under design conditions. The cylinder walls, shallow dome and thick basemat of this type
of reactor building have been studied extensively since the 1970's. The characteristic structural
behavior for certain critical failure modes are outlined in References [1], [2], [3] and [4].

OtThe uhimate strength of the reactor building structure is calculated to determine the maximum
pressure at which gross failure could be expected, assuming insignificant leakage. The definition
of the ultimate failure limit is consistent with rupture or catastrophic failure of the reactor
building, although it is recognized that leakage might occur at a lower pressure. Calculations of
the reactor building global stress state at the 1% strain level in the post-tensioned hoop

1reinforcing tendons were conducted according to methods contained in the Reference [2] paper
titled, " Internal Pressure Capacity of Prestressed Concrete Containments for Nuclear Power
Plants". Analysis methods relating to global stress and strain conditions in the reacter building
structural elements are contained in Reference [1]. Appendix VIII-E-Part II of WASH-1400 [3]
used the global stress failure criterion for reactor containments; this criterion remains an important
measure of reactor building strength that can be related to its design pressure. However, recent
empirical data indicate that steel liner tearing and subsequent leakage is the dominant mode of
failure for steel lined, pre-stressed concrete structures, such as the ANO-1 reactor building.

The ANO-1 reactor building has a design pressure of 59 psig [7]. Similar prestressed reactor
buildings have been assessed to hue ultimate structural failure limits in the range of 2.5 to 3 times
their design pressure [1]. This corresponds to 147.5 to 177 psig for the ANO-1 reactor building.
Pnmary internal forces due to pressure are comprised of membrane meridional and hoop forces.
Meridional and hoop bending moments and shears are self-limiting secondary effects relieved by
local concrete cracking and yielding of the reinforcement. The meridional hoop force generated ,

2 The hoop tendons were determined to be the last containment structural element to yield.
;
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by the internal pressure load may be calculated as a statically determinate problem with simple
hand calculations. The results of these calculations have been compared with refined finite

' element analyses of the reactor building structure and found to be in good agreement [1], [4].
Figure 4.4-1 shows the typical behavior of reactor building structural materials during intemal '

pressure loading. Since the tendons are the stmngest element of the reactor building wall, large
wall displacements and structural failure is predicted after about 1% yielding in the hoop tendons.

Per the Reference [2] paper, a prestressed concrete reactor building is structurally weakest under
internal pressure loading in hoop direction far from penetrations. This paper presented a force -
equilibrium equation in the reactor building shell which is based on the conservative assumption

,

that the reactor building ultimate pressure capacity (Pai) occurs when the strongest element of a '

'

shell hoop (the hoop tendons) yields by 1%. This equation is as follows:
,

Pg/P = (1/R P )(f A + f A, + f A )d ce hy h ry 3y i

where

Pgi = Intemal pressure at 1% strain in hoop tendon (psig)

P = ANO-1 design pressure = 59 psig [7] = 8.50 ksfd

f = Hoop tendon yield strength at 1% strain = 202.7 ksi Hoop tendon ultimate3y
strength = 245.4 ksi

f = Hoop rebar yield strength = 60.0 ksiry

f. = Liner yield strength = 32 ksig

2A = Hoop tendon steel area = 5.825 in /ft. (of cylinder height)h

2A, = Hoop rebar steel area = 1.27 in /ft ;

2A = Liner steel area = 3.0 in /ft3

R = Reactor building inside radius = 57.98 fte

Substituting the above ANO-1 values into the above expression yields, Pet = 162.0psig and
Pg/P = 2.75 for ANO-1. The Pg/P ratio calculated for ANO-1 is in reasonable agreement withd d

those calculated for similar reactor buildings; these range from 2.5 to 3. Thus, the calculated
ANO-1 Pai is consistent with those calculated for similar reactor buildings.

4.4.2 Containment Liner Failure

Tne onset of localized liner tearing has been shown to typically occur at pressure levels greater
than the design pressure but lower than that needed to reach the ultimate strength of the reactor,

( building structure. References [4], [5), [6], and [14] outline methods for determining the onset of

i
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liner tearing, and subsequent leakage. The correlation of test data and analysis results presented
in these documents are the results of a five-year Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) re-
search program for developing a test-validated methodology for predicting the overpressure be-
havior of concrete reactor buildings.

EPRI developed methods to determine the liner strain state at local discondnuides from global
strain levels obtained from a basic 2D fmite element analysis of the reactor building cross-section.
A number of liner discontinuity classifications were identified. For each " type" of discontinuity,
two factors were determined to represent the empirically-derived peak strain concentration
behavior.2 Dese factors were combined with the associated global strains to yield a correlation
between uniaxial ductile failure strain and reactor building pressure for each type of liner
discontinuity.

The EPRI method for predicting pre-stressed concrete reactor building liner failure was used to
estimate the pressure at which incipient leakage was expected for an example prestressed concrete -

reactor building. A cross-section of this example reactor building taken fmm Reference [5] is
shown in Figure 4.4-2. Since the ANO-1 reactor building geometry andfeatures very closely
resemble those of this example reactor building, it is assumed that the method and prestressed
concrete reactor building data are directly applicable to Ah0-1.

The range of applicability for reactor building parameters specified in Reference [5] are noted
below:

G:
Parameter Rangeof Applicability

Plant Type PWR and BWR (Mark III)
Containment Radius 120 ft. to 160 ft
Concrete Wall Thickness 3.5 ft. to 4.5 ft
Steel Liner Thickness 0.2 in. to 0.4 in.
Design Pressure 30 to 60 psig

The ANO-1 reactor building is within the range of applicability with the exception of the reactor
building diameter. Although the ANO-1 reactor building diameter (116 ft.) is slightly below the
range of applicability,it is assumed that this variation was insignificant and that the methodology
in the reference document was suitable for the ANO-1 reactor building.

Reactor building liner tearing is a strain-controlled phenomena in the case of intemal pressure
iloading. The steel liner is designed as a highly ductile barrier against release of airborne reactor

building contents and the criteria contained in the Reference [5] document is based on predicting I

the ductility limits of the liner. Dese leak prediction criteria guidelines provide an
experimentally-verified simplified methodology for approximating the peak strains at typical steel

I

i

Originally, three factors were used. Reference [6] correlated two of them into a single one, |2

leaving two.

|
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reactor building liner stiffness discontinuities. The typical prestressed reactor building liner7,() stiffness discontinuities identified by the reference analyses to be subject to ductile liner failure and
subsequent leaking were as follows:

Cylinder wall-skinjuncture;.

Springline (dome-cylinderjuncture);-

Main steam / medium sized penetration (24 to 60 in. diameter);*

Equipment and personnel hatches (> 60 in. diameter); and-

General liner embedments (@ cylinder base, midheight and springline re-.

gions);

The latter three occur at the outer edge of a thickened ponion of the liner. The first four
discontinuity types have been addressed in this analysis. The last discontinuity type was not
evaluated, since it could not be identified with a specific ANO-1 reactor building feature.

Per the reference methodologies, the peak liner strain (c ) at each of these discontinuities is thep

product of three terms applicable to the specific discontinuity: a calculated global strain value (e ),g

a strain concentration factor (K), and a biaxiality factor ( ). That is,

c=K ep g

These factors are described below:

c, The global strain is the " free-field" liner strain applicable to a specific dis-
continuity, but far enough from any liner discontinuity to be unaffected by
stress concentration effects.

K 'Ihe strain concentration factor (K) is the ratio of the peak effective plastic

strain (c ) at a specific liner location to the global liner strain (c,) associ-p
ated with that location; that is,

K = c /c,p

The biaxiality factor ( ) represents the effect on ductility of the liner stress
state. Over most of the cylinder wall, the hoop stress to meridional stress
ratio is approximately 2 to 1 in the clastic stress range. The ratio decreases
after the onset of plasticity and the biaxiality effect becomes stronger and
more variable. Although biaxiality effects are typically characterized as a
reduction in ductility, the strain concentration approach in the criteria re-

.
quires that the reciprocal of the ductility ratio be used to represent beta:
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p = 1/ ductility ratio (1.0 s s 2.0) g
Liner tearing and the initiation of leakage is predicted to occur at the pressure and location where
the peak strain in the liner equals or exceeds the liner's uniaxial failure strain level. The criteria as-
sumes that liner tear, once initiated, will progress in a stable, incremental manner until an equilib-
rium leakage rate is reached. While it is recognized that additional pressure is required to propa-
gate the initial tearing, leakage failure pressure is defined in this analysis to be the pressure at
which onset of tearing is predicted. Therefore,it is conservative to assume that once tearing is
initiated, failure of the reactor building occurs.

Values for the c , K, and factors have been determined fmm test and analytical data for each ofg

the above discontinuity types for a prestressed concrete reactor building example in Reference [5].
This plant is hencefonh called the reference plant. As mentioned above, it was assumed that this
data is directly applicable to ANO-1. The data used is provided in Reference [6] and [14]. Per
reference [6] and [14), the normalized global strain is related to the global strain as follows:

:

c = e /cn g ga

where ;

ed= Per Reference [13] and [14), the design global strain (c d) equals the ratio g,g a
of the design stress (o ) to the clastic modulus of the liner material (E). Wg

That is,

c,3 = o /Eg

o, = The design stress (o ) of reference plant liner is 40 ksi [14] andg

E= The elastic modulus (E) of the reference plant liner is 30x103 ksi. [14]

Since the subject analysis is a scoping study, it was assumed that the ANO-1 design global strain
is equal to that of the reference plant. This assumption is based on the strong similarity between
the reference plant and ANO-1 reactor building designs. To account for the slight (4 psi)
difference in design pressure, it wasfurther assumed that the ANO-1 reactor building liner global

strain (ff). That is,c MO-1) varies with (P*0-1|Pf0-1) in the same manner that c ,REF varies with(P W PI

c 801 ( P201/Pe#U3 ) = E M ( PN/PoM ).g g

where

P*01 = ANO-1 reactor building pressure; h
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PaAN0l= ANO-1 reactor building design pressure (59 psig); '

O PM = Reference plant reactor building pressure; and ,

,

PoM = Reference plant reactor building design pressure (55 psig [13]).

.

To account for uncertainty in the reactor building liner failure strain, two failure strains were
defined: cicd, the failure strain of the lowest ucdible ductility and ched for the failure strain of the |
highest credible ductility. Rese parameters can be established statistically via uniaxial pull tests !

of either 2 inch or 8 inch coupons consistent with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section II testing requirements. This code sets a range of rmrumum elongations before tensile ;

: failure of 17% to 27%, depending on the grade and size of sample. For scoping purposes, rather
than perform an extensive liner material testing program and complicated statistical analysis, the ,

upper and lower values of uniaxial failure strain were assumed to be the tensile strain |
requirements for the liner plate as specified for A516-74 Grade 60 steel-

!

cu = 21% (8 inch coupon); and
;

cw = 25% (2 inch coupon).
{

s

;

The reactor building liner leakage evaluation predicts that liner tearing is expected to occur at the
'

O personnel hatch penetration discontinuity at a pressure of approximately 154.3 psig. Significant
iliner leakage is expected to follow. Liner tearing is successively predicted at the steamline,

equipment hatch, wall-skin juncture, and springline. A pressure-strain history curve for each of
these ANO-1 discontinuity types is plotted on Figure 4.4-3. The ductility failure confidence band ,

is shown on the figure. His band is used to estimate the high and low confidence limits for
;

ANO-1 reactor building liner failure pressure. Fe. conservative reasons, the lower limit is taken !

as the ductile failure limit. Table 4.4-1 summarizes the reactor building failure pressures j
associated with the low and high liner ductile failure criteria for each of the liner discontinuities. '

Figure 4.4-3 and Table 4.4-1 both reveal that all discontinuity types fail within a relatively narrow |
pressure range (154.3 to 163.1 psig). All of the discontinuity types fail at pressures lower than !

Pe (162.0 psig) except for the springline. The first observation suggests that it will be difficult to I
determine the exact location of the most likely liner failure point. De second obsen*ation is that |
liner failure and reactor building leakage are expected in occur prior to structural reactor building
failure. j

A limited parametric analysis was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the results (1) to the (
global liner strain values used in this analysis and (2) to the liner strain failure criterion (ca). |

|

One of the key assumptions used in implementing the leakage failure analysis is related to the
assumed global strains versus pressure as determined from the reference plant. The global strain

'

values given in Reference [6] were assumed to be applicable for ANO-1 in predicting onset of |
liner tearing and incipient loss of leak tightness of the reactor building. It is assumed that the t

,

I
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reference plant pmvides an adequate representation of the ANO-1 reactor building liner
performance. Absent an actual finite element analysis, a parametric variation of the global strain
values were performed and leakage pressures were obtained at the various discontinuities of
interest.

The paramet c analyses using cu as the liner failure stress indicate that the expected reactorA

building leakage pressure decreased fmm the nominal value of 154.3 to 151.4 psig, if the global
strains are increased by a factor of 2. Conversely, the leakage pressure increased to 155.6 psig, if
the global strains were reduced to 50% of the reference plant values.

These results indicate that the leakage failure pressure predictions are nearly insensitive to use of
the plant global stress vs. reactor building pressure curves. Since all calculated leakage failure
pressures were below the expected reactor building ultimate structural failure pressure, these
results also indicate that the mode of reactor building failure and the reactor building leakage
failure pressure are not sensitive to the assumed global strains.

The ANO-1 reactor building liner leakage failure predictions assume that liner fails when intemal
pressure produces a peak local uniaxial liner strain equal to ca. His reactor building failure
pressure is called Pu. To account for uncertainty in the liner's ductile failure limit, the reactor
building pressure (Pw) corTesponding to tw was also calculated. A comparison of Pu and Pw *

shows that they are nearly equal; thus, the ANO-1 r actor building liner leakage prediction results
are not sensitive to the assumed local ductility failure criterion.

Note that performing a similar analysis using the more restrictive cu value of 17%, as specified
by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section II, leads to the same conclusion. Pu
decreased from its nominal value of 154.3 to 153.9 psig.

4.4.3 Other Leral Failure Modes

Past severe accident analyses have addressed reactor building failure modes other than structural
failure. Since there could potentially be a number of failure locations for local failure modes, a
screening process was conducted to determine the more likely locations. This was performed by a
review of existing reference plant analyses of likely failure modes for various penetration types,
coupled with a comparative evaluation against similar penetrations and analyses from available
repons and PRAs. Rese likely failure locations include

Large penetrations such as equipment hatch and emergency airlock leaking;.

Stiff mechanical penetrations for fluid systems (such as purge lines) leak--

ing; and

Electrical penetrations assemblies leaking.-

O
.
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Qualitative and scoping rather than quantitative and detailed analysis were performed for these
penetrations. Conclusions were drawn via engineenng judgment and insights drawn fmm the
containment performance working group.

,

4.4.3.1 Electrical Penetrations

Canister type penetrations are used for all electrical conductors passing through the ANO-1 reac- i

tor building. The penetration canister is a hollow cylinder closed on both ends with an insulated
bushing or connector assembly. All materials of a completed penetration assembly are self-fire ;

extinguishing.
,

EPA's are designed to withstand a DBA LOCA environment of 325*F,85 psig with saturated ;
steam for two hours. They are also tested to withstand 565*F saturated steam environment for '

one minute. The ANO-1 EPA's are manufactured by Conax Corporation. Conax EPA's have a ;

temperature limit of 300*F, exposure to higher temperatures may cause damage to insulation or [
seals.

,

For the reactor building isolation function, the ANO-1 EPA designs can be put into two i,

categories (those with and without a Viton 0-ring seal, only the medium voltage penetrations !

have the additional 0-ring seal). Figures 4.4-4 and 4.4-5 are provided to show the typical EPA ;

designs used at ANO-1.

The ANO-1 Conax EPAs consist of a 61 inch long cylindrical canister,10.75 inches in diameter,
(26 inches for the medium voltage penetrations) which is welded on both ends to a 51 inch long
nozzle in the reactor building wall. The nozzles were provided by Bechtel as part of the reactor '

building liner design, and are welded to the reactor building liner. Header plates are welded on ;

each end of the canister. Tubes containing the conductors penetrate the header plate. These
tubes are sealed into the header plate by a midlock cap and ferrule, except as noted in Figure 4.4- i

5, a Viton O-ring is used at the header plate and the midlock cap and ferrule are used at the
ceramic bushing. Polysulfone is used as a sealant in the tubes around the conductors and the '

conductors use a Kapton Polymide film for insulation. Additionally, enclosures are attached to '

the header plates for protection of the conductors, these enclosures vary with regards to the
amount of protection they provided, hence will not be considered part of the reactor building
pressure boundary.

Reactor building isolation is maintained by the reactor building liner, weld between the nozzle and
the liner, nozzle, weld between the nozzle and the canister, canister, weld between the canister
and the header plate, midlock cap and ferrule (and 0-ring), conductor tube, Polysulfone, and the
Kapton Polymide. The welds, header plate, midlock cap and ferrule, Polysulfone, and O-ring are
redundant features found inside and outside of reactor building.

Testing of Conax EPA under severe accident conditions was performed ard documented in
NUREG/CR-5334. In this test a Conax EPA Low Voltage Penetration Assembly with twelve
modules designed to IEEE 317-1976 and IEEE 323-1974 was used. The EPA was 103.4 inches
long and installed in a 12 inch schedule 80 nozzle. A 12 inch 150 # header plate was installed on

1
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the outside reactor building end of the penetration with twelve 7/8 inch nuts. Two Viton O-rings
were used to maintain a seal. Inside the reactor building a junction box was installed over the -

penetration, which is not designed to be leak tight. A midlock cap and ferrule was used on each
module in the header plate for pressure integrity around the tube. Polysulfone plugs were used in
the tubes of each module for the integrity of the tubes with Kapton FEP insulated wires feed
through the tubes. This EPA was exposed to a severe accident condition of 135 psia and 700*F
for over 18 days. The Viton 0-rings were monitored for leakage. The temperature at the O-rings
was less than 360*F and no leakage past the O-rings was detected. De modules were also
monitored for leakage. The polysulfone plugs at the inside reactor building penetrations failed
early in the test; but the temperature at the outside reactor building plugs was less than 280'F
throughout the test and no leakage was detected past the plugs. From this test it was
demonstrated that the outside reactor building Viton 0-rings and polysulfone plugs were far
enough removed from the inside reactor building temperature conditions to ensu e their integrity
under severe accident conditions.

The ANO-1 Conax EPAs are similar to the ones tested in NUREG/CR-5334 with regards to the
reactor building integrity design. ANO-1 has the midlock cap and ferrule, polysulfone plugs, and
Kapton insulated conductor. All of the ANO-1 penerations are welded to the reactor building
nozzle rather than using a Viton O-ring seal. Although the medium voltage penetrations have a
Viton O-ring seal between the header plate and the tube (which is much smaller than the O-ring
used in the test configuration around the header plate). The test EPA is longer than the ANO-1
design which aides in maintaining the outer reactor building seal at cooler temperatures; but the
ANO-1 design has wo header plates (as opposed to the test configuration which only had one
inside the reactor building) each with a midlock cap and ferrule. De test Conax EPA is different
than that used at ANO-1; but based on engineering judgment the test results should bound the
ANO-1 EPAs. The test temperature conditions bound the severe accident temperatures predicted
for ANO-1. The test pressure is below the ANO-1 ultimate failure pressure; but temperature is
considered to be the dominant contributor to seal degradation and failure.

4.4.3.2 Mechanical Penetrations |
The penetrations considered in this section arr, the piping penetrations including the high pressure
and high temperature fluid lines and reactor building supply and exhaust Purge duct lines.

A typical penetration consists of a steel sleeve embedded and anchored in the concrete reactor
building wall and welded to the steel liner inside the reactor building. Fluid pipes are restrained
and supponed inside and outside the reactor building. Isolation valves are also located inside and
outside the reactor building. These penetrations can fail in any of the following manners: 1) direct
path through the isolation valves (unseating); 2) failure at the endplate weld; or 3) the pipe can fail

,

by tension or buckhng.

The first failure mode would apply to pipes connected to the reactor coolant system or the reactor
building atmosphere; hence, would require both inside and outside isolation valves to fail in order
to create a direct path to the environment. These failures are addressed in the Level 1 ISLOCA
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and reactor building isolation fault tree (Section 4.4.4 below) except for the severe accident
conditions identified below which may degrade the systems. Failure of the reactor building liner,

or pipes under design basis conditions is not considered credible. These failure modes will be
addressed below for the ultimate reactor building failure pressure and severe accident conditions.

,

hTREG/CR-4552 and the Seabrook PSA identified failure of the isolation valve seal material for
the ventilation line penetrations. These penetrations differ from the high-energy line penetrations I

as the inboard side is open to the reactor building atmosphere. Therefore, the inboard isolation
valve can be exposed to high temperatures and lose its sealing integrity due to seal material
(usually ethylene propylene) degradation. The Seabrook PRA assumed that this failure will occur
at 700*F. In a sense, the seal degradation failure mode identified for these penetrations at high
temperature would be similar to the electrical penetration assemblies (EPA).

The ANO-1 reactor building purge duct is equipped with two valves in series in each of the two
reactor building penetrations, to be used for isolation purposes. These valves are 54 inch butterfly
valves made by the Henry Pratt Company. A leak tight seal is achieved by seating the valve into a
rubber seat made of RESILOSEAL W, which is an ethylene propylene compound.

.

To address the Zion purge valves is NTREG 1037, three test were performed using a Henry Pratt
valve with ethylene propylene seat material. The valve was subjected to high-temperature steam
at 350*F and 120 psig and 400*F and 232 psig for periods of up to 11 hours. The results of these
tests revealed no seal leakage; however, seal degradation was evident. Based on the results of the
above work and the use of two isolation valves in series no leakage is expected past the ANO-1,

reactor building purge valves before the reactor building ultimate pressure is reached.

hTREG-1037 compiled data for all piping penetrations from the six reference plants analyzed;
these were categorized and failure modes identified. Two types ofloading were considered. The
first considers the effect of differential pressure across the penetration. This is essentially the
same loading type considered for the large opening penetrations, The second type involves loads
induced in the piping and penetration due to the differential support displacement when the ;

reactor building is pressurized or exposed to high temperatures. The evaluation in NTREG-1037
consisted of a screening of the types of penetrations, based on the idea that the capability of a
piping system to accommodate displacement controlled loading depends on the amount of piping
in the system routed perpendicular to the direction of the displacement. This is based on the
theory that significantly greater flexibility of piping exists for a bending load versus an axial load.
Piping components such as elbows and tees would typically experience higher stresses than the
associated piping; plastic response of a piping system would tend to concentrate in tees and
elbows. Given a displacement in the reactor building wall, the piping system with more piping ;

routed perpendicular to the direction of displacement will suffer less plastic deformation at the el-
bows and tees. Other factors such as the size of piping were also considered (larger piping is less4

flexible). Application of the screening process to the six reference plants identified penetrations
with susceptibility to damage from the displacement loading. Detailed analysis of these piping
systems were then conducted for a range of pressure and temperatures to accommodate the
reactor building behavior under severe accident conditions. The analysis indicated that failure in
the piping penetrations before the reactor building becomes unstable is not likely. Although ,
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piping penetrations could fail after reactor building instability is reached, the study assigned a zero g
leakage area for piping penetrations because the point at which the reae.or building becomes
unstable is past the currently defined point of gross structural failure of the reactor building.

4.4.3.3 Large Penetrations >

Based on the ANO-1 FSAR, "all penetrations are pressure resistant, leak tight, welded assemblies
designed and fabricated and tested in accordance with the ASME Nuclear Vessel Code, Section
III, Class B vessels". As such,it is assumed that the penetrations have sufficient safety margins to
withstand loads beyond design basis. Funhermore, ANO-1 has pressure seating seals for the
personnel, emergency escape and equipment airlocks. Hence, flange gap separation is cxpected to
decrease as the internal pressure increases.

The large penetration ana'ysis conducted for ANO-1 is based on a comparison of its design
parameters against the reference plants documented in NUREG-1037. The conclusions r garding
the potential failure modes were then made relative to the reference plant findings. The failure
modes of concem include the following:

Flange separation due to pressure differential creating a gap that could cause*

leakage through the seals,

Structural buckling of the hatch door, and*

O
Seal material degradation due to high temperatures.*

Additionally, glass view ports, which was not addressed in NUREG-1037 for the reference plants,
was evaluated for stresses that may cause failures (such as fracture of glass viewports).

Flance Secaration

Conservative large reactor building penetration leak area estimates were determined in NUREG-
1037 for six reference plant designs. For penetrations with elastomer-type seals, the study con-
cludes that Icakage is determined first by examining the structural response of the seal joints
caused by pressure loading, then using seal behavior assumptions based on engineering judgments.
A double O-ring configuration with neoprene seals and a double tongue and groove configuration
with silicon rubber seals were tested. The results of these tests suggest that seal leakage for
flange separations below 0.030 in, will be insignificant.

Two of the plants studied in NUREG-1037 included Zion and Surry, as the reference PWR
reactor building designs. Leak area estimates for Surry, for example. indicate a leak area of at

2 2most 0.26 in for the equipment hatch emergency airlock flange; and 0.17 in for the personnel
airlock at the failure pressure of 119 psig. Note, both the personnel airlock and the emergency
airlock seals for Surry that were assumed to leak were pressure unseating seals.

O
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The equipment hatch flange seal for Surry (NUREG-1037) is not expected to leak below the
ultimate reactor building failure pressure. This seal is a dorble O ring seal which is pressure
seating similar to that of ANO-1. Although, the Surry equipment hatch is 14'-6", which is slightly
smaller than that of ANO-1 (15'). De two pressure seating 30 inch emergency escape hatch
doors for Surry, which are similar to ANO-1 with respect to the size and layout, were not
expected to leak either.

The equipment hatch and emergency escape hatch for Zion are similar to that of Surry and ,

ANO-1 and were not considered as part of the Zion leakage calculations. He Zion equipment
hatch is a single enclosure pressure seated door 18.5'in diameter, which is larger than the ANO-1
hatch. Based on the results from NUREG 1037 leakage past the emergency escape hatch and
equipment hatch is not anticipated for ANO-1 below the ultimate reactor building failure pressure.

Leakage for Zion (NUREG-1037) was determined to be most likely fmm the personnel airlock,
due to the door yielding under the higher pressures and lifting off the seats. The Zion personnel
airlock is similar to the ANO-1 personnel airlock with regards to the two pressure seating doors
and double tongue and grove seal on each door. The purpose of NUREG 1037 was to determine
the maximum seal leakage; hence no credit was taken for resilience of the seals. Additionally, it
was assumed that only one of the two doors were available. His study indicated that the
personnel airlock door may yield under the higher than design pressures; but it is not expected to
fail before the ultimate reactor building pressure is reached. The work done by CB&I for IDCOR
and NUREG 3653 indicates the door will not yield until after the reactor building ultimate .

pressure,134 psig, is reached. The leakage area calculated in NUREG 1037 is a maximum based
on the conservative assumptions; hence, due to these conservative assumptions it is not expecteds

that the ANO-1 personnel airlock will allow any significant leakage before the ultimate reactor ,

building pressure is reached.

Structural Buckling

iThe structural buckling or collapse of the hatch door is postulated as another potential failure
mode of the equipment hatch As described in NUREG-1037, a simple hand calculation presented
for the Grand Gulf design may be used to detemiine the minimum buckling pressure. The same
structural evaluation methodology was used as the basis for examining ANO-1. The buckling
f ailure mode for ANO-1 was calculated for a spherical shell design, based on typical flared flange
geometry for the equipment hatch, using the equations in NUREG-1037. The actual geometry of
the ANO-1 hatch cover (see Figure 4.4-6) was used in the calculations. These indicate that the .

buckling failure pressure is expected to be more than 430 psi. According to NUREG-1037, the
minimum critical buckling pressure for Grand Gulf is 152 psi. This significant difference in the
buckling failure pressure (a factor of about 3)is expected since the design pressure of Grand Gulf
is relatively low (15 psig) when compared to that for ANO-1 (59 psig). Furthermore, the yield |

pressure is 56 psig for Grand Gulf, whereas ANO-1 estimated an ultimate or yield pressure of '

more than 154 psig.
;
1

Seal Dectadation

O
.

'
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Temperature induced failure of the G-ring seals has also been addressed for several types of seals
which are similar to those used by ANO-1. The double O-ring EPDM seal used in the equipment
and emergency escape hatches have been tested under severe accident conditions. In these tests
the seals maintained the leak tight boundary for temperatures beyond what is expected at ANO-1
under severe accident conditions. Attempts were even made to model small amounts of flange
separation in these tests. Although actual equipment and emergency escape hatches were not
exposed to severe accident conditions (which would model both flange separation and tempera-
ture effects at the same time), it can be concluded that the seal integrity will be maintained based

,

on the test thS were performed.

Additionally, the harsh temperatures modeled in the high temperature tests are not expected until
late iato a seve:r accident. High temperatures due to hydrogen burns early in the events are shor-
lived and not expected to affect the seal temperature. Reactor building temperatures above the
saturation temperature at the ultimate failure pressure (368'F) are not expected until late into the
accident sequence due to core concrete interaction. Assuming a 24 hour exposure time signifi-
cantly reduces the potential for seal degradation. Additionally, the hatches are exposed to a
cooler condition outside the reactor building which prevents the seals from reaching the reactor
building temperature. The emergency escape hatch also has a redundant door in series which is
further removed fmm the reactor building conditions.

The ANO-1 personnel hatch has a tongue and groove design with EPDM seals, similar seals were
tested for NUREG/CR 5096. The results indicate a failure temperature of 609'F at 143 psig.
Although this pressure is below the ANO-1 ultimate failure pressure, temperature is considered hthe driving force for seal failure, and the tested temperature is expected to bound the ANO-1
severe accident conditions. Similar to the emergency escape hatch the personnel hatch has two
doors in series. Should the inner door fail due to harsh conditions, the outer door is further
removed and is expected to maintain its integrity.

The ANO-1 fuel transfer tube pressure boundary is made by the flange plate on the end of the fuel
tmnsfer tube in series with a gate valve in the spent fuel pool, the fuel transfer tube wall from the
flange plate to the outer casing pipe which is welded to the fuel transfer tube and the reactor
building liner making up the final portion of the reactor building pressure boundary. The bellows
are not part of the ANO-1 reactor building boundary.

Based on the flexibility of the expansion joints on both ofits ends and based on the relatively solid
attachment of the auxiliary building to the reactor building where the fuel tube penetrates the j
reactor building wsil, it was judged that high pressure-induced failure of the reactor building |
boundary in the vicinity of the fuel tube are not likely, even at very high reactor building pressure

'

conditions.

He most temperature-sensitive aspects of the fuel transfer tube reac:or building boundary are
j

probably the O ring seals on its flange inside the reactor building. Based on engineering |
judgment, for severe accident scenarios these seals are not expected to fail. The basis for this
judgment is that for these accidents, the fuel transfer tube will remain relatively cool, since it is

)
well separated fmm the core debris in the cavity and since the cooler space in the tube behind the J

!

i
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. flange will keep the flange cool. Not withstanding the above rational, the data gathered for
similar seals used on the equipment hatch, personnel hatch, and emergency escape hatch noted
above can be cited as a good basis for the ability of the seals to maintain their integrity given a
severe accident. Additionally, the gate valve on the outside of reactor building is maintained
closed during normal operation and should remain cool due to the distance from the flange.

Other Personnel Hatch Failure Modes

The ANO-1 personal hatch includes glass view ports; which were not addressed in the NUREG-
1037 evaluations of the various reference plant designs. It is recognized however, glass view '

pons have been used in other nuclear plant designs (e.g., Shoreham Nuclear Power Station).
Preliminary Shoreham analysis identified the view ports as a potential vulnerability, and the design
was enhanced increasing its pressure capacity. He design used was a hardened glass, consistent
with the ANO-1 view port material. Due to the lack of extensive published information and
analysis of glass viewpons in reactor building subjected to pressures significantly beyond design
basis conditions, the ANO-1 IPE assessment used general engineering hand calculations of
stresses for circular plates under uniform pressure. The calculations consider the glass viewport ,

'

unsupported diameter of 4 inches (out of the total diameter of 5 inches), the model assumes a
clamped edge at the reactor building wall. The glass thickness is 3/4 inch and the material is
Corning 7740 hardened glass. It is designed io withstand 315'F and 70 psi pressure. Corning
7740 is a borosilicate glass; its Young's modulus is 9.lE6 psi, and the Poison's ratio is 0.64. He
theoretical tensile strength is relatively low (1 to 4 million psi) since glass is considered a brittle
material. He ANO-1 calculation of the stresses modeled a punching-type failure mode. Based
on these calculations, the view port is judged to be capable of withstanding the severe accident !

conditions and retain its structural integrity before ultimate pressure is reached.
.

4.4.4 Containment Isolation

Reactor building isolation failure was evaluated via a plant-specific reactor building isolation
system fault tree model. This model is summarized in Appendix A of this report. De major
results of the reactor building isolation systems analysis are presented below.

Reactor building isolation failures, as previously discussed in Section 4.3, were also investigated I

for this study as part of the PDS binning criteria. The plant damage states, as defined in Section #

4.3 were assigned suffixes of"i" and "u", which identified the PDS as either successfully isolated >

or unisolated, respectively.

The most likely reactor building isolation failure (without considering the Level I cutsets) is due
to a failure of the hydrogen purge isolation valves he hydrogen purge system is no longer
required at ANO-1 (due to installation of hydrogen recombiners), hence, the outside reactor
building isolation valve is locked closed with the breakers removed. He inboard reactor building ;

'

isolation valves are open following an accident to allow for hydrogen sampling. A single failure
of any of the outboard hydrogen purge valves can result in reactor building isolation failure. This
failure mode is very low due to the valves being locked closed with the breakers removed. :
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As noted in Section 4.3.5 for the most frequent reactor bmldmg isolation failure PDS (SBOu), g
reactor building isolation failure is dominated by the failure to isolate the radiation air monitoring W '

leak detection system. His is due to the dependency on AC power. One of the two isolation
valves requires AC power to close; hence, following an SBO a single failure of a solenoid valve
results in a loss of isolation capability. Based on the Imel I cutsets having aheady failed one
isolation valve in the radiation air monitodng leak detection system, the failure of the solenoid
valve to close has a higher failure rate than the hydrogen purge system.

4.4.5 Containment Bvnass Events

Reactor building bypass was also evaluated in the Imel I portion of this study. Two reactor
building bypass accidents were identified as imponant: the Steam Generator Tube Rupture

,

(SGTR) event and the Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA). The first is described in Section 3
of this repon; the latterin Appendix C. The most likely of these bypass accidents was assessed to
be the SGTR. In the Level-2 analysis, these events were treated as a special case of reactor
building failure, more severe than other accidents. The Level 1 ISLOCA frequency was below the
screening criteda; hence was not addressed in the Level 2 analysis.

In the CET quantification and release characterization, the sourte term for in-vessel releases is
assumed to escape through the break directly to the emironment. For the SGTRs, if the
secondary side relief valves are stuck open, a direct escape path for fission products during core
degradation and melting is assumed prior to vessel failure with the valves available; scrubbing is
assumed. However, since the break is not isolable, ex-vessel releases dudng core-concrete
interaction are considered to be released from the reactor building through the break in the RCS.

4.4.6 Summary of Containment Failure Characterization Results

Both global and local reactor building failure analyses were performed; and, both overpressure
and overtemperature failure modes were considered. The most likely reactor building failure
mode wasjudged to be reactor building overpressurization. Liner tearing and subsequent leakage
due to reactor building overpressurization was predicted. j

I
Due to the estimated failure pressures at the personnel hatch (154.3 psig), steamhne penetration !
(154.6 psig), and equipment hatch (154.8) being so close to each other, the exact location of liner I

teadng is difficult to determine; but, the lowest failure pressure of 154.3 psig will conservatively
be assumed. A catastrophic reactor building failure is not considered likely based on the above
results. |

!
|
'
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gTable 4.4-1

Summary of ANO-1 Reacter Building Liner Failure Pressure Estimates

Discontinuity Leakage Pressure

Pu PA,;.
Steamline Penetration 154.6 2.62

Equipment Hatch 154.8 2.62

Wall-Skirt Juncture 159.6 2.71

Springline 163.1 2.76

Personnel Hatch 154.3 2.62

O

O
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Figure 4.4.9 ANO-1 Fuel Transfer Tube
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() 4.5 CONTAINMENT EVENT TREES

his section describes the ANO-1 Containment Event Trees (CETs). Rese GTs provide a
systematic framework for displaying the sequence of events and spectrum of containment
damage states of a severe accident progression. De GT end states provide a measure of the
potential fission product releases or source terms, described in Section 4.7, for the dominant
accident sequences associated with each Plant Damage State (PDS), described in Section 4.3.

~

The CET quantification process and results are provided in Section 4.6.

He ANO-1 CET development philosophy is described in Section 4.5.1. He CET event tree
structures and CET branching logic modeling assumptions are summarized in Section 4.5.2.
Their top events are summarized in Section 4.5.3. Section 4.5.4 provides a summary of the
CET end state release modes.

4.5.1 CET Develonment Philosonhv

ne objective of this approach was to produce a scoping level, yet realistic estimate of the
overall ANO-1 reactor building response to severe accident phenomena. The overall CET de-
velopment philosophy was to create a relatively straightforward and easily-quantifiable rnodel
of the ANO-1 plant response to a postulated severe accident.

A v,ide range in CET modeling approaches has been employed to perform severe accident7

( analyses. WASH-1400 used a simple representation of the reactor building failure modes to
-

quantify various release events. Industry PRAs have used similar approaches while incorpo-
,

rating the mitigating effects of reactor building safeguards on the likelihood of tractor building
failure. The Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking (IDCOR) Program developed detailed
reactor building and phenomenological event trees (Task 4.1) to characterize the sequence
progression. More recent GTs developed for the indusuy have become more detailed, and
those developed for NUREG-1150 are significantly more complicated than previous CETs.

An event tree / fault tree approach, similar to that used in the Level-1 effort, was selected for
the ANO-1 GT analysis. The CETs developed for ANO-1 include the important phe-
nomenological and systems-related events identified in the NUREG-1150 reference PWR
accident progression analysis and previous PRAs, including the Zion, Surry, and Oconee
PRAs. This approach avoids the complexity of very large CET structures such as those used
in NUREG-1150, but accounts for the risk-significant issues applicable to ANO-1. The ge-
neric severe accident response issues identified in these analyses were used to guide the de- -i
velopment process; and, plant-specific information was used to form conclusions regarding ,

the impact of these issues on the ANO-1 plant. The flow of information in this process is
illustrated in Figure 4.5-1.

Two generic CETs were developed: the " Generic" and the " Bypass" CETs. These two CETs
were used to assess every accident scenario. The Generic CET models accidents in which

n fission products are initially released to the reactor building; the Bypass GT models accidents(,) in which fission product release path to the environment bypasses the reactor building. The
bypass GT was developed for only two accident scenarios: the Interfacing System LOCA ;

'

1

4.5-1
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O|OSLOCA) and the Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) events. For this study, the j
ISLOCA Level 1 frequency was significantly below the IPE screening criteria, and was j

therefore not considered for funher analysis in Level 2. Hence, the bypass CET was only |

used for SGTR events. He generic CET was applied to all other accident scenarios. The
application of these two CETs to a wide range of accident scenarios is possible, because PDSs
share many characteristics. He CET branching probabilities pmvide a means of accounting ;

for plant- and accident-specific considerations. Rese considerations are modeled as top event
fault trees, in a manner similar to the Level-1 top event fault trees. He CET top event fault
trees account for accident-specific system failures, phenomenological responses, and accident
conditions on a PDS or, if appropriate, a cutset level. These fault trees are discussed in
Section 4.6. 1

|

4.5.1.1 Time Phasine of CETs

Among the most important factors associated with a release of fission products to the envi-
ronment following a severe accident are the timing, magnitude, and type of fission products
released. The timing factor affects both the type and magnitude of radionuclide releases: re-
lease magnitudes are generally greatest if the reactor building integdty is lost early, i.e., before
or at vessel failure. Timing effects are accounted for in this analysis by sepanting severe acci-
dents into critical phases and considering the physical phenomena and systems-related events
at each phase. These phases are relative to several key events: the beginning of core melting
and fission product release from the fuel, reactor vessel failure, and reactor building failure.
The time phases used in this study include:

Time before core degradation as defined by the PDS sequence charac--

teristics;

Time period during core melting prior to vessel failure;.

Time period immediately after vessel failure during which the core de-- >

bds is relocated. This period accounts for the short-term post-vessel |
failure response; and

Time pedod following the initial core debris deposition outside of the-

reactor vessel -- this period accounts for the long-term post vessel fail-
ure response including the core-concrete interactions (CCI) in the cav-
ity.

De nodes, or top events, of the CET are defined relative to these time phases. These nodes |
serve as a starting point for CET development by allowing relevant phenomenological and ;

systems-related events to be identified within a consistent time-frame relative to core damage. j
i
!

O1

!
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g)'s" 4.5.1.2 GT Too Event tocie

For simplicity, a minimal number of GT top events nodes were specified. Only those nodes
necessary to convey the full spectrum of the accident progression in a single event tree were
included in the GT.

The GT top event nodes account for the severe accident phenomena, systems response, as
well as the reactor building failure modes and locations. These trees account for both phe-
nomenological and functional events. Rese events include the followhg:

Reactor and reactor building status;*

Coolantinjection systems status;*

Reactor building safeguards status; and.

Magnitude and mechanisms of radionuclide release.-

Where possible, events that result in a similar impact on the reactor building response
(i.e., those resulting in similar reactor building challenges) are collapsed into a single GT top
event node. For quantification purposes, each GT event tree sequence progression (i.e.,
GT end state) were linked into fault tree logic.

4.5.2 GT Structure

This section provides an overview of the ANO-1 GT event tree logic. The two GTs ac-
count for the spectrum of potential release events for dominant ANO 1 accident scenarios.
The two GTs, shown in Figures 4.5-2 and 3, and each of their top events are briefly de-
scribed below. As noted above, their supporting top event fault tree logic is discussed in
Section 4.6.

He two GTs account for whether or not the fission product release path traverses the
reactor building. As noted above, the Generic GT models accidents in which all fission
products are initially released to the reactor building; these fission prcducts are released to the
environment only if the reactor building leaks or fails. This GT accounts for both isolated
and unisolated reactor building situations. The Bypass GT models accidents in which some
or all fission products bypass the reactor building on their path to the environment. This GT
is used for the SGTR events.

Both GTs have the same set of top events, since both states involve similar reactor building
challenges at key phases of the accident. De Bypass GTis essentially a simplified version of
the Generic GT, since reactor building failure is not an issue in an accident invohng reactor
building bypass. At issue is the fission product release mechanisms, the potential recovery

f-
! measures, and the potential mitigation measures.

4.5-3
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Table 4.5-1 lists and summarizes the CET top events. De succes.s or failure of each of these
events depends on phenomenological events and/or conditions which o: cur during the acci-
dent progressian and on the availability of plant systems during the accident. These events,
conditions, and systems can strongly influence the accident progression and fission product
transpon behavior within the reactor building. Section 4.5.3 provides additional information
on these events.

The following fundamental dependencies between the CET top events were assumed in the
development of the CET. These dependencies simplify the CET branching logic as follows:

1. During a sequence in which RCS inventory is not recovered in-vessel (i.e.,
REC = False), it is assumed that the vessel bottom head will fail (i.e.,
VF= False). This assumption takes no credit for the possibility that external
cooling by water flooding in the cavity can avert vessel failure (albeit recovery
of coolant injection is unsuccessful). O'Brien, et al (Reference 1) indicate that
sufficient heat transfer can occur through the vessel wall under certain condi-
tions corresponding to high water levels in the cavity and unifonn volumetric
heat generation rates. However, no credit was taken for this "ex-vessel cool-
ing" mechanism, because (a) the minimum water depth in the cavity was esti-
mated to not submerge the bottom of the ANO-1 vessel, and (b) there are in-
core instrumentation tubes that penetrate the vessel bottom head causing the
vessel to fail at these sites (consistent with the IDCOR/EPRI MAAP modeling h,
assumption). Furthermore, this assumption takes no credit for water flowing
down the vessel wall due to the operation of reactor building sprays, nor does
it account for delays in vessel failure time due to the removal of some of the
decay heat by waterin the casity.

2. High RCS pressure sequences with coolant recovered in-vessel (i.e., DP= False *

and REC =True) are considered very unlikely, since the RCS pressure is at a
medium or high level. The types of accident which occur in this branch are
Station Blackout (SBO) events in which offsite power is recovered after core
damage and transients in which the Operators did not initiate feed and bleed
(IIIC, IIID, IIIE, and IIIH). These events are transferred to either the
DP=True/RECl=True/ vfl =True branch, if HPI is recovered early enough to 1

avert vessel failure or to the DP= False / REC 2= False branch, if vessel failure
|occurs.

3. For sequences in which the RCS is depressurized, coolant is recovered m-ves-
sel and no vessel failure occurs (i.e., DP=True/ REC =True/VF=True), the

<

coolable debris formation ex-vessel (DC) branch is not applicable. This is True
whether or not early containment failure (CFE) occurs. No vessel failure
implies a coolable in-vessel debris is formed, hence the ex-vessel coolable de- I

bris (DC) question has no significance.

O4 All branches in which the containment is assumed to fail early (i.e.,
CFE= False), late containment failure (CFL) top event is not applicablec '
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i
\ 5. If containment sr.rvives both the early and late top events (i.e., CFE=True and

CFL=True),it is assumed that fission product removal occurs (i.e., FPR=True)
and the containment failure modes (CFM) are not applicable.

6. The timing of both early containment failure (CFE) and late containment failure
(CFL) are relative to the time of vessel failure. By definition, early contain-
mentfailures (CFE) occur prior to or about the same time (or shonly after)
vessel failure and late containment failures occur significantly after vessel fail-
ure and concrete attack.

7. In accidents in which vessel failure does not occur (i.e., VF=True) the
containment failure mode is assumed not to have a significant impact on the
release.

As indicated in Figures 4.5-2 and 4.5-3, each top event has one or more branch names; each
branch name has a top event fault tree (which will be discussed in Section 4.6.3). For
quantification purposes, the suffix "-BRNCH" has been added to these names as they appear
on the fault trees.

4.5.3 CET Ton Events

A brief description of each of the CET top events follows.

4.5.3.1 Evem DP: RCS Derressurized Before Vessel Failure

The question asked in this top event node is related to depressurization of the RCS prior to
vessel failure. Success in this branch implies that the RCS pressure is in the low RCS pressure
range (i.e., s 200 psig), below the threshold for high pressure melt ejection. Success is
determined by.

.

PDS boundary condition, as implied by Large LOCA initiated events, in.

which a break occurs and the RCS is depressurized, r

Failure of the RCS pressure boundary via a severe accident phe- [-

nomenological event (temperature induced Hot Leg or Surge line
'

creep failure) that induces RCS depressurization to the low RCS pres-
sure range (less than about 200 psig). i

i

Operator-initiated depressurization of the RCS (either through the |-

steam generator or ERVs)
r

Success in this event allows a potential recovery or mitigating condition to occur during core :

melt prior to vessel failure. For accident sequences with the RCS at high pressure, depres- |f
surization of the RCS tends to reduce reactor building pressure challenges (via Direct j

'

Containment Heating, etc.) at vessel failure. On the other hand, challenges to the reactor ;

building such as liner impingement and Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions (EVSE) are exacerbated.
,

4.5-5
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O
The DP event node directly impacts the likelihood of subsequent CET event nodes related to
in-vessel recovery (REC) and early containment challenge (CFE).

4.5.3.2 Event REC: Cmlant Recovemd In-Vessel Before Reactor Vessel Failure

ne question asked in this top event node is related to recovery of core coolant injection after
core degradation, but prior to vessel failure. Success in the REC branch means that coolant

makeup becomes available subsequent to core damage. It addresses RCS injection recovery
measures that can arrest core melting and subsequent reactor vessel thermal attack and pos-
sible failure.

REC is characterized by two branch names: REC 1 and REC 2. This event is dependent on the
success or failure of the previous event, DP.

Success of the RECI and REC 2 events is determined as follows:

A low pressure injection system is available but was initially unable to.

inject due to high head, pmvided the RCS is depressurized below the
system's shutoff head (as determined by the success of the presious
event node, DP). Both High and Low Pressure Injection (HPI and
LPI) systems and attemate high and low pressure injection systems gwere modeled.

The operator did not initiate feed and bleed and the high reactor building3 .

pressure serpoint is reached which starts the HPI and LPI pumps. Both the
HPI and LPI is required for high pressure RCS sequences.

Offsite power is restored before vessel failure following an SBO sequence.

which results in core damage.

He REC event node affects the Vessel Failure (VF) node. Successful REC implies that ves-
sel failure may be averted provided a coolable configuration in the vessel is attained. If vessel

failure is not avoided a coolable ex-vessel debris bed could be achieved with the recovered
coolant. Unsuccessful REC assumes vessel failure is unavoidable.

4.5.3.3 Event VF: No Vessel Failure

De question raised in this event node is whether the reactor vessel bottom head fails during a
severe accident. Success of VF means that the vessel bottom head does not fail and the core
materialis not relocated outside the vessel to the reactor building. Failure of the event means

the vessel bottom head fails and molten material is relocated. Success in this branch means
that:

In-vessel core / debris bed cooling is re-established in a timely manner*

(i.e., RECis successful); or

4.5-6
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( External water floo: ling is a viable mechanism for establishing an effec-.

tive ex-vessel cooling of the vessel head; and

A coolable debris bed configuration is formed inside the vessel.-

His event is dependent on the success or fr.ilure of the previous event, REC.

If VF1 is successful, the core degradation process leading to vessel failure is successfully
terminated. Rus, core melting is arrested, the likelihood of early reactor building failures are
significantly reduced (except for unisolated conditions), no ex-vessel debris bed is formed, '

significant fission product release to the environment is precluded, and the range of possible
reactcr building failure modes is limited. As can be seen in Figure 4.5-2, the VF1 branch also
occurs in the unsuccessful DP branch and successful REC 2 branch. His event for high
pressure sequences transfers to other branches in the tree. If VF follows the success branch
(no vessel failure), then the resultant source term is similar for high and low RCS pressure
PDS cases. Because the two are similar, the success branch transfers to the low pressure
sequences. If vessel failure does occur, the recovery of event REC is of negligible
importance, so the VF failure branch transfers back to the branch where REC failed.

4.5.3.4 Event CFE No Early Containment Failure

The CFE functional event is included in the CET to signify that the reactor building integrity is
maintained until after the vessel fails. Note that the timing of early reactor building failure is
relative to that of vessel failure; it is not based on clock time from the beginning of the
accident. Success of this event node means the reactor building integrity is maintained.
Failure is defined as the loss of reactor building integrity (or leakage occurs beyond design
basis) due to reactor building isolation failure or failure from the reactor building integrity '

challenges prior to, during, or shortly after vessel failure.

Success of the CFE top ever. node for PDSs in which reactor building isolation is successful
is determined by the capability of the reactor building to withstand challenges from:

Pressure spikes occurring due to RCS blowdown and/or hydmgen.
,

burning during core damage or at vessel failure;

Energetic fuel-coolant interactions within the vessel (i.e., the " alpha i
.

event") at core slump or in the reactor cavity;

Pressure loads due to high pressure melt ejection loads at vessel breach;.

Vessel acting as a " rocket" generating a missile that fails the reactor.

building; and
,(g Liner impingement of the molten core / debris..

|

!.
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Failure at this branch is assumed for PDSs in which the reactor building isolation system fails

or in which the reactor building is bypassed (i.e., a pm-existing condition).

The CFE event is dependent on the success or failure of DP and VF. CFE is characterized by
four failure branch names: CFEl for DP and REC success with VF failure, CFE2 for DP
failures, CFE3 for DP, REC, and VF success, and CFE4 fo- DP success but REC failure.

The CFE event node affects the DC, CFL, and FPR event nodes which follows it. Isolation
failures can affect the reactor building function and the openbility of safety systems. Note
that if the containment fails early (i.e., CFE fails) CFL is moot.

4.5.3.5 Event DC Coolable Debris Formed Ex-Vessel

This event is included in the CET to signify the termination of the core melt pmgression sub-
sequent to vessel failure. The success branch at this CET node means that a coolable debris
bed is formed outside of the vessel; failure of DC means that core-concrete interaction (CCI)

occurs.

Success at this branch is determined by:

Formation of a coolable debris bed configuration outside the vessel,-

which is influenced by phenomena at vessel breach (molten material
dispersion) or cavity configuration (shallow bed formation); and -

Availability of water sources that can remove the decay heat generated-

by the debris (coolant injection through a failed vessel or reactor
building sprays).

If the debris is cooled ex-vessel, CCI does not occur and ex-vessel fission product releases
and non-condensable gas generation from core-concrete interaction are precluded. Preventing
CCI avoids reactor building over-pressurization due to noncondensable gas generation, thus
reactor building integrity is likely to be maintained in the long term. If the debris bed is
coolable, basemat melt through is also avoided as a possible reactor building failure mode.
For PDSs in which RCS injection systems were previously unable to inject due to high RCS
pressure, these systems are likely to begin delivering water to the cavity through the failed
vessel bottom head when the vessel fails, thus quenching the debris in the cavity.

Failure at this branch implies that CCI occurs in the cavity. This attack results in releases of
the less volatile fission products to the reactor building atmosphere.

The DC event node is dependent on the success or failure of previous events DP, REC, and
CFE and is therefore characterized by six branches, DCI through DC6. The event is not
developed for the VF success branch because the core debris would be coolable in the reactor
vessel and not relocated to the reactor cavity. h

4.5-8
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) 4.5.3.6 Event CFI- No Late Cont 2inm nt Failure

This event is included in the event tree to address the potential loss of reactor building
integrity in the long-term, after the vessel fails and CCI begins in the cavity. Success of this
event means that the reactor building integrity is maintained; failure means that it is lost.

Success of CFL is determined by the capability of the reactor building to maintain an '

essentially leak-tight pressure boundary due to challenges resulting from:

Steam generation due to long term debris coolant interactions in the*

cavity without decay heat removal capability;

Noncondensible gas generation resulting fmm core-concrete interac--

tions for non-coolable debris beds;

Burning of hydrogen and other combustible gases produced as a result-

of long-term concrete attack; their combustion can occur if flammable
concentrations exist in a non-inerted reactor building atmosphere;

Basemat melt-through due to penetration of the concrete during core--

concrete interactions; and

p Potential for an over-temperature failure (assumed to be a result of a.

V reduction in reactor building strength due to high temperature
degradation of seal materials).

The success path of this event depends strongly on the recovery of systems that establish a
complete heat transfer cycle from the core debris to the emironment.

.

This event is dependent on previous events DP, VF, REC, and DC and is characterized by
seven branches (CFL1 through CFL7) to distinguish those dependencies. It does not appear
on paths where CFE failed because by definition the reactor building is already failed.

Event CFL affects the FPR and CFM nodes which follow it. If both CFE and CFL succeed,
FPR is not asked, since only noble gas fission products are released to the environment.
Likewise, if both CFE and CFL succeed, the CFM question is irrelevant.

|

4.5.3.7 Event FPR: Fission Product Removal Occurs ;

his event is included in the CET in order to characterize releases from the fuel (in-vessel and
ex-vessel)into the reactor building, the fission product retention processes, and the potential
release magnitudes to the environment should the reactor building fail. He question raised in
this event node is related to the airborne fission product removal mechanisms within the

n reactor building. Success implies a reduction of the fission product release magnitudes to theV environment. Failure implies that most of the fission products are ultimately released to the i

environment from the fuel and the reactor building without mitigation. i

4.5-9
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Success of this branch is deterrnined by:

Fission product removal mechanisms associated with the operation of-

the reactor building sprays after vessel breach during CCI for both in-
and ex vessel source terms, provided the reactor building has not failed
early,

Fission product removal mechanisms associated with the operation of*

the reactor building sprays (during core damage and after vessel
breach) for in-vessel source terms for cases in which the reactor
building fails early,and

Fission product removal mechanisms associated with a deep merlying-

pool during core concrete attack for scrubbing fission products that
may be released fmm the debris.

The loss of reactor building spray is assumed to allow fission products deposited on
RCS/ reactor building surfaces to reheat and revolitize. The release magnitudes are likely to be
relatively high should the reactor building fail early.

Event FPR models the removal of both in-vessel and ex-vessel fission product releases.
Reactor building sprays can mitigate both in- and ex-vessel releases pmvided it continues to
operate in the long term; whereas, releases from a molten ex-vessel core debris can be
mitigated by either the reactor building sprays or b) a deep overlying pool.

The FPR branch is dependent on previous events DP, CFE, VF, REC, and DC and is charac- ,

terized by nine branches (FPRI through FPR9) to distinguish those dependencies. It does not i

appear on CFL success branches, because fission product retention is assured due to an intact
reactor building.

;

4.5.3.8 Event CFM Containment Failure Modes j

The CFM event is included in the CET to characterize the impact of containment failure I

modes and locations as they affect the magnitude and duration of the fission product source
terms. Success in this event means that a small break size occurs; failure means that a reactor

building rupture occurs. For reactor building bypass scenarios, event CFM considers the pres- ,

ence of fission product scrubbing mechanisms along the release pathway. ,!

Success implies a small reactor building failure break size with a corresponding small leakage
rate to the environment. The leakage is assumed to prevent a further increase in reactor i

building pressure. A slow release to the envimnment occurs, extending the release duration,
mitigating potential off-site consequences, A small break also allows natural removal
mechanisms to compete with leakage from the reactor building. ;

,
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V Although there are strictly no " success" or " failure" of systems or phenomena for this event i

node, success is more likely at this branch as implied by: |

A small break size due to slow pressurization, leading up to reactor*

building failure (i.e., from steaming or noncondensable gas generation);

Liner impingement is considered a leakage type failure mode due to the.

potential for self-healing;
i

Basemat penetration due to concrete attack..

Conversely, failure is cenam at this branch as implied by:

Energetic failure events resulting from in vessel fuel-coolant interac-.

tions (steam explosion); and

IMissile generation or " rocket failure modes" at vessel breach..

Event CFM is characterized by four branches (CFM3 through CFM7). De first three are
used in the Generic CET; they distinguish the dependencies on previous nodes DP, and CFE.
The last two are used in the Bypass CET and distinguish the dependency on FPR.

(
4.5.4 CET End state Release Modes

De various progression paths in the CETs lead to unique release end states. These are shown
as "NCF", "A", "B", "C", "D", "E", and "DP" release modes in the CETs (see Figures 4.5-2
and 4.5-3). Each CET end state represents a panicular release event or a recovered, degraded
core state that may be characterized according to its potential for fission product releases to
the atmosphere, its timing of release initiation (relative to time of incipient core damage), and
its release duration, all of which are important to the offsite consequence determination.

The general definitions of the CET end states are summarized below:

NCF Core damage, no containment failure;
i

A Core damage, no vessel failure, no CCI, and early or late containment
failure;

B Core damage, vessel failure, no CCI, and late containment failure;

C Core damage, vessel failure, CCI, and late containment failure; ;

;

D Care damage, vessel failure, no CCI, and early containment failure; i

r
-( E Core damage, vessel failure, CCI, and early containment failure;

,

|
BP Core damage, containment by-passed. J
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Table 4.5-2 sumnurizes the possible CET end states for the spectnun of core melt acrident
sequences. This tablelists the various CET release modes as early and late release events
(relative to the time of core melting) and containment damage states (i.e., failure modes),in-
cluding recovered states. Specific release modes pmvide a point of reference in the binning of
these CET end states into release categories. Dese fission product rekases are ranked in
order of magnitude in Table 4.7-4.

The CET end states that result from early reactor building failures could potentially have high
releases of volatile fission products. These end states are the "BP", ''D", "E", and possibly

*

"A". The CET reactor building failure end states "B" and "C" are significantly mitigated due
to the maintenance of reactor building integrity until long after vessel failure and release 4
fission products within the reactor building. In-containment natural and active removal
processes are likely to reduce airborne fission products released fmm the fuel. The source
terms are low and the release duration is likely to be extended. long-term overpressure
failures from noncondensible gas generation, should the reactor building safeguards fail, also
imply that ex-vessel fission products are released. Because reactor building integrity remains
intact throughout the accident in the "NCF" end state, the volatile release is very smalt

4.5.5 References

1. O'Bnen, J.E., and Hawkes, G. " Thermal Analysis of a Reactor Iower Head with Core
Relocation and External Boiling Heat Transfer." In AIChE Symposium Series - Heat
Trancfer. 1991,
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V) Table 4.5-1!

SUMMARY OF CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE NODAL QUESTIONS

Emt -

- Description and Issues Addressed -

Node

pp3 Plant Damage State. This is the entry state to the core melt progression
defining boundary conditions of core damage.

DP RCS depressurized before vessel failure. This is generally defined by the
entry state, operator actions, or phenomena subsequent to core vulner-
ability.

Coolant recovered in-vessel This node may be initiated by operator
REC recovery action, or a passive actuation should the conditions that preclude

initial operation be removed in the previous event.

yp No vessel failure. This implies arrest of core melt progression, terminating
within the vessel. A coolable debris configuration is formed.

No early containment failure. This node implies that challenges to contain-
CFE ment integrity are insufficient to fait containment prior to or shortly after

lvessel failure .

Coolable debris formed ex-vessel. This node implies formation of a
t DC coolable configuration outside the vessel, precluding significant core-g

concrete interacnon.

No Late Containment Failure. This node implies that long-term con-
CFL tainment challenges are mitigated, or do not occur as to failure containment

pressure boundarv.

Fission Product Removal Occurs. This event node is used to characterize
Potential fission product release magnitudes. This considers the mitigation

FPR
of releases from the fuel in or outside the vessel and in-containment removal
processes.

|

Containment Failure Modes. As in the previous event node, this top event !
CFM node is used to characterize implications of containment failure on the '

macnitudes and duration of fission product release to the environment.

!

!

1 Note that "early" in this context is relative to the time of vessel failure; it is not a measure

(') of the time from accident initiation. Thus early containment failure in certain PDSs may
'V be long delayed, since core damage can occur long after the initiating event.
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hTable 4.5-2

DESCRIPTION OF CET RELEASE MODES

R
CET SEQUENCE DESCRIPTIONI >

~

O S

NCF(AO) Recovered In-vessel, low RCS pressure, no containment failure

Al Recovered In-vessel, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel
release mitigated

A2 Recovered In-vessel, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel
release not mitigated

A3 Recovered In-vessel, low RCS pressure, early containment failure, in-vessel
release mitigated

A4 Recovered in-vessel, low RCS pressure, early containment failure,in-vessel
release no: mitigated

NCF(BO) Recovered Ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, no containment failure

B1 Recovered Ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure,
in-vessel release mitigat-J

B2 Recovered Ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure,
in-vessel release not mitigated

B3 No CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel release
mitigated

B4 No CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel release not
mitigated

B5 No CCI, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel and late
release mitigated by sprays

B6 No CCI, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel and late
release not mitigated

NCF(CO) CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, no containment failure

Cl Recovered ex-vessel, CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, late containment
failure, in- and ex-vessel release mitigated by sprays, overlving pool

C2 Recovered ex-vessel, CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, late containment
failure, in-vessel release not mitigated, overlying pool

C3 CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in- and ex-vessel
release mitigated by sprays, overlying pool

O
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Table 4.5-2 (Continued) .

DESCPJFTION OF CET RELEASE MODES '

>

|

RELEASE * ^ -
' ' M' MODES : i

C4 CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in- and ex-vessel
release not mitigated

CS CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in- and ex-vessel
release mitigated by sprays, overlying pool

C6 CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in- and ex-vessel !
release not mitigated ,

D1 Recovered ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, early containment failure,
in-vessel release mitigated

D2 Recovered ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, early containment failure,
in-vessel release not mitigated

D3 No CCI, high RCS pressure, early containment failure, in-vessel and late ;

release mitigated

D4 No CCI, high RCS pressure, early containment failure, in-vessel and late
release not mitigated

El Recovered ex-vessel, CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, early containment
failure, in- and ex-vessel release mitigated, overlying pool

E2 Recovered ex-vessel, CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, early containment
failure, in-vessel release not mitigated, overlying pool !

E3 CCI occurs, low RCS pres x, early containment failure, in- and ex-vessel
release mitigated by sprays, overlying pool >

E4 CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, early containment failure, in- and ex- vessel |
release not mitigated

E5 CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, early containment failure, in- and ex-vessel
release mitigated by sprays, overlying pool

E6 CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, early containnent failure, in- and ex-vessel
release not mitigated

4

i

L

0

|

O !
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Table 4.5-2 (Continued) g
DESCRIPTION OF CET RELEASE MODES

CET SEQUENCE DESCRIPTIO
'

OD
BP-D3A SGTR and Bypass release mitigated with secondary side relief valve cycling

or sembbing, no CCI, ex vessel release mitigated
BP-D3B SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated, no CCI, ex-vessel release mitigated

BP-D4A SGTR and Bypass release mitigated with secondary side relief valve cycling
or scrubbing, no CCI, ex-vessel release not mitigated

BP D4B SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated, no CCI, ex-vessel release not
mitigated

BP-E5A SGTR and Bypass release mitigated, CCI occurs, ex-vessel release
mitigated, overiving pool ,

BP-E5B SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated, CCI occurs, ex-vessel release
mitigated, overlying pool

BP-E6A SGTR and Bypass release mitigated, CCI occurs, ex-vessel release not
,

mitigated

BP-E6B SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated, CCI occurs, ex vessel release not
mitigated

NOTE: The release modes are further characterized as Leakage (L) or Rupture (R) to
indicate the duration of fission product releases to the environment; consistent with
the extended release duration, retention in containment occurs for leakage failure
modes.

O
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4.6 CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE QUANTIFICATIONOV 'Ihis section discusses the ANO-1 containment event tree (CET) endstate frequency ;

quantification process. This process involved developing GT top event fault tree logic and ,

combining these trees in accordance with the GT event tree logic to produce CET endstate
frequencies. The overall CET quantification rationale and codes are described in Section
4.6.1. Section 4.6.2 describes the development of the GT basic event probability values.
Section 4.6.3 describes the top event fault trees. Section 4.6.4 describes the CET endstate
groupings. And, Section 4.6.5 provides the GT endstate results and discusses, for
demonstration purposes, the CET branching probabilities of a few dominant CET endstates
and the important factors which produce these results. Section references are at the end of
the section.

4.6.1 Ouantification Rationale and Codes

Section 4.5 describes the ANO-1 CET structure and its development philosophy. Consistent
with this philosophy, the ANO-1 CET quantification methodology attempts to produce
realistic and defensible assessments of the ANO-1 reactor building response to severe
accidents. This methodology is based on the EPRI generic framework for IPE back-end
analysis reported in Reference 1. It is a scoping type of analysis. The approach is
uncomplicated and easily quantifiable, yet is able to account for the important reactor building
performance issues associated with the dominant ANO-1 severe ac9ents.

(V~3
Similar to the Level-1 event tree model, fault tree logic was developed for each top event of
the ANO-1 Generic and Bypass CETs. To account for dependencies between the top events,
each CET branch was assigned a branch name. Figures 4.5-2 and 4.5-3 identify the top event
fault tree branch names associated with each Generic and Bypass CET branch, respectively.
Note that the various branches under the same top event differ depending on the
success / failure state of the top events which precede that branch. A separate top event fault
tree was developed for each branch name.

The CET top event fault trees describe the relationship between PDS accident conditions,
severe accident phenomena, plant systems operation, and operator actions for a given branch
event. Consistent with the scope of the level-2 analysis, the CET top event logic identifies
the physical processes and system failures that affect reactor building performance and source
temi releases. The CET fault tree logic and the basic events in the logic account for the
complex relationships of severe accident pmgression, reactor building response, and systems-

,

related effects. The basic event probability estimates are based on reference plant assessments
of phenomenological issues and on plant-specific expectations of plant systems performance
during severe accident conditions.

Unlike the level-1 top logic, the CET top logic does not call support system fault trees.
Thus, the overall size of the CET endstate fault trees is small compared to the Level-1
sequence fault trees when the frontline and support system fault trees are linked to the Level-1
top logic.,.

( )hL
.

'
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As was done in the Level-1 event tree analysis, each GT endstate was defined as a unique g
combination of GT top event successes and failures. The fault tree logic associated with W
these branches were combined in a Boolean manner to produce a set of endstate fault trees.
These GT endstate fault trees are analogous to the Level-1 core damage sequence fault
trees. Each of the endstate fault trees were then solved via Boolean techniques for each PDS
to produce CET endstate frequencies for both the Generic and the Bypass CETs.

De 1.evel-2 quantification methods included the use of many of the codes used in the Level-1
quantification. These are listed in Section 3.5. He Level-2 quantification involved two
additional codes:

GTPROB Fault Tree Quantification-

L2 QUANT Spreadsheet utility to compile GT endstate-

probabilities

Although the Level-2 trees were created in CAFTA format, they were solved using the
GTPROB code rather than the CQUAhT code, which was used to solve the Level-1 fault
trees ne CQUANT code produces mimmal cutsets and estimates the top event probability
via a min-cut upper bound solution method. This solution method can substantially
overestimate the top event probability when many basic events in the tree have relatively large
probability values (i.e., greater than about 0.1). Unlike those in the I.evel-1 trees, Level-2
basic event probabilities tend to be large. As a further complication, the presence of NOT g
gates high in the Level-2 fault trees can cause CQUANT methods to underestimate the top 1

event probability. It is not clear that these effects exactly compensate each other. Thus, an
alternative approach was taken.

Because the 12 vel-2 model was smaller than the Level-1 model, application of a more exact
solution method was possible: the Level-2 endstate fault trees were quantified with the
GTPROB code. This code quantifies fault tree models via a truth table algorithm. His
method is not subject to the above calculational concerns. However, although it produces
more accurate CET endstate pmbability estimates, GTPROB has a disadvantage: it does not
generate cutsets. Thus,it cannot generate importance factors.

GTPROB was used to calculate the probability of each of the Generic and the Bypass GT
endstate fault trees for each PDS. The calculations were done on a PDS basis, because many
of the basic events in the GT fault trees are PDS-dependent. The PDS-specific results were
combined via a spreadsheet utility program, L2 QUANT, to produce the total GT endstate
probabilities. This process is depictal in Figure 4.6-1.

He resulting quantified containment event tree model pmvides insights regarding the severe
accident progression. Additional insights were developed via a sensitivity analysis of the !

Level-2 results, as documented in section 4.9. This analysis was performed by varying the i

probabilities of basic events associated with selected Level-2 issues. |

|

|
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. 4.6.2 Basic Event Probability Assignments

A De basic events were quantified using screening values based on reference plant estimates,
plant-specific information, simplified calculational models, and comparative evaluations. The
basic event probability values applied in the quantification process are relative values, meant ;

to provide insights on the reactor building performance under postulated severe accident }
conditions. They are intended to rank the importance of key issues on the overall risk, not to !

produce absolute probability values.
.

The ANO-1 CET results account for both generic and plant-specific issues on a plant and ]
accident-specific basis. Many of the Ixvel-2 basic events were found to be independent of the ;

accident scenario. However, others were identified to be dependent on accident-specific |
conditions; these were varied with accident condition. Specifically, their values were made '

PDS-dependent. Due to the large number of basic event probability assignments, basic event ;

probabilities are not provided in this report. t

i

The Level-2 basic events determined to be accident-dependent were quantified in this study by ;

considering the phenomenological issues, systems-related issues, and PDS-defined scenario !

dependencies. The quantification process considers the following general classification:

:
1. Systems-related events that are defined by the PDS or human recovery '

issues;

2. Phenomena-related events that are subject to large uncertainties, which -;
\ can be characterized via reference plant probability estimates; and, ;

3. Phenomena-related events that are subject to uncertainties, but
influenced by plant-specific features. >

The basic events within the first category were quantified in one of several ways, depending 1

on the basic event. . Basic events which are PDS-dependent are used with PDS-dependent |
flags (i.e., house events), or, equivalently, they may be re-named to PDS-specific basic events.
Generally, the flag events are set to either zero or one, or True or Fi.lse for a given PDS. |
However, where appropriate,its value may be set to an intermediate value. Generally, no j

credit was takenfor operator recovery beyond core damage. In fact, the only secovery event )
quantified in the logic was the recovery of off-site power subsequent to core damage-a i

recovery which is not actually an operator action.'If required, operator recovery events could
have been quantified via level-1 HRA methods. Credit for these actions appears appropriate
only if procedures exist to implement them beyond the point of core damage. ,

i

Because of the large uncertainties associated with the second category of basic events, these f
events are quantified using reported values from existing severe accident phenomenological 1

analyses and reference plant studies. Most are based on the point estimates for the Surry plant
,

as reported in' NUREG/CR-4551, Reference 2. The Surry plant was used as the reference i

plant in modeling the ANO-1 severe accident response due to its many similarities with ANO- '

l. Note that, probability sampling techniques were not used in the ANO-1 analysis. .

O !
,
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IBasic events in the third category included events which were phenomena-related and strongly
influenced by plant-specific features which differed from those of the reference plant.
Probabilities for these events were generated by biasing the reference plant basic event

,

probabilities by the ANO-1 plant-specific design considerations or via qualitative plant- '

specific probability assessments. De qualitative pmbability ranges defined in the Surry
NUREG-4551 analysis were used, these are listed in Table 4.6-1, Consistent with the scoping
nature of the ANO-1 CET quantification, the mid-point probability values were applied on
plant-specific phenomenological issues where reference plant results were not available and
where plant-specific mechanistic analyses could not be developed.

Where mechanistic analyses could be developed, they were used. In particular, the pmbability
of reactor building failure was determined via mechanistically-based severe accident reactor
building pressure loading calculations and via a mechanistically-based reactor building failure
pressure capacity analysis. The pressure loading calculations are discussed in Section 4.2 and
the reactor building capacity calculations are presented in Section 4.4. The process of
calculating reactor building failure probabilities using the reactor building loading and capacity <

results is discussed below.

The probability of reactor building failure was estimated by comparing the ANO-1 reactor
building peak pressure load at vessel failure with its failure pressure. Section 4.2 describes the
screening methodology applied to calculate the peak reactor building pressure loads; it
involves the use of the CCRS and H2 BURN codes and reference plant vessel failure pressure
rise results adjusted for the ANO-1 plant. The ANO-1 reactor building failure pressure
analysis and results are pmvided in Section 4.4. The difference between the calculated peak
reactor building pressure and the reactor building failure pressure were grouped into three
cases: (1) peak pressure much less than failure pressure, (2) peak pressure much greater than
failure pressure, and (3) peak pressure in the vicinity of the failure pressure. The reactor
building failure probability assessment for each case follows.

The pressure rise calculated for the three categories above were then compared to a fragility
curve. Screening probabilities are obtained by performing bounding calculations of the
equivalent pressure rise, and appropriate likelihoods are used (either zero or one) if the
pressure is likely to be well below the ultimate capacity (zero) or well above (one). His
process is illustrated in Figure 4.6-2.

For Case 1, if the reactor building pressure was estimated to be less than or equal to the
design pressure, the probability of reactor building failure was assumed to be zero. This
approach is reasonable, since, similar to other plants, the reactor building failure pressure was
estimated to be about a factor of 2.5 higher than the design pressure. In Case 2, the situation
is reversed: the pressure load exceeds the ultimate pressure by a significant margin. In this
case, the failure probability was assumed to be 1.0 (i.e., certain).

1

For Case 3, additional analysis was required. The process is illustrated graphically in Figure
4.6-3. In this figure, the pressure challenge to reactor building integrity as a result of HPME
is used as an example. In this case, the quantification of the reactor building failure probability j
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p considers the uncertainty in the determination of the reactor building capacity. It is
( recognized, that due to the uncenainty in characterizing the reactor building capacity, the

pmbability of reactor building failure is represented by a distribution of failure pressures
(reactor building fmgility curve). For this study, a failure pressure and location was
detennined using reference information and ANO-1 specific inputs (see Section 4.4).1 This
failure pressure was considered to be the "mean" failure pressure, and a distribution was
developed around this value. Since the Suny containment is similar to that of ANO-1, the
NUREG/CR-4551 Surry containment fragility curve was applied to ANO-1. Without
distortion, this curve was " shifted" such that its mean coincided with the calculated ANO-1
reactor build:ng failure pressure. Figure 4.6-4 illustrates this process. Note that this approach
was used to calculate the probability of both early containment failure (event CFE, below) due
to the pressure challenges of hydrogen burning, steam overpressure as well as late
containment pressure challenges (event CFL) due to late non-condensible gas generation.

4.6.3 CET Too Event Fault Trees

The CET top event fault trees are depicted in Figures 4.6-5 through 4.6-12. Cross reference .

for gates and basic events in these fault trees are listed in Figures 4.6-13A through C. The top
events consist of PDS, DP, REC, VF, CFE, DC, CFL, FPR, and CFM. The PDS event is an
entry state and has no branching logic; the CET branching occurs below the other top events
based on the CET top event fault tree logic. The fault trees associated with each top event
represent failures of the top event. As noted in Section 4.5, each top event has one or more

,

branch names; each branch name has a top event fault tree. For quantification purposes, thep/t suffix "-BRNCH" has been added to these names as they appear on the fault trees. These
trees and the basic events which occur in them are discussed below.

4.6.3.1 DP: RCS Deoressurized Before Vessel Failure

The logic tree for this event node is provided in Figure 4.6-5. It is conservatively assumed
that high pressure melt ejection (HPME) occurs if the vessel fails while the RCS pressure
exceeds 200 psig. It is also conservatively assumed that only a large LOCA is able to produce
this low RCS pressure condition prior to core damage. Thus, for large-break LOCA PDSs,
DP is set to True.

For other PDSs, the RCS pressure is either medium (200 to 2500 psig) or high (greater than
2500 psig). The RCS pressure is PDS-dependent; this dependence is flagged via events QMP
and QHP for medium and high RCS pressure conditions, respectively. Three depressurizing
mechanisms are modeled: (1) a severe accident-induced hot leg / surge line failure (HLEG), (2)
a medium-size LOCA which depressmizes the RCS below 200 psig before vessel failure
(GDP1), and (3) an operator-induced RCS depressurization (HOP-DP). No credit is given to
the latter two.

3 The Surry containment is a lined concrete structure similar to the ANO-1 and has a
comparable free volume, hence the failure distribution is considered similar. The major
difference lies in the initial containment pressure of 10 psia versus 14.7 psia for ANO-1.
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The hot leg / surge line failure is assumed possible if the RCS pressure is at high pressure (i.e.,
above 2000 psig) or high-high pressure (i.e., at is the SRV serpoint pressure of 2500 psig). A
hot leg / surge line failure is assumed likely if the RCS pressure remains at its SRV serpoint.
However, if severe accident-induced RCS integrity failures (a stuck-open SRV, RCP seal
failure, or SG tube rupture) occur prior to the hot leg / surge line failure, the RCS pressure is
assumed to remain above the HPME 200 psig cutoff and the pmbability of a hot leg / surge line
failure is assumed muchless likely.

To quantify the probability of hot leg or surge line failure, the Surty NUREG/CR-4551 study
was exammed and the same rationale applied to ANO-1. Similarities were considered
between the Surry and ANO-1 plant features that may influence the heat up and creep rupture
of their hot legs. Per NUREG-1265, Reference 3, a carbon steel hot leg may lose its integrity
in about 20 minutes at a temperature of 1340*F or in about 1-hour at a temperature of
1300*F. Since the Steam Generators at ANO-1 are once through with a candy cane type hot
leg design, unlike Surry's U-tube steam generates, higher temperatures are expected. 'Ihis
indicates that the hot legs have a lower probability of remaining intact at ANO-1 than at
Surry.

An operator action to depressurize the RCS is also modeled in the fault tree logic (HOP-DP).
Presently, no such option is available to the operator, since the ERVS are not expected to
depressurize the RCS to the 200 psig range prior to vessel failure. Thus, this event is set to
unity. It is retained for use in assessing the potential benefit of depressurizing the RCS pior
1, vessel failure, given that ECCS injection is not available.

4.6.3.2 REC Coolant Recovered In-Vessel

The logic trees for this event node are provided in Figures 4.6-6A and B. This event node
addresses RCS injection recovery measures that have the potential to arrest core melting and
subsequent thermal failure of the reactor vessel. It considers the possibility of using either
HPI, LPI, or attemative high or low pressure makeup systems for coolant makeup which can
provide coolant makeup and potentially stop the severe accident from proceeding to vessel
failure. It is recognized, however, that coolant makeup can potentially exacerbate the
degraded core condition by generating more hydrogen, or steam; thus pressurizing the RCS
above the injection system setpoint. To be successful, one of these systems must be available,
injection must occur sufficiently early, and the RCS must be depressurized below its shutoff
head.

REC is characterized by two branch names: REC 1 and REC 2. The first applies to low RCS
pressure conditions; the second applies to high pressure conditions. Failure of REC implies
that vessel failure cannot be averted.

Both the REC 1 and REC 2 fault tree models assume that RCS injection can be recovered for
ithree situations. These are: (1) RCS injection was available but could not be injected prior to

core damage, because the RCS pressure was above the cutoff pressure of available pumps, (2)
Operator did not initiate feed and bleed cooling, and (3) Station Blackout (SBO) conditions.
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7( The first two situations are modeled under gates SLP-SISGI and SHP-SISG2. Since REC 1
assumes low RCS pressure conditions (<200 psig), RCS injection is assumed to be the failure
of the low pressure RCS injection system in the REC 1 logic. He low pressure system must
also be available in the REC 2 logic, since ANO-1 has a piggy-back alignment for recirculation
during high pressure sequences. He "altemative" high or low pressure injection systems were
modeled only for use in sensitivity studies. It is assumed that HPI and LPI will be available in
the long-term, given recovery by one of the first two situations defined above, unless a
component failure occurs or the severe environment effects their operation.

:

For high pressure sequences in which HPI failure resulted in core damage, LPI could be
available once the RCS is depressurized. The availability of the LPI system for each PDS is
modeled in REC to account for the potential invessel recovery should DP be successful.
Likewise, the availability of the HPI and LPI systems are modeled in REC for high pressure
sequences in which the operators are required to initiate feed and bleed to prevent core
damage; but failed to do so. For these sequences, the high reactor building pressure set point
is assumed to be reached before vessel failure to initiate ECCS injection. -

For PDSs involving low RCS pressure (i.e.,large LOCAs with failure to pmvide adequate
coolant makeup), no credit for successful REC was allowed since RCS depressurization has

"

no effect on these accidents. Note that the loss of RCS water inventory is rapid for these
accidents; thus, there is a shon time period for core heatup for large LOCAs.

/~'N
~

Recovery from SBO prior to vessel failure is modeled under event SACPOWER. It is set to a
cutset-weighted probability that SBO is not recovered in time to prevent vessel failure. His
time limit is assumed to be 1.5 hours, as discussed in Section 4.6.3.3. This event is set to
False for non-SBO PDSs.

4.6.3.3 VF: No Vessel Failure

Re logic tree for this event node is provided in Figure 4.6-7. Vessel failure is assumed to
occur if RCS injection fails (failure of REC). It is also expected if sufficient core debris falls
to the bottom of the reactor vessel or sufficient core flow blockage has occurred to make the
in-vessel debris bed uncoolable. PRCOOLDBIV represents failure of the in-vessel debris bed
to be in a coolable configuration. There is considerable uncenainty in determining the
formation of a noncoolable configuration, once significant core geometry deformation and
melting has occurred.

,

There are recognized limitations and considerable phenomenological uncenainty in predicting
coolable debris bed formation within the vessel. Thus, severe accident calculational models
typically used for PRAs are not adequate to model the formation of a safe stable state within
the vessel following core melting. MAAP3.0B modeling suggests that the point at which core
recovery may no longer be successful occurs at the time of core blocking or possibly at the
beginning of core debris relocation to the lower plenum. MARCH modeling suggests that this7
time occurs when thermal attack of the vessel lower head begins. Other code predictions
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(e.g., SCDAP, MELPROG) suggest that PWR accidents can be recovered by core reflooding. g
De TM1-2 event demonstrates that vessel failure can be avened after some core melting has W
occurred.

Given this phenomenological uncertainty, it was assumed in this analysis that the in-vessel
core debris becomes uncoolable and vessel head failure is unavoidable once molten core
material relocation occurs (i.e., defined to occur when about 25% of the fuel in the core '

'

exceeds the core material eutectic temperature of 4130*F). Based on reference plant analyses,
and some limited number of ANO-1 CCRS calculations, it was assumed in this analysis that
VF occurs about 2.0 hours after the loss of RCS injection and that vessel failure becomes
unavoidable if debris cooling is not established within 1.5 hours after the loss of RCS
injection.

The probability that the in-vessel debris bed is not coolable upon the recovery of core cooling
was assessed via expert opinion in the Surry reference plant malysis. Despite differences in
the ANO-1 and Surry plant designs, the conclusions of the reference plant assessment was
assumed to apply to the ANO-1 plant: therefore, PRCOOLDBIV was set to 0.1.

Successful ex-vessel cooling is assumed to require submergence of the vessel well above the
top of the in-vessel debris bed. This submerged depth will allow adequate heat transfer
through the vessel walls and will keep the upper vessel wall cool. For some vessel head and
containment configurations, this option may be plausible: this recovery is considered a viable
recovery action for some BWRs to achieve core cooling under certain accident conditions per g
the Rev. 3 BWROG EOPs. This recovery is also being examined in the development of the
accident management guidelines technical basis repon (TBR). For ANO-1, this method of
cooling may be possible; but for the ANO-1 cavity design and vessel height (see Section 4.1),
it was assumed that the ANO-1 vessel would not be submerged deep enough to prevent the
upper vessel walls from becoming excessively hot. Thus, no credit was assumed for ANO-1
ex-vessel cooling (i.e., PR-HT-TRAN = 1.0). This assumption is conservative.

4.6.3.4 CFE No Early Containment Failure

The logic tree for this event node is provided in Figures 4.6-8A through D. Failure of event
CFE is defined as failure of containment integrity prior to or at vessel failure. Note that
"early" is relative to the time of vessel failure, not relative to the time of the accident initiator.
This event was modeled as a separate event from later reactor building failures, because the
relative timing between reactor building failure and vessel failure has a significant effect on the
release of fission products. Accident scenarios which involve early reactor building failure are
likely to have large fission product source terms.

Early reactor building failure may occur as a result of reactor building isolation failure or a
reactor building integrity challenge prior to or related to vessel failure. Several early reactor
building failure mechanisms, acting individually or together, were modeled as potential
contributors to early reactor building failure. Dese failure mechanisms include the following:

O
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p Pressure spikes occurring due to blowdown at vessel failure with the RCS at-

(,) high pressure.

Fuel-Coolant Interaction (FCI) resulting in rapid steam generation within the-

vessel at core slump or in the reactor cavity at vessel failure. ;

High Pressure Melt Ejection (HPhE) loads generated by phenomena, such as-

Direct Containment Heating (DCH) and combustion of hydrogen released
prior to and at vessel failure.

Hydrogen combustion during core degradation or following vessel failure,.

prior to core concrete interaction. For high RCS pressure cases, hydrogen
combustion is accounted in the HPME load. For low RCS pressure cases, it is
considered to be self-limiting due to the formation of a steam-inerted condition
which prevents funher burning.

Vessel acting as a " rocket" generating a missile that fails containment.-

Liner impingement occurring from direct contact of molten debris on the.

reactor building liner.

Despite extensive experimental and analytical investigations, a poor understanding of these

V] phenomena persists, especially for the FCI and HPME phenomena. This poor understanding/
,

translates into substantial uncertainties in reactor building loads at vessel failure. Due to their
relative importance, the HPME and FCI phenomena and their effects are discussed in detail
below.

High Pressure Mclt Ejection (HPME) related reactor building loads are generated by a
combination of severe accident phenomena, dominated by Direct Containment Heating (DCH)
and attendant hydrogen buming. DCH is defined as the physical and chemical processes that
are postulated to accompany the ejection of the melt when the vessel fails at high pressure. If
a large fraction of the molten core debris is dispersed into the reactor building as fine particles,
a substantial portion of its sensible heat may be very rapidly transferred to the atmosphere,
producing a rapid reactor building pressure rise. The pressure rise can be increased by the

'

oxidation of very hot metals as they pass through the reactor building atmosphere.
Additionally, hydrogen produced by the metal oxidation could burn, if the reactor building is '

not steam inerted and sufficient oxygen is present. If the amount of debris involved in this
process is significant, extremely high pressure and thermal loads can fail the reactor building.
The magnitude of this pressure rise strongly depends on the reactor cavity geometry and on
the mass of material dispersed.

i

Five parameters were identified to have an important effect on the reactor building pressure
load at vessel failure. Rese parameters are (1) the RCS pressure at vessel failure, (2) the

- fraction of core debris ejected from the vessel, (3) the initial size of the vessel hole, (4) the
presence of water in reactor cavity, and (5) the extent of debris dispersal into the reactor -
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building at vessel failure. The first four were identified in the NUREG-1150 (Reference 4)
analysis; the last was identified in the IDCOR analysis.

-

The relative magnitude of the effect of the first four factors is shown in the Figure 4.6-14
decision tree for the reactor building pressure rise after vessel failure. The Surry containment

2pressure rise at vessel failure is based on NUREG/CR-4551 infonnation. The ANO-1 values
were adjusted from the Surry values by taking the ratio of the ANO-1 and Surry containment
volumes and core thermal power ratings. These four factors in this tree were incorporated
into the ANO-1 carly reactor building failure assessment. he first (RCS Pressure) and founh
(Water in Cavity) of these parameters are PDS-dependent and were treated as such in the
ANO-1 analysis. Regarding the second (fraction ejected) and third (hole size) parameters, the
reactor building pressure rise is highest when the vessel failure is large (this produces a rapid
blowdown) and when the fraction of melt ejected is high. For ANO-1, however, it was
assumed that the vessel failure would most likely be "small", and therefore a small failure was
assumed 90% of the time, with the remaining being a "large" failure. This is consistent with
the Surry study. It was also assumed that the fraction of melt ejected from the vessel would
be " medium" for the basecase calculation.

For each PDS, this pressure rise at vessel failure was added to the separately CCRS-calculated
base reactor building pressure at vessel failure. This combined pressure was then compared
with the reactor building failure pressure probability curve to determine the probability of
reactor building failure as discussed in Section 4.3 above and illustrated in Figure 4.6-3.

9Conservative assumptions relative to the extent of debris dispersal and coincident hydmgen
buming were made in this study to quantify the likelihood of reactor building failure. The
extent of debris dispersal is strongly influenced by the cavity configuration.

The ANO-1 cavity configuration is shown in Figures 4.1-5 and 7. These figures provide both
plan and cross-sectional views. The ANO-1 cavity communicates with the balance of the
reactor building via several paths: (1) through the annular area between the vessel head and
the cavity wall, (2) through the free space in the cold leg and hot leg cavity wall penetrations,
and (3) through the in-core instrument tunnel. The third path is probably the largest air
communication path between the ANO-1 lower cavity and the rest of the tractor building.

The ANO-1 cavity configuration differs significantly from that of the Surry and Zion reference
plants. While it allows communication with the rest of the reactor building, which is similar to
the reference plants, the instmment tunnt:1 at ANO-1 extends all the way to the reactor
building wall before ruming upward. Along the tunnel, there is a hatch that opens to the
reactor building annulus region, which allows water to flow in and out of the casity from the
outer reactor building.

2 Appendix C of NUREG-ll50 claims that "uncenainties in containment loads
'

accompanying high pressure melt ejection are not major contributors to the overall
uncenainty in risk for any of the three PWRs examined". ;

i

1
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For Surry and Zion, much of the core debris will remain in the cavity or instrument tunnel
after vessel failure, even for high RCS pressure conditions. While ANO-l's cavity differs
significantly, the amount of debris remaining in the cavity is expected to be similar. Therefore,
debris dispersal and pressure loads associated with the dispersal will likely be similar for
ANO-1 and for the reference plants.

Oxidation of the metallic components of the melt can generate chemical energy that can
increase the pressure and temperature of the reactor building. If the amount of debris
involved in this process is significant, extremely high pressure and thermal loads can fail the
reactor building. Additionally, hydrogen is produced fmm this exothermic reaction. His
hydrogen and that present prior to vessel failure could burn, if the reactor building is not
steam-inerted and sufficient oxygen is present. Hydrogen burmng alone can also induce over-
pressure failure. Since the initial ANO-1 reactor building atmosphere is not inerted with
nitrogen, a rapid reactor building pressurization due to hydrogen buming is considered
possible. Note that in-containment hydrogen concentrations prior to vessel failure depend
upon the fraction of the core zircaloy oxidized before vessel failure, on the in-vessel core melt
progression, and on specifics of the accident scenario.

Fuel-Coolant Interaction (FCI). The consequences associated with the rapid transfer of
thermal energy from fuel-coolant interaction in the vessel or ex-vessel poses a plausible threat
to the reactor building integrity. In some accident sequences, mohen material can flow into a
pool of water in-vessel (reactor vessel lower plenum) or ex-vessel (reactor cavity) leading to a
steam explosion which fails the reactor building. These two potential reactor building failurer

( modes are discussed below as In-Vessel Steam Explosion (EVSE) and Ex-Vessel Steam
Explosion (EVSE).

In-Vessel Steam Explosion (IVSE) was first assessed in the Reactor Safety Study, WASH-
1400. Since then, numerous experiments have been performed and related analytical models
have been developed. Some uncertainty still exists regarding this issue, especially on the
applicability of small- and intermediate-scale tests to actual reactor and reactor building
geometries. NUREG-1150 assessments indicate a low likelihood of reactor building failure
due to steam explosions relative to other failure modes.

In this ANO-1 assessment, the likelihood of in-vessel steam explosion is assumed dependent
on the RCS pressure. Some experiments indicate that high reactor pressures reduce the
likelihood ofin-vessel steam explosions. Therefore, two events were used to characterize this
phenomenon: one for high and medium RCS pressures (PRALPHAH) and the other for low
RCS pressure sequences (PRALPHAL).

Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions (EVSE) were assessed to present a negligible threat to
containment integrity for the Zion and Surry containments. This is not the case for ANO-1,
however. EVSE were assumed to challenge the reactor building integrity via water impulse
loads on the reactor building structures and via reactor building pressure spikes. The ANO-1
reactor cavity is a reinforced concrete structure, with walls of heavily reinforced concrete to

p support the reactor core and the primary shield wall. The hazard lies in the instrument tunnel.
v
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Dis tunnel provide', a path to the reactor building wall. An energetic ex-vessel reaction could g
cause a large impulse load that muld fail the reactor building. A pressure plate exists in the W
tunnel whidn could impede the 3 hock wave that may be generated, thus reducing the impact
on the stactor building wall. IMPULSEH and IMPULSEL are the two events used to model
the pmbability of an EVSE failing the reactor building given an ex-vessel steam explosion
occurs for high and low RCS conditions, respectively. Conservative values of 0.2 and SE-5
were assumed for IMPULSEH and IMPULSEL

Potential ex-vessel interactions between core debris and water is of concem only for accident
scenarios during which water covers the reactor cavity floor prior to vessel failure. In general,
the presence of water in the cavity implies successful operation of the reactor building sprays
which means that the reactor building pressure is relatively and which implies that the EVSE
pressure spike is unlikely to cause reactor building overpressurization. Therefore EVSE was
considered a contributor to CFE only for the impulse load that may be generated, and not the
resulting pressure spike.

Vessel Acting as a Rocket to fail the reactor building was also addressed in the CFE tree. In
this case,it is postulated that a gross bottom vessel head failure with the RCS at high pressure
occurs which accelerates the vessel upwards and impinges upon the reactor building liner.

Liner impingement at ANO-1 is similar to the problem for a BWR MARK I reactor building.
There is a possibility that the debris will travel through the instrument tunnel and reach the
outer reactor building wall. At this point, the liner is not embedded in concrete, so direct g
attack could occur. For dry cavity scenarios, this was assessed a value of 0.2. If water was in
the cavity at vessel failure, the probability is considered much lower, and was assessed a value
of SE-05.

4.6.3.5 DC: Coolable Debris Formed Ex-Vessel

The logic tree for this event node is pmvided in Figures 4.6-9A through F. The DC fault tree
logic models failure to terminate the ex-vessel core melt progression after vessel failure.
Failure of DC means that core-concrete interaction or attack (CCI) occurs. CCI releases ex-
vessel fission products and produces combustible gases, non-condensible gases, and steam.
The latter may cause a late containment failure (CFL) due to high pressure and high
temperature conditions in the building.

Although the core debris may be transponed throughout the ANO-1 reactor building as a
result of vessel failure, only the core debris that remains in the cavity is assumed to be of
sufficient depth to attack concrete. This assumption is valid for low RCS pressure vessel
failure scenarios, since very little core debris is dispersed from the cavity in these scenarios.
For high RCS pressure vessel failure scenarios, much of the core debris may be transported
out of the cavity to the reactor building. Its average depth is expected to be only a few inches.
Due to natural cooling mechanisms, this material is not expected to be able to retain sufficient
heat to attack the concrete floors or walls below it. Although only a fraction of the core

O
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p debris may remam in the cavity for high RCS pressure vessel failure scenarios, it was() conservatively assumed that CCI in the cavity was still possible in these scenarios.

The imponant issues associated with debds bed coolability include: ,

Phenomenological considerations of crust fonnation;-

Sequence dependencies related to corium dispersion at vessel failure (i.e., high-

RCS pressure);

1

Geometric configuration dependencies allowing formation of a shallow bed;.

and

Water sources to the ex-vessel core debris.-

The first three are related to inherent debris bed coolability. This issue considers the
formation of a crust on the debris bed which is impervious to water. The Gate DEBFORMI
and the event PRCDB-HP model the failure to form an inherently coolable debris bed. There
is disagreement among severe accident phenomena experts regarding inherent debris bed
coolability. Well-dispersed, i.e., shallow, debris beds are assumed inherently more coolable. :

The extent of debris dispersal depends on the dispersive force at vessel failure, on the amount
of core debris molten at vessel failure, and on the reactor cavity geometry. In the ANO-1

("]/
analysis, three levels of dispersion were considered: (1) an Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion <

t (EVSE) occurs at VF, (2) a HPME occurs at vessel failure, and (3) neither an EVSE or a
HPME occurs. Basic events PRCDB-LPSE, PRCDB-HP, and PRCDB-LPNS represent the
probability that the cavity debris bed is inherently uncoolable in each of these three respective
cases. Their values are based on the Surry NUREG/CR-4551 analysis, moderated with ANO-
1-specific considerations.

Dispersion is more likely in cases (1) and (2) than in case (3). As discussed above, debris
ejected from the cavity was assumed inherently coolable due to its shallow depth; that
remaining in the cavity was questioned. It was assumed that the fraction of debris ejected
from the ANO-1 cavity would be similar to what was assumed in the Surry study. The
Generic Letter suggests that debris beds deeper than 25 cm may be coolable, but that a non-
coolable outcome must be considered. Engineering judgment and the use of reference plants
was used to assess the inherent coolability of debris in the casity.

The fourth issue, the availability of water sources to the ex-vessel core debds, is modeled via
gates LPISPRAY7, LPISPRAY2, LP1 SPRAY 9, LPISPRAY4, LPISPRAY8, and
LPISPRAY6. Several sources were considered as possible means of debris bed cooling within
these gates. These are (1) post-vessel failure RCS injection, (2) the reactor building spray
system, and (3) water from the lower reactor building area. All are PDS-dependent.

For PDSs in which RCS injection systems were unable to inject due to high RCS pressure,
I these systems could begin delivering water to the cavity through the vessel after the vesseltJ
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fails or if AC power is recovered after vessel breach but before CCI. The long-term
availability of post-vessel failure RCS injection under adverse conditions was considered by
basic events SNOLPIl and SNOLPI2 under gates NOECCSS, GNOECCS7, GNOECCSI,
GNOECCS2, GNOECCS4, and GNOECCS6. No credit was taken for the manual actuation
of altemate RCS makeup systems.

Spray flow which collects in the refueling canal is drained into the reactor cavity; hence, one
train of spray was essumed necessary to supply sufficient water to remove the decay heat from
the core debris in the cavity, if an overlying pool does not already exist. If the BWST has
been injected through the ECCS, and the water that has left the vessel then overflows into the
cavity, an overlying pool will already exist and spray operation is not required for successful
cooling.

For PDSs with successful operation of LPI or sprays in the Injection mode, the reactor
building floor will be covered with BWST water. This water is allowed to enter the cavity
through the propped open instrument tunnel hatch. This hatch has been modeled as PRNOV-
FLOW, and is assumed to be always open for the basecase scenario. The sensitivity study
documented in section 4.9 discusses the effects of the hatch closing and preventing water from
entering the cavity.

,

4.6.3.6 CFL No La'e Containment Failure

Failure of event CFL is defined as the failure of the reactor building integrity after vessel
failure. This event addresses the potential loss of the reactor building integrity in the long-

'

term, after the vessel fails and CCI begins in the cavity. The logic tree for this event node is
pmvided in Figures 4.6-10A through I. This logic is similar to that for event CFE and is ;

assessed in a similar manner. The major differences in the logic are that long-term heat
removal processes have an affect on CFL failure, not to CFE, and HPME challenges
contribute to CFE, not to CFL. The reactor building pressurization rates are not expected to
be as rapid as those that occur during RPV blowdown or at vessel failure.

Although their logic is similar, separate fault trees are modeled for the seven CFL branches,
namely CFLI through CFL7. These fault trees are distinguished by the dependence of CFL
on events DP, REC, VF, and DC which precede it.

The mechanisms for reactor building failure considered in the CFL branching logic include
overpressurization failure and basemat melt-through. Overpressutization may be due to steam >

generation and CCI-induced non-condensible gas generation, and/or due to hydrogen and
carbon monoxide generation and combustion. The potential effect of high reactor building
temperatures as a result of long-term CCI is also addressed. Basemat melt-through failure is
modeled in gates TBMMT3, TBMMTS, and TBMMT6; overpressurization failure is modeled
in gate STM-FAIL 1, STM-FAIL 2, STM-FAIL 3, and STM-FAIL 6; combustion
overpressurization and high temperature-related reactor building failure is modeled in
CFLCCI3, CFLCCI5, and CFLCCI6. These failure mechanisms are all PDS-dependent. This
dependence is accounted for in the CFL fault tree logic. ,
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The long-tenn reactor building pressurization is strongly influenced by the availability of decay
heat removal systems (DHR). Thus, its availability is modeled in the CFL fault trees. The
reactor building heat removal function is perfonned primarily by the fan coolers, but if the LPI
systems is operating post vessel failure, then the DHR coolers may remove heat as well. His
heat removal is essential in order to maintain the reactor building pressure below the reactor
building failure pressure. To account for overpressurization due to steaming, the reactor
building pressure rise due to steam generation was assessed and added to the base reactor
building pressure. The probability of reactor building failure was assessed by comparing the
net reactor building pressure with the reactor building failure pressure fragility curve, similar
to the process used to determine the probability of CFE. With complete BWST injection and
no heat removal, late reactor building failure is assumed due to steam generation.

Hydrogen combustion is a major source of pressure load. The conditional probabilities
assigned to hydrogen bums occuning after vessel failure are based on an examination of the
pressurization calculations of reference PWR plants obtained from existing literature
(e.g., BMI STCP calculations and NUREG-1150 CETs). These probabilities are
supplemented by scoping calculations of adiabatic burn pressures conducted for this analysis
using the Comparative Core / Containment Response Scoping (CCRS) model and H2 BURN
(see Section 4.2). These estimates accounted for the self-limiting conditions of steam-inening
for some accident sequences and upper bound calculations of the attendant pressure rise. He
probability of hydrogen burn induced reactor building failure during and after the recovery
from Station Blackout conditions was also assessed.

The integrity failure of penetrations due to prolonged exposure to high temperature conditions
were considered for all major types of ANO-1 reactor building penetrations. The possibility
of high temperature-induced reactor building failure was reviewed for the electrical
penetrations, equipment and personnel hatch, airlock, purge valves, and the fuel transfer tube.
This review is provided in Section 4.4. The possibility of a high temperature reactor building
failure was modeled in event PRTEMP. It was assessed via engineering judgment to be very
unlikely. A sensitivity analysis was also performed on this parameter (see Section 4.8).

Reactor building integrity failure via basemat melt-through (BMMT) was considered possible
only due to CCI in the cavity. BMMT both with and without water in the cavity was
assessed. The ANO-1 basemat is nine feet thick; thus, a large amount of decomposition
would have to occur for a basemat melt-through to occur. However, since the ANO-1
concrete is basaltic, and the debris bed may be deep, basemat melt-through is a credible event.
The issue depends on the fraction of core debris remaining in the cavity and the presence of

{
water in the cavity. Melt-through is least likely if the debris is dispersed from the cavity and 1

water is present there.

O'
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4.6.3.7 FPR: Fission Product Removal Occurs

This event node models the in-containment fission product removal processes that occur prior
to reactor building failure. Nine fault trees (FPRI through FPR9) model the FPR top event i
branches. These fault trees are provided in Figures 4.6-11 A through I .

t

These fault trees defime fission product removal failure as failure to remove either in-vessel or
ex-vessel fission product releases. For non-containment bypass scenarios, in-vessel source
term removal failure is modeled in gates VOL-UNMITI and VOL-UNMIT2 and ex-vessel
removal failure is modeled in gates FPR-EX1, FPR EX2, FPR EX4, FPR-EX5, FPR-EX7 and
FPR-EX8. Ex-vessel releases associated with containment bypass scenarios are modeled in
gate FPR9, in-vessel releases are assumed unmitigated unless the secondary safety valves are
available for SGTR sequences or an overlying pool for ISLOCA which is addressed in CFM6
and CFM7 below.

Both active and passive removal mechanisms from both in-vessel and ex-vessel core material
are considered in these fault trees. The active systems include scrubbing of radioactive
aerosols from the reactor building atmosphere by the reactor building sprays. The availability
of these mechanisms is PDS-dependent. The only passive fission product remove mechanism
modeled was that of an overlying water pool in the cavity. As noted above, CCI is assumed
to occur only in the cavity. The effect of other passive fission product removal mechanisms is
accounted for in the source tenn calculations (see Section 4.7).

4.6.3.8 CFM: Containment Failure Modes

This event accounts for the containment failure modes The CFM cvent is included in the CET
to characterize the impact of the reactor building failure mode and location, since they affect
the timing, duration, and ultimate fission products released to the environment. Success of
CFM is defined as a small break or leak in the reactor building or a basemat melt-through;
failure is defined as a reactor building rupture. For by-pass sequences success of CFM is the
secondary side relief valves cycle (SGTR sequence) or an overlying pool OSLOCA). Five
fault trees (CFM3 through CFM7) model each type of CFM top event branch. These fault
trees are provided in Figure 4.6-12A through E.

It is recognized that there is significant uncertainty associated with the determination of the
reactor building failure mode, the failure size Geak before break or catastrophic rupture), and
the failure location. In this analysis, no formalized reactor building failure pressure
characterization was conducted, but an attempt is made to incorporate insights from previous
analyses to characterize implications of the reactor building failure on the release magnitudes
to the environment.

CFM success was defined as a small reactor building break size, because it results in a small
reactor building leakage rate and allows natural removal mechanisms to compete with leakage
from the reactor building. Thus, a slow leak mitigates potential off-site consequences. A
small leakage rate from the reactor building tends to prevent a funher increase in primary
containment pressure. Overpressurization failures resulting from steam and non-condensible
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g3 gas generation are considered highly likely to result in small break size reactor building

V failures based on the IDCOR work.

Failure of top event CB1 was defined as a large reactor building break. For catastrophic
failures, large reactor building exit flow rates are expected. Such a failure may result in a
rapid (or " puff') release of airbome fission products to the environment. A large reactor
building break, or catastrophic failure,is assumed to occur for energetic pressurization events,
such as the alpha (PRALPHAL or PRALPHAH) and rocket (PRROCKET) events. For these
events, reactor building rupture failure was considered to be cenain (1.0); this is probably very
conservative. CFM was judged to be indeterminate for overpressurization failures induced by
high-pressure melt ejection loads and hydrogen burning (PR-RUPWCFE), per Reference 2.

For small reactor building failure sizes, if the failure path leads to the Auxiliary Building (AB),
fission product releases can be significantly reduced by the retention of aerosols within the '

AB. Due to the high uneenainty conceming the break location and uncertainty regarding its
retention capabilities, AB retention was neglected. This is a notable conservatism for at least
two reasons: (1) the AB is attached to the reactor building in a region of the reactor building ,

where failure is most likely to occur, and, (2) while its ability to withstand the pressure loads
resulting from reactor building blowdown is considered marginal, the AB does present
substantial deposition sites for aerosol removal, thus may significantly reduce the magnitude
of fission products released to the environment.

(~] CFM6 and CFM7 address by-pass sequences. For SGTR sequences, the availability of the
(./ secondary side relief valves cycling will allow for scrubbing of the fission products and will

substantially reduce the release. For ISLOCA (which was found to be a very low frequency ,

event, hence not addressed for ANO-1 consistent with the Generic Letter screening criteria)
an overlying pool in the AB will lead to scrubbing and a redistribution in the offsite release.

4.6.4 CET Endstates

Each progression path in the ANO-1 Containn.ent Event Trees (CETs) leads to a containment
damage state or endstate. Each endstate has a set of radionuclide release characteristics.
These characteristics were used to develop a measure of the potential magnitude and timing of
the fission product source term released from the reactor building for each CET endstate.

;

These source term calculations and their results are provided in Section 4.7.
,

These source terms depend on the following parameters:

Type of fission product releases from the fuel (i.e., in-vessel or both in-vessel.

and ex-vessel releases),;

'

Fission product path to the environment (i.e., through the reactor building or.

bypassing the reactor building),
1
1

(m Operation of active mitigative mechanisms (i.e., reactor building spray), i
=

1
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Presence of passive fission product removal mechanisms (i.e., overlying pools-

and natural removal pmcesses in the reactor building), and,

Relative timing of vessel and reactor building failure, since natural removal=

processes take time to have significant effect.

Consistent with their expected relative source term magnitudes, the CET endstates have been
classified into one of seven general groups:

A Early or Late containment failure, no vessel failure;

B Late containment failure, no core-concrete interaction (CCI);

C Late containment failure, CCI occurs;

D Early containment failure, no CCI;

E Early containment failure, CCI occurs;

BP Containment bypass: ISLOCA or SGTR; and

NCF No containment failure.

The "BP", "D" and "E" endstates are further classified as:

With source term mitigation; and.

Without source term mitigation..

The least severe CET endstate in terms of fission product source term release to the
environment is the no containment failure endstate, NCF.

In endstate A, the vessel remains intact; thus, only in-vessel releases occur. However, the
severity of reactor building releases depends on the timing of reactor building failure, which
may be early orlate.

The next in increasing order of severity are the late containment failure endstates: B and C.
These include accident sequences in which the reactor building integrity is maintained long
after vessel failure. In endstate B, the vessel fails but CCI does not occur. Endstate C is more
severe: the vessel fails and CCI occurs. As mentioned above, the operation of reactor building
spray and the presence of an overlying pool greatly reduce the severity of fission product
release to the environment; these removal mechanisms depend on the PDS.

The early containment failure CET endstates D and E generally produce a more severe fission
product source term release to the environment, particularly if active removal mechanisms,
such as sprays, are not available. Endstate E, with CCI, is more severe than endstate D,
which has no CCI.

The containment bypass endstate, denoted BP, can produce the largest fission product source
term release. For the BP endstate, the in-vessel fission product source term is assumed to
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q bypass the reactor building and to be directly released to the environment. Reactor building

V removal mechanisms are ineffective for the in-vessel releases. Ex-vessel releases are assumed
to be similar to those associated with an unisolated reactor building.

Consistent with the fission product source term calculation reported in Table 4.7-4, the largest
release of in-vessel fission products, represented by the I and Cs release terms, generally occur
in severe accidents involving containment bypass with short retention times in the fission
product pathway and in severe accidents involving "early containmentfailure"3 n a rupturei
mode without reactor building spray operation. These radioactive species are important, since L

they have been associated with early fatalities in previous risk studies. Thus, the above
accident scenarios will be defined as "Lorge Release" scenarios in this study. Specifically, the
"Large Release" CET endstates are as follows: BP-D3B, BP-E5B, BP-E6B, D2-R, D4-R, E2-
R, E4-R, and E6-R.

4.6.5 Dominant CET Endstates ,

Table 4.6-2 lists the GT quantification results. These results were generated by calculating
the probability of each CET endstate for a given PDS using the calculational methods
discussed above. The CET endstate frequencies associated with each PDS are summed to
produce the total CET endstate frequencies. As discussed in Section 4.3, twenty-eight
dominant PDS groups were evaluated. These groups represent the full spectrum of all plant
damage states and the frequency of these PDS groups conservatively bounds the core damage
frequency.

Column sums of Taole 4.6-2 show the dominant PDS frequencies as input from Section 4.3;
the row sums provide the calculated total CET endstate frequencies. It is notewonhy that
most cells are zero (i.e., blank). These zeros reflect assumptions in the CET top logic. For
example, non-bypass accidents do not contribute to the containment bypass endstates, thus the
contribution of PDS 1Ai to the bypass CET endstate BP-D3A is zero.

Figure 4.6-15 provides a summary of the CET quantification results. This figure was c2eated
by summing the frequencies of each of the CET groups. The large release parts of the D, E,
and BP groups are separated from the non-large release D, E, and BP CET endstates to
provide a measure of the relative frequency of a large release. A logarithmic was selected for
the frequency scale in order to accommodate the wide range in frequencies associ-ted with the
CET endstate groups. A summary of the endstate group frequencies and their dominant PDS
contributors is listed in Table 4.6-3.

Both the figure and table show that for the reactor building remains intact for the majority
(81.12%) of severe accidents and that early containment failure is expected in only 6.19% of

3 "Early containmentfailure" is defined to be a reactor buildingfailure which occurs prior
to or within a short time of vesselfailure. Thus, for an early containment failure event,
fission product retention times in the reactor building are likely to be short and relativelyg
unmitigated via passive removal mechanisms in the reactor building. The term "early"
implies nothing about the clock time available for implementing evacuation plans.
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| severe accidents and the containment is bypassed in only 0.42% of severe accidents. A large
'

release may occur in about 2.8% of all severe accidents. The table also shows that relatively
few PDSs contribute to the majority of severe accident risk. The most important of these is
the IIIKi, IICI, IIEi, IIIEi, IVCi, IVEi, SBOu, SBOi and SGTR, since they are imponant PDS
contributors to large release accidents. These PDSs were discussed in Section 4.3 of the
report.

' Die following paragraphs discuss the sequence of events for a few dominant PDSs. The CET
branch probabilities for these PDSs are depicted in Figures 4.6-16 through 4.6-19. It should
be noted the end state frequency is not a product of each of the branch probabilities in the
CET. This is due to the existence of dependencies between the branches that are accounted
for during quantification by the GTPROB program.

SBOi CET Endstates. The CET for PDS SBOi is shown in Figure 4.6-16. This PDS is
characterized by loss of all power with no recovery prior to core damage. The RCS pressure
at the beginning of the accident is expected to be at the SRV serpoint pressure. Both reactor
building spray and fan cooling are available and operate if power recovery can be obtained.

Many non-zero CET endstates occur for this PDS. Most are very small in frequency. Given
the high RCS pressure, based on the DP logic, the hot leg or surge line is expected to have a
likely failure probability. Ahhough this event will reduce RCS pressure, its occurrence may
contribute to early reactor building failures rather than reduce the chances. Credit is given to

| LPI and HPI if power can be recovered up to 1/2 hour before the vessel is expected to fail. It
| is highly likely that if power is recovered soon enough, vessel failure will be avoided. If

power is not recovered the vessel will certainly fail, and the debris will drop into a dry cavity.
For most accidents, early containment failure has a low probability of occurring for PDS SBOi
because the pressure challenges at vessel failure are not considered to be high. Liner
impingement is a possible failure mode. For most sequences, power will be recovered prior to
debris dryout, so CCI may be avoided. While the sudden deinerting effect of sprays may
cause failure due to a hydrogen burn, the overall likelihood of failure is reduced should power
be recovered during this time period.

1/Ci CET Endstates. The CET for PDS IICI is shown in Figure 4.6-17. This PDS is
characterized by a small break LOCA followed by successful ECCS cooling during the
Injection mode. HPI is assumed to fail during the Recirculation mode resulting in core
damage. Both reactor building spray and fan cooling are available, and the BWST is
discharged into the reactor building before VF in this PDS resulting in a flooded cavity.

For this PDS, it is noteworthy that while many end states have non-zero frequencies, most of
them are very small numbers that are due to numerical limitations of the computer. Induced
depressurization is assigned an impossible probability for medium pressure PDSs, so all low
pressure end states can be assumed to be zero.

Reactor building heat removal is available through the fan coolers. In addition, the sprays are
expected to be initiated and operate following vessel failure. The pressure rise for medium
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RCS pressure c mditions is not expected to exceed the reactor building failure pressure. Thus,
early reactor buu_ ", Tlure is not likely due to overpressurization. Most of the early reactor
building failums from this plant damage state can be attributed to EVSE events. Much of the
core debris is expected to relocate out of the cavity due to the high pressure melt ejection.
Thus, for this branch, the debris bed is expected to be coolable (80% probability). Regardless
of whether the debris is cooled, with reactor building sprays operating, the fission products
are significantly reduced.

IKi CET Endstates. The CET for PDS IKi is shown in Figure 4.6-18. His PDS is a medium
pressure sequence with a failure of ECCS at injection and a failure of the reactor building
sprays and coolers.

Only five nonzero endstates occur for this PDS. A hot leg or surge line failure is not expected
at the medium RCS pressure conditions: thus, DP and REC fail. Without fan cooling the
reactor building pressure is expected to be elevated at the time of vessel failure, so the reactor
building nuy fail due to the pressure rise at vessel failure (CFE fails). Since to water will be
in the cavity, an EVSE won't occur, so liner impingement is the other major contributor to
early reactor building failure. The probability that the debris bed is not coolable is 0.2, since
most of the core debris exits the cavity at vessel failure. Without reactor building sprays, no
active removal mechanisms are available to remove the in-vessel fission products released to
the reactor building atmosphere. Thus, if the reactor building fails at vessel failure, the only
mechanism available to reduce the source term to the envimnment is a reactor building
leakage failure. De reactor building failure mode is indeterminate. For this PDS, noO, containment failure is also a probable scenario. A 24 hr. mission time was chosen for this
study, and since no water will be overlying the debris, steam overpressure is highly unlikely.
Basemat melt through is, however, a likely contributor to CFL.

IIIKi CET Endstates. The CET for PDS IIIKi is shown in Figure 4.6-19. This PDS is very
simi'ar to SBOi. Tne only difference is that the SBO PDS has a probable recovery factor,
while IIIKi does not. Given the high RCS pressure, the RCS has a higher probability of an
induced hot leg failure leading to depressurization than the medium pressure PDS IKi
described above. As can be seen by the figure, the DP-BRNCH probability is 0.68. Similar to
IKi, reactor building sprays and fan coolers will not be operating. Since water will not k
overlying the debris, the occurrence of CCI is certain, but the likelihood of steam
overpressurization is not likely. He reactor building may fail by hydrogen buming or basemat
melt through ifit survives the loads at %.ssel breach. Early failures are much mort likely for
cases that the RCS has an induced depressurization than if it stays at high pressure. This is
due to the fact that the reactor building may survive the HPME effects, but liner impingement
is more likely when the vessel fails at low pressures.
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Table 4.6-1

iQ() CET QUANTIFICATION PROBABILITY RANGES

Pmbability Point
Description Range Estimate

'

Certain P=1 1

Highly Likely 1 > P 20.995 0.9975

Very Likely 0.995 > P.2 0.95 0.9725

Likely 0.95 > P 2 0.70 0.825

Indeterminate 0.70 > P 20.30 0.5

Unlikely 0.30 > P 20.05 0.175 !

Very Unlikely 0.05 > P 20.005 0.0275

Highly Unlikely 0.005 > P > 0 0.0025

Impossible P=0 0 +

,

,

$

.

i
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Table 4.6-2 ANO-1 CET Endstate Frequency Results (sheet I of 3)

PDS: SBOi IICI IKI IID IIICI IIIKI IVCl ID IVD IIID

At 830E 10 533E-13 6.18E-10
A2 736E-12 5.33513 2.88E-12
A3
A4
BI 238E-11 1.08E-12 1.59E 11
B2-L IDGE-11 1.69E-12 8.62E 13
B2 R 1.09E-11 1.695-12 8.08E13
B3 L 4_98E-10 136E 11 9.41E-16 230E-Il 9.89L10 9.66E11
B3 R 335E10 1.56E 11 9.41E16 7.61E 12 5.21E-11 5.09E.12
B4 L 1.16E10 156E-11 9.41E-16 6.68E12 4.17E12 5.73E-10
B4-R 1.15E-10 1.56r .: 9.41E 16 6.6BE-12 2265-13 3.01E.ll
B5 L 1.60E-09 1.#,6-08 5.62E-10 2.16E-10 2.66E-09 2.60E10
B5 R I.99E10 7 47E10 2.96E-11 1.84E-11 1.40510 137E11
B6 L 129E10 109El! 5 86E-09 8.25E.12 1.16E-11 1.54E09
B6 R IJ4E-10 08E 11 3.09E10 730E-12 9.66E13 8.11E-11

'

BP D3A i

BPD3B '

BP E.5A
BP-E5B
BP E6A
B P-E6B
Cl-L 1.26E-08 1.56E-11 102E-08
CI R 7.73E-10 1.56E-11 5.41E10
C2 L 168E10 136E-11 5.03E-11
C2-R 1.17E-10 1.56E-11 8.92E-12
C3 L 2.72E07 136E-11 3.45E-14 L49E-09 7.98E-08 7.80E-09
C3.R 1.44E-08 136E-11 3.45E-14 8.45E-11 4.20E-09 4.11E 10
C4-L 5.18E-07 1.56E-11 3.45E-14 4.49E-11 4.57E-07 336E-10 334517 4.62E-08 1.89E-07
C4.R 2.73E-08 156E-11 3.45E 14 8.63E-12 2.40E-08 138 Ell 334E 17 2.43E-09 9.93E-09
C5 L 1.19E-07 1.24E-07 4 41E-09 1.03E-08 2.09E-08 2.04E-09
C5 R 6.40E-09 6.55E-09 232E-10 5 51E-10 1.10E-09 1.07E-10
C6.L 7.85E-07 5.75E-10 1.28E-06 4.60E-08 826E-11 5.46E-07 8.83E-11 4.57E-07 121E-08 1.84E-07
C6 R 4.14E48 4.73E 11 6.73E08 2.42E-09 1.19E-11 2.87E-08 5.09E-12 2.41E-08 636E-10 9.66E-09
DI L 6.04 E-08 1.18E-13 330E-14 1.65E-12 2.73E10 7.41E-11
DI R 634E-08 1.18E-13 330E-14 135E10 1.49E09 4.03E-10
D2 L 1.08E-07 1.18E-13 3.70E.14 2.92E-12 4.89E10 439E-10
D2-R 1 17E-07 1.18E-13 330E 14 3.14 E-10 2.66E-09 239E-09
D3-L 1.16E-09 1.18E-07 132E-08 2.64E11 224E-08 6.09E-09
D3 R 2.89E-09 1.20E07 134E-08 2.14E-10 2.29E-08 6.21E-09
D4 L 1.97E-09 2.56E-07 137E-07 4.08E-11 4.02E-08 3.61E-08
D4.R SE7E-09 2.60E-07 1.40E-07 3.77E 10 4.09E-08 3.68E-08 .
El L 1.16E-10 156 Ell 7.71E 12
El R 237E-10 1.56E-11 .d 10
E2-L 1.17E-10 136E-11 8.59E12
E2 R 3.43E 10 1.56E-11 2.19E 10
E3 L 4.47E 08 156E11 330514 6.81E12 739511 2.01E-11
E3 R 4.83E.08 136E 11 3.70514 2.17E 11 930510 2.63E10
E4 L 1.82E-07 136E-Il 3.70E-14 6.99E-12 933E-08 132E10 334E17 1.19E10 4.06E-08

'
E4 R 1.96E-07 1.56E-11 3.70E-14 4.45E-11 th1E-07 134E-09 334E17 136E09 439E08
E5 L 3.85E.10 2.95E-08 3.29509 1.27E-11 5.61E09 132E-09
ES R 8.18E10 3.00E-08 335E09 5.96E-11 531E-09 1.55E-09
E4-L 1.80E09 639E-08 331E-10 3.43E-08 172E11 111E-09 1.00E-08 1.63E10 9.03E-09 7.87E11
E4 R 4.60E-09 631E-08 4.70E-09 330E-08 1.10E10 2.97E09 1.02E 08 2.18E09 9.20E-09 8.88E10
NCF(AO) 2.85E& 2.43E 13 2.16E-06
NCF(BO)1 538E-08 1.08E 12 536508
NCF(BO)2 136E-06 1.56E11 7.72E09 4.17E07 2.81E-07
NCF(BO)3 533E a 630E06 230E-06 5.70E-07 1.12E-06 7 56E-07
NCF(CO)I 2.96E08 1.56E11 2.89508
NCF(CO)2 9.64E-07 1.56E-11 3.45E14 4.19E-09 2.66E-07 2.25E-07 132E-07 1.26E-07
NCF(CD)3 2.47E06 155E-06 3.33E-06 6.23E07 132E-07 1.42E-06 239E-07 1.69E-06 135E-07 636E-07 ,

SI'MS: 1.56E-05 933E-06 4.68E-06 336E-06 2.98E-06 2.94E-06 230E-06 2.17E-06 1.55E-06 128E-06
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Table 4.6-2 ANO-1 CET Endstate Frequency Results (Sheet 2 of 3)

\ PDS: ICI SGTR VIAL SBOu val DTI IIGl IIFA IIIHI VIBl
Al 2.08E-14 3.29E-09
A2 2.08EI4 138E11
A3 134E-08
A4 2.40E-08
BI 431E-14 1.44E-10
B2-L 6.99E-14 5.84E 13 .

B2-R 6.99E14 4.08E 14
B3-L 638513 2345-10 220E-10 2.65E-08 525E-24 1.78E23 8 07E10 2.49512
B3 R 6.78E-13 1.44E-Il 1.16E-11 139E-09 525E24 138523 4.26 Ell 131E13
B4-L 6.78E 13 131E-12 1.05E12 1.12E-10 5.25E24 1.78E-23 1.18E13 7.89E 11
B4.R 6.78E13 6.BBE-14 5.53E-14 5.875-12 5.25E24 138E23 1.18E-13 4.15512
B5-L 338E-10 7.13L08 5.66E49 5.445 08 5.83509
B5 R I.84E-11 335E-09 2.98E10 2.86E-09 3.07E-10
B6-L 1.44E12 3.00E-10 5.90E-08 2.44E-10 1.40E-Il
B6-R 8.18E13 158E-11 3.10EO9 1.29511 8.66E.13
BP D3A 232E-08
BP D3B 232E-08
B P-ES A 539E-09
BPE5B 5.79E-09 t

BP-E6A 2.06E-08
BP E4B 1.29E-07
Cl-L 6 78E-13 3.12E10
Cl R 638E 13 1.65E-Il
C2 L 638E-13 1.45E-12
C2 R 63BE-13 1.86E13
C3 L 638E-13 2.21E-08 138E-08 196508 1.62E.17 5.97E-10 2.01E-10
C3-R 638E-13 1.16E-09 936E10 1.03E-09 1.62E-17 3.15E-11 1.06E-11
C4.L 638513 1.06E-10 8.49511 826E-11 1.62E 17 4.56E-12 637509
C4.R 638E-13 5.56E-12 4.47E12 435E-12 1.62E17 3.48E-13 335E-10y

e C5-L 1.14 E-08 138E48 1.41E-09 136E-08 1.94E-09k C5 R 5.98E 10 938E 10 7.44 E-Il 7.16E-10 1.02E-10
i

C6-L 1.48E-10 7.50E-!! 1.47E-08 6.llEll 1.01E 11 !
C6 R 8.53E-12 3 95E-12 736E-10 3 22E-12 6.74E 13 |
DI L 4.24E-15 536E-11 3.93E-09 4 63E-11 1.83E11 2.87E-17 5.49E-14 1.91E-12
DI.R 424E15 3.14E-10 3.99E-09 232E10 9.95 Ell 2.87E-17 5 87E-12 1.04E.11 !
D2 L 4.24E-15 1.53E10 7.04E-09 1.23E-10 3 27E 11 2.87E,17 9 77E-14 6.05E-11
D2-R 4.24E15 836E-10 7.15E-09 632E-10 1.78E-10 2.87E17 1.05E Il 3.29E.10 ;
D3-L 1.54E-11 L17E-08 1.50E-09 331E-10 1.01E-09 6.59E-12
D3 R I 96E-10 Ll7E08 133E-09 337E-10 1.03E-09 134E11
D4-L 3.23E.li 2.10E-08 2.69E-09 3.45E-09 2.19E09 1.17E-Il
D4-R 4.23E-10 2.10E-08 234E-09 3 52E09 223E-09 3.10E-11 i
El-L 6.78E-13 9.95 Ell 1.42E-13
El R 63BE-13 IDIE10 2.80512
E.2-L 6.78E13 1.85E-10 1.62E13
E2 R 6.78E 13 1.88E-10 5.10E-12
E3 L 6.78E-13 1.56 Ell 2.81E-09 125E.11 4.93E-12 2.87E-17 132513 5.16E-13
E3-R 6.78E-13 2.0$E10 2 85E-09 165E-10 6.49511 2.87E-17 137E12 6.80512
E4-L 6.78E13 4.15E-11 1.14E-08 333E-Il 8.84E-12 2.87E.17 1.55E 13 1.63E II [
E4-R 6.78E13 5 46E-10 1.16E-08 439E10 1.16E10 2 87E-17 4.29E12 2.15E 10

'

25-L 4.47512 2.93E-09 335510 ' 828 Ell 233E10 136E12
E5 R 4.95 Ell 2.93E-09 3.82E10 B.43 Ell 2.57E-10 4.46512
E6-L 9.93E 12 1.89E-08 672E 10 8.64510 5.48E.10 3.42E.12 i
E4 R - 1.23E-10 1.90E-08 6.85E-10 ' 8.80E-10 5.58510 8.91E-12
NCF(A8) 9.96L15 2.54E-08 [
NCF(BO)1 431E.14 111E-09 ;

NCF(BO)2 6.78E-13 1.16E-07 930E-08 8.55E-24 1.18E13 3 42E-08
NCF(BO)3 6.26E-07 8.52E-16 838E-17 1.68E-16 2.67E08
NCF(CO)I 6.78E-13 6.00E10
NCF(CO)2 638E13 6.25608 5.02508 130E-16 1.62E-17 2.71E-12 1.85E-08

y NCF(CO)3 1.45E-07 9.44E-16 1.03E 16 1.81E-16 6.19E-09
( SUMS: 7.84E07 2.0$E-07 2.04E-07 1.98E-07 1.64E-07 1.54E-07 9.46E-08 8.00E-08 736E-08 6.03E-08
\

i
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Table 4.6-2 ANO-1 CET Endstate Frequency Results (sheet 3 of 3) :

PDS: vel IVGi IICu IIIDI !YCu IHi IKn VK! mms
Al 2.48E 16 433E-09
A2 2.48 & l6 2.46E-11
A3 924E-24 134E-08
A4 924E-24 2.40E-08
BI 536E-16 1.85E-10
B2 L 9.86E.16 1.41E 11
B2 R 9.86E 16 135E.it
83-L 132E 09 1.6'~E 12 1.14 E-14 3.07E-08
B3 R 6.95E11 8.79E-14 1.14&l4 1.75E09
B4 L 7.83E-09 9.89E-12 1.14E-14 8.75E-09
B4-R 4.12E-10 5.20513 114E14 5.91E-10
BS-L 3.56E-09 4.97E-12 230E-09 1.63E-07
B5 R 1.87510 2.63E13 121E10 8.71E-09
B6-L 2.11E-08 2.95E Il 8.16L12 8.83E-08
B6-R 1.11E-09 1.55E12 4.42E13 4.79E-09
BP D3A 2.32E-08
BP-D3B 232E.08
BP ESA 539E-09
BP-E!B 5.79E-09
BP E6A 2.06E 08
B P-E6B 129E-07
C1 L 1.14E 14 231E-08
Cl-R 1.14E14 135E-09

'C2 L 1.14E-14 236E 10
C2 R 1.14E-14 1.43E-10
C3 L 9.79E-10 134E-10 1.14 E-14 4.23E-07
C3 R 5.15E 11 7.0$E-12 1.14E-14 224E-08
C4.L 2A8E-08 5.80E-09 8.21510 1.14E14 8.06E-09 1.26E-06
C4.R 131E-09 3.05E 10 432 Ell 1.14E-14 4 4E-10 6.62E-08
C5 L 889510 3.90E-1 I 839L10 3.29E 07
C5 R 4.68E-11 2.05E.12 4.42511 1.75E-08
C6 L 5.27E 09 2.50E10 4.09E12 333E-06
C6-R 2.77E-10 132E-1I 2.27E.13 I35E-07
D1 L 2.53E-12 924E.24 4 86E-14 3.41E-10 1.10E.16 6.51E-08
DI-R 138E-11 924E-24 5.18E-12 3.47E10 L10E16 7.25E48
D2 L 1.50E-Il 9.24E-24 2 84E-13 2.02E-09 1.10E-16 1.19E47
D2 R 8.17E11 924E-24 3.07E11 2.05E-09 1.10E16 134E-07
D3 L 2.08E-10 1.16E-09 IJ4E-13 1.02E-09 4.17E13 IJBE-07
D3-R 2.12510 1.17E-09 l 94E-12 LO2509 5 40E-12 L83E-07
D4 L 123E-09 12]E-08 1.02E-12 6.02E-09 8 86E-13 520E-07
D4.R 1.26E-09 1.22E08 1.15E.ll 6.03E-09 1.17E.11 .533E-07
El L 9.24E-24 114E14 2 40E-10
El-R 9.24E.24 1.14E-14 438E-10
E2-L 9.24E-24 1.14EI4 3.27510
E2-R 9.24E 24 1.14 E-14 731E-10
E3 L 6 84E13 9.24E-24 3.62E-14 2.52510 1.14E-14 4.79E-08
E3 R 9.00E12 9.24E24 3.82E 12 2 56E10 1,14E-14 532E-08
E4 L 535E-09 4.06E-12 9.24E 24 2.73E13 1.49E09 1.14E-14 1.65E-09 336E-07
E4 R $38E-09 534E11 9.24E24 2.96 Ell 1.52E-09 1.14 E-14 1.78E-09 3.67E-07
E5 L 521E-Il 2.91E 10 436E!4 2.54E10 1.15E-13 4 45E-08 [
ES R 531E 11 2.92510 4.86513 2.55E-10 136E-12 43BE-08 i
E6-L 3.09E-10 3.04 E-09 4.21513 151E09 232513 9.29E-09 156E47
E6.R 3.14E 10 3.04E-09 472E12 131E09 3.20E12 931509 1.70E-07
NCF(AO) 130E-16 5.03E-06
NCF(BO)1 5.76E-16 1.12E-07 i

NCF(BO)2 2.94E24 4.85E-09 1.14E14 231E-06 !
INCF(BO)3 112E16 1.45E-08 L4 BE-08 138E-05

NCF(CO)1 1.14E14 5.91E-08
NCF(CD)2 1.66E-08 232618 2.63E09 1.14E-14 4.69509 1.89E-06
NCF(CO)3 1.27E16 3 41E09 3 41E-09 1.25E-05
SUMS: 539E-08 530E-08 333E-08 2.68E08 2.59E08 2.15E-08 1.86E-08 1.66E-08 4.89 E-05

,
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Table 4.6-3 ANO-1 GT Endstate Gmup Frequency Results (sheet 1 of 2)

GT Endstate GT % CDF PDS PDS % GT !

Frequency Contributor Contributor
Frecuency

A 4.22E-08 0.09 % SBOu 3.74E-08 88.74 %
IIIHi 3.30E-09 7.83 % !

'
SBOi 8.27E-10 1.96%
others 6.22E-10 1.47 %

B 3.07E-07 0.63 % IVFi 1.03E-07 33.68 % >

IIGi 6.80E-08 22.187c c

IIFi 5.75E-08 18.76%
IVGi 3.56E-08 11.597c
IICI 1.52E-08 4.967c
others 2.71E-08 8.837c

'

C 5.64E-06 11.55 % SBOi 1.80E-06 31.84 %
IKi 1.35E-06 23.86 %
IIIKi 1.06E-M 18.707c

7

IEi 4.82E-07 8.537c
IIIEi 3.92E-07 6.94 %

IICI 1.31E-07 2.337c
others 4.40E-07 7.80% i

Other Ds 1.14E-06 2.33 % IICI 4.93E-07 43.419
SBOi 2.40E-07 21.11 %
IIEi 1.64E-07 14.427c
IVCi 8.77E-08 7.727c
SBOu 5.94E-08 5.22%
IVEi 4.93E-08 4.347c
others 4.29E-08 3.787c ;

LgRis Ds 6.67E-07 1.36 % IICI 2.60E-07 39.057c
IIEi 1.40E-07 20.987c
SBOi 1.22E-07 18.34 % '

IVCi 4.36E-08 6.54 % :
IVEi 3.92E-08 5.88 %
SBOu 2.82E-08 4.22 % i

others 3.33E-08 5.00% |

Other Es 6.85E-07 1.40 % SBOi 2.78E-07 40.657c ]
IICI 1.24E-07 18.04 % '

IIIKi 9.45E-08 13.80%
SBOu 4.23E-08 6.17 % !

IIEi 4.10E-08 5.98% -

IIIEi 4.07E-08 5.95 % I

IVCi 2.25E-08 3.29%
others 4.18E-08 6.11 %g
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Table 4.6-3 ANO-1 GT Endstate Group Frequency Results (sheet 2 of 2)

O!
GT Endstate GT % CDF PDS PDS % GT l

!Frequency Contributor Contributor
Frequency

!LgRis Es 5.38E-07 1.10 % SBOi 2.01E-07 37.44 %
IIIKi 1.04E-07 19.31 %
IICI 6.51E-08 12.11 %
IIIEi 4.48E-08 8.33 %

IIEi 3.50E-08 6.50%
SBOu 3.08E-08 5.72 %
IVCi 1.20E-08 2.23 %
others 4.49E-08 8.36 %

Other bps 4.95E-08 0.10 % SGTR 4.95E-08 100.00%
others

LgRls bps 1.58E-07 0.32 % SGTR 1.58E-07 100.007c
'

others 0.007c
INCF 3.96E-05 81.12 % SBOi 1.30E-05 32.70 %

IICI 8.24E-06 20.797c
IKi 3.33E-06 8.40 %
IIEi 3.32E-06 8.38%
IIICi 2.95E-06 7.45 %
IVCi 2.02E-06 5.11 % g
IIIKi 1.69E-06 4.25 % W
others 5.12E-% 12.92%

,.
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g_ __ _ __ ___ ____ _______ ___

Analysis steps in quantification of containment failure due to HPME

Bounding Calculations of Containment Loads Provide:
_.__ __ _____ . ___ ___ _____

Contairrnet Failwe ProtmNhty = 0.0

..

CASE 1 E, i.o --
'

t
& ..

. If Calculated HPhE Pressure < 59 psig; then 1 ma
Assume Failure Probability = 0.0; g .."y O,.

'l
-g ..

G

59 154 2ds
Pressure (Psig)

CASEI Bounding Assumption: P3pg << Pgg,

Contaironent Failure ProbaN1ity = 1.0
..

E
CASE 2 m to-- o

6
m ..

T
If Calcula:cd HPME Pressure > 208 psig; then y --D*w #w '

.

. Assume Failure Probability = 1.0, z
{ ..

_

t

59 19 20s
Pressure (Psig)

CASE 2 Bounding Assurrption: P,gg > Pfg

Otherwise

Cantainmmt Failure Prohahhty 0.0 < p < l.0

CASE 3
"

g
, i.. .,

a
E ""

- %

If Calculated HPME Pressure = 140 psig (q <p <g ); .. N *". p
Consider Containment Fragility Cun c;.

Uncenainty In HPME Pressure; and "
.

$0.0s Failure Probabilitys 1.0.-
:,

3, 19 20s

Pitsswe (Psig)

CASE 3 Uncenainty in Containment Failure Due to HPME
___ __ _ -_ . _ ____ --

Figure 4.6-2 CET Quantification: Containment Failure Due to HPME; Cases 1,2 & 3

MF3 0293.01
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Figure 4.6-3 Illustrative Example of Containment Failure Probability Quantification, Case 3
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* Pressure Iaad at Vessel Breach
Prob of Containtnent Surviving !aad .P+
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Figure 4.6-5A ANO-1 CET Top Event Fault Tree - DP -
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Figum 4.6-6A ANO-1 CET Top Event Fault Tree - REC o .
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Figure 4.6-8B ANO-1 CET Top Event Fault Tree - CFE (cont) N
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Figure 4.6-8D ANO-1 CET Top Event Fault Tree - CFE (cont) cn
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Figure 4.6-9B ANO-1 CET Top Event Fault Tree - DC (cont) -
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Figure 4.6-10A ANO-1 CET Top Event Fault Tree - CFL $
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Figure 4.6-10D ANO-1 CET Top Event Fault Tree - CFL (cont) G
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Figure 4.6-10G ANO-1 CET Top Event Fault Tree - CFL (cont) N
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Figure 4.6111 ANO-1 CET Top Event Fault Tree - FPR (cont) Q ;
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Gate / Event Name Page Zone Gate / Event Mame Page Zone Gate / Event Name Page Zone Gate / Event Name Page Zone
! A-OR-CPL 6 3 CilGAVB 17 1 FPR-IN2 26 2 GNOSPRAY1 19 2

A-OR-CPL 9 2 CP-PULTil 7 2 FPR-LATE 1 25 4 GNOSPRAY1 22 1

AL-LOW 3 34 1 DCl-BRNCH 10 3 FPR-LATE 2 26 4 GNOSPRAY1 24 2

CAV-FLOOD 5 1 DC2-BRNCH 11 3 FPR1-BRNCil 25 4 GNOSPRAY2 11 2

CAV-FLOOD 9 4 DC3-BRNCH 12 2 FPR2-BRNCll 26 4 GNOSPRAY2 13 2

CDilR-PASS 17 3 DC4-BRNCil 13 2 FPR3-BRNCil 27 1 GNOSPRAY2 15 2
'

CFEl-BRNC11 6 2 DC5-BRNCil 14 2 FPR4-BRNCH 28 2 GNOSPRAY3 10 1,

CFEl-IIP 7 2 DC6-BRNCil 15 2 FPRS-BRNCil 29 2 GNOSPRAY3 12 2

CFEl-LP 6 2 DCIV1 5 3 FPR6-BRNCil 30 1 GNOSPRAY3 14 2

CFE2-BRNCII 7 3 DEBFORM1 10 4 FPR7-BRNCil 31 2 GNOSPRAY4 9 6
CFE2-LP 9 4 DEBFORM1 11 3 FPR8-BRNCil 32 2 GOV-FLOW 9 5 fr
CFE3-BRNCil 8 1 DEBFORM1 14 1 FPR9-BRNCil 33 3 GOV-FLOW 9 8 %
CFE 4-BRNCII 9 3 DEBFORM1 15 1 G-ilP 2 4 GOV-FLOW 11 4 p
CFL1-BRNCil 16 2 DilR-ACT 17 2 G-MED 2 7 GOV-FLOW 12 3 7'
CFL2-BRNCil 18 2 DHR11 16 2 GASFAIL3 20 2 GOV-FLOW 13 2 C
CFL3-BRNCil 19 3 DilR11 20 1 GASFAILS 22 6 GOV-FLOW 14 2

hCFL4-BRNCil 21 2 DilR11 21 3 GASFAIL6 23 6 GOV-FLOW 15 2

CFL5-BRNCII 22 5 DilR12 18 3 GCFMISLOCA 37 4 GOV-FLOW 19 4 O
CFL6-BRNCII 23 4 DHR12 22 5 GCFMISLOCA 38 3 GOV-FLOW 22 2 ~

O
'4, CFL7-BRNC11 24 3 DHR16 23 5 GCFMSGTR 37 2 GOV-FLOW 24 2
9' CFLCCI3 19 2 DilR16 24 6 GCFMSGTRNS 38 2 GSTGR 33 4
d CFLCCI3 20 3 DP-BRNCil 1 2 GDC11 10 3 GSTM-OCC3 20 2 Y

[nCFLCCIS 22 6 DP-MED 1 2 GDC21 10 5 GSTM-OCC3 21 2

CFLCCI6 23 6 DP-MED 2 2 GDP1 1 1 GSTM-OCCS 18 2 4
CFM-CFE3 34 1 DP-MED 2 4 GDP1 2 4 GSTM-OCCS 22 7 3
CFM-CFE5 36 2 DP-MM 1 4 GIMPULSEH 7 6 GSTM-OCC6 23 6 I
CFM-CFEPR3 34 2 DPil 1 4 GIMPULSEL 9 3 GSTM-OCC6 24 3 $b

CFM-CFEPR3 36 3 DPill 1 2 GIND-MED 2 2 HB2-FAIL 16 1 d
CFM-CFLPR4 35 e1 DPH2 1 3 GISLOCA 33 2 IIB 2-FAIL 18 1 0

kCFM3-BRNC11 34 2 DPM 1 2 GNOECCSI 10 2 IIB 2-FAIL 19 1

CFM4-BRNCil 35 1 FPR-EX1 25 5 GNOECCS1 19 4 IIB 2-FAIL 21 1 $
"CFMS-BRNCil 36 2 FPR-EX2 26 5 GNOECCS2 11 4 IIB 2-FAIL 22 5

CFM6-BRNCil 37 2 FPR-EX4 28 2 GNOECCS3 24 3 IIB 2-FAIL 23 5
CFM7-BRNCil 38 2 FPR-EX5 29 2 GNOECCS4 13 3 IIB 2-FAIL 24 2

CFMROCALP3 34 1 FPR-EX7 31 2 GNOECCSS 22 2 IIB 3-FAIL 20 7

CFMROCALP5 36 2 FPR-EX7 33 5 GNOECCS6 15 3 HB3-FAIL 22 7

CFWOSPR 7 4 FPR-EX8 32 2 GNOECCS7 14 3 IIB 3-FAIL 23 7

CFWSPR 7 1 FPR-IN1 25 2 GNOECCS8 12 4 IILEG 1 2
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Gate / Event Name Page Zone Gate / Event Name Page Zone Gate / Event Name Page Zone Gate / Event Name Page Eone
HOP-DP 1 4 NC-HB6 23 6 NOSBO 14 3 PRCI 6 1

HR-INCONT 16 3 NCAVFLOOD 7 6 NOSBO 15 3 PRCI 7 3
HR-INCONT 17 2 NCAVFLOOD 9 4 NOSBO 22 3 PRCI 8 1
HR-INCONT 22 5 NDP-MED 1 4 NSACPOWER 12 5 PRCI 9 1

HR-INCONT 24 7 NDP-MED 2 4 NSACPOWER 17 2 PRCOOLDDIV 5 3
IMPING 9 7 NEVSE 10 6 OVR-PRESS 1 16 2 PRCP-PULTL 9 2
IMPINGLD 9 8 NGSTM-OCC3 20 2 OVR-PRESS 2 18 2 PRCSRVS 2 2
IMPINGLW 9 6 NGSTM-OCC5 22 7 OVR-PRESS 3 19 2 PRDCP-PULT 7 3 31
IMPULSEH 7 6 NGSTM-OCC6 23 6 OVR-PRESS 4 21 2 PRDEST-CFE 11 2 E

f
IMPULSEL 9 3 NLPISPRA10 9 7 OVR-PRESS 5 22 6 PRDESTCFER 26 2
LPISPRAY1 19 3 NNOSPRAY1 7 2 OVR-PRESS 6 23 6 PRDESTNCFE 12 2 b
LPISPRAY1 19 5 NNOSPRAY3 19 3 OVR-PRESS 7 24 3 PRDESTNCFE 19 2 y
LPISPRAY1 20 1 NNOSPRAY3 20 2 POWER-REC 17 3 PRDESTNCFE 25 2 03
LPISPRAY10 9 7 NNOSPRAYS 22 2 POWER-REC 3 12 5 PRDPMED 2 5 >

[
LPISPRAY10 9 9 NNOSPRAYS 22 7 POWER-SBO 17 2 PRDPMED 2 7
LPISPRAY2 11 2 NNOSPRAY6 23 1 POWER-SBO 19 3 PREVSE 7 5 1.
LPISPRAY2 26 5 NNOSPRAY6 24 4 POWER-SBO 22 3 PREVSE 9 2 g
LPISPRAY3 23 3 NO-INJ-VB1 24 3 POWER-SBO 24 6 PREVSE 10 3 q

$ LPISPRAY3 24 2 NO-INJ-VB1 24 6 POWER-SB01 11 2 PREVSE 10 6 p
la LPISPRAY3 24 4 NO-INJ-VB2 13 3 POWER-SB01 12 2 PRFANDEST 17 1 ui " LPISPRAY4 13 2 NO-INJ-VB5 22 3 POWER-SB01 12 5 PRHB3 20 8 T

"LPISPRAY4 32 2 NO-INJ-VB5 22 5 POWER-SB01 13 3 PRHB4 20 6 3
LPISPRAYS 22 2 NO-INJ-VB6 15 3 POWER-SB01 14 4 PRHEATUP 25 3 31LPISPRAYS 22 4 NO-INJ-VB7 14 3 POWER-SBO1 15 4 PRHEATUP 26 3 E
LPISPRAYS 22 6 NO-SPR-FAN 17 2 POWER-SB01 25 2 PRHLSLOK 1 3 y
LPISPRAY6 15 2 NO-SPR-VD1 19 3 POWER-SB01 26 3 PRHLSLOK1 1 2 k
LPISPRAY6 29 2 NO-SPR-VB2 11 2 PR-HT-TRAN 5 2 PRHLSLOK2 1 5 '

hLPISPRAY7 10 2 NO-SPR-VB3 12 2 PR-RUPWCFE 34 2 PRIMPINGHW 7 1

LPISPRAY7 25 5 NO-SPR-VB4 25 2 PR-RUPWCFL 35 1 PRIMPINGLD 9 8 4
LPISPRAY8 14 2 NO-SPR-VB4 25 4 PRALHPAH 7 3 PRIMPINGLW 6 2 '{LPISPRAY8 28 2 NO-SPR-VB5 26 3 PRALHPAH 36 2 PRIMPINGLW 9 5 g
LPISPRAY9 12 3 NO-SPR-VB5 26 4 PRALPHAL 9 1 PRMT1 19 4

''

LPISPRAY9 31 2 NOECCS8 12 5 PRALPHAL 34 1 PRMT1 22 3
LWR-HEAD 5 2 NOPIG 4 1 PRAUXPOOL 37 3 PRMT2 19 6
NACSPREC 20 4 NOSPRAY11 25 2 PRCDB-HP 12 1 PRMT2 22 5
NACSPRECL 20 5 NOSPRAY12 26 2 PRCDB-HP 13 1 PRMT3 23 2
NC-HB3 20 4 NPOWER-REC 17 3 PRCDB-LPNS 10 5 PRMT4 23 4
NC-HB5 22 7 NPOWERREC3 12 5 PRCDB-LPSE 10 4 PRNCG-FAIL 20 3
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Gttc7Ev:nt.Name Pag 3 Zone Gate / Event Name Page Zone Gate / Event Name Page Zone G*te/ Event N'm? PCg3 Zonn

PRNCG-FAIL 22 8 QSGTR 33 4 SNOLPI 2 11 3 VOL-UNMIT2 30 1

PRNCG-FAIL 23 7 QSGTR 37 2 SNOLPI2 13 3 VOL-UNMIT2 32 1

PRNISLSPRY 33 1 QSGTR 38 2 SNOLPI2 15 2 WOPOW 20 5
PRNOCRSPRY 33 3 R-A-CPH 7 3 SNOSPRAY1 7 2 WOSPR3 19 6

PRNOV-FLOW 9 7 REC 1-BRNCH 3 2 SNOSPRAY1 7 4 WOSPR5 22 4

PRPR2 24 2 REC 2-BRNCH 4 2 SNOSPRAY1 9 4 WOSPR6 23 4

PRPR3 20 9 RHR-IN11 16 2 SNOSPRAY1 9 5 WPOW 20 8

PRPR4 20 7 RHR-IN12 22 4 SNOSPRAY1 11 1 WSPR3 19 4

PRPRHB2 24 2 RHR-IN16 24 6 SNOSPRAY1 12 1 WSPR5 22 2
33

.
PRROCKET 7 1 ROCK-AL5 36 2 SNOSPRAY1 19 2 WSPR6 23 2 41

$PRROCKET 36 1 ROCKAL-DP5 36 2 SNOSPRAY2 9 7

| PRSEALOK 2 3 SACPOWER 3 3 SNOSPRAY2 11 3 ?=

PRSGOK 2 2 SACPONER 4 3 SNOSPRAY2 12 3 [
PRSSRV-ONS 38 1 SACPOWER 9 6 SNOSPRAY2 19 3 pj
PRSSRV-STO 37 1 SACPOWER 17 2 SNOSPRAY2 26 2

PRSTM-OCC 20 2 SACSPREC 12 6 SNOSPRAY3 25 3 Z
PRSTM-OCC 22 7 SACSPREC 17 3 SNOSPRAY3 26 3 9)

~
PRSTM-OCC 24 3 SACSPREC 20 4 SPRAY 2 9 6

h'PRTEMP 20 1 SACSPREC 24 1 STM-FAIL 1 16 2
PRTEMP 22 6 SACSPRECL 17 4 STM-FAIL 2 18 2p,

9- PRTEMP 23 5 SACSPRECL 20 5 STM-FAIL 2 22 7 o

C3 PRWCP-PULT 7 1 SACSPRECL 20 8 STM-FAIL 3 19 2 m

|QDHR-CLRS 16 2 SALT-SISI: 4 2 STM-FAIL 3 21 2

ODHR-CLRS 22 4 SALT-SISL 3 2 STM-r?IL6 23 7 g
QDHR-CLRS 24 5 SHP-INJ 9 8 STM-FAIL 6 24 5 g
QHP 1 4 SHP-SIS 1 4 1 STMWNOINJ3 20 1 #

OHP 2 1 SHP-SISG2 4 2 STMWNOINJS 22 6

QHP 2 3 SLP-SIS 1 3 1 STMWNOINJ6 24 3 7
QISLOCA 33 2 SLP-SIS 1 4 2 TBMMT3 19 5 ><
QISLOCA 37 4 SLP-SIS 1 12 6 TBMMTS 22 3 $
QMP 1 1 SLP-SIS 1 13 4 TBMMT6 23 3 12

hQMP 2 6 SLP-SIS 1 24 7 VF1-BRNC4 5 2

QNOFAN 17 3 SLP-SISG1 3 2 VOL-UNMIT1 25 3 ;>

QRCS-RET 25 1 SNOLPIl 12 4 VOL-UNMIT1 27 1

QRCS-RET 26 1 SNOLPIl 14 3 VOL-UNMIT1 28 1

QSBO 12 4 SNOLPIl 19 5 VOL-UNMITI 31 1

QSBO 15 3 SNOLPIl 22 2 VOL-UNMIT2 26 3

QSBO 17 2 SNOLPIl 24 6 VOL-UNMIT2 29 1
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4.7 RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE CH ARACTERIZATION

This section describes the GT end state radionuclide release characterization for ANO. He
previous sections described the containment damage states for the spectrum of GT progres-
sion paths. Inherent in the GT definition of top events are the associated fission product
release and removal mechanisms, hence, source terms for the GT end states can be readily

characterized. He release mechanisms include in- and ex-vessel release terms. He removal
mechanisms include scrubbing by active removal systems (e.g., sprays) as may be implied by
the PDS definition, and deposition on stmetures by natural processes. The GT end states are
categorized to denote differences in the estimated release fractions to the environment.
Groups of PDS and CET end state combinations may be collapsed further to define the ANO
release categories. The basis for collapsing the GT end states into a limited number of
release categories is similarity in the estimated radionuclide releases to the environment
(i.e., source terms).

4.7.1 Release Fraction Characterization

Each CET end state represents a particular release event or a recovered, degraded core state
that may be characterized according to its potential for fission product releases to the
atmosphere, its timing of release initiation (relative to time of incipient core damage), and its
release duration, all of which are important to the off-site consequence determination. These
are referred to in this study as release modes. He term CET end state and release modes mayg

() be usedinterchangeably.1

Table 4.7-1 summarizes the possible GT release modes for the spectrum of core melt
accident sequences. This tablelists the various GT release modes as early or late release
events (relative to the time of core melting) for key containment damage states (i.e., failure
modes), including recovered states and release mechanisms (e.g., no CCI). Each release mode

represents a release path from the fuel through the RCS and the reactor building atmosphere
to the environment, should the reactor building ultimately fail. De release path (including the
associated removal mechanisms) is related to a particular environmental source term. Source ,

term estimates (fraction of initial core inventory of specine fission product species) are based
on simple hand calculations of release and removal terms using insights fmm reference plant
analysis of fission product releases.

He release of fission products to the environment is negligible as long as the reactor building ,

function is maintained. With the reactor building integrity maintained, fission product
concentration within the reactor building are reduced by natural removal processes, such that
if the reactor building ultimately failed in the long term, the release to the environment will be
significantly mitigated. In<ontainment natural and active removal processes are likely to
reduce airbome fission products released from the fuel. The source terms are low and the
release duration is likely to be extended. Specific release modes provide a point of reference

1 CET end states describe the panicular reactor building failure or recovered state; release
modes imply fission product release characteristics of the progression paths in the CETs.

" ,
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in the binning of these CET end states into release categories for off-site consequence
assessment.

4.7.2 Source Term Estimates :

Approximate source terms are calculated using reference plant analysis of fission product re-
leases from the fuel to the environment. Asuxinted with each severe core damage accident
are various in-vessel and ex-vessel fission-product release mechanisms. NUREG/CR-4881
and NUREG/CR-4551 provide release fractions of fission products into the reactor building
for the various time periods of severe accident progression. 'Ihe tablesprovided in the
referenced documents, which are derived fmm source term code calculations, include
conservative values of the release fmm the fuel into the RCS and escape to the reactor
building atmosphere. Removal fmm the reactor building atmosphere considers passive and
active removal mechanisms such as natural deposition and scrubbing due to spray operation.

4.7.2.1 Release Mechanisms
,

A brief discussion of release mechanisms from the fuel and removal factors in the reactor
building that were considered in fission product release and transport calculations are pro-
vided below.

In-Vessel Release Considerations

During core uncovery and heat up, cladding mpture initiates the release of.

fission products located in the fuel gap.

During the melting process, various fission products evaporate at liquid sur-.

faces; both structural and core material are released from the fuel matrix.

If the RPV fails quickly, the highly volatile fission products will be released.

while the less volatile ones are retained. Some materials may be bound (such
as Tellurium) and retained with the molten core material.

If RPV failure occurs late, less volatile fission products can be released during |
.

core melting, these have less time to settle or be removed from the RPV
atmosphere.

:

In complete meltdown, releases continue after RPV melt-through due to.

revolatilization or formation of non-removable species. i

For SGTR cases, releases are directed towards the steam generator and bypass.
j

the reactor building. ;
;

For ISLOCA cases, fission product materials are directed towards the auxiliary.

building bypassing .he reactor buiMing. h;

4.7-2
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O Conditions important in RCS fission product retention include surface temperatures in the
RCS, velocity of gases traveling through the RCS, and overall aerosol generation rate into the
RCS.

Ex-Vessel Release Comiderations

Of particular importance in determining ex-vessel releases is the condition at*

vessel breach. If the RCS is in a pressunzed state, significant amounts of
aerosols will be generated at vessel breach. The amounts generated are not
quantified in NUREG/CR-4881. NLREG/CR-4551 is used to provide
information that supports the model.

Corium-concrete interactions generate more aerosols once the molten core*

material attacks the concrete floor after vessel breach. Various factors
influence the release during corium-concrete interactions. They are:

- The composition and temperature of corium;

- The composition of concrete; and

- The amount of heat directed downward fmm the corium and

(V]
extent of concrete penetration.

Late Release

Initially deposited volatile materials, such as iodine and cesium, are released.

due to revolatilization. The delayed releases, occur as the deposition sites
,

continue to heat up (e.g., due to self-heating).

Removal In RCS and Containment

With a low RCS pressure condition, high steam velocities are implied, hence*

less time is allowed for volatile fission product retention in the RCS. With a
high-pressure RCS condition, on the average, steam velocities are typically
lower and hence, the fission product retention (not for noble gases) due to
gravitational settling is increased. On the other hand, revolatilization (given
the high retention the high-RCS pressure cases) could be significant. If the
core is recovered, the retention in the RCS is even more enhanced.

Spray operation in the reactor building significantly reduces the emironmental.

release due to scrubbing of fission products airborne in the reactor building
during the in- and ex-vessel release period.

|

The depth of overlying water in the cavity (if any) serves as a scrubber to
'

*

remove aerosols; also, the possibility of fuel-coolant interactions that could j
:

4.7-3
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lead to core debris dispersal. Either action would have mitigating effects on
release fmm the fuel during core-concrete interactions.

If the secondary side relief valve is cycling, some retention in the steam. >

generator is expected for SGTR cases. Secondary side cooling can be a
significant removal mechanism due to scrubbing as the fission products pass
through the steam generators. :

F

Flooding of the ISLOCA break location in the aunliary butidmg would result-

in scrubbing of fission product releases. Moreover, fire spray in the auxihary
building could result in additional scrubbing. (In this evaluation these
mechanisms are conservatively ignored.)

4.7.2.2 Fission Pmduct Release Calculations

The approach used to calculate the fission product release fractions for each end state is
similar to what was used in the NUREG-1150, NUREG/CR-4551, and NUREG/CR-4881
studies. He method uses fission product release and transport insights from either MAAP or
MARCH runs for a few specific scenarios, and extrapolates these for each end state that has
been defined (see Table 4.7-1). For example, in the Zion NUREG-1150 studies
(NUREG/CR-4551), MARCH calculations for a transient and three small LOCAs were
performed to find the data necessary to extrapolate for all sequences. De data is extrapolated

multiplying the fission product release fractions from the fuel (from the reference analysis) -

. the escape fractions associated with the various removal mechanisms defined by the
'

sequences (i.e., from sprays, wet cavity, early or late containment failure). The spectrum of
CET end states encompass the range of important conditions for the various PDSs defmed,

2and will therefore need only be calculated once for a point estimate result ,

ne calculations have been pmgmmmed on a computerized spread sheet that allows the user
to vary the reference plant analysis CET end states, as well as the escape fractions associated
with the retention mechanisms. A release fraction is the fraction of radionuclide inventory that
is released imm the fuel (in- or ex-vessel) without any retention mechanisms. Escape frac-
tions for decontamination are the fraction of fission products released given the retention
mechanism is available (i.e., sprays, cavity water pool scrubbing or settling in-containment
prior to reactor building failure). He input data used are extracted fmm point estimates
(central or median values) provided in SURSOR (Appendix B, NUREG/CR-4551 Surry
study), j

1

2 It is conservatively assumed that the influence of delayed core melt on the timing of core j
melting (due to reduction in the decay heat genention rate with time from shutdown) is 1
not significant as to warrant a distinction in the release calculations. It is judged that other
heat sources, such as metal water re action would overwhelm the decay power.

4.7-4 ;
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\ 4.7.3 Arrroximate Source Term Mndel Formulation

ne correlations used in calculating the release to the envimnment are based on a series of
fission product source and removal terms in the vessel and the reactor building. De input
parameters for release into the reactor building are derived from a reference plant analysis as
summarized in NUREG/CR-4551 CORSOR methodology. Fission product release
components as applied to Surry (i.e., SURSOR) were used as the reference plant. He re-
moval terms (e.g., retention in the RCS or scrubbing by an overlying pool) are likewise ,

derived from these analyses. The values used are consistent with the RCS status, or avail-
ability of reactor building safeguards systems (e.g., sprays) defined by the accident
progression paths modeled in the CETs. The approximate fission product release model
performs a tablelookup, applying the appropriate release terms for the specified sequence.
Fission-product releases are calculated at various time phases for the accident progression of
each CET end state. Figure 4.7-1 provides a simplified graphical presentation of the release
calculations incorporated into the approximate fission product release model.

To calculate radiological source terms and uncertainty ranges for each of these end states
using extensive deterministic calculations could potentially be time consuming and expensive.
This simplified methodology for source term uses an adjusting approach that considerably
reduces the calculation requirements to determine the relative severity of the end states. He
approach ' adjusts' values calculated for specrfic scenarios (either reference plant or plant- ;

specific) to values that apply for other scenarios that have similar charactenstics.s
,

;

The tout! release to the atmosphere for any given end state can be separated into four groups:

1. In-vessel; ,

2. High pressure melt injection (HPME); ,

3. Core-concrete interaction (CCI); and

4. Late Godine and Cesium).
*

De combined release to atmosphere accounting for all four modes of release is

'
FCON = EFLEAK(i) * (In-vessel release + Vessel breach release + CCI

release) + Late release

where:
i

EFLEAK Escape fraction for leakage versus rupture containment
failure mode (for early reactor building failures); or !

3 scrubbing for water submerged breaks OSLOCA or
'

.) SGTRs);
i

4.7-5
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In-Vessel Release Releases due to fuel melt prior to vessel failure; h.
t

Vessel Breach Release Releases due to high pressure melt ejection (HPME);

i
CCI Release Release due to core-concrete interaction (CCI); '

Late Release Release of iodine and cesium due to revola:ilization;

FCON Release from reactor bailding to atmosphere (environ-
ment).

He total release for each fission product species (i) to the environment is obtained as the sum
of all the release terms from the fuel during the accident progression.

4.7.3.1 In-Vessel Release

The in-vessel releases include the fission product species released fmm the fuel from the time
core damage begins until the vessel fails. There is some retention in the RCS as well as the ;

reactor building, so everything that is released frorn the core is not released to the atmosphere
at reactor building failure. The process begins when the core becomes uncovered and heats
up, eventually leading to melting. Because the melting occurs on a region by-region basis, the
total release of any given fission product would occur over a period of time. In general,

.

however, the more volatile radionuclides are released in the early heatup and melting. These
releases enter the RCS, where a fraction is retained at vessel failure, while the rest enters the
reactor building emironment. At reactor building failure, some settling will have occurred, as
well as washing out if sprays are operating, leading to more retention in the reactor building.
For steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs), a fraction of the material from the core will pass
through the steam generator (SG) as it is released to the environment. If the secondary side

,
relief valve is cycling, a portion of the release will be retained by the SG. If the valve sticks
open, everything that enters the SG will be released to the emironment. No credit is taken for
the availability of auxiliary feedwater which would proside substantial scrubbing.

,

The in-vessel sotuce term available for release to the atmosphere is calculated by the following
equation:

In-Vessel Release = [EFSPR(i)*FCONV(i)*FVES(i)*FCOR(i)*(1-FISG(i))
+ (FISG(i)*FOSG(i)*FCOR(i)))

where:

EFSPR Fraction that is not retained (i.e., escape fraction) by sprays (for high
and low pressure PDS);

e!
,

.
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FCONV Fraction ofin-vessel release that is released from the reactor building to
atmosphere (FCONVE and FCONVL for early and late reactor
building failure,respectively);

FVES Fraction of material released from fuel that is released from the vessel
(high andlow pressure);

FCOR Fraction of initial core inventory released from the fuel prior to vessel
failure;

FISG Fraction of material released fmm fuel that enters the SG (secondary
relief valve open orclosed); and

FOSG Fraction of SG release that is released to atmosphere (secondary relief
valve open or closed).

The last two terms, FISG and FOSG, are only applicable for SGTR accident sequences. FISG
is set to zero for non-SGTR sequences. The values of FISG and FOSG varies depending
upon the secondary relief valve functioning properly.

p The (i) for each variable symbolizes each fission product species (Noble Gases, Iodine,
Cesium, Tellurium, and Strontium). For certain end states, some of the variables in thei

equation are ignored or set equal to one if these are not applicable. For example, no credit
may be taken for sprays if the PDS defines spray failure; there is no fission product removal
from sembbing and EFSPR(i) is set to one. For this application the escape fraction assumed
when the sprays are available (EFSPR) has been defined based on high pressure sequences and '

low pressure sequences, FCONV varies for early and late reactor building failure modes, and

~
FVES varies for high and low pressure sequences. For no vessel breach sequences FVES is
divided by 2 except for the Noble Gas species to account for greater retention. !

!

4.7.3.2 HPME Release

If the RCS has not been depressurized at vessel failure, then there could be a contribution to
the source term from HPhE. The fuel could be ejected in a process that would cause aerosol
generation. If HPhE occurs, the high temperature and fragmented debris ejected from the
vessel will oxidize and lead to additional aerosol and radionuclide release from the fuel. The ,

'
calculation for the contribution due to these processes is:

Vessel Breach Release = (1 FCOR(i))*FREJ*RADDHL(i)*FCONV(i) !

1

J

where
i

FREJ Fraction of melt ejected from vessel; I

RADDHL Radionuclide release fraction for HPhE.

4.7-7
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The vessel breach source term is non-existent in most of the end states, so for all cases except

early reactor building failure with high RCS pressure, FREJ is set equal to zero. It is assumed
that if HPME contributed to a large release,it would also have contributed to a large enough
pressure rise to fail reactor building early, so it is not considered for late reactor buildmg
failure end states. FREJ was set to zero for early reactor building failures by leaks with sprays>

available, due to the HPAE source being allowed to settle before any appreciable leakage
occurs. For SGTR end states it is assumed that since the vessel will be at medium pressure at
failure, HPhE release will be negligible.

4.7.3.3 CCI Releast.

Following vessel breach it is expected that the molten core debris will be relocated into the
concrete cavity and if a non-coolable debris bed is formed, attack the concrete, releasing
decomposition gas products. Fission product aerosols will then be released fmm the molten
mass into the reactor building atmosphere due to gas sparging.

.

The factors that influence the amount of CCI release are the composition and temperature of
the corium as it is released from the vessel. As the corium cools, the fission product release
decreases to such an extent that it makes further release negligible. A water pool overlying
the corium will retain some of the releases from the interaction, as well as help in cooling the
debris.

O
The equation used to calculate the release due to CCI is:

CCI Release = Min (EFSPRCCI(i),EFCCIWCAV(i))*(1-FCOR)*FCCID(i)
*FCONC(i)

where

EFSPRCCI Escape fraction for CCI with sprays on;

EFCCIWCAV Escape fraction for CCI with wet cavity;

FCCID Fraction ofinventory that is released from the melt during CCI;
and

FCONC CCI release that is released from the reactor buikhng (FCONCE
for early and FCONCL for late reactor building failures).

For certain end states, some of the variables in the equation are ignored or set equal to one.
For example, no credit may be taken for spray removal if the sprays are failed; hence,
EFSPRCCI(i)is set to one. If the end state is defined as having no CCI, then FCCID(i)is set
equal to zero. In this application FCONC is defined for early and late (TCONCE and g
FCONCL) reactor building failure modes. For SGTR cases, if the secondary side relief valves W
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are not stuck open, the CCI release is assumed to be similar to late releases, so FCONCL is
u:ed for the FCONC factor. If the valve sticks open, FCONCE is used. |

If some of the core participated in HPhE, that fraction of the core is assumed not to
participate in CCI. This reduction is accomplished by the following equation which is utilized
in the approximate fission pmduct release model:

FCONCE(i) = (1-FREJ)*FCONCE(i)

his conservatively assumes all of the core which did not participate in HPhE is deposited in
the cavity (no fuel remains in the vessel). It should be noted that this correction is relevant for
high pressure sequences with early reactor building failu:t.

4.7.3.4 Late Release

The fission products released from the fuel and deposited in the RCS may be evolved when -
.

Ithe temperature of deposition sites increase with time. There are several mechanisms which
could lead to a delayed release for I and Cs. These include the following:

Revolatilization from RCS;*

Slow deposition ofinitial releases from RCS;*

Radioactive decay chains;-

Re-suspension at reactor building failure; and-

!
Retention in melt until after vessel failure..

.

All of these mechanisms are lumped together as a delayed release for I and Cs which is calcu-
lated by the following equation:

F

Late Release = FLATE(i)*FCOR(i)*(1-FVES(i))*(1-FISG(i)) *EFSPRCCI (i)
*FCONCL(Te)

where

FLATE Late Revolatilization fraction; and

FCONCL(Te) FCONC for Te with a late reactor building failure.

Similar to the other types of releases mentioned, for specific end states, certain variables in the
. k above equation are ignored or set equal to one. For end states with no sprays operating, EF-

SPRCCI is set equal to one. FISG(i) is set to zero for all non-SGTR sequences. For no

4.7-9
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vessel breach sequences, no revolatilization is assume. The release fractions from the reactor
building for alllate releases uses FCONCL for Te similar to the SURSOR analysis. For core
damage sequences in which SG cooling is available, deposition to the SGs is likely to mitigate
late releases. In these cases, FLATE may be set to zero.

For SGTR sequences with the SRVs stuck open it is conservatively assumed that the
'

inventory in the steam generator is subject to revolatilization; hence, the following is added to -

the late release for these sequences: '

FLATE(i)*FCOR(i)*FISG(i)*(1-FOSG(i))

4.7.3.5 Total Release

The total release of fission products to the environment upon reactor building failure (i.e.,
envimnmental source terms)is calculated by summing the four release components above. To
allow for a lower release for end states with leakage as the reactor building failure mode, the
escape fraction for leakage, EFLEAK is multiplied by all the components above except for the
late release. The equation is as follows:

Total Release = EFLEAK*(In-vessel release + HPME release + CCI release) + Late
release

O
For this application EFLEAK is conservatively modeled as 1.0 for late reactor building failure
mode end states and is 1.0 by definition for reactor building rupture mode end states. No
credit is taken for EFLEAK in by-pass sequences with the SRV stuck open: but, with a
cycling relief valve credit is taken for some scrubbing in the steam generator based on an
EPRI analytical study of reactor building bypass scenarios using MAAP (EPRI NP-6586L).

EFLEAK is based upon FCONV and FCONC; hence, there is an EFLEAKV and EFLEAKC
'

value. The In-vessel release and HPME release are multiplied by EFLEAKV and the CCI
release is multiplied by EFLEAKC. Special values for EFLEAKV and EFLEAKC are used

,

for the by-pass sequences, these are labeled EFLKVBP and EFLKCBP.

Table 4.7-2 pmvides a summary of parameters that bound most of the accident scenarios
derived from NUREG/CR-4551. The values shown are sufficient to calculate releases for the
likely PDSs by substituting them into the approximate fission product release model

4.7.4 CET Release Mode Source Terms

The fission product estimates for the CET release modes are calculated for ANO using the
CORSOR source term approximate method with input data from the SurTy calculations for
NUREG-1150 (i.e., SURSOR).

O
,
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b The results summarized in Table 4.7-33 provide a relative measure with respect to the
potential severity of each GT end state. The source term estimates are used in ranking the
severity of the GT cnd states. As expected, the source terms are lower for end states in
which fission products are scrubbed by reactor building sprays (see Table 4.7-4).

Table 4.7-4 list the end states in descending order with respect to the Iodine release fraction.
After reviewing the results in Table 4.7-4, a group of GT end states were collapsed into a
"large" release category. GT end states resulting in reactor building bypass without
mitigation (BP-E6B, BP-E5B, BP-D4B and BP-D3B) and early reactor building failure by
rupture with no sprays (E2-R, E4-R, E6-R, D2-R, and D4-R) result in a "large" release. His
grouping definition is consistent with the release magnitude of the eight highest plus the tenth
as listed in Table 4.7-4. >

V

3 The input values used in the approximate source term formulation are point estimates, that
is these are not sampled. He NUREG-Il50 SURSOR methodology samples each term
based on a distribution that is defined as a histogram. De non-sampling calculation with
SURSOR provide point estimates that are not necessarily the mean values. In reviewing
these point estimates, the release terms were in certain cases, not consistent with insights
obtained from MAAP or STCP calculations. Thus the median values were used in thise

( study for a more consistent repr:sentation of each release and removal term along a GT
sequence.

t
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h'Table 4.7-1

DESCRIPTION OF CET RELEASE MODES

_CET SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION)? O ES _

NCF(AO) Recovered In-vessel, low RCS pressure, no containment failure
Al Recovered In-vessel, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel

release mitigated

A2 Recovered In-vessel, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel
release not mitigated

A3 Recovered In-vessel, low RCS pressure, early containment failure, in-vessel
release mitigated

A4 Recovered In-vessel, low RCS pressure, early containment failure, in-vessel
release not mitigated

NCF(BO) Recovered Ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, no containment failure
B1 Recovered Ex vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure,

in-vessel release mitigated
B2 Recovered Ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure,

in-vessel release not mitigated
B3 No CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel release h'mitigated
B4 No CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel release not

mitigated
B5 No CCI, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel and late

release mitigated by sprays

. B6 No CCI, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel and late
release not mitigated

NCF(CO) CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, no containment failure
Cl Recovered ex-vessel, CCI occurs, low. RCS pressure, late containment

failure, in- and ex-vessel release mitigated by sprays, overlying pool
C2 Recovered ex-vessel, CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, late containment

failure, in-vessel release not mitigated, overlying pool
C3 CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in- and ex-vessel

:

release mitigated by sprays, overlying pool

1

1

'

4
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Table 4.7-1 (Continued)
|
'

DESCRIPTION OF CET RELEASE MODES

!

;

RELEASE / CET SEQUENCE DESCRIPTIO'N a y
-

w i

-~ '

i

- MODES -. _ ' :r 1

.

~
--

o,

C4 CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in- and ex-vessel
'

release not mitigated i

C5 CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in- and ex-vessel !
release mitigated by sprays, overlying pool i

C6 CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in- and ex-vessel i
release not mitigated

D1 Recovered ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, early containment failure,
;

in-vessel release mitigated ~

D2 Recovered ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, early containment failure, !
in-vessel release not mitigated ;

D3 No CCI, high RCS pressure, early containment failure, in-vessel and late i
release mitigated

|!D4 No CCI, high RCS pressure, early containment failure, in-vessel and late

O-
release not mitigated -

El Recovered ex-vessel, CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, early containment
'

failure, in- and ex-vessel release mitigated, overlying pool.

E2 Recovered ex-vessel. CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, early containment j
failure, in-vessel release not mitigated, overlying pool j

E3 CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, early containment failure, in- and ex-vessel ;
release mitigated by sprays, overlying pool

'

E4 CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, early containment failure, in- and ex- vessel !

release not mitigated |
E5 CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, early containment failure, in- and ex-vessel j

release mitigated by sprays, overlying pool J
E6 CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, early extainment failure, in- and ex-vessel

release not mitigated
i

1
!

!
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Table 4.7-1 (Continued)

DESCRIPTION OF CET RELEASE MODES

RELEASE . CET SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION
MODES
BP-D3A SGTR and Bypass release mitigated with secondary side relief valve cycling

or scrubbing, no CCI, ex-vessel release mitigated
BP-D3B SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated, no CCI, ex-vessel release mitigated
BP-D4A SGTR and Bypass release mitigated with secondary side relief valve cycling

or scrubbing, no CCI, ex-vessel release not mitigated
BP-D4B SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated, no CCI, ex-vessel release not

mitigated
BP-E5A SGTR and Bypass release mitigated, CCI occurs, ex-vessel release

mitigated, over1ving pool
BP-E5B SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated, CCI occurs, ex-vessel release

mitigated, overiving pool
BP-E6A SGTR and Bypass release mitigated, CCI occurs, ex-vessel release not

mitigated
BP-E6B SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated, CCI occurs, ex-vessel release not hmitigated

|

NOTE: The release modes are further characterized as I.cakage(L) or Rupture (R) to |
indicate the duration of fission product releases to the environment; consistent with
the extended release duration, retention in containment occurs for leakage failure ;
modes. j

|

9
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Table 4.7-2

ANO RELEASE CALCULATIONS INPUT CONSTANTS

0.265 = FREJ Fraction of melt ejected from vessel (medium range)

PARAMETER NAME NG I- CS TE SR

EFCCIWCAV (full cavity) 1 0.033 0.033 0.067 0.067

EFSPRLP 1 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025

EFSPRHP 1 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56

EFSPRCCI 1 0.036 0.036 0.036 0.036'

EFLEAKV 1 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24

EFLEAKC 1 0.24 0.24 0.28 0.28

FCOR 0.92 0.75 0.82 0.33 0.0046

FVESH 1 0.086 0.042 0.028 0.028

FCONVL (w/ or w/o sprays) 1 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022

| FCONVE 1 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58

(1-FCOR)*FCCID 0.080 0.25 0.18 0.33 5.57E-9'

FCONCE 1 0.63 0.63 0.60 0.60

FCONCL 1 0.045 0.045 0.085 0.085

O RADDHL 1 0.92 0.92 0.20 0.022 -

FLATE 1 0.045 0.023 0 0

FISGO 1 0.27 0.26 0.17 0.24

FISGC 0.58 0.29 0.28 0.56 0.34

FOSGO 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 i

FOSGC 0.67 0.53 0.54 0.50 0.53

EFLKVBP 1 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16

EFLKCBP 1 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32

O
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Table 4.7-2 (Continued)

INPUT CONSTAhTS

: Variable gggy.

Name
FREJ Fraction of melt ejected from the vessel during HPhE
EFCCIWCAV Escape fraction for CCI with wet cavity; inverse of an overlying water

pool scrubbing decontamination factor
EFSPRLP Escape fraction for in-vessel release with sprays on (low pressure

sequence): due to spray decontamination
EFSPRHP Escape fraction for in-vessel release with sprays on (high pressure

sequence) due to sp ay decontamination
EFSPRCCI Escape fraction fe CCI release with sprays on

i

EFLEAKV Escape fraction of tn-vessel release for containment leakage failure mode
(early)

EFLEAKC Escape fraction of ex-vessel release for containment leakage failure mode
(early)

FCOR Fraction of the initial core inventory released from the fuel prior te vessel
failure

FVESH Fraction ofin-vessel release which is released from RCS for high pressure
sequences

FVESL Fraction of in-vessel release which is released fmm RCS for low pressure
sequences

FCONVL Fraction ofin-vessel release still airbome in containment which is released
to the emironment for late containment failure

FCONVE Fraction of in-vessel release still airbome in containment released to the
atmosphere for early containment failure

FCCID Fraction of the core inventory participating in CCI that is released during
CCI

FCONCE Fraction of CCI release still airbome released from the containment for
early containment failure cases

FCONCL Fraction of CCI release that is still airbome released from the containment
forlate containment failure cases

RADDHL Radionuclide release fractions for HPhE

O
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Table 4.7-2 (Continued)

INPUT CONSTANTS

;

Variable Definition" ~ ^ - I'
<

.

Name-
'

'

FLATE Fraction of initially retained iodine in that is released late due to ;

revolatilization
FISGO Fraction of in-vessel release which goes to' SG given secondary relief i

valveis stuck open .

FISGC Fraction of in-vessel release which goes to SG given secondary relief
+valveis cycling

FOSGO Fraction of SG release which goes to atmosphere for open relief valve.

FOSGC Fraction of SG release which goes to atmosphere given relief valve
reclosed.

EFLKVBP Escape fraction of in-vessel release for by-pass sequences due to pool t

4scrubbing in the auxiliary building or steam generator -

EFLKCBP Escape fraction of ex-vessel release for by-pass sequences due to pool
scrubbing in the auxiliary building or steam generator ;

O >

,

p

?

i
,

,

i

:
>

!
.r

!

'

Pool scrubbing in containment for CCI is considered in EFCCIWCAV. The possibility of4

(] draining and/or boil-off of the overlying water pool in the auxiliary building or steam
*

generator after vessel breach is reflected in this variable for ISLOCA or SGTR
respectively. In-containment removal mechanisms are still relevant. (
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Table 4.7-3
i

|

SUMMARY OF ANO-1 FISSION PRODUCT RELEASES

CET End Fraction of Initial Core ins entory
State NG I C5 TE SR

A1 9.20E4)1 1.07E44 9.02E-05 2.99E-05 4.17E-07
A2 9.20E-01 4.29E-03 3.61 E-03 1.20E-03 1.67E-05
A3 9.20E-01 6 83E44 5.74E& l.91E @ 2.66E-06
A4 9.20E-01 2.73E-02 2.30E-02 7.62E4)3 1.06E44
B1 9.20E-01 2 64E@ 2.15E-04 5.99E 05 8.35E-07
B2-L 9 20E-01 9.96E-03 8.18E-03 2.40E-03 3.34 E-05
B2-R 9.20E-01 9.96E-03 818E-03 2 40E-03 3.34 E-05
B3-L 9.20E-01 2.NE44 2.15E44 5.99E-05 8.35E-07
B3-R 9.20E-01 2.64E4M 2.15E4M 5.99E-05 8.35E-07

i B4 L 9.20E-01 9.96E-03 8.18E-03 2 40E-03 3.34 E-05
B4-R 9.20E-01 9.96E-03 8.18E-03 2.40E-03 3.34 E-05
B5-L 9.20E-01 8 82E4u 4.76E44 1.13E4M 1.57E4)6
B5-R 9 20E-01 8 82E-Cu 4.76E-04 1.13E44 1.57E46
B6-L 9.20E-01 4.04E-03 2.29E-03 2.03E4M 2.83E46
B6-R 9.20E-01 4 fME-03 2.29E-03 2.03E4M 2 83E46 '

Cl-L 100E+00 6.39E4M 4.85E-Cu 106E-03 8.35E-07 '

} Cl-R I f 0E40 6.39E-fu 4 85E-04 1.06E-03 8.35E-07
C2-L IICE+00 1.03E-02 8 45E-03 4.26E-03 3.34 E-05
C2 R 1 XOE40 1.03E-02 8.45 E-03 4.26E-03 3.34E-05

' C3-L 1 OnE40 6.39E-04 4.85E44 1.06E-03 8.35 E-07
C3-R 1.00E4)O 6.39E& 4.85E@ 1.06E-03 8.35E-07
C4-L liOE+(O 2.12E-02 1.63E-02 3.03E-02 3.34 E-05
C4 R 100E40 2.12E-02 1.63 E-02 3.03E-02 3.34E-05

| C5-L 1 JOE 40 1.26E-03 7.46E-(M 1.11 E-03 1.57E-06 '

| C5-R 1.00E40 1.26E-03 7.46E44 1.llE-03 1.57E-06
Ct-L 110E40 1.53 E-02 1.fu E-02 2 blE-02 2.83 E-06
C6-R 1 OJE+(o 1.53E-02 I fuE-02 2 8 ] E-02 2.83 E-Ot>' Dl-L 9.20E-Ol 1.41 E-03 1.18E-03 3.81 E& 5.3 ] E46
D1-R 9.20E-01 5.70E-03 4.79E-03 1.58 E-03 2.20E-05
D2-L 9.20E-01 5 60E-02 4.69E-02 1.52E-02 2.13EW 1

D2-R 9.20E-01 2 28E-01 1.91 E-01 6.32E-02 8 80E4M ,

D3-L 9.20E-01 5.1lE-03 2.73E-03 7.19E4M IICE-05 I
D3-R 9 41E-01 5 62E-02 3 66E-02 2.36E-02 3.41 E-03 '

i Da-L 9 41 E-01 2.02E-02 1.25E-02 6.27E-03 8.30E4M |
Da-R 9.41 E-01 7.54 E-02 4.70E-02 2.60E-02 3.44 E-03
El-L 110E40 2 66E-03 2.08E-03 2.37E-03 5.31 E-06
El-R 1.00E40 1.10E-02 8.57E-03 8.61 E-03 2.20E-05
E2-L IICE+00 5.72E-02 4.78E-02 1.00E-02 2.13 E-04
E2 R I .00E+0) 2.33E-01 1.95 E-01 7.63E-02 8.hvE-(4
E3-L 1.(C E 4 0 2.66E-03 2.08E-03 2.37E-03 5.31 E46

j E3-R 1.00E40 1.10E-02 8.57E-03 8.61E-03 2.20E-05
E4-L IICE40 9.35E-02 7.39E-02 7.11 E-02 2.13E44
E4-R IICE40 3.85E-Ol 3.0$E-01 2.60E-01 880E W
E5-L 1 ICE 40 6.36E-03 3.63E4)3 2.71E-03 1.00E-05
E5-R IJOE+00 6.01 E-02 3 94E-02 2.87E-02 3.41 E-03

<

E6-L 1.00E+00 4.77E-02 3.23E-02 4.73E-02 8.30E&
E6-R If0E+00 1.91 E-01 1.30E-01 1.71 E-Ol 3 44E-03

i

4

O
;
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( Table 4.7-3 (Continued) |

SUMMARY OF ANO-1 FISSION PRODUCT RFI FASES i

i

CET End Fraction of Initial Core lasentory
State- NG -I C5 T E SR |

BP-D3A 7.44 E-01 2.10E-02 2.13E-02 1.51 i-02 1.38E4M
BP-D3B 9.20E-01 2.18E-01 2.21 E 01 5.66E-02 1.14E-03 .

BP-D4A 7.44 E-Ol 2.47E-02 2.34E-02 1.53E-02 1.4 2E-04 ,

BP-D4 B 9.20E-01 2.32E-01 2.29 5-01 6.05E-02 1.165-03 !

isP-E5A 8.24 E-01 2.12 i-02 2.14 E-02 1.54 i-02 1.38 E-04 ;

3P-E5B 1.00E+00 2.23 E-01 2.25 i-01 6.56 E-02 1.14 E-03
3P-E6A 8.24 E-01 2.84E-02 2.60E-02 2.43E-02 1.42E-04

i BP-E6B 1.00E+w- 3. hse-01 3 43E-01 2.5hE-01 1.16E-03_ ;

t
!

!

NOTE: NCF assumes negligible releases to the environment determined only by the design i

basis leakage rates from containment.

;

,
i
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hTable 4.7-4

ANO-1 Release Severity Grouping

I CS E R Re hEn te Se ry

BP-E6B 1.00E+00 3.89E-01 3.43E-01 2.58E-01 1.16E-03 L
'

E4-R 1.00E+00 3.85E 01 3.05E-01 2.60E-01 8.80E-04 L
E2-R 1.00E 40 233E-01 1.95E-01 7.63E-02 8.80E-04 L
BP-D4B 9.20E-01 232E-01 2.29E-01 6.05E-02 1.16E-03 L :
D2 R 9.20E-01 2.28E-01 1.91E-01 632E-02 8.80E-04 L
BP-E5B 1.00E+00 2.23E-01 2.25E-01 6.56E-02 1.14E-03 L
BP-D3B 9.20E-01 2.18E-01 2.21E-01 5.86E-02 1.14E-03 L
E6-R 1.00E+00 1.91E-01 130E-01 1.71E-01 3.44E-03 L
E4-L 1.00E+00 935E-02 739E-02 7.11E-02 2.13E-04
D4-R 9.41E-01 7.54E-02 4.70E-02 2.60E-02 3.44E-03 L
ES-R 1.00E+00 6.01E-02 3.94E-02 2.87E-02 3.41E-03
E2-L 1.00E+00 5.72E-02 4.78E-02 1.90E-02 2.13E-04
D3-R 9.41E-01 5.62E-02 3.66E-02 236E-02 3.41E-03
D2-L 9.20E-01 5.60E-02 4.69E-02 1.52E-02 2.13E-04
E6.L 1.00E+00 4.77E-02 3.23E-02 4.73E-02 830E-04
BP-E6A 8.24E 01 2.84E-02 2.60E-02 2.43E-02 1.42E-04
A4 9.20E-01 2.73E-02 230E-02 7.62E-03 1.06E-G4
BP-D4A 7.44E-01 2.47E-02 234E-02 1.53E-02 1.42E-04
C4-R I.00E+00 2.12E-02 1.63E-02 3.03E-02 334E-05 '

C4-L 1.00E+00 2.12E-02 1.63E-02 3.03E-02 334E 05
BP-ESA 8.24E-01 2.12E-02 2 I F -02 1.54E-02 138E-04
BP-D3A 7.44E-01 2.10E-02 2.1.2-02 1.51E-02 138E-04
D4-L 9.41E-01 2.02E-02 1.25E-02 6.27E-03 830E-04
C6-R 1.00E+00 1.53E-02 1.04E-02 2.81E-02 2.83E-06 i

C6-L 1.00E+00 1.53E-02 1.04E-02 2.81E-02 2.83E-06
E3-R 1.00E+00 1.10E-02 8.57E 03 8.61E-03 2.20E-05
El-R 1.00E+00 1.10E-02 8.57E-03 8.61E-03 2.20E-05
C2-R 1.00E+00 1.03E-02 8.45E-03 4.26E-03 334E 05
C2-L 1.00E+00 1.03E-02 8.45E-03 4.26E-03 334E-05
B2-L 9.20E-01 9.96E-03 8.18E-03 2.40E-03 334E-05 f
B4-L 9.20E-01 9.96E-03 8.18E-03 2.40E-03 334E-05 L

B4-R 9.20E-01 9.96E-03 8.18E-03 2.40E-03 334E-05
B2-R 9.20E-01 9.96E-03 8.18E-03 2.40E-03 334E-05
ES-L 1.00E+00 636E-03 3.63E-03 2.71E-03 1.00E-05
D1-R 9.20E-01 5.70E-03 4.79E-03 1.58E-03 2.20E-05
D3-L 9.20E-01 5.11E-03 2.73E-03 7.19E-04 1.00E-05
A2 9.20E-01 4.29E-03 3.61E-03 1.20E-03 1.67E 05
B6-R 9.20E-01 4.04E-03 2.29E-03 2.03E-04 2.83E-06
B6-L 9.20E-01 4.04E-03 2.29E-03 2.03E-04 2.83E-06

,

El-L 1.00E+00 2.66E-03 2.08E-03 237E-03 531E-06 !
E3-L 1.00E+00 2.66E-03 2.08E-03 237E-03 531E-06 i

DI L 9.20E-01 1.41E-03 1.18E-03 3.81E-04 531E-06 I

C5-L 1.00E+00 1.26E-03 7.46E-04 1.11E-03 1.57E-06 ,

C5-R 1.00E+00 1.26E-03 736E-04 1.11E-03 1.57E-06

i

I

i
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Table 4.7-4 (Continued)
:

ANO-1 Release Severity Grouping i
!

I
'

?

IEn te Se erity
'

B5-L 9.20E-01 8.82E-04 4.76E-04 1.13E-04 1.57E 06
B5-R 9.20E-01 8.82E-04 4.76E44 1.13E 04 1.57E-06 !
A3 9.20E-01 6.83E-04 5.74E-04 1.91E-04 2.66E-06 |

Cl-R 1.00E+00 639E-04 4.85E-04 1.06E-03 835E-07 I
Cl-L 1.00E+00 639E & 4.85E44 1.06E-03 835E-07 'i
C3-L 1.00E@ 639E-04 4.85E 04 1.06E-03 835E-07
C3-R 1.00E+00 639E-04 4.85E-04 1.06E-03 835E-07
B3-R 9.20E-01 2.64E45 2.15E-04 5.99E-05 835E-07 I
B3-L 9.20E-01 2.64E44 2.15E-05 5.99E-05 835E-07 :

tB1 9.20E-01 2.64E-04 2.15E-04. 5.99E-05 835E-07
A1 9.20E-01 1.07E-04 9.02E-05 2.99E-05 4.17E-07 j

[gjegories of Release Severity i
L... Large j

i
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Figure 4.7-1 Core Fission Product Release Paths :

Core Fission Product Release Paths
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4.8 SENSITIVITIES IN CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE QUANTIFICATION

'Ihis section of the report provides the results of sensitivity analyses performed on selected
severe accident phenomenological issues. These issues were chosen on the basis of
uncertainty in phenomena as identified in NUREG 1335 consistent with the Generic Lener
requirements.

.

The following issues were selected for the ANO-1 Level-2 sensitivity analysis:

In-Vessel Coolability Ossue 1);.
,

Induced Rupture of the Primary System Ossue 2);.

DCH, HPAE and Early Hydrogen Bum Ioads (Issue 3);*

Hydrogen Ignition and Resulting Pressure Load Ossue 4);.

Reactor Building Failure Pressure Ossue 5);.

High Temperature Effects on Reducing the Reactor Building Failure Pressure.

Ossue 6);

T'NO Ex-Vessel Debris Coolability Ossue 7);-

In Core Instrument Tunnel Hatch Closure Effects Ossue 8);.

AC Power Recovery Ossue 9);*

Impingement of the Reactor Building Liner at Vessel Failure Ossue 10);.

Ex Vessel Steam Explosions Ossue 11);.

Impulse Load on the Reactor Building Wall at Vessel Failure Ossue 12).*
,

Non-Condensable Gas Generation Ossue 13).

These issues were identified for the sensitivity analysis based on their perceived importance to
the ANO-reactor building response. The sensitivity of an issue is measured in terms of the
calculated range about the mean value for the figure of merit selected. -

The sensitivity analyses were performed by identifying model parameters associated with each
of these issues in the ANO-1 Containment Event Tree (CET), selecting extreme probability
values for these basic events, requantifying the CET logic, and assessing the impact on an j

(~') appropriate consequence figure of merit, typically chosen to be early or late containment
failure. The probability values assigned were either one or zero, unless the extreme valuesv
were bounded by the probability distribution of the underlying phenomena. In which case, the

4.8-1
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assigned pmbabilities reflected the limits of this distribution (for example the reactor buddmg
fragility curve). A value of one implies cenainty and signifies the highest impact on the figure
of merit. Conversely, a value of zero implies the event does not occur, and signifies the-
m:oumum risk reduction (or risk achievement, if the effect is undesirable) afforded by the ,
phenomena. The extreme values used in the sensitivity analyses are compared against the
Wh values in Table 4.8-1.

Any number of figures of merit can be used to measure the importance of each issue.
Typically, early containment failure (CFE) was selected as a figure of merit (CFE is the sum of
all D and E end states,3.03E-6), because it has a significant impact on the magnitude and
effect of fission product releases from the reactor building. Other figures of merit include late
containment failure (CFL is the sum of all A, B, and C end states,5.99E-6) and the formation
of a coolable debris bed which implies whether or not CCI is occurring (CCI is the sum of C
and E end states,6.87E-6). Total containment failure was also considered (CF is the sum of
CFE and CFL,9.02E-6). Dese were selected as deemed appropriate for the specific issue
being exammed.

Each issue, the Level-2 basic events which relate to it, their variation, and the impact of their
variation are discussed in Sections 4.8.1 through 4.8.13. Results of the sensitivity analysis are
presented in Section 4.8.14. References follow this section.

G14.8.1 In Vessel Coolability (Issue 1)

This issue addresses the effect of forming a coolable debris configuration in-vessel on the
likelihood of an early containment failure (CFE). Given that core damage has occurred, the
establishment of a long-term stable state in the vessel requires the recovery of core cooling
soon enough to aven vessel failure.

Event REC accounts for the likelihood of a timely recovery of core cooling. Even if REC is
successful, the baseline model assumes that in-vessel debris bed may be inherently uncoolable.
Thus, event PRCOOLDBIV was set to 0.1 in the baseline model. To evaluate the sensitivity
of this issue, event PRCOOLDBIV was set to zero and then set to one, as shown in Table
4.8-1. The effect of this on the early reactor building failure frequency is presented as Issue 1
in Figure 4.8-1. As can be seen in this figure, if no credit was taken for recovering in-vessel,
the early containment failure (CFE) probability increases a factor of 1.02 from the baseline
value and if full credit is taken for in-vessel recovery the CFE probability decreases by a
negligible factor fmm the baseline value.

6

The result is an anifact of the relatively low assumed probability for successful
depressurization (DP) or successful coolant injection recovery (REC) following a core ,

damage event.

4.8.2 Induced Ruoture of the Primary Svstem (Issue 2)
,

his issue focuses on the imponance of severe accident-induced creep ruptures of the RCS
pressure boundary. These failures may be induced by high temperatures in the hot leg nozz.les :

.

4.8-2
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and piping or in the surge line to the pressurizer, they are most likely for high-RCS-pressure
sequences. Effects of Issue 2 were assessed on both early containment failure (CFE) and on
total containment failure (i.e., both early (CFE) and late (CFL) containment failure).

RCS failure depressurizes the reactor vessel during core damage. His can avert vessel failure
if the core damage is due to a failure to depressurize the RCS, given an injection system is
operable but unable to inject due to the high RCS pressure condition. De RCS failure may
depressunze the RCS and allow the operable injection system to cool the core debris prior to
vessel failure. A low RCS pressure condition prior to vessel breach has several implication on
challenges to the reactor building integrity. Pressure loads are reduced since HPME is
precluded. However, other failure mechanisms such as liner impingement (for dry cavity) and
ex-vessel steam explosion and impulse load on the reactor building wall (for wet cavity) are
still viable challenges to the reactor building integrity. (In certain PDSs, they become more
important.) He use of the total reactor building failure as the figure of merit in this
uncertainty issue, provides a measure of the impact of HPME on early reactor building failure
and the impact of the attendant dispersal mechanism on debris coolability and late reactor
building failure.

Three basic events in the ANO-2 CET logic affect the probability of a severe accident-induced
hot leg failure: PRHLSLOK, PRHLSLOK1, and PRHLSLOK2. These events are described
in Figure 4.6-5. Their nominal and extreme values are prmided in Table 4.8-1. The "high"

( values assume that the hot legs remain intact; the " low" values assume that the hot legs fail.

De effect of assuming that the hot legs remain intact is to decrease the nominal early
containment failure (CFE) frequencj estimate by about 32%. Conversely,if the hot legs are
assumed to fail, the CFE frequency increases 75%. This is contrary to most plants, where an
induced depressurization may help avoid early reactor building failure. This is due to ANO-l's
cavity configuration, that may allow the debris to directly contact the reactor building liner,
and lead to an early failure. Sequences with low RCS pressure and a dry casity at vessel
failure can lead to early reactor building failure due to debris impingement against the reactor
building liner. This failure mode is more likely than the early reactor building failures due to
HPME or an EVSE. For high RCS pressure cases the cavity is assumed to be dry if sprays

'
are not actuated and ECCS was not successful at injection. Hence, for most high pressure

sequences the cavity is dry.

He total reactor building failure frequency also increases if the hot legs fail and the RCS
depressurizes. Total failures increase 77%, due to the fact that it is more likely a non-coolable
debris bed will form ex vessel if the RCS fails at low pressure. This could lead to basemat
melt through, or overpressurization due to non-condensable gas generation or hydrogen
burning. Dese results are provided in Figure 4.8-1. |

!
1

4.8.3 DCH HPhE and Early Hydrocen Burn Irads assue %

his issue assesses the sensitivity associated with the effect of the High Pressure Melt Ejection i

(HPME), Direct Containment Heating (DCH), and early hydrogen burn phenomena on early |
1

~
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containment failure (CFE), i.e., the pmbability of reactor building failure at the time of vessel
failure. As in the baseline model, these phenomena are treated together in this sensitivity
issue. These phenomena were grouped together, because of the interactions which occur
during high pressure melt discharge from the vessel, the individual contributions were not
modeled. Furthermore, the individual contributions do not necessarily add up to the total
pressure load. His is consistent with NUREG/CR-4551 expert clicitation (Reference 1).

Sections 4.2 and 4.6 describe how the pressure rise at vessel failure was calculated. As
described in Section 4.6, the calculated reactor building pressure load was compared to the
assumed reactor building fragility curve to determine the probability of early containment
failure (CFE). In the baseline analysis,it was assumed that 10% of the vessel failures wouldi

create a "large hole" in the vessel, resulting in a high reactor building pressure rise nt vessel
failure. A "small hole" was assumed for the balance of vessel failures.

4

The baseline pressure rise calculation was based on the mean values used in the Surry
NUREG- 1150 study. Three basic events in the CET were varied in the sensitivity analysis:
PRDCP-PULT, PRWCP-PULT, and PRCP-PULTL. He relationships of these events are
illustrated in F;gure 4.6-8. Tneir nominal and extreme values are provided in Table 4.8-1.
Their nominal probabilities are based NUREG/CR-4551 information. Note that because the
first two events are PDS-dependent, the table provides their values for each PDS. The PDS-
dependent values for PRDCP-PULT are represented by PRDCPPULIF, PRDCPPULIN,
PRDCPPUL2F, PRDCPPUL3F, PRDCPPUL3N and PRDCPPUL4F. The PDS-dependent
values for PRWCP-PULT are represented by PRWCPPUL2F, PRWCPPUL2N,
PRWCPPULAF, and PRWCPPUL4N. Consistent with the nomenclature used in this study,
the last two characters in each name specifies its associated PDS conditions. De 9th
character is the CD bin (i.e.1,2,.. 6), while character 10 is F if fans operate, and N if neither
rprays nor fans operate.

In the sensitivity study, the reactor building pressure rise at vessel failure was calculated for
the 5% and 95% confidence limits. These two values vary from the nominal pressure rise,
which was based on a median pressure rise, i.e., the pressure rise associated with the 50%

|

confidence level. For each PDS, the values obtained for the pressure rise were compared to |
the reactor building fragility curve to determine the probability of reactor building failure.
Dese results were used to produce a "high" and " low" estimate for the CFE frequency. The
results of this calculation are presented in Figure 4.8-1.

These results show that the CFE frequency increases by a factor of 6.9 if a high reactor
building pressure rise at vessel failure is assumed; the CFE frequency has a negligible
decreases if the low pressure rise is assumed. This result pmvides a measure of the sensitivity
of the CET logic models to this issue. The low reduction of the baseline implies that the
median estimates are sufficiently close to the 5th percentiles, that the likelihood of early
reactor building failure given core damage was essentially unchanged.

O
1
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4.8.4 Hvdmgen Icnition and Resulting Pressure Irad (Issue 4)

The sensitivity of early containment failure (CFE) due to hydroge.1 burmng was assessed
above in Issue 3. Issue 4 addresses the sensitivity of hydmgen burning on late containment
failure (CFL). In the baseline model, three basic events account for the possibility of ignition
of hydmgen after vessel failure: PRPRHB2, PRHB3, and PRHB4. Hydrogen burmng
calculations as described in Section 4.2 were performed to determine the pressure load on the ,

reactor building if a burn did occur. Three basic events account for the possibility of reactor
building failure, given a burn occurs: PRPPa, PRPR3, and PRPR4. He two groups of |

cvents are treated as individual issues in this study.

Event PRPRHB2 in conjunction with PRPR2 models hydrogen burns which occur after vessel
failure but prior to the onset of core concrete interaction (CCI). Generally, these bums were
not expected to cause reactor building failure in the baschne model due to the low hydmgen
concentrations obtained without subsequent hydrogen generation from CCI. This case is only
applicable for Station Blackout (SBO) sequences in which AC power is recovered prior to
CCI allowing the sprays to operate.

Event PRHB3 in conjunction with PRPR3 models hydrogen bums which occur after vessel
failure and after the onset of CCI. In this situation, because the reactor building pressure is
likely to be high due to non-condensable gas pressurization, these bums are expected to be
significant reactor building overpressurization challenges. His case is only applicable for
SBO conditions in which AC power is recovered after CCI, but prior to the mission time (24
hours), which allows the sprays to operate removing the steam-inerted condition.

Event PRHB4 with PRPR4 models hydmgen burns after pmlonged CCI. This case like
PRPRHB2 and PRHB3 is applicable for SBO cases when AC power is recovered late
(PRHB41 and PRPR4T). But, is also considered for other sequences in which the sprays and

fan coolers are not available (PRHB42).

1. If either fan cooling or reactor building spray systems operate after vessel failure,
the reactor building pressure is expected to be well below its failure pressure
during this period. Although the reactor building is not steam-inerted and an
extended series of small bums is expected. Dese burns are not likely to lead to |

reactor building failure, because the pressure rise during these bums is small. In i

addition, since the energy of combustion is released relatively slowly, reactor :

building heat sinks are expected to absorb it. This will result in a slow reactor
building pressurization rate. |

2. If the reactor building sprays and fan coolers are not available, the steam-inerted !

conditions in the reactor building will eventually be removed, following significant |
CCI. This could result in a hydmgen burn. PRPR4T, PRPR4S and PRPR4L are
used to model the probability of the containment failure for a transient, and small
and large break LOCA sequences in which the fans and coolers are not available.

|
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ne baseline probabilities of events related to whether or not ignition occurs, PRPRHB2,
PRHB3, and PRHB41 were based on NUREG/CR-4551 infonnation. The probabilities of
reactor building failing due to a burn, PRPR2, PRPR3, and PRPR4, where determined by
calculations described in section 4.2. In addition, it was assumed in certain cases where the
reactor building was expected to be inert that buming occurred. These " forced burn" .

calculations were performed to bound the potential pressure loads. The reactor buildmg
failure probabilities are based on the estimated pressure loads and the reactor building
fragiliy curve.

To investigate the sensitivity of hydrogen ignition to CFL, the three late ignition events,
PRPRHB2, PRHB3, and PRHB4, were varied between 0 and I, as shown in Table 4.8-1.
This approach addmsses the issue of a burn occurring or not; it does not assess the pressure
rise due to the burn or the reactor building fragility curve. The sensitivity of hydrogen ignition
on late reactor building failure is provided in Figure 4.8-1. As depicted in the figure, i'
ignition is cenain to occur, the late reactor building failures increase by a factor of 1.74. If
ignition does not occur, late reactor building failures are reduced 6%.

To investigate the sensitivity of the resulting pressure due to a hydrogen burn on CFL, the
three events related to reactor building failure given a bum occurs, PRPR2, PRPR3, and
PRPR4, were varied between 0 and 1, as shown in Table 4.8-1. These values are consistent
with the 5% and 95% confidence limits on the reactor building fragility curve discussed below
in Issue 5; except for PRPR2 which was set to 1.0 for the "high" probability case regardless of g
the reactor building capacity. This approach addresses the issue of reactor building failure
given a bum occurs, not whether or not the burn occurs. The sensitisity of CFL to this issue
is shown in Figure 4.8-1. The figure shows that if the reactor building were certam to fail
following a burn, CFL would increase by a factor of 2.82. If reactor building did not fail due
to the pressure associated with a bum, CFL would decrease by 6%.

These results show that while the moders sensitivity to hydrogen burn is not negligible, it is
not highly sensitive to this issue either.

4.8.5 Reactor Buildine Failure Pressure (Issue 5)

His issue exammes the effect of the assumed ANO-1 reactor building pressure capacity on
the assessed total reactor building failure frequency. One of the most important factors
related to the maintenance of reactor building integrity during a severe accident is its failure
pressure. Section 4.4 describes the development of a best-estimate value for the ANO-1
reactor building failure pressure. A fragility curve was used in the CET quantification process
to account for uncertainty associated with this point-estimate value for the reactor buildmg
failure pressure. his curve is based on the Surry NUREG/CR-4551 study and its use,
described in Section 4.6, is consistent with the NUREG/CR-4551 methods. The point
estimate failure pressure was assumed to be the median value.

O
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b Although use of the fragility curve implicitly accounts for uncertainty in the estimated reactor
building failure pressure, an additional sensitivity analysis was performed in order to obtain an
additional measure of the effect of varying the reactor building failure pressure.

The sensitivity analysis was conducted as follows. The "high" pmbability of reactor building
faihue was assessed by assuming that the reactor buildmg pressure associated with the 5%
confidence limit on the fragility curve results in reactor building failure; below that presst're
the reactor building was assumed to remam intact. The " low" probability of reactor buildmg
failure assumed that the reactor building failed at the 95% cx>nfidence limit on the fragility
curve; reactor building integrity remained intact below that pressure. Total reactor building .

failure, i.e., the sum of CFE and CFL, was used as the figure of merit.

The results of this sensitivity analysis are provided on Figure 4.8-1. Dese results indicate that
the frequency of total reactor building failure are somewhat sensitive to the assumed reactor
building failure pressure: the baseline vaded about by a factor of 1.73 for the "high" case, but
was reduced by only a factor of 0.89 for the " low" cases.

4.8.6 Hich Temnerature Effects on Reducing the Reactor Building Failure Pressure Gssue 6)

This issue examines the sensitivity of the assessed ANO-1 late reactor building failure
frequency to high temperature reactor building failure mechanisms. High temperature

( conditions can degrade sealant materials used to maintain integrity of the reactor bailding
penetrations. Their degradation effectively reduces their failure pressure and thus can reduces

the reactor building failure pressure.

In this sensitivity analysis it was assumed that temperatures high enough to cause seal material
degradation was possible on.y if there was an extended CCI. Reactor building temperatures at
saturated conditions are not considered sufficient to fail the seal materials; but higher
temperatures can be obtained during CCI due to the hot gases being generated. These
temperatures may cause the seals to fail.

The event PRTEMP was used to conduct the sensitivity analysis. The probability of this event i

was varied from its nominal value to zem and unity, as shown in Table 4.8-1. The results of
this variation are provided in Figtue 4.8-1. Dese results indicate that the CFL frequency
increases by a factor of 3.41 if reactor building temperature conditions during a severe
accident involving long-term CCI in a dry reactor building are always high enough to cause ,

reactor building failure (PRTEMP=1). On the other hand,if high temperature is ewmded as a
contributor to reactor building failure (PRTEMP=0), the CFL failure probability decreases by
about 7%. I

I
4.8.7 Ex-Vessel Debris Coolability Ossue 7)

The ex-vessel debris coolability issue is similar in nature to the in-vessel coolability issue

p (Issue 1) described in Section 4.8.1. It examines the importance of the formation of a

d coolable debris bed on CCI and on late reactor building failure.

4.8-7
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ne ANO-1 CET baseline model assumes that a non-coolable debris bed will occur absent an
overlying pool. On the other hand, even if an overlying water pool is present, an impervious
crust may form on the debiis, preventing pool water fmm penetrating and cooling the debris.
CCI will occur in either case. De effects of CCI include reactor building overpressurization -
and failure due to non-condensable gas generation and the ex-vessel release of tellurium and
stmntium.

Events PRCDB-HP, PRCDB-LPNS, and PRCDB-LPSE define the probability that a coolable
debris bed will not form in the presence of sufficient water. The first of these events applies to
the situation in which a HPME occurs; the other two apply for the case in which the vessel
failure occurs at low RCS pressure. PRCDB-LPSE applies for the case in which an ex-vessel
steam explosion (EVSE) occurs; PRCDB-LPNS applies for the case in which an EVSE does
not occur. He occurrence of a HPME or an EVSE affects the debris coolability, because
these events can eject core debris from the cavity. It is assumed that significant CCI was
possible only in the cavity due to the depth of the debris bed there.

The three events were varied from their nominal values to zero and one, as shown in Table
4.8-1. The effect of their variation on the CCI and CFL frequencies is presented in Figure
4.8-L De results of this sensitivity analysis indicate that CFL is relatively insensitive to
debris bed Coolability. If it is assumed that the debris is cenainly coolable given that water is
available, then the probability of CCI is decreased by 23%. And, as expected, late reactor

,

building failures decrease by 14%. Conversely, assuming that coolable debris beds are not
possible results in an increase in CCI occunences by a factor of 1.62 and an increase in the
CFL frequency by a factor of 1.36.

4.8.8 In-Core Instrument Tunnel Hatch Closure Effect (Issue 8)

This issue examines the effect of the In Core Instrument Tunnel hatch being closed on the
occurrence of CFE (issue 8A) and CFL (issue 8B). The subject hatch is currently propped
open to allow water to freely flow into the cavity from the outer reactor building. There are a
number of phenomena that are related to water being in the cavity: CCI, liner impingement,
and EVSE. While water can help prevent CCI and liner impingement from occurring, it is
necessary for an EVSE to occur. It should be noted that water from the sprays will be in the
cavity regardless of the position of the hatch. His is therefore related to PDSs with no
sprays, but BWST has been injected so water is in the outer reactor building region. In the
baseline quantification, it was assumed this hatch would be open. For the sensitivity it was
assumed the hatch was closed.

He results of this sensitivity case are pmvided on Figure 4.8-1. As can be seen in the figure,
the occurrence of CFE is somewhat sensitive to the hatch being open. If the hatch is closed,
and the only water available in the cavity is from sprays (if injected prior to vessel failure),
CFE decreases by 49%. This is due to the fact that with water in the cavity, an EVSE could
fail the reactor building due to an impulse loading on the reactor building wall. While it is
expected that the pressure challenges due to DCH effects without water are greater than with h
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C water, this pressure challenge is secondary to the impulse loading the way it has been
modeled.

The effects on CFL are opposite if the hatch prevents water flow into the cavity. For this
case, water is necessary to prevent CCI from occurring. If CCI occurs, the reactor buildmg

,

could be challenged by non condensable gas generation, hydrogen burns, and basemat melt
through. Even with these additional challenges, the model is relatively insensitive. CFL
increased only by a factor of 1.20 if the hatch were closed.

4.8.9 AC Power Recoverv Gssue 9)

For station blackout sequences, which are the dominant contributor to core damage for ANO- '

1, recovery was modeled for three time periods: before vessel failure, after vessel failure but
before debris dryout, and after debris dryout. The basic events SACPOWER, SACSPREC,
and SACSPRECL account for the three time periods. A PDS dependency on reactor building
isolation success is noted by an I or U for isolated or unisolated, respectively. For the
sensitivity cases it was assumed AC power remains failed throughout the accident, and the
effect on the total containment failure (CFE and CFL) frequency examined. Table 4.8-1
shows the baseline and sensitivity values for the basic events.

The results of this issue are shown in Figure 4.8-1. As can be seen in the figure,if AC power
is not recovered at all, the reactor building failure frequency increases by a factor of 1.58.

q This shows that the survivability of the reactor building is relatively insensitive to power
recovery. What is not exammed here is the risk, however. While the total failures increased
only slightly for this issue, it is expected that more failures that include CCI and vessel failure
occur than for the basecase.

It should be noted that for a small fraction of the SBO cases in which offsite power was
. recovered in the I.evel I to Level 2 recovery factors (SACPOWER, SACSPREC, and

SACSPRECL), a total loss of service water was also a contributor to the core damage '

sequence. Hence, offsite power recovery will not restore ECCS and reactor buildmg sprays
and cooling as was assumed in the CETs. Due to this fraction being small and the uncertainty
evaluation showing a small sensitivity to the power recovery factors, the baseline results are
not significantly affected.

4.8.10 Impingemant of the Reactor Building Liner at Vessel Failure assue 10)

This issue is related to a reactor building failure mode that occurs at vessel breach and was
evaluated relative to its impact on the early containment failure probability. The ANO-1 in-
core instrumentation tunnel extends from the reactor cavity to the reactor building util-
basemat floorjunction. At this point, the liner is not embedded in concrete, unlike the liner on
the reactor building floor (basemat). Because of this, there is a likelihood that the molten
debris will impinge the reactor building, causing meltthrough. Three basic events are used to

,- quantify this issue: PRIMPINGHW, PRIMPINGLD, and PRIMPINGLW, for high-RCS-
( pressure ejection, low pressure discharge into a dry cavity, and low pressure discharge into a

wet cavity, respectively.

|
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he sensitivity of the CET model to this phenomenon was investigated by setting the three
basic events to either one or zero, as shown in Table 4.8-1. The integrated model is
requantified, with the results shown in Figure 4.8-1 (see Issue 10). If it was assumed that
impingement was impossible (the " low probability value"), early reactor building failures
decreased by 35%. If it is assumed that impingement definitely occurred, however, ("high
probability value"), early reactor building failures increase by a factor of 14.4. His is a large
increase, and can be attributed to the fact that if water is available in the cavity, a small
probability of impingem nt was used for the baseline quantification. Asigning a high
probability value, neglected the impact of the water in the cavity. That is, despite trniten
debris cooling during transport, it was assumed that liner melt through would always occur
due to the cavity-instrumentation tunnel geometry. This assumption, of course, is considered
very conservative, as there are physical processes that occur ensuring quenching of the detris,
thus precluding liner meltthrough.

4.8.11 Ex-Vessel Steam Emlosions Gstue 11)

This issue examines the phenomena of Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions (EVSE). An EVSE can
occur if water is in the cavity when the vessel fails. As mohen debris falls into the water, an
energetic event could occur that may fail the reactor building. If the reactor building does
survive the EVSE, however, the debris may be scattered throughout the reactor building and .

have a higher likelihood of being in a coolable configuration. '

The basic event that is used to model this phenomena, as shown in Table 4.8-1, is PREVSE.
For the sensitivity analysis, the probability value was varied from zero to one. Because an
EVSE can have adverse effects on early reactor building failures, but may reduce the
likelihood oflate failures, the likelihood of both were examined as figures of merit.

As shown in Figure 4.8-1, the early reactor building failure frequency is sensitive to this
phenomena. If an ex-vessel steam explosion was a negligible event, the early reactor building
failure frequency decreases by 53%. His is due to the failures caused by an impulse load to
the reactor building wall given an EVSE occurs. If an EVSE did not occur, there would be
no failure due to an impulse load. If an EVSE was a certain event, the early reactor building
failures would increase by a factor of 1.53. The significant reduction of early reactor building
failure probability (i.e., a reduction by as much as 53%) indicates that the impulse load failure
probability given EVSE is relatively high, hence should EVSE not occur, impulse failure will
not occur.

Late reactor building failures are much less sensitive to an EVSE occurring. As shown in
Figure 4.8-1, the effect on CFL of EVSE is an increase or decrease of 5%. This insensitivity ,

is attributed to the fact that there are many competing modes of reactor building failure. If no
EVSE occurs, the likelihood of failing due to basemat melt through is more likely, but
challenges are still present from over pressurization.

O
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4.8.12 Imnulse Imad on the Reactor Buildinc at Vessel Failure Osme 12)
1

This is related to the previous issue, in that an irnpulse that would fail the reactor building wall |
is only considered ciedible if an EVSE occurs. De in-core instrument tunnel at ANO-1 I

extends to the reactor bailding wall. While there is a pressure boundary wall between the
cavity and the wall, it is believed that an impulse load due to an EVSE may be strong enough
to fail the reactor building. ~

Two besic events are used to model this phenomena: IMPULSEL for low pressure cases, and
IMPULSEH for high pressure cases. De basic events were varied from rero to one, as
shown in Table 4.8-1, to investigate the model's sensitivity to this issue. Since the impulse is
directly related to CFE, early reactor building failures were examined. As can be seen in
Figure 4.8-1, the modelis sensitive to this issue. If the failures due to impulse were zero, the
early reactor building failures would be reduced by 53%. When the probability of an impulse
event failing the reactor building was set to one, the early failures increase by a factor of 3.4.
The significant reduction in early reactor building failure pmbability for this issue is consistent
with the 5ndings for early reactor building failure, given EVSE, discussed in Section 4.8.11.
The increase in the likelihood is also significant. De sensitivity of this issue (in either
direction) implies that for most of the dominant PDSs a wet cavity exists at vessel failure,
since this is the only condition required for EVSE to occur at a baseline probability of 0.50.

4.8.13 Non-Condensable Gas Generation Ossue 13)

This issue concems the generation of non-condensable gases that could ultimately cause the
pressure in reactor building to exceed the ultimate capacity, if CCI occurs (PRNCG-FAIL).
For the baseline study, the amount of non-condensable gas generated was calculated based on
a 24 hour mission time. He resulting pressure due to steaming and non-condensables was
then compared to the reactor building fragility curve to determine the pmbability of reactor
building failure.

His was included as a sensitivity issue to determine the effect of a longer mission time.
Instead of calculating a pressure after an extended time, however, the probabili;y of failing due
to non-condensable gas generation was set to zero and one given that CCI occurs. A
probability assignment of one serves as the bounding calculation. The resulting effect on late
reactor building failures is shown in Figure 4.8-1. As shown in the figure, the late reactor
building failure frequency doubles (2.08) if this failure mode is certain. Conversely, the
frequency drops 8% (a fraction of 0.92 of the baseline value) if his failure mode is nott
considered. The implication of the doubling of the failure probability, is related to the
spectrum of PDSs found to be dominant at ANO-1. Despite assuming that late reactor
building failure is a certainty, not all of the PDSs would result in CCI (due to formation of a
coolable debris bed and an overlying water pool). Dus,its impact is not significant.

4.8.14 Summary of Kev Sensitivity Issues
3(V Of the thirteen issues examined in this sensitivity study, the following nine showed an increase

or decrease by a factor of 2 or more:

|

|
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DCH, HPhE and Early Hydrogen Burn loads Effect on CFE Ossue 3);.

Hydrogen Ignition and Resulting Pressure Load Effects on CFL Ossue 4B);-

High Temperature Effect on Reducing the Reactor Building Failure Presrure-

Ossue 6)

In-Core Instrument Tunnel Hatch Closure Effects on CFE (Issue 8A);.

Impingement of the Reactor Building Liner at Vessel Failure Effect on CFE*

Ossue 10);

Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion Effect on CFE Gssue 11 A);*

Impulse load on the Reactor Building Wall at Vessel Failure Effect on CFE*

Ossue 12); and

'

Non-Condensable Gas Generation Effect on CFL Ossue 13)..

From the list above, the following showed an increase or decrease by a factor of 3 or more:

DCH, HPhE and Early Hydrogen Bum loads Effect on CFE Gssue 3);.

High Temperature Effect on Reducing the Reactor Building Failure Pressure.

Ossue 6)

Impingement of the Reactor Building Liner at Vessel Failure Effect on CFE-

Gssue 10); and

Impulse Load on the Reactor Building Wall at Vessel Failure Effect on CFE.

(Issue 12).

With the exception of issue 10, impingement, none of these issues affected the model by a
factor of 10 or more. While the model is somewhat sensitive to the issues listed above, it is
believed that the basecase values are reasonable and defensible. As noted in Section 4.8.10
the uncertainty evaluation on impingement neglected the impact of water in the cavity; hence
this factor is considered to be overly conservative.

4.8.15 References

1. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Evaluation of Severe Accident Risks. Surry
Unit 1. Vol 3. Parts 1 and 2. Rev.1. Washington,D.C.: Govemment Pdnting Office,
October 1990. NUREG/CR-4551.
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Table 4.8-1

ANO-1 LEVEL-2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS BASIC EVENT RANGES

Issue Basic Even: Nominal Low High 1

1 PRCOOLDBlV 0.1 0 1 .

2 PRHLSLOK 0.175 0 1

PRHLSLOK1 1.0 0 1

PRHLSLOK2 0.95 0 1

3 PRDCPPULIF 1.00E-4 0 .34

PRDCPPULIN 1.00E-4 0 .35

PRDCPPUL2F 1.00E-4 0 .29

PRWCPPUL2F 1.00E-4 0 .25

PRWCPPUL2N 1.00E-4 0 .41

PRDCPPUL3F 1.31E-4 0 .65

PRDCPPUL3N 1.06E-3 0 .85

PRDCPPUL4F 1.61E-4 0 .66

PRWCPPUL4F 1.00E-4 0 .42

PRWCPPUL4N 1.00E-4 0 .38

PRCP-PULTL 1.00E-4 0 1E-4

4A PRPRHB2 0.99 0 1

PRHB3 0.99 9 1

PRHB41 0.3 0 1

PRHB42 0.0 0 1 -

4B PRPR2 0.0 0 1

PRPR3 0.46 0 1

PRPR4T 0.46 0 1

PRPR45 0.45 0 1

PRPR4L 0.82 0 1

5 PRDCPPULIF 1.00E-4 0 0

PRDCPPULIN 1.00E-4 0 0
PRDCPPUL2P 1.00E-4 0 0
PRWCPPUL2F 1.00E-4 0 0

PRWCPPUL2N 1.00E-4 0 0
PRDCPPUL3F 1.31E-4 0 0
PRDCPPUL3N 1.06E-3 0 0
PRDCPPUL4F 1.61E-4 0 0
PRWCPPUL4F 1.00E-4 0 0

/~N PRWCPPUL4N 1.00E-4 0 0

O
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Table 4.8-1 (Continued)

ANO-1 LEVEL-2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS B ASIC EVENT RANGES

Isst.e Basic Event Nominal IAw -High
5 cont. PRCP-PULTL 1.00E-4 0 0

PRNCG-FAIL 0.07 0 1

PRPR4S 0.45 0 1

PRPR4L 0.82 0 1

PRPR4T 0.46 0 1

PRPR3 0.46 0 1

PRPR2 0 0 0
PRSTM-OCC 0.016 0 0

6 PRTEMP 0.0275 0 1

7 PRCDB-HP 0.2 0 1

PRCDB-LPNS 0.65 0 1

PRCDB-LPSE 0.2 0 1

8 PRNOV-FLOW 0 1

9 SACPWRSBOI 0.797 1

SACPWRSBOU 0.79 1

SACSPRSBOI 0.75 0
SACSPRSBOU 0.75 0
SACSPLSBOI 0.045 0
SACSPLSBOU 0.041 0

10 PRBiPINGHW 5.00E-5 0 1

PRBiPINGLD 0.2 0 1

PRBiP'NGLW 5.00E-5 0 1

11 PREVSE 0.5 0 1

12 BIPULSEL 0.005 0 1

BiPULSEH 0.2 0 1

13 PRNCG-FAIL 0.07 0 1

9
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'w/ Figure 4.8-1 Relative Change in Figure of Medt Due to Change in 12 vel-2 Parameter
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ISSUE NUMBER

Issue Isse and Figure of Merit Nominal Fract. Change
Number Frequency Low High
1 In-Vessel Coolability Effe:t on CFE 3.03E-06 1.00 1.02
2A Induced Rupture of the Pri nary System Effect on CFE 3.03E-06 1.75 0.68
2B Induced Rupture of the '/rimary System Effect on total 9.02E-06 1.77 0.80

Cont. Fail.
3 DCH, HPAE, H2 Buming Effect on CFE 3.03E-06 1.00 6.90
4A Hydrogen Ignition Effect on CFL 5.99E-06 0.94 1.74
4B Pressure Due to H2 Bum Fails Containment Effect on 5.99E-06 0.94 2.82

CFL
5 Containment Failure Pressure Effect on Total CF 9.02E-06 0.89 1.73
6 Cont. Failure Due to High Temp. Effect on CFL 5.99E-06 0.93 3.41
7A Ex-Vessel Debris Coolability Effect on CCI 6.87E-06 0.77 .1.62
7B Ex-Vessel Debds Coolability Effect on CFL 5.99E-06 0.86 1.36
8A In-Core Instrument Tunnel Hatch Closure Effect on CFE 3.03E-06 1.00 0.51
8B In-Core Instrument Tunnel Hatch Closure Effect on CFL 5.99E-06 1.00 1.20
9 AC Power Recovery Effect on Total CF 9.02E-06 1.00 1.58
10 Impingement Effect on CFE 3.03E-06 0.65 14.40
IIA Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion Effect on CFE 3.03E-06 0.47 1.53

(g) 11B Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion Effect on CFL 5.99E-06 1.05 0.95
'

12 Impulse Event Effect on CFE 3.03E-06 0.47 3.40
13 Non-Condensable Gas Generation Effect on CFL 5.99E-06 0.92 2.08

4.8-15
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b- 4.9 BACK-END RESULTS AND SCREENING

nis section provides an overview of the results of the severe accident pmgression analysis
conducted for ANO-1, summarizes the results, and provides general conclusions relative to
the reactor building pe.-formance analysis. The analysis was performed within the framework
of the containment event trees (CETs). De use of the CETs provides the flexibility to ;
quantify the likelihood of reactor building challenges of a spectrum of core damage sequences
that could lead to failure and their associated radioactivity releases.

4.9.1 12 vel-2 Annmach

A limited-scope Level-2 analysis was performed as part of the ANO-1 PRA/IPE. The overall
methodology is consistent with the NSAC Generic Framework for IPE Back-End Analysis, as
reported in NSAC/159. In this "back-end" portion of the ANO-1 PRA, existing reference i

plant analyses and scoping calculations were utilized as the principal means of assessing the
ANO-1 reactor building response to severe accident conditions. ANO-1 specific features
were considered in the analysis via 1) explicit definitions of the core damage sequence
characteristics and plant damage states,2) development of plant-specific containment event
tree models and 3) quantification of the containment logic models by examination of the plant-
specific reactor building response to severe accident conditions, extrapolating from existing
information to the ANO-1 plant. Plant-specific features were considered in the analysis of the
potential challenges to reactor building integrity and in the determination of the conditional

( pmbability of reactor building failure. These plant-specific features include existing
'

components, systems, structures, and operating procedures.

The level 2 analysis consisted of the following elements:

Accident Progression Analysis,.

Plant Damage State (PDS) Binning,.

Containment Failure Characterization,.

Radionuclide Release Characterization.

Containment Event Trees (CETs),.

CET Quantification,.

Sensitivity Analysis,and.

Application of NRC screening criteria..

g
V
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4.9.2 PDS Results

The dominant Plant Damage States (PDSs) identified for ANO-1 included station blackout,
transient-initiated, and small LOCA core damage sequences (see Figure 4.9-1).

He highest frequency PDSs include:

PDS Frequencv/Rx yr - Description
SBOi 1.56E-5 Station Blackout
IICI 9.33E-6 Small LOCA, late core melt, fans on, sprays

available late
IKi 4.68E-6 Small LOCA, early core melt, no

safeguards,

IIEi 3.76E-6 Small LOCA, late core melt, fans on, no
sprays

IIICi 2.98E-6 Transient event, early core melt, fans on,
sprays available late

IIIKi 2.94E-6 Transient event, early core melt, no
safeguards

IVCi 2.30E-6 Transient event, late core melt, fans on,
sprays availablelate

IEi 2.17E-6 Small LOCA, early core melt, fans on, no h
sprays

IVEi 1.55E-6 Transient event, late core melt, fans on, no
sprays

IIIEi 1.28E-6 Transient event, early core melt, fans on, no
sprays

1

The highest contributor is a station blackout sequence with successful reactor building
isolation. Loss of all power disables all the safeguards systems; however, there is a high
potential for power recovery after core damage. Thus, although the safeguards systems are
initially unavailable, subsequent power recovery would mitigate the severe accident, and likely
preclude reactor building failure.

Both high (-2500 psig) and medium (between -200 to -2500 psig) RCS pressure conditions
were predicted as the most likely states for ANO-1 severe accidents consistent with the level

I results. With the exception of SBOi, IKi and IIIKi sequences, most would involve operation
of the reactor building safeguards systems. These PDSs are not expected to lead to a large
release of fission products to the environment.

O
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De PDSs most likely to result in a large release fmm the reactor building included the
following (from Table 4.6-3): |

'
.

PDS Description ;

- a

SGTR Steam GeneratorTube Rupture, ;

IIIKi Transient, early core melt with failure of all |
isafeguards

IIIEi Transient, early core melt with failure of |

reactor building sprays j
!

IIEi Small LOCA late core melt, with failure of'

reactor building sprays |

IICI Small LOCA, late core nxit |

IVCi Transient, late core melt [
IVEi Transient, late core melt, with failure of j

reactor building sprays j

SBOu Station Blackout with failure to isolate !

SBOi Station Blackout

;

As expected, the PDSs that result in potentially large fission product rc eases to the |
~

environment involve reactor building bypass accidents (SGTR), loss of all reactor building
safeguards (K), failure of the sprays (E), or reactor building isolation failure (u). Dus, the ,

plant features most important to preventing and mitigating large releases are those that |

provide reactor building heat removal (reactor building coolers), fission product removal ,

(reactor building spray), and reactor building integrity (isolation system). Additionally, HCi j

and IVCi contributed to the large releases. These sequences have all the reactor buildmg !

safeguards features available, which leads to a flooded cavity and are vulnerable to early i
;

reactor building failure challenges from EVSE. Hence, the Level 2 phenomena resulted in
carly reactor building failure and spray failure for these sequences. (It should be noted that j

the EVSE loads 'on the reactor building liner is a very uncertain issue.) i
:
r

The isolation failure associated with SBOu is failure to close the isolation valves for the |
iradiation air monitoring leak detection system. De model assumes that the reactor building

will leak sufficiently due to the isolation failure and not pressurize the reactor building as to be

subsequently challenged catastrophically.
t

!

4.9.3 Containment Failure Characterization Results j
<

He potential failure modes for ANO-1 from severe accident reactor building challenges,
-

included the following: a) overpressure, b) high temperature, c) direct contact of molten
,

material, and d)EVSEimpulse loads.

O :

|

i
I
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Both global and local reactor building structural failure analyses were performed; and both
overpressure and overtemperature failure modes were considered. Additionally, the capability
of various penetrations to survive severe accident conditions were addressed. The most likely
reactor building failure mode was judged to be reactor building overpressurization. Liner-
tearing and subsequent leakage due to reactor building overpressurization was predicted at the
personnel hatch penetration. Liner tearing was predicted at a pressure of 1543 psig. A
catastrophic or rupture reactor building faihne mode is not likely under severe accident
conditions.

Two modes of potential non-overpressurization failure were identified: (1) thermal failure of
the liner at the reactor building wall basemat floorjun: tion for dry cavity conditions following
vessel breach and (2) impulse load failure at the same junction given ex-vessel steam
explosion. He two tailure modes are unlikely, but considered possible at ANO-1 due to the
design of the cavity and instrumentation tunnel chase design which allows flow of material
from the cavity to the outer reactor building wall. Both are considered early reactor building
failure contributors and are both candidates for further investigation. The ANO-1 cavity and
instrumentation design feature is unlike the reference PWR designs. It could under dry cavity
conditions, allow molten material to flow and contact the reactor building liner at the junction
of the reactor building wall and basemat floor. Thus, liner meltthrough by impingement and
direct contact with mohen material are considered potential failure modes and were found to
be very sensitive issues in Section 4.8. With a wet cavity the impulse load due to an ex-vessel
steam explosion or a missile generated as a result of the explosion could fail the reactor g,
building due to the exposure of the liner. This mode of failure was a dominate early reactor
building failure mode.

4.9.4 Fission Product Release Modes

Fission product estimates for the CET release modes were calculated for ANO-1 using the
CORSOR source term approximate method with input data from the NUREG-1150 Surry
calculations. The plant-specific features of the ANO-1 cavity design were not expected to
result in a significant fraction of molten material to participate in debris transport during high
pressure melt ejection (HPME) events. The large area available in the casity and
instrumentation tunnel chase would also lead to a relatively large area for CCI, should the
debris be uncoolable. These were considered in the source term parametric analysis of release
and mitigation.

Due to their impact on early fatalities, emphasis was placed on the magnitude and tirrdng of
Cesium (Cs) and Iodine (I) releases from the reactor building. Among the most significant
factors affecting their release from the reactor building during a severe accident are as follows:

Timing of reactor building failure,.

Mode of reactor building failure,.
,

Reactor building spray operation,. '

i
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O Reactor building isolation,=

Presence of a reactor building bypass path, and.

Scrubbing mechanisms in the bypass release path..

.

The results of the socree term calculations are pmvided in Table 4.7-4. The largest source
terms were determined to involve either one of the following severe accident conditions: ,

Early reactor building failure or reactor building isolation failure with.

the failure of the reactor building sprays and with a rupture reactor
building failure mode (E2-R, E4-R, E6-R, D2-R, and D4-R) and -

Reactor building bypass events without scrubbing mechanisms in the.

release path (BP-E6B, BP-E5B, BP-E4B, BP-D3B).

ANO-1 GT endstates resulting in either of these conditions were defined as a Large Release.
Note that early reactor building failure is defined as a reactor building failure which occurs
prior to or about the same time (or shortly after) as vessel failure and late reactor building
failure occurs significantly after vessel failure and concrete attack.

/'~N 4.9.5 ANO-1 CET and Dominant CET Endstates

The ANO-1 Containment Event Trees model the severe accident progression and reactor
building response for each Plant Damage State. Two GTs were developed in the ANO-1
Level-2 analysis, a " Generic" and " Bypass" CET. nese are shown in Figures 4.5-2 and 4.5-3,
respectively. Rese GTs consider the important phenomenological and systems-related
events identified in the NUREG-Il50 PWR accident progression analysis and in previous
PRAs. They also account for the risk-significant issues applicable to ANO-1. The GTs and
supporting logic trees account for the spectrum of potential release modes likely for the
dominant ANO-1 accident scenarios.

The Generic GT models accidents in which all fission products are initially released to the
reactor building; these fission products are released to the environment only if the reactor
building leaks or fails. His GT accounts for both isolated and unisolated reactor building
situations. The Bypass GT models accidents in which some or all fission products bypass the
reactor building on their path to the environment. This CET is used for the SGTR and
ISLOCA events. ISLOCA accident scenarios have very low frequencies (< IE-8) for ANO-1
and were screened out of the sequence quantification.

De quantification of the ANO-1 CETs involved the use of both event tree and fault tree
methods and the use of reference plant estimates, plant-specific information, simplified
calculational models, and comparative evaluations.

r
w
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The spectrum of release modes given core damage at ANO-1 is summarized in Figure 4.9-2.
The CET endstates were classified into one of seven general groups, that also provides a
measure of the source term magnitudes as follows:

NCF No containment failure;.

A Early or Late reactor building failure, no vessel failure;.

B Late reactor building failure, no core-concrete interaction.

(CCI);

C Late reactor building failure, CCI occurs;.

D Early reactor building failure, no CCI;*

i

E Early reactor building failure, CCI occurs; and I.

BP Reactor building bypass SGTR or ISLOCA.| .

A summary of the ANO-1 CET quantification results are provided in Table 4.6-3 and in
Figure 4.6-15. Both table and figure show the frequencies and dominate PDS contributions to
each CET end state group. The large release parts of the D, E, and BP groups are also I

separated fmm the balance of the CET release group for CET endstates D, E, and BP. g!
The CET quantification results provide the following insights regarding the ANO-1 reactor
building performance under severe accident conditions:

!
JThe ANO-1 reactor building is expected to remain intact for the.

majority (81.1%) of severe accidents;

Late reactor building failures were assessed for about 12.2% of ANO-1 ;.

severe accidents;

Early reactor building failure, i.e., severe accidents involving reactor.

building failure prior to or approximately coincident with vessel failure
(CET endstates A, D, and E) were expected in only 6.3% of severe
accidents;

Only 0.4% of severe accidents were assessed to bypass the ANO-1.

reactor building (CET endstate BP);

A large release is expected to occur in about 2.8% of all severe.

accidents;

Relatively few PDSs contribute to the majority of ANO-1 severee

accident risk. The Plant Damage States most likely to lead to a large .

4.9-6
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Oi
V release to the envimnment were identified as PDSs SGTR, IIIKi, IICI,

IIIEi, IIEi, IVCi, IVEi, SBOi and SBOu.

The ANO-1 reactor building was determined able to remain intact for.

:most postulated severe accidents, principally due to the operation of
the reactor building sprays, fan cooling, and reactor building isolation.
Large release events generally involved failure of these systems.

De various PDS contributors to the high-consequence CET end states (i.e., "BP", "D" and i

"E") are illustrated in Figure 4.9-3 and Tables 4.6-3 and 4.9-1. Dese endstates are further
classified without or with source term mitigation (i.e., large releases or others, receptively).

4.9.6 Summarv of Kev Sensitivity Issues

There were thirteen issues examined in this sensitivity study consistent with the NUREG-1335 .

'

recommendation. Of these, the following four issues were identified as having an impact (a
factor of at least three increase or decrease on the selected figure of merit), in order of
significance. The quantitative impact is measured in terms of the change in the figure of merit ,

about the baseline value.

Impingement of the Reactor Building Liner at Vessel Failure Effect on.

CFE (Issue 10)g
U' DCH, HPME and Early Hydrogen Bum leadr Effect on CFE (Issue 3).

High Temperature Effect on Reducing the Reactor Building Failure.

Pressure (Issue 6) .

Impulse Load on the Reactor Building Wall at Vessel Failure Effect on.

CFE (Issue 12)

4.9.7 Back-end Vulnerability Screenine Results

In order to identify potential reactor building response concerns, the ANO-1 CET endstate
group frequency results, as reported in Table 4.6-3, were compared with the ANO-1 IPE
back-end vulnerability screening review criteria, as showm in Table 3.7-6. This and the I.evel-
1 screening criteria, in Table 3.7-5, were adopted from NUMARC 91-04.

De definition of a plant specific vulnerability has been defined for the ANO-1 IPE as any.
condition satisfying the top evaluation category of either Table 3.7-5 or 3.7-6 that is not !

artificially increased by conservative assumptions regartling uneenain plant response or
phenomena.

Based on this comparison, no back-end vulnerabilities were identified for ANO-1. The basis

f) of this conclusion is as follows:
v
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he largest CET endstate group involving reactor building failure,e

endstate C, has a frequency of 5.64E-6/yr, this is less than the IE-5/yr
criterion.

He dominant large release CET endstate, endstate D, represents.

1.36% of the total CDF; this is less than the 10% criterion.

The largest CET endstate group involving reactor building failure,.

endstate C, represents 11.55% of the total CDF, this is less than the
20% of the total CDF criterion.

Although no back-end vulnerabilities were identified for ANO-1, several issaes relating to
the ANO-1 reactor building performance during a severe accident were noted as appropriate
for additional investigation. Rese include the following:

Liner impingement and thermal failure of the reactor building liner was.

identified as a vulnerability under dry cavity accident conditions. The
inherent design of the incore instrumentation tunnel for ANO-1 makes
the so called Liner Meltthrough failure mode a credible scenario.

The incore instrument tunnel also allows for potential EVSE loads to.

fail the reactor building early, when the cavity is wet. His issue like
the one above are highly uncertain events.

The most likely reactor building isolation failure following an SBO was.

assessed to be the failure of the radiation air monitoring leak detection

system. These valves were assumed to be normally open during power
operation.

Although not a high contributor to early reactor building failures, the.

single failure of the outboard hydrogen purge reactor building isolation
valves can result in reactor building failure.

The Cavity Personnel Hatch Door has a significant impact on two.

competing failure modes, liner impingement for dry cavity conditions,
and impulse load for wet cavity conditions, both of which can lead to
early reactor building failure. Closing this door would increase the

. likelihood that the cavity will be dry, conversely, opening this door (as
the baseline configuration dictates) will ensure that water enters the
cavity area, provided water has been discharged into the reactor
building from the BWST. This water may for some severe accidents
allow a means of preventing liner impingement, or, given ex-vessel
steam explosion, increase the chance of creating an impulse load that
can failure the reactor building.

O
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C
Based on the ANO-1 CET endstate results, the reactor cavity and( .

instrumentation tunnel chase design, strongly influenced the likelihood
of early reactor building failure modes (such as liner impingement and
impulse load from steam explosion). However, these are highly
uncertain phenomena which are expected to reduce the like'ihood of
early reactor building failure, with closure of severe accident issues

,
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Table 4.9-I PDS Contributors to CET End State (Sheet I of 2) h
CET Endstate PDS % CET

Contributor

A SBOu 88.74 %

HIHi 7.83 %

SBOi 1.96%
others 1.47 %

B IVFi 33.68 %

BGi 22.18 %

IIFi 18.76 %

IVGi 11.59 %

HQ 4.96%
others 8.83 %

C SBOi 31.84 %

IKi 23.86 %

IHKi 18.70 %

IEi 8.53 %

IIIEi 6.94 %

110 2.33 %

others 7.80%
Other Ds IICI 43.41 %

SBOi 21.11 %

IIEi 14.42 %

IVCi 7.72 %

SBOu 5.22 %

IVEi 4.34 %
others 3.78%

LgRis Ds IICI 39.05 %
HEi 20.98 %
SBOi 18.34 %

IVO 6.54 %

IVEi 5.88 %
SBOu 4.22 %
others 5.00 %

Other Es SBOi 40.65 %
,

HO 18.04 % i
IIIIKi 13.80 %

SBOu 6.17 % !

IIEi 5.98 % j
HIEi 5.95 % !

IVCi 3.29 % i

others 6.11 %

1
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( Table 4.9-1 PDS Contributors to CET End State (Sheet 2 of 2)

CET Endstate PDS % CET
Contributor

LgRis Es SBOi 37.44 %
IIIKi 19.31 %
IICI 12.11 % >

IIIEi 8.33 %
IIEi 6.50 %
SBOu 5.72 %
IVCi 2.23 %

'

others 8.36 %
Other bps SGTR 100.00%

others
LgRis bps SGTR 100.00 %

others 0.00 %
NCF SBOi 32.70 %

IICI 20.79 %
IKi 8.40 %
IIEi 8.38 %
IIICi 7.45 %

. IVCi 5.11 %.

IIIKi 4.25 %
others 12.92 % -

.

T

I

y
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5.0 UTILITY PARTICIPATION AND INTERNAL REVIEW TEAM
,

s ,)
Generic Letter (GL) 88-20 requested significant utility participation in the perfonnance of the'

IPE. The basis for this recommendation was the belief that maximum benefit would be realized if
the utility's staff were involved in all aspects of the examination and that this involvement would
facilitate integration of the knowledge gained into the utility's operating procedures and traming
programs. The generic letter also recommended an independent in-house review to ensure the
accuracy and validity of the results. The purpose of this review was to assure the accuracy of the
analysis and that reasonable care was taken m the performance of the IPE to pmvide a measure of
quality control and quality assurance. The ANO-1 IPE Program organization and independent

'

review are described m the following secnons.

5.I IPE PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

One of ANO's primary objectives in performing the ANO-1 PRA was to bring PRA technology
and expertise permanently into the ANO organization. To accomplish this objective, ANO
established a PRA group in the Nuclear Engineering Design section; this group was assigned the
responsibility of developing and applying PRA. This group's initial objective was to perform the
IPE. The IPE Program organization consisted of the ANO PRA staff, PRA consultants, and an
Independent Review Team. PRA expens from Science Applications Incorporated (SAIC) and
ERIN Engineering and Research,Inc. were contracted for the ANO-1 IPE. Both of these firms ,

are experienced in probabilistic risk assessment methods and applications. The independent "

Review Team consisted of personnel fmm ANO Operations, Design Engineering, Training, and
Licensing groups supplemented by PRA experts from ERIN. The ANO IPE Pmgram
organization chart at the time of IPE submittal is provioed in Figure 5-1. Note that minor

p) variations in the exact panicipants occurred over the period of development, as indicated in the
( acknowledgment section.

!

ANO personnel were involved in all aspects of the PRA model development, quantification,
integration, and interpretation. At the beginning of the project, SAIC provided the task
delineation, overall project plan, and individual work task development plans or guidelines. To
facilitate PRA technology transfer, SAIC engineers were assigned as the initial Task Leaders with
ANO PRA Project Team members as assistants. As the project proceeded, the ANO PRA Project
Team members performed more and more of the work. By the midpoint of the effon, the ANO
PRA Project Team members were performing the majority of the work. By the end of the effort,

!ANO had total responsibility for the PRA development and contractor suppon was only required
as a supplemental resource and for independent review purposes. This was true for both the
level-1 and Level-2 ponions of the IPE.

For the analyses supporting this IPE submittal, the majority of analytical work, including i

development of the final plant models, plant data analysis, model quantification, and results
evaluation, was performed by the ANO PRA group with guidance fmm the outside PRA i

consultants. The ANO PRA group has already gained experience in applying the PRA in '

assessing the benefit of suggested plant modifications, including the addition of a third auxihary
feedwater pump and altemate AC power source, along with evaluating options for responding to
Technical Specification limited plant operating conditions.

As a by-product of the IPE effon, ANO now has a PRA group located on-site that is integral to
its Nuclear Engineering Design section. This section contains two safety analysis supervisors and
ten engineers, all knowledgeable of at least some elements of PRA and severe accident issues.
Figure 5-2 documents the organizational structure that has been developed for the Nuclear
Engineering Design section to manage the various issues surrounding risk assessment and severe

k accident management. This same section is also responsible for performing deterministic safety

.
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analysis in suppon of the design and licensing basis requirements associated with the Safety &
Analysis Repon (SAR). Figure 5-3 depicts the organizational structure used to coordinate the W
related, but separate deterministic and probabilistic safety analysis responsibilities within the
Nuclear Engineering Design section. It should be noted that significant synergistic benefits have
resulted from the combination of the determmistic and probabilistic safety analysis responsibilities
at A N O.

The independent review also invo'.ved significant review by appropriate ANO employees and
outside firms. The level of utility panicipation was very high in both the analysis and review
effons. This panicipation helped to assure accuracy and validity of the process and facilitate
internal awareness and understanding of the IPE process, products and tools.

A brief summary of the principal ANO Project Team members' PRA-related experience and major
task activities is provided below. Other ANO personnel panicipated in the ANO-2 PRA
development (especially in the system analysis area); these individuals are listed in the
Acknowledgments section of this repon.

John R. Ault, Sr. Lead Engineer - John was the ANO-1 PRA lead engineer in the early stages
of the PRA development effon. He also served as the principal quantification analysis engineer
during this early stage of the project. Since he retired from Entergy Operations, Inc. in
September,1992, his responsibilities have been assigned to Iori Potts. John began his experience
in risk assessment while in the U.S. Air Force where he taught engineers and equipment specialists
the finer points of reli9ity and maintainability design principles. He was introduced to CAFTA
in response to INPO's ; .ety System Unavailability Monitodng (SSUM) Pilot Program. His pre-
IPE projects included GO modeling of an Emergency Feedwater System Upgrade and a Coal
Handling System. His background also includes econometric modeling and regression analysis.

,

He received his Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of
Arkansas and a quantitative Master's of Buriness Administration from the University ofIllinois.

Morris E. Byram, Jr., Sr. Engineer - Morris was the pdncipal engineer in the ANO-1 Human
Reliability Analysis (HRA) and ATWS analysis tasks. He has experience in performing safety
analyses related to thermal hydraulics, most of which was gained at Siemen's Nuclear Power
Corporation. He has ANO experience in the area of procuring nuclear fuel and preparing plant |

design changes. His most recent ANO experience is in the area of safety analysis where he has !

been responsible for review of vendor-performed reload analyses and the development of the
ANO-1 EOP (Emergency Operating Procedure) Serpoint Basis Document. The EOP work i

involved documenting or reconstituting the basis for every EOP serpoint (monitored physical
plant parameter) at which operator action or verification is required. He has a Bachelor of
Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering from Mississippi State University an.i an Master of
Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Morris is a
registered Engineer in Training in the state of Mississippi.

Bryan J. Daiber, Engineer - Bryan was the principal engineer in the ANO-1 containment
'

;

analysis task. He has experience in design basis safety analysis related to SAR Chapter 15 LOCA,
MSLB and containment design basis accident analysis. He has served as lead engineer in i

developing ANO 1 and 2 GOTHIC input decks used to simulate the containment design basis |

accident response and funher modified this work to suppon insights in the containment response I
post-accident for Level 2 PRA. Bryan has a Bachelor of Science Degree and Master of Science !
Degree in Nuclear Engineering from the University of Missouri-Rolla and has donc post-graduate I

work at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Bryan is a registered Engineer in Training in the state
of Missouri.

Michael Lloyd, Sr. Lead Engineer - Mike served as the principal engineer in the ANO-1
systems analysis and loss of off-site power recovery analysis tasks. He has been involved in both
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f- the ANO-1 and ANO-2 PRAs from their beginning to their completion. He has extensive
( expedence in the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) area: he was a panicipant in the Oconee

PRA, a panicipant in the Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking (IDCOR) Program, a principal
technical contributor to the IDCOR pilot Individual Plant Evaluation of Grand Gulf, and has
supported a number ofin-house risk-related effons. In addition to his PRA experience, Mike has
also performed reactor physics design analyses at Entergy and Westinghouse, and has performed
and analyzed stanup and operational reactor physics testing at several nuclear power plants.
Mike has a Bachelor of Science Degree in Physics and a Master of Science Degree in Engineering
from the University of New Orleans and has done post-graduate work at Purdue University.

John N. (Jay) Miller, Jr., Supervisor Jay served as the ANO PRA project lead and was the
principal engineerin the ANO-1 initiating event and accident sequence analysis task. He has been
mvolved in both the ANO-1 and ANO-2 PRA development from their beginning to their
completion. He was first introduced to probabilistic studies as a graduate project, following four |

years of teaching thermal-hydraulic system performance and analysis fundamentals at the U.S.
Navy Nuclear Power School. His experience as an ANO nuclear safety analysis engineer includes
coordination of analysis (SLOCA, ECCS pump NPSH, containment response, offsite dose) to
support removal of an NRC power restriction to 50% power, loss of decay heat removal accident
analysis, loss-of-all feedwater feed and bleed effectiveness studies, RCS Pressure-Temperature
limit development, and coordination of numerous NRC Generic Letter responses. Jay has a
Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Arkansas and a
Master of Nuclear Engineering from North Carolina State University. Jay is a registered
Professional Engineer (Mechanical) in the state of Arkansas.

Lori A. Potts, Sr. Engineer - Imri served as the ANO-1 PRA lead engineer in the majority of
the PRA development effort and was the principal engineer in the ANO-1 Level-1 and Level-1/2-

quantification and data analysis tasks. Lori has eleven years of experience in the Nuclear industry,
N including system engineering, maintenance engineering, outage management, reactor engineering, ,

and safety analysis. She has been with ANO since late 1989 in both the reactor engineering and
safety analysis areas. Her previous experience at Three Mile Island, Clinton, Pilgrim and Vogtle
contributed to her ability to perform the Level-1 and Level-1/2 quantification and the data
analysis. Imri has a Bachelor of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering from the Pennsylvania
State University.

'

Pat-ick J. Williams, Engineer - Patrick was the principal engineer in the ANO-1 ISLOCA and
'

intenal floods analyses He is the newest member of tne ANO PRA development effon. He
served as lead in the development of the ANO-2 EOP (Emergency Operating Procedure) Serpoint
Basis Document. This effon required doeurnentation or reconstitution of the basis for every EOP
serpoint (monitored physical plant parameter) for which operator action or verification is required.
Since joining the ANO staff he has gained valuable experience in safety analysis and the
application of PRA. Patrick received his bachelor's degree in Nuclear Engineering from Oregon
State University.

,

Stephen (Rex) Yazza, Sr. Engineering Assistant - Rex's contributions to the ANO-1 PRA i
included system analysis, data analysis, loss of offsite power recovery analysis, initiating events
frequency analysis, and quantification. Rex was involved in both the ANO-1 and ANO-2 PRA |

development from their begmning to their completion. Rex has accumulated over twelve years of
construction and engineering experience. With Brown & Root Construction Co., Inc., he
designed small bore pipe routings and supervised as-built drawing projects for a two unit 800MW

,

fossil power plant. Joining Arkansas Power & Light Co., Rex performed startup testing of the
senice water, feedwater, firewater, and fly ash removal & storage systems at another two unit
800MW fossil power plant. TransTening to ANO's Mechanical Engineering Design department,

O he performed fire protection improvement evaluations, developed a program for early detection of

i
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conosion in service water valves, and initially developed a hydraulic model of the ANO-1
firewater system beforejoining the Nuclear Safety Analysis section.

The major task activities of ANO Nuclear Engineering Design personnel in the development of
the ANO-1 PRA are summarized below.

Initiating Event and Accident Sequence Analysis - 0.N. Miller, lead) His analysis was co-
developed with SAIC. An initial draft was developed by SAIC based upon reviews of previous
industry PRAs for their applicability to ANO-1. Subsequent incorporation of ANO-1 plant-
specific features and basis documentation was performed by ANO staff. Minor revision occurred
during the quantification and recovery analysis process due to the iterative feedback (primarily in
the area of operator actions) typical of PRA development effons. '

Systems Analysis - (M. Lloyd,Izad) Seventeen ANO-1 plant systems were modeled during the
ANO-2 PRA. Each system model was documented in a System Analysis Work Package (SAWP).
Eight SAWFs were developed by ANO personnel and the remainder by SAIC. In order to assure
that these models represented ANO-1 and that they adhered with standard PRA techniques, all of
the SAWPs developed by ANO personnel were reviewed by SAIC and vice versa. In order to
optimize the develo? ment of in-house PRA experience, many ANO engineers were involved in
this task. The mode s underwent additional review and,if appropriate, revision during the ANO-1
quantification effort due to the iterative feedback nature of PRA development. All model
revisions and their bases were documented.

Data Analysis - (L.A. Potts, lead; S.R Yazza) This task was performed jointly, with SAIC
collecting and aggregating generic data and ANO personnel collecting and analyzing plant-specific
data. This enabled ANO personnel to focus on incorporation of plant-specific component failure
and maintenance unavailability data and initiating event frequencies.

Quantification - (L.A. Potts, Izad) The technology transfer that occurred during the initial
quantification of the ANO-1 and ANO-2 models allowed the final ANO-1 model to be quantified
using only ANO personnel. Sophisticated batch and macro files were developed to automate the
complex and iterative quantification process. Extensive use of flag events (probability = 1) to
properly model steam generator overfill events pushed SAIC to expand CAFTA's software
limaations. Innovative applications of SAIC's COMBINE software was necessary to avoid the
overly-conservative penalties (most notable for MFW) associated with an Engineering Safeguards
actuation signal applied early in an accident sequme. The COMBINE code was also used to
more accurately and effectively quantify the Level-1/2 results.

Human Reliability Analysis -(M.E. Byram, Lead) Using the modeling techniques developed by
SAIC and applied in the ANO-2 PRA, this effort was performed by ANO personnel with
participation by individuals from operations, training and engineering. The recovery
identification, recovery characterization and recovery quantification were all developed and
reviewed in house.

Loss of Off-Site Power (LOSP) Recovery Analysis - (M. Lloyd, Lead; S.R. Yazza) LOSP
recovery methods developed in the early stages of the ANO-1 PRA and employed in the ANO-2
PRA were implemented in the final ANO-1 PRA model. The LOSP recovery methodology
applied in the ANO-1 PRA is considered to be a state-of-the-art best-estimate approach. His
method is based on that used in the Crystal River-3 PRA; however, the method was further
developed by ANO engineers and reviewed by SAIC. An in-house review of the application of
this method on ANO-1 was performed.

O
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Internal Flooding Analysis - (P.J. Williams, lead; LA. Potts) This analysis was perfonned
c) pnmarily by ANO engineers with ERIN, Engineering and Research, Inc. providing suppon. The(

flood analysis methods employed in the ANO-1 PRA were developed )y jointly by ANO and"
,

ERIN during the ANO-2 PRA. ANO personnel not only received training on these methods but
were responsible for significantly improving them during the ANO-2 PRA effort. Plant walk
downs were performed as part of the effon.

>

ATWS (Anticipated Transients Without Scram) Analysis - (M.E. Byram, Jr., Lead) This task
was performed utilizing the lead engineer's experience in safety analysis by incorporating
applicable vendor documentation conceming ATWS analyses. The generic vendor analysis was
enhanced using ANO-1 specific features and transient frequency studies. Where ANO-1 specific
data was not available, ANO site and industry-wide data and analyses were consulted. Much of
the input for this analysis was qualitative in nature due to the lack of actual ATWS data; however,
the overall PRA model was utilized for input and verification as much as possible.

ISLOCA (Inter-System Loss of Coolant Accident) Analysis - (P.J. Williams, Lead) Tne
ISLOCA work package was wholly developed by ANO personnel using generic industry guidance
documents. Pre"ious PRA studies and the recent related effons by the NRC (including plant
inspections) we.e consulted in an effort to ensure completeness of this analysis. The ANO <

engineer servirg as task lead has extensive knowledge of the applicable procedure guidance as !
well as experiace in nuclear safety analysis.

Containment Analysis - (B.J. Daiber, Lead) The containment analysis consisted of an
evaluation of the ANO-1 containment response to postulated severe accidents. This task was
jointly performed by ANO and SAIC. SAIC provided the methodology, ANO pmvided plant
specific information, and the analysis was performed jointly, mostly at the ANO engmeenng

A facility. The analysis utilized existing plant-specific and industry information as much as possible.C Thus, the results of plant-specific design basis post-accident containment response analyses and :

generic severe accident analyses were used. Where deemed necessary or appropriate, plant-
specific severe accident analyses were performed using the ANO-1 MAAP model. He MAAP
calculations were performed by the Nuclear Engineering and Analysis Department (NEAD) in
Jac'2 son, Mississippi and these results were reviewed and utilized by ANO staff. ;

5.2 IPE PROGRAM INDEPENDENT REVIEW |

A key feature of the ANO IPE Program was the independent review. In addition to independent '

reviews by ANO and SAIC analysts on each task product, an independent PRA resiew group,
consisting of key ANO staff and outside PRA expens (ERIN), performed a separate detailed
independent review of the overall ANO-1 PRA process and results. This review provided
assurance that the PRA fulfilled its objectives, that the overall PRA approach and specific
methods were valid, that the PRA accurately depicted the plant. The review actually consisted of ;

a series of reviews, each conducted on a specific aspect of the PRA and each held closely after the
initial completion of that pan of the PRA analysis. This process minimized the potential adverse
impact of review comments on the overall PRA effor'

:

Tne overall independent review methodology bepn with clear definition of ANO objectives for
the IPE and PRA. The review focused on the degree to which the work products met or could be
used to meet the objectives. The detailed review methodology included the identification of ANO
Review Team members and implementation of a combined ANO/ ERIN design review of the PRA
including initiating events, accident sequences, success criteria, system models and fault trees,

n human reliability analysis, data evaluation, containment response evaluation, and repon

Q preparation.
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The ANO IPE Independent Review Team consisted of ANO Operations, Design Engineering,
Training, and Licensing employees supplemented by ERIN Engineering and Research, Inc. This
group of participants provided expen knowledge of the ANO plant system configurations,
operating practices and procedures, and design limitations, as well as PRA practices to the review
team.

ERIN coordinated the independent review by using personnel expen in specific PRA areas to
perform the detailed review and to provide review reports describing the review process, the PRA
products reviewed, and resulting review comments. These review repons were provided to the
review team members and discussed for additional comments in periodic review team meetings. ,

It was recognized that to receive the maximum benefit from the review team, training of team
members on the IPE and PRA techniques was required. Two training sessions were conducted by
ERIN PRA experts for the ANO members of the Independent Review Team. The first training
session was held in April,1990 to familiarize the participants with the IPE objectives, the basic
technical elements of PRA, the expected role of each partic,ipant, and the project schedule. The
second training session was held in August,1991 just pnor to their receiving draft technical
material for review. This session served to train the ANO reviewers in key aspects of PRA
technology and modeling techniques. They were trained on PRA methods and work
products / elements. The primary objective of this training was to provide an understanding of
PRA from a plant operations and design perspective and to enhance the review process by placing
the PRA in context relative to plant design and operating activities.

Seven review meetings were then held. Each review meeting summarized the IPE work on one or
more technical areas. Each of these areas had previously been reviewed by ERIN PRA experts
and their findings were presented and discussed. Following each meeting, the ANO resiewers
conducted their own reviews of the IPE material and forwarded their comments to the PRA
Project Team. By this process, all PRA and IPE technical areas were reviewed by outside PRA
experts and by independent ANO employees who, taken together, were experts in all aspects of
plant design and operation. The PRA Project Team received critical comments from these
reviewers which were used to revise, refine, or clarify their IPE analyses and results.

5.3 AREAS OF REVIEW

The independent review covered the following areas of the PRA:
;

Overall PRA Methodology !.

Initiating Events and Accident Sequences j.

System Models
!

.

Data Analysis 1
.

Human Reliability & Recovery Analysis.

-Model Quantification.

Containment Analysis & Release Characterization.

Discussion of these review areas and major review comments follow.

5.3.1 Review of tb Overall PRA Methodolorv
|
,

This section presents a summary of the findings resulting from an initial review of selected work
products of the ANO-1 Probabilistic Risk Assessment. The intent of this review was to provide i

the ANO PRA Project Team with early feedback conceming the adequacy and accuracy of the |
reviewed processes and products. The PRA work products were initially reviewed during the j
kick-off meeting at ANO in November,1989. The review process concentrated on the ANO-1

|
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PRA as this PRA was initiated first. However, project plans and procedures were reviewed in
light of their use for both ANO units.

_ ;

At the time of the review, the initial ANO-1 Level 1 PRA models (initiators, event trees, top I

logic, system fault trees and generic data) were essentially complete and the initial recovery
analysis was underway. The plant-specific data collection and analysis tasks were not yet
completed, and the generic data base was not examined. Human reliability data was also not
available at the time of the review.

The initial ERIN review included the Project Task Plans, Interim Analysis Reports, and the
System Notebooks. This review indicated that the PRA activities generally meet the ANO
objectives. Crucial to meeting these goals is the continued active involvement of ANO personnel.
The completed activities showed an approptiate level of involvement, such that ANO personnel

.

were familiar with the methodology, data, and fundamental assumptions used in the PRA models. r

The conclusion from the initial review of the PRA work packages and overall methodology was
that the project was meeting IPE and ANO objectives and no major changes or course corrections
were necessaty. The PRA was conservatively modeling the plant and the methodology being used
was sound and based on methods successfully used in the past. The completed efforts recognized
that continued use of the PRAs in effons directed at the established goals and objectives would
require a dedicated group of ANO individuals to maintain familiarity with the models and their
use. Such a group has existed at ANO throughout the entire IPE development process.

5.3.2 Review ofInitiatine Events and Accident Sequences

This review included the Initiating Events and Accident Sequence Analysis Task Plan and Interim
(3 Analysis Repons. At the time of the review, the ANO-1 initiating event and accident sequence
V analysis repons were through the Revision 0 stage. At this stage, the documents were completed,

reviewed, and approved with signatures. Modification of the Rev. O document will produce a
Rev. I document.

No technical concerns were identified as a result of the independent review of the initiating events
and accident sequence analyses and their associated reports. The overall approach to the
identification and selection of initiating event categories was determined to be reasonable and -

consistent with previous PWR PRA analyses. The independent review did, however, provide
editorial comments to the ANO PRA Project Team. These comments were intended to add
clarification and support their conclusions. The final list of initiating events was found to be
accurate and complete as a basis for the follow-on accident sequence analysis. The accident
sequence analyses technical results appeared valid and the event trees were structured such that
they would satisfy the ANO IPE objectives.

5.3.3 Review of System Models

At the time of the review, the systems analysis work packages (SAWPs) were complete through
the Revision 0 stage and had revision I comments and correction sheets attached. The fault tree
models being used in the PRA quantification were updated to' Revision 1 status but complete
documentation of the revisions in the SAWPs lagged the analysis. Although this fact made
independent review more difficult, the reviewers determined that the SAWP documentation status
was acceptable. It should be noted that the ANO PRA group has established and implemented a
process to document and controlinterim model changes until formal SAWP updates are made.

Individual SAWP reviews were documented in appendices to an overall systems analysis reviewp]q report. These appendices contained specific technical comments and observations noted in the
individual SAWP reviews. Technical comments were incorporated in the fault tree models being

:
i
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used for PRA quantification. In general, the SAWP documentation was found to be technically
comprehensive, logically supportive of the accident sequence analyses for ANO and consistent
with other PRAs.

5.3.4 Review of Data Analysis

The review of the data analysis included the analysis of component failure rates, maintenance
unavailability rates, common cause failure pmbabilities and initiating event frequencies. Analysis
task plans, interim work packages, and completed analysis reports were reviewed.

The review of the component failure rate data consisted of a comparison of the generic and plant
specific reliability parameters utilized to similar parameters found in other generic faihue rate data
bases and identification of components where reliability parameters differed significantly from the
generic data. The review team then investigated the use of plant-specific data on components that
were identified as outliers. The results of the review indicated that a very intensive data analysis
had been performed and only minor errors existed in the analysis. It was recommended that ANO
use generic data for all component failure parameters except for components found in dominant
and/or repeated cutsets and use thoroughly evaluated plant-specific failure data for these risk-
significant components.

The component maintenance unavailability analyses were reviewed for accuracy of the
methodology, and the results were compared to an industry-accepted source and another PWR '

PRA (Trojan). The methodology used in the unavailability calculations was determined to be
consistent with the methodology given in hTREG/CR-4550, Volume 1. After the methodology
was verified, the results were compared against the maintenance unavailability data given in
hTREG/CR-4550, Volume 1 and the Trojan values as a " sanity check". The ANO plant-specific
unavailabilities are comparable to maintenance unavailability values given in NUREG/CR-4550
and those used in the Trojan IPE. The ANO values were usually smaller than the other values,
but the variances were generally small enough to be considered statistically insignificant.

The initiating event frequency analysis package was reviewed. The review observed that plant-
specific data was used to determine initiating event frequencies for reactor / turbine trip and loss of
power conversion system. Generic data was used for all other initiators except loss of service
water, for which fault tree analysis was used (note, subsequent iterative updates have utilized
generic data from NRC contractor developed NUREGs for loss of service water also). The
review findings indicated that, in general, the analysis report was well-documented, well-written
and technically thorough. The review also indicated that the methodologies, as described in the
report, were technically correct and acceptable. i

;

5.3.5 Review of Human Re!isbility and Recovery Actions '

The review of the Human Reliability and Recovery Analyses included a review of the IPE HRA
methodology dxumentation, a review of the recovery actions applied to the model and model
results, and a review of the quantification of these recovery events. The first phase of the review
consisted of evaluating the methods for identification of human actions, development of factors
which influence the likelihood of successfully completing the actions, and techniques for
quantifying the human error probabilities (HEPs). The next phase consisted of selecting human
actions and performing detailed reviews of the development ofindividual HEPs. A representative
set of human actions were selected for detailed review based on application of different
quantification techniques and consideration of different types of human actions. These actions
included in-control room, ex-control room, pre-initiator, post initiator, and recovery actions. The
review determined that the HRA analysis methodology was adequate for producing all HEPs
necessary for quantification of the ANO IPE studies. The review also determined that, for the
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most pan, quantification of human actions was performed consistent with the methodology.cT(O Minor discrepancies were noted with subsequent correction by the ANO PRA group.

Reviews of the ATWS scoping analysis and loss of off-site power recovery analyses were also
performed. The overall development of the ATWS scoping evaluation was found to be
comprehensive and generally followed other ATWS evaluations developed as pan of other PRAs
(Surry and Sequoyah in NUREG-1150). The overall methodology for the application ofloss of
off-site power recovery factors to individual cutsets was found to be a significant enhancement in
the treatment of off-site power recovery over standard PRA practices.

5.3.6 Review of Model Ouantification

The review of the model quantification was performed on an intenm set of results developed
during the quantification process. The intent of the review was not to verify the final Level-1
results but rather to assess whether the quantification process was valid and that it would provide
a high level of assurance that the Level-1 results would be representative of ANO-1 severe
accident risk profile.

The early ANO-11.evel-1 cutset listings for each dominant accident sequence were reviewed to
determine the dominant cutsets for each sequence, to assess the necessary and available operator
recovery actions for the cutsets, and to compare the cutsets to other PRA results for similar
plants. In general, the cutsets compared favorably with published PRAs for similar plants. It
should be noted that the ANO-1 model was revised after this review, based on a more detailed
ANO PRA team reviews of the ANO-1 Level-1 cutsets. The bases for these revisions are well-
documented and are consistent with the general comments pmvided by ERIN in their review of
earlier ANO-1 Level-1 cutsets.

O
h 5.3.7 Review of Containment Analysis & Release Charactedration

The review of the Level-2 Containment Analysis and Release Characterization (or "Backend
Analysis") covered the documentation associated with draft repon sections and plant specific
calculations. The review was performed in a single two-day meeting. The ERIN Review Team,
key ANO Review Team members, specific design engineering individuals knowledgeable of
containment features, SAIC Level-2 analysts, and ANO Level-2 PRA analysts panicipated in the
meeting. The review determined that the overall methodology utilized in the performance of the
ANO backend IPE analyses was consistent with the NRC IPE guidance. Additionally, a
significant amount of plant-specific investigation and calculations were determined to have been
performed in suppon of the backend analysis, but that the documentation of the analysis in the i

draft repons did not reflect these analyses. Recommendations for technical and repon
enhancements, along with additional description of plant-specific analyses were provided to the
ANO PRA Project Team. As a result of these comments, significant enhancements were made to
both the ANO-1 and ANO-2 Level-2 containment response and release characterization analyses
to provide completeness in the evaluation.

5.4 UTILITY PARTICIPATION AND INTERNAL REVIEW SUMMARY

The ANO IPE independent review resulted in the following overall conclusions:

1. The ANO IPE project was assembled in a manner that should meet the
ANO objectives as well as the NRC IPE objectives stated in GL 88-20 and
NUREG-1335.,

!

!
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2. The ANO-1 PRA provides an accurate assessment of the as-built, as-
operated ANO-1 plant configuration.

3. He ANO PRA group personnel were thoroughly involved in the
development of the PRA and IPE submittal and understand the scope and
bases for the IPE modelin detail

4. Recommendations to the ANO PRA Project Team relative to IPE
consistency with NRC objectives, documentation improvement, and
additional model accuracy / detail were well received and incorporated into
the IPE models and documents.

5. The ANO-1 IPE will be able to support ANO and NRC objectives for a
living probabilistic risk analysis tools.

O

O
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's 6.0 PLANT IMPROVEMENTS AND UNIQUE SAFETY FEATURES

As discussed in sections 3.7 and 4.9, an effon has been made to gain useful insights relating to
ANO-1 safety features and to identify potential plant improvements. This effort was made in both
the Level-1 " Front-End" analysis and in the 12 vel-2 "Back-End" analysis. Section 6.1 describes
insights gained about the ANO-1 safety features, both in the way they were modeled (typically
conservatisms worth noting) and in the way they are physically expected to perform or be
operated. Section 6.2 describes potential plant improvements that have been identified for further
consideration. Consideration of the identified potential plant improvements will be made as a part
of the development and implementation of the ANO-1 accident management program.

6.1 INSIGHTS AND UNIQUE SAFETY FEATURES

Insights and identification of unique safety features can arise fron: both areas to which the overall
plant core damage frequency has been determined to be sensitive (i.e. to lessen the sensitivity) and
areas to which the plant has been determined to be capable of performing in a notably good
manner. The followmg discussions provide a brief summary of the identified insights and unique
safety features for imponant " front-end" functional sequences and for the "back-end" analysis.

6.1.1 IBE

The TBF functional sequence has been divided into six types for the purposes of reporting and
insights evaluation.

OV 6.1.1.1 TBF-1

The cut sets of TBF-1, station blackout invoMng failures of both trains of emergency AC power
and EFW failure, are a dominant fraction of the total TBF core damage frequency at ANO-1.
Features or insights related to these cut sets are summarized below.

The important TBF-1 cut sets comprise two basic groups; (1) those invoMng late.

EFW failure due to battery discharge and (2) those involving independent EFW
failure. Since the main recovery action for loss of off-site power mitrated events is
the recov.:ry of off-site power, the timing of the cut set failures (i.e., mnning
versus start failures) along with the 2 hour battery life has a significant effect on
the probability of recovering off-site power at ANO-1. The anticipated increase of
battery life from 2 hours to 4 hours has been shown by sensitivity analysis to
decrease the TBF contribution to total core damage frequency (CDF) by a factor
of 1.4 and decrease the total CDF by 14%.

The relatively short time to core damage makes the cut sets with independent EFW.

failure less likely to be recovered via off-site power restoration. However, it
should be noted that the subject EFW failures are less likely than failures involving
battery discharge.

The anticipated attemate AC power source would reduce the probability of a loss-

of off-site power initiator becoming a station blackout event. Sensitisity analysis
has shown that addition of a "fifth" diesel would decrease the TBF contribution to
total core damage frequency by a factor of 3.-

A conservatism included in the ANO-1 model that affects TBF-1 is the assumption-

that failure of an EDG room cooling damper to open causes immediate failure of
the subject EDG.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Several of the TBF-1 cut sets are affected by the fact that CV-3807 and CV-3806, h.

EDG cooling jacket senice water inlet valves, are maintained normally closed. If
these valves were maintained normally open, the TBF contribution to total core
damage frequency would decrease by about 3.0 x 10-6 per reactor year.

6.1.1.2 TBF-2

The cut sets of TBF-2, loss of 4160V AC power bus A-3 with subsequent steam generator
overfill and independent failure of the unaffected HPI train, are the second largest fraction of the
TBF core damage frec uency. Although the second largest portion of TBF, TBF-2 contributes
significantly less than 3F-1 (see Table 3.7-2). Loss of AC bus A-3 as an initiator results in a
blackout of the red safety-related 4160V bus, loss of main feed water and steam generator
overfill.

MFW has been consenatively assumed available to induce a steam generator.

overfillin all cases.

Operator training and procedural guidance allow ready termination of steam-

generator overfill events.

6.1.1.3 TBF-3

The cut sets of TBF-3, transient followed by failure of the main generator lockout relay combined
with independent failures of the EDGs followed by EFW failure, are similar to those comprising
sequence type TBF-1. Derefore, the plant features noted for TBF-1 are also relevant for TBF-3.

It should be noted that the frequency of occurrence of plant-centered losses of off-.

site power is included in the quantification of the loss of off-site power (T3)
initiator, making the additional specific modeling of these failure mechanisms

,

conservanve.

6.1.1.4 TBF-4

He cut sets of TBF-4, transient followed by failure of an AC train to transfer to off-site power
combined with independent failure of the EDG and the unaffected HPI train, although similar to
those of TBF-2, have a lower frequency of occurrence. Many plant features noted for TBF
sequence types 1,2 and 3 are relevant for type 4. Additional features are noted below.

The failure of the tmnsfer to off-site power after an unrelated plant trip (such as a.

reactor trip or feed water trip)is seen as a loss of off-site power to half of the plant
equipment. Subsequent loss of the associated EDG is seen as a station blackout to
half of the plant equipment.

The off-site power transfer failure results from 4160V AC breakers independent.

failures to open. Power can reliably be recovered for these failures by manual
operation of the breakers.

6.1.1.5 TBF-5

The cut sets of TBF-5, transient initiated by loss of the power conversion system followed by
independent EFW and HPI failures, generally have a lower frequency than the other TBF
sequences discussed above, although one feature of these cut sets is worth noting:

6-2
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Manual valve FW-1016 is on the discharge from the bearing cooling of both EFW.

pumps. Transfer of this normally open valve to the closed position emerged as a
sensitivity for the EFW system. It may be viable to eliminate this failure mode by
removing the valve intemals. -

6.1.1.s TBF-6

The cut sets of TBF-6, transient initiated events followed by failure open of a HEW block valve
and independent EFW and HPI failures, generally have a lower frequency than the other TBF
sequences discussed above. No notable additionalinsights were identified for this cut set type.

6.1.2 *QX

The TBX functional accident sequence for the ANO-1 plant is affected by the same features as
noted above for the TBF-2 and TBF-4 sequences. No additional insights or unique safety features
were identified for the TBX sequence beyond those identified above.

6.1.3 IQM

The TQU functional sequence for the ANO-1 plant is affected by several plant and modeling
features:

The most important TQU initiator is the total loss of Service Water (SW) event.-

This initiator contributes to about 77% of the sequence frequency. ANO-1 has
never experienced such an initiator and there are no unusual vulnerabilities unique7
to ANO-1 related to this initiator.

Two SW pumps are normally operated during power operation. Thus, an alternate.

SW pump is usually available for recovery of SW Jailures. These recoveries can
generally be accomplished from the control room. This recovery is not viable
during periods of three SW pump operation (usually during the summer) and in
accident situations involving multiple SW train failures.

Heat exchangers E-39A, B, and C remove heat from the HPI pump A, B, and C.

gear drive oil reservoirs, respectively. Operation of these pumps requires the
removal of heat from their respective oil reservoirs. 'Ihe SW flow requirement
through one of these heat exchangers is relatively small: on the order of 4.5 gpm.
It was conservatively assumed that even this small flow was not available given a
SW ficw diversion to ICW, ACW, or to a SW loop without an operating SW
pump. In reality, this flow may be available, given SW flow diversion.

If operated after loss of SW, the RCP seals were modeled to fail within 40.

minutes. Since HPI seal injection and ICW cooling must both fail before RCP seal
failure occurs, and since (as noted above) HPl failure may not occur or may not
occur quickly following the loss of all SW, the time available for the operators to
trip the RCPs following the loss ofICW may greatly exceed 40 minutes.

Current operating procedo:ts require the operators to trip the RCPs on high RCP.

seal temperature. Since both HPI and ICW are expected to fail following the loss
of SW, anticipatory wamings in the loss of SW abnormal operating procedure that

f} RCP trips may eventually be required should reduce the probability that the
v operators fail to trip the RCPs.

6-3
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O6.1.4 SX

A review of these cutsets indicates that the dominant contributors to this sequence are
characterized by the availability of EFW. Three observations or insights have been made
regarding the SX sequence:

He SLOCA break size conservatively combines a range of sizes with regard to.

initiating event frequency and time available for operator recovery. Removal of
this conservatism is estimated to reduce this sequence by a factor of three.

SX HPI and LPI pump failures due to loss of lube oil cooling and related loss of.

service water due to loop flow diversion have been conservatively modeled to lead
to rapid failure. Indications are that significantly delayed failure or even no failure
is more likely.

Some SX cutsets involve the failure of portions of each LPI tmin, with the-

remaining portions available to be realigned for successful coolant recirculation.

6.1.51U

A review of these cutsets indicates similar conservatisms as those described for the SX vquence.
The realignment of portions of the HPI system in a manner similar to that for the LPI system
described above provides a key operator recovery action for this sequence. Better procedural
guidance and training for the HPI system realignment (compared to the LPI system) make this t

recovery more viable.

6.1.6EX

ne SG tube rupture events which result in recirculation failures are different from the
recirculation failures in the LOCA and transient sequences. First of all, the recirculation is from
the RCS and not the RB sump, since very little of the RCS accumulates in the sump. Secondly,
the break is small enough that the flow can be matched by the HPI/LPI systems drawing from the

. BWST without depletion for over twenty hours assuming the RCS can be cooled down to DHR
entry conditions in about six hours. If more than one tube rupture were postulated to occur
simultaneously, the BWST would be depleted earlier, but the RCS would depressurize faster and
recirculation through the DHR system could occur sooner. Here were no specific plant features
or vulnerabilities unique to ANO-1 regarding a SGTR event, however there were several insights
gained through inspection of the RX sequence events:

Since the time available for recovery depends mostly on the BWST inventory, a*

vocedure change to the SAMG for refilling the BWST once it reached the low-
,ow level, would potentially allow unlimited time for cooling the core.

Recovery of the DHR pumps and mechanical failures of valves was not credited.-

However, with the available time until the BWST is depleted recovery of the DHR
pumps is certainly viable as discussed in EPRI NSAC 161 [Ref. 3.7-10).

A common failure event in the RX sequence events is named QOTHERSTMV..
'This event is modeled with a screening value of 3E-03 due to the lack of easily

accessible information on the secondary valves to fail to close. His value used for i

the event was based on a limited review of plant data.

SW flow diversion into the ACW or ICW systems has been treated conservatively !.

as a failure of the effected SW loop cooling of the LPI pumps. Actual flow splits |
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f') may provide adequate SW flow and cooling. It would at least provide for a longer
available recovery time than was credited in the sequence events where a SWv
recovery was applied.

|

Conservatively, no credit was taken for manual operations to close the MSIV once.

it failed to close on a Main Steam Isolation signal.

6.1.7 Interfacine System LOCAs OSLOCAs)

A review of the ISLOCA event core damage results has been performed, as summarized in
section 3.7.1, to identify the functional sequences meeting the screening criteria of Generic Letter ,

i88-20. As a result, only I of five elements of the ISLOCA functional sequence were identified for
further examination.

A review of this element of the ISLOCA functional sequence indicated that it had the greatest
potential to introduce an ISLOCA path at ANO-1, although the leak path is small (less than 1")
and there is uncertainty in the initiator frequency that is believed to be conservative.

This scenario involves a rupture of a RCP seal cooler tube that allows high pressure RCS coolant
to flow into the low pressure ICW system, causing a ICW pipe break upstream of the outboard
reactor building isolation valve CV-2214 outside containment. This scenario includes the random
failure of the inboard reactor building isolation valve, CV-2215, to close. If operators are
unsuccessful in depressurizing the plant to atmospheric conditions to terminate the leak prior to
BWST depletion, then a loss of mjection capability occurs that will eventually lead to core
uncovery. This event originally did not include the human recovery of depressurizing the plant to
atmospheric conditions due to a drain line arrangement in the LPI/DHR rooms. The drain lines3") essennally connected the rooms to the rest of the auxiliary building allowing the pumps to
potentially be failed by the leaking RCS coolant. This configuration resulted in an annual core
damage frequency above the screening criterion. A potential plant improvement was proposed
and subsequently implemented to maintain the drain isolation valves closed during normal
operation. This procedure change prevents LPI/DHR room equipment damage due to an
ISLOCA and allows for RCS depressurization to DHR conditions should this event occur.
Section 6.2.1 discusses this potential plant improvement funher. ,

In summary, the potential for ISLOCAs has been reviewed at ANO-1 and no unacceptable
conditions have been identified. However, a potential plant improvement (procedural) has been .

2

identified as discussed in section 6.2.

6.1.8 Intemal Flooding

The ANO-1 plant has several notewonhy features which were identified in the evaluation of
intemal flooding sequences.

Very large floods in the auxiliary building are propagated by stairwells, ventilation i.

shafts, and drain lines which interconnect basement rooms. These rooms would
otherwise be watertight. Equipment in these rooms (particularly RAB 10-EE and

'

RAB 14-EE) is needed for the once-through cooling function and the long-term |

heat removal function.

Turbine building flood scenarios that lead to core damage involve widely separated.

equipment at or above grade level in the turbine building. It is unlikely that such
(_ equipment will be simultaneously affected. Turbine building equipment below

grade that can be submerged does not appear to be significant to core damage.k
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Steam generator overfill events that lead to core damage are common for many h.

flood scenarios because feedwater regulation valves are affected.

Maintenance of ECCS pump roo.m sump drain line isolation valves in a normally.

closed position minimizes the potential for flood propagation in these areas.

6.1.9 Back-End Insights and Unione Saferv Features

As discussed in Section 4.9, the dominant contributors to the large release Containment Event
Tree endstates are due to PDS's SGTR, IIIKi, IIIEi, UEi, IICI, IVCi, IVEi, SBOu, and SBOi. A
review of these PDS's provides insights regartling the large containment release. De PDS's that
result in potentially large fission product releases to the environment involve reactor building
bypass accidents (SGTR), loss of all reactor building safeguards (K), failure of the sprays (E), or
reactor building isolation failure (u). Thus, the plant features most important to preventing and
mitigating large releases are those involved in removing heat fmm the reactor building (coolers),
removing fission products from the reactor building atmosphere (sprays), and forming the reactor
building boundary. Insights regarding the back-end results for each of these PDS's follows.

6.1.9.1 IICI

PDS IICI is composed of small break LOCAs and transient sequences in which an SRV or ERV
sticks open or an RCP seal failure with the failure of ECCS at recirculation. This PDS is
dominated by small break LOCA initiated events (SX). The transient induced small break LOCAs
(TQX) are a minor contributor to these sequences. PDS IICI makes up 19.1 percent of the total
Level 2 frequency with 96 percent of that due to SX sequences. Le transient induced small
break LOCAs are a result of the ERV or SRV sticking open or an RCP seal failure. The SX
sequence represents a small LOCA in the RCS pressure boundary in some location other than the
steam generator that exceeds normal charging flow but does not fully depressurize the reactor
vessel. Core damage results from the failure to recirculate coolant from the reactor building sump
by HPI and LPI operating in tandem (" piggy-back" operation). For the dominant IICI sequences
HPI was available during injection; but ECCS was failed during recirculation due to the failure of
the LPI system. The LPI system dominant failures in IICI sequences are LPI pump failures, pump
failures due to a loss of service water to the pumps, and injection flow path valves closed.

~

For these sequences, it is assumed that the RCS ?ressure is at a medium pressure between 200
psig and 2500 psig. The BWST is assumed to be c epleted and deposited into the reactor building. ,

Both spray and coolers are available throughout these sequences, although the sprays are not
'

assumed to be actuated until after vessel breach. The reactor building is isolated in these >

sequences.

Rese sequences are the highest contributor to large releases (23.9 percent). His was an
'

unexpected result due to the availability of the reactor building safeguards. Le dominant
phenomena which is expected to cause early reactor building failure with the RCS at pressure and
a wet cavity is an impulse load due to an ex-vessel steam explosion. This failure mode is a very
uncertain issue and it is felt that the ANO-1 rnodel has conservatively accounted for this event.
He location of the reactor building failure from this mode would be at the lower elevation in the

>

incore instrument tunnel region. It is highly likely that the rupture would be submerged, which
would result in a higher scrubbing factor than assumed in this evaluation. Additionally, the
reactor building sprays were available early in the sequence but are failed in the level 2 analysis
due to the early reactor building failure. The most probable failure mode of-the sprays due to
early reactor building failure is the loss of inventory out the reactor building rupture location
(inadequate NPSH). This would be a delayed loss of sprays which is not accounted for in the
source terms.

,
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( Insights regarding accident mitigation are as follows:
x

his is a severe accident phenomena driven failure mode of the reactor building,=

which can not be mitigated by the reactor building safeguards.

The dominant failure mode of the reactor building is due to the access to the-

reactor building liner through the incore instrument tunnel. Designing a protective
barrier to prevent a shock wave or debris from impinging upon the liner is a
possible plant enhancement. However, due to the uncenainty in this phenomena
such an enhancement is not recommended until more information is available on
this issue.

Present operator actions to depressurize the RCS are not fully credited in this-

analysis. Depressurizing the RCS will help to mitigate the early reactor building
failure due to HPME reactor building loads. Operators are presently guided to
depressurize following a small break LOCA with full ECCS capabilities, which is
the case for the injecnon mode of these sequences. The BWST could be depleted
before the RCS is depressurized; therefore it was conservatively assumed that the
RCS was still at pressure for the Level 2 analysis. Operator awareness of this issue
will be considered in the severe accident guidelines being developed.

6.1.9.2 SBOi

PDS SBOi are station blackout sequences in which the reactor building isolation is successful.
This PDS makes up 31.9 percent of the total Level 2 frequency. Station blackout sequences

D involve loss of off-site power followed by a loss of all onsite AC power (i.e., both emergency
( diesel generators (EDGs)). EFW is also lost in these sequences by I) failure due to the battery i

discharge or 2) independent EFW failures. Train A of the EFW system is capable of operation
without AC power. However, DC control power is required and,if the EDGs are unavailable, the
batteries are expected to deplete after approximately 2 hours.

The dominant early reactor building failure mode for SBOi is due to debris impingement upon the
reactor building liner following low pressure vessel failure. For sequences in which the RCS was
depressurized before vessel failure due to an induced hot leg failure (below 200 psig), and the
reactor cavity is dry, it is postulated that the mohen debris will flow out of the vessel and impinge
upon the liner resulting in liner failure. This is postulated based on the ANO-1 cavity
configuration which allows access to the reactor building liner through the incore instrument
tunnel.

When the RCS is at high pressure and the vessel fails, DCH is anticipated and some early reactor
building failure is predicted; but the pressure loads are within the reactor building ultimate failure
pressure. Debris impingement similar to the low pressure scenario discussed above is not as
probable for the high RCS pressure case due to the expected scattering of the debris throughout
the cavity and the reactor building. Hence, the dominant early reactor building failure mode is
due to debris impingement upon the liner following a low RCS pressure vessel failure. His was

'

an unexpected failure mode and is considered a very uncertain issue. A very conservative model
was assumed in the ANO-1 evaluation based on the data that was available in the NUREG 1150
documents. This type of failure mode will be at the base of the reactor building beyond the incore
instrument tunnel. No credit was taken for possible crust formation to seal the hole or sembbing
due to the concrete wall and the hole being below ground.

V

l
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SBOi contributed 13.7 percent to the large release group. Insights regarding accident mitigation |follow:

The dominant early reactor building failure mode is due to a 12 vel 2 phenomena..
i

The availability of the reactor building sprays would help to mitigate this failure I

mode by flooding the cavity. Failure of the reactor building due to debris !

impingement is considered less likely if water is available to cool the debris.
|

The dominant failure mode of the reactor building is due to the access to the*

reactor building liner through the incore instrument tunnel similar, to DCi above.
Again, designing a protective barrier to protect the liner within the incore
mstrument tunnel from severe accident phenomena is a possible plant
enhancement. However, due to the uncertainty in the impulse loads described in
UCi and the uncertamty in the debris impingement issue just discussed, such an i

enhancement is not recommended until more information is available on these I

issues.

Typically it is recommended that the operators reduce RCS pressure to avoid the-

HPME loads on the reactor building. As noted in Section 4.8.2 induced pressure
reduction due to hot leg failures resulted in an increase in the early reactor building
failures. His is due to sequences like SBOi in which the cavity is dry and debris
impingement at vessel failure is more likely than HPME failure.

6.1.9.3 HEi

PDS HEi is similar to UCi in that it is composed of small break LOCAs and transient sequences in
which an SRV or ERV sticks open or an RCP seal failure with the failure of ECCS at
rectreulation. This PDS is dominated by small break LOCA initiated events (SXYr and SXYi). |

The transient induced small break LOCAs (TQXYr and TQXYi) are a minor contributor to these
sequences. PDS HEi makes up 7.7 percent of the total Level 2 frequency with 93.0 percent of
that due to SXYi and SXYr sequences. For the dominant IIEi sequences HPI was available
during injection; but ECCS was failed during recirculation due to the failure of the LPI system.
The LPI system dominant failures in IIEi sequences are sump valves closed and service water
failures of the LPI system.

For these sequences it is assumed that the RCS pressure is between 200 psig and 2500 psig. The
BWST is assumed to be depleted and deposited into the reactor building. Coolers are available
throughout these sequences. The sprays may or may not be available during the injection mode;
but they are not actuated and are assumed to be failed in the recirculation mode. The reactor
building is isolated in these sequences.

These sequences are the third highest contributor to large releases (12.8 percent). His, like UCi
above, was an unexpected result due to the availability of the reactor building safeguards. HEiis
very similar to UCi, the only exception is the availability of the s ys for HCi. For the early
reactor building failure events in which the sprays are failed in the el 2 portion for DCi these
two seguences are the same. The dominant reactor building failure mode discussed above for HCi
is appbcable for HEi. Hence, the accident mitigation insights applicable to UCi are generally
applicable to IIEi.

6.1.9.4 SGTR

PDS SGTR are steam generator tube rupture initiated event sequences (RBF, RBU, RBX, RU, g
and RX). This PDS is a containment bypass scenario dominated by the RBX and RX sequences.
The SGTR is the initiating event. These scenarios are similar to a small break LOCA, but bypass
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() the containment. De RX sequence represents a delayed core damage, since primary-to-
secondary heat removal is successful. And, since the BWST is available to make up RCS

,

inventory and high pressure injection has not failed, the time available to recover from the
transient depends on the BWST inventory. The most likely cutset for this sequence includes the
tube rupture initiator, a failure to isolate the fauhed steam generator as a result of a failure of its
MSIV to close, a failure of other valves in the steam line to isolate, or the steam );enerator safety
relief valve stick open. For sequences in which the steam generator integrity is compmmised
(safety valves not cycling properly), higher offsite doses are predicted.

The reactor building pressure is assumed not to exceed the fan cooling or spray setpoint until the
vessel fails. For the dominant sequences the BWST inventory has been discharged outside of the
reactor building prior to vessel failure, therefore the sprays are not assumed to operate at any time
during the accident. For the fraction of sequences in which the BWST was not depleted (RBF,
RBU, and RU) prior to vessel failure then the sprays were assumed to r.ctuate at vessel failure.
SGTR sequences only contribute 0.4 percent to the overallIzvel 2 frequency.

SGTR sequences contribute to 11.6 percent of the large releases. A large release from an SGTR
sequence implies the secondary side is not isolated due to a failure of its MSIV to close, a failure
of other valves in the steam line to isolate, or a steam generator safety relief valve sticks open.
Insights regarding accident mitigation follow:

.

Isolation of the affected steam generator is essential in mitigating the consequences.

following an SGTR event. Operator action to manually isolate all valves or gag -

the stuck open safety valves can mitigate the consequences of this event.

(] 6.1.9.5 IIIKi
v

PDS IIIKi is dominated by random transient events (TBFYiG) and support system failures which
result in the loss of all ECCS, reactor building sprays and coolers. These sequences are very
similar to the SBO sequences due to the loss of the safety related systems; but, offsite power is
typically available. The cutsets for this PDS are typically composed of sequences in which all i

power is lost, all service water is lost or one train is lost due to power and the other due to service
water failures. PDS IIIKi makes up 6.0 percent of the total Ixvel 2 frequency.

Reactor building coolers and sprays are failed in this PDS due to support system failures, although
the reactor building is isolated. This PDS is considered a high pressure sequence (RCS pressure
at 2500 psig)in which the RCS inventory is lost through the primary system safeties. None of the
BWSTis credited as being injected in these sequences due to the lack of ECCS and sprays.

IIIKi contributed 7.6 }ncent to the large release group. Similar to SBOi above, the dominant
early reactor building failure mode is due to the debns impinging upon the reactor liner after
vessel failure from low pressure with a dry cavity. IIIKi is very similar to an SBOi sequence due
to the initial high RCS condition and loss of all reactor building safeguards. De insights for IIIKi
are similar to those of SBOi due to the dominant early reactor building failure mode being
impingement failure.

6.1.9.6 SBOu

PDS SBOu are station blackout sequences with unsuccessful reactor building isolation. The RCS |
accident characteristics are similar to those of PDS SBOi: high RCS pressure core damage and !

vessel failure scenarios with no reactor building safeguards. The reactor building isolation failure |g] mode varies for the SBO cutsets with the dominant failure mode due to the radiation airt
k monitoring leak detection system not being isolated. De radiation air monitoring leak detection

system requires two valves to close to ensure isolation. One valve is a solenoid valve and the

i
!
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other is AC power driven, hence with a loss of all station power the motor driven valve will not h
close and only a single failure of the other valve is necessary to result in the loss ofisolation. The
hydrogen purge valves also appear in the SBOu cutsets.

SBOu contributes 4.3 percent to the large release group. Insights regarding accident mitigation
are as follows:

The dominant reactor building isolation failure is due to the radiation air*

monitoring leak detection system failing to isolate. Operator awareness of this
systems sensitivity to a SBO sequence and manual action to isolate these valves
would mitigate this sequence.

he hydrogen purge valves, which are locked closed, do ap> ear in the SBOu-

cutsets although they are not a dominant contributor. Blind Ganges installed in
place off the hydrogen purge valves would slightly reduce the early reactor
building failure frequency.

6.1.9.7 IVCi

PDS IVCi is composed of an event initiated by a transient (TBX) followed by a loss of all pnmaty
to secondary heat removal via the steam generators, followed by successful HPI cooling, and
ending with failure of recirculation from the reactor building sump. Dominant cutsets are imtiated
by the loss of 4160V AC bus A3. Main feed water and EFW fail by a combination of the initiator
and steam generator overfill (i.e. turbine driven pumps failure due to steam generator overfill and
the motor driven EFW pump failed due to loss of A3 power supply to the flow control valves).
HPI cooling is assumed successful prior to initiation of the recirculation mode, and core damage
results as a direct consequence of LPI pump or valve failures or service water dependencies of the
LPI pumps.

PDS IVCi makes up 4.7 percent of the total Level 2 frequency. The reactor building sprays and
coolers are available in these sequences. The sprays are available both in injection and
recirculation, but are not actuated until after vessel breach. He reactor building is isolated for
this PDS.

This sequence is similar to IICI above with regards to the early reactor building failure mode due
to an impulse load following high RCS pressure vessel failme with a wet cavity. Rese sequences
concibute 4.1 percent to large releases. His like DCi above was an unexpected result due to the
availability of the reactor building safeguards. De accident mitigation insights applicable to UCi
are generally applicable to IVCi.

6.1.9.8 HIEi

PDS HIEi has a similar initiator as HIKi above which is dominated by random transient events and
support system failures which result in the loss of all ECCS, and the reactor building sprays;
however the coolers are available for the HIEi PDS. Cutsets for HIEi are dominated by the loss
of power or service water to one train and the other failed by the BWST outlet valve being closed
and cutsets in which both BWST outlet valves or the common check valve are closed. Hence, in
this PDS the reactor building coolers are available but none of the BWST is injected. PDS HIEi
makes up 2.6 percent of the total Level 2 frequency. His PDS is considered a high pressure
sequence (RCS pressure at 2500 psig) in which the RCS inventory is lost through the primary
system safeties. The reactor building is isolated for these sequences.

G'PDS HIEi contributes 3.3 percent to the large release group. Insights regarding accident
mitigation for PDS HIEi are the same as those for PDS SBOi smce the factor which makes them
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both important is that the dominant early reactor building failure mode is due to debris
impingement on the liner following low RCS pressure vessel failure with a dry cavity.'

6.1.9.9 IVEi

PDS IVEiis similar to IVCi above which is composed of an event initiated by a transient (TBXYi
and TBXYr) followed by a loss of all primary to secondary heat removal via the steam generators,
followed by successful HPI cooling, and ending with failure of recirculation fmm the reactor
building sump. However, the reactor building sprays are not available for IVEi. Dominant
cutsets are similar to those described above for IVCi. PDS IVEi makes up 3.2 percent of the total
Level 2 frequency.

For these sequences it is assumed that the RCS is at the safety serpoint (2500 psig). He BWST
is assumed to be depleted and deposited into the reactor building. Coolers are available
throughout these sequences. The sprays may or may not be available during the injection mode;
but they are not actuated and are assumed to be failed in the recirculation mode. He reactor
building is isolated in these sequences. Similar to IVCi and DCi above, the dominant early reactor
building failure mode is due to an impulse load generated after the vessel fails at high pressure and
the reactor cavity is wet.

IVEi contributes 2.9 percent to the large releases. Insights regarding IVEi accident mitigation are
the same as those for IICI.

6.1.10 Plam-Level Features

p The preceding subsections identified safety features of the ANO-1 plant or ofits operation which
i are important to individual functional core damage sequences or which are important to the

reactor building response. This subsection summarizes the systems and specific safety features
which are imponant to the overall core damage or reactor building response. Most of these .

features affect more than one functional core damage sequence.

The most risk-important ANO-1 plant systems are briefly described below. These systems,in
approximate order of imponance, include the AC power system, the LPI system, the SW system,
the DC power system, the EFW system, and the HPI system. -

The AC, DC, and SW systems have a significant impact on both the potential for.

core damage and on the reactor building response. Their risk-imponance is due
to their role as vital suppon systems to the plant front-line safety systems. The
risk-imponance of the SW system is somewhat reduced by the presence of a third
SW pump at ANO-1. His pump can be aligned to either SW train and serves as
a readily-available installed spare pump in the event that one of the normally-
operating pumps fails.

The LPI system is imponant because it pmvides a dual function during the.

recirculation mode of emergency core cooling: (1) it provides suction head to the
high-head HPI pumps which operate in piggyback mode (for SLOCA and HPI-
cooling) and (2) removes decay heat from the reactor building sump water.

The EFW system is important because it provides the primary core decay heat.

removal function. The system is panicularly imponant during station blackout
events, since the turbine-driven train of this system can operate vithout AC

O' power until the safety _ batteries discharge. This train of EFW is susceptible to
main feedwater-induced steam generator overfill events, which can cause both the
turbine-driven EFW train and MFW to fail. Rus, prompt operator action to halt
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steam generator overfills is a risk-imponant action. A unique feature at ANO-1 is
the common manual isolation valve on the discharge to the circulating water
flume from both EFW pump bearing casings. Although normally locked-open,
this valve does introduce a passive single failure to the EFW system.

W

The HPI system is imponant, because it can be operated as a means of cooling the-

core given the loss of all feedwater. This mode of operation, known as "HPI-
cooling",is provided via high head HPI pumps in conjunction with the automatic
SRVs and ERV. The pumps are capable of significant injection flow rates at the
pressurizer SRV serpoint This capability, also known as " feed and bleed
cooling",is a key safety feature of ANO-1 and is typical for Babcock and Wilcox
plant designs. Ityrovides a significant risk-reduccon capability at ANO-1. Its
overall risk-signincance is somewhat minimized by the presence of a third HPI
pump at ANO-1. This pump can be aligned to either HPI train and serves as a
readily-available installed spare pump in the event that one of the initially aligned
pumps becomes unavailable.

Ample feedwater capability is available at ANO-1. Both normal and emergency.

feedwater are available following most plant trips. In addition, ample feedwater
suction wateris stored on the ANO site.

The RB Isolation system is a very important system in assuring adequate.

containment response. This risk-imponance is due to the potential for
introduction of containment bypass failure modes. Containment bypass can
contribute significantly to the offsite releases associated with core damage.
Testing and good material condition of this system assure that the potential for
failureis minimized.

The RBC system is an important containment response related system in that it.

maintains the post-accident reactor building pressure relatively low. Since large
pressure increases can occur if the reactor vessel fails (following core melt), a low
post-accident pressure is imponant to assuring optimum containment response.
Without a low reactor building pressure, upon vessel failure, the potentially large

.

pressure increase could over pressurize and fail the reactor building integrity.
Additionally, the RBC system can maintain the reactor building integrity in the
long term by removing any slow reactor building challenges (decay heat, slow
hydrogen burns and CCI heat).

The RBS system is an important containment response system, though less so.

than the RB isolation and RBC systems. The lower imponance of this system is
primarily due to the absence of a heat removal capability (and the coriesponding
benefit associated with minimizing the impact of post-vessel-failure pressure
increases). The system does provide an important function in removing potential
release material from the reactor building atmosphere.

The following is a discussion of plant-specific safety features and operator actions that are
imponant to ANO-1 core damage frequency.

The ANO-1 safer / baneries have a 2-hour life upon loss of battery charging. 'Ihis.

duration is relatively shon in comparison with ANO-2 safety baneries, which .

have an 8-hour life. The shon ANO.1 battery life tends to increase their relative !

risk-importance. The ANO-1 safety batteries are particularly imponant during
station blackout accidents and during accidents involving the loss of power on
one or more safety AC bus. The risk impact of this relatively shon bat:ery life ;

i

,
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will be offset by the installation of the Altemate AC (AAC) system and the
planned installation of a new non-safety or ** black" battery. These plant
improvements are discussed in Section 6.2.2 and summarized below.

Diesel-generator failures, especially failures to run, were identified as important.

ANO-1 risk contributors. The diesel generators are important, because they
provide AC power to the plant safety equipment. Their battery charging function
is particularly important, since DC power is used to control the turbme-driven
EFW train.

* A manual transfer is required to switch from the injection to the recirculation
mode of ANO-1 emergency core cooling. This action is highly proceduralized.
However, it is a sensinve operator action and should be emphasized by training.
This is a typical risk assessment finding for a plant requiring manual realignment
to the reactor building sump. Although unrelated to the requirement to manually
transfer ECCS alignment to the sump, one of the most significant contributors to
the failure of this transfer was identified as the failure to open of at least one
valve in each of the reactor building sump suction lines. These failures are
dominated by MOV and electrical failures. Most of these failures are recoverable
either from the control room or via manual local action.

The ANO-1 Byron Jackson N-9000 Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) seals are.

rugged and not susceptible to rupture except under the most severe conditions.
Each of the BJ N-9000 RCP pump seals consist of a series of three mechanical

Q seals. These seals are specifically designed and tested to minimized leakage

Q following the loss of RCP seal cooling. These seals are cooled both by HPI seal
injection flow and by heat exchange to the ICW system. RCP seal failure is
expected only if both cooling mechanisms fail and the pump is operated for more
than about 40 minutes. The conditions for seal cooling failure are well-known to
the operators and clearly indicated in the control room; thus, RCP seal failure is
easy to avoid. Operators are instructed to secure the ox: rating RCPs if loss of
seal cooling occurs for greater than 10 minutes, to avoid damage to the seals. If
the RCPs are not tripped, a small LOCA may result. Operator action to trip the
RCPs is particularly important for transients involving the loss of SW, because
this loss causes the loss of both HPI and ICW. Thus, failure to trip the RCPs
following the loss of SW has the potential to develop into a small LOCA without
HPI.

iAnother important operator action related to the loss of SW event is the quick.

action by the operator to transfer SW suction to the Emergency Cooling Pond
(ECP). If the transfer does not restore SW, the operator must promptly correct
the cause of the SW problem and restore SW flow.

Although test and maintenance unavailability of safety related equipment has,the.

>otential to be an important risk contributor, current ANO maintenance pracoces
aave been assessed to have a minimum impact on the core damage frequency.

The reactor cavity and incore instrument tunnel configuration at ANO-1 has some.

unique features that impact reactor building performance. Direct access to the
reactor building liner through the cavity and incore tunnel allows for several failure

_

(}
modes not addressed for most large dry PWRs. Liner failure due to EVSE shock

% waves carried through the water in a flood cavity or direct debris impingement are
two such failure modes.

i.

,
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ANO-1 has a very high reactor building spray actuation set >oint (30 psig). This g|=

high setpoint prevents the cavity from getting wet before li.PME, as a result the
pressure loads are typically higher following HPME. However, the ANO-1 model
also accounts for EVSE, which needs a wet cavity following HPhE to challenge
the reactor building.

The ANO-1 cavity configuration allows for substantial RCS and CETinventory to-

be utilized for debris cooling following vessel failure for high pressure sequences. .

The large cavity volume of ANO-1 allows for substantial time following an SBO
sequence to recover offsite power.

The ANO-1 cavity configuration allows for good communication with the sump*

water when the BWST is injected. With the manway hatch open, good
communication between the reactor cavity and sump water exists; bence if the
BWST is injected into the reactor building sufficient water is available to prevent
CCI for beyond 24 hours. Water in the cavity also mitigates the potential reactor
building failure due to debris impingement, although it exacerbates the impulse
loads from high RCS pressure vessel failure conditions.

The ANO-1 reactor building spray flow which is deposited in the refueling canal is-

drained into the cavity. This feature allows for a large overlying pool in the cavity
region, which helps prevent CCI.

The following is a discussion of ANO-1 plant safety features which are planned for installation r
in future refueling outages. These systems were not included in the base model. Their risk-
importance was assessed via sensitivity analyses.

The Alternate AC (AAC) system is targeted to be installed prior to the end of-

1994. The AAC power source will be capable of supplying power individually to
any of the ANO-1 or ANO-2 4160 AC Volt safety buses. This AAC power
source will be completely independent of service water (air cooled) and DC
power (separate batteries) with the capability to be started and aligned readily
from either control room. Based on sensitivity study results, the new AAC power
source will be a risk significant benefit at ANO-1.

A new non-safety or " black" battery is planned to be installed during the IR11.

refueling outage (Fall 1993). This new battery will allow the removal of several
important but non safety DC loads from the safety batteries. The load reduction
on the safety batteries will extend their effective life from their current 2 hour
value to 4 hours. This will reduce the assessed ANO-1 core damage frequency.
The planned installation of the AAC system, with its much greater risk-reducing
impact, will minimize much of the risk reducing benefit of the new ANO-1 black
battery.

(
6.2 POTENTIAL PLAhTIMPROVEMENTS

As, previously noted, potential plant impmvements can arise fmm both areas to which the overall
plant core damage frequency has been determined to be sensitive (i.e. to lessen the sensitivity) and
areas to which the plant has been determined to be " vulnerable" (i.e. warranting a "fix"). The
types of plant improvements that have been identified include procedural improvements, hardware

g-modifications and candidate severe accident management guidance. However, it should be
recognized that these proposed improvements are not considered essential from an overall core
damage risk perspective. Therefore, identified potential plant improvements will be evaluated and
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[} dispositioned as a part of ongoing resolution of the IPE results and severe accident management
guideline development. The follow discussions provide a bdef summary of the identified potential\

plant improvements.

6.2.1 Potential Procedural Imorovements

6.2.1.1 Change Valve Line-Ups to Keep CV-3806 & CV-3807 Normally Open
i

As discussed in section 6.1.1.1, several of the TBF cut sets involve failure of an EDG jacket
cooler SW supply valve to open. Rese failures were modeled to cause failure of the affected
EDG to run. If the valves were maintained normally open, the TBF core damage frequency
would decrease by approximately 3.0 x 10-6 per reactor year. Following installation of the new
AAC power source, this core damage frequency decrease is reduced to approximately 5.0 x 10-7
per reactor year. This small benefit is offset by notential negative effects that could be caused by
establishing a continuous flow path through the EDG jacket cooler.

Histodcally there have been no significant flow blockages or degradation of the EDG jacket
coolers, even though they are exposed to raw lake water (i.e. service water). This is attributed to
the normal stagnant flow condition to which these coolers are exposed. Since the EDG jacket
coolers would be one of the only loads on the system, there would be a continuous high velocity
flow through the four inch cooler piping header if the valves were maintained open. Establishing
a continuous flow of service water through these heat exchangers would increase the potential for
corrosion damage to the tubes, tube sheet and channels. Continuous flow would also increase the
potential for macro-fouling at the tube sheet, either with biological organisms or with debris.
Lastly, the EDG jacket coolant is kept warm by a small electrical heater. Continuous flow
through the coolers could disable the ability to maintain the required EDG jacket temperature.

hc Due to these offsetting negative factors, and the relatively small reduction in core damage
frequency, this potential procedure improvement is not recommended for implementation at
ANO-1.

'

6.2.1.2 Loss of Service Water Procedure
'

As noted in Sections 3.7.1 and 6.1.4, the RCP seal was modeled to fail unless operators trip the
RCPs in a timely manner following the loss of SW. Currently, the action to trip the RCP's upon
loss of SW is not directly proceduralized, since the RCP's are tripped on high seal bleedoff ;

temperature, which relies on RCP seal injection flow from the Make-up pump (one of the HPI
pumps), which is in tum cooled by SW. In reality, both ICW cooling and RCP Seal Injection
must be lost before the RCP is lost. However, RCP Seal Injection depends on SW through
Make-up (HPI) pump SW dependencies and the ICW heat sink is supplied by SW. Herefore,
anneipatory warnmgs regarding the sensitivity (due to HPI lube oil cooling dependencies) of
tripping the RCPs following a sustained loss of SW would seem appropriate. Anticipatory
wamings that RCP seal failure may occur (with the potential for a corresponding loss of HPI) in
the IAss of SW Abnormal Operaung Procedure (AOP) OP-1203.030 (with possible reference to
the RCP Motor AOP OP-1203.031) are expected to enhance the operators ability to recognize
and respond to this scenario. His enhanced operator response capability should significantly
reduce (by approximately half) the frequency of the TQU sequence. Since the TQU sequence
contributes to about 9% of the overall core damage frequency, this precedural revision should
reduce the calculated core damage frequency by about 4.5%.

Another potentialless of SW AOP improvement would be to tdp all but one of the operating
HPI pumps,if conditions allow. This would extend the time available for HPI injection should

[v,') insufficient flow be available to the HPl lube oil coolers. Although the failure of HPI lube oil
cooling could lead to the ultimate failure of an operating HPI pump, staggered operation of the
available HPI pumps should extent the ultimate time of injection prior to failure of all HPI pumps
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(allowing for additional time and an increased potential for recovery of service water with an HPI
pump still available). An example of possible guidance is provided below.

If a plant trip occurs due to a total loss of, or significant degradation of, senice
water, then:

1) verify ESAS actuation does not occur.

2) if ESAS actuation does occur, place an HPI train and the reactor
building spray pumps in pull-to-lock until senice water is restored or until
the operaung HPI pump fails.

2a) if the operating HPI pump fails prior to restoration of service
water, place the previously secured HPI pump in senice.

2b) if both HPI pumps fail prior to restoration of service water,
place the standby HPI pump in service (if available).

3) if service water is recovered and ESAS actuation has occurred,
maximize the HPI and reactor building spray pumps in operation.

'Ihe main objective of this potential loss of service water procedure change is to avoid
unnecessary HPI and reactor building spray pump overheating failures that can minimize the
benefit of restoring senice water.

6.2.1.3 ESAS (Emergency Safeguards Actuation System) Emergency Operating Procedure

OAs discussed in 6.1.4, a significant contributor to the SX sequence total core damage frequency
involves the failure of an LPI pump on one LPI train and an LPI suction valve in the other. He
cross over valves between the two LPI pumps were recently modified by replacing manual valves
(DH-1A and DH-1B) with motor operated valves (CV-1434 and CV-1435) that can be remotely
operated from the control room. The LPI failure combinations in which one LPI suction line and
one LPI pump are available can be easily recovered from the control room by opening these
MOVs and allowing flow from the available suction line to the operable LPI pump. His
operation has not been pmceduralized in the past, since the valves requiring realignment were
manual valves. However, the installation of the MOVs makes an addition of a step in the ESAS
EOP (OP-1202.010) or the ESAS Annunciation Corrective Action Procedure (OP-1203.123) to

.

'

open the cross over valves a potential procedure improvement.
:

6.2.1.4 SAMG (Severe Accident Management Guidelines)

A SGTR event is a contained LOCA (i.e. doesn't spill into the reactor building) where the RCS i

can be made up from the BWST using HPI. When HPI and primary-to-secondary cooling are i
available, there is a copious amount of time available for pumping make-up into the BWST while

'

lowering RCS pressure. The current plant configuration is expected to be capable of BWST refill
at appmximately 50 gpm rated flow from the boric acid pumps (P-39A and B). Since the time
available for recovery depends mostly on the BWST inventory, a consideration in the SAMG for
refilling the BWST once it reached a specified low level could prolong the cooling of the core for
a potentially indefinite period of time if the steam generator tube leak rate could be decreased (by ;

depressurizing the RCS) to less than the available BWST makeup capability .

9
l
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6.2.1.5 Dirty Liquid Waste and Dram Processing Procedure |

Sections 3.7.1.7, 6.1.7 and Appendix C discuss a potential interfacing system LOCA (ISLOCA) I

resulting from a rupture of a RCP seal cooler ICW tube. De configuration of the LPI/DHR and
RB Spray pump room drain isolation valves (ABS-13/14), at the time of the ISLOCA assessment
(maintained in the open position), was such that failure of the LPI pumps could potentially occur
due to room inflow from RCS leakage or other flood sources flowing into the auxiliary building.
With these valves closed assurance is provided that the LPI pumps will not be affected by an
ISLOCA which discharges into the aunliary building. Sections 3.7.1.8 and 6.1.8 discuss similar
effects and benefits that were identified in the intemal flooding assessment. His procedural
change provides the added potential for ISLOCA leak termination (by the human recovery of
depressurizing the RCS to atmospheric conditions) and minimizes the potential for internal flood
propagation in the ECCS pump rooms. This added recovery potential causes the ISLOCA and
intemal flooding core damage frequency to be below the 1 x 10-7/rx-yr and I x 10-6/rx-yr
screening criteria, respectively. It should be noted that this procedure change was implemented in
early 1993.

6.2.1.6 Station Blackout Procedure

ne potential exists during a loss of all AC power condition for an unisolated leak to develop in
the reactor building air monitoring leak detection system. This syst:m is normally open during
operation for monitoring purposes and receives a reactor building isolation signal to close. One -

of the two valves required for isolation (CV-7453) is a motor operated valve, this valve may not
close in a degraded power or station blackout condition; hence the verification of the other valve
(CV-7454) is important to ensure the reactor building integrity.

6.2.2 Potential Hardware Imt3rovementsrs
(' 6.2.2.1 EFW Pumps Bearing Cooling Common Discharge to Circulating Water Flume -

Manual Valve FW-1016 Intemals Removal
1

Section 6.1.1.5 discusses the presence of a common manualisolation valve on the discharge to the
circulating water flume from both Emergency Feed Water Pump Bearing Casings. This valve,
FW-1016, is downstream of manualisolation and check valves on the return piping from each of
the pumps. CS-1197 is the manual isolation valve on the discharge fnm the P7A Bearing casing,
while CS-1199 performs this function for P7B. Although the potential is small that the commor
manual isolation valve (FW-1016) will transfer closed (5.6 x 10-7/hr over the 24 hour PRA
mission time), its failure leads to the loss of both EFW trains. Removal of the valve internals
would eliminate this s:nsitivity, while the ability to isolate each pump for maintenance would be
retained due to the presence of the individual isolation valves. If this change is possible, the TBF
core damage firquency would decrease by approximately 5.0 x 10-7 per reactor year (1% of
CDF).

6.2.2.2 New Non-Safety Battery To Reduce Safety Battery Loads And Increase Battery Duty
Cycle To 4 Hours >

As a plant improvement effort to restore and enhance design margins, a new non-::afety or ** black"
battery will be installed in the Fall 19931R11 refuelinh outage. The installation of this new
battery will allow the removal of several important but non-safety DC loads from the safety
batteries. With less required load, the battery duty cycle will be increased from the current 2 hour
length to 4 hours. Section 3.5.4 investigated the potential benefit of this increased battery life,
estimating a core damage frequency reduction of 6.7 x 10-6 (14%) per reactor year.

( hG
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6.2.2.3 Anticipated New Alternate AC (AAC) Power Source

In response to the Station Blackout Rule (10CFR50.63), ANO has committed to install an AAC
power source which will be capable of supplying the license basis loss of offsite power (LOOP)
loads of any one of the four safety buses (ANO letter OCANI19108). The AAC power source
will be available within 10 minutes after the operators have procedurally determined that a SBO
event has occurred. Section 3.5.4 investigated the potential benefit of this new power source,
estimating a core damage frequency reduction of 1.7 x 10-5,(36%) per reactor year. Recognizing
that the new AAC power source will be installed after the increase in expected battery life to 4
hours, section 3.5.4 also considered the incremental benefit of this new power source, once the
new battery is installed. *Ihe resulting core damage frequency reduction estimate is 1.1 x 10-5
(23%)perreactor year.

6.2.2.4 Reactor Building Liner Protective Barner

Section 6.8.1 discussed the high pobability of early reactor building failure at the base just
beyond the incore instmment tunne) due to Level 2 phenomena. Following an HPME sequence in
which the reactor cavity is flooded a shock wave is postulated following an EVSE which may
generate an impulse load on the reactor building wall sufficient to tear the liner. Additionally,
following vessel failure at low RCS pressure conditions with the cavity dry, it is
the core debris will pour out of the vessel and run up to the reactor building liner. postulated thatThis may also
result in an early reactor building failure. Both of these issues are highly uncenain issues which
need further investigation and experimentation. Once these phenom na are better understood
and,if the assumptions in the ANO-1 level 2 analysis are still valid, then a potential improvement
would be to design a protective banier inside the incere instrument tunnel or along the reactor
building linerjust beyond the tunnel. Based on the present ANO-1 level 2 results, such a barrier
would notably reduce the large release frequency. It should be noted that the ANO-1 level 2 3,
analysis indicates that the large release frequency is acceptable without this potential plant W
improvement.

6.2.2.5 Remove and Flange-Off the Hydrogen Purge Valves
|

Presently the hydrogen purge system is not used; hence the outboard reactor building isolation
valves (CV-7443, CV-7445, CV-7447, and CV-7449) are locked closed with the breakers
removed. The inboard reactor building isolation valves are left open following an event to allow
for hydrogen monitoring; hence, the outboard valves are the only barrier to the envimnment.
Although these valves were not determined to be a dominant contributor to the large releases,
they are a dominant contributor to reactor building isolation failure.

O
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS t. #,
C In response to Generic Letter (GL) 88-20, " Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident

Vulnerabilities," Entergy has undenaken the performance of a Ixvel-1 PRA and limited scope
Level-2 PRA to evaluate ANO-1. In establishing a program to address the generic letter, Entergy

,

I

established internal objectives for the ANO-1 individual plant examination (LPE) project that were
consistent with NRC GL 88-20:

Develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior. !-

Gain an understanding of the most likely sevem accident sequences that could-

occur at ANO-1 by ensuring that a thorough transfer of PRA technology occurs to
ANO personnel through training and significant direct panicipation in the PRA
model development.

Gain a more quantitative understanding of the overall probabilities of core damage.

and fission product releases and therefore develop a means to help optimize, on a |
risk basis, planning and operational decisions that may impact the safe and reliable
operation of ANO-1.

Develop a tool that can be used by ANO personnel to address specific safety,. '

operational, and regulatory issues such that, where necessary, changes can be
made to plant hardware or procedures to prevent or mitigate any severe accident
vulnerabilities identified by the IPE models.

i
'

In keeping with the spirit of the IPE process, Entergy personnel were involved in all aspects of the
o development, quantification and documentation of the PRA models used in the ANO-1 IPE. Over *

Q 50% of the total engineering effon applied to the project was contributed by Entergy personnel i

(approximately nine person-years). Upon completion of the ANO-1 IPE, ANO now has six
engineering personnel with detailed knowledge of the PRA models and numemus additional
personnel that are familiar with the PRA modeling techniques and results (see Figure 5-1). The :
ANO-1 IPE approach used walkdowns, interviews, procedure and drawing reviews, as well as -

independent peer reviews by plant personnel and PRA contractors to ensure that the PRA models i

accurately reflect the plant design and operation and are consistent with accepted PRA practices.

As a result the IPE provides a comprehensive, detailed analysis of the severe accident behavior of
ANO-1 and quantifies the overall likelihood of core damage and fission product release consistent
with the guidance provided in GL 88-20 and the submittal guidelines provided in NUREG-1335.
A summary of the results and major findings is presented below for both the " front-end" or level 1 i

analysis and the "back-end" or level 2 analysis. Figure 1.4-1 provides a pictorial display of the
. ANO-1 IPE numerical results. It should be noted that, due to the iterative nature of PRA
development, additional areas of model refinement exist that in general would remove over-
conservatisms in the results, but have not been removed at this time pnmarily due to schedule
limitations. Many of these areas will likely be pursued during subsequent model revisions
associated with incorporation of on-going plant changes.

7.1 FRONT-END SUMMARY

As a result of the ANO-1 IPE effons, the following front-end orlevel 1 findings have been made:

The overall core damage frequency of 4.7 x 10-5/yr is below the staffs proposed.

subsidiary safety goal of I x 10-4/yr. This indicates that, in conjunction with the
(g) back-end results, ANO-1 does not present an undue core damage risk.
.v
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The overall ANO-1 core damage frequency is within the range of past published-

PRAs performed on PWRs. This indicates that the core damage susceptibility of
ANO-1 is not significantly unlike other PWRs.

Operator actions play a key role in the core melt risk at ANO-1 (see importance.

ranking Table 3.5.4-3 or 4). Most notable of these actions are requirements for
the operators to trip the RCPs in the event of a loss of RCP seal cooling, to
manually open RB sump suction valves for ECCS recirculation, to transfer senice
water to the ECP upon senice water suction failures, to trip MFW pumps in the
event of a steam generator overfill, and to manually transfer offsite power from
the auxiliary transformer to the start-up transformer. These actions are
proceduralized and understood by the plant operators.

ANO-1 has several diversified means of decay heat removal following a plant.

transient or small LOCA Consequently, no vulnerability was identified related to
USI A-45, Decay Heat Removal.

The ANO-1 IPE has provided information necessary for assessments which should*

be adequate for closure of two additional USIs/GSIs; GSI-23, " Reactor Coolant
Pump Seal Failures" and GSI-105, " Interfacing System LOCA at LWRs." In
addition, information provided in section .3.6 is considered to be favorably relevant
to USI A-47, " Systems Interaction Due To Internal Flooding" and infonnation in
section 4.8.3 is considered to be favorably relevant to GSI-121, " Hydrogen
Control For Large Dry PWR Containments".

The IPE front.end analysis provided a number of insights into potential ANO-1 accident
sequences, with related potential plant improvements identified for future consideration. These
improvements include both procedural and hardware enhancements to the ANO-1 accident

,

response capabihty.

7.2 BACK-END SUMMARY

As a result of the ANO-1 IPE effons, the following back-end Level 2 findings have been made:

No back-end vulnerabilities were identified for ANO-1;-

The ANO-1 reactor building is expected to remain intact for the majority (81.1%).

of severe accidents;

Late reactor building failures were assessed to occur in about 12.2% of ANO-1-

severe accidents;

Early reactor building failure, i.e., severe accidents involving reactor building-
,

failure prior to or approximately coincident with vessel failure (CET endstates A.
D, and E) were expected in only 6.3% of severe accidents;

Only 0.4% of severt accidents were assessed to bypass the ANO-1 reactor-

building (CET endstate BP);

A large release (early reactor building failure without source term mitigation) is-

expected to occur in about 2.8% of all severe accidents; g
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The ANO-1 reactor building was determined able to remain intact for most--
.

postulated severe accidents, principally due to the operation of the reactor building
sprays, fan cooling, and reactor building isolation. Large release events generally
involved failure of these systems.

The IPE back-end analysis pmvided a number of insights into ANO-1 severe accident behavior,
including the identification of potential plant improvements. 'Ihese improvements include both
procedural and hardware enhancements to the containment response capability.

7.3 ANO-1 IPE POTENTIAL FUTURE USE SUMMARY

As stated in the original ANO-1 PRA project objectives, the expected benefits from this effon go
well beyond providing a one time plant risk assessment in response to NRC Generic Letter 88-20.
Preliminary applications of the risk assessment technology gained through this project have
already begun to occur in the areas of regulatory related safety significance evaluations,
modification prioritization, and component unavailability impact assessment. Future applications t

of both the PRA modeling techniques and the PRA model itself appear to be wide ranging. Areas
'

of potential future application include:
[

Providing probabilistic risk input for potential plant design change development.

and/or prioritization.
,

Providing probabilistic risk input for LER safety significance evaluations..

Supponing implementation of the NRC Maintenance Rule, especially in the areas-

of structures, systems, and components (SSCs) risk significance determination andn
SSC performance criteria development and evaluation.i t

J
Supponing SSC risk significance evaluations associated with ANO Plant Life.

Extension License Renewal Application efforts.

Supponing model development, application, and maintenance of EPRI Outage.

Risk Assessment and Management (ORAM) software for ANO, Units 1 and 2.

Supponing IPEEE risk evaluations, especially for intemal fire analysis and seismic.

safe shutdown path determination.

Supporting plant-specific implementation of Generic Owner's Group Severe.

Accident Management Guidelines.

Providing probabilistic risk input for operator simulator training scenario.

development and/or prioritization.

Supponing other risk based regulation efforts, such as Technical Specification.

allowed outage time assessments similar to those in NUREG/CR-5200, plant-
specific NRC generic letter applicability evaluations, and justification for continued
operation safety assessments.

Based upon the limited experience to date, it is expected that as .isk based applications are
pursued, additional areas of plant suppon will be identified for consideration.

b
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7.4 ANO 1IPE CONCLUSIONS

OIn summary, the IPE of ANO-1 was performed in a manner consistent with the objectives stated
in GL 88-20 and the results show no indication that any plant unique severe accident
vulnerabilities exist at ANO-1. Insights have been gained regarding areas of sensitive plant
features (i.e., areas where changes can have the greatest effect on the plant risk) and regarding
areas of potential plant improvement (both procedural and hardware). Final disposition of these
insights will be pursued along with other future efforts to incorporate and apply the ANO-1 PRA
as a tool for severe accident risk management.

|

O
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS-

Al AC Electric Power System

System Functions

The ANO-1 AC Power System provides AC electric power to plant components and to/from the
Entergy Corporation Electric System grid. The AC Power System is energized during all modes
of plant operation.

Desien and Ooeration

The ANO-1 AC Power System is designed to provide AC power to plant equipment and to
provide a means for the transmission of plant-generated power to and from the gnd.

'
A single-line electrical drawing of the system is provided as Figure Al-1 and simplified P& ids
associated with AC equipment are provided as Figures Al-2 through Al-5. For discussion
purposes, the system can be divided into a number of subsystems:

-

1) Main Generator and Transformer,
2) Plant Switchyards,
3) Unit Auxiliary and Stanup Transfonners,
4) 6900V Buses,
5) Non-vital 4160V Buses.

C 6) Vital 4160V Buses,( 7) 480V Buses,
8) Non-Vital 120V Instrument AC Panels, and
9) Emergency DieselGenerators.

Note that for modeling purposes, the vital AC buses (RS1, RS2, RS3, and RS4) were included in -
the DC system. During normal plant operation, all plant AC buses are energized; and, these buses
receive power from the Main Generator via the Auxiliary Transformer. The Startup Transformer
No.1 (SUT-1) provides power to the plant AC buses when the main generator is off-line.
Startup Transformer No. 2 (SUT-2) provides backup to SUT-1.

The design and operation of each of the subsystems is briefly described below.
>

Main Generator and Transformer

The Main Generator (MG) is a 3-phase,22kV,60Hz,902MWe output. The Main Generator
(MG) is driven by one high pressure and two low pressure turbines. The MG and turbines are
located in the Turbine Building. Output of the MG is fed to the Main Transfonner (MT) and to
the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT). He generator is protected from conditions which
compromise its continued operation. Such conditions will trip one or more of the MG Lockout
(MGLO) Relays.

He Main Transformer (MT) consists of four identical single-phase transformers, one for each
phase and an installed spare. This equipment is located outdoors, east of the Turbine Building.
The MT steps up the 22kV main generator output to 500kV, which is then sent to the plant

,m 500kV switchyard.
t )N/
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Plant Switchvard - I

I

The plant switchyard distributes main generator output power to the grid and provides off-site
power to the plant when the main generator is off-line. The switchyard consists of a 500kV yard
and a 161kV yard connected by a 600MVA bus tie autotransformer (BTAT) with a 22kV tertiary
winding.

The 500kV portion of the switchyard has two main buses. Both the ANO-1 and -2 main
generators are connected to the main buses by separate double breaker bays. Three 500kV
transmission lines and the autotransformer are connected to the main 500kV bus by two " breaker-
and-one-half" bays. The Mabelvale and Ft. Smith lines are on one bay and the Mayflower line and
the autotransformer are on the other bay.

The 161kV portion of the switchyard is a 4-element ring bus. Two 161kV transmission lines (i.e.,
the Russellville East and the Morrilton East lines), the autotransformer, and Startup Transformer
No. 2 (SUT-2) are connected to the 161kV ring bus. The ring bus is arranged so that the
autotransformer and the SUT-2 are not connected to a common breaker. Likewise, the two
161kV transmission lines are not connected to a common breaker.

Unit Auxiliarv and Startuo Transformers

The Unit Aunhary Transformer (UAT) is the primary source of power to plant loads during
normal power operation. It steps up the 22kV main generator output to both the 6900V and
4160V levels. He Stanup Transformer No.1 (SUT-1) is the preferred power source for plant
loads when the plant is shutdown. It steps up the 22kV tertiary of the BTAT to both the 6900V
and 4160V levels. It is identical to the UAT in design. Stanup Transformer No. 2 (SUT-2)
serves as a bachp tc 5U 2-1. It steps up the 161kV switchyard voltage to the 6900V and 4160V
levels. Unlike the UAT and SUT-1, the 6900V and 4160V outputs from SUT-2 can be used to
power either ANO-1 or ANO-2 plant loads.

6900V Buses
There are two 6900V Buses, H1 and H2. Each provides power to two Reactor Coolant Pumps
(RCP) and a Circulating Water Pump. Each bus has three possible power sources, the UAT,
SUT-1, or SUT-2. During power operation, the UAT powers both H1 and H2. During plant
shutdown conditions, the SUT-1 is the preferred power source.

On a plant trip, the power source to both H1 and H2 buses automatically transfers from the UAT
to the preferred SUT-1. The transfer involves opening the bus feed breakers from the UAT and
closing the SUT-1 feed breakers.

Non-vital 4160V Buses

Here are four 4160V buses: A1, A2, A3, and A4. Buses Al and A2 are described in this section,
while A3 and A4 are described in the section which follows.

Buses Al and A2 are normally powered from the 4160V winding of the UAT during plant
operation and from the 4160V winding of the SUT-1 during plant shutdown. If both are
unavailable, these buses can be powered from the 4160V winding of the SUT-2. These buses
provide normal power to all plant loads at 4160V or below; this includes both safety and non-
safety loads. Divisional separation is normally maintained between Al and A2 and between the
buses supplied by Al and A2. Both Al and A2 are normally required for power generation. The
loss of either will likely cause a plant transient. .

A-2
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n On a plant trip, the power source to both Al and A2 automatically transfers from the UAT to the

('J preferred SUT-1. The transfer involves opening the Al and A2 bus feed breakers from the UAT
and closing the SUT-1 feed breakers.

Vital 4160V Buses

The vital 4160V buses A3 and A4 provide power to all safety-related plant loads at 4160V or -
~

,

below. Buses A3 and A4 are electrically and physically separate from each other; each has its
own independent source of power; and these buses and their associated equipment are designed to
be capable of withstanding specific design-basis events. During power operation, Bus A3 is
powered by Al and A4 is powered by A2. During normal operation, should Al become de-
energized, A3 will automatically isolate from Al, the emergency diesel generator (EDG)
associated with A3 will start, and A3 will connect to this EDG. De same is true for bus A4,
should A2 become de-energized. A separate EDG is associated with bus A4.

Both A3 and A4 are normally required for power generation. The loss of either will likely cause a
plant transient. Because the loss will likely disable safety equipment, losses of these buses are
treated as special initiators. For separation purposes, both bus tie breakers linking A3 and A4 are
normally open. These tie breakers are interlocked closed.

480V Buses

ne 480V system consists of both Load Centers (LCs) and Motor Control Centers (MCCs).
Seven of the LCs were modeled: B1 through B7. The LCs generally supply power to large
motors and to MCCs. All twenty-nine 480V MCCs were modeled. These supply power to
smaller motors, heaters, lighting, and other loads. LCs B5 and B6 and their associated MCCs

]G serve vital plant loads; the other LCs serve non-vital loads. .

Each LC consists of a 4160V/480V transformer and a 480V switchgear bus. Each LC bus is
powered from one of the 4160V buses: Al powers B1, B3, and B' 12 powers B2 and B4; A3
powers B5; and, A4 powers B6. As can be seen in the one-line drawmg, the non-vital 480V LCs
B1 and B2 and LCs B3 and B4 are paired with a single normally open tie-breaker. The vital
480V LCs B5 and B6 are paired with two normally open tie-breakers. LC B7 is unpaired.

Non-Vital 120V Instrument AC Panels

Four non-vital 120V Instrument AC Panels exist; YI, Y2, Y3, and Y4. Each receives power
from a 480V bus via a 480V/120V transformer: 480V MCC B51 powers Transformer X6A which
powers Y1, likewise B61 and X6B power Y2, B57 and X6C power Y3, and B65 and X6D power
Y4. Y1 and Y2 can be linked through two tie breakers; however, the two breakers are normally
open.

Emercency Diesel Generators

The plant is equipped with two independent 4160V, 2750kW Emergency Diesel Generator
(EDG) systems. Each provides emergency AC electric power to its associated 4160V safety bus.
EDG1 feeds Switchgear A3 and EDG2 feeds A4. The model of each EDG system consists of a
diesel, generator and auxiliaries for engine cooling, air starting, fuel supply, and room ventilation. '

The EDGs are normally in standby.

,
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Each diesel is a 20-cylinder, 2-cycle, 900 rpm diesel engine. The engine lubricating system
supplies oil to the moving parts of the engine. The Jacket Cooling System consists of an engine- g
driven water pump which takes suction from a Service Water-cooled heat exchanger. The
arrangement of Service Water components associated with the Emergency Diesel Generators is
shown on Figure A1-2.

The generator is a three-phase synchronous generator rated for 2750kW, 4160V, 60Hz
continuous operation. It is air cooled and has a single self-lubricated bearing. The generator is
equipped with automatic field flashing which applies 125VDC to the field once the generator is up
to operating speed.

Fuel to each diesel generator is provided by its respective day tank, which contains 275 gallons
(about I hour's supply of fuel). Each tank is maintained full by the EDG fuel oil supply system
during EDG operation. The EDG fuel oil system, shown on Figure Al-3, consists of two
independent and spatially separate pump trains. Each train contains a 22,500 gallon fuel oil
storage tank, motor-driven fuel oil transfer pump, piping, valves, and instrumentation.

Each EDG stanmg air system, shown in Figure Al-4, consists of two starting air compressors,
four air receiver tanks, and four air staning motors. On an EDG stan signal, the air solenoid
valves open to a.imit air from the receiver tanks to their associated air staning motors and these
motors crank the engine. The four air receiver tanks have sufficient compressed air to stan each
engine five times without recharging.

Each EDG room is equipped with two exhaust fans and two electro-hydraulic operated outside air
intake louvers. A simplified drawing of the EDG room ventilation system is provided on Figure
Al-5. Both fans are normally off and both louvers closed. During EDG operation, fan / louver
operation is controlled by temperature switches in each of the EDG rooms.

Each diesel generator may receive a start signal from any of several sources: an ESAS Channel 1
or 2 signal, an undervoltage signal from its associated 4160V switchgear (A3 or A4), an
undervoltage signal from its associated 480V load control center (B5 or B6), or by a manual start

.

signal. Of the two automatic start signals, only the latter connects the EDG to its associated '

safety switchgear.

Success Criteria and Maior Assumptions

As a suppon system to electrically-operated plant equipment, the AC Power System has no
system-level success criteria. Rather, the success of the system is measured at the AC bus level.
If a bus is energized and is able to provide adequate power to its loads, the bus is considered
successful (i.e., available); otherwise, the bus is considered unsuccessful (i.e., unavailable).

The following major assumptions were made in developing the AC power system fault tree:
l

1) Failure in a top event of the AC Power System fault tree is considered to be the total 1

loss of power to the associated bus. Degraded voltage conditions on the bus were
not considered.

2) DC power requirements of AC power system equipment (e.g., circuit breakers,
diesel-generators, and protective relay devices) are modeled by a transfer to the DC
Power system fault tree.

3) Suppon requirements of the AC Power system equipment (e.g., transformer cooling j

systems) are modeled as basic events. j

i
1
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f] 4) AC connections with the grid and with ANO-2 are modeled as basic events.
v

5) The only room cooling failure which was modeled to contribute to the failure of AC
power was that of the diesel-generator room ventilation system. The failure of both
fans or of both room air louvers to operate was assumed to cause the affected diesel
generator to fail. Failures of room cooling equipment in the emergency switchgear
A3 and A4 rooms were determined not to contribute to failure of electrical
equipment in these rooms.

6) The 480V swing MCC B56 is assumed to be powered by 480V LC B5.

7) Startup Transformer No.1 is assumed to be the preferred source of AC power to
plant loads, when the Aux Transformer is not available.

8) For completeness, test and maintenance has been modeled as a contributor to AC
power unavailability on each AC bus; however, interruptions due to test and
maintenance unavailability on these buses is very unlikely during power operation,
since such interruptions could cause a plant shutdown.

Svstem Interfaces

The following support systems interface with the AC power system:

DC contml power for 4160V switchgear, relay logic, and actuation signals.-.

Service Water for EDG cooling..

(q'-)
As a support system which provides both motive and control power, the AC power system
interfaces with most other systems in the plant model. Points of interface are identified in the
component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-4.

,
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s. FIGURE A1-2
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FIGURE A1-3
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A2 Intermediate Cooling Water System (ICW)

System Functions

The Intermediate Cooling Water System provides cooling water to nuclear auxiliary components
(Loop I) and non-nuclear components (Loop II). The ICW provides closed loop cooling for
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and non-nuclear equipment. However, the primary reasons for
modeling this system were due to its support to the Instrument Air (IA) compressors, the Main
Feed Pump (MFP) Lube Oil Coolers and the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Seal Return Coolers.

Desien and Operation

The ICW is a two loop system with Loop I supplying nuclear equipment and Loop II supplying
non-nuclear equipment, (see Figure A2-1). The ICW fault tree model reflects Loop II smce it

,

provides cooling water for the 1A compressors and after coolers and the MFP Lube Oil Coolers.
To simplify the modeling, this Loop II model is also used as representative of ICW supply to the
RCP Seal Return Coolers.

Loop II is serviced by two cennifugal motor driven (100hp/2500gpm) pumps. One pump (P33A)
serves the non-nuclear equipment (Loop II), and the other pump (P33B) serves as a standby
between Loops I and II. A third pump which was not modeled (P33C) serves the nuclear
equipment (loop I).

ICW contains three (3) heat exchangers (E28A, B, C) with one cooler (E28A) dedicated to loop
Il flow and one cooler (E28C) dedicated to nuclear Loop I. Service Water is used in the tube side
of the heat exchangers, (see Figure A2-2). The other heat exchanger (E28B) can be aligned to
support either Loop. Each loop also has a separate 1000 gallon surge tank. Both surge tanks are
vented to the atmosphere.

The IA Compressor Coolers and MFP Lube Oil Coolers (Loop II) are supplied ICW from one
pump (P33A) with a standby pump (P33B) that auto-starts when the operating ICW pump
discharge pressure drops below 35 psig. Air operated isolation valves for suction (CV-2240) and
discharge (CV-2238) of the standby pump are interlocked with the pumps and discharge pressure
switches. Whenever discharge pressure for the running pump drops below 35 psig, the standby
pump is started and the isolation valves are opened via solenoid valves which provide air from the
IA system to the air-to-open isolation valves.

ICW returns from the IA Compressor Coolers and MFP Lube Oil Coolers to the ICW Heat
Exchanger (E28A). E28A normally has Service Water (SW) as a heat sink, but SW is isolated
from ICW whenever an ESAS actuation is initiated. This would occur with any loss of coolant
accident (LOCA). E28B and E28C are normally aligned to the nuclear equipment (Loop I).
However, the Loop II model has been used as representative of the ICW supply to the RCP Seal
Oil Coolers also.

There is an ICW Surge Tank associated with each loop that provides normal pump suction and a
surge volume for the Loops. Each surge tank has an automatic level control that provides make-
up from the Condensate Make-up System. For the Loop II surge tank (T37A), a differential
pressure switch (PDIS-2228) controls the solenoid valve (SV-2228) which opens or shuts the air-
to-open valve (CV-2228) to control level in the tank. Both tanks are vented to atmosphere and
share a common dmin line.

O
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Success Criteria and Maior Assumotions

b Operation of the non-nuclear loop of ICW is successful if flow is provided to the header supplying
the subject loads. At least one of the two pumps (P33A or P33B) must operate at a minimum
output to provide adequate flow (17gpm).

The following assumptions were made in developing the Intermediate Cooling Water System
Fault Tree:

1. ICW pump P33A is assumed to be operating prior to the initiating event.

2. ICW Surge Tank T37A is vented to the atmosphere and therefore assumed not to
fail by over pressurization. Overfilling the tank would result in flow to the floor
drains provided and therefore would not present a floodmg problem to other
equipment. Failure of this tank or its level control system is assumed to result in
insufficient flow to the subject loads. This is used as a screening approach and
might be overly conservative since the surge tanks are cross-tied.

3. The standby ICW Heat Exchanger E28B is assumed to be isolated. Therefore, it
was not modeled as part of the system supplying the subject loads.

4. Only those components shown in the simplified P&ID's (Figures A2-1 and A2-2)
were considered necessary for successful operation of the ICW system except for
breakers supplying power to valves and pumps.

5. The ICW pump P33B is treated as a spare pump that is not rotated with the other
r- s pumps on a prescribed basis. Therefore, the associated isolation valves are assumed

(") to have a 6570 hour fault exposure time (FET) - one half of 18 months. This FET
added to a 24 hour mission time results in 6594 hours of total exposure time. The
P33B train components are inspected on an 18 month refueling cycle basis;
therefore, the 6594 hours is a reasonable estimate for exposure. '

6. The unavailability of an ICW pump that is already running is dominated by " failure
to run" events as exhibited in the " Train A ICW Fails" module (XMMITRAINA).
Therefore, the unavailability of the nuclear loop pump P33C is assumed to be equal
to the probability of a pump fails to run. The unavailability of P33C is assumed to
cause the unavailability of the spare pump P33B for the purpose of providing
backup when there is no flow from ICW pump P33A.

7. The failure of check valve ICW-2A to check back flow through failed pump P33A
af er swing pump P33B is started is assumed to result is insuflicient flow from P33Bt
to the subject loads. This is used as a screening approach and might be overly
conservative since the IA compressors and coolers only require 17 gpm.

8. It is assumed that miscalibration of the ICW Surge Tank differential pressure switch
(PDIS 2228) will lead to failure to control level in the surge tank. See assumption 2
also.

.
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System Inte6 aces

AC electrical power sources for pumps (480V) and valves (120V)..

Condensate makeup for ICW surge taris.-

Service Water for tube side ofICW heat exchanges.*

Instrument Air for control valve operation.-

Points ofinterface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-4.
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FIGURE A2-1
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FIGURE A2-2
O:ANO-1 INTERMEDIATE COOLING WATER SYSTEM 1
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p) A3 Reactor Building Spray (RBS) System ;
v System Functions

*

The pnmary purpose of the Reactor Building Spray (RBS) System is to remove heat fmm the
reactor building during and following an accident which involves either a loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) or a Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) inside the reactor building. This is
accomplished initially by injecting water from the borated water storage tank (BWST) ;

(injection mode) then by recirculating water from the reactor building sump (recirculation i

mode). Through removal of heat from the reactor building environment, the RBS also serves
to mitigate reactor building pressure excursions. Reduction of the pressure differential
between the reactor atmosphere and the extemal environment reduces tse driving force for
fission product leakage out of the reactor building. The system will also limit off-site radiation
through washing of fission products from the reactor building post accident atmosphere by
RBS system spray droplets. .

Desien and Oneration

The Reactor Building Spray (RBS) System is composed of two redundant trains of
equipment, (see Figure A3-1). Each train consists of a reactor building spray pump, NaOH
addition pump, spray header and nozzles, isolation valves, and the necessary piping,
instrumentation, and controls. The two redundant loops are designed such that a single failure
of any active component will not degrade the system's ability to fulfill these design objectives.
Each loop is powered from a separate safety related bus. Also, each spray pump lube oil
cooler utilizes cooling water from a separate loop of the Service Water System, (see Figure
A3-2). The entire RBS is designed to Seismic Category I requirements.

\ Post-accident reactor building emergency cooling and long-term pressure reduction may be
accomplished by two spray trains or by a combination of two reactor building cooling units
and one spray train. Post-accident iodine removal may be accomplished by one of the two
spray trains. Adequate quantities of NaOH are included in the spray to reduce the airbome
concentrations of radioactive forms of iodine, and to retain the iodine in the reactor building
sump water.

The reactor building spray pumps take a suction, via the Decay Heat Removal (DHR) suction
header, from the Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) in the "injectica. mode" and from the
reactor building sump in the " recirculation mode." When the BWST level decreases to 6 ft.,
the suction is manually shifted to the Reactor Building sump.

The spray nozzles are spaced unifonnly around the interior of the reactor building above the
operating floor to maximize heat and iodine removal.

The RBS is a standby system which is actuated when a high reactor building pressure signal
from Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) initiates an RBS operation. ESAS ,

actuates the RBS system on a two out of three signal fmm pressure transmitters IYF-2405,
PT-2406, and Irr-2407. At a building pressure of 4 psig, the BWST outlet valves open and
HPI and LPI Systems start. If RB pressure increases to 30 psig, the motor-operated valves in
the NaOH tank outlet lines and the R.B Spray Headers open and the spray pumps start. If

,

required, the operator can manually actuate or stop the system from the main contml room.

After the water in the BWST reaches a low level and the sodium hydroxide tank is empty (this

q should occur simultaneously), the spray pump suction is transferred to the reactor building

Q sump when the operator places the LPI system in the recirculation mode.

I
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Success Criteria and Maior Assumptions

In order for the Reactor Building Spray System to assist the Reactor Building Cooling System
in protecting the reactor building in the event of a LOCA or MSLB, one of two reactor
building spray pumps must deliver full flow to one sct of nozzles. The Reactor Building Spray
System is requurd to operate during the injection and recirculation modes of operation.

The following assumptions were made in developing the Reactor Building Spray System Fault
Tree:

1. The BWST, NaOH tank, reactor building sump and associated outlet piping are part
of the LPI system and are modeled as such.

2. Pipe breaks, spray nozzle plugs, header plugs / breaks, and cable faults have a|

| negligible contribution to system unreliability.

3. No maintenance is possible inside the reactor building during reactor operation.

4. The cross-connect valves are normally closed and the possibility of both valves
transferring open has a negligible contribution to system unreliability.

System Interfaces

Tne following support systems interface with the Reactor Building Spray System:

Service Water System - Supplies the lube oil cooling to the Reactor-

Building Spray pumps.

4.16 kV Distribution System Buses A3 and A4 - Supply power for-

the operation of the spray pumps.

480 VAC Distribution System Buses B51 and B61 - Supply power-

to the NaOH pumps and RBS motor-operated valves.

Engineered Safeguards System - Supplies signals necessary to-

actuate the RBS pumps and motor-operated valves required for
proper RBS operation.

Decay Heat Removal (DHR) System - Supply spray pump suction-

piping.

Points ofinterface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-4.

O
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FIGURE A3-1
ANO-1 REACTOR BUILDING SPRAY SYSTEM
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A4 DC Elec'ric Power System

o)(
System Functions'-

,

The DC Power system function is to provide a continuous supply of 125V DC pow ~ '
specific loads which are required for the safe operation and shutdown of the plant. Some ut
these systems are as follows:

1) 6900V Switchgear Control,
2) 4160V Switchgear Contml,
3) 480V AC load Center Control,
4) Reactor Control Rod Drives,
5) Reactor Instrumentation and Protection System,
6) Engineered Safeguard System,
7) Inverters - 120V Vital AC,
8) Diesel Generator Control,
9) Emergency Feedwater Control, and

10) Other equipment necessary for normal unit operation, and normal emergency
shutdown.

He 125V DC Power system also provides backup power for the Switchyard DC system.

Desien and Ooeration

ne ANO-1 DC Power System consists of the following:
i

(a) Two 125V battery banks (D06, D07),
,

(b) Three 125V battery chargers (D03, D04,D05),

(c) Three 125V DC control centers (D01, D02),

(d) Six distribution panels (RAl, RA2, D11, D21, D15, D21), and
,

(e) Four vital 120V AC buses (RS1, RS2. RS3, and RS4).

Note that latter is not normally considered part of the ANO-1 DC Power system. It was modeled
as part of the DC Power system in the ANO-1 PRA as a matter of convenience. Figure A4-1 is a
simplified drawing of the DC Power system.

Both Battery Banks D06 and D07 consist of 58 cells and are rated at 1500 A-hr. Each battery is
sized to carry the continuous emergency DC and vital AC load for a minimum period of two
hours in addition to supplying power for the operation of momentary loads during the 2 hour
period.

!Each of the 125V DC battery chargers is capable of supplying the normal DC load connected to
its respective control center, while maintaining its associated battery in a charged condition.
Charger D03, powered from the 480V AC Imad Center B5, provides dedicated charging to DC
control center D01; charger D04, powered imm the 480V AC lead Center B6, provides
dedicated charging to DC control center D02. Charger DOS is a swing charger which can charge
either D01 or D02. It is only used when either D03 or DCM is out of service. Simultaneous

: charging of both D01 and D02 by DOS is prevented by administrative procedure. The allowed
g- and assumed charger alignments are shown m Figure A4-2.

:
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The DC buses run ungrounded and are equipped with detectors which alarm when a ground exists
on either polarity. The DC system design is a floating system from ground (i.e. ungrounded) and
is capable of performing its intended function with one ground present.

The 120V vital AC power system is designed to provide an unintermptable supply of 120V AC
power. Each vital AC bus is powered by its own mverter: buses RS1, RS2, RS3, and RS4 are
powered by inveners Y11. Y13, Y22, and Y24, respectively. Each invener has three different
sources of power: (1) primary 480V AC rectified (MCC), (2) normal 125V DC (Control Center),
and (3) alternate 480V AC. Upon the loss of the AC supply, the invener is automatically
powered from the DC source. In the event of an invener failure, a static transfer switch in the
output of the invener automatically transfers the 120V vital bus power supply to the altemate AC
source, one of the Engineered Safeguards MCCs. A simplified drawing of a typical invener is
shown in Figure A4-3. The Limiting Conditions for Operation at ANO-1 require all four vital
buses to be energized. Thus, while maintenance is performed on the invener or on the primary
AC source, the supply power is manually switched to the altemate AC source. During shutdown,
only two of the four vital buses are required to operate.

Success Criteria and Maior Assumptions

Success of the DC system is defined on a bus level: the bus is successful if it is energized.
Degraded power conditions are not considered. DC power is required continuously during
normal operation and following a reactor trip.

The following assumptions were mde in developing the DC Power System Fault Tree:

1. Charger D05 is assumed to be feeding Bus D01 prior to the initiating event. This
assumption is conservative since,in the event of a loss of off-site power and failure
of the green emergency diesel generator, both batteries D06 and D07 would begin,

to discharge.-

2. Because of the assumption of Charger DOS feeding Bus D01, the following
maintenance unavailabilities are considered mutually exclusive and were removui

'
from the model cutsets:

a. Battery D07 and Charger D05 out of service for test and
,

maintenance simultaneously

b. Battery D06 and Charger D04 out of service for test and
maintenance simultaneously

3. The inverter transformers which transform 480V AC to 120V AC were modeled
as 480V - 220V transformers and the invener static switches were modeled as
static voltage regulators.

4. Room cooling is not included in the model, since past analysis has pmven that it is
not required for safe shutdown.
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System Interfaces .;
,

The only system modeled as a requirement for the operation of the DC Power system is the 480V'

AC Power system. This system provides AC power to the battery chargers and inveners.

As a suppon system, the DC power system interfaces with most of the other systems in the ANO- ,

1 plant model.
.
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FIGURE A4-2
ANO-1 DC POWER SYSTEM
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FIGURE A4-3
ANO-1 DC POWER SYSTEM hINVERTER DIAGRAM
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A5 Emergency Feedwater System (EFW),,

(U) System Functions

The pnmary purpose of the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) system is to protect the reactor core -

from an overheating condition upon a loss of main feedwater or reactor coolant pump (RCP)
circulation. EFW also serves to isolate the steam generators to protect the core fmm an
overcooling condition upon a main steam or feed line rupture. The EFW system is automatically
initiated.

The Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) system is included in this analysis. The |
EFIC serves several functions, including:

automatic initiation of the emergency feedwater system pumps and valves;-

control of the emergency feedwater flow rate (secondary side level control)-

regulation of the recondary side pressure during emergency feedwater operation-

automatic isolation of the affected steam generator (isolation of the main steam-

and feedwater lines) on low steam generator pressure.

Desien and Oneration

The EFW is designed to provide a supply of water to the intact steam generator (s) following a
postulated main steam line rupture or loss of main feedwater to remove reactor decay heat and

ex cool down the reactor coolant system RCS. The EFIC and EFW systems meet the requirements

Q of IEEE 279, including the criteria of single failure, redundancy, independence, electrical and
physical separation, manual actuation, and capability for system testing.

The EFW system model includes the EFIC system and condensate storage tank T41B, with a
minimum inventory of 107,000 gallons and a tank capacity of 321,000 gallons. The EFW system
consists of two trains each capable of supplying emergency feedwater to either or both steam
generators, (Figure A5-1). One train contains a motor-driven pump capable of supplying 780
gpm to the steam generators. The second train contains a turbme-driven pump, also with a
capacity of 780 gpm. The turbine-driven pump is powered by high pressure steam from the main
steamlines,(Figure A5-2).

'Ihere are three primary sources of emergency feedwaten 1) condensate storage tank T41B,2) a
backup, non-Q condensate storage tank T41, which is interconnected with the Unit 2 CST and
has a capacity of 202,000 gallons, and 3) the Service Water Loop Supply, which is considered the ,

assured source of water when the CST is unavailable.
:

There are two EFW injection lines, each line providing emergency feedwater to a spray header in
one of the steam generators. Each injection lme may receive EFW from either pump train. Flow
is controlled through solenoid valves in each of the four pump discharge crosstic lines. Motor |

operated valves are also located in these lines so that EFW may be isolated from either pump to
either steam generator.

%

d
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The EFIC system consists of two sets of two redundant instrument and actuation channels, which
contain various modules for different functions, (Figures A5-3 through A5-5). All channels

-

contain an input, initiate, and vector module, while channels A and B also contain trip and control
modules. Each channel receives input signals from individual level and pressure instruments in
each steam generator. The input modules are composed of compensation and bistable
components. These signals are processed by the EFIC inination logic. Outputs of the four initiate
logic channels are pmvided to the trip modules in channels A and B. Each trip channel may be '

actuated by "one out of two times two taken twice" logic. The trip channel produces an ERV
signal, a Train A Main Steam Line Isolation (MSLI), or a Train B MSLI, as appropriate. The trip
logic output goes to the EFIC vector logic which processes signals from steam generator level
and pressure sensors and the trip signals in order to open and close valves for initiating EFW
flow. The MSLI signals are not processed through the vector logic. Output of the trip logic is

,

also input to the channels A and B control modules, which adjust valve positions to maintain
steam generatorlevel and pressure.

The ERV system is a standby system. It is normally aligned to provide ERV flow from the CST,
and all block valves and flow control valves are normally aligned open. |

The EFW pumps may be started manually or automatically with the EFIC system. Automatic i

actuation is provided for the following conditions:

low levelin either steam generatora

loss of both main feedwater pumps.

loss of all four reactor coolant pumps-

low pressure in either steam generator (if main feedwater is isolated by this.

low pressure signal);

an engineered safeguards actuation system high pressure injection (HPI) actuation.

signal.

The EFIC system will also provide open signals to the ERV control and block valves upon
actuation of ERV. Subsequently, EFIC will modulate the solenoid valves in the ERV injection ;

header to control level within specified limits. Generation of an MSLI signal automatically
generates an ERV trip, which is then processed by the vector logic as described above. Upon
receipt of an MSLI signal, the main steam line isolation valve is closed, and the atmosaberic dump
block valve is opened. The atmospheric dump control valve is then modulatec to control
pressure.

!

The volume of water in the CST (T41B) is sufficient to provide decay heat removal and cool
down for a minimum of 4.5 hours, with an average flow rate of 390 gpm. Low tank level is
alarmed in the control room. Switching to an altemative EFW supply, or refilling of the ERV *

tank requires operator action.
,

t
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Success Criteria and Maior Assumotions >g

Operation of ERV is successful if the following conditions are satisfied:

Successful closure of MSIV CV-2691 and successful operation of MSLI logic for.

successful steam generator A isolation.

Successful closure of MSIV CV-2692 and successful operation of MSLI logic for.

successful steam generator B isolation.

Full flow from at least one EFW pump to steam generator B for a minimum of 24.

hours for successful EFW operation given steam generator A isolation.

Full flow from at least one ERV pump to steam generator A for a minimum of 24.

hours for successful ERV operation given steam generator B isolation.

Full flow from at least one ERV pump to at least one steam generator for a.

minimum of 24 hours given no steam generator isolation. .

The following assumptions were made in developing the ERV System Fault Tree:
.

1. If either steam generator overfills while supplying P7A, water will enter the main
steam line and trip P7A on overspeed. No credit is taken in the model for the
operator restarting P7A fol'.owing a trip on overspeed, or manually preventing
overfill.

("'s 2. Failure of the full recire line to close upon ERV actuation is considered a failure of
\ the system. This is a conservative assumption, since these valves are normally;

[ closed.
1

3. P7B is unavailable upon a LOCA event.

4. Failure of the ERV pumps due to failure of the minimum recirculatic,i. line to open
or remain open is not considered a significant failure and is not modeled at this time.

5. Common mode failures of level transmitters are not considered since they are used ,

in daily operation and would be detected. Pressure control calibration is also not
considered for the same reason.

6. Overfill and overfill reset bistable are not functional, and do not send signals to the !
initiate logic to isolate the OTSG's on a high level signal. Therefore, overfills can
only be prevented through manual control of the control valves, which is not
modeled. Since the initiate bistables for overfill are not active, overfill events can fail ,

'

the P7A pump train due to water entering the steam lines.

7. . Failures of the control valves which contribute to insufficient flow are modeled as
the valves failing to open. Contributors to overfill events are modeled as failures to i

close. '

8. ERV control and block valve failures are modeled in the following ways:
:

g3 (a) Valve transfers closed.,

(b) Valve receives false close signal from EFIC.|
'

\

| .i
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|9. The steam generators may fail from low pressure due to any of the following events:

. (a) Relief valves fail to close or reclose.
1 (b) Miscalibr.Jon error of relief valves.

(c) Flow diversion through the atmospheric dump valves. |
(d) Failure of the pressure control logic.

(a), (b), and (c) contribute to failure of the turbine driven pumps only when the
initiating event is not a steam generator tube rupture. (d) contributes to the failure '

!

' of the turbine driven pump, and also causes failure of EFW flow to that steam
generator, since the low pressure in a steam generator will cause the SG to be ,

isolated. (a) is a contributor to low pressure and subsequent isolation, but steam
'

generator A and B failures from relief valve failures are mutually exclusive, since i

EFIC will not isolate EFW flow to both steam generators. Pressure control logic i
failures for each steam generator are also mutually exclusive. i

| 10. A MSLI signal isolates the TDV's from the OTSG's. The ADV's open so that i
pressure control is then through ADV control valve rather than OTSG safety valves.
However, the only contributing failure of the ADV control valves to failure of EFW
also occurs due to low pressure in the steam generators, which may occur if the j
ADV's transfer open. Both of these failures are modeled using the same gate logic. <

| EFIC protection logic to prevent isolation of both SG's and deliver flow to the
higher pressure SG is not modeled at this time.

I 1. When low pressure occurs in a steam generator, failure to isolate the remaming
steam generator (i.e. check valve failure, failure to manually close the steam

,

admission valve) is not modeled at this time.

12. Two safety relief valves must stick open to depressurize the steam generator to less ;

than 200 psia. However, only one SRV remaining open will depressurize the SG to j
the point where HPI will begin, so this failure is modeled.

|

|

13. The pressure logic and the level logic of the initiate modules are modeled separately. |

14. Initiation of EFW by the Reactor Protection System is not modeled at this time.

15. DC power failures of the EFIC system are included at the transmitter input level.

System Interfaces

The following support systems interface with the EFW system:

AC power is required for the motor-driven pump, and for injection.
,

valve operation. |

DC Power is required for operation of valves in the steam supply-

lines to the turbine driven pump, and for injection valve operation.
1

ESAS generates the EFIC signals required for EFW initiation and.

control.

Points ofinterface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-4.
,
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FIGURE A5-2
ANO-1 EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM
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FIGURE A5-5 ANO-1 EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM
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A6 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS)

System Functions

ne engineered safeguards actuation system (ESAS) monitors reactor coolant system and reactor
building pressures to detect a major loss of reactor coolant accident. Following detection of this
event, ESAS pmvides digital tdp signals that initiate automatic protective actions by the
engineered safeguards systems. l

1

The ESAS-actuated systems protect the fuel cladding by injecting both high and low pressure
coolant into the reactor coolant system. He reactor building integrity is maintained through
isolation and cooling of the building atmosphere.

Desien and Operation

The ESAS is organized into analog and digital subsystems as shown in Figure A6-1. The analog |
'

subsystem contains analog instrument stdngs and the digital subsystem contains actuation
channels.

. The analog subsystem consists of three redundant channels, designated I,2, and 3. Each chaanel
l continuously monitors reactor coolant system and reactor building (RB) pressure. If either

deviates from a pre-selected pressure trip point, the channel that is associated with that trip point
is designed to trip. The trip signal from an analog channel is transmitted to the digital channel
associated with the particular pressure parameter. In the digital channel, the trip signals from the
three analog channels are combined in a 2-of-3 logic configuration to trip that digital channel.

In all, there are ten digital channels. They are segregated into odd and even groups. The odd
digital channels 1,3,5,7 and 9 are grouped as digital logic subsystem 1; the even digital channels
2,4,6, 8, and 10 comprise digital logic subsystem 2. Each digital channel actuates a specific set
of plant-protection equipment. Many plant-protection components receive redundant signals from
the odd and even digital channels. Digital channels 1 and 2 actuate high-pressure injection and the
emergency diesel generators; digital channels 3 and 4 actuate low-pressure injection; digital
channels 5 and 6 actuate the RB cooling and isolation systems; digital channels 7 and 8 actuate
the RB spray system; and, digital channels 9 and 10 actuate the Sodium Hydroxide addition to the
RB spray system.

Success Criteria and Maior Assumotions

ne ESAS is a support system. As such, success is defined as successful detection of a condition
requiring an engineered safeguards system action followed by generation of a signal to the
applicable engineered safeguards system.

The following assumptions were made in developing the ESAS system fault tree:

1. It is assumed that the analog channels only need to issue a momentary trip signal to
the digital channels for successful component actuation due to the signal lock-in
feature employed within the trip logic modules of the digital subsystems. It is also
assumed that the digital channels only need to issue momentary trip signals.

2. Failure of the ESAS unit control modules (UCMs) was not modeled in the ESAS
system fault tree. This failure is assumed to be included in the fault trees of the
systems which are actuated by the UCMs.

O
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e 3. Due to the order of component calibration and integmted testing for each analog
i channel, miscalibation of an analog instrumentation channel is assumed to include the
' pressure transmitter up to and including the set-point bistables and power supplies.

The miscalibation event is applied at the pressure transmitter level within the tree.
Thus, a miscalibration event will fail all trip signals associated with the affected .

transmitter. Common miscalibration across analog channels is not modeled because a
unique procedure exists for calibrating each analog channel.

4. Maintenance is modeled for each digital ESAS channel and subsystem. However,
maintenance on both odd and even actuation channel is not allowed by the Tech
Specs and was not allowed. Maintenance for an analog channel is not modeled,
because the associated digital channel is placed in tnp during analog channel
maintenance.

5. ESAS failures due to environmental effects are assumed to be negligible.

System Interfaces

The ESAS interfaces with the DC Power system for operative and control power through
the 120V AC vital power distribution panels and cimuit breakers.

ES AS provides actuation signals to the following systems:

High Pressure Injection,-

law Pressure Injection,-

(,,/ AC Power (Diesel Generators),-

Reactor Building Isolation,.

Reactor Building Cooling,-

Reactor Building Spray,.

Service Water, and-

Intennediate Cooling Water.-

.

?

|

V .!
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A7 High Pressure Injection (HPI)/Iligh Pressure Recirculation (HPR)

b Svstem Functionsv
During reactor operation, this system performs the following functions:

1. Supplies the reactor coolant system (RCS) with fill and operational makeup.

2. Circulates seal water for the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs).

3. Receives, purifies, and recirculates RCS letdown to provide water quality and
reactor coolant boric acid untml.

4. Accommodates temporary changes in the required reactor coolant inventory.

Following a reactor trip, the system performs the following functions: ;

i

1. Circulates seal water for the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs).

2. For normal shutdowns and transient initiated events, provides makeup to the RCS to
prevent core uncovery resulting from coolant volume shrinkage.

3. For small LOCAs, injects borated water from the BWST into the reactor vessel sia
the RCS cold legs; this action, termed "high pressure injection (HPI)", prevents
uncovering the core for RCS leaks and delays uncovering the core for ,

intermediate-sized leaks. When the BWST is emptied, the system is aligned to the ;

discharge of the DHR pumps, which in turn draw water from the reactor building
sump; this operational mode is termed "high pressure recirculation (HPR)".

4. For transient initiated events, injects borated water frem the BWST into the reactor
vessel to remove decay heat; this operational mode is termed "HPI or
feed-and-bleed cooling". When the BWST is emptied, the system is aligned to the
discharge of the DHR pumps.

5. For steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs), the system provides auxiliary spray to
the pressurizer to aid in RCS depressurization to DHR entry conditions. (This
function is in addition to the LOCA makeup requirement of SGTR events.)

Desien and Operation

The HPI system has three pump trains with four injection legs to the RCS, (see Figure A7-1).
Each pum? train consists of a multistage centrifugal motor-driven pump, a check . valve and two
manual va ves. When needed to mitigate a LOCA or supply HPI cooling, flow to each pump train
comes from the LPI/DHR system through a motor-operated valve and a manual valve. (The swing
pump receives its flow through a cross-connect consisting of two manual valves.) HPI flow
leaves the HPI pump trains and goes to four of four of the injection paths. (The swing pump first
sends its flow through another cross-connect also consisting of two manual valves.) The injection
paths outside of the reactor building each consist of a motor-operated valve, a check valve, and a
manual valve. Inside the reactor building, each leg consists of two check valves and a manual
valve. Lube oil cooling for each pump is provided by service water, as shown in Figure A7-3.
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During reactor operation with no HPI maintenance, either pump P36A or P36C is operating to
supply RCS makeup requirements and RCP seal injection; the opposing HPI pump is on ES
standby. Pump P36B is aligned to the same bus as the operating pump. Once per month, the

- operation will be rotated to the other HPI pump. If either pump P36A or P36C is in maintenance,
then pump P36B is operated to provide RCS makeup and RCP seal injection. P36B never
operates unless P36A or P36C is in maintenance. Figure A7-2 illustrates HPI flow to RCP seal
injection.

Upon receipt of an emergency safeguards actuation signal (RCS pressure below 1500 psig or RB
'

pressure above 4 psig), the following events occur:

1. Isolation valves in the purification letdown line, the controlled bleed off line, and the
normal makeup line close.

2. The HPI pump in ES standby starts.

3. Inlet valves in each HPIline open.

4. HPI pump suction valves in the BWST outlet headers open.

Pumps and valves may be remotely actuated by operator from the Control Room.

When the BWST reaches a low level, the control room operators realign the HPI pump suction
source to the discharge of the I_PI pumps which, in turn, are aligned to take suction from the RB
sump (the so-called " piggy back" mode of operation).

Success Criteria and Maior Assumotions

The success criterion for the High Pressure Injection system are as follows:

One of three pumps supplying two of four injection paths.
;

The following assumptions were made in developing the HPI fault tree.

1. Prior to reactor trip, P36A is mnning and P36C is in ES STANDBY. (Does not
affect system reliability.)

2. Pipe breaks and cable faults have a negligible contribution to system unreliability.
.

4. During the recirculation mode, failure of the DHR coolers will fail the HPI pumps
high (>200F) water temperatures. (This failure mechanism is treated in the
LPl/DHR fault tree.)

5. No maintenance is possible inside the reactor building during reactor operation.

!

i
!

l

i
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System Interfaces ,

The following support systems interface with the HPI system.

Emergency AC electrical power sources for pump (4.16 kV) and valve (480V).

operation.

Plant Protection System (ESAS) for automatic actuation signals to pumps and ',.

valves.

Service Water System for HPI pump lube oil cooling..
.

IAw Pressure Injection (LPI) water to HPI/HPR/HP auxiliary spray..

Note that pump P36B is a " swing" pump, which may be aligned to either diesel generator bus or
service water loop. -

Points ofinterface are identified in the component level dependency matrix listed in Table 3.2-4. j

,
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FIGURE A7-1 ANO-1 HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION / RECIRCULATION
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FIGURE A7-2 ANO-1 HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION / RECIRCULATION
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FIGURE A7-3 ANO-1 HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION / RECIRCULATION
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A8 Low Pressure Injection (LPI)/ Low Pressure Recirculation (LPR)c.l / Decay Heat Removal (DilR)(V ,

Svstem Functions

The Decay Heat Removal (DHR) System is designed to remove decay heat from the core and
sensible heat fmm the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) during the last stages of cool down. It also
provides a means of automatically injecting borated water into the reactor vessel for cooling the
core in the unlikely event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) during reactor operation.

He normal functions of the DHR system include:

Removal of reactor decay heat during the latter stages of a cool down..

Maintaining reactor coolant temperature at desired temperature during refueling.

and/or maintenance.

Provide for purification and sampling of coolant..
,

Provide for a means of filling and partial draining of the fuel transfer canal..

Provide auxiliary spray to the pressurizer for complete depressurization of the RCS r.

and cool down of the pressurizer.

The emergency functions of the DHR system include:

Low Pressure Injection (LPI) for the reactor during reactor coolant leaks ranging( *

from an intermediate to a large LOCA.

Provide pumps to recirculate Reactor Building sump water for long term cooling.

while operating in the Emergency Safeguard (ES) mode. This method is initiated
when the Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) reaches it's low low level alarm
point.

Take suction on the RB sump and pump the water to the suction of the High.

Pressure Injection (HPI) pumps if the BWST is emptied and the RCS pressure has
not decayed off enough to allow LPI.

Provide suction piping, from the BWST and the Reactor Building sump, to the.

Reactor Building Spray system.

During reactor operation the LPI system does not perform any active functions (Figure A8-1). It
is a standby Decay Heat Removal (DHR) system. This function is illustrated in Figure A8-2.

Desien and Ooeration

The Low Pressure Injection (LPI) system is designed to inject borated water into the reactor
vessel during a LOCA. It also pmvides for decay heat removal during normal reactor shutdown.
The cooling must prevent fuel melting or significant alteration of core geometry, limit the cladding

.

metal-water reaction, and remove the energy generated in the core for an extended period of time i

following a LOCA. The injected water must contain sufficient boric acid to maintain the core '

O
suberitical following a LOCA.
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LPI is accomplished through redundant flow paths,(see Figures A8-3A and A8-3B). Each path
includes one pump and one cooler. Each path enters the reactor vessel through the core flood
nozzles, one on each side of the vessel. Crossover lines between the two LPI inlets allow
injection of an adequate supply of borated water for cooling even if a core flood line ruptures.
Each inlet line and crossover line is eguipped with flow restrictors to limit the amount of flow to
the break should a break occur in the Ime.

Normal wction for LPI is from the Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) - T3 with an alternate
suction from the reactor building sump. 'Ihis gives the system the ability to provide long term
core cooling in the recirculation mode after a LOCA. In the event of a small to intermediate
reactor coolant leak, where the BWST has emptied and RCS pressure has not decayed off enough
to allow for LPI (appmximately 150 psig), the LPI system can be operated in what is termed the
" piggyback" mode. In this mode, the decay heat pumps take suction on the reactor building sump
and pump the water to the suction side of the HPI (makeup) pumps. This mode is illustrated in
Figure A8-4.

The LPI system is actuated upon receipt of an emergency safeguard actuation signal (ES AS) (low
RCS pressure of 1526 psig, or high reactor building pressure of 4 psig.) Upon actuation, the
following occur:

1. Valves connecting the BWST to the LPI pump suction headers open (CV-1407,
CV-1408).

2. RCS injection valves in each LPI line open (CV-1400, CV-1401).

3. DHR pumps start (P34A, P34B). I

4. DHR cooler service water isolation valves open; room cooler fan starts; cooling
water valves to DHR room coolers open, and DHR pump bearing cooling water '

isolation valves open. (Contacts off pump start circuit.)
1

5. DHR cooler bypass valves CV-1432 and CV-1433 close.

|
Upon low level of the BWST, the operator closes CV-1407 and CV-1408 and opens CV-1405 |
and CV-1406 so that the pumps will take suction on the reactor building sump for Low Pressure j
Recirculation (LPR). This mode of operation is illustrated in Figure A8-5. I

Service water is utilized by the Decay Heat Coolers and the Decay Heat Pump Lube Oil
Coolers. The supply components are shown on Figure A8-6.

,

I
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Success Criteria and Maior Assumptions

,

V)-t
He success criteria associated with the normal and emergency modes of the
LPI/LPR/DHR system is that one-of-two pump trains is available. ;

The following assumptions were made in developing the LPI/LPR/DHR system fault tree. !

1. Pipe breaks and cable faults have a negligible contribution to system unreliability.

2. No maintenance is possible inside the reactor building during reactor operation. :

3. Top Event Service Water ESAS
LPI N Y
LPR Y Y
DIR Y N

4. LPI pump failures due to lube oil problems are included within the LPI pump failure
data.

5. Failure of CV-1432, CV-1433, FE-1406, FE-1407, DH-8A, or DH-8B will not
affect reliability.

System Interfaces

The LPI/LPR/DHR system interfaces with the following systems:

ESAS Actuation signals to pumps and valves..

AC Power for pumps and valves.*

.

DC Power for 4160V pump breakers, system solenoid valves..

Service Water cooling for coolers and lube oil pumps..
.

Points of interface are identified in the component level dependency matrix listed in Table 3.2-4.

.

i
'%
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FIGURE A8-1 ANO-1 LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM
FULL POWER CONFIGURATION
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FIGURE A8-2 ANO-1 LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM
DECAY HEAT REMOVAL CONFIGURATION
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FIGURE A8-3A ANO-1 LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM
LOW PRESSURE INJECTION CONFIGURATION
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FIGURE A8-3B ANO-1 LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM
LOW PRESSURE INJECTION CONFIGURATION (CONTINUED)
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FIGURE A8-4
ANO-1 LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM

HIGH PRESSURE RECIRCULATION CONFIGURATION
A (PIGGYBACK MODE)
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L FIGURE A8-5
| ANO-1 LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM
| LOW PRESSURE RECIRCULATION CONFIGURATION
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FIGURE A8-6
ANO-1 LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM
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(] A9 Instrument Air (IA) System
L.J'

System Functions

The instrument air system function, applicable to the Power Conversion System (PCS), is
to provide sufficient flow of high quahty air for motive power for the air-operated valves :
in this system.

Desien and Ooeration

ne Instrument Air system is designed to provide operative air to the various PCS air operated
equipment via only one air compressor and aftercooler pair. However the system consists of the
following,(Figures A9-1 and A9-2):

nree instrument air compressors.

Three air compressor aftercoolers.

Twoinstrument air receivers i.

,

Two instrument air dryers with two drying towers each.

(The towers alternate during on line operation.)

Two sets of air filters T.

Piping, valves, and instrumentation-

" The air compressors (C2A, C2B, and C2C) are vertical, non-lubricated cylinder, recipmcating,
portplate-type. Operating speed is 514 RPM with discharge pressure of 100 psig and a flow rate
of 200 SCFM. Each compressor is equipped with a counter-current aftercooler. Air flow from
the aftercoolers is directed into air receivers T39A and B, which serve four major functions:

1) Store the pneumatic energy.

2) Act as a radiator to dissipate heat from the compressed air.

'

3) Trap condensed water vapor as the air e sols down, which keeps moisture from
getting fanher downst cam.

4) Dampen pulsation produced by the compressors so that controllers and actuators |
work smoothly.

'

The operating pressure for each receiver is 100 psig. T39A receives air from compressors C2A
and C2B. T39B receives air from compressor C2C. Each receiver has a safety valve fot
overpressure relief protection. T39A is set to relieve to atmosphere at 125 psig and T39B is set
to relieve to atmosphere at 110 psig.

Receiver T39A air is dried by Dryer M-1 and Receiver T39B air is dried by Deer M-57. He
,

dryers remove entrained moistme from the air by means of a solid granular desiccant. The dryers
are designed to dry 198.5 SCFM (200 SCFM for M-57) of air, at 100 psig, to dew point of -40 F
with an effluent temperature of 90 F. Because the dryers must be reactivated periodically, there

(_} are two drying towers. He tower that is not in service is reactivated by heating the desiccant
() with electric heaters and purging the released moisture to atmosphere with dry air from the outlet

of the in-service tower. ,

.

'
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Four air filten (two for each dryer) receive the dry, oil free air and filter it before it enters the
instrument air headers.

A crossover valve between the Service Air and Instrument Air systems opens at a specific
pressure to allow Service Air to supply the Instrument Air System on loss of Instrument Air. The
Unit 1 Instrument Air System can also receive air from, or supply air to, the Unit 2 Instrument Air
System.

During normal plant operation, the Instrument Air system is designed to function automatically *

with no operator action required. One instrument air compressor and one service air compressor
will run continuously with the others in standby. Idle compressors vdll normally be placed in
" auto". This position allows an idle compressor to remain idle unless the lead compressor cannot
maintain the necessary pressure. Following reactor trip, at least one compressor must remain in
operation to provide necessary air for motive power.

Success Criteria and Major Assumptions

Operation of the Instrument Air System is successful if operative air is provided via one air
compressor and aftercooler pair.

The following assumptions were made in developing the Instrument Air System fault tree:

1. The assumed initial alignment is with one instrument air compressor in operation
(C2A) and one sen-ice air compressor in opemtion (C3 A).

2. The supply of instrument air from Unit 2 to Unit 1, through instrument air system
interconnections, was not modeled in the PRA. This can be modeled as a recovery
action. The Unit 2 air receiver header cross-tie is not a diversion path as this line
contains a normally closed solenoid valve.

3. The model does not consider degraded air quality as a contributor to system failure .
The reason for this is that failure to maintain the air quality standard would be a
progressive failure causing individual component failures over an extended period of
time, and not as a sudden loss of all components supplied by instrument air.

4. Failure of instmment air dryers, except by plugging, will not fail the IA system.

5. Since only one tower per dryer is in service at any given time, the active tower is
modeled. Tower A is assumed to be in service.

6. The Instrument Air system is assumed to work in Continuous Run Mode.

7. Post-trip mission time failure is ignoted as insignificant for those components whose
failure prior to the initiating event would go unannounced. A mission time of 18
moaths is assumed in the absence of specific test and maintenance requirements.

8. Flow diversion from the Instrument Air system to the Service Air system, on loss of
fervice Air, can be neglected due tc series combination of normally closed solenoid
valve SV-5400, and check valve S A-120.

O
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i

System Interfaces~-

'
'Ihe following support systems interface with the Instrument Air system: ;

!

'

AC power for compressors and motor operated valves.-

;

Intermediate Cooling water for compressor cooling jacket and aftercoolers.*

Points ofinterface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-4.

i

.

\

r

!

'

4

k]
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FIGURE A9-1
ANO-1 INSTRUMENT AIR SYSTEM
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FIGURE A9-2
ANO-1 lNSTRUMENT AIR SYSTEM
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A10 Power Conversion System

System Functions

The PCS acts to transform thermal energy from the reactor coolant system through the steam
genemtors into electrical energy. For the PRA model, the functions of interest are: providing
main feedwater to steam generators and relieving steam from the steam generators to the
condenser via the turbine bypass valves or to the atmosphere via the safety relief or atmospheric
dump valves. The plant systems of interest, therefore, are feedwater, condensate, main steam
systems, integrated contml system (ICS), circulating water system, and various support systems.

Desien and Ovration

Condensate and Feedwater Svstems

The Condensate and Feedwater Systems are designed to pmvide continuous feedwater supply to
the two steam generators at the required temperatures and pressures under all anticipated steady
state and transient conditions. Appropriate steam generator level is automatically maintained by
the JCS which is designed to control the feedwater flow rate to the steam generator during steady
state and transient conditions. Main feedwater isolation valves exist to isolate the feedwater
system when main steam isolation is required or in the event of a steam generator tube rupture.

The Condensate and Feedwater Systems consist of two trains of pumps and heaters, supplying
water fmm the main condensers to each steam generator from cold shutdown to 100% full power
flow conditions. The two trains are cross-tied at several locations by means of common headers.

The condensate system starts at the two main condensers Ell A and EllB whose purpose is to
condense steam as it leaves the last stages of the low pressure and feedwater pump turbines, (see '

Figure A10-1). The condensers use circulating cooling water through intemal tubes to remove
the latent heat of condensation from the steam. The steam entering the condenser encounters the
cool surface of the cooling water tubes, gives up heat to the cool!"g water, changes phase, and
falls to the bottom of the condenser where it is collected in the condenser hotwell. The horwell
pmvides a reservoir of condensate (80,000 gal) for the system and prov; des a suction pressure for
the main condensate pumps.

'

Three motor-driven condensate pumps (P2A/B/C) provide condensate from the condenser
hotwell to the suction of the main feedwater pumps. These pumps operate in parallel, having
common suction and discharge headers. Normal!y two condensate pumps are in operation with
the third in standby. From the discharge of the condensate pumps, the condensate flows through
a series of in-line demineralizers to remove impurities from the water. After leaving the
demineralizers, part of the condensate flows through the tubes of the gland steam condenser
where it is used to condense the gland seal steam. Condensate pump motor bearing cooling is
provided by the auxiliary cooling water system.

After leaving the condensate pumps, the flow divides into two parallel flows downstream of the
gland seal condenser and flows through two trains of low pressure feedwater heaters. The
condensate is heated in stages as it passes through these heaters, and the two trains join with the
discharge of the heater drain pumps to form the suction header for the main feedwater pumps.

1
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The main feedwater system consists of two variable-speed tuitine-driven pumps which take theirg

(~] common suction downstream of feedwater heaters E2A and B and discharge to the Steam
Generators (OTSG). From feedwater pump PIA, the feedwater flows through one of three ,

parallel feed control valves (CV2625, CV2622, or CV2623), HP feedwater heater EI A, motor-
'

operated isolation valve, and on to steam generator E24A secondary side. The flow path from
PIB to steam generator E24B is simdar. Either main feed pump can discharge to both OTSG's by
routing flow through the normally closed feedwater cross-tie (CV2827) valve located before the
feed flow control valves. PIA and PIB are used to feed OTSG's from below 3% power to full l

power. Lube-oil cooling is provided for the feedwater pumps by the intermediate cooling water I

system. The control valves (CV2622/3 and CV2672/3) fail closed on loss of operative or motive
power. Protective trip logic for the feedwater pumps will automatically trip the pump under the
following conditions:

1. thrust bearing wear forwani or reverse,

2. turbine overspeed, ,

3. bearing oil pressure low,

4. high pump discharge pressure, and i

5. Iow pump suction pressure.

6. rotor vibration.

An auxiliary motor-driven feed pump (P75) is also part of the main feedwater system. This pump
p is used to supply feedwater to the steam generators during plant stanup and shutdown conditions
V (below 3% power). The auxiliary pump takes its suction from the feedwater pump suction

header. It discharges into the PI A main feedwater pump discharge upstream of feedwater cross-
tie valve. Cooling for this pump is from the gland steam condenser discharge header, which then
discharges to the condenser hotwell.

Main Steam System (MS)

The main steam system is designed to remove the heat generated in the Nuclear Steam Supply
System (NSSS) during normal load, plant stanup, hot standby, hot shutdown and normal cool
down conditions. He system also permits load reductions of up to full load using the turbine and
steam bypass control systems in conjenction with the emergency feedwater system and/or the
main steam safety relief and atmospheric dump valves. Main steam isolation valves exist to isolate
the secondary system in the event of a main steam line break. A simplified drawing of the Main
Steam System is included as Figure A10-3. '

he Main Steam system supplies dry, superheated steam from the steam generators to the high
pressure turbine. It also provides steam to the four moisture separator reheaters and to the main
and emergency feedwater pump tusbines, the turbine generator shaft seals, heating steam to the
main condenser and the E2 feedwater heaters.

.

u
,
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The main steam safety relief valves (PSV2684-99) are provided for overpressure protection of the
.'

OTSG's and the main steam lines. The Emergency Feedwater bitiation and Control (EFIC)
system is pmvided to detect a main steam line rupture. The system automatically isolates the
affected OTSG by closing the main steam isolation valves (CV2691/2) and the feedwater isolation
valves (CV2630/80). Atmospheric dump valves (CV2618/68) exist for manual pressure control.
The turbine bypass valves (TBV's CV6687-90) exist to provide steam to the condenser after a
reactor trip. These valves operate using instrument air in conjunction with accumulators which
pmvide a redundant source of motive power. The TBV's fail closed on loss of operative or '

,

mouve power.

Circulatine Water System

The purpose of the cimulating water system is cooling and condensing the cteam entering the
main turbine condensers. Normal operation of the system, outlined in Figum A10-4, is four
circulating water pumps drawing water through the Intake Structure, pumping it through motor-
operated valves and 96-inch lines into two 132-inch headers connected together by a 132-inch
crossover pipe. Flow then splits into four 96-inch inlet lines with motor-operated inlet valves, and
into each condenser waterbox, two waterboxes for each condenser.

The discharge fmm the condenser outlet waterboxes flows through 96-inch discharge lines
directly into the discharge flume and back into the reservoir.

Success Criteria and Maior Assumotions

The success criteria for each top event is taken from the accident sequence analysis and briefly
described below.

LOSS DE MFW AFTER TRIP

Controlled feedwater flow from at least one condensate and main feedwater pump to at
least one steam generator through the startup feedwater control valves. Circulating water
must be provided by at least one circulating water pump to the condensers. The main
steam system must supply steam to the feedwater pump turbines and to the condenser via
at least one turbine bypass valve.

EXCESSIVE MBYIQ EITHER SG AFTER IEJ2

Provide ICS controlled feedwater flow to both steam generators via the startup control
lines.

LOSS DEMBYIQ1G H

Same success criteria as F000 except pertuning to steam generator B only.

LYQ TBV's QN INTACT EG EML IQ OPER ATE QM DEMAND

Provide ICS pmssure control of main steam system using turbine bypass valves for intact
steam generator following steam generator tube rupture event.

LYQ DE MORE IB_V,'S OPEN AND EMLIQ RECLOSE

All turbine bypass valves must close to control main steam pressure during hcontmc a>ol down of primary system.
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The following assumptions were made in developing the Power Conversion System fault tree:

1. Prior to reactor trip, condensate pump P2B is in standby (note PS2898 failure
,

inhibits pump start); this is conservative as P2A and C share a common power !
'

supply bus. It is further assumed that this pump control is in AUTO so that it will
automatically start given a failure of either operating condensate pump. !

l

2. Following reactor trip, MFW will be controlled by low level setpomt. ;

. !

3. Diversion of flow from the feedwater and condensate pumps through the ;

rectreulation lines to the condenser is not considered a system failure. Diversion of -!
flow thmugh a failed pump line (circular flow) is ignored as an insignificant event. !

i

4. No credit is taken for heater drain flow su) plied to the feedwater pumps header by
,

the heater drain pumps, since it can not ay itself pmvide sufficient MFW to the !
:steam generators.
i

5. One of six condensate polishing demineralizer beds must be on-line after reactor. !
trip. These beds are arranged in a parallel manner such that the probability of all 5 [
beds failing has been assigned a value of zero. |

,

6. All of the. condensers inlet valves (CW618,22,26,30) are assumed to be open.
Since only one valve is required for success, only the common-cause failure of all F

four valves is modeled. i

7. The auxiliary feedwater pump was conservatively not explicitly modeled. However, i

,

credit has been taken for this component through operator recovery actions. !

| 8. Since only one input to each of the ICS level control input pairs (LT2653/63 and
a

LT2613/14) is normally in service, LT2653 and LT2613 are assumed to be in
service at the time of reactor trip. [

9. Multiple failures of the relief valves (insufficient main steam pressure) is assumed to ;

not be credible and has, therefore, not been mo:leled. Similarly, failure of all TBV's
is modeled as the common mode failure of the ICS to control these valves; hardware
failures are ignored. ,

10. Instrument air failure to the TBV's is ignored due to the redundancy of the air- ,

header and accumulators associated with each TBV. -j
t

11. Due to the many interconnections of the condenser hotwells, failure to provide j
sufficient steam to the condenser via the turbine bypass valves requires the failure of 4
all four valves. Funhermore, the failure of the condenser structure itself ~ is ;
considered to be an insignificant event relative to the numerous other failure modes j
of the adjoining systems. 6

,

12. The feedwater pump turbine and pump are both cooled by the turbine's intemal oil
bearing system; failure data for the turbine-driven pump in the database includes the - !
failure of the oil bearing system, as well as for the governor and stop valves.' ICW ,

'and AC power supply failure to the oil pump S modeled; loss of DC is not as this
'

would tnp the turbine due to loss of control pov .

L q
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13. Post-trip mission time failure is ignored as insignificant for those components whose
failure pdor to the initiating event would go unannounced.

14. Feedwater pump turbine protective trip:

a. miscalibration of sensors, which would be common to those used for
like purposes (e.g.,3 suction pressure switches), is not rnodeled as this
would cause loss of the turbine prior to reactor trip,

b. the failure (high/ low) of the thrust beadng wear transmitter is modeled
using data for " pressure transmitter fails high/ low"; failure of the
mechanical overspeed switch is modeled using data for " pressure switch
fails high",

'

c. due to the number of single instrumentation failures (item (2)) that could trip
the turbine, tdps due to multiple failures (2 of 3, on AND failures) are
ignored as they would not be a significant contributor to unwanted trip
compared to the single failures.

15. Plugging of flow elements in the main feedwater lines and rupture of the shell side
heat exchangers are considered insignificant failure contributors and so are omitted
from the model.

'16. The NNIX and ICS DC power supplies are powered from separate 120V AC
supplies (RS1 and Y2 for NNIX, and RS3 and Y2 for ICS), independent of the
auto-bus transfer switches that supply the NNIX and ICS AC buses. NNIY DC and
AC buses are powered by a common auto bus transfer switch that draws AC power
from RS4 or Y1. Given the number of single failures for each subsystem, and that
the failure of any subsystem will fail ICS control of the PCS, only the single failures
identified below are modeled in the PCS fault tree.

NNIX: 1) Power supply monitor (modeled as relay de-energizes)
2) DC bus fault
3) AC bus fault

ICS: 1) Power supply monitor
2) DC bus fault
3) AC bus fault

NNIY: U Power supply monitor
2) AC bus fault
3) DC bus fault
4)-24 volt power supply
5) +24 volt power supply

9
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i g System interfaces
i
A- The following support systems interface with the Power Conversion System:

I
AC power supplies are needed to operate equipment in the power conversion| .

system such as pumps, valves, and the ICS.

Instrument air is used to operate the main and auxiliary feedwater control valves.

and the turbine bypass valves, and a large number of control systems associated
with the condensate system.

The EFIC controls the feedwater and steam isolation valves..

Cooling water to the condensate pump motor bearings is provided by the Auxihary.

Cooling Water System (ACW).

The main feedwater pump lube-oil coolers utilize Intermediate Cooling ' Vater, and.

the circulating water pumps utilize Service Water for moto and pump bearing
cooling.

Points of interface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-4.

O
|
:

i

l
i

d
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FIGURE A10-1 ANO-1 POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM
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FIGURE A10-3 ANO-1 POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM
MAIN STEAM SYSTEM x
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FIGURE A10-4
ANO-1 POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM
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All Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure Control

Svstem Functions

The portion of the reactor coolant system included in the system analysis is the portion whose
pdmary function is to control RCS pressure under transient conditions. These functions are:

relieving system pressure whenever the pressure exceeds specified limits.

providing reactor coolant system integrity by closing the pressure relief paths when-

the system pressure decreases to below these specified limits.

providing a means to reduce system pressure to allow operation of the decay heat.

removal system (cold shutdown)

Design and Ooeration

The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure control is designed to provide pressure relief during
abnormal operating conditions. The components which make up the pressure control system are
the electromatic relief valve (ERV) and the pressurizer spray line, (Figure A11-1). A motor
operated block valve is located between the pressurizer Gange and the electromatic relief valve.

The ERV operation is controlled by the opening or closing of a pilot valve which causes
unbalanced forces to exist on the main valve disc. The pilot valve is opened or closed by a
solenoid in response to the pressure setpoints. The relief valve is equipped with a dual setpoint
capability to preclude exceeding vessel pressurization limits. Local control of the ERV block
valve is provided in the event of an emergency. The ERV open setpoint is 2450 psig; the ERV &
close serpoint is 2395 psig. The ERV closes on a loss of power. T

The pressurizer spray line is connected to the cold leg from Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) P32C,
and also to the high pressure injection (HPI) system through an auxiliary pressurizer spray line,
(Figure All-2). Pressurizer spray flow is controlled by an electric motor operated valve using
on-off control in response to the opening and closing pressure setpoints. An electric motor ;

operated valve in series with the spray valve provides a backup means of securing Gow should the
spray valve stick open. The spray valve opens at 2205 psig. Upon loss of the +24V or - 24V
buses to the Non-Nuclear Instrumentation (NNI) system cabinet, the spray valve receives a close ;
signal, due to upgraded circuitry in the cabinet. The auxiliary pressurizer spray line must be ;
manually opened and closed. ;

i

During normal operation, the reactor coolant system controls RCS pressure through pressurizer |
heaters and sprays. During abnormal operations, the reactor coolant system is required to relieve !

RCS over pressurization, through automatic opening of the electromatic relief valves and safety
valves. These valves are also required to reclose after pressure relief or HPI cooling in order to
maintain RCS integrity. Manual operation of the ERV may also occur. 'Ihe pressurizer spray
system and auxiliary pressudzer spray are required to operate during steam generator tube rupture
events to lower RCS pressure.

!

|

,

:
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Success Criteria and Maior Assumntions !-

!'

The success criterion for the Primary Pressure Control System is as follows: {

1. ERV opens automatically for pressure relief at setpoint
,

i

2. ERV closes automatically to maintain RCS integrity following pressure relief .i
a

3. ERV opens by operator action for initiation of HPI cooling
i

4. ERV closes by operator action following termination of HPI cooling -
|

S. For SGTR events, the pressurizer spray or operator control of the ERV must- 1

. depressurize the RCS to the DHR system entry pressure before the BWST becomes _ _{
depleted. !

>

j

Thus, the principal . success criteria for ERV operation is that the valve must fully open and fully f
reclose. !

!

Success criteria for the pressurizer spray system is that the auxiliary spray valve must fully open 1
and that flow must be pmvided from the High Pressure Injection System. The spray funcuon is !

only required for SGTR evems. j
i

The following assumptions were made in developing the RCS pressure control system fault tree:

p 1. For automatic ERV operations, no credit is given for any operat'or recovery actions.
~L/

2. The RCP's are assumed to have been stopped and will not be restarted since ICW is !
isolated from the RCP's. Therefore, the auxiliary pressurizer spray is modeled,
which utilizes the HPI pumps. j

.

3. Reliability data for the ERV includes failures of the pilot valve and solenoid valve. ]
[System Interfaces

The following suppon systems interface with the Reactor Coolant System pressure control: !
J

AC power for pressurizers heaters and reactor coolant pumps..

DC power for pressure control and LTOP valves.*

HPI system for suppon of the auxiliary pressurizer spray system. _|
.

Intermediate Cooling Water System for RCP seal and motor bearing cooling..

Points of interface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-4. !
t

'i

,
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FIGURE A11-1
ANO-1 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE CONTROL g
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FIGURE A11-2
ANO-1 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE CONTROL
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A12 Core Flood System (CF)

System Functions

ne Core Flood system provides core protection for intermediate and large RCS pipe failures. It
automatically floods the core when the RCS pressure drops below approximately 600 psig. The
Core Flood system is self-contained, self-actuating, and passive in nature. The combined
coolant volume in the two tanks is sufficient to cover 3/4 of the core assuming no liquid remains
in the reactor vessel following a LOCA. .

Desien and Ooeration -

The Core Flood system consists of two large tanks (T2A and T2B), filled with borated water,
and piping that connects each of these tanks to the reactor vessel. It also includes auxiliary
equipment that allows filling, recirculation, and sampling of the Core Flood Tank (CFT) water.
A simplified drawing of the CF system is shown in Figure A12-1. The piping between each
CFT and the reactor vessel contains a motor operated isolation valve and two check valves. The
MOV isolation valves are open dudng power operation. During power operation, when the RCS
pressure is greater than the pressure in the CFT, the two check valves in the CFT outlet line
prevent RCS water from entering the CFTs.

The driving force to inject the stored borated water into the reactor vessel is supplied by
pressurized nitrogen which occupies approximately one-fourth of the CFT volume. Connections
are provided for adding or removing both borated water and nitrogen during power operation so
that the pmper level and pressure may be maintained. As boron tends to stratify in the relatively
stagnant CFT water, the recirculation system affords effective n.:xing and thus more accurate
sampling capability of the CFT contents.

Each CFT is protected from over pressurization by a relief valve. Level and pressure indicators
and alarms are provided on the main cowol console for each tank.

As described above, the Core Floodmg System is a paadve system and has no active function
during power operation. He system automatically injten water into the core whenever RCS
pressure drops below approximately 600 psig following a LOCA.

Success Criteria and Maior Assumotions

The Core Flood system success criteria are as follows: (1) the successful release of the contents
one CFT is assumed to be adequate to prevent core damage for RCS pipe breaks greater than 4"
in diameter and (2) neither CFT is required to prevent core damage for RCS pipe breaks less than
4"in diameter. These success cdteria are believed to be conservative.

He following assumptions were made in developing the Core Flood system fault tree.:
'

1. Since the CFT outlet isolation valves CV-2415 and CV-2419 are alarmed, locked
open, and have their circuit breakers locked open, misposition faults are assumed to
be have a negligible probability.

9
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2. The loss of nitrogen pressure via the fill / makeup line is assumed to be negligible
/] since this would require leakage through two check valves or a check valve and a
V normally closed manual valve. . Additionally, the pressure transmitters would detect .

a pressure loss.
;

3. Level loss via the sample system is deemed improbable due to the level instruments
,

and alarms. t

4. Loss of pressure via the vent valve (CV-2417, CV-2420) is neglected due to the
orifice in the line. This orifice slows the ra c of depressurization such that an alarm
would be received after 15 minutes (at 585 psig). Since a total of about 30 minutes
is expected to elapse before tank pressure reaches its Tech Spec low pressure limit,
there is ample time for operator action to remedy the condition.

5. If one of the two pressure transmitters on a CFF is miscalibrated, then the other
pressure transmitter on that tank is assumed to be miscalibrated. Similarly, if one of
the two level transmitters on a CFT is miscalibrated, then the other level transmitter
on that tank is assumed to be miscalibrated. These are conservative assumptions.

System Interfaces

Since the CF system is passive,it has few system interfaces. These interfaces are as follows:

The injection line and one isolation check valve are shared with the Low Pressure !.
'

Injection system.

De CFT injects into the reactor vessel.-

:
<

L

a

,

i

O
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A13 Service Water System (SW) ,

U System Functions
.

During normal plant operation, the Service Water (SW) and Auxthary Cooling Water (ACW) .

systems remove heat from plant equipment. Specifically, these systems supply cooling water to-
heat exchugers and cooling components in the plant. The latter includes lube oil coolers, room
coolers, and chillers. Nomully, these systems receive water from the relatively cool water of '

Lake Dardanelle and return this heated water back to the lake. Due to their similar function and :
close communication, failures of both the SW and ACW systems were modeled in a single fault j
tree, the SW fault tree.

The SW and ACW systems also perform a heat removal function following a plant trip. However,
following an Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) signal, the SW system is auto-
realigned in order to assure adequate cooling water to plant safety-related equipment in SW ,

Loops I and II. The ESAS realignment signal isolates SW flow to both the ACW and the :

Intermediate Cooling Water (ICW) Heat Exchangers.

System Desien and Operation
:

The Service Water System is comprised of three pump trains, three flow loops, and miscellaneous
cooling loads. He three pump trains are identical; each consists of a motor-driven vertical pump
with a design capacity of 6500 gpm at a design head of 72 psi. Each pump draws water from its -

own bay which can be aligned to either Lake Dardanelle or to the Emergency Cooling Pond
(ECP).

Two of the three SW cooling loops, Loops-I and -11, provide cooling water to both plantO engineered safety systems and balance of plant systems. The third loop, the Auxiliary Water -

Cooling (ACW) loop, provides cooling flow only to balance of plant systems. Loops-I and -II
discharge to either the lake or the ECP; ACW discharges only to the lake.

'He ACW loop supplies cooling water to balance-of-plant components required for power
generation. As such, ACW flow must be maintained to these components during power
operauon.

During normal plant operation, the SW system is usually configured as follows: two SW pumps
are operating and the third is in standby; all three pumps have their suction aligned to Lake
Dardanelle. SW pump train, cross-over alignment, and discharge alignment during normal power
operation are shown m Figure A13-1. During the summer months, when both cooling demands
and lake water temperature are highest, all three SW pumps may be operated during plant power
operation.

On an Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) signal, a number of automatic valve
operations occur: CV-3643 closes to isolate the ACW loop, SW Loop I and II are isolated fmm
each other, CV-3811 and CV-3820 close to isolate ICW beat exchangers, and normally isolated

.

SW Loop I and II loads are opened. The SW loop isolation logic depends on which SW pumps f

are oxrating prior to the ESAS signal: if SW pumps A and C are operating prior to the ESAS
signa, all SW pump discharge crossover valves CV-3640,3642,3M4, and 3646 close; if pumps :
A and B are operating, only CV-3644 and 3646 close; and, if pumps B and C are operating, only
CV-3640 and 3642 close.

!

.

I
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Success Cdteria and Maior Assumptions

O
;'

As a support system, success of the SW system is defined on a loop basis. That is, success of SW
Loop Iis the availability of SW Loop I to provide design flow to the plant components connected
to that loop which require SW for their operation. The definitions of success of SW Loop II and
ACW are similar. Consistent with these definitions, the SW system success criteria are as follows:

1. One SW pump is required to assure adequate flow to Engineered Safeguards loads on ;

SW I. cop I; and, one pump is required for Loop II Engineered Safeguards loads.

2. One SW pump is required to assure adequate flow to the ACW system, given that no
major loads are added to SW Loops I or II after the reactor trip. Note that SW loads
will be added to SW l. cops I and II upon ESAS actuation.

The following assumptions were made in developing the Service Water system fault tree:

1. Prior to the initiating event, consistent with nomul power operation conditions, the
SW system is assumed to be aligned as follows: two SW pumps (P4A and P4B) are
operating and the third (P4C) is in standby; all three pumps have their suction aligned
to Lake Dardanelle; the pump discharge crossover valves CV-3M0 and 3642 are

,

open and crossover valves CV-3640 and 3642 are closed; both ACW and Loop I and
II isolation valves CV-3M3,3M5, and 3641 are open; the SW loop cross-connect
line is open (i.e., CV-3811, CV-3820, SW-5, and SW-6 are open); and SW Loop I
and II discharge is aligned to the lake via the cire water discharge flume through CV-
3824.

I2. Only automatic plant actions in response to an accident scenario are modeled. Thus, &
no operator actions, even those typical for normal plant shutdown, are included in the W
SW fault tree model. Consistent with this approach, the use of the Emergency
Cooling Pond (ECP) as a suction source is not explicitly modeled in the SW system
analysis, since this action is an operator recovery action.

.

3. It is conservatively assumed that a SW loop will be unable to supply adequate flow to
its Engineered Safeguards loads if SW flow to the ACW and ICW loads are not
isolated from the SW loop. Thus, success of a SW system loop is assumed to require
the successful ESAS-initiated isolation of both ACW and ICW loads.

4. Following a reactor trip, hmh SW loops are conservatively assumed to be unable to
supply adequate flow to their Engineered Safeguards loads, if SW flow to both ACW
and the ICW heat enchangers are not isolated to either SW loop and if SW Loops I
and II are not isolated from each other.

5. The loss of Lake Dardanelle is assumed to fail both SW loops and ACW. It is '

assumed that the only credible contributor to this loss is the failure of the traveling
screens. The screen failure is assumed to be due to plugging (e.g., due to a shad run,
icing, etc.) or their failure to remove debris which can lead to plugging of the SW
pump discharge strainers.

6. Failure of the SW pump AC supply breakers to close has been modeled a contributor
to the failure of the nomully operating SW pumps. This accounts for the failure of
each breaker to auto-reclose following an interruption of A3 or A4 bus voltage. 'Ihis i

modeling overestimates SW unavailability for events in which no loss of A3 or A4 bus
voltage occurs. i
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-(~ 7. Flow divergence from SW Loop loads via back flow through the a standby SW pump
discharge check valve (e.g., SW-1C) is assumed not to be credible. c

1x

System Interfaces ;

The following support systems interface with the Service Water system:

AC power for pumps and valves..

DC power for pump motor control power..

ESAS for actuation signals MSIS and SIAS.
{

.

As a suppon system, the SW system interfaces with the following system: ,

Diesel Generators,.

High Pressure Injection (HPI) system,.

Low Pressure Injection (LPI) system,.

Reactor Building Spray system,.

Reactor Building Cooling system,.

Intermediate Cooling Water (ICW) system..

Circulating Water system, and.

Emergency Feedwater(EFN) system..

-

,

.

h

5
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FIGURE A13-1 ANO-1 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM
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A14 Reactor Building Isolation System (RBIS) i

System Functions

The purpose of the Reactor Building Isolation System (RBIS) is to close all fluid penetrations not
required for operation of the engineered safeguards in order to prevent leakage of radioactive
materials to the environment.

'

Desitm and Ooeration

The general design basis goveming isolation valve requirements for reactor building penetrating
linesis: .

Leakage through all fluid penetrations, not serving engineered safeguards systems, is to be
minimized by a double barrier so that no single, credible failure or malfunction of an active '

'

component can result in loss of isolation or intolerable leakage. The installed double
berriers take the form of closed piping systems, both inside and outside the reactor
building, and various types of isolation valves. ;

The Reactor Building Isolation System provides pressure boundaries on reactor building ,

penetrations, consisting of a minimum of two valves in series, one inside the reactor building and :
the other outside. Types of fluid penetrations which require isolation after an accident can be
grouped as follows: ;

Type I Lines connecting to the RCS categorized in terms of potential for rapid i
'

depressurization or scrubbing mitigation given interfacing LOCA. Each line

O connecting directly to the RCS has at least two RB isolation valves. One
V valve is intemal, and the other valve is extemal to the reactor building. These

valves may be either a check valve and a remotely operated valve, or two :

remotely operated valves, depending on the direction of normal flow.

Type II Lines connecting directly to the reactor building atmosphere. Each valve
,

connecting directly to the reactor building atmosphere has two isolation
-

valves. Similar to the Type I valves, at least one valve is external, and the
other may be intemal or extemal to the reactor building. Again, these valves
may be either a check valve and a remotely operated valve, or two remotely
operated valves depending on the direction of normal flow.

,

Type III Lines not connected to the RCS or the reactor building atmosphere.
.

Type IV Lines connected to the RCS or the reactor building atmosphere which are not
opened during normal operation.

.

Type V Sample lines.
!

The Reactor Building Isolation System is designed to isolate systems that penetrate the Reactor !

Building which could transmit radioactive fluids to areas outside the Reactor Building during !
LOCA conditions. Reactor building isolation occurs automatically on a signal of high pressure !

'

(>4 psig) in the reactor building, distributed by ESAS channels 5 and 6. In addition, the Diverse
Containment Isolation System isolates systems which could transmit radioactive fluids to areas
outside the Reactor Building during off-normal conditions prior to the RBIS setpoint being

p reached. Diverse containment isolation isolates on <l526 psig in the RCS or on 4 psig Reactor

Q Building pressure. ESAS Channels 1,2, 3, and 4 pmvide the Diverse Containment Isolation
signals.
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Success Criteria and Maior Assumptions

The success criteria for this system is integrity of the reactor building isolation for non-essential
penetrations. 'Ihese include the Type I and Type II piping penetrations associated with systems
which are not required for the Engineered Safeguard System. For each penetration, Reactor
Building Isolation is successful if one of the two barriers is maintained.

The following assumptions were made in developing the Reactor Building Isolation System fault
tree:

1. All air operated valves modeled in this system fail closed upon loss of instrument air.
However, valves CV-1065, CV-1667, CV-7401, and CV-7402 will fail open if the
solenoid valve (s) in the air supply line fails to remain closed. Therefore, failure of
the solenoid valve to close and remain closed is modeled in the fault tree logic as a
contributor to failure to isolate that penetration.

2. All solenoid valves in the model fail closed on loss of power.

3. Systems required for Engineered Safeguards systems, such as HPI and LPI, are not
modeled as reactor building boundaries, except where valves are closed by ESAS
signals.

4. Motor operated valves are assumed to fail 'as is' upon a loss of power unless
otherwise noted.

5. Hydrogen purge valves are modeled as reactor building isolation boundaries.
However, these valves are generally opened within 30 minutes of an accident.

6. Penetrations are categorized in terms of potential for leakage or pressurization of
the reactor building based on the size of the line.

7. Only Type I and Type II penetrations which are not required for ES AS functions are i

modeled.

System Interfaces

The penetrations modeled in the RBIS interface with the following systems, without dependence
on them for successful operation, either during or after an accident.

Type I Penetrations:
Penetration 9 - RCP Controlled Bleed Off.

Penetration 14 - Letdown to Demineralizera

Penetration 27 - Decay Heat Letdown. ,

Penetation 33 - Auxiliary Pressurizer Spray i.
'

Penetration 34 - HPI Pump "A" to Reactor Coolant Pump "A".

Penetration 41 - Nitrogen Supply i.

!

Type II Penetrations: I
Penetrations 24,25, and 53 - Hydrogen Purge i-

Penetration 39 - Quench Tank & Demin. Water Supply i.

Penetration 40 - Firewater Supply.

Penetrations VI & V2 - Reactor Building Purge.
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The following systems supply support functions for the successful operation of the RBIS: !_-
--

DC Electric Power - DC electric power is required for operation of the positioning- .

solenoids. !

AC Electric Power - AC electric power is needed to operate the motor-operated a.
'

isolation valves.
f

Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) - The ESAS system pmvides.

the automatic control signal for reactor building isolation.

Points of interface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-4.
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ANO-1 REACTOR BUILDING ISOLATION SYSTEM
c------- ESAS- 1

@ |

: x
CV-1270

,r------- ESAS- 1

r ------- ESAS-2
!: x eCV-1271

,

,r------- ESAS-1 ,

,

@ Cv-1274

: x
CV-1272

r------- ESAS-1

@ O
: X

CV-1273

FIGURE A14-1 "RCP CONTROLLED BLEED-OFF"
(TYPE 1) ,

,r ------- ESAS- 1

r------- ESAS-2

i: x e
CV-1214 M

r------- ESAS-1 L AJ <
' 'r r7 ;

CV-1221
<

X
CV-1216 |

FIGURE A14-2 " LETDOWN TO DEMINERALIZER" h
OYPE 1) ;
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ANO-1 REACTOR BUILDING ISOLATION SYSTEM i

{ r------- r------- !

L 2 L L 2, ,

' '77 p 77 ,

CV-1410 CV-1404 !

:

FIGURE A14-3 " DECAY HEAT LETDOWN"
(TYPE 1)

______

:G n 2/> ,,

y YM ''

DH-96 CV-1416 ',

FIGURE A14-4 " AUXILIARY PRESSURIZER SPRAY" i

(1YPE 1) !

;

{ ,r ------- ESAS-2 i

M

/ > w2 ,
,

MU-1309 CV 1 85
,

r------- ESAS- 1

J' > / J' : : : :
'

:

MU-34D MU-1212 MU-1213 CV-1220

ESAS-2.....---

@ :
>< : :

;
CV-1234

FIGURE A14-5 ,

,

"HPI PUMP 'A' TO REACTOR COOLANT LOOP 'A'" :
.{ (TYPE 1) |

.

h
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ANO-1 REACTOR BUILDING ISOLATION SYSTEM

O
r------- ESAS-3&4

b b
A > ><: :

N2-32 CV-1667

FIGURE A14-6 " NITROGEN SUPPLY"
(TYPE 1)

X _s_ @ @
-><->" > ><

hSV-7456 SV-7479 CV-7446

i
w2,

VR*

SV-7510

_S_
y '

.

' rm
SV-7469

@
w 2,

* V 3

CV-7445

FIGURE A14-7 " HYDROGEN PURGE AIR SYSTEM"
(TYPE 2)
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ANO-1 REACTOR BUILDING ISOLATION SYSTEM i

| M

w a G ;..

* V3 p '
|

'CV-7449 CV-7450

5] !

>< X;
SV-745g HPA-151

M

w 2 G -
,.

> rm -p
CV-7447 CV-7448

i_ 'I
_

' s X t.

V3 !*

SV-7457 HPA-153

M

w a G ;-| ..

> r, -r
CV-7443 CV-7444

Y
wT2 Xi r,

'

SV-7407 HPA-154 j

------- ESAS-4 ,--- ---- ESAS-3 '

[ M |

>< X >t

SV-7454 HPA-149 CV-7453 >

s
w|2 Xa v , -

SV-7512 HPA-156
,

!

FIGURE A14-7 (continued)
3 " HYDROGEN PURGE AIR SYSTEM" |

(TYPE 2)
'
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ANO-1 REACTOR BUILDING ISOLATION SYSTEM
~

O'
,r ------- ESAS-5& S

n
A L. AJ ,,

/> 'g-- r ,

CS-26 CV-1065

FIGURE A14-8
" QUENCH TANK & DEMIN, WATER SUPPLY"

(TYPE 2) '

.

8
9 9w2 L n ,2 ,,

r> r, ,y
CV-5612 CV-5611

FIGURE A14-9
" FIREWATER SUPPLY"

(TYPE 2)

r------- ESAS-3 r------- ESAS-4

s O i
- A.o.

'

5 I | 8

CV-7404 CV-7402

r------- ESAS-3 r ------- ESAS-4

4 @ a
-

A.O.

'i | '

CV-7403 CV-7401

FIGURE A14-10
" REACTOR BUILDING PURGE" $

(TYPE 2)
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em A15 Reactor Building Cooling System (RBC)

b System Functions

During reactor operation, the Reactor Building Cooling System (RBC) is used to maintain the
reactor building temperature below 140 F. This is accomplished by removing the containment
heat through the chi 3ed water cooling coils. Following an ESAS ccruation, the RBC system is
designed to prevent the reactor building pressure fmm exceedmg the design criteda of 59 psig
after a LOCA, MSLB or other accident. A second function of the cooling system is to limit the :
post-accident temperature inside containment below 140 F within 24 hours after the accident by i

removing the decay heat thmugh the service water cooling coils. ,

Desien and Ooeration t

The RBC fans are EQ qualified equipment. There are four fans which compose two separate
independent trains (two fans per train). The two trains are supponed by separate engineered

|safeguards buses and separate service water trains,(Figure A15-1).

Emergency and normal cooling of the reactor building are performed with the same basic cooler ;

units. Each unit contains normal and emergency cooling coils and a single speed fan. During
normal plant operation, chilled water from the plant main water chillers is circulated through the
normal cooling coils of the units with the fans running. For emergency cooling, all units operate
under post-accident conditions with the heat being rejected to the service water system.

Dudng nonnal plant operation, the RBC fans are running and are removing heat through the
chilled water cooling coils. A safeguards actuating signal, ES channels 5 and 6 - generated by

(7_ high pressure in the reactor building, will cause the bypass dampers and service water valves to
(/ open, allowing air to bypass the return air duct and chilled water coils and flow directly to the

service water coils.

The reactor building isohtion valves on the senice water line are actuated with instrument air (air
closes) which is controlled by a solenoid valve. The solenoid valve is controlled by the ES signal,
and remote manually from the control room. The bypass danper is actuated by the ES signal.
Remote control opening of the bypass damper is possible. The back draft dampers are always in
the open position when the fans are running.

Success Cdteria and Maior Assumntions

The RB Cooling System operates successfully if at least two of the four cooling units operate
when an accident occurs. This assumes that at least one of the reactor building spray trains is also
successful.

The following assumptions were made during the development of the RBC system fault tree:

1. Although the fans are normally running, on loss of offsite power, all four fans will f
receive an ES signal to stan. Also, Technical Specifications only require that one
train be operable during power operation. Therefore, a failure to start probability
is included in the model.

2. During normal operation, the cooling unit back draft dampers are open. However,
for consistency with assumption 1, both fails to open and transfers closed failures
are assumed.

a

A-89 ,
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System Interfaces

AC power for fans, dampers, and valves.-

DC power for service water valves.-

ES actuation signals to fans, valves, and dampers.-

Service Water to cooler units.-

Chilled Water to cooler units.-

Points ofinterface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-4. ,

,

9

O
;
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FIGURE A15-1 ANO-1 REACTOR BUILDING COOLING SYSTEM .
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B.1 INTRODUCTION

Most of the sequences that may lead to core melt after the occurrence of an event are developed
in the SBLOCA (Small Break LOCA), LBLOCA (Large Break LOCA), SGTR (Steam Generator
Tube Rupture), and the Transient event trees (see Reference B-1). Not fully developed in these
event trees, however, are the sequences that involve a failure of the RPS (reactor-protection
system) to produce a trip after a demand induced by the initiating event, i.e. ATWS (Anticipated
Transient Without Scram).

'Ihere are two reasons that the ATWS sequences are not included in the main PRA event trees:

1. ATWS sequences differ from other transient consequences in that the ensuing heat
imbalance has the potential to challenge the integrity of the RCS (including the
reactor vessel, the RCS piping, and the valves in connecting systems needed for (1)
long-term cooling or (2) RCS inventory makeup or injection and boration). '

2. ATWS sequences require the consideration of additional parameters and functions
for preventing core melt. These include the moderator temperature coefficient and i
its burnup dependence and an altemative means of rendering the reactor suberitical. ;

This scoping report addresses only the ATWS events included in the Transient Event Tree.
Because the primary concem associated with AMS is the resultant high peak RCS pressure, the '

SBLOCA, LBLOCA, and the SGTR AMS events, being depressurization events, have been
'

considered and eliminated as initiators. The SBLOCA and SGTR events challenge the RPS duem

to low RCS pressure. Because the ANS is initiated at much lower pressures for the SBLOCA
and SGTR events than ATWS events initiated by a transient such as LOMFW (Loss of Main .

Feedwater), the impact of the RPS failure will be minimbA The LBLOCA ANS is not of |
concem because the large pressure decrease will result in extensive coolant voiding thus shutting
down the core in much the same way as rod insertion. The event frequency for the SBLOCA,
LBLOCA, and SGTR initiating events are very small, making insignificant contributions to the
total CD (core damage) sequence frequency. From Reference B-10, the SGTR expected yearly
frequency is 9.77E-03, while the yearly expected frequencies are 5.0E-03 and 1.0E-4 for '

SBLOCA and LBLOCA, respectively.

This document discusses the quantification of ANS event frequencies, the modeling
,

assumptions and input data, and the constmetion and quantification of the event trees used to
perform a scoping assessment of ATWS events at ANO-1. It should be noted that this
assessment is based largely upon that presented in Reference B-2 due to the similarity to ANO-1.

B.2 TRANSIENT FREQUENCIES

Several studies have been performed (References B-3 through B-7) to assess the response of
B&W plants to an ATWS event. Reference B-7 documents the results of analyses of ten
transients specified in Reference B-8 under the assumption of no rod motion to assess ATWS
sequences. A review of these transients and transients considered in reference B-2 indicate the
following initiating events for consideration at ANO-1: rod withdrawal, boron dilution, loss of

B-1
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i

primary flow, inactive primary loop startup, turbine tdp, loss of main feedwater, loss of normal g
electric power, load increase, primary system depressurization, and excessive cooldown.

Without a reactor trip, these transients are of concern because under certain conditions they have
the potential to lead to severe core damage. B&W analyses (Ref. B-7) indicate that AMS
transients can be categorized as three types. Rey are 1) transients which do not challenge the
RPS, 2) transients pmducing minor system disturbances, and 3) transients producing major
system disturbances.

Tmnsients which do not cha!!enge the RPS. These events (inactive pnmary loop startup and
excessive cooldown) result in relatively minor system perturbations and no RPS trip serpoints are
reached. The plant essentially achieves a new steady-state operating condition.

Tmnsients oroducing minor system disturbances. Under typical AMS assumptions, control
system action and/or pdmary safety valve actuation limits the severity of load increase, turbine
trip, and moderator dilution events. These events challenge the RPS but have been assessed to
result in minor consequences unless further system failures occur. Rese transients have been
grouped as a turbine trip initiator.

Transients t roducing major system disturbances. Rod withdrawal, loss of primary flow, pnmary
.

system depressurization, loss of normal electric power and loss of MFW transients challenge the l

RPS and produce major system perturbations. (The loss of condenser vacuum and the loss of
instrument air transients were grouped conservatively with loss of MFW.) The B&W analysts 1

'

shows that of all performance indices (i.e., peak pressure, fuel integrity, etc.) only peak RCS
pressure is significantly exceeded during an ATWS event if safety systems succeed. The major
safety systems which must succeed are the HPI and LPI systems. If pnmary relief and EFW do
not succeed, the probability of core damage increases significantly. less of MFW and loss of
offsite power events lead to peak system pressures which exceed Service Level C allowables (as
defined in Section 3 of the ASME Vessel Code) and thus have an increased potential to cause a
core-melt consequence. Both of these events result in a large mismatch between heat pmduction
and heat removal capability. Assuming no additional failures, the remaining ATWS transients
result in peak pressures below 2750 psig (110% of design), which is the normal safety limit used

'

for analysis of moderate frequency events in the ANO-1 SAR (Ref. B-9). Therefore, the worst
ATWS events with regard to primary system pressure are loss of main feedwater and loss of
offsite power.

The data from the 41 transient categories described in Reference B-17 was collapsed into 16 IE
(Initiating Event) groups as described in Reference B-1. In order to facilitate the ATWS scoping
analysis, these IE groups were either neglected due to their benign effects or their insignificant-
contribution to the total CD frequency, or grouped with the first three initiating events Tl
through T3. It is important to point out that the total number of transients was preserved in this
collapsing scheme and that, when the categorization was not straightforwr.rd, the transients were
conservatively assigned to categories of higher consequence.

Table B-1 summarizes the categorization of the 16 IE's given in Reference B-1 into the three

B-2
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1

/ Transient categories which are considered for this scoping report. The frequencies for the 16 IE's
.Y are extracted from Reference B-10.

'

Table B 1 Initiating Event Categories for ANO-1 :

Mean Annual Designated
IE Catecorv Frecuency Catecorv ;

T1, Turbine trip 3.90 T1 i

T2,less of Main Feedwater 0.28 T2
'

,

T3, Loss of offsite power 3.58E-02 T3
T4, Excessive Feedwater 6.00E-G4 *

T5, Steamline/Feedwater Line Break 1.10E-03 T2
T6, Spurious Low Pzr Press. Signal 3.35E-02 T2

.

*

T7, Spurious HPI 3.36E-03 T1
T8, Total Loss of Service Water 1.00E-03 T2
"I9,IAss of SW Pump P4 A 3.16E-02 T2
T10, Loss of SW Pump P4B 3.16E-02 T2
Tl1, Loss of DC Bus D01 3.94E-04 **

T12, Loss of DC Bus D02 3.94E-04 **

T13 Loss of AC Bus A 3.94E-M "

T14, Loss of AC Bus'A 4.94E-04 **

TIS, Loss of 480V LC B5 1.04E-03 "

T16, Loss of 480V LC B6 1.G4E-03 " ;

* Benign in RCS pressurization effects

** Insignificant contribution to total CD frequency :

Therefore the initiating events selected for ATWS analysis for ANO-1 are: !
>

T1, Turbine Trip
T2, Loss of Main Feedwater (Loss of PCS)
T3, Loss of Offsite Power

,

In analyzing these three categories, the frequencies shown in Table B-2 were used. 'Ihe
frequencies were taken from table B-1 and adjusted. Consistent with Reference B-11, not all
initial reactor-power levels were considered to have the same consequences in this scoping
analysis. Transients occurring at less than 25 percent power were excluded on the basis of benign
consequences, therefore, the estimated frequencies were reduced as suggested in Reference B-11
page 4-8, the NRC review of the Oconee PRA study.

O
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TABLE B-2 Frequencies of Tunsient Categories h
Considered in the Scoping Analysis

t

Mean AnnualFrequency Adjustment
'

Catecorv (unsdiusted) (adiusted) .EiLim

Turbine trip 3.95 3.33 0.843

Loss of main feedwater 0.37 0.19 0.50
Loss of offsite power M M 1.00

Total 4.36 3.56

In summary, the frequencies given in Table B-2 are felt to be conservatively rounding for ANO-1
because a conservative approach was used to collapse all transient categories into three.

B.3 MODELING ASSUMPTIONS AND INPUT DATA

In investigating the likelihood of core melt from ATWS sequences, it is necessary to establish the
ability of the various mitigating features of the plant to prevent core melt and to define the limits
of core damage and RCS integrity. Core damage is defined as an incipient core melt, with
progression to a full core melt assumed to result frorn concomitant effects like dryout, Zircaloy
oxidation, and the loss of a coolable configuration. In this analysis, core damage was assumed to
occur if the transition to cold shutdown (decay-heat removal) is not successful or if the low-
pressure recirculation system (LPRS) fails to operate in the case of a LOCA.

'Ihe integrity of the RCS is defined to be maintained as long as the RCS pressure does not exceed
4000 psig. Above this limit, localized pennanent deformation may occur in the reactor vessel and
pressurizer shells as well as the reactor-vessel core-flooding nozzle, steam-pnerator nozzles, and
the pressurizer surge nozzle (Reference B-5). In addition, about five percent of the primary
pressure-boundary area of the reactor-coolant pumps (RCPs) will be over stressed (exceed ASME
emergency stress limit at anticipated temperatures) at about 4000 psig, and 0.5 percent of the area
will be over stressed by 30 to 40 percent. Thus, the selection of a 4000-ps.'g limit for RCS
integrity is based on a B&W analysis that shows acceptable results in the 3500 to 3750-psig range
and the occurrence of some nonelastic deformation at 4000 psig. While the analysis may be
conservative and the true failure criteria higher, the B&W results were used in this scoping study
to define a binary threshold for the occurrence of a LOCA as a function of peak RCS pressure. It
was assumed that a LOCA will take place in the RCP primary pressure boundary or perhaps at
one of the above-mentioned nozzles when the peak RCS pressure exceeds 4000 psig. Although - !

inelastic reactor-vessel deformation may occur above 4000 psig, a reactor-vessel failure is ,

'

considered less likely than a failure at tiie pump boundary, which, for the same pressures,
experiences considerably more overstress.

In addition to the integrity of the primary pressure boundary, it is necessary to examine the
operability of normally closed isolation and check valves that are subjected to RCS pressure. g,
These valves are required to open when, for example, decay-heat removal or borated-water

i
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addition is needed. The data and analysis in the B&W report (Reference B-5) indicate that the
disk and gate assemblies oflimiting valves will remain in the clastic deformation regime with some
residual margin at pressures of 4300 psig. Thus it appears that the peak RCS pressures that cause
LOCAs will not necessarily render these normally closed valves inoperative. There is, however,
an increased likelihood that the valves will not operate correctly after high RCS pressures have
occurred.

B.3.1 Mcdeline Assumptions

After the initiation of an ATWS sequence, various functions are required to ensure the integrity of
the reactor and the RCS. Each of these functions is performed by a set of plant features, as
shown below in Table B-3. (Note: ANO-1 and Oconee 3 similarity has been presiously
established in Reference B-1).

Table B-3 Functions and Specific Plant Features for
Mitigating ATWS Sequences

-

Function Features

p Pressure relief PORV, two safety relief valves,

V and control pressurizer spray, negative
moderator coefficient, heat re-
moval from RCS

Heat removal PORV, two safety relief valves, ,

injection of cold borated water,
main feedwateroremergency feed-
water, decay-heat irmoval (DHR)

Reactor Shutdown Injection of borated water
Coolant makeup HPI, makeup system
Cold shutdown Coolant makeup, DHR< low-pressur:

recirculation

In order to differentiate between success and failure for each of the plant features listed in Table
B-3, analyses performed by B&W (References B-4, B-5 and B-21) were used. Reference B-21,
the latest plant specific analyses indicates that, for the ATWS categories considered, the peak
pressure does not exceed 3621 psig for the following assumptioets:

1. No control-rod motion. -

m 2. Moderator temperature coefficient at a value that is less adverse 95 percent of the
n m e.
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3. All plant features not defeated by the initiating event are operable.

The values of the various parameters used in the plant-specific B&W analysis (Reference B-21)
and the actual ANO Unit I values which differ are listed in Table B-4. Some of the B&W values
will cause an overestimation of peak pressures (rated power), and some will cause an
underestimation (HPI flow rates). It was qualitatively judged that the range of uncertainties due
to variations in these parametric values is within the range of uncertainties of the failure criteria.
Thus, the results of these analyses were assumed to represent ANO Unit I for the purposes of this
scoping study.

Table B-4 ATWS Analysis Parameters

Parameter B&W analysis values ANO-1 Station

100% rated power, M 2568 (a)
MTC,10-4 K/K OF -1.04 (a)
Tave, F 579 579

Tave, control bank -- 2

RCS flow, % design 109.7 (a)
RCS operating press, psig 2155 (a)
Pressurizer level,in. 220 (a)

Spray setpoint, psi,g 2205 (a)
PORV orifice,in.- 0.9396 (a)
PORV setpoint, psig 2450 (a)
Safety-valve orifice,in.2 3.341 (a)
Safety-valve serpoint, psig 2500 (a)
Low RCS pressure (a)
HPIinitiation signal 4-psig RB pressure (a)
HPI flow rates, gpm'

At 1600 psig 450 (a)
At 2400 psig 300 (a)
At 3000 psig 0 (a)

| Steam-generator operating ;

pressure, psig 925 910
Secondary system relief Ramp to 1085 psig

in 5 sec (a)
'

Steam-generator
safety-valve setpoint at
100% flow, psig 1050-1100 (a) ,

EFW pumps and flow, gpm I steam @ 705,

1 electric @ 702 (b)

G:.
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V Table B-4 ATWS Analysis Parameters (continued)

Parameter B&W analysis values ANO-1 Station

EFWinitiation time
Loss of feedwater 1407 gpm @ 30 see 1407 @ 50 sec
1.oss of offsite power 740 gpm @ 15 sec 705 @ 50 see

1480 gpm @ 40 see 1407 @ 54 see

a Same as B&W analysis value.
bThese EFW flow rates account for recirculation flow.

A sensitivity analysis of variations in some features described in the B&W repon (Reference B-5
& B-3) indicates the peak RCS pressure changes shown in Table B-5.

Table B-5 Influence of Various Parameters on Peak RCS
Pressures After an ATWS

O- Parameter Pressure
change (psi) ,

No MFW, EFW initiation time increased 15 sec +300
No MFW,EFW flow increased by 50% -100 ,

'

Pressurizer-spray flow decreased by 50% +50 to +100
Pressurizerlevelincreased by 1 ft +100
Failure of PORV to open 4400
Failure to trip turbine when required +200 to +400
Moderator temperature coefficient 99%
instead of 95% +400
Liquid relief capacity of RCS |
reduced by 10%- -350 i

S/G inventory at 67% more than analysis LOhEW-220 I

LOOP -370
,

The data in Table B-5 provides a rough estimate of the impact of certain equipment failures. i
Because of the relatively minor impact of pressurizer-spray flow and pressunzer level (within a

,

range considered reasonable during normal operation), these parameters were not examined j

further. The impacts of the other parameters were used in developing assumptions for conditions '
-

~

leading to a LOCA with or without core melt. Ifinitiation of the HPI for borated water and LPI
for long-term cooling are available, the LOCA is assumed to be recoverable.

,
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The data in Table B-5 and in the B&W analysis (Reference B-5), were used to define a set of g
equipment failures that will cause a LOCA or core melt given one of the three ATWS initiating W
events:

1. Transients in which the emergency-feedwater flow is insufficient to prevent RCS
overpressure were assumed to lead to a LOCA. Success of EFW flow is defined as
having full flow within 50 seconds. The sensitivity results from Reference B-5 in
Table B-5 are used to estimate the peak RCS pressure in the following section.

2. For each transient, if the 95 percent moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) is
exceeded, an overpressure situation and a LOCA were assumed to occur.

3. For each transient,if either the PORV or one of the safety relief valves fails to open,
a LOCA was assumed to occur.

4. For a loss of main feedwater, if the turbine does not trip, the water in the
downcomer is lost as a heat sink. This was assumed to cause a LOCA through
overpressure.

5. For each transient, if either the PORV or one safety relief valve fails to reclose, a
LOCA was assumed to occur.

6. For each transient, failure to inject borated water into the core was asumed to lead
to core melt. The possibility exists that, if the core cannot be permanently shut
down and cooled down, sufficient feedwater is not available to continually keep the
core cooled in a hot standby condition. Thus a loss of heat sink would occur, with a
gradual core heatup and meltdown.

7. For each transient, if long-term cooling through the DHR or LPR system fails, a loss
of heat sink would occur, with gradual core heatup and meltdown.

8. For the loss of off-site power transient where one of the Emergency Diesel
Generators is expected to fail and the other is expected to deliver AC power, one
train of HPI/LPI is available for injection. For this case there is a possibility that the
resultant LOCA will not lead to core damage.

These modeling assumptions were used to develop a set of event trees to display the A'nVS
sequences postulated for ANO Unit 1. These event trees are discussed in Section B-4.

.

(

O
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B-4 EVENT-TREE DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION

Figures B-1 through B-3 present the ADVS event trees that have been constructed for the
identified initiating events using the mitigating features and failurt modes described in sections E-
3 and E-4 of reference B-2.

'Ihere are 2 reasons for separately considering the three ATWS E trees as opposed to a single
tree for the 3 E categories. One reason is the uniqueness of each to the 3 categories with regard;

to possible event sequences. For the LOOP transient, Emergency AC power is a major
contributing top event to the total CD frequency. It is not a consideration for the other two E
categories. Also, while the turbine trip is the E for Tl category of events, it is a top event
considered after the RPS has failed for the LOMFW IE category and is assumed in the LOOP E
category. Secondly, the difference in the outcome of the Turbine Trip E category is less severe
than for the LOMFW or the LOOP IE categories (i.e., reduced peak RCS pressure). ;

,

The branch points employed in the ATWS event trees are briefly described in the text following
the trees.

O
.

i

,

,

.

!O 1

,
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Figure B-1 - Turbine Trip With Failure to SCRAM Event Tree g
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( / Figure B-2 - Loss of Main Feedwater With Failure to SCRAM ET
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Figure B-3 -less of Offsite Power Trip With Failure to SCRAM ET
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B.4.1 Turbine Trin ATWS Event Tree

RPS (Reactor Protection System)

The RPS unavailability has been separated into two categories due to the potential for electrical
and mechanical failures. This is appropriate due to the recent plant modifications at ANO to
increase the reliability of scram in response to the hRC ATWS Rule by installing the DSS
(Diversified Scram System).

Before the DSS was installed, NRC contractors had predicted the possibility of an electrical
failure in the RPS was 4.2E-06 in the ANO IREP, Reference B-13. To be conservative here, we
will choose 1.E-05 as the possibility of RPS unavailability due to an electrical failure. If the DSS
is credited (by multiplying by an estimated conservative failure probability of 0.1), and operator
recovery is credited (by multiplying by a failure probability for the operator to manually scram the
reactor of 0.5), then the adjusted RPS unavailability due to an electrical failure is 5.0E-07. The
estimation of 0.5 credits operator action to depress the scram button during the transient
sometime before peak RCS pressure is reached. 'Ihis operator action is called for in the
Emergency Operating Procedures for ANO Unit I as the first action after entry into the
procedures. In Reference 12, the credited probability that the operator will depress the scram
button is estimated to be 0.34 and 0.17 for the Sequoyah and Surry plants, respectively.

Mechanical failure to scram is defined as the inability of the control rods to physically drop into

Os the core by sticking. It is unrealistic to assume that all of the rods would physically be unable to
be dropped into the core, however this is assumed for conservatism. In reality enough rods would
probably be dropped into the core mitigating or at least dampening the reactivity surge due to
increased RCS pn ssure. In Reference B-12, for the Sequoyah and Surry plants, the possibility of
RPS unavailability due to mechanical failure was found to be from one-half to one-fifth of that
due to electrical failure before operator recovery was considered. This seems to _be consistent
with other PRA studies which have considered both modes of failure in the RPS. For this scoping

report the probability of mechanical failure of the RPS is chosen to be 5.0E-06.

MFW (Main Feedwater)

For the turbine-trip ATWS, main feedwater is not specifically credited, since one pump will coast
down completely and the other will only deliver approximately 5% of rated flow due to the rapid .
feedwater reduction ponion of the ICS (Integrated Control System). This is adequate for only
decay heat removal.

E (Emergency Feedwater)

Since main feedwater is considered to be inadequate, emergency feedwater is required. The
'

LOMFW (Loss of Main Feedwater) analysis performed by B&W reponed in Reference B 5
indicates that EFW flow from both the turbine driven pump and the electric motor driven pump
are available at 15 seconds. The result of this transient was a peak vessel pressure of 3621 psig .

for the 177-FA plants (ANO-1 category). A recent analysis performed by ANO-1 indicates that ,
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the EFW pumps may not be available as early as the assumed time for this analysis, however. !

Reference B-14 indicates that for the case when AC power is available, flow from both EFW
pumps will be available at approximately 50 seconds after the MFW is uipped.

Sensitivity studies documented in Reference B-5 for the LOMFW indicate that a 15 second delay
in the time for EFW to initiate will cause the peak pressure to rise appmximately 300 psi. With
this sensitivity in mind, there are at least two areas of conservatism in this analysis which will
allow forlonger times to EFW flow:

1) ne LOMFW transient initiated with 67% more S/G inventory can be expected to
produce a peak pressure less than that seen in the analysis. Since 17% less S/G
mventory than nomully in the ANO-1 S/G at full power was assumed, the peak
pressure was conservative by approximately 56 psi.

2) De MTC (Moderator Temperature CoerTicient) value used reflects a peak pressure
of 3621 psi. The adverse MTC criterion is 4000 psi, which is the maximum pressure
expected before a LOCA will occur (see discussion in MTC section to follow).

With the conservatisms above considered, the peak pressure could be increased by a total of 435
psi before the maximum pressure of 4000 psi would be exceeded. This allows for a total mission
time for EFW of approximately 52 seconds (30 seconds was assumed in the analysis) after loss of
MFW. For the Turbine Trip category where MFW is not lost but only considered to be
inadequate to be credited, the presence of MFW provides additional confidence that adequate
secondary heat removal will be available.

Since secondary pressure control is also required, five of eight safety valves are required to open
on each steam generator. The failure probability of three or more of the safety valves to open is
judged to be negligible.

Even though the expected time to initiation of EFW is close to the required time, there is a
sufficient margin of conservatism in the reference B-5 analysis so that the transfer developed in
Reference B-23 (Appendix B) of 0.1I will be employed with no adjustments.

MTC (MTC<95% Value)

Analyses (References B-4 and B-5) have shown that, for most RCS components, an RCS pressure
of less than or equal to 4000 psia will satisfy the performance index of remaining below Senice
Level C stresses. For this analysis,it has been assumed that if this pressure is exceeded, a LOCA
will occur. This situation is of specific concem since the check valves in the HPI/LPI injection
lines may deform, seize, and prevent injection flow. Under the constraints of analysis performed
to date, a few components (notably the RCP seals) may require a somewhat less pressure (3700
to. 3800 psia) to satisfy the performance index. However, the failure of the RCP seals at
approximately 3700 to 3800 psia is not considered to be risk-significant since there is high
confidence that the HPI/LPI system would operate after this pressure to mitigate the coolant loss
(i.e., this case is bounded by the small or large break LOCA initiator).

B-14
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A review of previous B&W analysis (Ref. B-5) indicates that for B&W plants typical of ANO-1,
given success of the pnmary relief valves, the EFW system and the HPI system, an RCS pressure
of 3621 psia will be exceeded only if an ATWS occurs from full power operation with a
moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) greater than or equal to -1.04 x 10-4 delta-k/k 'F.
This MTC is an estimate of the typical 177-FA 95%-of-life MTC value (the plant opentes 95% of
the cycle at or below this value). This value assumes the plant is operating with an equilibrium
cycle and an "18-month" core. It should be noted that one of the major sensitivities in the analysis
(Ref. B 5) was to MTC, with the RCS peak pressure increasing about 120 psi for each 10%
increase in the MTC value. Since the peak pressure for this analysis is determined to be much less

than the 4000 psia limit, it is apparent that the assumed MTC value is conservative.

The probability that the reactor is at full power with an MTC greater than -1.04 x 10-4 delta-k/k *
Fis calculated as follows:

P(MTC) = X/Y

where X = days per cycle at full power with an MTC greater than or equal to

-1.04 x 10-4 delta-k/k *F

Y = days per cycle that the reactor operates (398 days)

Although it has been estimated for a typical cycle the MTC will be above -1.04 x10-4 delta-k/k *F
for about 20 days, this time can be calculated on a plant-specific basis using the MTC as a
function of critical boron ppm and the critical boron ppm as a function of cycle life (EFPD). For
ANO-1 Cycle 10 from Reference B-18, the critical boron ppm at four days was calculated to be
1008 ppm and the best estimate MTC corresponding to 1008 ppm is -1.014 x10-4. The critical
boron concemration at 380 EFPD's is 51 ppm and corresponds to an MTC value of -2.718 x10-4

Since the relationship between MTC and cycle length is linear, interpolation between these two
values shows that the value for MTC of > -1.04 x10 4 occurs for 12.5 EFPD's out of the cycle.

The pmbability that the reactor is at full power with an MTC greater than -1.04 x10-4delta-k/k-

Fis simply:

P(MTC) = 12.5 days /398 days = 3.1 x 10-2
.

PR (Primary Relief)
i

If the ERV or a safety relief valve fails to open, a LOCA was assumed to occur by rupturing the
RCS in a susceptible location. The event is modeled by a combination of a module modeling the

i

failure of one of the two SRV's (safety relief valves) to relieve steam and a transfer which models
the failure of the ERV (emergency relief valve) to relieve steam as defined in Reference B-16.
'Ihe possibility for failure to relieve the primary requires that only one of the pnmary relief valves
fail to actuate. The calculated possibility below includes the possibility that only one of the SRV's

fail to open by doubling the possibility that one of the two SRV's fail to open.
P
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R701 = 2 * (RRY10100lN) + R401

where, R701 = Probability that any one of the three Primary Relief Valves fail
to open

R401 = Probability that the ERV fails to open

RRY101001N = Probability that 1/2 SRV's fail to open

R701 = 2 * 1.4E-04 + 3.94E-02

R701 = 3.97E-02

W (Primary Relief Secured)

If the ERV or a safety valve fails to close, a LOCA occurs due to the unisolated leak path. The
likelihood o this event is calculated below by modeling the failure of 1/2 SRV's or the ERV to
close after relieving water. The modules below are taken from Reference B-16:

R102 = Rhih110lSRVQ + RhihilB1000C

where, R102 = Either a SRV or an ERV fails to rescat after relieving liquid

ORhih110lSRVQ = Either SRV fails to close after liquid relief

RhihilB1000C = ERV block valve fails to close after liquid relief

R102 = 1.9E-1 + 2.40E-2 = 2.14E-1

BW (Borated Water)

For each transient, failure to inject borated water into the core was assumed to lead to core melt.
The possibility exists that, if the core cannot be permanently shut down and cooled down,
sufficient feedwater is not available to cont'nunliy keep the core cooled in a hot standby condition.
Thus a loss of heat sink would occur, with a gradual core heatup and meltdown. For cases where
the RCS pressure is expected to remain Mow 40T) psia, transfer H001 developed in Appendix C
(of Reference B-23) as 4.56E-3 is used. I cr til other cases, the Oconee (Ref. B-2) value of 0.1
(the failures for the 4.56E-3 pmbability are also included) is used, due to the concem that the +

check valves in the HPI/LPI injection lines may deform, seize and prevent injection flow.

LTC (Long-Term Cooling)
|

Provided the core is permanently shut down by bo-ation and a cooldown is possible, long-term
cooling by the decay-heat removal system or the low-pressure recirculation system is required.
For cases where the RCS pressure is expected to remain below 4000 psia, transfer IA51 h,[

!
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developed in Appendix C (of Reference B-23) as 0.0133 is used. For all other uses, the Oconee
(Ref. B-2) value of 0.1 is added to the failure probability of 0.0133, due to the concem that the
check valves in the HPl/LPI injection lines may deform, seize and prevent injection flow.

B.4.2 Loss of MFW ATWS Event Tree

TT (Turbine Trip)

A successful trip of the main turbine is required directly after the loss of main feedwater in order
to allow the water in the Steam Generator downcomer to act as a heat sink. If the Itutine
continues to operate after a failure to scram on loss of main feedwater, a LOCA was assumed to
occur. The turbine receives a signal to trip independent of the RPS whet, the main-feedwater
pumps trip. A review of loss-of-feedwater scenarios (at Oconee) indicates that nearly all would
involve a turbine trip. He turbine trip value for the Oconee PRA of SE-3 (Reference B-2) is used
here.

.

All other top events utilized in this event tree have been previously discussed.

B.4.3 LOOP Ross of Offsite Power) ATWS Event Tree

AC (Emergency AC Power)

\ ne major contributor to the failure of Emergency AC power is the failtue of the EDG's *

(Emergency Diesel Generators) to start or to run. Since only one of the EDG's is required to
deliver power to one of the HPl/LPI pumps for BW/LTC and only the red EDG (EDGl) is
required to reach full EFW flow as the red EDG supplies power to the electric motor driven
pump, success for AC will be defined as success of the red EDG to start and to run with or
without the green EDG available.

The probability for failure of the red EDG from Appendix A of Reference B-23 is determined to
be 0.123.

There is one more failure branch for the Emergency AC top event. That is the case where no
EDG's start or run. That failure probability is established in Appendix A of Reference B-23 as
0.020. His value is consistent with the Oconee PRA (Reference B-2). This sequence is expected

to advance directly to core damage.

EFW (Emergency Feedwater)

ne LOOP transient analysis from Reference B-12 indicates that a peak pressure of 3417 psig was |

predicted assuming the electrical EFW pump delivers flow in 15 seconds and the turbine driven
pump delivers flow in 40 seconds. A similar argument can be made here as it was in the LONEW 1

section for EFW which concluded that sufficient conservatism was included in the reference B-5 |
analysis so that these is confidence that the ETW pumps will supply sufficient flow in a timely |
manner if the red EDG is available and delivers power to the electric driven EFW pump so that |

l
|
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the 4000 psig RCS pressure criterion is met. De probability for the unavailability of EFW is
approximately the same as that for the LOMFW transient, ne value of 0.111 developed in

'

Appendix B of Reference B-23 will be used here. If only one EFW pump is available, it is
assumed that there is insufficient secondary S/G inventory, RCS overpressurization occurs and a
LOCA follows.

BW (Borsted Water) and LTC (Long Term Cooling)
t

For cases where the RCS pressure is expected to remain below 4000 psia, the red diesel generator
is available for the motor driven EFW pump to supply water to the secondary. Also at least one
train of HPI/LPI is available. He failure probability for HPI to supply borated water for negative ,

reactivity and LPI in the LPR (recirculation) mode is developed in Appendix C of Reference B-23 !

as 0.00456 and 0.0144, respectively.

For the case where the RCS pressure has the potential to be greater than 4000 psia and the red
EDG is successful and the green EDG may be available as well, the values of 0.10 and 0.11 (the
Oconee Reference B-2 value of 0.1 plus the values mentioned in the previous paragraph) are used
for HPI and LPI, respectively. For the case when the red EDG is not available but the green EDG ;

is, the failure probabilities for HPI/LPI were calculated to be 6.89E-3 and 0.11 for HPI and LPI, +

respectively. Dese values were then added to the 0.1 discussed above for failure probabilities of
0.11 and 0.21 for HPI and LPI, respectively.

g|B.5 ATWS CORE MELT SEQUENCES SUMMARY

The quantification of each ATWS sequence was straightforward because most failure states lead
directly to a LOCA and the consideration of subsequent mitigating conditions (borated-water [
injection and long-term cooling). The unavailability data were thus applied directly. A more .

'

detailed analysis of those sequences v ould include the support systems, (e.g., local DC faults and
service water system faults) that affect multiple front-line systems. The system inoperability ;

estimates provide some margin, (e.g., the use of .1 probability for HPI failure after EFW fails) for
these dependencies. This margin was based on engineering judgement, however, and is not a
comprehensive substitute for a detailed analysis.

The event sequence frequencies for CD for the three transient groups are quantified in the event
trees in Figures B-1 through B-3. The dominant sequence for the TT and the LOhEW transient
groups is a mechanical failure of the RPS followed by a failure of the EFW to actuate and a failure j

of ECCS to assure long term reactivity control or long term cooling. The dominant sequence for
'

the LOOP transient group is a mechanical failure of the RPS followed by a failure of the red EDG
to deliver AC power and a failure to control long term reactivity (BW). Overall, all sequences (
including the mechanical failure of the RPS versus the electrical failure are more likely due to the |

reliability of the RPS in conjunction with the DSS. ;
,

ne contribution of various failure modes to core damage frequency can be assessed by
determining the combined frequency of the sequences that contain the particular failure mo:le.
Rese combined frequencies are summarized in Table B-6. Please note that an algebraic
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combination of the top events is sufficient to model most dependencies which imy exist between
the AC power, EFW, HPI, and LPI systems. Even though other dependencies may exist which
are not accounted for due to the nature of a scoping report, the conservatisms in this analysis '

should adequately compensate for them. .

Table B-6 Contribution of Failure Modes to CD (Core Damage)

ATWS ATWS CD Frq. % Contribution to CD
Group % Cont. (yr-1) AC EFW TT MTC PR W LCD

T1 92.41 % 9.18E-07 0.00 45.19 0.00 11.35 14.10 6.30 23.06

:

T2 5.36% 5.32E-08 0.00 44.24 2.02 11.12 13.79 6.17 22.66 '

T3 2.23% 2.21E-08 56.24 19.58 0.00 4.85 6.02 2.84 10.47

Total 100.0% 9.93E-07 j

Total (Normalized) 1.25 44.57 0.11 11.19 13.90 6.22 22.76 -

i

i
'

The ATWS groups in Table B-6 are partitioned into sequences which lead to CD. 'Ihese [
sequences are then normalized with the % contribution to the total CD frequency of each ATWS .

group and added to determine the top event contribution. Sequence contributors are defined by |
the dominant IE (failure of mitigating features) in the CD sequence frequencies. These sequence ,

descriptions are given below: j

1) AC- Early core damage due to no Emergency AC.

2) EFW - Early core damage due to failed EFW or failure to actuate in time along !

with failure of borated water and/or long term coolmg. ;

t,

3) TT - Early core damage due to failure of the turbme to tnp along with failure of ,

borated water and/or long term cooling.'

4) MTC - Early core damage due duectly to adverse MTC along with failure of |
borated water and/or long term cooling. !

,

5) PR - Early core damage due to failure of primary pressure relief along with failure
of borated water and/or long term cooling. |

!

6) W - Core damage in conjunction with SBLOCA due to stuck open relief valve i

,

7) LCD - Late core damage due to failure of borated water or long term cooling only.

O
.

Table B-6 indicates that 92.41% of the total ATWS mean frequency for core damage of 9.93E-
07 is due to the TT (Turbine Trip) transient group. The two transient groups characterized as

!

!
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producing major system disturbances contribute only approximately 19% to the total mean CD $
frequency, with the LOMFW transient group contributing approximately 5.36% and the LOOP

~

transient group contributing about 2.23%.

He major sequence contributor to the total mean CD frequency at 44.57% for all transient
groups is insufficient EFW flow. ne second largest sequence contributors are those where a
LOCA is not necessarily assumed, all the preceding top events are successful and the following
top events of borated water or long temi cooling are not successful. De third largest sequence
contributors to the total mean CD frequency are those with the major top event being insufficient
pnmary relief.

Due to the scoping nature of this report, only estimated frequencies are detemiined. In addition,
it is important to understand that not all sequences for a given transient will produce equivalent
consequences and/or similar times for operator recovery. For example, CD for a TT with no top |

event failure except LTC is more probable than any other sequence leading to CD, however the
consequence is probably much less severe. (i.e., late, low pressure core melt) with considerable
time available of operator recovery.

In summary, the point-estimated mean frequency of core damage is 9.93E-07 per year with the
'IT IE contributing approximately 92G. This is quite conservative, since the Turbine Trip
category results in less severe consequences than the LOMFW or LOOP transient categories.
Throughout this scoping analysis conservative assumptions were made. Examples of other

i

| conservative assumptions follow:

1. The Conservative assignment of all ATWS events was made to three categories.

2. No consideration of significant operating periods was included when the MTC value
is highly favorable.

3. Once a failure of one top event has occurred there is no credit given to other
mitigating top events until borated water and long term cooling are considered.

4. No credit was given to possible negative reactivity insertion by injecting emergency
borated water into the core pnor to expenencing maximum pnmary pressure.

5. A mechanical Scram failure is assumed to fail all control rods, when realistically
some of the rods would be dropped into the core and aid in mitigating reactisity
increases due to RCS pressure increases.

6. No credit is given to MFW flow which may be available for the Turbine Trip ATWS
event.

7. No operator action was credited for a possible manual trip of the turbine.

8. No plant or operator action was considered for a less of MFW event for closure of
the MSIV.

Some specific areas of the analysis are of concem because of the conceivability of adverse impacts
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( associated with them. Rese include the question of dependency between the operability of
systems and the potential for a vessel rupture or a distortion of the core configurcion such that'-

core damage follows inexorably after a severe overpressure event.

An improved understanding of both the considerations of system interdependency and the
potential for primary rupture following a severe overpressurization event depends on reducing the
present uncertainties with respect to actual limiting locations on the RCS boundary as well as the
failure criteria and modes at these locations. Since the estimated peak RCS pressures for nearly
all the sequences examined (except for a total loss of MFW or EFW and exuemely adverse hfrC
conditions) do not exceed about 4200 psig, it is likely that a detailed investigation of the above
concems would not lead to frequencies higher than those estimated here. It is probable that if the
conservatisms of this scoping analysis were relaxed, the core damage frequencies estimated for
ATWS sequences would be lower.

B.6 MODELING CONCERNS

ne overall concem of dependent systems operability has been considered in that the selection of
the top events has resulted in only three areas of possible system interdependency:

1) The dependency of HPI on the success of EFW,
1

2) The dependency of LPI on the success of EFW,7

3) ne dependency of EFW, HPI, and LPI on Emergency AC for LOOP transient
group.

The possibility of an AC power induced failure (with the exception of electrical bus failures) on '

any other system failure probability has been addressed by creating a specific event tree for the
,

LOOP transient IE group and assuming the failure of Emergency AC power based upon the
unique dependency of the motor driven EFW pump on the red EDG. It is assumed, if the red
EDG is available, tha: Emergency AC has succeeded, since only the red train is required to deliver
power to the electric motor driven EFW pump (the turbine driven pump requires only green DC
power) and only one HPI/LPI train is required for successful long term reactivity control and
cooling. If only the green EDG succeeds, it is assumed that EFW fails but long term reactivity
control and cooling are still possible but less likely to result in a LOCA. The effect of the loss of
EFW on either HPI or LPI is due to potential injection line check valve defonnation and seizure
caused by the pnmary system pressure increase resulting from the loss of heat sink. Maximum
RCS pressure is assumed to exceed 4000 psia for the LOMFW ATWS when any of the RCS
pressure mitigating top events of turbine trip, EFW flow, favorable MTC, or pressure relief fail |

The other IE groups will produce lower peak pressures, however the same criteria for exceedmg
the maxunum pressure of 4000 psia will be assumed. Check valve defonnation and seizure is

,

accounted for in the conservative assumed failure probability for HPI and LPI of appmximately
'

O.1. When the maximum pressure of 4000 psia is exceeded, this conservative probability for HPI

O a e t ri f 1> r 1 - 4.

.
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There nuy also be other component / system dependencies which are common to seversi top event
failures. To verify that the assumptions made for this study produce results which are reasonable,
a confinnation calculation was performed with the CAFTA software for two sequences for the T2

event tree and two for the LOOP event tree:

1) T2 * KM * E * BW

2) T2 * KM * E * LTC

4) T3 * KM * E * LTC

5) T3 * KM * E * BW

where, T2 is the initiating event designator for a Ttubine Trip
T3 is the initiating event designator for a LOOP
KM is a top event designator for a mechanical failure for the RPS
E is a top event designator for loss of EFW flow
BW is a top event designator for failure to secure long term reactisity control
LTC is a top event designator for failure to secure long term cooling

The confirmatory calculations are documented in Appendix D of Reference B-23. Any common
failures for these sequences were elimmated by CAFTA. The confmnation calculations indicate
that the assumptions made are very good. For this reason, all of the sequence probabilities
contributing to core damage were not adjusted in the final analysis.

B.7 EVENT SEQUENCE CORE DAM AGE AND PLANT DAM AGE STATE
ASSESSMENT

First of all,it should be noted that the CD sequence probabilities are very conservative due to the

scoping nature of their developnent and represent much higher values than are actually expected.
For this reason,it is not really appropriate to include these CD frequencies in the ANO-1 PRA
base model. However, they have been included for conservatism. Where the ATWS values ,

become a considerable contribution to the total CD values fmm the ANO-1 PRA base model
*

results, this should be considered.

Each ATWS sequence is a contributor to the total core damage frequency and is placed in a core
damage bin depending on the sequence characteristics (Table 4-6, Ref. B-1). The bin designations
are included on the Event Trees in Figures B-1 through B-3. The ATWS sequences for the T1
and T2 initiators will be combined and distributed over the possible Containment Safeguard
States. The T3 initiators are treated separately from the T1 and T2 initiators, and the total loss of
station power (SBO or Station Black Out) are also treated separately fmm the T3 initiator
sequences, since the operation of containment systems is so dependent on station power. The
possible Containment Safeguard States are designated below and apply to each of the core
damage bins:

G: Containment Ventilation Failure
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Y: Containment Spray Failure in the injection modei

Yr: Containment Spray Failure in the recirculation mode

J: ContainmentIsolation Failure

I: Success of Containment Ventilation and Isolation and
Spray in both the injection and recirculation mode
characterizing no Containment failure.

The CSS (Containment Safeguard States) distribution depends on the failure sequences of
interest. The Core Damage Bins can be conservatively linked to four failure sequences described
in the ANO-1 PRA base model TBF, TBX, TQU, and TQX (Ref. B-1). The T designator
signifies the initiating event, the B designator signifies a failure of RCS and core heat removal, the
F and X signify a failure of once-through cooling (early core damage) and sump recirculation (late
core damage), respectively, the Q signifies a pressure control failure, and U signifies a failure of
RCS inventory. The TBF and TBX failure sequences are conservative compared to other ATWS
sequences, since they include recoveries and skew the distribution to the more severe
consequences. Those sequences which are expected to lead to a LOCA have all been placed in

;

the TQU or TQX category, bins I and II, respectively (SBLOCA Bins). It is conservative to
place the sequences leading to a LOCA in the small break bin, since the consequences are greater
compared to the large break LOCA due to the higher expected RCS pressure and therefore lesser
ECCS flow. Those sequences which result in a LOCA due to excessive RCS pressures are
designated as IA and IIA.

According to Table 4-6 of Reference B-1, each core damage bin is associated with either early or
late core damage and therefore can be associated with CSS distribution for either TBF and TQU
or TBX and TQX. It is apparent that bins I and III charactenze early core damage and should be
distributed according to the TQU or TBF CSS. Bins II and IV characterize late core damage and

'

should be distributed according to the TQX or TBX CSS. The CSS distributions for these
sequences are developed in Appendix E of Reference B-23. Table B-9 includes those CSS
disuibutions developed in Appendix E of Reference B-23. The CSS frequencies were determined

-

by multiplying the appropriate portion of the total TQU, TQX, TBF, or TBX distribution for the
Tl/T2, T3 without SBO, and SBO initiators by the appropriate bin frequencies. De CSS
frequencies will be integrated into the ANO-1 PDS (Plant Damage State) summary for the PRA
base modet

Note: It is acceptable to combine ANS sequence PDS with the total plant PDS, since the core
damage state for ANS is expected to be comparable to non-ATWS events. Once the ATWS
event has progressed to the point where the core is damaged due to loss of coolant, with the lack
of moderation, the core will become subcriticaljust as it would for a rodded core. Reference B 5

r~ % indicates that for the LOMFW event for the 177 FA generic plant, the core power decreases

( significantly after the inception of the ATWS event and at 90 seconds the total core power is |

approximately 10% and decreasing with nuclear power at about 6% and decreasing. His is |

|
1

i

|

|
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comparable to non-ATWS event sequences where nuclear power is eliminated due to contml rod
insenion. The non-ATWS LOFW analysis in Reference B-22 predicts that the total core power
will have decreased to about 8% at 90 seconds.

Table B-7 is used to sum the CD sequence fmquencies for the T1 and T2 initiators according to
their CD Bin designations. He T3 initiated sequences are treated separately, so that Table B-8 is
used to sum the T3 CD sequence frequencies according to their CD Bin designations. Figures B-
1 through B-3 were utilized to build Tables B-7 and B-8.

Table B-7 Summary of T1 and T2 Initiated ATWS Sequence Frequencies

Bini BinIA Binil BinllA Bin til Bin IV
1.35E-08 5.99E-08 3.91 E-08 5.77E-08 4.94E-08 1.43E-07
1.35E-09 4.82E-08 3.91E-09 4.65E-08 4.94E-09 1.43E-08
7.64E-10 1.92E-07 2.22E-09 1.85E-07 2.81E-09 8.15E-09 '

7.64E-11 5.99E-09 2.22E-10 5.77E-09 2.81E-10 8.15E-10
4.82E-09 4.65E-09
1.92E-08 1.85E-08
3.40E-09 3.27E-09
2.74E-09 2.64E-09
1.09E-08 1.05E-08
4.99E-10 4.80E-10
3.40E-10 3.27E-10
2.74E-10 2.64E-10
1.09E-09 1.05E-09
4.80E-11 4.80E-11

| SUM 1.57E-08 3.49E-07 4.55E-08 3.37E-07 5.74E-08 1.66E-07

Table B-8 Summary of T3 Initiated ATWS Sequence Frequencies ;

BinI Bin 11 Bin ill Bin IV SBO
1.38E-10 4.34E-10 5.08E-10 1.60E-09 4.02E-09
1.38E-11 4.34E-11 5.08E-11 1.60E-10 4.02E-10
6.15E-10 5.97E-10
4.95E-10 4.81E-10

,

2.00E-09 1.94E-09 !

2.65E-O? 4.65E-09 |
6.15E-11 5.97E-11 j
4.95E-11 4.81E-11 !

2.00E-10 1.94E-10
2.65E-10 4.65E-10 l

| SUM 6.49E-09 8.91 E-09 5.59E-10 1.76E-09 4.42E-09

B-24
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ne total CD frequencies for the early core damage sequences fmm Bins I and IA for T1 and T2
sum to 3.65E-7 and are placed in the TQU designated sequence, along with the non-SBO T3 I ;

and IA sequences which sum to 6.49E-9. He more severe CD sequences for Bin III for T1 and
'

T2 sum to 5.74E-8 and are placed in the TBF designated sequence. The non-SBO CD sequences
#

for Bin 111 for T3 sum to 5.59E-10. De two sequences including the total loss of offsite power
from the 1.oss of Offsite Power tree represent the probability of an A'IWS and SBO. He total
probability of core damage for these two sequences is 4.42E-9. Early core damage is expected j

from an SBO event. :

De late core damage sequences from Bins H and IIA for T1 and T2 sum to 3.83E-7 and are
placed in the TQX designated sequence. The Bin Il sequences for T3 sum to 8.91E-9. The !

remainder of the late core damage sequences for T1 and T2 and T3 designated as Bin IV are ;

'

placed in the TBX designated sequence. De T1 and T2 sequences sum to 1.66E-7 and the non-
SBO T3 sequences sum to 1.76E-9.

In order to integrate the ADVS scoping sequences into the total plant damage probabilities, these
ATWS CD Bin combined frequencies are distributed over the appropriated level 2 input i

sequences TBF, TEX, TQU, and TQX. The Level 2 input sequence frequency distributions are |
compiled for possible containment failures. There are different distributions compiled for the T1 |
and T2 combined IE sequences, the T3 non-SBO IE sequences, and the SBO sequences. Table |
B-9 is generated by distributing the TBF, TQU (early core damage) sequences and the TBX, i

TQX (late com damage) sequences for the three different sequence types. The frequencies for the<

Table B-9 distributions are developed in Appendix E of Reference B-23. j.

i

!
,

!

i

:

|

!
?

O
i
!
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Table B-9 Plant Damage State Frequencies ,

L2 Seq. T12 T12 Freq. T3 T3 Freq TSum SBO SBO Freq
Dst % Dst % Dst %,

TBFG 0.91 5.22E-10 2.08 1.16E-11 5.34E-10 0.00 0.03E+00
TBFGJ 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00
TBFJ 0.10 5.74E-11 0.00 0.00E+00 5.74E-11 0.00 0.00E+00
TEFI 40.14 2.30E-08 43.90 2.45E-10 2.33E-08 0.00 0.00E+00
TBFYi 16.03 9.20E-09 34.36 1.92E-10 9.39E-09 0.00 0.00E+00
TBFYiG 42.49 2.44E-08 19.09 1.07E-10 2.45E OB 98.81 4.37E-09
TBFYiGJ 0.06 3.44E-11 0.00 0.00E+00 3.44E-11 1.18 5.22E-11

. TBFYU 0.01 5.74E-12 0.03 1.68E-13 5.91 E-12 0.00 0.00E400
'

TBFYr 0.27 1.55E-10 0.53 2.96E-12 1.58E-10 0.00 0.00E+00
: TBFYrG 0 00 2.67E-17 0.00 0.00E+03 2.67E-17 0.00 0.00E+00

TBFYrGJ 0.00 0.03E+03 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E400 0.00 0.00E+00
TBFYrJ 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00
TBFSUM 100.0 5.74E-08 100.0 5.59E-10 5.BOE-08 100.0 4.42E-09
TBXG 3.76 6.23E-09 3.92 6.90E-11 6.30E-09
TBXGJ 0.00 7.67E-18

'

O.00 0.00E+00 7.67E-18
TBXJ 0.61 1.Ol E-09 0.61 1.07E-11 1.02E-09
TBXI 56.20 9.33 E-08

'

57.97 1.02E49 9.43E-08

hTBFYi 6.04 1.00E-08 6.82 1.20E-10 1.01E-08
TBXYiG 0.14 2.32E-10 0.07 1.23E-12 2.34E-10
TBXYiGJ 0.03 0.00E+03 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
TBXYi) 0.00 5.48E-18 0.00 0.00E+03 5.4BE-18
TBXYr 32.16 5.34E-08 28.99 5.10E-10 5.39E-08,

TBXYrG 1.10 1.83E-09 1.59 2.80E-11 1.85E-09
TBXYrGJ 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0. ODE +00 0.00E+00

j TBXYrJ 0.03 0.00E+00 0.03 5.28E-13 5.28E-13 ,

"

TBXSUM 100.0 1.66E-07 100.0 1.76E-09i 1.68E-07

:

.

9

i

l

9
1
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Table B 9 Plant Damage State Frequencies (cont.)

2 L2 Seq T1.2 T1,2 T12B T12B T3 T3 Freq TSum !
Dst % Freq Dst % Freq Dst % |

TOUG 0.02 3.14E-12 0.91 3.18E-09 2.08 1.35E-10 3.31E-09

TQUGJ 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00-
;

TQUJ 0.00 0.00E+00 0.10 3.49E-10 0.00 0.00E+00 3.49E-10 :*

i TQUI 0.61 9.58E-11 40.14 1.40E-07 43.90 2.85E-09 1.43E47 |

TQUYi 1.32 2.08E-10 16.03 5.59E-08 34.36 2.23E-09 5.84E-08 |
'

TQUYiG 97.79 1.54E-08 42.49 1.48E-07 19.09 1.24E-09 1.65E-07 !

TOUYiGJ 0.25 3.93E-11 0.06 2.09E-10 0.00 0.00E+00 2.49E-10 !
'

; TOUYiJ 0.00 0.00E+00 0.01 3.49E-11 0.03 1.95E-12 3.68E-11
'

TOUYr 0.00 0.00E+00 0.27 9.42E-10 0.53 3.44E-11 9.77E-10

TOUYrG 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 1.62E-16 0.00 0.00E+00 1.62E-16 |,

TOUYrGJ 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

4 TOUYr) 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 |

| TQUSUM 100.0| 1.57E-08l 100.0| 3.49E-07| 100.0| 6.49E-09 3.71 E-07

a TQXG 2.31 1.05E-09 3.76 1.27E-08 3.92 3.49E-10 1.41E-08 i

j TQXGJ 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 1.56E-17 0.00 0.00E+00 1.56E-17 ,

1 TQXJ 0.18 8.19E-11 0.61 2.06E-09 0.61 5.44E-11 2.19E-09 '

TQXI 57.76 2.63E-08 56.20 1.89E-07 57.97 5.17E-09 2.21E-07 --

TQXYi 4.80 2.18E-09 6.04 2.04E-08 6.82 6.08E-10 2.31E-08

TQXYiG 0.00 0.00E+00 0.14 4.72E-10 0.07 6.24E-12 4.78E-10 ;
'

TQXYiGJ 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 j

{ TQXYU 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 1.11E-17 0.00 0.00E+00 1.11E-17 i

TQXYr 33.6 1.53E-08 32.16 1.0BE-07 28.99 2.58E-09 1.26E-07 |
'

TQXYrG 1.34 6.10E-10 1.10 3.71E49 1.59 1.42E-10 4.46E-09.

| TQXYrGJ 0.00 0.00E+00 0.03 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

: TQXYr) 0.00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00E+00 0.03 2.67E-12 2.67E-12 i

TQXSUM 100.0| 4.55E-08| 100.01 3.37E-07| 100.0| 8.91E-09 3.91E-07 .
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ANO-1 INTERFACING SYSTEM LOCA ANALYSIS >

O
O C.1 INTRODUCTION

ne term " interfacing-system LOCA" refers to a class of loss-of-coolant accident that is
postulated to occur when the valves that isolate low pressure piping from the piping in the reactor
coolant system (RCS) fail. Dese events were first identified by the NRC as sequence V LOCAs
in reference C-4. By exposing piping with a low design pmssure to the high pressures of the RCS
it is obvious that piping failure may occur.

This could generate a LOCA that bypasses the containment and establishes a durct flow path to
the environment. De affected line could be an injection line that is needed to mitigate the LOCA,
such that an Interfacing System LOCA (ISLOCA) may lead to core melt. Even if the line was not
an injection line,if the leak were to bypass containment, upon depletion of borated water sources
the injection pumps would have no source of coolant to which they could transfer. If the RCS is
not depressurized to terminate the leak and allow use of shutdown cooling systems, long term
core cooling will be lost. With no source of long term cooling for the core, core melt is
inevitable.

Generic letter 88-20 and reference C-3 require that any functional sequences that contribute to a
containment bypass frequency in excess of IE-07/rx-yr. should be reported to the NRC in the IPE
submittal.

This appendix describes the interfacing systems that may be subject to an interfacing-system
LOCA at ANO-1, discusses the operations affecting interfacing systems, presents analysis of the
frequencies and failure modes, and summarizes the results. NSAC-154 provided significant basis
for development of this document.n

C.2 DESCRIPTION OF INTERFACING SYSTEMS

The only interfacing systems of concern in this analysis are those which pass through the
screening criteria for an ISLOCA pathway presented in references C-4 and C-5. By defmition, an
ISLOCA pathway must satisfy the following attributes:

1. Connect to the RCS (the system must contain three or fewer normally-closed
pressure isolation valves);

2. Penetrate containment;

3. High/ Low pressure interface;

4. Overpressurization possible at power;

5. Significant challenge to the plant's safety systems (any interfacing lines smaller
than 1 inch for water or 2 inches for steam can be screened out of the ISLOCA
analysis).

(Other potential failures that establish a flow path inside the containment building are included in
the LOCA analysis as described in the ANO-1 PRA initiating event and event sequences work
package). Table C-1, taken from reference C-23, contains a list of lines that interface with the
RCS (other data tsken from references C-15 through 19). He RCS connections which pass
through the screening criteria outlined above are the decay heat suction line, RCS letdown line,
RCS piping drains, the LPI system, the Letdown heat exchanger and the RCP seal cooler.

e
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De letdown line from the RCS would require a catastrophic failure of the pressure reduction
orifice (FO-1222), the air-operated flow control valve (CV-1222), and the motor-operated,
temperature interlocked isolation valve (CV-1221) in-order for RCS water to be lost outside the
containment building. The operators can also close the isolation valves to the E-29A&B letdown
coolers (E29A - CV-1213 & CV-1214, E29B - CV-1215, CV-1216). An interfacing-system
LOCA through this line is therefore not considered credible.

The inner diameter of a letdown heat exchanger tube is 0.624" (see section C.4.B), this removes
the letdown heat exchanger from the list of ISLOCA pathways as defined above by criterion 5.
For completeness, however, the frequency of an ISLOCA through the letdown heat exchanger
will be evaluated.

Therefore, t! e interfaces of concem are the following:

1. LPI system injection line A, which is isolated by two sets of two check valves (DH-
14A and DH-13A or DH-14B and DH-17) and a normally closed motor-operated
valve (CV-1401).

2. LPl sysem injection line B, which is isolated by two sets of two check valves (DH-
14B and DH-13B or DH-14A and DH-18) and a normally closed motor-operated
valve (CV-1400).

3. The Decay Heat Removal (DHR) suction line, which is isolated by two normally
closed and pressure-interlocked MOVs (CV-1050 and CV-1410) and a normally
closed MOV (CV-1404).

4. The four RCS piping drains that are > 1.5", which are isolated by two normally
closed manually operated valves (RBD-8A & RBD-9A, RBD-8B & RBD-9B, RBD-
8C & RBD-9C, or RBD-8D & RBD-9D) prior to the high/ low design pressure
interface. The lines join to a common header which has another normally closed
manually operated valve (RBD-23) before leaving the reactor building.

5. He letdown heat exchanger, which if subjected to a tube rupture, can be isolated by
CV-1213 or CV-1215 and CV-2215.

6. The RCP seal cooler, which if subjected to a tube rupture, can be isolated by CV-
2215.

C.3 OPERATIONS AFFECTING INTERFACING SYSTEMS

The operations affecting interfacing systems, including the function of the systems, the testing on
the systems and the technical specifications affecting the systems are discussed below.

C.3.A Functions

The LPI lines (including the decay heat inlet line) are used during the decay-heat cooling modc of
operation, during the testing of the emergency injection system, and during conditions requiring
LPI flow. The DHR suction line is opened for the DHR cooling mode during normal shutdown
operation and can be used for the same purpose under abnormal conditions. De LPI cross-
connect lines are used to distribute flow to the RCS injection lines if one train does not operate
(including an LPIline break).

The RCS piping drains are used to drain the RCS piping for maintenance activities. h

C-3



The Letdown heat exchanger functions as an interface between the RCS and the ICW system to
cool RCS Ixtdown to prevent thermal breakdown of the resins used for cleaning RCS inv'entory.i

The RCP seal cooler functions as an interface between the RCS and the ICW system to facilitate
seal cooling.

C.3.B Testing

The injection lines are subject to tests during full-flow LPI testing. In addition, the normally
closed motor-operated valves, CV-1400 and CV-1401, are stroke-tested quarterly (ref. C-21). Of '

principal interest to this analysis is the decay heat system check valve leak test, which is designed ,

to reduce the probability of an ISLOCA. '

The decay heat system check valve leak test (Ref. C-29, Supp. 4) is performed as a part of the
plant preheat and precritical checklist after each shutdown when the RCS has been placed on the
decay heat removal system. The test may also be performed whenever there is indication of check

'

valve leakage. The main activities of the test are as follows (see Figure C-2 for instrument and
valve locations):

1. Test of check valve DH-14A: pressure indicator PI-1008 is checked to verify its
reading is within 100 psig of the core flood tank T-2A pressure (normally 600 psig).
If an adequate reading is not present, measures are taken to provide check valve
scanng.

2. Test of check valves DH-13A and DH-17: pressure indicator PI-1401 is checked to
verify its reading is less than 425 psig, since failure of these valves will result in

Q pressures approaching the core flood tank pressure (normally 600 psig). If an
V adequate reading is not present, measures are taken to provide check valve seating.

3. Test of check valve DH-14B: pressure indicator PI-1009 is checked to verify its
reading is within 100 psig of the core flood tank T-2B pressure (normally 600 psig).
If an adequate reading is not present, measures are taken to pmvide check valve j
scanng.

4. Test of check valve DH-13B and DH-18: pressure indicator PI-1400 is checked to
verify its reading is less than 425 psig, since failure of these valves will result in i

pressures approaching the core flood tank pressure (normally 600 psig). If an
adequate reading is not present, measures are taken to provide check valve seating.

Rese pressure indicators are also read once-per-shift and compared to maximum, normal, and
minimum values on the Assistant Plant Operator Log form 1015.03A-1 (LPI/DH Check Valve
leakage Detectors section) (Ref. C-26).

The potential for human error leading to an ISLOCA from rescating leaking check valves is
addressed by a prominent note in procedure 1102.01 supplement 4 (Ref. C-29). The note warns
of the possibility of an ISLOCA due to opening the LPI isolation MOVs to seat leaking DH check
valves.

C.3.C Technical Soccifiestions

ne following technical specifications are the most significant with respect to the potential for an
q interfacing-system LOCA at ANO-1:

V
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Valves - ANO-1 Technical Specification 4.5.1.2.2 requires that quarterly, each engineered safety-
features valve in the emergency core-cooling systems and each engineered safety-features valve
associated with emergency core-cooling in the senice-water system shall be tested to verify
operability.

Check Valves - Periodic individualleakage testing of valves DH-14A & B, DH-13A & B, DH-17
and DH-18, shall be accomplished prior to power operation after every time the plant is placed on
the decay heat removal system. Whenever integrity of these valves cannot be demonstrated, the
high pressure portion of the LPI system must be isolated from the low pressure portion within
four hours (ANO-1 Tech. Spec. 3.1.6.9). The plant must then be placed in hot shutdown within
36 hours if maintenance is attempted to restore valve integrity and, if not corrected, the plant
must be in cold shutdown within an additional 72 hours. If maintenance is not attempted, then the
plant must be in hot shutdown within the next six hours and in cold shutdown within the following
30 hours.

C.4 FAILURE AND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

C.4.A Analvtical Atcroach and Basis

The frequency of events that can lead to an RCS rupture outside the containment is estimated
below for the interfacing systems previously described in Section C.2. The analysis is based on
ANO-1 procedures, generic data and engineering judgment.

C.4.B Failure Analysis

C.4.B.1 1.ow Pressure Injection (LPI) System Injection Line A

iAn interfacing-system LOCA on LPI-system injection line A (shown in Figure C-1) would be
caused by failures of both check valves DH-14A and DH-13A or DH-14B and DH-17 and the
opening of CV-1401 (not normally opened at power except during quarterly stmke testing).

Both check valves must fail to provide isolation against system pressure. These valves can fail in
one of two modes: the first check valve may leak (transfer open) or the disk of the valve may fail j

(rupture). A leak or rupture would result in an increase in pressure on the backside of the valve '

which would be indicated on PI-1008 or PI-1009. The status of these indicators is verified once
per shift as noted in section C.3.B. The second check valve is then susceptible to failure due to
this higher pressure. Since the frequency of a check valve to leak (taken to be ' check valve
transfers open') is greater than that for a rupture, the leak frequency will be used here.

The equation for the frequency of an ISLOCA in a line with two check valves in series is (ref. C-
24, p. B-7):

Es = Fl(FI)(T) + 2Fl(Fd)
|

Where: Fs = Total frequency of failure.
F1 = Leak (rupture) (check valve transfers open) = 9.46E-07/hr (ref. C-2)
Fd = Failure to reseat on demand (use transfers open adjusted for time to fix
leak or shutdown time) = 9.46E-07/hr* time (ref. C-2).
T = Time interval of concem

The time period T used in the above equation is defined by reference C-33 as the time interval
between testing. Since ANO-1 has pressure indication between the two check valves the second
valve will only be exposed for the period of time from when the line is pressurized to when the
first valve is manually closed or the plant is shutdown to fix the leaking or ruptured valve. Since

C-5
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the first valve (DH-14A or DH-13A) is a pnmary pressure boundary leakage past it requi es the--

plant to be in hot shutdown in 36 hours and cold shutdown in 72 hours after that. Therefore, T ;

will be taken to be 36 hours plus 72 hours plus one shift of 8 hours (detection time) for a total T 5

- of 116 hours. i

+

Re second term in the equation 2Fl(Fd) represents either valve leaking (rupturing) and the other
failing to hold pressure. Since ANO-1 has a pressure sensor between the valves this term may be
divided by two because if the first valve leaks (ruptures) the pressure sensor will make this ;

known. Therefore, the frequency of both valves failing prior to the plant reaching cold shutdown ;
is: >

Fs = (1.36E-06/hr)^2(116) + 1.36E-06/hr(9.46E-07/hr* 116 hr)

Fs = 2.15E-10 + 1.49E-10 = 3.64E-10/hr |

Since the second set of check valves (DH-13A & DH-17)'are verified closed every shift the
average annual frequencyis:

3.64E-10/hr(8 hr) = 2.91E-09/yr

With both check valves failed the injection MOV would be the only component holding RCS .

pressure. Since the valve would not be stroked with the piping pressurized the valve would have !

to fail or have been retumed to senice open. The frequency that the MOV leaks or fails
!(transfers open) is 1.36E-06/hr. This combmed with the time of concem of 116 hours yields a-

probability of: :
:

116 hr*1.36E-06/hr = 1.58E-04 [

The pmbability of the valve being retumed to senice in the open position is taken as 4.2E-04 [
(from the ANO-2 PRA HRA work package). This gives an ISLOCA frequency of: [

!

2.91E-09/yr(1.58E-04 + 4.2E-(M) = 1.68E-12/yr !

- for each injection line. Since there two injection lines per train the total ISLOCA frequency ;

through the LPI line A is 3.36E-12.

C.4.B.2 Low Pressure Injection (LPI) System Injection Line B :
1

An interfacing-system LOCA on LPI system injection line B (shown in Figure C-1) would im !
caused by failures of both check valves DH-14A and DH-13B or DH-14B and DH-18 and the 3

opening of CV-1400. |

The estimated frequency for an interfacing-system LOCA in LPI system injection line B is the
same as that reponed in the preceding section for line A. [

i

C.4.B.3 Decay Heat Removal (DHR) Suction Line |
t

The DHR suction line (shown in Figure C-2) is isolated from the RCS by two pressure- ;

interlocked motor-operated valves. The low-pressure piping begins beyond the second pressure ;

interlocked valve inside the containment building. Failure of both valves would expose the low- ;

pressure piping to the high RCS pressure. The low-pressure piping has a relief valve in the !

containment building. However, this line is not a threat as an interfacing-system LOCA because i
the flow path would remain in the containment building. Thus, one possibility of an' interfacing- !

3 system LOCA for these valves can be described as a sequence of the following events: 1
- .

.

!

iC-6
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1. Valves CV-1050 and CV-1410 are open.

O2. Piping inside the containment building maintains integrity under RCS pressure.

3. Piping outside the containment building fails to maintain integrity.

Engineering judgement was used to assign reasonable values for each event. The first event,
valves CV-1050 and CV-1410 are open, could result fmm a common-mode human error signaling
the valves to open. In addition to the human error, the two interlocks that prevent the valve
opening would have to fail or be bypassed by local manual actions in order for the valve to
physically open. To assess the common mode human error signaling the valves to open, the
required actions have been reviewed. First, the operators must incorrectly decide to align the
DHR system while at power. Second, breaker B-5255 for CV-1050 must be closed (required to
be open during power operation per OP 1102.02 (ref. C-27) for 10CFR50, Appendix R
concerns). Third, the bypass switch for CV-1050 must be placed in bypass, fourth the valve must
be opened using the handswitch, fifth the bypass switch for CV-1410 must be placed in bypass,
sixth the valve must be opened with the handswitch, and seventh all alarms must be ignored.
These events are considered to be acts of commission rather than omission and the frequency of
this series of events is estimated to be much less than IE-07. However,if this happened, the pipe
rupture must still occur outside the containment building for an ISLOCA to occur.

The probability that the pipe break occurs outside the reactor building was estimated based on
engineering judgment after a review of the design of the piping system beyond CV-1410. 'Ile line
just beyond CV-1410 has an allowable pressure of 600 psi (Ref. C-6). This line contains a
normally closed outside containment isolation valve (CV-1404) which has an allowable pressure
of 680 psi. A failure is expected to occur between CV-1410 and the closed valve CV-1404, with
no DHR pumps in operation, and the likelihood of failure is assumed to be equal at any point in &
the lirse (Ref. C-6). Therefore, the probability of piping failure outside containment will be W
determined by the fraction of piping between CV-1410 and CV-1404 that is outside containment.
The length of pipe between CV-1410 and CV-1404 is 79.22 feet (ref. C-7 & 8). The length of
pipe outside containment prior to CV-1404 is approximately 1 foot (ref. C-8). This gives a
probability of pipe failure outside containment of:

1/19.22 = 0.013

Therefore, this total sequence of events (operator error of commission to incorrectly align DHR
during power operation, followed by failure of DHR piping outside containment) is estimated to
have a frequency of much less than 1E-07 per reactor year.

The other possibilities of an ISLOCA through this path arr the combination of valve anangements
and failures which could result in the piping outside containment being exposed to high RCS
pressures and temperatures. For a situation with both MOVs inside containment the ISLOCA
frequency is given by (ref. C-24, p. B-12):

Fs = (Fl^2+Fr^2+FrFl)T + (FIFo+FrFo+FIFt+FrFt)T/2 + 2FIFd + 2FrFd

Where: Es = Total frequency of failure
F1 = MOV leakage (MOV transfers open) = 1.36E-06/hr (ref. C-2)
Fr = MOV rupture = 1.81E-07/nr (ref. C-2)
Fo = External Leakage
Ft = MOV transfers open = 1.36E-06/hr (ref. C-2)
Fd = MOV failing open w hile indicating closed = 1.07E-04/ demand

(ref. C-24, p. A-10)
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O ne Fo terms are for external leakage of the valve. Since both valves are inside containment these
( terms may be deleted from the total ISLOCA frequency. The FIFt and FrFt terms are present to

encompass leakage or failure of the first valve with the second valve transferring open. If the first
valve were to open, the second would only be susceptible to failure during the time it takes for the
valve to be manually closed or the plant to be shutdown to fix the valve. This limited time of ,

exposure (as opposed to a long duration of exposure) is due to the pressure indication (PI-1050)
which is present between the valves and monitored once per shift (ref. C-26, Form 1015.003A-9).

The 2FIFd and 2FrFd terms are for either one of the MOVs failing open while indicating closure
then the other leaking or rupturing. Since ANO-1 has permanent pxssure indication between the
valve these terms may be divided by two (ref. C-24, p. B-12 & B-13). This may be done since if
the upstream MOV (CV-1050) were to fail open while indicating closure the pressure indication
would make this fact known. Since the MOVs are locally verified closed during each startup
(Ref. C-28, Supp. 6) the adjustment factor of (dT+1)/2 does not. apply here (ref. C-24, Appendix
B).

The time period T used in the above equation is defined by reference (C-24, Appendix B) as the
time interval between testing. Since ANO-1 has pressure indication between the two MOVs the
second valve will only be exposed for the period of time from when the line is pressurized to when

Ithe first valve is manually closed or the plant is shutdown to fix the broken valve. Since the first
valve (CV-1050) is a primary pressure boundary valve Technical Specification 3.1.6.9 would
apply which allows 3.3.6 to be entered which requires shutdown to cold shutdown within 108
hours (36 hours to hot shutdown then 72 hours to cold shutdown) or repair before that.
Therefore, T will be taken to be 108 hours plus one shift time of 8 hours (detection time) for a
total T of 116 hours. Therefore, the frequency of failure of both valves is:

p(_ Fs = {(l.36E-06/hr)^2 + (1.81E-07/hr)^2 + 1.36E-06/hr(1.81E-07/hr))116
hrs + { l.36E-06/hr(l.36E-06/hr) + 1.36E-06/hr(1.81E-07/hr)} l16 hrs /2
+ 1.36E-06/hr(1.07E-04) + 1.1SE-07/hr(l.07E-04)

Fs = 2.47E-10/hr + 1.22E-10/hr + 1.46E-10 + 1.26E-11

Fs = 5.27E-10/hr

Fs = 5.27E-10/hr(8760 hrs /yr) = 4.622E-06/yr

The pmbability of the suction piping failing outside containment was previous'; determined to be
0.013. This combined with the above frequency gives:

4.622E-06 * 0.013 = 6.01E-08/yr

C.4.B.4 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Piping Drains

An ISLOCA through a RCS piping drain (shown in Figure C-3) could be caused by failures of the
two isolation valves adjacent to the RCS, then failure of the isolation valve just prior to the line
exiting containment. First the frequency of the failure of the two isolation valves adjacent to the
RCS will be addressed.

The most probable sequence of events for these two valves to fail are as follows:

1. One of the valves is inadvertently returned to service open after maintenance.

2. The other valve transfers open.
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The frequency of a manual valve transferring open is 1.3E-07/hr and the probability of a manual
valve being returned to service in the open position is 4.2E-O (from the ANO-2 PRA HRA work
package). Therefore, the frequency of the two valves being open simultaneously and exposing the
downstitun piping is:

1.3E-07/hr(8760hr/2)(4.2E-04) = 2.39E-07/yr

For the leakage to get out of containment the inboard isolation valve must be either open, fail or
transfer open and the inside containment low nessure piping must remain intact. The valve is

I verified to be locked closed as part of RCS filing and venting activities (ref. C-22). Derefore,
the probability of a manual valve being returned to service in the open position of 4.2E-04 will be

; used here added to the failure or leakage (transfer open) fmquencies. Since this valve is not
exposed until the upstream valve ruptures the average exposure time is 6760/2. Herefore, the
average failure probability for the inboard RCS piping drain line isolation valve is:

1

4.2E-04 + 1.81E-07/hr(8760hr/2) + 1.3E-07/hr(8760hr/2) = 3.1E-031

Therefore< the frequency of an ISLOCA through one RCS piping drain is:,

|

4.78E-07/yr(3.lE-03) = 1.48E-09/>T

| Since there are four RCS piping drains of concem the total ISLOCA frequency for this ISLOCA
flow path is:

4(1.48E-09) = 5.92E-09/yr

C.4.B.5 Letdown Heat Exchanger

| A catastrophic or complete failure (double-ended guillotine break) of a tube in the letdown heat
| exchanger would create an ISLOCA flow path (shown in figure C-4). The frequency of a

complete failure (or rupture) for a letdown heat exchanger tube rupture is not available due to no
,

| occurrences of this type of event. Therefore, an initiating event frequency will be developed here.
The total number of operating reactor years will be assumed to be 1000 years. Over this time
frame there have been 5 or so steam generator tube rupture events in the United States. Given
the large number of steam generator tubes compared to 12tdown HX tubes and the operating
differences associated with the tubes (temperature, chemistry, etc.) 1/2 of a letdown cooler tube
failure will be assumed to occur over this 1000 reactor year time frame. It should be noted that a
guillotine break of a Letdown HX tube has not occurred over this 1000 reactor year time frame.
This gives an initiating event frequency of:

0.5/1000 = 5.0E-04/>T
|

for a letdown heat exchanger tube rupture. There is 1 MOV upstream of each heat exchanger
(E29A&B) (CV-1213 & CV-1215) available for isolating the flow of RCS inventory into the heat
exchanger. There is also 1 MOV downstream of the heat exchangers on the ICW side prior to the
line exiting containment (CV-2215) which is capable of closing against the high system pressures
expected during this event (Ref. C-30). With the valve closed the system is isolated inside
containment and the potential for an ISLOCA is eliminated. The outside containment isolation
valve, AOV CV-2214 downstream of the heat exchanger was evaluated and it was determined
that the valve could not be credited for isolation above its current design conditions (Ref. C-30).
The probability of failure for CV-2215 will be taken to be 'MOV fails to close' from reference C-2
of 6.01E-03.

O
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The RCS coolant flowing into the auxiliary building will end up either in the sump on elevation(m*j 335' or down in elevation 317'. The LPI pumps are m wateroght rooms on the 317' elevation.
e

Back flow into the rooms via drain lines is prevented due to isolation valves (ABS-13/14) in the
drain lines.

The maximum leak rate given a tube rupture of this type is 50.98 lb/sec (Ref. C-14) which will
require (BWST at 100 F. Rho = 62.4):

50.98 lb/sec(7.48 gal /ft^3)(60 sec/ min)/(62.4 lbm/ft^3) = 366.67 gpm

of make-up flow to maintain RCS inventory. With over 300,000 gpm of BWST inventory there
is:

300000/366.67 = 818.17 minutes or 13.63 hours ,

of time before the leak must be terminated using the DHRs to reduce the RCS pressure to
atmospheric conditions or manually isolated by operator action. Actually there is greater than
13.63 hours since as RCS pressure is lowered the driving force behind the break flow is reduced. -

The likelihood of the operator failing to depressurize the RCS to atmospheric conditions, before
the BWST inventory is depleted, is taken to be 0.01 (ref. C-25, p. 3-22, Seq. 8B). This failure
frequency is for a similar situation in which the RCS must be depressurized to atmospheric
pressure before the RWT empties. The frequency used above is based on a depletion time of 5.1 '

hours (compared to the 13.63 hours determined above) and is therefore, conservative.

Therefore, the frequency of an ISLOCA due to a rupture of a letdown heat exchanger tube, the .

failure of the upstream isolation valve to close, failure of the downstream MOV in the ICW
system to close and failure of the RCS to be depressurized before BWST depletion is:

5.0E-04/yr(6.01E-03)(6.01E-03)(0.01) = 1.81E-10/yr

Note: A sudden double-ended failure of a tube in the letdown heat exchanger is very unlikely as is
evidenced by industry data which indicates that this type of event has yet to occur. The more
credible postulation of events is: a small leak develops in the cooler which allows RCS inventory
to leak into the ICW system which in turn will cause the radiation monitors in the system to alarm
and alen the operator. He operator would then take appropriate action which would most likely
be to cooldown and depressurize the plant to fix the leaky tube. This chain of events is much
more probable and is much more realistic than postulating a sudden, unprecedented, catastrophic
failure of a tube and provides for no challenge to the plants safety systems, only a required
shutdown to fix plant equipment. -

C.4.B.6 Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Seal Cooler

The catastrophic or complete (double-ended guillotine break) failme of a tube in the tube-in-tube !

heat exchanger used for cooling the RCP seals would create an ISLOCA flow path (shown in
Figure C-5). The leakage would pass from the RCS through the RCP seal cooler and into the
ICW system. The frequency of a complete failure (or rupture for) a RCP seal cooler tube is not
available due to no occurrences of this type of event. Derefore, the tube rupture frequency
developed for the letdown heat exchanger tube rupture event will be used here. From the above
section the frequency of failure is 5.0E-04/yr. There are two possible flow paths for the RCS
inventory, upstream and downstream of the cooler. Upstream of the cooler there are 4 check
valves prior to the containment boundary making this a vety low probability (ulE-07) ISLOCA

g flow pah. Downstream of the cooler there is the same relief valve and MOV setup as discussed

( above for the letdown heat exchanger ISLOCA flow path. -

C-10
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The RCS coolant flowing into the auxiliary building will end up either in the sump on elevation
335' or down in elevation 317'. The LPI pumps are in watertight moms on the 317' elevation. .

Back flow into the rooms via drain lines is prevented due to isolation valves (ABS-13/14) in the
drain lines.

The maximum leak rate given a tube rupture of this type is 42.56 lb/sec (Ref. C-14) which will
require (BWST at 100 F, Rho = 62.4): ;

42.56 lb/sec(7.48 gal /ft^3)(60 sec/ min)/(62.4 lbrn/ft^3) = 306.1 gpm

of make-up flow to maintain RCS inventory. With over 300,000 gpm of BWST inventory there
is: r

300000/306.1 = 980.1 minutes or 16.33 hours

of time before DHRs must be aligned. Actually there is greater than 16.33 hours since as RCS
pressure is lowered the driving force behind the break flow is reduced. The likelihood of the
operator failing to depressurize the RCS to atmospheric conditions, before the BWST inventory is
depleted is taken to be 0.001 (ref. C-25, p. 3-21, Seq. 8A). This failure frequency is for a similar
situation in which the RCS must be depressurized to atmospheric pressure before the RWT
empties. De frequency used above is based on a depletion time of 15.7 hours (compared to the

|Iti.33 hours determined above) and is therefore conservative.

Therefore, the frequency of an ISLOCA due to a rupture of a RCP seal cooler tube, failure of
CV-2215 to close and failure of the operator to depressurize the RCS is:

5.0E-04/yr(6.01E-03)(0.001) = 3.01E-09/yr gj
Note: A sudden double-ended failure of a tube in the RCP seal cooler is very unlikely as is
evidenced by industry data which indicates that this type of event has yet to occur. He more
credible postulation of events is: a small leak develops in the cooler which allows RCS inventory
to leak into the ICW system which in turn will cause the radiation monitors in the system to alarm
and alen the operator. The operator would then take appropriate action which would most likely
be to cooldown and depressurize the plant to fix the leaky tube. This chain of events is much i
more probable and is much more realistic than postulating a sudden, unprecedented, catastrophic |
failure of a tube and provides for no challenge to the plants safety systems, only a required
shutdown to fix plant equipment.

C.S INTERNAL FLOODING

An ISLOCA also pitsents the possibility of the leaked coolant to cause failure of equipment due |
to flooding inside the plant. The implications of the events previously discussed are very similar

'

and are outlined below.

For any of these events it is possible for the break to permit water discharge into the auxiliary
building. Water in the auxiliary building will end up either in the sump on elevation 335' or down
in elevation 317'. Since the LPI pumps are located in watertight rooms on elevation 317' this
leakage should pose no threat to the mitigation of this event. The HPI pumps, which are located
on elevation 335', should not be affected due to elevation above the floor and spatial relationship
with probable flood sources.

O
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p C.6 RESULTS

(' The mean annual frequency of an interfacing-system LOCA at ANO-1 has been investigated for
postulable scenarios and is estimated to be as follows:

Line Mean annual frequency

LPI-systeminjectionline A 1.68E-12
LPI-systeminjection line B 1.68E-12
Decay-heat-mmoval suction line 6.01E-08
RCS piping drains 5.92E-09 ;

Letdown heat exchanger tube rupture 1.81E-10
RCP seal cooler tube rupture 3.01E-09

Total 6.92E-08/>T

It should be noted that none of the sequences are above the reporting threshold of IE-07/yT as
outlined by Generic letter 88-20 and mference C-3 for functional sequences.

The Letdown heat exchanger tube rupture and the RCP seal cooler tube rupture scenarios include
human recoveries and the frequency tabulated above for these events represents a core melt with
containment bypass frequency. Because of the low frequencies calculated for the other scenarios
the exact sequence of the interfacing-system LOCA was not analyzed in detail, and it was
assumed that these frequencies represent a core melt with containment bypass. A more detailed
evaluation of these scenarios might indicate some potential for operator recoveries that would
limit the effects.

This analysis is applicable to the boundary conditions described here; it would need to be revised
for any changes in procedures, test frequencies, or valve status.
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TABLE C-1 ANO I RCS CONNECTIONS

ODESCRIPTION RCS LOOP LINE CLASS COMMENTS

Decay Heat Suction A CCA-8-12,GCB-4-12 2 normally closed PIVs
prior to high/ low pressure
mterface and R.B.
boundary

Surge Line A CCA-2-10 Note 3

Level Sensing Lines A&B Note 1, < 1", Note 3

Flow Sensing Lines A&B Note 1, < 1", No:e 3

Pressure Sensing & A&B Note 1, < 1"
,

Sampling Line .

RCS Piping Vent & A&B Note 1, < 1" ,

Level Sensing Line

High Point Vent A&B CCA-15-1,CCB-17-1 Note 3

RCS Piping Drains A&B CCA-13-1,CCA-13-1.5 one line < 1", four lines
1.5", double isolation
valves prior to high/ low
pressure interface

RCS Letdown Line B CCA-3-2.5,CCB-2-2.5, pressure reduction orifice
CCB-3-2.5 prior to high/ low pressure

mterface

Temporary Level A CCA-1-1 < 1"
Sensing Line

RC Pump Seal A&B CCB-4-1.5,CCB-4-2 Note 4
Injection Lines

RCS Piping Spray A CCA-4-2.5 Note 3
Line

High Pressure A&B CCA-5-2.5,CCB-5-3 Note 4
Injection (HPI) CCB-5-4

Make-up A CCA-5-2.5 Note 4

Incore Instrument On RV Note 2, < 1", Note 3
Lines

O
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f TABLE C-1 ANO-1 RCS CONNECTIONS (continued) - j

DESCRIPTION RCS LOOP LINE CLASS COMMENTS

Incore Instrument . On RV Note 2, < 1", Note 3
3

Lines !

. !
-

Control Rod Drive On RV Note 2, Note 3 ;

Nozzles |1

!

Core Flood Nozzles On RV CCA414,CCB-6-14 Note 3 !
FCB-3-14 '

RV High Point Vent On RV CCA-15 '1 < 1", Note 3 |

RV Gasket Drain On RV HSD-15-1 < 1" !
!

Pressurizer Sample A CCA-13-0.75 < 1" .i
Line

|

Pressurizer Code A Note 2, Note 3 [Safety Nozzles *

i
Pressurizer Porv A Note 2, Note 3 :
Nozzle ;

O' Pressurizer Spray A CCA-4-4 Note 3 i
Nozzle !

r

Pressurizer Aux. A CCA-4-2.5,CCB-9-1.5 4 check valves and 3 i
Sprayline CCA-9-1.5 normally closed PIVs ;

t

LPI A&B CCA-6-12,CCB-1-12 2 check valves and 1
GCB-1-10 normally closed PIV prior ;

to high/ low pressure ,

interface
~

Other interfacing systems susceptible to an ISLOCA are the Makeup and Punfication (Letdown - !
cooler) and CCW (RCP seal cooler) systems. <

Notes: :
i
.

1. Instrument lines are not designated. [
2. Equipment nozzles are not considered.

'
3. Does not penetrate reactor building.
4. No high/ low design pressure interface.

,

O !
;

1
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FIGURE C-3 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) PIPING DRAINS
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DI.0 INTRODUCTION / PURPOSE

Accidents initiated by the Loss of Off-Site Power (LOSP) event are typically important risk
contributors both in terms of core damage frequency and consequence. Thus, to assure an
accurate assessment of these accidents,it is important to account for the likelihood of recovering
off-site power prior to core damage. This appendix documents the ANO 1 LOSP recovery
analysis. The products of this analysis are LOSP recovery factors. These have been applied to
the ANO-1 cutsets initiated by the LOSP initiator (T3).

The LOSP recovery analysis methodology and calculations are described in Section D2. 'Ihe
calculated LOSP recovery factors are applied to the preliminary ANO-1 core damage cutsets as
described in Section D2. Major assumpn,ons associated with the ANO-1 aaalysis are summarized
in Section D3. Sensitivity studies related to these factors are discussed in Section D4. A
summary of the ANO-1 LOSP recovery analysis results is presented in Section D5, and references
are presented in Section D6.

D2.0 METHODOLOGY AND CALCULATIONS

There are a number of methods to treat the timing effects associated with the recovery of off-site
power. Three of these are (1) the application of one or more off-site power recovery factors to
the LOSP cutsets, (2) the use of time-sequenced event trees, and (3) the convolution of on-site
equipment and operator failure probabilities contributing to core damage with the failure to
recover off-site power. The convolution approach was applied in the ANO-1 PRA. It is a best-
estimate approach based on and very similar to that used in the Crystal River-3 PRA (Reference
D-1). An outline of the ANO-1 LOSP recovery process is presented in Section D2.1. An

p introduction to this process follows.

V
The convolution approach consists of integrating (or convoluting) the product of the probability
density functions (pdfs) associated with failures in a given cutset with the off-site power non-
recovery probability. This integral is evaluated over the mission interval. The convolution
integral equals the mean probability that off-site power is not recovered in time to prevent core
damage for the given cutset. Details regarding the mathematics of the convolution approach for
assessing the LOSP recovery probability are presented in Section D2.2.

As is noted in Section D2.2, the assessment of the resulting convolution integrals requires (1) an
estimate of the LOSP duration probability and (2) an account of the time dependence of each fault
which appears in the dominant ANO-1 LOSP-initiated core damage cutsets. The development of
the LOSP duration probability distribution is presented in Section D2.3. The dominant ANO-1
LOSP-initiated core damage cutsets (i.e., cutsets 2104/ reactor year (ry)) and the basic failtur
events which appear in these cutsets are discussed in Section D2.4. For calculational efficiency,
these events were categorized based on similarities on their impact on plant equipment operability
and on their time dependence. Each event category was given a shonhand name for tracking
purposes.

Cutsets of these shorthand events were compiled and they too were categorized according to their
impact on plant equipment operability and on the timing of core damage. Each category of
shorthand cutsets was called a " representative accident scenario". The station blackout scenarios
(i.e., LOSP-initiated accidents involving the total loss of on-site AC power) were distinguished
from degraded power scenarios (i.e., LOSP-initiated accidents in which some on-site power is
available). The representative station blackout and degraded power accident scenarios are
presented in Section D2.5. A unique LOSP recovery factor was calculated for each of these

+] scenarios. These factors quantify the likelihood that off-site power will not be recovered in time
,

b to prevent core damage for accidents initiated by the loss of off-site power. The station blackout !
category of LOSP recovery factors were the assigned names SBOnn, where nn is the ]

.
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representative station blackout accident scenario identification number, nn = 01,02, etc. He g
degraded power LOSP recovery factors were assigned the similar names OSPnn, where nn is the
representative degraded power accident scenario identification number, nn = 01,02, etc. Both the
SBOnn and OSPnn factors are presented in Section D2.6. The calculated LOSP recovery factors
were applied to the ANO-1 core damage cutsets, as discussed in Section D2.7

D2.1 Loss Of Off-Site Power Recovery Factor Develorment and Anolication Process

Given the large number of LOSP-initiated cutsets, it is impractical to apply the convolution
approach to generate a unique LOSP recovery factor for each of these cutsets. De calculational
effort was reduced to a manageable one by categorizing both basic events and cutsets according
to their effect on the timing of core damage and to their impact on equipment operability. He
failure event shonhand notation, dinssed above, allowed the large number of basic events
involved in the LOSP-initiated cutsets to be reduced to a relatively small number of shonhand
events. Each of these shonhand events is any one of a number of basic events which has the same
impact on the plant equipment. By converting the basic events to their shonhand fonn, the
number or unique LOSP-initiated cutsets was also reduced to a relatively small number of
shorthand cutsets. The LOSP recovery ." actor analysis effort was funher reduced by gmuping
these shonhand cutsers into an even smaller number of " representative" LOSP-initiated accident
scenarios, based on their overall timing and impact on the plant response.

Thus, the process of applying these recovery factors was reduced to the following steps:

(1) Create a list of all failure events uhich occur in the LOSP cutsets,
(2) Categorize each event into its shorthand plant equipment impact group,
(3) List the combinations of these shonhand events cutsets which occur in the LOSP cutsets and

group these into an even smaller list of representative cutsets,
(4) Develop time-lines for these representative cutsets and compute the LOSP recovery factor

corresponding to each, and finally,
(5) Apply these recovery factors to the LOSP cutsets according to its corresponding

representative accident scenario.

D2.2 Convolution Interra!s

The convolution process is a time averaging ap;eoach. It consists of integrating (or convoluting)
the product of the probability density functions (pdfs) associated with timed. pendent railures in a
given cutset with the time-dependent LOSP non-;ecovery probability. The integral is evaluated
over the mission interval, since all failures rue assumed to occur during that period. The resulting
convolution integral equals the probabihty that off-site power will not be recosered in time to
prevent core damage for the given LOSP-initiated cutset.

Since the convolution process involves the integration of the cutset failures over the mission
interval, the failures in each LOSP cutset must be categorized as to whether they are time-
dependent or not. Specifically, the component failures must be categorized into one of two types:
(l) a time-dependent failure occurring prior to the initiator or a time-independent failure
occurring at the stan of or during the accident or (2) a time-dependentfailure occurring during
the accident. Failures of the first type include both standby failures (e.g., "normally-open valve
transfers closed prior to a demand") and demand failures (e.g., " pump fails to stan on demand").
Neither has a dependence on the length of the accident mission; thus, the pmbability density
functions (pdfs) for " Type-1" failures have no mission time-dependence. De second type of
failure consists of time-dependent failures which occur during the accident mission (e.g., " pump
fails to continue running"). These " Type-2" failures and thus their pdfs are dependent on the

, ,

trussion ame.
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Operator failures, whether prior to or during the accident, are considered Type-1 faults, since they
,

are assumed to be independent of the length of the mission. The loss of off-site power initiatmg ,

event T3, which, by definition, occurs at the beginning of the accident, is also considered a Type-
1 event.

Type-1 failures are best expressed in terms of their cumulative failure probabilities rather than
xifs, since they are not dependent on mission time. On the other hand, Type-2 failure events are
xst expressed as pdfs, since they do depend on the mission time. In the LOSP recovery analysis,
the Type-2 failures were assumed to have exponential failure rates; this is consistent with
modeling assumptions used elsewhere in the PRA. Thus, these pdfs are assumed to have the '

form,

LeN (1)p, =

where, p, the probability the component i fails=

between t and t+dt
b component failure rate (constant)=

exposure time intervalt =

Since most Type-2 basic events have small failure rates and since the mission interval is relatively
short (24 hours), the exponential term is nearly unity. Thus, the above expression may be
approximated by,

L.p, =

O This simplification is important in that it not only reduces calculational effort but also allows
component failure rates to be factored out of the integral. Although this approximation is
generally valid for mission faults in LOSP cutsets, its application always overestimates the
component failure pdf. Thus, it always leads to conservatively-high calculated results for the
LOSP recovery factor.

Consistent with NUREG-1032 (Reference D-6), the LOSP recovery pdf, pLosP(t) is assumed to
have the form of a two-parameter Weibull density function,

(abt61)edptosp =

where, a and b are constants fitted to LOSP duration data.

Given that the component faults are independent of each other and of the LOSP recovery
probability, the core damage probability density function (pco) associated with a given cutset is
simply the product of the cumulative probabilities (denoted with upper-case P's) of the time-
independent failures (also denoted with upper-case P's), the pdfs of the time-dependent cutset
failures (denoted with lower-case p's), and the time-dependent LOSP non recovery pdf. Thus,

m D

(H P,)( H pj(tj))*plosP(tLosP)pco =

i=1 j=1

cumulative probability for Type-1 failure event i;where, P. =

number of Type-1 failures in given cutset;m =

pdf for Type-2 failure eventj;pj =

time of failure j after LOSP initiator,tj =

O' number of Type-2 failures in given cutset;n = ,

pdf for not recovering LOSP; and,pLosP =

time of LOSP recovery after LOSP initiator.ttosp =

I
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The cumulative core damage probability, Pco (again, denoted with an upper case P), for the given
cutset is the convolution integral of this product:

m .. ,, .

(U P) ( H p;(t;))*ptosP(tLoSP)dtidt2...dtndILosPPco = ...

i=1 j=1** *-

ne number of nested integrals equals n+1, where n is the number of Type-2 time-dependent
failures in the cutset. The additional integral is that for the time-dependent LOSP pdf.

Note that the integration limits are not spectned above. Typically, in a fault tree analysis, the
lower and upper integration limits are assumed to be 0 and Tm, respectively; where, Tm is the time
at the end of the mission,i.e.,24 hours. his assumption is valid for most cutsets. However,it is
not appropriate for cutsets initiated by the LOSP initiator, since the recovery of the LOSP is a
strong function of time and since mission-time dependent phenomenological events, such as the
depletion of a station battery, occur in these cutsets.

The upper and lower limits of each of the nested integrals must be determined by inspection for
each permutation of each cutset. These limits can be established by drawing a " time line" for each
cutset permutation. The time line provides a means of accounting for time dependencies whhh
occur between failure events which occur in a cutset. A demonstration application may help

'

clarify this process.

Consider the LOSP-initiated Station blackout core damage cutset,

T3 * D A-S * DB-R*EA-R.

LOSPinitiating event iwhere, T3 =

DA S = Diesel-Generator A fails to start
DB-R = Diesel-Generator B fails to run, and
EA-R = Turbine-driven EFW Train A fails to run

The effect of recovering the LOSP event during the mission can be accounted by adding a !
recovery event, RLosP, to this cutset:

T3'DA-S*DB-R*EA-R*RLD5P.

1. Dss of Off-Site Power Recovery factor, i.e., probability that off-sitewhere, RLosP =

power is not recovered prior to core damage.

Note that events T3 and DA-S are Type-1 faults and that DB-R and EA-R are Type-2 faults.
Since it is mission time-dependent, RIDsP Will also be treated as a Type-2 event. Also note that
for this cutset, event RLosP will later be called "SBO"in order to distinguish the cutset as a station
blackout event.

In general, the convolution integral for this cutset is given by,

Pn Pors prAR(IFAR)pDBR(IDBR)pW5P(!LoSP)dILosP dtDBRdtrARPco =

cumulative probability of core damage for the subject cutset;where, Pco =

LOSPinitiating event frequency;Pn =

Type-1 event DA-S cumulative probability; . iPors =

Type-2 event EA-R pdf; iprAR =

D-5
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('~') Type-2 event DB-R :xif; andposR =

Time-dependent pro nbility of failing to recovery off-site power priorpwse = ,

to core damage.

Note that the time limits of integration are not specified. Quantification of the convo?ution
integral requires their specification. However, since there are two possible ways of ordering the
uming of the Type-2 events, DB-R and EA-R, this quantification requurs separate assessment of
each ordered case. The two ordered cases are as follows:

(1) T3*DA-S*EA-R*DB-R*RwsP and
(2) T3*DA-S*DB-R*EA-R*RwsP.

For both cases, by definition, both the T3 initiator and the D/G A failure to start (DA-S) events
occur at the beginning of the accident. In Case 1. EFW Train A fails to run (EA-R) prior to D/G
B's failure to run (DB-R); in Case 2, D/G B fails to run prior to EFW Train A's failure to run.
Since recovery of off-site power terminates the accident, event RwsP is a} Ways plaCCd at the end
of the cutset. The timing of events for each of these permutations is depicted in the '' time lines"
provided in Figure D-1.

Since these permutations define all possible failure timing combinations and since they are
mutually exclusive, the convolution integral for the cutset equals the sum of the convolution
integrals associated with its possible permutations. Thus, ,

Pcon + Pco2Pco =

() where, Pcoi probability of Case 1 and=

probability of Case 2.V Pco2 =

Using their time lines, the Case 1 and 2 convolution integral expressions can now be written with
their apprc,priate integration limits. As stated above, for Case 1, the T3 and DA-S events occur at
the beginnm, g of the accident (t = 0). Event EA-R is assumed to occur next, sometime between
the beginning (t = 0) and the end of the mission (t = Tm). The latter two values establish the
bounds of the outermost integral on EA-R's pdf. DB R is assumed to fail afist EA-R but prior to
the end of the mission. Thus, the limits of integration associated with DA-R are t = tran arx! t =
Tm. If off-site power is recovered in less than 60 minutes after the last failure (DB-R), core
damage is averted. This delay in core damage due to the time required to uncover the core, is ,

accounted by the term Tc; as noted above, for ANO-1. Tc = 1.0 hour. Thus, the lower limit of
integration on the LOSP recovery pdf is t = toBR + Tc and the upper limit is t = Tm. The last limit ;

may be extended to t = infinity as a simplifying approximation. The error introduced by this i

approximation is small and increases the value of the convolution integral; thus, the approximation
is conservative.

'

The Case I cumulative probability, Pcos, can be wTitten,

T. ,T. . . , ,

Pn PDAs pan (tMR) posR(tosR) pwsP(twsP)dtwsPdtDBRd!MRPcoi =

o ma om

Substituting expressions for the pdfs in the integral,

, T. T. - .

Pn PDAs AMR ADBR abtMcMN'TMdtwsPdtDBRd!MR j. Q Pco =

-o sa em :

f

1
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Note that the constant failure rates can be factored out of the integral. Also note that the LOSP g
Weibull density function can be integrated at this point:

f_abte = CMS"+IM.M <=T#dtLosP

nis simplifies PcDi to,
,

.T. .T.

Pn PDAs AEAR ADBR e*(o"+T#dtDBRd! EARPcoi =

-o ma

The Case 2 term, PcD2, may be similarly evaluated. As in Case 1, the Case 2 " time line" shows
that event DA-S occurs at t = 0. In Case 2, however, DB-R precedes EA-R. DB-R occurs
between t = 0 and t = Tm; these are the limits on the outermost integral of DB-R's pdf. EA-R is
assumed to fail after DB-R but prior to the end of the mission. Thus, the limits of integration
associated with EA-R are t = tDBR and t = IDBR + Tb. The IDBR + Tb term in the upper limit states
that EFW Train A was modeled to fail at time Tb after D/G B fails. Tb is the time required to
discharge the station batteries. He ANO-1 station batteries were assumed to discharge 2 hours
after charging ceases,i.e., Tb = 2 hr. The EFW Train A dependence on D/G B is consistent with
the PRA model assumption that this train requires battery D06, that D06 is initially charged by
charger D04, and that D04 is powered by D/G B following a loss of off-site power. The limits of
integration on the LOSP pdf are t = TEAR and I = infinity. These limits are similar to those in Case
1, except that tDBR is replaCCd by IEG, Consistent with the differences between the Case 1 and 2
order of occurrence of the DB-R and EA-R events. By assumption, with the exception of the
LOSP integral, the upper integration limit should not exceed Tm. To assure this, the Case 2
integral must be further subdivided; although this will be done in the actual analysis, for bresity,
this detail will not be incorporated heir.

Thus, with the simplifications applied to Case 1, the Case 2 convolution integral can be wTitten,

.T. . .n -

Pn PDAs pDBR(tDBR) PEAR (TEAR) pWSP(tWSP)dtLOSPdtEARdtDBRPcD2 =

*O ou *Ea

T. .m=+n
Pn PDAs ADBR AEAR e*(**+T#dtEARdtDBR=

-o ou

The convolution integral PcD for all permutations of cutset T3*DAS*DBR* EAR *Rwsr can be
written as the sum of the convolution for Cases 1 and 2. Rus,

PcDi + PcD2PcD =

.T. .T.

Pn PDAs AEAR ADBR e4(mw+T8dtDBRdtEAR=

o aa

.T. mm+n
+ Pn PDAs ADBR AEG e4ma+T#dIEARdtDBR (2)

o m.

,

l
,
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As stated above, Pco is the core damage frequency associated with a given LOSP cutset. It '
accounts for failure timing effects associated with the cutset. Although the CAFTA-generated - ;
cutset frequency for this cutset can be directly replaced by its comolution-generated counterpart, ;

it is convenient to calculate the ratio of the two values and to define this ratio as the Loss of Off- !Site Power recovery factor (RtosP). Thus,
i

Pco(convolution)
RiosP = (3) :

Pco(CAFTA) !
!

The CAFTA-generated cutset frequency is given by, !
i

n
, m eTm l

Pco(CAFTA) = (H P.)* (H ( pj(4)dy). '(4) |
i=1 p1 *0 ,'

Note that LOSP recovery is not included in the CAFTA cutset and that all of the lower and upper
integration limits are 0 and Tm. Substituting terms and simplifying, ;

Pco(CAFTA) = Pr3 PoAs AEAR ADBR (Tm)

Applying this and the convolution integral expression to the RLosP definition and simplifying,

*T rT. *

RLoSP . = (l[Im) e4(om+TMdtDBRdtEAR |O * 0 * tra
{

,T *1 Dan +Tb i
a

+(l/T )2 e4cm.T#dtEARdtDBR (5) !
* 0 * tonn

.

'

i

Note that no component failure rates occur in this expression. "Diis fact is a direct result of .I
*

approximating the exponential term of the component failure pdfs as unity. The absence of ;

component failure rates suggests that a single LOSP recovery factor may apply to more than one i

LOSP cutset. This is, in fact, the case. By depicting time hnes for each of the LOSP cutsets, it
:

can be seen that a set of " representative" LOSP cutsets exists, whose LOSP recovery factors are j
identical. Thus, a single recovery factor can b:: evaluated for each of these " representative" cutset
scenanos.

This conclusion assumes that the exponential terms in all Type-2 basic event probability !
expressions, simplify to unity (i.e., p, = Lc4 - L), as stated in Equation (1). For most events, this |
approximanon is valid. However, for generality, the exact expression for the Pco(CAFTA) ;

integrals were used in the RLoSP expressions. For the example LOSP-initiated station blackout -
|core damage cutset, T3*DA-S*DB-R*EA-R, Pco(CAFTA) is given by, ;

Pco(CAFTA) = Pr3 Pors (1-ch T=) (l *e** T=). (6)
|

Thus, the final form of the Rtose factor used for this cutset is the ratio of Equations (2) and (6):

I
*T. rT. rT. . Dem+h ;

AEAR ADBR e*(*"*I8dIDBRdtEAR + ADBR 1 EAR e*("*TMdIEARdtoBR i

*0 * Ea *0 * enO RtosP (7) :=

(1 -e*" T=) (1 -e** T=) !
1

|

1
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Note that component failure rates appear in this expression. However, since (1-eM=)51Tm.the hvalue of RLosP given in Equation (6) is always greater than that in Equation (5), and since the
Equation (1) assumption is generally valid, use of the Equation (7) expression will provide an
upper bound for RLosP. The failure rate of a shonhand event is that of the component most
representative of the shorthand event. For example, the diesel-generator " fails to mn" failure rate
was assigned to ADBR.

Since the expression for RLosP depends on its ass (x iated shonhand cutset, the general expression
for this equation for other LOSP cutsets is given by Equation (3), using the exact expression for
PcD(CAFTA) given in Equation (4).

D2.3 Im Of Off-Site Power Duration Probabilirv Distribution

A time-dependent cumulative probability distribution for the failure to recover off-site power
following a total Loss of Off-Site Power (LOSP) event was estimated for ANO-1. His LOSP
duration probability distribution is based on data compiled from all U.S. nuclear plants for all
years through 1991. He primary sources for this data were the Nuclear Safety Analysis Center
(NSAC) 1.oss of Off-Site Power repons, namely, NSAC-182, NSAC-166, NSAC-147, and
NSAC-144 (References D-2 through D-5). This data was cross-checked and, where necessary,
supplemented with data from NUREG-1032 and NUREG/CR-5032 (References D-6 and D-7).

Eighty-two total Loss of Off-Site Power (LOSP) events were reponed to have occurred during
the entire history of the U.S. commercial nuclear power industry. These events are listed in
chronological order in Table D-1. Note that only total LOSP events are considered in the present
analysis. Panial losses, even if they result in a plant trip, are not considered a LOSP event.

This data is presented on a " generating unit" basis rather than a ** site" basis. Previous ANO-1 and
ANO-2 LOSP analyses have used site-based data. The transition to unit-based data is consistent
with current NSAC reponing practices, per NSAC-182 and NSAC-166 (References D-2 and D-
3). As noted in NSAC-166, the site basis embodies a basic flaw for multi-unit sites: it implicitly
assumes that the LOSP event at a site is synonymous with the LOSP to every unit at the site. In

,

actual experience, this is seldom the case. The unit-basis reponing scheme corrects this
shoncoming.

The result of reponing LOSP data on a unit basis affects both the LOSP frequency estimate and
the calculated non-recovery probability distribution. The unit-based frequency estimate is -

0.0358/ry and the site-based frequency estimate is 0.0584/ry. De unit-based LOSP frequency
estimate is roughly 60% of the value of the site-based LOSP frequency estimate. As already
noted, the unit-based value is the mc.e realistic value.

As noted above, Table D-1 lists every known total LOSP event which has occurred since the
beginning of the U.S. commercial nuclear power industry. As shown in this table, the first record t

of a LOSP recovery event was in 1965. Thus, the data window is much longer than the usual five
to ten year data intervals used for other parameters in the PRA. A shoner data interval containing
only the most recent data more accurately reflects the current slant experience. However, the
calculated level of uncenainty increases as the data window is sionened. Rus, the selection of
the data window is a trade-off between applicable data and good statistics. The five to ten year t

window is generally accepted as a good optimum compromise data window for point-estimate '

parameters in the PRA. Note that the data window for the LOSP initiating event frequency value
was selected as eleven years (1980 through 1991). A much longer data window was used for the
LOSP recovery probability distribution, because it is a probability distribution not a point-
estimate value. The longer LOSP recovery probability distribution is a result of a desire for better |

statistics. It is assumed that the inherent time required to recover off-site power has not changed |
during this data interval. '

.
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It is notewonhy to state that all but five events in Table D-1 were considered applicable to the fk ANO site. De five exceptions involve salt spray as a major contributor to the LOSP. Rese
'

events are not considered applicable, since ANO is distant from any significant source of salt
spray. Their exclusion from the ANO data base is consistent with LOSP frequency calculations
recommended by NUMARC-8700 (Reference D-8). However, they were retained in the ANO
LOSP data base in order to assure that the calculated LOSP frequency and recovery probability ;

tesults are conservatively high: these salt-spray LOSPs are all relatively long-duration events. The
effect of retaining these events in the ANO-1 LOSP data base is significant; this effect is discussed
as a sensitivity issue below.

i

As suggested by NUREG-1032, the LOSP events were grouped into three categories: weather-
induced, grid-related, and plant-centered events. Table D-1 indicates how each LOSP event was
categorized. The NSAC LOSP event descriptions were used to categorize the events. The
NUREG-1032 definitions for plant-centered and weather-induced events is as follows: ;

" Plant-centered events are those in which the design and operational
characteristics of the plant itselfplay a role in the likelihood or duration of the
loss-of-of-site-power event. Area or weather efects include the reliability of the
grid and external influences on the grid or at the site (such as severe weather) ;

that have an efect on the likelihood and duration of the loss ofof-site power."
.

L

NUREG-1032 funher describes plant-centered LOSP events as follows:

" Plant-centeredfailures typically involve hardwarefailures, design deficiencies,
human errors (maintenance and switching), and localized weather-inducedfaults ,

(lighiening andice), or combinations of these types offailure. "
( ,'

Grid-centered LOSP events were considered to be non-weather-induced LOSP events initiated
beyond the plant boundary. In general, plant-centered LOSP events were considered to be non- ,

weather-induced LOSP events initiated within the plant boundary (including the switchyard).
.!

The cumulative probability of failing to recover from the LOSP event as a function of time '

following its loss was assessed for each category of LOSP events. As mentioned above,
consistent with NUREG/CR-5032 recommendations, the plant-centered and grid-related L

categorizes were fit to Weibull functions of time. For consistency, considering that no other
fitting function was known to be more appropriate, the weather-induced LOSP data was also fit
to a Weibull function of time. Plots of the plant-centered, grid-related, and weather-induced i'

cumulative off-site power recovery probability distributions are shown in Figures D-2 through D- !

4.

Figure D-5 is a plot of the " composite" off-site power recovery distribution. This distribution was |
used to calculate the nommal LOSP recovery factors. The composite distribution is a weighted r

sum of the weather-induced, grid-related, and plant-centered distributions. Since 13 of the 82 ,

LOSP initiating events were identified as weather-induced,20 of the 82 were grid-related, and the !
remaining 49 of the 82 were determined to be plant-centered, their respective weighting fractions '

were 0.158537,0.243902, and 0.597561. !

ne ANO-1 composite off-site power recovery probability distribution was compared with the
Sequoyah and the Surry nominal LOSP recovery curves shown in Figures D.3-2 of NUREG/CR- 1

4550 repons (References D-9 and D-10), respectively. The calculated ANO-1 off-site power ,

recovery failure probability curve is in good agreement with the mean Surry curve: the ANO-1 i
curve is within the 5% and 95% confidence bands of the Surry curve. The ANO-1 curve is in fair !( agreement with the Sequoyah curve: prior to two hours after the LOSP event, the ANO-1 curve !
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is above the 95% confidence band of the Sequoyah curve and, after that time, the ANO-1 curve
remains within the 5% and 95% confidence bands of the Sequoyah curve.

D2A Irss Of Off-Site Power-Initiated Core Damage Cutsets and Contributors

The ANO-1 LOSP-initiated core damage cursets were calculated using the CAFTA suite of
codes. By definition, these cutsets are those initiated by the LOSP event, abbreviated as T3 in the
ANO-1 PRA. T3-initiated cutsets occur in only four ANO-1 core damage sequences, namely,
TBF, TBX, TQU, and TQX. Station blackout events occur only in the TBF and TQU sequences; ,

w hereas, degraded power events occur in all four sequences.
"

He component failures in these cutsets were categorized as either " Type-1" or ' Type-2". Note
that some failure events may be a combination of Type-1 and Type-2 failures. If the event was
>90% Type-1, it was categorized as Type-l. This approximation produces conservatively high
recovery factors, since Type-1 events do not delay core damage. If the event was <90% Type-1,
it was split into its Type-1 and Type-2 parts, these parts were separated to define two new events,
one a Type-1 and the other a Type-2 event, and the model was requantified. Only the results of
the final model are presented in this work package.

In addition to being categorized as either a Type-1 or Type-2 event, all events panicipating in the
LOSP-initiated core damage cutsets were grouped according their impact on key pieces of plant
equipment. The association of each component failure to a piece of plant equipment helped make
it easier to understand the cutset and considerably simplified the LOSP recovery effon by

,

reducing the number of cutset types which needed a unique LOSP recovery factor. These key
pieces of equipment were selected on their imponance and on their relative degree of
mdependence from other equipment. The association of component failures with each equipment
group was based on scrutiny of the effect of each component failure. He ANO-1 plant fault tree
was extensively employed to help establish these basic event / plant equipment impact associations.
It should be noted that these associations may not follow the usual system definitions.

"Shonhand" names were invented to distinguish the selected key pieces of plant equipment. A list
of these shorthand failure event names and their meanings is presented in Table D-2. These
names are unique to the LOSP recovery analysis. For example, the Diesel / Generator A was
identified as a key piece of equipment. Its Type-1 failures were given the shonhand name "DA-S"
and its Type-2 failures were called "DA-R". The "DA" refers to Diesel / Generator A, the "-S"
refers to Type-1 (or "stan") failures, and the "-R" refers to Type-2 (or "run") failures. All Tyx-2
failures which lead to failure of D/G A were assigned the shonhand name "DA-R". Thus, a ong
with other events, the mission-time failures of the D/G A room exhaust equipment, events
EMMlRMCLAF and EMMlRMCLBF, were assigned the shonhand name "DA-R". Other key
plant equipment groups included the Service Water trains, the EFW trains, the station batteries,
their chargers, the HPI trains, and the LPI trains.

As noted above, shorthand event names follow cenain rules. The "-S" suffix indicates that the event
is a Type-1 failure; the "-R" suffix indicates that the event is a Type-2 failure. Special note should be
taken of the events which have a "1" or "2" pdor to their -S or -R suffix, for example, EAI-S and
EA2-S. Each of these events represent a " half-failure" of the EA-S event, since the occurrence of
only one of these events in a given cutset will not by itself cause the failure of the entire train of a
system. For brevity, only these example half-failure events are included in the table below; others
were defined, as necessary. There is another special shonhand event: EB-S * EAl-S. The
occurrence of QMMITMAEFW was found to result in both EB-S and EAl-S. Hus, the cutset
event was replaced with the shonhand event doublet EB-S * EAl-S during the cutset categodzation
process. He battery discharge events, BTD06 and BTD07, are also included in the table below.

D-11
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( D2.5 Remsentative Loss Of Off-Site Power Accident Scenarios

The effon associated with calculating and applying the LOSP recovery factors to the ANO-1
LOSP-in&d core damage cutsets was greatly reduced by identifying " representative" LOSP-
initiated cutsets which share the same LOSP recovery factor. The " representative" cursets were
identified by convening each event in the ANO-1 LOSP-initiated cutsets into its shonhand nzme
and compihng a list of unique "shonhand cutsets". These cutsets are comprised only of shonhand ;

events. He total number of such cutsets is relatively small compared with the number appearing
in the LOSP cutset listings, since the number of shorthand basic events is relatively small :

compared with the number of basic events in the ANO-1 LOSP cutsets.

Two lists of shorthand cutsets were created from the initial list of ANO-1 LOSP-initiated cutsets:
a station blackout list and a degraded power list. These two types of LOSP events were
distinguished for reponing purposes in the Ixvel-1 analysis and for later use in the Izvel-2 |
analysis. The station blackout list is provided in Table D-3 and the degraded power list is in Table
D-4. In these lists, shonhand events within a bracket may be substituted for any other in the
bracket. Thus, the number of cutsets in the list is still quite large, too large to compute a separate
LOSP recovery factor for each.

The use of shorthand cutsets simplifies the process of making this distinction. For example, the
shorthand cutset, T3*DA-S*DB-R*EA-R, which is a LOSP-initiated accident invoMng D/G A
Type-1, D/G B Type-2, and EFW Train A Type 2 failures, is clearly a station blackout event,
since neither diesel-generator is available following the loss of off-site power.

.

In order to reduce the LOSP recovery factor calculational effon, the shorthand cutsets were

O grouped according to their timing effects. Twenty-nine groups of shorthand station blackout
scenarios and twenty-eight groups of shorthand degraded power accident scenarios were
identified in the dominant unrecovered ANO-1 LOSP-initiatec: cutsets (i.e.,2103/ry without
either operator or LOSP recoveries). Rese scenario groups are called " representative" station
blackout and degraded power accident scenarios. They are assigned numerical identifiers in
Tables D-3 and D-4.

Note that every shonhand cutset in each representative scenario has the same core damage
timing. For example, in the station blackout shorthand cutset T3*DA-S*DB-S*BTD06, core
damage occurs after the station battery discharges. The same is true for the cutset T3*SWA-
S*DB-S*BTD06, another cutset in the same representative station blackout scenario group.
Rus, only one shonhand cutset from each scenario group was selected for the assessment of the
timing for the entire scenario group. This shonened list of representative station blackout and
degraded power scenarios is shown in Tables D-5 and D-6. !

:

As in the Crystal River-3 PRA (Reference D-1), " time lines" were developed for each of these
representative station blackout and representative degraded power scenarios. Rey depict the
timing of core damage relative to the timing of the failure events in each of the representative
scenarios. Since in each scenario category, the timing of each of the combinations of shonhand

,

events is identical, only one of combinanon of shonhand events is shown in the time line figure.
The time line for each scenario was used to develop a convolution integral for the probability of
recovering off-site power prior to the onset of core damage. In some cases, multiple convolution
expressions were required for each time line in order to account for subtle time effects between
each of the events in the scenario.

The next step in the LOSP recovery process is the quantification of the convolution integrals for
( each of the representative station blackout and degraded power scenarios.

!
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D2.6 Calculation Of Loss Of Off-Site Power Recoverv Factors

Calculation of the station blackout and degraded power recovery factors (SBOnn and OSPnn)
was performed numerically. Each of the convolution integrals was developed in the same manner
as described above in Section D2.1. The weather-induced, grid-related, and plant-centered
calculations were performed separately and then combined to produce a set of composite SBO
and OSP factors.*

For both the SBO and OSP factors. the weather, grid, and plant results were combined by
weighting them with the fraction of the frequency with which each type occurs. The weather-
induced, grid-related, and plant-centered weighting fractions were 0.158537, 0.243902, and
0.597561, as discussed above.

A summary of the composite SBO and OSP values for each of the " representative" LOSP cutsets
is provided in Tables D-7 and D-8. Each SBO and OSP factor corresponds to the similady
numbered " representative" scenario listed in Section D2.5.

Four " generic" LOSP recovery factors follow each list. As an effon-saving measure, these factors
were applied to LOSP-initiated cutsets whose unrecovered (i.e., with neither human nor LOSP
recovery factor) frequency was less than 107/ry. Although the majority of cutsets occur below
this cutoff frequency, their net impact on the calculated core damage frequency is relatively small
The effort of classifying each of these low frequency cutsets into one of the station blackout or
degraded power representative scenarios was deemed too time-consuming. However, recovering
cutsets above the cutoff and not recovering those below it would inaccurately increase the relative
imponance of the low frequency LOSP cutsets. As a compromise between effon and accuracy, a
simpler cutset classification scheme was applied below the cutoff.

His " generic" classification scheme is based on the observation that the magnitude of the SBO
and OSP factors are smaller for those cutsets containing a greater number of Type-2 failure
events. Likewise, the magnitude of the SBO and OSP factors are smaller for those cutsets
containing a battery discharge event. Both observations are consistent with the basis of the LOSP
recovery factor analysis.

The "genedc" classification scheme makes use of this bunching effect. Four genede SBO and
four genede OSP groups were created. Station blackout cutsets containing neither a Type-2
event nor the battery discharge event were assigned the SBOG00 recovery factor. His factor
was selected as the largest SBOnn factor whose representative accident scenario contained neither
the battery discharge event nor a Type-2 event. This factor was applied to station blackout
cutsets fitting this same description. Similarly, recovery factor SBOG01 was the largest SBOnn
factor whose representative scenario contained one or more Type-2 events and not containing the
battery discharge event. SBOG01 was applied to cutsets meeting these criteria. The SBOGB0
and SBOGB1 factors were defined and applied similarly, except that the battery discharge event
occurred in their cutsets. The generic degraded power LOSP recovery events, namely OSPOOD,-
OSPG01, OSPGB0, and OSPGB1, were defined and applied in a similar manner.

With these generic factors, the effon of classifying LOSP-initiated cutsets was reduced to |
!

identifying whether a cutset contains the battery discharge event and/or a Type-2 event. His is a
relatively minor effon. The most difficult aspect was distinguishing whether the cutset was a
station blackout or a degraded power scenario. His was done by observation on a cutset-by-
cutset basis. ;

|

'
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D2.7 Armlication OfIrss Of Off-Site Power Recovery Factors

ne last step in the LOSP recovery analysis consisted of applying the SBO and OSP recovery
factors to the LOSP cutsets. The LOSP secovery was apphed to the ANO-1 core damage (i.e.,
Level-1) cutsets. Since the LOSP initiating event, T3, occurs in only four of the Level-1 accident
sequences, the LOSP recovery factors needed to be applied to only these four sequences. Rese
sequences are TBF, TQU, TBX, and TQX. :

As an effon-reducing measure, the application of LOSP recovery factors was panially automated.
Inputs to this process are (1) the ANO-1 Level-1 HRA-recovered TBF, TBX, TQU, and TQX l
sequence cutsets, (2) the list of shonhand names for each failure appearing in these cursets, (3) -

the representative ANO-1 station blackout and degraded power scenarios, and (4) values of the
corresponding SBOnn and OSPnn recovery factors.

,

In order to identify the LOSP-initiated cutsets in each sequence, all initiators except T3 were set
to zero and the cutsets were soned in order of decreasing pmbability using the CAFTA cutset
editor. Each of the resulting curset files was stored for later use and a cutset report of each
sequence was created and convened to a text file. Via a simple word processing macro
command, every basic event name in each of these cutset report text files was renamed into its i

conesponding shorthand name. Each of these shonhand cutsets was then reviewed and classified
into one of the ANO-1 representative accident scenario groups listed in Tables D-3 and D-4. A
LOSP recovery factor was added to each cutset based on its classification. This was a time-
consuming process. As noted above, as a time-saving measure, the generic LOSP recovery
factors were applied to cutsets whose frequency was less than 109ry.

Note that the ANO-1 Level-1 recovered cutsets were combined with the level-2 system cutsets
s (containment spray, fan cooling, and containment isolation). Level-2 failure events are appended .

to the Izvel-1 cutsets during this process. Thus, additional terms, some of which are Type-2
events, were added to the Level-1 cutsets during the combine process. Strict accounting of the
combined Izvel-1/2 cutsets would require the generation of additional LOSP recovery factors
which account for these additional Type-2 events in the Level-1/2 cutsets. However, as a time-
saving measure, the Level-1 LOSP recovery factors carried into the Level-1/2 cutsets were
retained rather than generating and applying a new set of level-1/2 recovery factors. However,
the values of the LOSP recovery factors were recalculated based on the additional time available
for recovering off-site power between the beginning of core damage and containment failure.
Thus, the values of the level-1/2 LOSP recovery factors were less than or equal to the values
used in the Level-1 analysis.

A significant conservatism was introduced into the level-1/2 cutsets by ignoring the timing effects
of the Level-2 Type-2 events; however, a non-conservatism was introduced into the 12 vel-1/2
results by recalculating the 12 vel-1 LOSP recovery factors based on the additional time to
containment failure. The non-conservatism is due to the fact that some of the station blackout

'

and degraded power accident scenarios are composed entirely of events which would not be
recovered upon the recovery of off-site power. One such accident scenario is T3*EA-S*SWA-
R*SWB-R. This scenario is pan of the SB010 group. In this accident, core damage is assumed
in the level-2 analysis; thus, SWA-R and SWB R are assumed to have occurred. However, the >

recovery of off-site power does not prevent containment failure, since containment heat removal
requires SW. A sensitivity analysis was performed as pan of the Level-2 analysis in order to
determine the imponance of this conservatism. This sensitivity analysis is presented in Section :
D4.8. '
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gD3.0 ASSUMPTIONS

The major assumptions associated with the development of the ANO-1 LOSP recovery factors 1

are summanzed below:

(1) ne s:condary cooling function (B) fails if MFW and EFW A and B trains are unavailable.
De once-through cooling RCS coaling function (F) fails if both trains of HPI tre
unavailable. Recirculation (X) failure occurs if decay heat is not removed from the
containment after the BWST is exhausted.

(2) MFW is lost immediately on the Loss of Off-Site Power event (T3).

(3) Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Train A is unavailable if green DC power is lost either prior
to or during the mission; this assumes that DC power is required for operation of the
EFW-A flow control valves in the S/G injection paths.

(4) As long as green AC power is available, Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Train B is assumed
to remam available even if all sources of red AC power are lost either prior to or during
the mission; this assumes that the operator closes AC tie breakers . Note that this
operator recovery action was not generally applied to cutsets invoMng this situation;
either no recovery was applied or other operator recoveries were applied. The former
leads to a conservatively high cutset frequency; the latter produces a cutset frequency
which is about equivalent to the application of the tie breaker recovery.

(5) De green DC bus is assumed to be initially charged by the green AC bus. For accidents
invoMng the loss of the green AC power supply, no credit was taken in the convolution
integrals for the dday in the discharge of the green battery due to the expected operator
action to switch green battery charging to the red AC power (if available). By not giving ,
credit to this delay in the green DC battery discharge time, the calculated values of the
affected LOSP recovery factors are conservatively high.

(6) HPI is unavailable if both HPI Trains A and B are unavailable.

(7) The loss of a station battery prior to the initiating event is assumed to cause its associated , ,

diesel generator to fail to start.

(8) The core is assumed to uncover and core damage is assumed to begin 60 minutes after the
loss of the EFW system and all RCS makeup and injection. This time interval to core
damage was assumed to be constant. His is conservative, since the core uncovery period
lengthens for delayed failures, as shown in NUREG-1032 (Reference D-6).

'

(9) Although not considered applicable to ANO, since it is distant from a significant source of
salt spray, LOSP events resulting from salt spray conditions were included in the LOSP
recovery analysis. These events were included in order to assure that the calculated LOSP
recovery factors were conservatively high. Note that their inclusion is not consistent with
NUMARC-8700 (Reference D-8) recommendations.

(10) As suggested by NUREG-1032 and reinforced by NUREG/CR-5032 (References D-6 and
D-7), the off-site power non-recovery probability vs. time data was fit to a Weibull
function. Each LOSP event was categorized as either weather-induced, grid-related, or
plant-centered. He NUREG-1032 definitions of these LOSP categories were used to g,classify the LOSP events. .
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7
(' (11) The mission length (Tm) was assumed to be 24 hours. All failure events were assumed to

occur during the mission; subsequent core damage was assumed to occur either during or
AFTER the mission. Tne use of a 24 hour mission in the LOSP evaluation is consistent
with its use elsewhere in the ANO-1 PRA and in other PRAs. The 24 hour mission is
deemed more realistic than an infmite mission length, since the PRA model does not
account for the many non-proceduralized corrective actions possible when periods longer
than a day are available to avoid the onset of co:e damage.

(12) In the convolution integral expressions, which are the numerator part of each SBOnn and
OSPnn facter, the product of the component failure rate and Tm is assumed to be small
(<0.1). This assumption allows exponential terms in the convolution integrals to be
approximated as unity, which greatly simalifies the evaluation of the integrals. His
approximation was not assumed for the CAPTA component failure expressions, which are
the denominator part of each SBOnn and OSPnn factor. His combination of assumptions
conservatively increases the calculated value of the SBO and OSP factors. It is also
consistent with assumptions made in the Crystal River-3 PRA (Reference D-1).

D4.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

Four sensitivity studies were performed as part of the ANO-1 loss of off-site power recovery
factor analysis. These studies assessed the change in the calculated ANO-1 core damage
frequency associated with the following issues: (1) application of off-site power recovery factors
typical of other PRAs, (2) exclusion of salt-spray-related LOSP events from the ANO-1 LOSP
database, (3) pooling of all of the LOSP data into a single group, rather than using separate
weather-induced, grid-related, and plant-centered groups, and (4) extension of the station battery
life from 2 to 4 hours.

These studies were performed by calculating, if necessary, a new set of SBOnn and OSPnn factors
appropriate for the sensitivity issue. The base case SBOnn and OSPnn values were replaced with
the new values in ANO-1 base case RMQS model and the new ANO-1 core damage frequency
was calculated via this revised RMQS model. The sensitivity case results are described in the
sections which follow.

D4.1 Sensitivity Case 1 Effect Of Usinc Off-Site Power Recovery Factors Tveical Of Other
PRAs

The effect of using off-site power recovery factors which are typical of other PRAs increased the
assessed base model ANO-1 core damage frequency (CDF) from 4.67 x IO5/ry to 1.23 x 104/ry.
This represents about a 164% increase in the assessed ANO-1 CDF. This result indicates that the
convolution method not only provides a best-estimate treatment of LOSP events, but also ensures
a realistic assessment of the importance of accidents involving the loss of off-site power. The ,

result also indicates that the typical LOSP recovery methods are excessively conservative and thus ,

overemphasize the importance of accidents involving the loss of off-site power.

The analysis was performed via the ANO-1 level-1 RMQS model by recognizing that the most
significant element of the ANO-1 LOSP recovery methodology is that it accounts for delays in the
time of core damage due to the presence of time-dependent (i.e., Type-2) events in the core
damage cutsets. Thus, in this sensitivity study, the values of SBOnn/OSPan factors whose
representative accident scenario contained Type-2 events were changed to the value of their
corresponding SBOnn/OSPnn factors whose representative scenarios contained only Type-1

r- events. This was done for all SBOnn and OSPnn factors, except those whose representative
(' accident scenarios contained a battery discharge event. To account for battery discharge events,

the value of SBOnn/OSPnn factors whose representative accident scenario contained a battery
discharge event were changed to the value of their corresponding SBOnn/OSPnn factors whose
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representative cutset contained the battery discharge event and Type-1 events (i.e., no Type-2
events).

D4.2 Sensitivity Case 2: Effect Of Excludinc Sal St'rav From The ANO-1 LOSP Databaset

The exclusion of salt spray-related LOSP events from the ANO-1 LOSP database was found to '

reduce the assessed base model ANO-1 core damage fiequency (CDF) fmm 4.67 x 105/ry to 4.01
x las/ry. His represents about a 14% reduction in the assessed ANO-1 CDF. Since the salt
spray data is included in the LOSP database, the reported ANO-1 CDF is considered to be
significantly conservative.

D4.3 Sensitivity Case 3 Effect Of Pooling All OfThe LOSP Data Into a Sincie Groun

The effect of pooling all of the LOSP data into a single Weibull distribution was investigated.
Unlike the composite distribution, no distinction was made between weather-induced, grid-
related, and plant-centered events. A comparison of pooled and composite cumulative LOSP
recovery distributions shows that the pooled recovery probability slightly exceeds the composite :

recovery probability for times shorter than about 3.5 hours after the LOSP event and is slightly
less than the composite curve afterward. Pooling the LOSP data was found to reduce the
assessed base model ANO-1 core damage frequency (CDF) from 4.67 x 105/ry to 4.56 x 105/ry .
This represents about a 2% reduction in the assessed ANO-1 CDF. Rus, the calculated ANO-1
CDF appears to be relatively independent of whether the loss of off-site data is categorized by
cause or pooled together.

D4.4 Sensit;vity Case 4: Effect Of Extending The Life Of The Station Batteries From 2 To 4
Hours

ANO currently plans to install high capacity non-safety (i.e., " black") batteries and to transfer ,

non-safety battery loads from the safety-grade batteries (D06 and D07) to the new " black
batteries". By removing non-safety DC loads from the safety batteries, the effective life of the ,

safety batteries will be extended from 2 to 4 hours. His sensitivity study assesses the separate
impact of this plant improvement. The effect of extending the life of the station batteries was

,

found to reduce the assessed base model ANO-1 core damage frequency (CDF) fmm 4.67 x 10- '

5/ry to 4.00 x 105/ry. This represents about a 14% reduction in the assessed ANO-1 CDF.

D5.0 SUMMARY

*ile ANO-1 loss of off-site power recovery factors were defined, quantified, and applied to the
ANO-1 Level-1 cutsets ininated by the loss of off-site power initiating event. Rese factors
quantify the likelihood that off-site power will not be recovered in time to prevent core damage
for accidents initiated by the loss of off-site power. Two classes of LOSP recovery factors were
developed: one for station blackout events, namely SBOnn, and one for degraded power
scenarios, namely OSPnn. Values for these factors are listed in Tables D-7 and D-8.
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Table D-1 gTOTAL LOSS OF OFF SITE POWER EVENTS TIIROUGH 1991
(Listed in Chronological Order)

No. Nuclear I! nit Date .Cintie Duration
01 Yankee Rowe 11/09/65 G: Grid Fault 0.550
02 Dresden 1 11/12/65 W:Tomado 4.000
03 Connecticut Yankee 04/27/68 P: Switchyard Fault 0.483
04 Connecticut Yankee 07/15/69 P: Switchyard Fault 0.150
05 Humboldt Bay 07/1790 P: Switchyard Fault 0.300
06 Humboldt Bay 11/2700 W: Storm 0.233
07 Point Beach 02.05n1 W: Ice Storm 6.367
08 Ginna 03/04n1 P: Switchyard Fault 0.500
09 Palisades 09/02n1 P: Plant Fault 0.933 i

10 Big Rock Point 01/25n2 W: Ice Storm 0.333
11 Connecticut Yankee 07/1992 P: Lightning 0.017 ,

12 Indian Point 1 07/20n2 G: Grid Fault 0.917
13 Turkey Point 3 04/03n3 G: Grid Fault 0.300
14 Turkey Point 3 04/04R3 G: Grid Fault 0.250
15 Oyster Creek 09/08n3 P: Plant Fault 0.003
16 Ginna 10/21/73 G: Grid Fault 0.667
17 Nine Mile Point 1 11/17R3 P: Switchyard Fault 0.003
18 Connecticut Yankee 01/1994 W: Ice Storm 0.333
19 Turkey Point 4 04/2594 P: Plant Fault 0.333
20 Turkey Point 3 06/28R4 G: Grid Fault 0.183
21 Turkey Point 4 06/28n4 G: Grid Fault 0.183
22 Brunswick 2 03/26n5 P: Switchyard Fault 0.067
23 Fort Calhoun 02/21n6 P: Plant Fault during Storm 0.900
24 Connecticut Yankee 06/26n6 P: Switchyard Fault 0.267
25 Millstone 2 07/2196 P: Plant Fault 0.083
26 Millstone 1 08/1096 W: Hurricane / Salt Spray 5.000
27 Pilgrim 05/1057 W: Snow / Ice 2.667
28 St. Lucie 1 05/16n7 G: Grid Fault 2.833
29 Turkey Point 3 05/16R7 G: Grid Fault 1.033
30 Turkey Point 4 05/1697 G: Grid Fault 1.033
31 Turkey Point 3 05/1697 G: Grid Fault 2.000
32 Turkey Point 4 05/16n7 G: Grid Fault 2.000
33 Indian Point 2 07/13n7 G: Grid Failure due to Lightning 6.467
34 Fort Calhoun 08/22R7 P: Switchyard Fault 0.017
35 Farley 1 09/16/77 P: Switchyard Faults from Lightning 0.900
36 Palisades 09/24D7 P: Switchyard Fault 0.500
37 Palisades 11/25R7 P: Switchyard Fault 0.500
38 Palisades 12/11n7 P: Switchyard Fault 0.500

9
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() Table D 1 (continued)
TOTAL LOSS OF OFF. SITE POWER EVENTS T11 ROUGH 1991

(Listed in Chronological Order)

No. Nuclear Unit Date Cause Duration

39 Pdgrim 02/06D8 W: Snow /lce/ Salt Spray 8.900

40 Beaver Valley 1 07/28n8 P: Switchyard Fault 0.283

41 Ark. Nuclear One 2 09/16n8 P: Switchyard Fault 1.483

42 St. Lucie 1 05/14n8 G: Grid Fault 0.133

43 Davis-Besse 10/15n9 P: Switchyard Fault 0.433

44 Indian Point 2 06/03/80 Giess of Grid due to Lighming 1.750 -

45 Prairie Island 1 07/15/80 Gloss of Grid due to Lighming 1.033

46 Prairie Island 2 07/15/80 G: Loss of Grid due to Lighming 1.033 ;

47 San Onofir 1 11/22/80 P: Plant Fault 0.004

48 Monticello 04/27/81 P: Plant Fault 0.250

49 Fort St. Vrain 05/17/83 W: Snow / Ice 1.750

50 Farley 2 10/08/83 P: Switchyard Fault 2.750

51 Turkey Point 3 02/12/84 P: Switchyard Fault 0.250

52 Turkey Point 3 02/16/84 P: Plant Fault 0.250

53 Susquehanna 2 07/26/84 P: Operator Error during LOSP Test 0.183

54 Connecticut Yankee 08/01/84 P: Plant Fault 0.167

55 McGuire 1 08/21/84 P: Switchyard Fault 0.333

56 Turkey Point 3 05/17/85 G: Grid Fault 2.083

57 Turkey Point 4 05/17/85 G: Grid Fault 2.083

58 Dresden 2 08/16/85 P: Switchyard Fault 0.083

59 Millstone 1 09/27/85 W: Hurricane / Salt Spray 3.517
O' 60 Millstone 2 09/27/85 W: Hurricane / Salt Spray 5.500

61 Palo Verde 1 10/03/85 P: Plant Fault 0.400

62 Palo Verde 1 10/07/85 P: Plant Fault 0.200

63 San Onofre 1 11/21/85 P: Plant Fault 0.067

64 River Bend 01/01/86 P: Switchyard Fault 0.767

65 Robinson 01/28/86 P: Plant Fault 1.667

66 Palisades 07/14/87 P: Plant Fault 7.433

67 Calvert Cliffs 1 07/23/87 P: Switchyard Fault 1.967

68 Calvert Cliffs 2 07/23/87 P: Switchyard Fault 1.967

69 Pilgrim 11/12/87 W: Severe Snow Storm / Ice / Salt Spray 11.000

70 Diablo Canyon 2 07/17/88 P: Plant Fault 0.633

71 Nine Mile Point 2 12/26/88 P: Switchyard Fault 0.150

72 Palo Verde 2 01/03/89 P: Plant Damage from Lighming 18.967

73 Crystal River 3 06/16/89 P: Switchyard Fault 0.033

74 Brunswick 2 06/17/89 P: Plant Fault 1.500

75 Crystal River 3 06/29/89 P: Switchyard Fault 0.033

76 Summer 07/11/89 G: Grid upset after plant trip 2.167
,
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Table D 1 (continued)
TOTAL LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER EVENTS TIIROUGH 1991 .,

(Listed in Chronological Order)

No. Nuclear l' nit Date Cause Duration
77 Vogtle 1 03/20/90 P: Switchyard Fault 2.333
78 Nine Mile Point 1 11/12/90 P: Switchyard Fault 5.917
79 McGuire 1 02/1161 P: Plant Fault 0.667
80 Vermont Yankee 04/23S 1 P:Switchyani Fault 4.617
81 Yankee Rowe 06/15 S 1 P: Switchyard Damage from Lightning 0.400
82 Pilgrim 10/30S 1 W: Wind Storm 1.817

O
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h) Table D 2
v LIST OF ANO 1 LOSP CUTSET SHORTHAND EVENT NAMES

Shorthand Name Shorthand Event Descriotion

DA-S Type-1 D/G A Failure Event
DB-S Type-1 D/G B Failure Event
DAB-S Type-1 D/G A and B Failure Event
SWA-S Type-1 SW Train A Failure Event
SWB-S Type-1 SW Train B Failure Event
SWAB-S Type-1 SW Train A and B Failure Event
SWSGI-S Type-1 SW Sluice Gate 1 Failure Event
SWSG2-S Type-1 SW Sluice Gate 2 Failure Event
SWSG3-S Type-1 SW Sluice Gate 3 Failure Event
SWSG4-5 Type-1 SW Sluice Gate 4 Frilure Event
EA-S Type-1 EFW Train A Failure Event
EB-S Type-1 EFW Train B Failure Event
EAB-S Type-1 EFW Train A and B Failure Event
EATOA-S Type-1 EFW Train A to S/G A Failure Event
EATOB-S Type-1 EFW Train A to S/G B Failure Event
EBTOA-S Type-1 EFW Train B to S/G A Failure Event
EBTOB-S Type-1 EFW Train B to S/G B Failure Event
B06-S Type.1 Battery D06 Failure Event
B07-S Type-1 Battery D07 Failure Event
CHGR03-S Type-1 Battery Charger D03 Failure Event

O CHGR04-S Type-1 Battery Charger D04 Failure Event
CHGR05-S Type-1 Battery Charger DOS Failure Event
SGAI-S Type-1 Steam Generator A Isolation Failure Event
SGBI-R Type-2 Steam Generator A Isolation Failure Event
GBI-S Type-1 Failure of RCS Pressure Control
HA-S Type-1 HPI Train A Failure Event
HC-S Type-1 HPI Train C Failure Event
HAC-S Type-1 HPITrain A and C Failure Event
HOPR-S Type-1 Operator Failure to Attempt HPI Cooling
HOPRPBK-S Type-1 Operator Failure to Begin High Pressure Recirculation
HTHROT-S Type-1 Operator Failure to Throttle HPI
H45AA-S Type-1 HPI Injection Line Failure (Line with Valve MU-45A)
H45AC-S Type-1 HPIInjection Line Failure (Line with Valve MU-45B)
H45CC-S Type-1 HPI Injection Line Failure (Line with Valve MU-45C)
H45DC-S Type-1 HPI Injection Line Failure (Line with Valve MU-45D)
H45D-R Type-2 HPI Injection Line Failure (Line with Valve MU-45D)

,

I
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Table D-2 (Continued)
LIST OF ANO-1 LOSP CUTSET SIlORTHAND EVENT NAMES

Shorthand Name Shorthand Event Deceriotion j

PORV-S Type-1 ERV Failure to Rescat Event after Steam Relief
PORVI-S Tyx-1 Operator Failu:e to Throttle HPI (to Prevent SRV Liquid

Reief)
PORV2-S Type-1 SRV Failure to Rescat after Liquid Relief
PORVB-S Type-1 PORY Failure to Close Event
ERV-S Type-1 ERV Failure to Open Event
SRV-S Type-1 SRV Failure to Reclose Event
LA-S Type-1 HPI Train A Failure Event
LB-S Type-1 HPI Train C Failure Event
LAB-S Type-1 HPITrain A and C Failure Event ,

GHT-S Type-1 Failure of Reactor Building Heat Removal via the Fan Cooling
System

LHT-R Type-2 Failure of Reactor Building Heat Removal via DHR Heat
Exchangers

BTD06 Type-1 Battery D06 Discharge Event
BTD07 Type-1 Battery D06 Discharge Event
EA1-S Type-1 Failure of SG-A Steam Supply to EFW Train A Turbine
EA2-S Type-1 Failure of SG-A Steam Supply to EFW Train A Turbine
EB-S * EAl-S Type-1 Channel A EFW Actuation Failure Event

O

,
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Table D-3
REPRESENTATIVE ANO-1 STATION llLACKOUT ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

& Shorthand Sintion Blackout Accident Scenario SBO Factor
J

Ol' T3 * I DA-S I* I D144 I* I DID06 i S8001
i DAl S * DA2-5 I I DB1-5 * DB2-5 - 1 I i

1 SWA-S I I SWB-S I I I

Ol' I B07-S I* I BTD06 i SB001

02 T3 * I DA-S I* I DB-R I* IBTD06 1 SB002
1 DAl-S * DA2-5 1 1 D81-5 * DB2 R I I I

I SWA-5 I I DRI.R * DB2 5 I I i
1 1 I SWB-R I I i

1

03 T3 * I DA-R I* IDB-S I* I B1D06 i SB003
1 DAl S * DA2-R -I* I dbl-S * DB2-5 I I I

I DAl-R * DA2-5 1* I dbl-S * DB2-S I I I

ISWAR l* I SWB-S I I I

04 T3 * I DA R I* I DB-R I* IBTD06 i SB004
1 DAl-S * DA2-R I I DB1-5 * DB2-R I I I

I DAl R * DA2-S i i DBI-R * DB2-S I I I'

I SWA-R I I SWB-R 1 I I
,

05 T3* 1 DAB S 1* 1 B1D06 i SB005
ISWAB-S I I I

06 T3 * I DAB-R I* IBTD06 i SB006
ISWAB-R I I I

I SWSGI-S * SWSGI R l I i
I SWSGI R * SWSGl-S . I I I

07 T3* I DA-S l* I DB-S I* I EA-S 1 SBOO7

1 DAl-S * DA2 5 I I DBI S * DB2-5 1 I I

- 1 SWA S .I I SWB-S | | I
' Two sub-scenarios were defined for this accident scenario.

.
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Tahic D-4
REPRESENTATIVE ANO-1 DEGRADED POWER ACCIDENTSCENARIOS

& Shorthand Derraded Power Accident Secnnrio OSP Factor

01 T3* I DA-5 I* IEA-S 1* lilOTH S I 05tVI
I DAl-S * DA2-5 1 1 1 filC-S I

I SWA-5 I I I t ilOIPIHK-S I

1 1 I I I Lil-S I

02 T3* IDA R 1* I EA S I* IIlOIH-S I OSIV2

I SWA-5 l l EAl S * EA2 5 I IIIC-S I

I I I EAll-S I lilac-S I

l I I I t ilOITPBK-5 1

1 1 1 I I LB S I

I I I I ILAH S I | 1

03 T3 * I DA-5 i* I EA R I* IIlOIV-S I OSP03 i
!I DAl-S * DA2-S l I i tilC-5 I

I SWA-5 I I I tilOIVIH K-S I

1
!

04 T3 ' I DA-R l* I EA R l* lilOIH S I 05198
I SWA-5 l i I lilC-S 1

1 I I I t ilOPRIHK-S I I

I I I I I LR-S I

05 T3* I DA-5 I* I EA-S I* I HC-R I 0 53'05

I DAl-S * DA2-5 I I I I I

06 T3* I DA R I* IEA-5 i* IliC-R I OSP06

1 1 1 1 I LB R I

I I I I ILAR R I

07 T3 * I DA-5 i* I EA-R I* IIIC.R I 05197
1 DAl-S * DA2-5 I | | | |

06 T3* I DA R I* I EA R 1* IIIC-R I 05198

.
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Tahic D-4 (Continued)

REPRESENTATIVE ANO-I DEGRADED POWER ACCIDENTSCENARIOS

& Shorthand Derraded Power Accident Scenario OSP Factor

'

09 T3* I EA-S I* I EB S I* IIIOIH 5 i OSITN

l EAl-S * EA2-S I I I Illot*PHK-S l

I I i l lil AC-S I

I I I I I LA-S I

10 T3* I EA R 1* lEBS 1* IIIOlH-S i OSP10

11 T3 * IEA-5 1* I EB R I* I IIOIE-S I OSP1I
s

12 . T3 * I EA.R I* I EB R I* lIIOPR S I OSP12

13 T3* I EAB-S I* IHOlV S I* i I OSP13
'

i EAB15 * EAB2 S I I HAC-5 I I I

I I I HOPRISK-S I I i

i

14 T3 ' IEAB-R- l* I HOPR-S l* 1 I OSP14

15 T3* I DB S I* I CllGR03-5 1* I B1D06 i* I EB-S I* IIIOPRO I OSPIS

|SWB4 I I CilGR05-5 I I I I I I I
|

I I I I I I I I I I

16 T3 ' I DB-R I* ICilGR03-S l* I BTD06 l* I EB S l* lilOPR-S I OSP16
|
' I I ICilGR05 5 I I I I I t ilA-5 I

I I I I I I- 1 I I LA-S l

17 T3' IDBS l* ICHOR 03-S l* IB1D06 l' IEB-R l* I HOIR-S 1 OSPl7

i SWB-S - I' lCHOROS S I 1 1 I I I HOPRPBK-S I

l- 1 I I I I I I I HA-S I

18 T3 ' I DB-R . l* I CHOR03-S 1* IB1D06 l' I EB R l* I HOPR-S I OSP18

I I I CHOR05-5 I I I I I I HOPRPRK-S I

!- D-29
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Table D 5

-[ REPRESENTATIVE ANO-1 STATION BLACKOUT SCENARIOS
,

Mg Renresentative Station Blackout Scenario ,

01 T3 DA S DB-S BTD&6 )
02 T3 DA-S DB-R BTD06
03 T3 DA R DB-S BTD06
04 T3 DA-R DB-R BTD06 s

>

05 T3 DAB-S BTD06
06 T3 DAB R BTD06 1

07 T3 DA-S DB-S EA-S
08 T3 DA-S DB R EA-S
09 T3 DA-R DB-S EA-S
10 T3 DA-R DB R EA-S >

|:
11 T3 DAB-S EA-S
12 T3 DAB R EA-S
13 T3 DA-S DB-S EA-R ;

14 T3 DA-S DB-R EA R i
'

15 T3 DA.R DB-S EA-R
16 T3 DA-R DB R EA-R
17 T3 DAB-S EA-R ,

18 T3 DAB R EA-R
19 T3 DA R DBI-R DB2 R BTD06
20 T3 DAl-R DA2-R DB R BTD06
21 T3 DAlR DA2 R DBI R DB2 R BTD06 ;

22 T3 DA-R DB1-R DB2-R EA-S ;O 23 T3 DAl-R DA2-R DB R EA-S i
'

24 T3 DAlR DA2 R DBIR DB2-R EA-S
25 T3 DA R DB1-R DB2-R EA R ,

'
26 T3 DAl-R DA2-R DB R EA R
27 T3 DAl-R DA2-R DB1R DB2-R EA R (

! 28 T3 B06-S DA-S ;

l
29 T3 B06-S DA R

.
*

r

;

)

i
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Table D-6
REPRESENTATIVE ANO-1 DEGRADED POWER SCENARIOS

& Renrecentative Decraded Power Scenario

01 T3 DA-S EA-S HOPR-S
02 T3 DA-R EA-S HOPR S
03 T3 DA-S EA R HOPR-S
04 T3 DA R EA R HOPR-S
05 T3 DA-S EA-S HC-R
06 T3 DA-R EA-S HC R
07 T3 DA-S EA R HC-R
08 T3 DA-R EA R HC-R
09 T3 EA-S EB-S HOPR-S
10 T3 EA R EB-S HOPR-S
11 T3 EA-S EB R HOPR-S
12 T3 EA R EB R HOPR-S *

13 T3 EAB-S HOPR-S
14 T3 EAB-R HOPR-S
15 T3 DB-S CHGR3-S BTD06 EB-S HOPR-S
16 T3 DB R CHGR3-S BTD06 EB-S HOPR-S
17 T3 DB-S CHGR3-S BTD06 EB-R HOPR-S
18 T3 DB R CHGR3-S BTD06 EB R HOPR-S
19 T3 DA-S CHGR4-S CHGRS-S BTD06 HOPR-S ;

20 T3 DA R CHGR4-S CHGRS-S BTD06 HOPR-S
21 T3 DA-S CHGR4 R CHGRS-S BTD06 HOPR-S
22 T3 DA' R CHGR4 R CHGR5-S BTD06 HOPR-S
23 T3 B07-S EA-S HOPR-S &
24 T3 SGAI-S SGBI S HOPR-S T '

25 T3 DA-R SGAI-S EATOB HOPR-S
~

26 T3 DA-R SGBI-S EATOA HOPR-S
27 T3 DAlR DA2 R EA-S HOPR-S
,28 T3 SBAI-S HTHROT-S PORVI-S PORV2-S ERV-S HOPRPBK-S

:

G:
.
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Table D-7
ANO-1 COMPOSITE STATION BLACKOUT FACTORS7~

SBOOI = 1.39958E-01 SBOl6 = 2.11879E-03
SB002 = 1.57601E-02 SBO17 = 2.12374E-02
SBOO3 = 2.79126E-02 SBOl8 = 5.86963E-03
SBOO4 = 5.47024E-03 SBOl9 = 1.4714SE-03
SBOO5 = 1.39958E-01 SB020 = 1.97577E-03
SB006 = 1.51729E-02 SBO21 = 1.47148E-03
SBOO7 = 4.39999E-01 SBO22 = 3.21951E-03
SBOO8 = 3.78640E-02 SB023 = 3.21951E-03
SB009 = 3.78640E-02 SBO24 = 7.12795E-05
SB010 = 8.39639E-03 SBO25 = 3.21951E-03
SBOl1 = 4.39999E-01 SBO26 = 3.21951E-03
SB012 = 3.64532E-02 SBO27 = 7.12795E-05
SBOl3 = 2.12374E-02 SBO28 = 4.39999E-01
SBO14 = 6.09677E-03 SBO29 = 3.78640E-02
SB015 = 2.81144E-03

SBOG00 = 4.39999E-01 (SBOO7) SBOGB0 = 1.39958E-01 (SB001)
SBOG01 = 3.78640E-02 (SBOO8) SBOGB1 = 2.79126E-02 (SB003)

Table D-8
ANO-1 COMPOSITE DEGRADED POWER FACTORS

dSP01 = 4.37285E-01 OSP15 = 1.39247E-01

('-} OSP02 = 3.76931E-02 OSP16 = 1.57281E-02
OSP03 = 3.62154E-02 OSP17 = 2.78278E-02
OSPO4 = 8.05071E-03 OSP18 = 5.98912E-03
OSP05 = 3.61837E-02 OSP19 = 1.39247E-01
OSP06 = 8.04376E-03 OSP20 = 2.89887E-02
OSP07 = 7.72973E-03 OSP21 = 1.50949E-02
OSP08 = 2.96791E-03 OSP22 = 5.24556E-03
OSP09 = 4.37285E-01 OSP23 = 4.37285E-01
OSP10 = 3.62154E-02 OSP24 = 4.37285E-01
OSP11 = 3.61837E-02 OSP25 = 3.76931E-02
OSP12 = 7.72974E-03 OSP26 = 3.76931E-02
OSP13 = 4.37285E-01 OSP27 = 8.37918E-03
OSP14 = 3.61772E-02 OSP28 = 4.37285E-01

OSPG00 = 4.37285E-01 (OSP01) OSPGB0 = 1.39247E-01 (OSP15)
OSPG01 = 3.76931E-02 (OSP02) OSPGB1 = 2.89887E-02 (OSP20) i
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Figure D-1
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Figure D-2 !O CUMULATIVE WEATHER INDUCED ' .!
ANO 1 LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER RECOVERY PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION !
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Figure D-3 f

O CUMULATIVE GRID RELATED |
ANO-1 LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER RECOVERY PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION - r
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O Figure D-4
CUMULATIVE PLANT-CENTERED r

ANO 1 LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER RECOVERY PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
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bMPOSITECUMULA '

ANO I LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER RECOVERY PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

Composite LOSP
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